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THE PIED PIPER- A RUN FOR YOUR MONEY?
PCW Benchtests this portable CP/M machine
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Cromemco System One
MicroCentre introduce Cromemco's new System One computer,
available with an integral 5 megabyte Winchester hard disk, at a
new low price.

The System One supports the full range of Cromemco interface cards,
including high resolution colour graphics, and software packages.
The choice of operating systems includes CDOS, CP/M and
CROMIX Cromemco's answer to Unix.

Call MicroCentre for  Cromemco
MicroCentre Ltd
(Complete Micro Systems)

Britain's independent
Cromemco importer

30 Dundas Street
Edinburgh EH3 6JN
Tel: 031-556 7354



Everyone can benefit from some
micro training at Digitus

Introductory
Courses

Introduction to micros IC/ I
Business systems IC/2

Office systems IC/3

Management aids IC/4
A family of courses designed for users
with no previous computer experience.
The first introduces hardware and
software (including programming), and
-establishes the criteria for selecting
micros. The remaining three courses
look at the problems of implementing
systems, and where practicable review
the package solutions available.

FEES
Introductory and Skills Training Courses £95
a day + VAT. Computer Pro Courses £125 a
day + VAT. There is a discount of £10 a day
for booking more than one day or five days
can be booked for the price of four.

Digitus is a member of COSIT: its courses
may qualify for training grants from the
Manpower Services Commission or the
Engineering Industry Training Board.

DATES OF NEXT COURSES
ic/i Oct 10, Dec 12: IC/2 Oct II. Dec13:
IC/3 Oct 12, Dec14; IC/4 Oct 13, Dec 15

ST/5 Sep 27-28, Nov29-30;
ST/6 Sep 29-30. Dec 1-2:
ST/7 Oct 25, Nov22; ST/8 Nov 23:
ST/I7 Oct 19-21; ST/18 Oct 26. Nov 24:
ST/19 Aug 31 -Sep 2

CPC/9 Oct 3, Dec 5. CPC/10 Oct 4, Dec 6.
CPC/11 Oct 5, Dec 7. CPC/I2 Oct 6. Dec 8:
CPC/13 Oct 7, Dec 9; CPC/20 Oct3I-Nov 2;
CPC/21 Nov 3-4

CMS/I4 Nov 15; CMS/I5 Nov 16;
CMS/I6 Nov 17

r

TRAINING
Send to, or phone.
The Training Administrator, Digitus Ltd.
Lading House, 10-14 Bedford Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE
Lelephone. 01-379 6968 Telex: 27950 Ref 3005

Skills
Training

Fundamentals of BASIC
programming (2 days) ST/5

Improve your BASIC (2 days) ST/6
A complementary pair of courses
designed to teach BASIC programming
with plenty of hands-on practical work.
The advanced course introduces
sophisticated methods of file design,
data organisation, access methods and
control.

Wordprocessing with WordStar* ST/7
DataStar*/SuperSort*/MailMerge*
ST/8

Spreadsheeting with ---"Ecig."
Supercalc* ST/18
Practical workshop courses with the
emphasis on developing the basic skills
and solving everyday problems, with
plenty of hands-on sessions

- --E

A detailed study of dBASE II N-
data management system, covering
file design and indexing as vvell as
applications system design using the
dBASE procedure language.

dBASE II* (3 days) ST/19

Introduction to systems t61designi (3 days) ST/17

An ideal follow up to the BASIC
programming courses: helps formulate
problems in computer terms

Computer
Pro Courses

UNIX* (3 days) CPC/20

Programming in C -OW
(2 days) 'CPC/21
Tutorials on the main features of UNIX
and the C programming language, with
extensive practical sessions on a
multi-user UNIX system.

Hardware for software people CPC/9
Operating systems and languages
CPC/10

Communications CPC/11

Application design and products
CPC/12

System and program generators
CPC/13
A family of five one -day courses to
introduce analysts and programmers to
current micro practice, and to examine
future trends. Popular software products
are reviewed.

Micro technology and strategy
CMS/14

Local area networks CMS/15
Micro database management systems
CMS/16

A series of advanced tutorials to help
computing management review the
choices available and to select the best
strategy

* registered trademarks of the following: MicroPro for WordStar, DataStar, MailMerge, SuperSort
Sorcim for Supercalc: Ashton Tate for dBASE II; Bell Laboratories for UNIX

IN -COMPANY TRAINING
Digitus provides courses tailored to the needs of individual companies, from seminars
for management to detailed tuition for office and production staff. Courses can be held
on company premises, or at the Digitus Training Centre. Contact the Training
Administrator for full details.

From:

Company:

Address:

Please book places on the following courses 0 or send me more details 0

Course Date Places

PCW
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PIED PIPER 144
Dick Pountain focuses an eagle eye on this
Canadian -designed portable with CP/M and
a single 784k formatted disk.
APC 152
A beautifully made machine from NEC, but
is it a good buy? David Tebbutt investigates.
MICRO -PROFESSOR II 168
Shirley and Pete Fawcett check-out the
claim that the MPF II is compatible with
Apple software.

REGULARS

PROSE PACKAGING
Steve Mann turns his Spectrum into a
full-blown word -processor.

176

WHICH SPREADSHEET?
SPECTRUM SPREAD
Mike Liardet tests out Psion's Vu-Calc and
Microl's The Spreadsheet, both available
for the Spectrum.

196

STAR QUALITY 202
This month Kathy Lang examines Infostar
from MicroPro, which is already second to
just Dbase II in the CP/M stakes.

NEWSPRINT 116 TJ's WORKSHOP 164
Everything you ought to know about the Pages of hints and tips for PCWreaders from
micro world this month presented by the the same.
ineluctable Guy Kewney.
COMMUNICATIONS 126
This month's bumper mail bag. Keep on
scrolling!
BANKS' STATEMENT 136
Find out how Cedric Arbuthnot from
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busking, genius son of a white Russian
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Welcome back to Derrick Daines with an
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Tony Harrington talks to Richard Lang,
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What to expect this side of the Atlantic as
our man in the US Sol Libes reports .

COMPUTER ANSWERS 150
Len Warner and his team of experts get to
work solving your problems.
SCREENPLAY 159
Games guru Steve Mann tries out some
new offerings for the Spectrum, VIC-20
and TI 99/4A.

BEGINNERS START HERE 201
Special new user-friendly version of our
familiar introduction to the jargon.
SUBSCRIPTIONS 208
Roll up and hand it over. Our naked request
for your cash.
BRAINDUMP 209
Peter Rodwell wonders how portable is
portable?
NUMBERS 223
Mike Mudge presents his latest medley.
BOOK REVIEWS 224
New regular fixture from Linnet Evans.

DIRECT ACCESS 246
Includes In Store, Transaction File, ACC
News, Networks, CTUK! contacts and
Diary Data.
PROGRAMS 258
Includes programs for Atom, Apple, BBC
Computer, Spectrum, Atari, MZ-80K, and
TRS-80/Genie.
CHIP CHAT
Our sideways look at what's daft if not
downright damnable in the micro world this
month.

392

BLUDNERS
Surely not!

392

Subscriptions Enquiries Stuart Cruickshank Subscription Rates UK: f 12.50, Overseas £27.50 Subscription and mail order address 53 Frith Street. London W IA 2HG,
tel: 01-4394242. 01 Computing Publications Ltd. 1983. Editorial and advertising address 62 Oxford Street. London W IA 2HG, tel: 01-636 6890. No material may be
reproduced in whole or M part without written consent from the copyright holders. Printed by Chase Web Offset, St Austell, Cornwall. Distributed by Seymour Press,
334 Brixton Road, London SW9, tel: 01-733 4444.
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THE NEW OSBORNE EXECUTIVE
a

Designed to appeal primarily to the
corporate business user the Executive offers some
exciting Osborne features.
 New 7" amber display screen
 Terminal Emulation - allows you to connect

straight into the company computer system
 6 Software programs inclusive in the purchase

price
 *COMM-PACTm option - giving you instant

telephone connection
 Complete portability - vital to working flexibility
 Increased speed and capacity - 128K user

memory. 200K bytes to each disk drive.
*Subloct to British

The New Executive includes six Software
programs to the value of £1200! Make an appoint-
ment now for a demonstration of the Executive's
unique and positive benefits.
All inclusive price £1995 + VAT

comPuTgzs
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWll 3SA

TELEX: 8954575 CTCLDN
4 PCW



BRITAIN'S

OSBORNE
DEALER!

When you buy an Osborne at 01 Computers you also
benefit from the kind of back up you would expect from
Britain's No. 1 Osborne Dealer.

* User training for you and your staff.

* Easily arranged credit terms.

* Sophisticated technical and service
back up.

WE'RE CENTRAL
AND EASY TO

1°n

We would welcome a visit from you, to our showrooms
where we can offer you coffee, an informal atmosphere
and of course a personal demonstration of the incredible
OSBORNE 1 and the superb New EXECUTIVE.

EXECUTIVE! Warranty extended to
3 years until 30th Sept. 1983!

Call us for an appointment, sales/
mail order, or simply drop in!

01-228 2207
* N.B. We are open until
6.30 pm weekdays and
10am - Ipm Sat.

Please send me d copy of PCW 9 871
Iyour introductory brochure.

IName

IAddress

Occupation

Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW113SA

NM 1111 NM Ell 1111 11111 MI

Tel No.

PC W



By now, our rivals may have convinced you that
you need a Keyboard Skills course. They imply
that you should buy theirs ...

... so buy IANKEY

IANKEY
Crash Course in Keyboard Skills

Designed to be the World's
best selling Typing Tutorial

Program

Now available on 75 CP/M Micros, it will soon
be available on PC DOS, MS DOS and the
BBC. It is exceptionally easy to install and use
because in turn it uses IANSTAL, our revolu-
tionary package which allows CP/M program-
mers to write software for many different Micros

IANKEY costs just £29-00 £2-00 p+p -F £4-65 VAT (total £35-65). It
comes to you with a full no -questions -asked Money -Back Guarantee. It is

very good software for a very low price

Order today from IANSYST Ltd PCWS, Omnibus Building, 41 North Road, N7 9DP or
telephone (01-) 6075845. Cash with order or Visa/Mastercard/Access

6 PCW



look what your
Computer can dowith
a Ar:r TIME

all (ONTROPILEIR
AMAZING FEATURES AT A VERY LOW COST
Battery backed up Real Time Clock with month,
day, date, hours, minutes and seconds.
Program to control the Clock in on board
PROM MEMORY - saves your computers
memory.
Only ONE LINE in your BASIC PROGRAM is
needed to read or write the date and time.
Eight programmable OUTPUT channells ITTL
compatible)
Eight programmable INPUT channels ITTL
compatible)
EXTENSION for Rampack, Printer etc. included

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
Home Control, Electronic Diary with Alarm,
Programmable Timer, Sophisticated Burglar
Alarm, Auto Stopwatch, Sound Effects, Time &
Date Displays, Light Chaser, Disco Control
Console, Auto Telephone Dialer, On/Off Switch
Control, Temperature Control, Power Monitor-
ing, Automatic Testing, Robot Control, Elec-
tronic Games, Reaction Timer, Effects for
Games, Train Controller, Audio Output,
Counter, Process Control, Scientific Applicat-
ions, Lab. Experiments, Time Recorder etc.

Notes on a few of the above applications are
included in the manual.

ADD ON MODULES which plug into the
Time Controller's INPUT and OUTPUT
connectors will be available shortly, and will
cover most of the above applications.

AMAZING VALUE
ZX81 TIME CONTROLLER only £34.50,
SPECTRUM TIME CONTROLLER only
£38.50. If you can buy a similar product at a
lower price, we will match it.

FOR THE ZX81 AND SPECTRUM

BUILT IN PROGRAMME
IN PROM MEMORY

EIGHT
INPUTS

EIGHT
OUTPUTS

CLOCK
DATE AND TIME

BATTERY
BACK UP

OTHER PRODUCTS

EXTENSION FOR
RAM PACK ETC.

PRODUCTS FOR THE APPLE 11/11E COMPUTER* LOOK AT THESE PRICES
64K 80 COL CARD 11E Unbeatable value £129.00
TIME KIT Clock Calendar with Electronic Diary Software £59.00
PASCAL ROUTINES For the Time Kit £16.50
PARALAX CLOCK DISPLAYS For the Time Kit £16.50
8 CHANNEL A/D CARD An inexpensive data aquisition system £88.00
8 CHANNEL INPUT OUTPUT CARD £59.00

*Also available from PETE & PAM COMPUTERS AND SBD SOFTWARE

ORDER FORMion im ma mai me M
 PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING

Info Qty

.. INIW
Info Qty

1=1 WWI MU

" CA I= Time Controller ZX81 £34.50 0 0 64K, BO Col. Card £129.00
O 0 Time Controller Spectrum £38.50 O 0 A/D Card £88.00
O

Glanmire Electronics I L='
OO Time Kit £59.00

8 Channel input output card £59.00
I= ED= Pascal for Time Kit

Paralax Clock Display
£16.50
f16.50

UNITED KINGDOM
Westley House,
Trinity Avenue
Bush Hill Park
Enfield EN I IPH
Telephone: 01-366 3245 )24 hrs)

IRELAND
Meenane,
Watergrasshill, Co. Cork. Ireland

Telephone: 010-353-21-889209 )24 hrs)
Telex: 75444 CTT

Add £1.50 p & p, any size order. Do NOT add VAT. Send SAE for information.

I enclose cheque / P.O. / Credit Card for BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

Total of £ sterling and understand I

I may return this product within seven days

I
Apple'is a Trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME -GENEROUS QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

if I am not satisfied.

u ass

VISA

Access / Barclay / Visa No.

NAME

ADDRESS

COUNTRY
PCW 9,83

TEL

PCW 7



"practically
speaking..

Machines:
Commodore 64  VIC 16K  CBM 8000,4000/3000
BBC Model B  Spectrum 48K Dragon

Programs:

DFM DATABASE
Fully User -definable
Up to 15 Fields per Record
Search & Sort on Any Field
Select/View/Print/Calculate/Replicate
Report Generator

DFM MAIL LABELS
Reads Database Files
Resort/Selectable Printing

DFM WORDFLOW
Wordprocessing link with Databask;

CATALOG
Library Filing System
36 Element Records
Cross-reference Reportin:;
Search Sort/View, Print

DATALOG
General Information Storage
Definable 4 Index Reference
Re -orderable 8 Line Text
Search/Sort/View-'Print

JOURNAL
Financial Diaiy with Calendar
Re -organise & Replicate Entries
ID File Recognition
Search with Totals & Monthly Reports

£24.00 INVOSTA1
Invoice & Statement Generator
Client & Product Look -up Tables
Auto -calculation including VAT
Print Price Lists/Debtor Balances
On screen Reporting
Fast and simple operation

£10.00
TRANSACT
Full Transaction Analysis for
Saies'Purchases,Banking/Cash,Journals

£24.00 Automatic Double -Entry Checking at Input
Auto -posting of Nominal Accounts
Posting Narrative and Full Reporting

£19.50 Invostat Link -up available soon

£19.50

£30.00

£30.00

Notes:
Prices include P&P and VAT
All programs are disk and tape compatible, easy to use
and supplied with documentation.

£19.50 Software Support & Newsletters direct to registered
users.

Please write or phone for further information. 24 hour
Accessi Visa Barclaycard Hotline

01-289 6904

Dialog Software
19 Shorts Gardens London WC2H 9A1



If your computer
gets stuck in a deadmrend job

you clearly haven't got dBase

There you are with all that
microchip potential and no
software that's
man enough
to exploit it.

Too
specialised,
too basic, too
difficult, too risky.
Over the top in everything except
flexibility! And that's a downright
insult to intelligence - yours and the
computer's.

For years now, the computer
industry has been hooked on data-
bases. And there's absolutely no
doubt that an effectively run database
is the only certain route to successful
information management. The micro's
got the horsepower, so
why shouldn't you
have the software to
go with it?

No reason at all.
That's why ASHTON
TATE developed

INFORMATION
amongst your most valuable
information in absolute safety.

These features
and more
have made

Payroll lob
Costs

Time
Ruling Acctg. Payroll Inventory

Other
Pro rams

=111" =IC 'MC Mr asir 11111r

TM

Employee
Data

Acctg.
Data

dBASE II a
standard for

microcomputer
information

management. And it's a standard
that's as good for the one-man busi-
ness as it is for the larger company.

But don't just take our word for
it. Ask any dBASE II dealer and try
it out for yourself for 30 days.

You're hardly taking a risk,
because if you don't like it, you'll get
your money back! But before the
30 days is up you'll wonder how you

ever managed

Customer
Data Data

DATABASE

dBASE II.
With dBASE II you can harness all your

microcomputer's potential. It gives you a
flexible structure on which to build business
information and a straightforward means to
develop complex and varied applications. In
short, dBASE II gives you all you need to
manage and use information.

When your business grows, you can change
the way you handle information without
changing the information itself. You can
develop your own applications or buy them in
ready-made. You can even build a set of menu -
driven routines and let untrained people loose

Other
Data

without dBASE II.
So do your computer
a favour. Give it a copy
of dBASE II.
For the name of/ your nearest dealer

contact ASHTON TATE distributors:

ACT (Pulsar) 021-454 8585
Arbel Ltd. (0603) 39381

Encotel Systems 01-680 6040
Ferrari Software 01-751 5791

Midlectron (Belper) 6811
Pete & Pam (0706) 227011
Soft Option (0476) 860171

Software Ltd. 01-833 1173/6
Tamsys (Windsor) 56747
Tradesoft 01-627 1800

Xitan Systems (0703) 334711
dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.

ASHTON TATS



SUPER SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
BUY NOW WHILST STOCKS LAST

Adventure 4+5+6 17.95 Mystery House 10.95
Adventure 7+8+9 17.95 Ulysses & The Golden Fleece 11.95
Adventure 10+11+12 17.95 Wizard & Princess 11.95
Poker 9.95 Marauder 11.95
Smarterm 89.00 Cranston Manor 11.95
Supercalc for ALS Z.Card 39.00 Threshold 12.95
Eurocolor Card 49.00 Mouskattack 12.95
Parallel Interface Apple Ile 69.00 The General Manager 75.00
Universal Para Int Apple III 99.00 Frogger 14.95
Apple Ile 80 column card 49.00 Cannonball Blitz 12.95
Apple Ile 80 col card + 64K 99.00 Laffpak 12.95
Datstones of Ryn 9.95 Frogger IBM 19.95
Hellfire Warrior 19.95 Lunar Leeper 11.95
Star Warrior 19.95 Crossfire IBM 12.95
David's Midnight Magic 14.95 Transylvania 12.95
Red Alert 12.95 Multi -Disk Catalog III 10.95
Space Quarks 12.95 Back It Up 24.95
Galactic Trader 10.95 Phantoms Five 12.95
Galactic Revolution 10.95 Gamma Goblins 12.95
Dueling Digits 12.95 Sneakers 12.95
Labyrinth 12.95 Autobahn 12.95
Raster Blaster 12.95 Borg 12.95
Lower Case Adapter (Rev 7) 15.00 Space Eggs 12.95
County Fair 12.95 Copts and Robbers 12.95
Thief 11.95 Epoch 14.95
Swashbuckler 14.95 Hadron 14.95
Missing Ring 12.95 E -Z Draw 19.95
Pig Pen 12.95 Twerps 13.95
Space Strike for IBM 12.95 Computer Football 13.95
Terrorist 12.95 Jellyfish 13.95
Network 9.95 Fly Wars 13.95
Windfall 9.95 Cyclod 13.95
Elite 80 Col Card for Apple IIe 55.00 Audex (Sound Utility) 13.95
Russki Duck 14.95 Bandits 13.95
Phazer Fire 12.95 Minotaur 13.95
Zenith 12.95 The Blade of Balckpoole 13.95
Neptune 12.95 Call to Arms for IBM 13.95
Lazer Silk 12.95 Escape from Rungistan 13.95
High Orbit 14.95 Free Fall 13.95
Data Master 3.3 39.00 Type Attack 14.95
Job Control/Costing in Pascal 49.00 Smith Corona TPI D/W Parallel 449.00
Transit (Utility) 19.00 Supercalc for IBM 149.00
Zork II For IBM 18.95 ACE (Applesoft Command Editor) . . 17.95
Easyplanner for IBM 129.00 Munch -a -Bug 22.95
Easywriter 40 column 49.00 Routine Machine 29.95
Easyfder for IBM 199.00 A10 II Serial Parallel I/F 119.00
Juggler 14.95 ASIO Apple Serial Card 79.00
Transforth II 59.00 Mill Assembler Dev Software 45.00
Grapple 12.95 Cartels and Cutthroats 17.95
Lower Case Apart W/Shift Mod 19.95 Program Line Editor 18.95
Alien Ambush 12.95 Oddessy 14.95
The Best of Muse 17.95 Global Program Line Editor 29.00
Firebug 10.95 Kram 39.00
Frazzle 10.95 Super Kram 69.00
Pegasus 11.95 Versawriter Graph Tab IBM 139.00
Softporn Adventure 11.95 Lower Case Chip 15.00
Cross Fire 11.95 Lower Case Adapt for Pre Rev 7 17.00
Jawbreaker 11.95 Wizard SOB . . 16K Buff Serial I/F 149.00
Mission Asteroid 7.95

Mail Order & Distribution:
New Hall Hey Road,

Rossendale, Lancs.. BB4 6JG Norwegian Agent:
Phones: The Norwegian Software House

(0706) 212321 & 227011 Address Okernveien 145
Telex: 635740 Petpam G Oslo 5

Telephone 47 2 64 55 77
Prices do not include VAT please add 15% to your remittance

Postage and Packing FREE

WE DISTRIBUTE HIGH QUALITY
MICRO COMPUTER PRODUCTS
TO DEALERS WORLDWIDE

OVER 1500 DEALERS BUY FROM PETE & PAM
OPEN AN ACCOUNT RING TODAY

BASF QUALIMETRIC
FLEXY DISKS

51' SINGLE SIDED/SINGLE DENSITY

11 BOXES FOR THE PRICE OF 10!!

BUILT FOR ETERNITY
WARRANTED A LIFETIME

11 boxes for £165

COPY II PLUS for APPLE &
COPYII PC for the IBM PC

An extremely sophisticated bit
(or nibble) copy program to allow
you to make back-up copies of
your protected software.
Also includes:
Catalog, with file lengths, hidden
characters, deleted files, Verify
Disk -bad sector scan of disk,
Verify Files -scan of individual
files. Verify identical files -
compares files on different disks,
lets you know at what point they
first differ.
Verify drive speed: track/sector
map, Sector Editor.

COPY II PLUS £39
COPY II PC £39

"LOOS
VP

kAttl00? 100(S
li100°

tk.t° U.K. VERSION
SPECIAL PRICE £149

The friendliest, most powerful
electronic worksheet you can
buy. Saves time in management
and planning.

Accelerator II
MAKE YOUR APPLE RUN

3.58 TIMES FASTER

FOR ONLY £2991!

Over 2000 UK Apple users now
waste less time by using the

Accelerator in an Apple.

See what Richard King, Hardware
Editor of PCN has to say about
the Accelerator. (PCN 15.6.83)

"Power down, open Apple, find
empty slot, insert board, shut
Apple, power up. That's it -
well almost. There certainly
can't be many add -ins to the
Apple system that make such a
difference in performance with so
little fuss."

"The Accelerator II makes such a
big difference to the operation of
the Apple that I wish it did more."

"So what don't I like about the
Accelerator II? Not a lot, to be
honest. It's simple to install, it's
reliable, it's easy to use and it
runs like a bat out of hell."

"For the real business user who
wants a real increase in through-
put, I would strongly recommend
the product."

EPSON

MX -82T Printer
The printer designed for high
quality graphics - comes with
lower gearing. Tractor only.

Limited Quantity Available
£249.00

1,1ViSapple,

London Retail:
103-5 Blegborough Road,

London. SW16 6DL
Phone: 01-677 7631

London Office
Open Saturdays



WATFORD ELECTRONICS
33 (PCW) Cardiff Road, Watford, Herts, England

Tel: Watford (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095
Computer

IC's
1802CP 1150

2114L -200n 95
2147-3 395
2532450n 300
2564 E6
2708 225
2716-5V 250
2732-250n 295
2764-250n 395
27128-250 E25
27128-400 E20
3242 590
4116-200 90
4116-200 80
4118-250 325
4164-200 425
4532-3 300
413164-100nS 225
5101 220
6116-150 340
61161- 120nS 550
6117.100n 400
6167-6 795
6502A 450
6502 CPU 325
6503 600.
6521 125
6522 VIA 285
6530 011107 E11
6532 RIOT 570
6545 CRTC 099
6551 ACIA 850
6592 PC £20
6800 220
6802 250
6803 050
6804 160
6805 670
6808 520
6809 530
6810 115
6821 110
68021 220
6840 375
6843 E12
6845 650
6847 850
6850 110
6852 290
6854 599
68054 950
6875 500
68000 E69
74C922 400
8080A 250
8085A 350
8088 £18
81LS95 80
81LS96 so
81LS97 so
81LS98 85
8118-10 225
8123 125

'8155 350
8156 350
8202 E25
8205 22S
8212 110
8214 425

8216 100
8224 110
8226 250
8228 220
8243
8250
8251
8253
8255
8256A
8257
8259
8271
8279
8282
8283
8284

8288
8726A 99
8727 150
87284 120
8731 350
8795N 90
8797N 90
9364AP 550
9602 220
AM28L531/2 125
AY -3-1015 300
A1-3-1270 675
AV -3-8910 375
AY -5-1013 300
AV -5-1350 388
AV -5-2376 600
AY -5-3600 750
COM8017 275
COM8116 700
DM8131 275
DP8304BN 250
DS3691N 320
DS88LS120N 275
DS8820 110
DS8830 110
DS8831 125
FD1691 E15

270
850
250
400
255
E35
400
395
E36
385
450
450

i
E109

FD1761 E15
FD1771 E15
FD1791 E22
F01793 f23
FD1795 £26
F01797 f28
IM6402 380
INS8060N 1050
16158154N E9
MC1488 55
MC1489 as
MC14411 690
MC14412 725
MC3446 215
MC3447P 315
MC6846 625
MM528013 695
MM5303 635
MM5307 1275
MM5387A 475
MM58174 700
RO-3-2513L 650
RO 3-75131.1 600
SFF96364E 800
SP0256AL2 £10
TM52716-3 725
7M54164-15 475
TMS4500 £14
TMS5100 600
TMS6011 365
TMS9927 E14
TMS9929 £16
TM59995
ULN2003
UPD7002
280B
ZSOCPU2.5
280ACPU
2808
Z8OCTC
280ACTC
280DART
ZEIOADART
Z8ODMA
280ADMA
280P10
ZBOAP10
280010
Z804.010
ZN419
ZN423E
ZN424E
ZN425E 8
25426E-8
ZN427
ZN427E-8
25428E
2614290 8
ZN459
IN10340
ZN1040
ZNA234E

f12
75

425
875
299
300
875
250
260
495
495
675
895
260
275
850
900
180
138
130
345
300
130
590
410
210
570
200
665
860

74S Series
74500
74S02
74003
74504
74508
74010
74020
74027
74032
74074
740112
745132

740138740133

740139
740155
745158
740175
740188
745189
740194
745201
745225
7452.40
740241

740244
740257
740260
745262
74S287
740288
740289
74S301
74S365
74S374
740470
74S471
740472

30
30
32
30
40
40
40
40
70
75

IT:80

100
115

39
195
260
140
140
195
250
240
390
250
290
170
50

850
225
210
200
000
000
365
325
620

1150

745571 520EMI
75159 125
75107/8 95'
75150/54 125
75154 125
75182/3 99'
75188/9 55
7532 140
75450 86
7545112 52
75454 70
75491/2 65

TTL74
7400
7402
7404
7410
7411
7423
7414
7420
7422
7427
7430
7442
7447
7448
7473
7474
7475
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
74100
74116
74121
74125
74126
74143
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74186
74188
74383

74LS
LSOO
LSO2
LSO4
L508
LS10
LSII
LS13
LS14
LS19
LS20
LS22
1027
LS32
1030
1042
L047
LS48
1063
1573
LS74
LS75
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS91
LS92
L593
LS125
LS126
LS138
LS139
L5148
LS151
LS153
LS156
LS157
LS158
L0175
LS240
LS241
LS242
LS243
LS244
10245
LS273
LS373
LS374
L5393
LS471
LS640
15641
LS645
L5668
LS669
LS670
L5673

18

32
40
40
24
20
25
60
20

170
20
35

2s
80
50
25
35
35

210
60
so

40
55

470
250

99

11
11
12
12
12
12
15
26
so
13
12
12
13
12
28
35
55

120
18
18
20

16
24
60
32
23
24
rs
24
28
70
40
40

25
30
36
55
ss
55
ss
50
76
54
60
55
42

629
180
180
180
125
120
100
550

CMOS

4000
4001
4002
4009
4010
4011
4012
4016
4017
4018
4023
4026
4027
4034
4040
4051
4052
4053
4066

40
10
12
24
24
10
16
20
32
45
13
13
20

140
40
45
60
50
24

4068 14 4412 790 4585 60
4069 13 4419 350 4597 330
4070 13 4450 350 4598 290
4076 50 4451 350 4599 290
4077 13 4490 350 40101 130
4078 15 4500 675 40105 105
4081 13 4504 75 40106 25
4093 20 4505 185 40108 198
4099 75 4508 130 40110 2254160 96 4511 46 40114 zau
4161 99 4519 30 40163 50
4162 99 4528 50 40244 195
4163 99 4549 375 40245 195
4174 99 4569 175 40373 160
4175 105 4583 90 40374 245
4411 690 4584 40 45106 595

WE -ROM©
for Acorn ATOM

A highly sophisticated Acorn
ATOM Utility ROM. Plugs
straight into floating point
Atom's Utility socket. Gives
many unique BASIC Exten-
tions: Hi -speed tape inter-
face; 2 Key rollover Key-
board; Full disassembler;
Memory dump modify; Error
trapping; READ, DATA &
RESTORE; Full BASIC Key-
board scanner BBC like; Find
line & delete; Auto line
numbering; Plus: Chain Cur-
sor movement, Loop abort-
ing. Easily extendible further.
Manual supplied.
Introductory Offer: £10

SEIKOSHA 700
The 4 col printer
Now Available

VAT

ALL DEVICES FULLY GUARANTEED. Send Cheque, P.O.s, Cash, Bank Draft with
Orders. ACCESS/MASTER CHARGE Accepted. GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME. P&P add 60p to all Cash Orders.
OVERSEAS Orders postage at cost.

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT. PLEASE ADD 15% TO THE TOTAL
COST INCLUDING P&P. SHOP HOURS: 9.00am-6.00pm MONDAY TO
SATURDAY. AMPLE FREE CAR PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE.
FOR QUANTITY PRICES PHONE WATFORDI0923) 40588

 12 Months Warranty on DRIVES
 CS50 - TEAC Single Cased with PSU,

40 track, 51/4" S/S, 100K £180
 CD50A - Twin Cased with PSU, 40

track, 51/4", S/S, 200K £350
 CS50E - Single Cased with PSU, 80

track, 51/4", S/S, 200K £220
 CD5OE - Twin Cased with PSU, 80

track, 51/4", S/S, 400K £475
 CS5OF - Single Cased with PSU, 80

track, 51/4", D/S, 400K £330
 CD5OF - Twin Cased with PSU, 80

track, 51/4", D/S, 800K £599
 MITSUBISHI SLIM LINE: Uncased,

Double track, Double Density, ONE
MEGA -BYTES. Track Density 96TPI,
Track to Track access time 3m3sec

£225
 Drive Cable for BBC: Single £8;

Double £12
 VERBATIM DISKETTES (5yrs wart)

10 x 51/4" SSSD £20; DSDD £30
10 x8" SSSD £28

N.B. Carriage is extra

ith 11

Just phone your
order through,
we do the rest.
Tel: (0923) 50234

MICROLINE-82A
80 column Printer, 120 CPS, Bi-
directional, Logic seeking,
Tractor & Friction Feed. 9x9
matrix, 40, 66, 80 or 136 colums
per line. £320(£7 car)

BBC MICRO
& UPGRADE KITS

Upgrade your BBC Micro with
our Upgrade Kits and save
yourself £ffs ...

 Model A £299; Model B E399 (inch)
 16K Memory (8 x 4816AP-100nS)

BBC1 £18.00
 Printer User I/O

Port BBC2
 Complete Printer

Cable 36" £12.00
 Disc Interface Kit BBC3 £85.00
 Analogue I/O Kit BBC4 £6.45
 Serial I/O Kit BBC5 £6.70
 Expansion Bus Kit BBC6 £6.10
 Model A to Model B Upgrade

Kit £43.00
 Joysticks for BBC

(per pair) £12.00
 Complete range of Connectors &

Cables available. Send SAE for
list.

We specialise in BBC Peripherals,
Software and Accessories.
Now available from stock:

BeebPlot; BeebMon;
BeebProgrammer; Beeb 62File DOS;
Beeb 13 ROM Socket; BeebPlotter,

SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST

NEC PC8023-C
Bi-directional, 80 column, 100CPS, Logic
seeking, Hi -Res, block graphic Forward
and Reverse line feed, proportional
spacing, true descenders, 2K buffer, at a
giveaway price:

Only £320 (£7 car)

EPSON
PRINTERS

FX80
10"Tractor/Friction feed, 160 CPS,
11 x9 matrix, 137 columsn max,
Bidirectional, Logic seeking,
proportional spacing, Hi-res bit
image, Italic & Elite characters,
underlining, subscript &
superscript.

Only £3881£7 carr)

RX80
100 CPS, 9 x 9 matrix, dot
addressable graphics, Condensed
& Double width printing, Normal,
Italics & Elite characters, Tractor
Feed, Bi-directional, logic seeking,
Centronics Interface standard.

Only £2851£7 carr)

MX100FT/3
136 columns, 15" carriage, plus all
the facilities of MX8OFT.

Only £425 (£7 carr)

SEIKOSHA GP100A

Unihammer Printer,
gives normal and double

width characters as well as dot
resolution graphics 10"Tractor feed.

Parallel interface standard £175
SEIKOSHA GP250X Only £235
Securicor Carriage £7.

SOFTY 2
Price includes FREE 2532

Softy is an intelligent EPROM Pro-
grammer & Emulator. Has Memory Map
TV Display, RS232 & Centronics I/P &
0/P. Copies, Emulates and programs
EPROMS. RS232/Centronic routines
standard includes PSU. £169

ACCESSORIES
 TEX EPROM ERASER. Erases up to 32

ICs in 15-30 min. £33
 TEX EPROM ERASER with incor-

porated Safety Switch £38
 Electronic Timer Solid state. Con-

nects directly to above Erasers.
Protects your expensive Chips from
overcooking. Our timer pays for itself
in no time. £15

 Tex Eprom Eraser including the Elec-
tronic timer. £44

 Spare UV lamp bulbs £9
 POWER SUPPLY Regulated, overload

protection.
Variable: 5V to 15V @ 4A £38

 Multirail psu kit including Case. Out-
put: + 5V/5A; +12V, +25V, -5V,
-12V (f 1A. Only £39 (p&p 95p)

 Attractive Beige. Brown ABS CASE for
Superboard UK101 or Home Brew £26

 C12 Cassettes in Library Cases 40p
 8" Fan fold paper (1000 sheets) £7
 9r Fan fold paper (1000 sheets) £7
 Teleprinter Roll 250p
 UHF Modulator 6MH2 350p
 UHF Modulator 8MH2 450p
 Stack Packthe unique stackabletwin

drawer racking system for Computer
Cassettes. 5 Drawers (10 sections)
including 10 x C12 Computer
Cassettes and Labels £6

CRYSTALS

32 768KH 100 16 OMHr 200
1MHz 275 18 OMHz 180
1 6MHz 392 18432M 150
1 8MHz 395 19968M 150
1 843M 200 25 OMHz 200
2 OMHz 225 24 OMHz 170
32768M 150 24930M 325
3 57594 98 48 OM 175
36864M 300 1000M 375
4 OMHz 150
4 433619 100 100KHz 236
5 OMHz 160 1.28MHz 392
6 OMHz 140 2.4576M 200
6 144MHz 150 3.276MHz 160
6 5536M 200 4.032MHz 290
7 OMHz 150 4.194304 200
7 168MHz 160 4.80MHz 200
7 68MHz 200 5.185MHz 300
8 OMHz 150 5.24288 390
9 OMHZ 200 7.7328M 250
9 375M 350 8.0833M 395
100MHz 175 8.86723 175
10 7MHz 150
10 24MHz 200
12 OMHz 175
12 528M 300
14 31818 170

IDC Connectors:
PCB Plug
with latch

type Ste Angle
Pins PinsTwo rows

10 way 90p 99p
16 way 130p 150p
20 way 145p 166p
26way 175p 200p
34way 205p 236p
40 way 220p 250p
50 way 235p 270p

Female
Header
Socket

Female
Card -Edge
Connectors

85p 120p
110p
125p 195p
150p 240p
160p 320p
190p 340p
200p 395p

RIBBON CABLE

Ways Grey Colour
Price per Foot

10 15p 28p
16 25p 40p
20 30p 50p
26 40p 65p
34 60p 85p
40 70o 90p
64 120p 160p

JUMPER LEADS Ribbon Cable
Assembly/DIL Plug (Headers)
Single Ended Lead 24" Long
Length 14pin 16pin 24pin
24" 145p 165p 240p
Double Ended Leads

6" 185p 205p 300p
12" 198p 215p 315p
24" 210p 235p 345p
36" 230p 250p 375p

40pin
325p

465p
490p
540p

20pin 22p
IDC FEMALE RECEPTACLE JUMPER 22pin 25p
LEADS 24pin 25p
24" 20way 26way 34way 4way 28pin 28p
lend 160p 2000 260p 300p 40pin 30p
2end 290 370p 480p 525p

DIL SOCKETS

Low Wire
Prof Wrap

8pin 8p 25p
14pin 10p 35p
16pin 10p 42p
18pin 16p 52p

60p
70p
70p
80p
99p

DIL PLUGS (Header)
Solder IDC

14pin 40p 99p
16pin 49p 105p
24pin 88p 170p
40pin 250p 265p

VIDEO MONITORS
 ZENITH 12" Hi -Res, Green

Monitor. 40/80 column select
switch. Attractively finished £80

 SANYO 3125N Colour, RGB
and V.H. Sync. Screened Metal
Cabinet. Only: £199

 MICROVITEC 1431. 14" Colour
Monitor. RGB Input. Cable
included £250

AMPHENOL PLUGS
24way IEEEE 475p
26way Centronics
Parallel 485p

ZIF OIL SOCKETS
24way 575p
28way 850p
40way 975p

EURO (DIN) CONNECTORS
Female Male
Strt. Angle Strt. Angle
Pins Pins Pins Pins

DIN41617
31 way
41612 A -r
2 x32 way
41612 Ar-C
2 x32 way
41612ABC
3 x 32 way

170p

275p

295p

360p

- - 175p

320p 220p 285p

340p 240p 300p

385p 260p 395p

EDGE CONNECTORS
TWO ROWS- .1" .156"
2 x 18way 180p 145p
2 x 22way 199p 200p
2x 23way 185p
2x 25way 225p 220p
2 x28way 210p
2 x3Oway 245p
2x 36way 295p
2x4Oway 315p
2 x 43way 395p

D CONNECTORS: Miniature
Male
9 way 15 way 25 way 37 wa

Solder 80p 110p 160p 250p
Angle 160p 210p 260p 355p
Pins 120p 130p 195p 295p

Female
Solder 110p 160p 210p 350p
Angle 165p 215p 290p 440p
Pins 150p 180p 240p 420p
Covers 85p 80p 80p 100p

IDC 25way 'D' plug 385p Skt 450p

PCW 11



MINERVA
FULL FINANCIAL CONTROL ACCOUNTING

PCDOS IBM

UNIX Western Electric

M C S Wicat

O

All of the above operating sy
capable of supporting it.

Minerva is not only the pr
new, integrated range of softwa
by commerce and industry.

Minerva may be sin 1-
-supports foreign currency

real-time.

C pi M -8 6 Digital Research

CP/m Digital Research

M /NA -8 6 Digital Research

any others are

ustry, but is also a
e assets employed

multiAtger,'single-c  . y 'tnulti-company,
tug, foreign language invoicing and does all of this

Minerva includes, at present, Nominal Ledger, Sal edger, Purchase
Ledger, Address Book and Inventory Control, Early ad m, elude Sales
Order Processing and Payroll. '

Minerva

Minerva is ble from:

Tor Business Systems Ltd.
114, Tooley Street, London SE1 1TH 01-403 3211



ATARI COMPUTERS
AM 400 16K RAM Computer 94.95

A800 48K RAM Computer 234.95

A850 Interface Module 109.95

A410 Programs Recorder 39.95

CX86 Printer Cable

CX88 RS232 Cable

21.70

21.70

C01655 Technical Users Notes 17.00

CXL4018 Pilot Language 78.29

Selection of educational graphic games
software available.

BBC MICROCOMPUTERS
BBC Micro Model B
NOW IN STOCK 347.95
Games Paddle 11.30
Prestel Adaptor 129.95

Selection of educational, graphic
games software available.

COMMODORE MICRO
COMPUTERS

Commodore 64 173.95
Selection of educational, graphic games
software available.

#1.1 e.11-14.11:ii.;i:'e

CASIO
FX802 WI 1L Printer 711.25

FX3600P 19.95
FX602P 43.95
FX700P 43.95
PB100 Computer 34.95

MICRO RENTAL
 Commercial Rates. 10% of the equipment's

retail value per week's hire.
 OR 20% tor the first month.
 And 10% per subsequent month.

Tel: 938 1588
for quotation

-SN

SHARP PORTABLE COMPUTERS
PC1251
CE125

64.95
79.95

PC1500 Colour 139.95
CE150 Printer 124.95
CE152 (4K RAM) 29.95

CE153 69.56
CE155 8K Battery 78.25
CE158 RS232 130.45

SHARP MZ-80A
48K Computer 434.95
MZ-80 SFD 0/Drive 285.00
MZ-80 F8 Dual DiDrive 529.00
CP M-MZ-80A 64.95
MZ-80TU Assembler 44.95
MZ-8ADOZ FDOS 41.95
MZ-80AEO Expansion Unit 99.95
MZ-80AMD Master Diskette 29.95
MZ-80P4 Printer 649.00
MZ-80P5 Printer 289.95
MZ-80P6 Printer 320.00

LYNX
48K RAM expandable to 96K or
128K. You can start off using your
cassette recorder for program
and data storage. Lynx will
accept a wide range of add on
equipment, disc drives, printers
ranging from low cost dot matrix
to letter quality CP/M compati-
bility.

£173.95

SINCLAIR ZX COMPUTERS
Spectrum 16K 86.95
Spectrum 48K 112.95
Z081 Computer 34.80
16K RAM 19.95
32K RAM 49.95
64K RAM 79.00
ZX Printer 34.75

as
DRAGON 32

only

139.95

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP -32E Pre-programmed 44.26
HP -10C Programmable 50.53
HP -11C Programmable 64.95
HP -15C Advanced Prograni 84.95
HP -16C Programmable 81.72
HP -12C Financial 89.95
HP -41C Computer 128.95
HP 41CV Computer 179.95
Memory module 18.95
Quad memory 50.67
Extended functions 50.67
Card Reader 125.37
Printer 259.95
Digital Cassette Drive 294.21

DEANS
of Kensington

191, Kensington High Street
London W8
Tel: 01-938 1588 Ext. 7

Prices are subject to change
without notice.
Add 15% VAT.
Send orders with cheque
payable to DEANS. State goods
required. SECURICOR add
£6.00.

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP -75C

PORTABLE
COMPUTER

Accepts 48K of applicable
Rom.

 Touch-type typewriter like
keyboard.

 Powerful basic language.
 Uses same peripherals as

Series 40.
£739.00.

APPLE
SPECIAL OFFER
for Limited Period

Apple Ile
Disk Drive
W/controller
80 col card

899.00

Apple Ile 645.00
Kaga 12" Monitor 99.95
Disc Drive 199.95
80 Col + 64K 149.95
Apple writer 109.95
Multiplan 149.95
Apple Dot
Matrix Printer 399.95

Apple III
BUSINESS SYSTEM

Apple III 256K
Apple Dot Matrix Printer
Apple Writer III
VISICALC III
Self TRAINING Manual

DEANS Price 1995.00

BOOKS
At DEANS we stock a complete range
of books for computer users, Whether
you want to learn about machine -
language or BASIC, games programs or
business programs, we probably have
the book for you.
Why don't you come in and have a look
at our fine selection? If you're out of
town, or can't get to Kensington, then
send us an S.A.E. and we'll rush you
our books catalogue.
Remember: it's books for learning,
and it's DEANS for the best in compu-
ter books! I

Name

Company

Address

Tel No

To: DEANS of Kensington
191, Kensington High St.
London W8

7 -

OLIVETTI M20 16 -BIT
MICRO

Engineering
 Business
 Education
Science

only
2395.00

Free Sony C6

VDU's & MONITORS
Sony 20" RGB Monitor P.O.A.
12 Green Kaga Monitor 99.00
12 Black Kaga Monitor 99.00
12 Amber Kaga Monitor 119.95
Kaga Colour RGB 259.95
Sony 12" TV 199.95

PRINTERS
EPSON

MX100 FT Type III 430.00
FX80 FT 160 cps 389.95
RX80 100 cps 279.95
Apple Dot Matrix 425.00
SEIKOSHA

GP100A 189.95
GP100VC 219.95
Paper Tiger 455 299.95

ri
EPSON HX-20
PORTABLE
COMPUTER
Portability for programmability any-
where. Diminitive fully featured
business computer, that is small
and light enough to slip into a

briefcase. Specifications include
integrated LED screen, printer and
microcassette, 16K RAM expand-
able to 32K, and its own recharge-
able power supply. Ideal for people
on the move.

Epson HX-20 16K P.O.A.

MN" M-~4

Sp9FA

.5

EPSON QX-10
The (IX -10. A fully integrated De-
sktop Microcomputer system that
takes the hard work out of using
software.

More Power for money, 192K up-
gradable to 256K RAM, incredible
graphics capability, with zoom

facility, RS232C and parallel inter-
faces and multi -font BASIC as stan-
dard. Compare that with systems
costing twice the price.

80 col. x 25 lines screen with full
bit image control, 640 x 400 resolu-
tion for greater definition. 16:1

zoom and special effects as well as
unique split screen facility allowing
different typestyles and graphics to
be shown together for educational
applications.

196 RAM

PCW 13
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ACT SIRIUS I
S G IS BELIEVING!

The Act 1 Sirius I is a revolutionary
concept in personal computing for business,
bringing a new meaning to the term Price/
Performance.

It offers users the 16 Bit performance
normally associated with minicomputers but
at a microcomputer price.

And its backed up by the kind of 01
expertise and service that has made 01 one of
Britain's top microcomputer Dealers.

Call us first on 01-228 2207, for a personal
demonstration of the Act Sirius I. Remember
seeing is believing!

*ACT Sirius 1 128K RAM with 1-2Mb S/S
Disks including CP/M-86, MS-DOS, (Run-time
versions) & Microsoft Basic 86 £2,395
* ACT Sirius 1 I28K RAM with 2.4Mb D/S
Disks including CP/M-86, MS-DOS, (Run-time
versions) & Microsoft Basic 86 £2,895
* ACT Sirius 1256K RAM with 2.4Mb D/S
Disks including CP/M-86, MS-DOS, (Run-time
versions) & Microsoft Basic 86 £3,195
* ACT Sirius 1 128K RAM with 10Mb
Winchester and 1.2Mb D/S Disk including
MS-DOS, (Run-time version incorporating
CP/M-86 emulator) & Microsoft Basic 86
£3,995

* ACT Sirius 1256K RAM with 10Mb
Winchester and 1.2Mb D/S Disk including
MS-DOS, (Run-time version incorporating
CP/M-86 emulator) & Microsoft Basic 86
£4,295
* Full Peripheral & Software
Portfolio in stock

Call us for an appointment,
sales/mail order,or simply
drop iril

01-228 2207

oi compums
Southampton House, 192-206York Road, London SWll 3SA

TELEX 8954575 CTCLDN

WE'RE CENTRAL
AND EASY TO
FIND!

Please send me a copy ofI your introductory brochure
and details of the Act Sirius I.

PC W 9 83,

Name

Address

Tel No

Occupation

Southampton House,192-206 York Road, London SW113SAOMINN MI MI Ell IM la
14 PCW



OUT NOW! 811 IDEAS
FOR YOUR COMPUTER

In the Inmac catalogue of ideas
for your computer check to see
what is in the latest issue for you:

Cables, cables and more cables!
How to order custom-built cables.
When to use screened cables. How to
choose the right EIA RS -232 extension
cables for your VDU's and how to
connect your Apple, Commodore, or
other micros to Qume, Diablo, NEC
printers. Compatible cables for
connecting new peripherals to your
DEC, Data General, Hewlett Packard,
IBM, Osbourne, and
Tandy computers.

Lifetime Floppies Read about Inmac
Plus - the floppy
with a lifetime
guarantee!
Choose from
our range
of 100%
error -free
disk
cartridges,
flag -free
disk packs,

each with a 3 -year replacement
guarantee.

New Ideas! Dozens of exciting
new products - many never seen in
Europe before now - and lots of
helpful hints on getting more from
your computer department.

Service and Quality - a promise
you can rely on! We promise a next
day delivery service of our products, a
30 -day risk -FREE trial, and a 12 -month
trouble -free quality replacement
guarantee.

Send today for your FREE cata-
logue with no obligation to purchase- but be warned: you will want to

buy once you have
read the Inmac

catalogue
ideas book!

.:"'";7:7':':;0"
kr 1 Skvfirh

na11
tO ItOr

defeCthwa
''''4841CPlus

lie hasno oa
Do

013
vly 11

14a2tio5 5 51
Send this coupon

to Dept 318,, Inmac (UK) Limited,
Davy Road,

Astmoor Industrial Estate,
Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 1PZ.

Name
Company
Address

318

R
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66
This is the bit where he gives it all ten finge rs!'

Is your high-performance computer let down by your low -perform-
ance fingers? Touch 'n' Go will change all that. In just 24 hours you

can master the computer's QWERTY keyboard and' its numeric
keypad. Forget boring drills and meaningless hieroglyphics, Touch
'n' Go inti °duces real words and phrases at the earliest possible

moment. The computer gives you instant feedback on your
performance and can even store the results for posterity. By the

end of the course you should be capable of 40 words per minute.
Why use two fingers when you have ten?

Touch 'n' Go is available from computer dealers and
direct from Caxton for only £25 plus VAT.

It is available in popular CP/M and MSDOS formats.
Please add El p&p when ordering direct.

Caxton Software Ltd 10-14 Bedford Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9HE
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To match digital systems
from the plethora of sophisticated
equipment now available, to your

particular problem is not
an easy task

what
is the
answer?

digital solutions will
first analyse your problem
then select the most suitable
system to solve that problem
bearing in mind future
developments in your
business and the ongoing
changes in computer
technology

CICIOCICICIDCIDU LIDEID LICIDEICIDO
D FOR THE FIRST TIME we offer you the PERIPHERALS a
C]

flexibility of leasing on EPSON FX-80 £365
the following systems TEC F10 40 CPS £1,050 El

O
JUKI 6100 £375

SOFTWARE CI
a FORTUNE PULSAR DOMICRON

a from £30.00 BOS a_...mi per week
Ci FREE!

CIAll Cables

CI -41"/W .4'',111 Delivery Overnight a
.1 iti Full Years Warranty

Installation Advice a
SPECIALS

O IBM PC from £13.60 per week a
SIRIU(' CANON PHOTOCOPIERS from

£2.85 per week afrom £11.42 per week ummisimii EPSON HX-20 EXECUTIVE
CIfrom £3.55 per week a

a Amiromit months deferred
payments available CI

a a4. aWe offer a multitude

CI
from £14.15 of other Systems and CIper week Peripherals that will

a Prices exclusive only of VAT
exactly fit your
Management Mood! a

no CI OCIon annacionrinrinnn
call or write for a quote today! Don

CICICI
dgMa_ solutions ODD

digital solutions limited
88 Waveney Road
St. Ives Cambs PE17 4FW
Tel HUNTINGDON (0480) 300728

PCW 9/83
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"Itmustbe done
by Friday!;'

You are under pressure and
you can't find the
information to get
the job done. Where
is it? You could
spend half the day
looking for it. And
still not find it. So
you just give up
and start all
over again.
This is crazy.
There's a computer
in the shop down the
road or in the next office which ought to
be able to help, but can't - simply because you
don't know how to make it work.

At least, not until Friday! With
Friday you can use that computer
and forget all about program-
ming. Friday will take
careof everything. 'PILES NN,
II REPORTS IIDIARY
 MAILINGS. and much
more. Whatever it is you
need to know - how well
sales are going, what the stock
levels look like, who owes you
money, how much you have in the
bank, whose salary is up for review -
Friday can tell you in seconds. Produce
reports instantly to a standard easily good
enough to impress the board.

But Friday isn't only fast and versatile. It's
designed for people who have never used a
computer before. Its documentation, described
as a model for the software industry, includes an
introduction to micro computing. Friday is
completely menu driven, with lots of prompts to
guide you through the job you are doing. The

menus are there purely to help you
- not to hold you up.
You can switch

from job to job -
just as you
always have.
Only now you
don't have to
turn your desk

upside down.
Invest half

an hour with Friday
and you will be amazed

at the return. Just visit
your Ashton-Tate dealer

and he will demonstrate how
to get it done by Friday.

Thank g d it's

For the name of
TM

your nearest dealer contact
ASHTON-TATE distributors:

ACT (Pulsar) 021-454 8585
Arbel Ltd. (0603) 39381

Encotel Systems 01-680 6040
Ferrari Software 01-751 5791

Midlectron (Belper) 6811
Pete & Pam (0706 227011
Soft Option (0476 860171

Software Ltd. 01-833 1173/6
Tamsys (Windsor) 56747

Tra esoft 01-627 1800
Xitan Systems (0703) 334711

Supported by: Ashton-Tate (UK) Limited,
Cofferidge Close, Stony Stratford, MK11 1BY.
Friday is one of the quality range of products which include dBase
The Financial Planner and Strategist, all registered trademarks of Ashton-Tate.

ASHTON TAI E
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More than a
personal computer.
IliaPPle is a word processor,
an accountant and
financial planner. Now for
only £1,199.
Thousands of software programs are written for
Apple lie. So whether your business is Accountancy,
Insurance, Dentistry, Medicine, Engineering or
Pharmacy you can find the right software right
away.
Apple He is designed to grow as your business grows.
You can start with a Basic system and add more
peripherals on the same system. Plus you can link
many together with a network.

A storehouse of knowledge.
If you work with so much data or so many programs that
you find yourself shuffling diskettes constantly, you should
take a look at Apple's ProFile,Tm the personal mass storage
system for the Apple III Personal Computer.
This Winchester -based 5 -megabyte hard disk can handle
as much data as 35 floppies. Even more important for
some, it can access that data about 10 -times faster than a
standard floppy drive.
So now your Apple III can handle jobs once reserved for
computers costing thousands more.
As for quality and reliability, you need only store one word
of wisdom:

Apple.

Now for only £3,395

The Choice
of Professionals
Low Prices to Professionals

 

The personal computer
'Apple 111 will also run many Apple II programs and has CP'M compatibility.

appla
TM

Prices exclude delivery and VAT and are correct at time of wing to pre, Apple reserves the right to change specifications without notice. All offers subject to availability

DEANS
191, Kensington High Street
London W8. Tel: 01-938 1588 Ext. 9
200 Yards from High Street Kensington
Underground Station

To DEANS of Kensington, 191 Kensington High St, London W8.

Please tell me more about the special offer

Name Company

Address

Tel No

PCW 19



The Extraordinary Epson Computer Family

QX10

Ili

A fully integrated Desktop Microcomputer system that takes the handwork
out of using software. An incredible new member of the Epson family.
Features:
* Z80A CPU, VDU, and Keyboard units in modern lightweight, functional

design.
* 192K memory upgradeable to 256K RAM.
* RS232C and parallel interfaces with multi -font BASIC as standard.
* 5 optional interface card slots for Cassette, Barcode, Joystick, Sound

Generator, Omninet' facilities. Also available is a universal interface card
for developing your own interfaces.

* 80 col x 25 lines screen with full bit image control.
* 640 x 400 resolution graphics with 16:1 ZOOM and special effects

including split screen facility.
* Clock and calendar with battery back-up.

TM Ornrunet is a registered trade mark of Corvus Computers.

HX20 The full function, truly portable computer that slips into your briefcase,
incorporating an LCD screen, full typewriter keyboard, printer and optional
microcassette.
Features:
* 20 character by 4 lines LCD screen.
* A built in 24 column dot matrix impact microprinter.
* 16K RAM which is optionally expandable to 32K, ROM expandable to 64K.
* RS232C and serial interfaces.
* Full size ASC II Keyboard.
STC Multicomponent can also offer a full range of accessories and several
software packages in microcassette or pre-programmed ROM format.

RX80 & FX80
PRINTERS

1111111111.111111111111111111

Two exciting new printers that have the usual Epson qualities like reliability,
modern styling and speed - and successfully surpass the performance of
earlier machines.
The RX80 Features: * 100 character per second

* Dot addressable graphics.
* Condensed and double width printing.
* Tractor feed for exact alignment.

The FX80 Features: * 160 characters per second.
* Proportional spacing, quick form tear off,

superscripts, and down loadable character set.
Both printers have standard Centronics parallel interface with IEEE 488,
RS232C etc optional interfaces.

MX 100 III Another stylish and versatile printer from the Epson family.
Features * 100 characters per second

* Wide 15" carriage.
* Bit image printing.
* 32 print codes standard.
* Full 96 ASCII with decenders, 8 international character sets.
* Standard Centronics parallel interface with a variety of optional

interfaces including RS232C, TRS 80 Model I, and Apple II
intelligent parallel interface.

From An Extraordinary Distributor
STC MULTIcomponent

Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DF
TEL: (0279) 442971 11.1411011110314._



THE "GRUNDY" MICRO
Manufactured in the UK by Ceedata Ltd in Surrey

THE UPGRADABLE COMPUTER

FROM £1735
Standard typewriter Qwerty keyboard

* 59 Special function keys (programmable)

* Screen * Dual drives

C/PM* operating system * Overlays for function keys

Begin as your needs dictate and expand your 'Grundy'
as your business grows

MODEL
8204 Twin Floppy Drives, 380 KBytes/Drive, 64K Memory
8205 Twin Floppy Drives, 380 KBytes/Drive, 128K Memory
8206 Twin Floppy Drives, 380KBytes/Drive, 256K Memory
8207 Twin Floppy Drives, 760 KBytes/Drive, 64K Memory
8208 Twin Floppy Drives, 760 KBytes/Drive, 128K Memory
8209 Twin Floppy Drives, 760 KBytes/Drive, 256K Memory
8210 10 MBytes Hard Disk with 380 KByte Floppy Drive, 64K Memory
8211 10 MByte Hard Disk with 760 KByte Floppy Drive, 64K memory
8212 20 MByte Hard Disk with 380 KByte Floppy Drive, 64K Memory
8213 20 MByte Hard Disk with 760 KByte Floppy Drive, 64K Memory

* CPM is a registered trade mark of Digital Research

Contact:
The Sales Manager, Ceedata Limited, Glebe House, Armfield Close,
West Molesey Trading Estate, East Molesey, Surrey
Telephone: 01-941 4889 Telex: 291881 Glebe G DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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FINGER
PRINTGives you

. - fingertip
control
of your

Epson

..)))

FINGERPRINT makes it
easy to LAe all your Epson
printer's capabilities.

Once installed simply tap
your printer's panel
buttons to instantly
select: -

Double Wide
Compressed
Emphasized
or Double Strike
modes.
Combinations of these, and
other features

FINGERPRINT is a plug in module which fits in your printer in
minutes. - No soldering. It's compatible with all MX 80 & MX
100 printers - works with all computers, software, & inter-
faces.

£43-95
+ VAT (incl p & 13)

R P Computer
Products

40 Triton Square London NW1 3HG
Phone 01 387 4549

Please supply Fingerprints
Each at £50.54 Inc. VAT Cheque encl
Please charge Barclaycard No
Name
Address

Map 80 Systems Ltd
NEW MPI Multi Purpose Interface

Will control a mixture of 875'73" drives
On board SASI/Winchester interface
Programable RS232 interface
Programable RS422/PN1360 high
speed multi drop serial interface
On board CTC and SIO
Price Kit B&T
Complete MPI £150 £185
FDC & SASI only £125 £145

VFC Video Floppy Controller
80 col by 25 line display
On board floppy disk controller
Keyboard port
Video switch
Price Kit B&T
VFC Complete £175 £214
Video only £89 £110
FDC only £95 £115

MAP
RAM 256K RAM card

64/32K pages or full memory
Price Kit
64K version £105
256K version £225

mapping
B&T
£150
£285

AVAILABLE
SOON CPU MAP 80 CPU card

Memory mapped
64K RAM
2 fully programable serial
channels (RS232)
Keyboard port
16 parallel I/O lines
CTC & SIO. Full interrupt control

Half height TEAC disk drive systems available from £299
CP/M 2.2 operating system £110. CP/M 3 now available £257

All prices exclude P&P (£1.50) & VAT
Dealer & OEM enquiries welcome

M.A.P. 80 Systems Ltd., No. 1 Windsor St., Chertsey, Surrey
Tel: 09328 64663

II

C
GALASET OFFERSmputers I

EPSONRX80 £289 im----
EPSON FX80 £429
RS 232 Interface £68
SeikoshoGP100F1 £216

Spectruml6K £96 Seikosha GP 100 VC for
Spectrum 48K £125 Commodore £239
ZX81 £46 Seikosha GP 250 X £259
ZX Printer £38 Oric Printer/Plotter £159
16K Rom Pock £28 Star DP510 L219599

by PosL
BBC Oricl

L150

DragonModelB £395
Disk Interface Kit
CumanalOOKDiskDrive

£109
£215 32K £165

Jupiter Commodore

GEM
£135
£215

£269
£47

£279
£130

40016K Inc BASIC
40048K Inc BASIC
80048K inc BASIC
410 Cassette Deck
810 Disk Drive
850 RS 232 Interface

VIC-20
Package £134

1526 Printer £319
16K Raml Pock £29

C2N Cassette £39
Commodore 64 £299
1541Disk Drive £269

Texas
Tl99/4A £147 Mill

Delivery by Securicor FREE Delivery and Packing . Send off the
coupon or order by 'phone quoting your Access/

VBorcloycord No 'Phone 01-549 8229 Immediate despatch
on receipt of order or cheque clearance.

GALASET LTD i0BttiecihY:

mo rpdt oR ou

st Sussex.
Tel: 01-549 8229

Epson
HX20 Portable
Micro Cassette Drive
Expansion Unit

New Brain
Model A
Model AD

v-

£429
£80
£89

........................

£259 OlIvettlBytewriter(Parallel) £489
£285 SilverReedEX44(RS 232) £489

Star DP515 £399
Shinwa CP80 £299
Juki Daisy Wheel £399
Smith -Corona Daisy Wheel £479

Printers/
Typewriters

To: Goloset ltd, 30 Boyford Rood,
Littlehompton, West Sussex.

Please supply

VISA
PCN/30433

I enclose my cheque for E
( FREE delivery and pocking)

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No.

Name Signature

Address
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From cost accounting
to consolidations...to cash

forecasting,capital investment,
production planning,and more...

If you're a businessman or accountant with a
computer - an ex -timesharing user - or even if you've
never used a computer before,The Financial Planner"
gives you all the scope you need to

 PLAN  MODEL IN FORECAST
 ANALYSE  REPORT
and generate results that tell you
what you need to know in a
language you understand.
You can model your existing or
proposed business ventures
using your words, your logic, your
procedures, your report formats,
your experience, and your expertise.

The Financial Planner comes to you with an easy -
to -use manual, featuring an introduction for people
using a computer for the first time. There's also a ten -
lesson, self -teaching aid and a guide to using 'what -if?'
techniques. You also get a quick reference guide,
example models and case studies. The Financial
Planner itself features built-in help screens which you
can call on while you build and analyse your first
models.

Nothing is too much trouble for The Financial
Planner. Large models, multiple models, consoli-
dations, currency conversions, 'what -if'? analyses,
sensitivity analyses, plus tremendous reporting
capability. It's all there in one low-cost system which
will handle larger models than most micro systems
on the market.

The Financial Planner also thinks like you do. You
can start planning from any logical point. Set-up the
year-end figures you want to achieve, and generate the
model that will get you there.

The Planner has the flexibility to allow you to
design your report for greatest legibility and to meet
the standards and specifications used by your
company. All reports are automatically printed with

row and column headings, titles and footnotes fully
spelled out. Anyone reading your report knows
immediately what he or she is looking at.

Versatility is another of The Financial Planner's
attributes. Anyone concerned with financial evaluation
and decisions can use it. Company Directors,

Economists, Production Planners or Financial
Analysts. The Financial Planner's modelling scope is as
advanced as its user. And a complex model need not be
exclusive to the originator. Once built, it can be
'automated' with built-in prompts so that executives
can experiment with the model, ultimately formulating
the blueprint for financial success.

For the name of your nearest dealer contact
ASHTON-TATE distributors:

ACT (Pulsar) 021-454 8585
Arbel Ltd. (0603) 39381

Encotel Systems 01-680 6040
Ferrari Software 01-751 5791

Midlectron (Belper) 6811
Pete & Pam (0706 227011
Soft Option (0476 860171

Software Ltd. 01-833 1173/6
Tamsys (Windsor) 56747
Tradesoft 01-627 1800

Xitan Systems (0703) 334711

Supported by: Ashton-Tate (UK) Limited,
Cofferidge Close, Stony Stratford, MK11 1BY.
The Financial Planner is one of the quality range of products which include
dBASE II, Friday and Strategist, all registered trademarks of Ashton-Tate.

ASHTON TAI E
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Cyborg

5 inches/ 720 k*
3 inches/1 mega*

for -mated

connect me to ZX81, SPECTRUM, ORIC, ATARI, VIC 20, VIC 64, BBC, DRAGON, APPLE II, THOMSON T07,
TEXAS TI 99/4, and shortly IBM PC

Whatever the make of your
computer, the CYBORG disk
drive is for you!
The CYBORG disk drive is designed
around its own on -board controller,
allowing it to operate whatever might
be the CPU of your micro.
Before, disk drives had a compatibility
restricted to host computers of the
same brand. Change the computer and
you had to change the disk drive unit.
Now you can change the micro and
keep your CYBORG, thanks to the
ingenious PERSONALITY MODULE. This
is a minuscule unit, contained in the
connecting cable, allowing translation
of control and data signals in the
CYBORG STANDARD INTERFACE. To
change your micro simply change this
connecting lead. Insert the SYSTEM
NUCLEUS floppy, and it runs.
Three good reasons for
choosing the CYBORG disk
drive.
1) the price: 199.99 pounds excl. VAT.
This price includes: the disk drive, one
personality module, and one system
nucleus.

24 PCW

2) the capacity: drives currently
available store around 150 K on a
5 inches floppy. The CYBORG gives
you a capacity of 720 K on a single
floppy (320 K per side).
3) Transportability: that incredible disk
drive will hook up to any machine. Your
text files can be read by any micro-
computer. Just buy the personality

module plus the system nucleus of the
new brand, and there it goes!
(personality modules available now:
ZX81, SPECTRUM, and ORIC; others to
come shortly) (ZX81, SPECTRUM trade
marks of SINCLAIR RESEARCH Ltd
ORIC trade mark of ORIC
INTERNATIONAL

Technical specifications: 5 inches disk drive unit 720 K per floppy
DOS COMMANDS: FORMAT, DIR, SAVE, LOAD, ERASE. Up to 4 disk drives, Price 199.99 excluded vat.
Optional extensions: FILE HANDLING: OPEN, READ, WRITE, CLOSE, POSIT RENAME, SEARCH, TYPE, STAT,
direct and sequential access (20 pounds);
SYSTEM EXTENSION: MLOAD, MSAVE, MRUN, CHAIN, LOCK, UNLOCK (35 pounds);
SECURITY HANDLING: prepares uncopiable disk (900 pounds); prices excluded vat.

Ask your local distributor to order it from
HAYTECH FRANCE, 68 Bd. de Port -Royal,
75005 Paris, France, phone: (1) 354.86.66
Or send directly your cheques to Box No. 1, V.N.U. Business Publications
B.V., Evelyn House, 62 Oxford St, London
W1A 2HG. Expect eight weeks for delivery.

Name

Address

PCW 9/83
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OEM
L

OFFICE EFFICIENCY MACHINES LTD

THE FINEST SELECTION OF MICROS -
AVAILABLE FROM THE MARKET LEADERS

1
siACTnus FUTURE

DEC APPLE OSBORNE!
Call our West London showrooms for a demonstration on any
of the above machines and we will advise you on the right
software and configuration for your needs. We carry over a
thousand software packages and probably the widest selection
of printers/peripherals in the U.K.!

Call for our unbeatable package deals and some of the
keenest prices in Britain.

Ring 01-741 7383 for further information, or to place your
order call our hot line - 01-748 8404 NOW!

WEEKLY BARGAINS!
Every Friday evening we change our show-
room demonstration models - which you
can purchase (only one week old) at

vastly reduced prices!

OEM THE GIANT
IN

MICROCOMPUTERS!
ACCESS  BARCLAYCARD

To: Office Efficiency Machines Ltd.,
150-152 King Street, Hammersmith, London W.6.
Telephone 01-741 7383/4/5/6 Telex 263559

Please send me information/quote on:

I am an  End User  Dealer  Urgent
I have a requirement for  1 system  2-9 systems
 10 or more systems

I will be purchasing within

 1 month  3 months  6 months or more

My budget is £

Name Title

Company

Address

Postcode

Phone Extension

PCW 25
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STAR TREK (Vic 20)
A 16K adventure type of program with instructions. Take charge of the
Enterprise and go out into space in Search of the Klingons.

With full use made of the sound and colour on the Vic and updated
information displayed on the screen all the time it becomes a game of intrigue
and strategy to outwit your enemy.

Using your warp engines to move around the galaxy and its 64 quadrants
to find the Klingons and starbases. Repair and re -fuel your ship. Load up with
torpedoes and continue your search.

The 10 levels of play will enable the game to be played in varying degrees
of difficulty giving you fewer starbases and more Klingons to destroy. The
more damage you receive from the Klingons in combat the more difficult it
becomes to defend yourself.

A game of skill and cunning atf9.50 including p/p.

STAR RUN (Vic 20) 16K
You are the pilot of the freighter XR8 loaded with vital equipment for the
satellite planet Amethos 10 which is trying to fend off an invasion of aliens
from penetrating the inner galactic empire. The satellite planet has
developed a malfunction in its gyroptic stabilizers which is causing the planet
to spin erratically.

The aliens will try to stop you reaching Amethos 10 but should you run the
gauntlet safely then you must land in a docking bay without crashing. The
controls are switched over to the cursor controls or joystick.

The XR8 has two laser cannons to help defend itself and in combat the XR8
may be damaged. There are bases along the way to re -fuel and repair.

Not an easy game to play.
There are 9 levels of play and if you found Star Trek easy then this one is for

you. £9.50 including p/p.

ALARIANS REVENGE
A fast moving game of wizards and goblins based on a fable. Find the amulet
and its stones and save the kingdom from monsters and the evil sorcerer. A
very complex game of skill and the facility to save the game to tape has been
included to enable the player to re -load at any time and continue where they
left off.

A 16K game using U.D.G. full colour and sound. £9.50 including p/p.

SPRITEMASTER (CBM 64)
This program for the 64 will allow the creation of graphics on the screen. This
is done one at a time so that they can be changed if desired. The colours can
be arranged at the same time. The sprites can be moved around the screen
using cursor controls. This helps to give some idea of whatthe finished
creation will look like in certain positions on the screen. It also gives an idea
of what the created character will look like in motion.

The sprites can be saved as data to some designated high line numbers
and merged with your own program. The program can then be re -numbered
to save memory. £6.50 including p/p.

SYNTHESISER (CBM 64)
A program to turn your 64 into a full synthesiser. The range includes three
octaves on the first voice. Sustain, attack and decay are used to make the
sound very real.

The waveforms can be changed in mid tune by the use of the function key.
It is not even necessary to be able to read music but it helps. £4.50

including p/p.

GET YOUR CARDS RIGHT (16-48K Spectrum)
A card game based on the television series where the cards appear face
down. The player must decide if the following cards are higher or lower.
There is an amount of money to gamble. Wins are paid on getting all the cards
right but bonuses are paid for pairs etc.

User defined characters have been used to add realism and the game is
ideal for younger players (average age is 10 years). £4.00 including p/p.

PEG IN THE MIDDLE (14-16K Spectrum)
A game of solitaire with the option of horizontal/vertical moves or
incorporating diagonal moves for the less experienced player. After 3
attempts to move a blind the player is asked if they want to see a solution.

All legal moves have been covered and it is not possible to cheat.
A game for all ages and not as easy to complete as you would think. £4.00

including p/p.

Peg in the Middle/Get Your Cards Right double package at f6.00 for the two.

THE BIG EVENT
STAND

traaciJ 266

WE ARE NOT THE FIRST PEOPLE TO ADD A LITTLE MUSIC TO A
COMPUTER SHOW, BUT THE DIFFERENCE IS OUR BAND, 'THE
TIME BANDITS', ARE ALSO OUR PROGRAMMERS! SO ANYONE
WITH AN EAR FOR MUSIC IS ADVISED TO STAY AWAY SINCE
OUR PROGRAMMERS ARE PUTTING MORE ENERGY INTO THEIR
PROGRAMMING THAN THEIR MUSIC! FOR US THE BIG EVENT,
THE 6th PCW SHOW, IS OUR LAUNCH. THE TIME WHEN WE
UNVEIL WORLD BEATING GAMES FOR THE
ZX-SPECTRUM. SOSHARE THE FUN AND
VISIT US ON STAND 266. AND FOR
ES YOU CAN TAKE HOME SOME OF
THE FUN TOO!!

DEALERS CONTACT
PAUL HOLMES
021-3543282
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

Pe18e
6th

C °Minter
ShOW

BRITAIN'S No.1MICROCOMPUTING SHOW

28 SEPTEMBER -2 OCTOBER 1983

BARBICAN CENTRE, CITY OF LONDON

hv Personal Computer World

TIMESCAPE SOFTWARE
8A DIGBY ROAD

SUTTON COLDFIELD
WEST MIDLANDS

B73 6HG
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NE
from SPECTRUM

SALE TIME
Most SPECTRUM members will be holding
their own individual HOT SUMMER SALES
with 1000's of bargains at super LOW,
LOW prices - check with your local
SPECTRUM dealer NOW! You could be sur-
prised at just how much you can save at
SPECTRUM

COMMODORE
The powerful COMMODORE 64 now only
£229 from SPECTRUM - a truly superb
micro for business or personal use.

ATARI
ATARI 800 & 400 models now at sen-
sational LOW prices from SPECTRUM -see
our ad. for further details

SOFTWARE
See our super range of SOFT-
WARE from top American &

British companies

NEW SPECTRUM
MEMBERS

Check our address page' - there are
many new SPECTRUM dealers
throughout the UK so there's a good
chance there'll be a SPECTRUM
centre near you.

PRESTEL
See PRESTEL Page 600181
for up to date information
from SPECTRUM

AFTER SALES CARE
SPECTRUM service centres will ensure that
should your machine 'go down' we will get It
running again as quickly as possible. We
also offer extended warranties at reason-
able prices too! - ask your SPECTRUM
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE for full details.

COMPUTER DEALERS
(or prospective Computer dealers!) If, you would
like to know more about becoming a SPECTRUM
APPOINTED DEALER on an exclusive area
basis, please write to MIKE STERN, Spectrum
(UK) Ltd., Burrowfield, Welwyn Garden City
Herts. or telephone (07073) 34781

,

Sensational

INEW LOW
PRICE!

Now a powerful business micro with enormous
memory for the price of a games machine. The-

Cl2MMODORE 64
i;144

:440'

Just look at this incredible new price on the
acclaimed Commodore 64 at Spectrum now!
The Commodore 64 comes with an exceptionally
powerful memory - a massive 64K RAM - plus a
wide-ranging specification that makes for
superb versatility. It's a lot of computer, and
quite outstanding value at such a low price. The
64's features include: 64K RAM 280 Pro-
cessor option  Dedicated video chip
Sprite 3-D graphics  Music synthesiser -
Prestel link  High resolution graphics
(320X200) 16 colours And lots more -
see your SPECTRUM dealer NOW!

it**,
"

Sensational value at only

2294°
Disk drive for Commodore 64 £229.00

COMMODORE VIC-20
Package Offer!

,:,35==ttrft

A complete Home Computer system including the
VIC-20 Computer, a Cassette Unit, introduction
to BASIC part 1 - a simple explanation of com-
puter programs - Blitz, Type -A -Tune, Race & Hop -

pit. A fantastic deal!! and great value -for -money.
But HURRY! offer only while stocks last.

Sensational
Va

ON Y
lLue E13199

Special new LOW price on VIC-20
cartridge games from only £9.99

LYNX 96K
Aam, a Az is .

ow V.: *V W, 11.13 se >A <xx 18:

4.1PWaw444 47er, ?,Set. ms :333 JR

 More power  More features
Now from SPECTRUM - the new LYNX 96K offering
more workspace for ambitious programs. The
most important feature of the 96K machine is its
additional memory. In full high resolution colour, it
provides 37.5K of RAM directly accessible in
Basic - with up to 24K more available to programs
using machine code. Ask to see the super new
LYNX 96K at SPECTRUM - NOW!

Spectrum
Price 99.00

LYNX 48K Model -SPECTRUM PRICE £225
For the Lynx owners who're ready to take the next step, the
48K machine can be upgraded to full 96K specification for just
£89.95

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE SUPER OFFERS FROM SPECTRUM
PCW 27



TEXAS TI -99/4A
TEXAS
Software
Cartridges
Now from ONLY

£11.95
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Exceptional value from SPECTRUM and represent-
ing probably the finest home micro computer value
on the market today, -The TEXAS TI -99/4A is built to
an extremely high standard and is highly recom-
mended by SPECTRUM for its utter reliability.
 16K RAM (expandable to 48K) IS Built-in 14K Byte
BASIC interpreter  16 Bit Microprocessor  16
Colour High Resolution graphics O Uses easy'slot-in
cartridge modules - from only £11.95  Extensive
range of solid state software command modules
available from games to architectural aids  Optional
programming languages -UCSD. PASCAL. TI -LOGO
ASSEMBLER

Check with your
local SPECTRUM
dealer NOW for
our super new

LOW price

ORIC-1
mo.ukommil.)
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A superbly designed and engin-
eered micro and great value -for -
money from SPECTRUM. Offering
48K RAM Colour - (8 foreground
and 8 background can be displayed
at the same time) High resolution
graphics User definable Graphics.
Full sound (6 octaves of controll-
able sound) Easy to use keyboard
with moving keys. Standard Cen-
tronics parallel interface allows
easy connection to a wide range of
printers etc.

Special
ORIC PRINTER

Offer!
Get a £40 Cash Voucher
redeamable against an Oric
Printer when you buy the
ORIC 48K computer from
SPECTRUM - ask for details

Spectrum
Price
ONLY £139.95

SPECTRUM FACTS
Maximum user RAM 47,870 Bytes
Text Screen 28x40
High Resolution 240x200
Cassette Lead Included

Now available: P.A.S.E. joystick interface for ORIC-1 £14.95

HALF-PRICE

VOUCHER
Bring this voucher to your local SPECTRUM
dealer when you purchase an ORIC-1 48K
and it will entitle you to purchase the following
4 titles of software at HALF PRICE!

 Multigames  Chess
 ORIC Flight  Zodiac

PCW
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Yes, this top selling Micro system
is now available from your local
SPECTRUM dealer -the BBC
Model`13' offering 32K RAM plus a
full back-up of peripherals &
software too! It's an infinitely
expandable machine, ideal for the
home or business and is already
widely used for educational pur-
poses in schools - so the chances
are your children may already be
well familiar with its operation,
which must make it the ideal
choice for the home too!

Now available

IKON FLOPPY TAPE DRIVE
for the BBC The ideal alternative!

Spectrum
Price VI 55.25
QUICK SHOT JOYSTICK
Especially for the BBC
Spectrum Price £19.95

SPECTRUM
PRICE

99.00INC VAT

BBC Single Disk Drive 1 OOK
£265.00

BBC Dual Disk Drive BOOK
£803.85

BBC Tape Recorder £29.90
Acorn Software Cassette based

from £9.95
Acorn Disk based sotware

£11.50
BBC cassette based software

from £9.95

Please note! We regret
that there is a shortage on all BBC
equipment -please phone you near-
est store before making a journey to
check stock position.

SHARP MZ-80A

FREE.
£75 WORTH,

taof software;
.f ..4%

ItVilipwith every M180A

1111111111aM
purchased 41Pr

Desk top genius! the all -in -one
SHARP MZ-80A. Ready to run the
moment you get it home. Built-in
keyboard. CRT 9" display and
cassette data storage with 48K
RAM. The BASIC with extra useful
additions, offers quite a powerful
micro for the home or business 
4K Byte ROM 48K Byte RAM - 2K Byte
Video RAM  ASCII profiled key-
board - numeric pad IN 2 Page Video
RAM allows screen to be scrolled up
Or down.  CP/M available.

99.00
Floppy Disks and Accessories
for MZ-80A
Twin Floppy Disk Unit (inc. 1/0 Card
Disk. Cable) £803.85
Twin Disk Unit (only) .... £825.60
Single Floppy Disk Unit £395.80
Cable for F/D Drive £27.60
Printers and Accessories for MZ-80A.
M2-808 8 MZ-80K
80 Col Tractor Feed Printer inc.
Cable. 1/0 Card 8. Rom £431.25
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SOFTWARE
THE TOP SELLERS from

American games for the U.K. market from
leading American software houses

ATARI
Donkey Kong Atari (Cart) £29.99
Dig Dug Atari (Cart) E30.00
AVALON HILL
Computer Stocks & Bonds Corn 64 (Cass). £16.56
Midway Campaign Com 64 (Cass) £16.56
Telengard Atari (Disk) £23.18
B RODERBUND
Choplifter Atari (Disk) 12E93
Apple Panic Atari (Disk) £24.79
AE Atari (Disk) £28.93
Seafox Atari (Disk) £24.79
Bank Street Writer Atari (Disk) £56.31
B IG FIVE SOFTWARE
Miner 2049er Atari (Cart) £41.70
DATASOFT
Zaxxon Atari (Disk) £33.07
E DUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Tricky Tutorials 1 to 6 Atari (Disk) ENV

(For the 6)
E PYX/AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Jump Man Corn 64 (Disk) f33.07
Temple of Apshai AtariNic 20 (Disk) ...... £33.07
HEYDEN
Sargon 2 Atari (Disk) £28.93
Cass f24.79
HUMAN ENGINEERED SOFTWARE
Turtle Graphics Corn 64 (Cart) £49.15
Vic 20 (Cart) £32.75
Heswriter Corn 64 (Cart) £36.65
Vic 20 (Cart) £32.75
Predator Vic 20 (Cart) £33.35
CoCo II Com 64 (Disk) E33.07
Vic 20 (Disk) E33.07
Simon Vic 20 (Cass) .. £13.20
Tom Vic 20 (Cass) £14.85
6502 Professional Development System
Corn 64 (Cass) £24.11

£24.11

INFOCOM
Zork 1, 2 & 3 Atari (Disk) .. . 133.07
Can 64 (Disk) 133.07 (each gamel
Deadline Atari (Disk) £41.35
Suspended Corn 64 (Disk)..... £41.35
THE MUSE SOFTWARE
Castle Wolfenstein Atari (Disk) E22.97
LIGHTNING SOFTWARE
Master Type Atari (Disk) £32.16
MIS
Vic Vango Vic 20 (Cass) £10.71
Fruit Fly Vic 20 (Cass) E10.71
PROGRAM DESIGN
Pre-school ID Builder Atari (Disk) £19.26
Cass £13.77
ROCKLAN
Wizard of Wor Atari (Disk) E33.07
Cart E37.52
SIERRA ON-LINE
Frogger Atari (Disk) £27.27
Com 64 (Disk) £28.93
Ultima II Atari (Disk) £49.83
Crossfire Vic 20 (Cass) £24.79
SIRIUS SO RE
Repton Atari (Disk) £30.84
Corn 64 (Disk) £33.07
Fast Eddy Corn 64 (Disk) E26.93
Vic 20 (Cart) E33.35
Squish'em Corn 64 (Disk) £28.93
Type Attack Vic 20 (Cart) £33.35
Turmoil Vic 20 (Cart) E33.35
SPINNAKER
Story Machine Atari (Disk) £28.14
Rhymes & Riddles Atari (Disk) £24.11
Snooper Troops Atari (Disk) £36.19
Hey Diddle Diddle Atari (Disk) £24.11
In search of the Most Amazing Thing
Atari (Disk) £32.18

The TOP 50 from

MICRO DEALER UK
MATRIX

^ItcBm64

The best of British software from leading
British software houses

EX -SPECTRUM
OUICKSILVA "XADOM" £5.95
OUICKSILVA "AQUAPLANE" £5.95
OUICKSILVA 'VELNOR'S LAIR" £6.95
QUICKSILVA "3-D STRATEGY" £6.95
OUICKSILVA "SMUGGLERS COVE" £6.95
IMAGINE "ZZOOM" £5.50
IMAGINE "ZIPZAP" £5.50
ULTIMATE "TRANZ AM" £5.50
ULTIMATE "JET PAC" £5.50
ULTIMATE "PSST' £5.50
ULTIMATE "COOKIE" £5.50
MELBOURNE HOUSE "4-0 TERROR-DACTIL"

E5.95
MELBOURNE HOUSE "PENETRATOR" .. £6.95
MELBOURNE HOUSE 'THE HOBBIT".... £14.95
CRYSTAL COMPUTING "HALLS OF THINGS"

£9.50
NEW GENERATION "KNOT IN 33-D" £5.95
PSS "LIGHT CYCLE" £5.95
OUICKSILVA 'TIMEGATE" £8.95
OUICKSILVA "A TRADER TRILOGY" £9.95
QUICKSILVA "ASTRO BLASTER" £4.95
OUICKSILVA "FRENZY" £4.95
RICHARD SHEPHERD "TRANSYLVANIAN
TOWER" £8.50
MICROSPHERE "OMNICALC" £9.95
PICTURESQUE "EDITOR/ASSEMBLER" 10.50
PICTURESQUE "SPECTRUM MONITOR" £7.50
COMMODORE 64
LLAMASOFT "MATRIX 64" £7.50
LLAMASOFT "LAZER ZONE" f7.50

LLAMASOFT "GRIDRUNNER 64" E5.00
LLAMASOFT "MUTANT CAMELS" . £7.00
INTERCEPTOR "CRAZY KONG" £7.00
POSTERN "SHADOWFAX" £7.99
VIC 20
LLAMASOFT "MATRIX" £6.00
LLAMASOFT "GRIDRUNNER" £5.00
LLAMASOFT "LAZER ZONE" £6.00
OUICKSILVA "SKYHAWK" £7.95
QUICKSILVA "SUB -SPACE STRIKER" £7.95
INTERCEPTOR "CRAZY KONG" £6.00
B BC
PSION "VU-CALC" E14.95
PSION "VU -FILE" £14.95
OUICKSILVA "BEEB-ART" £14.95
QUICKSILVA "MUSIC PROCESSOR" E14.95
SOFTWARE INVASION "3-D BOMB ALLEY"

(7.95
DIGITAL FANTASIA "WIZARD OF ACKRYr

9.95
OUICKSILVA "PROTECTOR" £7.95
POSTERN "SHADOWFAX" £7.99
DRAGON 32
SALAMANDER "GRIDRUNNER" £7.95
PSS "ATTACK!" £7.95
SALAMANDER "DRAGON TREK" £9.95
ORIC
U K SOFTWARE "XENON -1" £6.50
IJK SOFTWARE "3-D MAZE" £7.50
PSS "INVADERS" £8.95
PSS "CENTIPEDE" £0.95

Compiled by Micro Dealer U.K. Distributors of fast -selling Micro Computer Software

Plus!
THE BEST
SELLERS

from these top British
Software houses

SUNSHINE

Cruising (Dragon 32) £1.95
Cruising (ZX Spectrum) £4.95
Blind Alley (ZX Spectrum) E4.95
Androids (ZX Spectrum) £5.95
Galaxy Attack (ZX Spectrum 48K)

£5.95
Sword Fight (ZX Spectrum) E15.115

RABBIT
Cyclons - Commodore 64 .. £5.99 Pakacuda - Vic 20 £5.99
Escape MCP - Commodore 64 £5.99 Race Fun - Vic 20 £5.99
Pakacuda - Commodore 64 £5.99 Anti -Matter Splatter
Paratrooper - Vic 20 £5.99 - Vic 20 £5.99
Annihilator Cyclons - Vic 20 £5.99
- Commodore 64 £5.99 The Catch - Vic 20 £5.99

COMPUTER RENTALS
High Resolution (ZX-81) E5.95
Galactic Patrol (Spectrum 1610 £5.95
Fer Spectrum 486:
Derby Day
Rescue.
Jackpot

£5.95
£5.95
£4.95

Testmatch E5.95
Handicap Golf £5.95
Alien Maze £5.95
3D Desert Patrol £4.95
St. George & the Dragon
(Dragon 32) E0.95

MICRODEAL
DRAGON Alcatraz £11.00
The King £9.00 Katerpillar Attack . £0.00
Space War 'MOO Space Monopoly £1.00
Defence £0.00 Mansion Adventure E0.00

MIKROGEN
MIkrogen

Masterchess (Spectrum) .... £9.96
OnBomber (ZX81)

Scramble (ZX81) Scramble (Spectrum)

Space Invaders (D(81) E3.95 Space Zombies (Spectrum) .. £5.95
133..99: Panic (Spectrum) £5.95Frogs (D(81) Mad Martha (Spectrum £9.95ZX Chess (ZX81) £610

BOOKS
GRANADA PERSONAL
COMPUTING TITLES
The ZX Spectrum and how to get
the most from it £5.95
The Spectrum Programmer £5.95
The Spectrum Book of Games

£5.95
Introducing Spectrum Machine
Code £7.95
The Apple II Programmers
Handbook E10.95
Programming with Graphics £5.95
The Dragon & how to make the
mast of it £5.95
Computing for the Hobbyist &
small Business £6.95
Simple Interfacing Projects £0.95
The BBC Micro: An expert
guide E6.95
Commodore 64 Computing 15.95
The Oric-1 and how to get the
most from it . E5.95
The Dragon 32 book of games

£5.95
Computer Languages and their
uses E5.95
Lynx Computing £6.95
21 Games for the BBC
Micro E5.95
Choosing a Microcomputer £4.95
Databases for fun & profit . £5.95
Introducing the BBC Micro £5.95
SUNSHINE
The Working Spectrum . E5.95
Functional Forth for the BBC

£5.95
The Working Dragon 32 . 0.95
Dragon 32 Games Master. £5.95

The Working Commodore 64
£5.05

Commodore 64 Machine Code
Master (6.55
The Working Dragon £5.95
The Working Spectrum £5.95
The Working CBM 64 £5.95
Dragon 32 Games Master £5.95
Functional Forth for the
B.B.C. £5.95
Androids for the 16K
Spectrum £5.95
Sword Fight forl6K
Spectrum £5.95
Galaxy Attack for 48K
Spectrum £5.115
Blind Alley for 16K
Spectrum £5.05
Cruising for 16K Spectrum £5.05
PRENTICE HALL
The Apple Personal Computer for
Beginners £5.95
Alan Games and Recreation

£12.70
BASIC Programming on the BBC
Microcomputer £5.95
The ZX Spectrum - Your
Personal Computer £5.95
Commodore 64 Programmer's
Reference Guide (14.95
The PET Personal Computer for
Beginners £5.95
VIC 20 Programmer's Reference
Guide
Osborne User's Guide £12.70
The C Programming Language

£15.95
Starting FORTH £15.25

ACCESSORIES
C12 DATA CASSETTES £0.50
C15 DATA CASSETTES £0.58
VISCOUNT SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY (10) (FOR APPLE,
COMMODORE, ATARI, TANDY) £21.25
VISCOUNT SINGLE SIDED, SINGLE DENSITY (10) E21.25
VISCOUNT DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSIW (10) (FOR SHARP
SUPERBRAIN, ETC.) £33.01
VISCOUNT SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY 96 TRACK (10) (FOR
NASCOM, COMMODORE 8050, ) £51.38
EMPTY DISK CASES (FOR 51/4" DISKETTES) £1.95

E16.10DISK HEAD CLEANER KIT
TELEVISIONS
12" T80 B&W PORTABLE £59.95
CTP3131 14" COLOUR PORTABLE £229.95

Teach yourself BASIC
cassette available for most

popular micros -
VISCOOnt all £4.95

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE SUPER OFFERS FROM SPECTRUM
Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZX-Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Resebrch Ltd. PCW 29



SINCLAIR
ZX SPECTRUM

This top selling micro
Spectrum in both 16K

SINCLAIR
ZX SPECTRUM

16K

£99.95

is now available from
and 48K RAM.

SINCLAIR
ZX SPECTRUM

48K

£129.95
Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection what-
soever with the ZX-Spectrum Computer manufactured by
Sinclair Research Ltd.

Just look at this fantastic range of add-
on goodies for the ZX Spectrum!

VISCOUNT 32K RAM PACK £39.95
SPECTRUM/TV SOUND UNIT
Control sound of your ZX-Spectrum
through volume control on T.V.only £9.95

Fuller
MASTER UNIT

Combines all the features
of both ORATOR and the
FULLER BOX at the amaz-

ingly low price of

ONLY £54.95

ORATOR VOICE
SYNTHESIS

FOR
ZX SPECTRUM
ONLY £39.95

Fuller
16K RAM

ONLY
£24.95

THE AMAZING
FULLER BOX

Features: Programmable
Sound, Joystick Con-
troller, Cassette Interface.
Beep Amplifier, Thro Buss.

Volume Control

ONLY £29.95
Fuller

FD 42 KEY-
BOARD FOR

ZX81
SPECTRUM

ONLY £29.95
Fuller

SPECTRUM
SOUND

AMPLIFIER
ONLY £6.95

PRINTERS

EPSON
Model FX-80 £503.70
Model RX-80 £332.35
SEIKOSHA
GP -100A £229.94
GP-100VC £247.25
SMITH CORONA
Model TP-1 A £431.25
OKI MICROLINE
Model 80 £259.90
Model 82A £455.40
Model 92P £585.35

All prices include VAT

DIGITAL
TRACER
from RD
Labs

SPECTRUM PRICE £55.50

ZX-81 ACCESSORIES

ATARI 800
if/1 .1/ 140

FantasticiS

NEW 11
I" LOW s

Price #
111100

Now this proven and tested machine has been upgraded to a massive
48K RAM and its still at the amazing LOW price ofE299.95 from
SPECTRUM. It's an ideal Home Micro for graphics, educational and per-
sonal finance etc. use it and it will take you from learning up to a small busi-
ness use. You can add printers, program recorders, disk drives and more,
to expand your micro as and when you want, tosuit your needs. So if you're
looking fora top of the line micro you must see the ATARI 800 with 48K at
SPECTRUM - NOW!

SUPER
NEW
LOW
PRICE 14"
ATARI 400

16K RAM

NEW LOW PRICE
YEZ1 36 95

Including FREE
Programming Kit

Plus a wide range of other peripherals & software for ATARI from
your local SPECTRUM dealer - See our SOFTWARE page!

DRAGON
64K RAM Pack £54.95 11111 ik
16K RAM Pack.- £24.95 *Incredible%

.7,45ZX Printer £39.95 I Value -

MONITORS

ii

SANYO CDD
3125NB

Colour Monitor
£286.35
SANYO 12"

Green Monitor
£113.85

All prices inc. VAT

11 for- a
*money! #

Ow°

THE PLUG
Ever had your micro crash on you
when you were in the middle of a
complex program because some
other electrical appliance was
switched on and caused a power
fluctuation? THE PLUG is designed
especially to overcome this
problem.

only £14.95

Extensive facilities include
highly advanced colour
graphics. Powerful standard
32K RAM (expandable to 64K
Bytes).  9 Colour 5 resolu-
tion Display Extended
Microsoft colour BASIC (as
standard)  Advanced sound
with octaves -255 tones.

SPECTRUM FACTS
Maximum user RAM

29,679 Bytes
Text Screen 16 x 32
High resolution ....256 x 192
Cassette Lead Included
VISCOUNT Teach yourself
Dragon Basic £6.95

CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL
SPECTRUM DEALER NOW

FOR OUR SUPER LOW
PRICE

Plus a wide range of other peripherals & software for
DRAGON from your local SPECTRUM dealer -See
our SOFTWARE page!

30 PC1A' Spectrum Computer Centres haw no connection whatsoever with the ZX-Spectnsm Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.



There's a Spectrum Centre near you . . .

AVON

BATH Software Plus, 12 York St.
TEL: (0225) 61676

BRISTOL Brensal Computers Ltd.,
24 Park Row. TEL: (0272) 294188

WESTON-SUPER-MARE I( K.

Computers, 32 Alfred St. TEL: TBA

BEDFORDSHIRE
BEDFORD Stanad Ltd, 115 Midland Rd.
TEL: (0234) 49341

DUNSTABLE ()rumens, 7-11 Broad Walk.
TEL: (0582) 65515

LEIGHTON BUZZARD The Computer
Centre at Milton Keynes Music, 17 Bridge St.
TEL: (0525) 382504, 376622

LUTON Terry -More, 49 George St.
TEL: (0582) 23391/2

BERKSHIRE

READING David Saunders, 8 Yield Hall
Place. TEL: (0734) 580719

WINDSOR Wycombe Video, 44 King
Edward Court. TEL: (07535)67441

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
CHESHAM Reed Photography &
Computers, 113 High St. TEL 094941783373

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE K. P Ltd., 12a Kings Parade.
TEL (0223) 68087

PETERBOROUGH Peterborough
Communications, 91 Midland Rd.
TEL: 10733) 41007

CHANNEL ISLANDS
GUERNSEY Grut's, 3-5 The Pollet, St.
Peter Port. TEL: (0481)24682

JERSEY Audio & Computer Centre,
7 Peter St St. Heller. TEL (0534) 74000

CHESHIRE
ALTRINCHAM Mr. Micro, 28 High St.
TEL: TBA (Phone (061) 728 2282 for info.)

CREWE Microman, Unit 2, 128 Nantwich Rd.
TEL: (0270) 216014

CHESTER Oakleat Computers Ltd,
100 Boughton. TEL: 102441310099

MACCLESFIELD Camera & Computer
Centre, 118 Mill St. TEL: 10625127468

NORTHWICH Camera & Computer
Centre, 3 Town Sq. TEL: (0606) 45629

STOCKPORT Wilding Ltd., 1 Little
Underbank. TEL: (061) 480 3435

WARRINGTON WildIngs, 111 Bridge St.
TEL: (0925) 38290

WIDNES Computer City, 78 Victoria Rd.
TEL: (0511420 3333

WILMSLOW Swift of Wilmslow, 4.6 St.
Annes Parade. TEL: (0625) 526213

CLEVELAND
MIDDLESBROUGH McKenna & Brown,
190 Llnthorpe Rd TEL 10642) 248345

CORNWALL

PAIGNTON Devon Computers, 81 Upper
Manor Rd. TEL (0803) 526303

DURHAM

DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown,
102 Bondgate. TEL (0325159744

BASILDON Godfrey's 28-32 East Walk.
Town Centre. TEL: 10268) 289379

CHELMSFORD Reston Hayman Ltd.,
5 Broomfield Rd. TEL:10245) 354595

GRAYS H. Reynolds, 79 Orsett Rd.
TEL: 0375 5948

ILFORD Woolfmans, 76 Ilford Lane.
TEL (01)478 1307 (Opening Soon)

LOUGHTON Micro & Movie Channel,
309 High Rd. TEL: (01) 508 1216

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

GLOUCESTER The Model Shop, 79-81
Northgate St TEL: (0452) 410693

HAMPSHIRE

ALDERSHOT David Saunders, 51 Station
Rd. TEL: (0252) 20130

BASINGSTOKE Fisher's, 2-3 Market
Place. TEL: (0256) 22079

PORTSMOUTH Computer Corner, 261
Commercial Rd. TEL: (07051833938

PORTSMOUTH Waterlooville G B
Microland, 7 Queens Prde. TEL: (07014) 59911

SOUTHAMPTON R. J. Parker & Son Ltd.,
11 Portsmouth Rd., Woolston.
TEL: (0703) 434137/8

WINCHESTER Winchester Camera &
Computer Centre, 75 Parchment St.
TEL: (0962) 53982 (Just Opening)

HEREFORD

HEREFORD Melgray HI -Tech Ltd., 49
Broad St. TEL: (0432) 275737

HERTFORDSHIRE
HATFIELD Microworld, 2 Crawford Rd.
TEL (07072) 64137

HEMEL HEMSTEAD Faxminster Ltd.,
Computer & Electrical Discount Centre,
25 Market Sq. TEL: (0442155044

HITCHIN Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division), 68a Hermitage Rd.
TEL: (0462) 59285

POTTERS BAR The Computer Shop,
197 High St. TEL (0707) 44417

ST. ALBANS (Herta) Clarks Computer
Centre, 14/16 Holywell Hill.
TEL: (0727) 52991

STEVENAGE D. J. Computers, 11 Town
Sq. TEL: (0438165501

WATFORD SRS Microsystems Ltd, 94
The Parade, High St. TEL: 10923126602

HUMBERSIDE
GRIMSBY R. C. Johnson Ltd., 22 Friargate,
Riverhead Centre. TEL: (0472) 42031

ISLE OF MAN
DOUGLAS T. H. Colebourn Ltd..

ST. AUSTELL A B & C Computers, Duchy 57-61 victoria St. TEL: (0624)3482

House, 6 Lower Aylmer Sq. TEL (0726) 64463 (Just Opening)

CUMBRIA
BARROW-IN-FURNESS Barrow
Computer Centre, 96 Church St.
TEL: (0229) 38363

CARLISLE The Computer Shop. 56-58
Lowther St TEL: (0228) 27710

WHITEHAVEN P D. Hendren, 15 King St.
TEL: (0946) 2063

DERBYSHIRE

ALFRETON Gordon Harwood, 69/71 High
St. TEL: (07731832078

DERBY C T Electronics, at Camera Thorpe,
The Spot. TEL: (0332) 360456

DEVON

EXMOUTH Open Channel, 30 The Strand,
TEL: (03952) 4408

KENT
CANTERBURY Kent Micro Systems,
Conquest House, 17 Palace St
TEL: (0227150200

ORPINGTON Ellis Marketing Ltd.,
25 Station Sq., Potts Wood. TEL: 0689 39476

RAINHAM Microway Computers Ltd.,
39 High St., Medway Towns.
TEL: 10634) 376702

SEVENOAKS Ernest Fielder Computers,
Dorset St TEL: (0732)456800

SITTINGBOURNE Computers Plus,
65 High St. TEL: 0795 25677

TUNBRIDGE WELLS Modata
Computers Ltd., 28-30 St Johns Rd.
TEL: 0892 41556

LANCASHIRE
ACCRINGTON PV Computers, 38A Water
St. TEL: (0254) 36521/32611

B LACKBURN Tempo Computers,
9 Railway Rd. TEL: 0254 60554

B URNLEY IMO Computer Centre, 39-43
Standish St., 8811 1AP TEL: (0282) 54299

B URY (Lanes.) Micro -North, 7 Broad St.
TEL: (061) 797 5764

OLDHAM Home & Business Computers
Ltd., 54 Yorkshire St. TEL: 10611633 1608

PRESTON Wilding's 49 Flshergate.
TEL: (07721556250

ROCHDALE Home & Business Computers,
75 Yorkshire St TEL: TBA

LEICESTERSHIRE

LEICESTER Youngs, 40/42 Belvoir St.
TEL (0533) 544774

MARKET HARBOROUGH Harborough
Home Computers, 7 Church St.
TEL: (0858) 63056

LINCOLNSHIRE
GRANTHAM Oakleat Computers Ltd.,
121 Dudley Rd. TEL: (0476)76994/70281

LINCOLN MKD Computers, 24 Newlands.
TEL (0522) 25907

LONDON

ES Percivals, 85 High St. North, East Ham.
TEL: (01) 472 8941

ES McGowans, 244 Graham Rd., Hackney.
TEL: (01)533 0935

EC2 Devron Computer Centre, 155
Moorgate. TEL: (01)638 3339/1830

B 14 Logic Sales, 19 The Broadway
The Bourne, Southgate. TEL: TBA

N20 Castlehurst Ltd., 1291 High Rd.
TEL: (011446 2280

NW4 OA Vinci Computer Store, 112 Brent St.,
Hendon. TEL. (01) 202 2272/3/4
(Just Opening)

NW9 Moviescope, 459 Kingsbury Rd.
TEL: (01) 204 6352

SE1 Vlc Odden's, 6 London Bdg Walk.
TEL: (01) 403 1988

SE9 Square -Deal, 375 Footscray Rd.,
New Eltham. TEL: (011859 1516

SE15 Castlehurst Ltd., 152 Rye Lane,
Peckham. TEL: (011639 2205

SW6 Chelsea Micros Ltd., 14 Jerden Place.
TEL: (011385 8494

W1 Devron 4 Edgware Rd.
TEL: (01) 724 2373

W1 Computers of Wigmore Street,
87 Wigmore St. TEL (01) 486 0373

W1 Sonic Foto & Micro Center, 256
Tottenham Court Rd. TEL: (01) 580 5826

W3 Colormatic Computers, 44 High St.,
Acton. TEL (01) 992 7611

W11 Electroleisure, 120 Notting Hill Gate.
TEL: (0112217029

MANCHESTER
GREATER

MANCHESTER Lomax Ltd., 8 Exchange
St., St. Ann's Sq. TEL (061) 832 6167

SWINTON Mr Micro Ltd., 69 Parlington
Lane. TEL: (06117282282
Open Friday until 8 p.m.

HYDE Paso, 213215 Market St.
TEL: (0611366 5935

B OLTON Wilding Ltd., 23 Deansgate.
TEL: (0204) 33512

WIGAN Wilding Ltd., 11 Mesnes St.
TEL: (0942) 44382

MERSEYSIDE

HESWALL Thomguard Computer Systems,
46 Pensby Rd. TEL: (051) 342 7516

LIVERPOOL Beaver Radio, 20-22
Whltechapple. TEL: (051) 709 9898

LIVERPOOL (Aintree) Hargreaves,
31/37 Warbreck Moor. TEL:1051) 525 1782

SOUTHPORT Central Computers, 575
Lord St. TEL: (0704) 31881

MIDDLESEX
EDGWARE Breaker 1.4, 130 High St.
TEL: (01) 952 7488/8860

HARROW Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division, 24 St. Ann's Rd. TEL (011427 5469

HAYES Chlpstop, 1000 Uxbridge Rd.
TEL: (01) 573 2511 (Just Opening)

TEDDINOTON Teddlngton Camera Centre,
Broad St. TEL: (01) 977 4716

NORFOLK

NORWICH Sound Marketing, 52 St.
Benedlcts St. TEL: (0603)667725

THETFORD Thetford C B & Micros, 21
Guildhall St. TEL: (0842) 61645

NORTHANTS
NORTHAMPTON Basic Computers &
Systems Ltd., 72 Kingsthorpe Hollow.
TEL: (06041710740

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
NOTTINGHAM Cameo Computers,
8/9/10 Trinity Walk. TEL (0602) 42912

N OTTINGHAM Basic, 39-41 Trent
Boulevard, West Bridgeford.
TEL: (0602) 819713

[ NORTHERN IRELAND
B ELFAST Arthur Hobson Ltd., 37 Gt.
Victoria St. TEL: (0232) 246336

LONDONDERRY Foyle Computer
Systems. 3 Bishop St. TEL: (0504) 268337

OXFORDSHIRE

ABINGDON Ivor Fields Computers,
21 Stert St. TEL: (0235) 21207

B ANBURY Computer Plus, 2 Church Lane.
TEL: (0295) 55890

OXFORD Ivor Fields, 7 St Ebbes St.
TEL: (0235) 21207

SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN North East Computers,
1-3 Ellis St., Peterhead. TEL: (0779179900

DUMFRIES Vennals, 71 English St.
TEL: (0387)4547

EDINBURGH The Silicon Centre, 6-7
Antigua St. TEL:1031) 557 4546

GLASGOW Victor Morris Ltd., 340 Argyle
St. TEL: (041)221 8958

HAMILTON Tom Dickson Computers. 8-12
Cadzow St TEL: (0698) 283193

KILMARNOCK gannets, 49 Foregate.
TEL: (0563) 32175

KIRKCALDY Kirkcaldy Photographic
Services, 254E High St., File.
TEL: (0592) 204734

STIRLING R. Kilpatrick, 58 Port St.
TEL: (0786) 5532

SHROPSHIRE
SHREWSBURY Computerama,
13 Castlegate. TEL: TBA

SOMERSET
TAUNTON Grays, 1St. James SI.
TEL 1 0823)72986

STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD, Computerama. 59 Forgate St.
TEL: (0785) 41899

STOKE-ON-TRENT Computerama,
11 Market Sq., Arcade, Hanley.
TEL: 10782) 268620

SUFFOLK
B URY ST. EDMUNDS Bury Computer
Centre, 11 Guildhall St. TEL: (0284) 705772

IPSWICH Bralnwave, 24 Crown St.
TEL: (0473) 50965

LOWESTOFT John Wells, 44 London Rd.,
North. TEL: (0502) 3742

SURREY
CAMBERLEY Camera Arts (Micro
Computer Division), 36 High St.
TEL: (0276) 65848

CHERTSEY Chertsey Computer Centre,
1 Windsor St. TEL: (09328164663

CROYDON Cadcom Ltd., 96 Whitglft
Centre (Next door to MacDonald's)
TEL: (01) 686 8393

GUILDFORD The Model Shop, 23 Swan
Lane. TEL: (00772)0483 39115

HASLEMERE Haslemere Computers,
26 Junction Place, ad). Rex Cinema.
TEL (0428) 54428

NEW MALDEN Surrey Micro Systems,
31 High St. TEL: (01)942 0478

WALLINGTON Surrey Micro Systems Ltd.,
53 Woodcote Rd. TEL: (01)647 6636

WOKING Harpers, 71/73 Commercial Way.
TEL: (04862) 61061

SUSSEX
BRIGHTON Capricorn, 1 Oueens Rd.
TEL: (0273) 29634

UTTLEHAMPTON Alan Chase Ltd.,
39 High St. TEL: (09064)5674/4545

TYNE & WEAR
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE Newcastle
Camera & Computer Mart, 16 Northumberland
Ct. TEL:10632) 327461

WALES
ABERYSTWYTH AberData at Galloways,
23 Pier St. TEL: (0970) 615522

CARDIFF Randall Cox, 18/22 High St.
Arcade. TEL: (0222131960

NEWPORT (Gwent) Randall Cox, 118
Commercial St. TEL (0633) 67378

PEMBROKE Randall Cox, 19 Main St.
TEL: (064) 668 2876

PORT TALBOT Micro Gen, 6 Royal
Buildings, Talbot Rd. TEL: 10639) 887730

WREXHAM T E Roberts, 26 King St.
TEL: (0978) 364404/364527

WARWICKSHIRE
LEAMINGTON SPA IC Computers, 43
Russell St. TEL (0926) 36244 (Opening
Soon)

RUGBY The Rugby Micro Centre, 9-11
Regent St. TEL (0788) 70522

WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Sherwoods, Gt. Western
Arcade. TEL: (021) 236 7211

COVENTRY Coventry Micro Centre, 33 Far
Gosford St TEL: (0203) 58942

DUDLEY Computer World, 35 Churchill
Precinct. TEL: 0384-238169

WEST BROMWICH Bell & Jones,
39 Queens Sq. TEL: (021) 553 0820

WORCESTER
WORCESTER David Waring Ltd.,
1 Marmion House, High St TEL: (0905) 27551

YORKSHIRE
BRADFORD Erricks Foto-Sonic House,
Rawson Sq. TEL: (0274) 309266

HUDDERSFIELD Richards (formally
Lawries) 12 Queen St. TEL TBA

HULL The Computer Centre (Humberside)
Ltd., 26 Anlaby Rd. TEL: (0482) 26297

LEEDS Bass & Nigh, 4 Lower Briggate.
TEL: (0532) 454451

SHEFFIELD Superior Systems Ltd., 178
West St. TEL (0742) 755005

SKIPTON Look & See, 45 Belmont Bridge.
TEL: 0756 60078

YORK York Computer Centre, 7 Stonegate
Arcade. TEL: (09041641862

NEW
SPECTRUM
MEMBERS

Check your area
there are many
new SPECTRUM
dealers through-
out the U.K. So
there's a good
chance there'll
be a SPECTRUM
centre near you!
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"GARBAGE IN =GARBAGE OUT"

* HOW MANY SYSTEM ERRORS HAVE YOU BLAMED ON
SOFTWARE OR DISK PROBLEMS?

* HOW MUCH DID THAT LAST SERVICE CALL COST YOU?

* CAN YOU AFFORD TO LOSE YOUR DATA?
90% of all so called software problems are due to mains supply interference. Spikes and surges
caused by electrical storms, industrial equipment or even the office coffee machine can cause
your system to crash.

We can protect you from these problems for less than the cost of a service call.

For further information, brochure and details of our technical consultancy service contact:

LIGHTNING ELIMINATION LTD.
MORETON THAME - OXON OX9 2HX

Tel:
084-421 3204

AT THESE PRICES YOU
CAN SWITCH OVER

TO A PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO MONITOR

There is a Kaga monitor suitable for use with your
system, be it an Apple, Commodore, BBC Acorn,
Osborne, Tandy, NEC, Sharp or any other popular
micro.

737-2 Parallel (with warranty) 299
1 Cartridge Ribbon for 150/152 4
1 Zippack Ribbon for 737/739 3

PRONE

FOR
LOW PLATESTRICES

PRINTER INTERFACE CARDS

MONITORS Centronics parallel printer interface (inc. cable) 69

 High-res. 12" Green inc. Cable £87 ANADEX PRINTERS
II High-res. 12" Amber inc. Cable £95
MI 12" RGB Colour Monitor (med. res.) £191 DP9000A/DP9001A/DP9500A/DP9501 A- Serial/Parallel
 12" RGB Colour Monitor (high res.) £228 Graphics Printers (pls. specify model) 995
III 12" RGB Colour Monitor (super high res.) £319 DP9620A Serial/Parallel (Graphics) 1065

M Apple II or Ile RGB Card 4 Cable (pls. specify) £63 Ribbon for DP9000/9500 Series 13

E RGB Cable for Apple III/IMP P/C/BBC (pls. specify) £9
PRINTER INTERFACE CARDS

EPSON PRINTERS £ Parallel interface card with graphics dump firmware
R X80 Printer 254 (inc.cable) 69

FX80 Printer 369 Anadex parallel printer interface card with screen dump

MX100 Type III Printer 420 firmware (inc. cable) 128

RS232 Interface 30
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer 53 WALTERS PRINTER - BRITISH MADE
Serial Interface Type III 60 120 - Parallel 310
IEEE - 488 Parallel Interface 37
Apple Interface (Non -Graphics) + Cable 49 INTEGREX COLOUR PRINTERS
Apple Interface (Graphics) + Cable 57
TRSBO Interface 22 CX80 Colour -Parallel 679
Ribbon for MX80/82 Sends 5 Apple II i Ile Interface Card 88

Ribbon for MX100 Series 11 CX80 Colour - RS232 Serial 767
CX80 Colour - IEEE 755

CENTRONICS PRINTERS CX80 Colour - RS232 3.7K Buffer 830

SPECIAL OFFER SMITH CORONA DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
737-2 Parallel (Brand new, sealed and boxed TP1 Daisy Wheel Printer - Parallel 400
without warranty) 215 TP1 Daisy Wheel Printer - Serial 400

IEEE Interface Box for TP1 67

AIMGRAM

1
APPLE
INTERFACE CARDS AND ACCESSORIES

MC 8 -Slot Expansion Chassis 396
Clock Calendar Card 149

Ramex 128K Memory Card 245
Ramex 16K Memory Card 64

Videx 80 Column Card 200
Omnivision 80 -col Display Card 180
SUP'R Terminal Card 185

PRINTER INTERFACE CARDS
Printer installation kit for Apple 110(111 (pls. specify) 87
CCS Serial Printer Card for Apple II 113
CPS Multifunction Card for Apple II 140
CPS Printer Cable for Apple II (pls. specify) 16

DEMONSTRATION/TRANSIT CASE
For Apple i 2 disc Drives 52
Terms of business: Cash/cheque/POS with order
P&P: Interface cards and ribbons - per unit £1. Printers,
monitors and cases - per unit £6
VAT: All prices are exclusive of VAT Please add 15% to the
total cost including P&P Goods damaged in transit will be
replaced FOC.

Please send me the following goods: 1

Total (inc. P&P) 15% VAT
I enclose cash/cheques/POS for sum of

Name
Address

L

Aimgram Ltd 31 Roman Gardens
Kings Langley Herts WD4 8LG Tel: Kings Langley (09277) 68211

32 PC W



When it's time to stop playing
games and get down to business...

Unfortunately, many of today's
desk top computers are designed with
too much emphasis on home use.
That's fine, if you want to balance your
checkbook, play "space war" or draw
pictures. But when you have serious
business requirements for a computer,
you want one designed specifically for
business.

The RAIR Business Computer is
just that. A computer designed
specifically for business applications,
incorporating a host of features-
optimised for the business environment.
8- and 16 -bit microprocessors allow
users to run available 8-bit-plus newer
16-bit-applications software simulta-
neously. And an integral high -capacity
Winchester disk drive-plus provision
for additional hard disk support-provides
sufficient on-line storage for virtually any
business application.

Advanced communications software
allows the RAIR Business Computer to
connect to mainframe systems and net-
works. And expanded RAM memory
supports simultaneous access from up
to four user workstations, each including
an ergonomically designed, detached
keyboard, high -resolution colour display,
and optional workstation printer.

So if you're serious about a
computer for business, call RAIR for
details about our Business Computer.
We're not playing games.
RAIR Limited
6-9 Upper St. Martins Lane
London WC2H 9E0
Phone (01) 836 6921, Telex 298452

AP,It

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION
Microprocessors: Concurrent 16 -bit 8088 plus 8 -but 8085
RAM Memory: 256 kbytes expandable to 1024 kbytes
Integral Disk Storage: 19-Mbyte Winchester drive plus
1-Mbyte floppy drive
Storage Options: Up to 4 add-on Winchester drives plus
streaming tape backup
Communications: 4 workstation ports (RS -422 -compatible).
plus 2 synchronous/asynchronous programmable RS -232
ports

WORKSTATIONS (up to 4)
Keyboard: Ergonomic, low -profile, 83 keys, 10 program-
mable function keys, 10 -key numeric keypad (with cursor/
editing functions)
Color Display: High -resolution, 80 characters x 25 lines,
upper and lower case, 8 programmable foreground/
background colors.
Printer: Bidirectional, 160 characters -per -second, friction
and tractor feed

SOFTWARE
Operating System: User-friendly, multi -tasking, CP/M.
MP/M. PC -DOS compatible
Languages: BASIC, COBOL, Pascal
Applications: Spreadsheet, Database, Text Processing
Lommunications

DP/Mend MP/Mare trademarks of Digital Research
PCDOS is a trademark of IBM

1

the RAIR
Business Computer.

MIS ..eno Ware,
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Why the BBC Micro?
It might be fairer to let
someone else answer

that question.
"The BBC Microcomputers are the limousines of

home computers. The graphics are probably the best
of any machine in this class. You are paying for a smart
machine which would not disgrace the home of a
professional" Video World, Feb.'83.

"Its design has given the BBC Micro an unrivalled
potential for business, educational and serious home
applications. It has been equipped to function as the
heart of a system which can be expanded to suit its
owner's need:' Which Micro & Software Review, Feb.'83.

"The most attractive and exciting feature of the
BBC Microcomputer is its enormous potential for
expansion which will allow a highly expansive system to
be built-up:' Deborah Carruthers, Which Micro, June '82.

"They (the graphics) are tremendously exciting,
and they are one of the features that make this machine
stand out head and shoulders above everything else that
is available in the market place at this timer

Dave Futcher, Educational Computing, May '82.

"It is expandable and has a powerful BASIC. It has
superb sound and graphics, the software is readily
available and the price is right."

Mr. A. D. Alles, a BBC Micro owner from Hampshire.

"The basics are easy to follow. My wife has
developed a program for teaching our daughter French
vocabulary Our daughter uses it mainly for games and
simple programming."

Dr. A. Yarwood, a BBC Micro owner from Co. Durham.

"It is a very powerful computer. My husband has
written his own data base. I have been writing programs
and programming games. Even the children have written
small programs:

Mrs. A. M. Thomas, a BBC Micro owner from Devon.

"No other computer can offer such ease of use
when dealing with complex sound effects:'

Which Micro, June '82.

"It isn't often a journalist can sit down to write
about a computer with the certain knowledge that he has
never seen a nicer machine:'

Guy Kewney, Personal Computer World, Dec.'82.

"It has got huge potential. Besides playing
the games, the whole family are learning basic
programming!'

Mr. P S. Green, a BBC Micro owner from Staffordshire.

"Everything possible seems to have been done to
ensure that this is not a 'dead end' machine...."

Paul Beverley, Personal Computer World, July '82.

iii110111111/111111
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Perhaps we could just add that the BBC Micro is the
machine which was chosen to be at the heart of the BBC's
massive Computer Literacy Project.

It is also the machine which, having won the
Department of Industry's blessing, will account for
over 80% of the computers bought by British schools
this year.

And now for some facts about the machine itself.
The BBC Micro is light, compact and, with a

conventional electric typewriter keyboard, easy to get
the feel of.

sac n-crocomptiter

It can be loaded from virtually any cassette
recorder. And there is a wealth of ready-made programs
available covering games, education and business
subjects.

The BBC Micro uses BBC BASIC, a sophisticated
version of the most popular computer language.

However, as your confidence and fluency grow, it
can be adapted to switch to other languages.

It can also become a word processor, with the
facility to link with a second processor for high-powered
business use.

A disc drive unit can also be added. And with an
adaptor, the BBC Micro is the first micro to be able to
pick up programs from the Micronet-Prestel system.
Another adaptor converts your TV into a Teletext
receiver, with further ability to download programs.

All this for only £399.
The most sophisticated version of the BBC Micro,

the Model B, is only £399. The basic Model A is £299.
(Both come with a "Welcome cassette" and compre-
hensive introductory manual.)

They are both available from John Lewis, selected
branches of Boots or local stockists.

Alternatively, if you would like to order a BBC
Micro B with your credit card, or if you want the address
of your nearest stockist, just phone 01-200 0200.

Or, you can buy a Model B by sending off the order
form below to: BBC Microcomputers, do Vector
Marketing, Denington Estate, Wellingborough,
Northants.

Your order will be despatched by fully insured
courier.

Finally, you can also use the coupon simply to get
full reprints of the articles from which the press cuttings
featured have been taken.

.7.16. 01-200 0200 credit card holders.

I-To BBC Microcomputers, do Vector Marketing,
Denington Estate, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.
 Please' send me more information on the BBC Micro.
Please send me BBC Model B Microcomputers
at £399 each, inc. VAT and delivery.

I enclose PO/cheque payable to Acorn Computers
Limited Readers A/C or charge my credit card.

Card Number
Amex/Diners/Visa/Access (Delete)

Name

Address

Postcode

Signature PCW/9
Registered No.140 3810 VAT No. 215 400220

The BBC Microcomputer System.
Designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Limited.



MCP 40 COLOUR PRI

It's here, the exciting new
ORIC MCP 40, Colour -

Printer. Packed with
quality ORIC feature

to start building
your ORIC

syste

Superbly styled and quality engineered to provide
4 colour hard copy, for home and business use.

Just look at these leading features:

Quality hard copy on plain paper

Prints 4 colours - Red, Green, Blue and Black
Designed to match the futuristic style of ORIC 1
Plugs straight into your ORIC - printer lead supplied

The ORIC MCP 40 - Setting new standards in
Micro Computer Printers. ORIC The Real Computer System

ORIC PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL LTD Coworth Park Mansion, Coworth Park, London Road,
Sunninghill, Ascot, Berks. SL5 7SE

ORIC products available from:-
WH SMITH DIXONS GREENS  LASKYS MICRO'C'
 MICRO PERIPHERALS  SPECTRUM COMPUTERS FOR ALL
and hundreds of independent dealers.
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ORIC-1 16K
VALUE PACK

ORIC 16K plus £30*
worth of ORIC Software

for ONLY
£129.951,,,:r

'TEACH YOURSELF BASIC

HOME FINANCE ORIC FLIGHT

MULTI -GAMES

ORIC-1 48K
VALUE PACK

ORIC 48K plus f.,40*
worth of ORIC Software

for ONLY

£169.95.0.
'TEACH YOURSELF BASIC ,-i!

HOME FINANCE I C FUGER'

ORIC 1 16K & 48K Micros
Superb Styling

Ergonomic keyboard with 57 moving keys
28 rows x 40 characters high resolution
Teletext/Viewdata compatible graphics
6 Octaves of real sound plus HI*FI output
Centronics printer interface and cassette port
Free user manual, cassette recorder lead and
Driver game included.

ORIC 1 Todays best value in real computer systems.
To be launched within the next few

weeks -the revolutionary
ORIC 3 " MICRO FLOPPY DISK DRIVES,

with incredible access time and data
storage capacity.

Other peripherals to be launched this year...

It is Oric's policy to continue to expand our
product range. in order to offer our customers a

comprehensive, professional. Micro Computer
system, at a realistic price.

We believe that with the launch of our MCP 40
colour printer, and our combined computer/software
value packs. we will continue to lead the small micro
market in both quality and value.

Titles may vary subject to availability but the approximate value will not.

C Copyright ORIC PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL 1983



A FIGHT TO THE FINISH ON THE RIVER OF NO RETURN.

YOUR MISSION: .

Destroy enemy bridges and fuel dumps along a narrow,
heavily -fortified river canyon. But beware of enemy
attackers: ships, choppers and jet fighters in wave
after deadly wave. Keep low, keep cool, keep firing....
and maybe you'll survive. River Raid"M by Activision:
The most challenging battle adventure game ever
for the Atari Video Computer System:m

Atari and Video Computer System' are trademarks of Atari, Inc
Tele-Games- and Video Arcade' are trademarks of Sears, Roebuck & Co

Also for use with the Sears Tele-Games" Video Arcade'
c Activision. Inc

Amp..
RIVER RAID

Carol Shaw, designer

WE PUT YOU IN THE GAME.



special

Inside...
The New ZX Microdrive!

Latest software...
Latest prices...



The ZX
Microdrive-
and more!

For some time now, the new ZX
Microdrive has been the subject
of much discussion. Which is
only to be expected, when the
object of everyone's anticipation
is completely new to the world
of computing.

Microdrive provides high-
speed access to truly massive
storage. With just one Microdrive,
you'll have at least 85K bytes of
storage, and the ability to LOAD
and SAVE in mere seconds.
Yet the ZX Microdrive is about
the size of a Spectrum mains
adaptor, and costs less
than £50!

First stocks are now in.
Microdrives will be released on
an order of priority basis.
Spectrum owners who pur-
chased by mail order, direct
from us, will be sent full details
including how to order, in a
series of mailings that begins
with the earliest names on
our list.
And if you didn't buy
by mail order?

Don't worry - for a colour
brochure with full information
on Microdrives, including how
to order, just send us your
name and address (use the
coupon at the back of this
issue of Sinclair Special). But
remember, the sooner you
send us your name, the sooner
you'll get on the list.

Of course, there's much
more to Sinclair than Micro -
drives, as you'll see on these
pages. The latest releases of
Spectrum and ZX81 software
have been amongst the most
successful ever. Prices of most
established Sinclair products
are at their lowest ever. To buy
what you want, just use the
Order Form.

Until the next issue of
Sinclair Special, and more
good news ...

Nigel Searle, Managing Director,
Sinclair Research Ltd.

PS: Come and see us - and all
that's new at Sinclair - at the
PCW Show, Barbican Centre,
from Sept 28th to Oct. 2nd.
We'll be pleased to see you!

ZX Microdrive
System preview!

ZX MICRODRIVE
At least 85K bytes storage, loads a typical 48K
program in as little as 9 seconds: £49.95.

ZX MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGE
Compact, erasable, revolutionary. Complete with
its own storage sleeve. Contains up to 50 files,
with a typical access time of 3.5 seconds: £4.95.

ZX INTERFACE 1
Necessary for sending and receiving data from ZX
Microdrive. Includes RS232 interface, enables
creation of local area network of 2 to 64 Spectrums.
Attaches to the underside of your Spectrum.
Purchased with ZX Microdrive, just £29.95. As
separate item, £49.95.



Six new ways to make more
of your Spectrum

Take a look at these brand-new titles.
Each is an outstanding new program
using the full potential of the Spectrum,
for games with stunningly animated
graphics, for strategies of fiendish
cunning, for masterly applications of
computing capability...

Cyrus -IS -Chess Based on the Cyrus
Program, which won the 2nd European
Microcomputer Chess Championship
and trounced the previously unbeaten
Cray Blitz machine. With 8 playing levels,
cursor piece -movement, replay and
'take -back' facilities, plus two -player
option. The 48K version has many addi-
tional features including an extensive
library of chess openings. For 16K or
48K RAM Spectrum.

Horace and the Spiders Make your way
with Horace to the House of Spiders,
armed only with a limited supply of anti -
spider -bite serum. In the house, destroy
the webs before the spiders can repair
them. Then destroy the spiders, before
they destroy Horace! Undoubtedly the
creepiest Horace program ever produced!
For 16K or 48K RAM Spectrum.

Computer Scrabble The famous board
game, on -screen -with the whole board
on view! A huge vocabulary of over
11,000 words. Full-size letter tiles, four
skill levels -the highest of which is
virtually unbeatable. For 1 to 4 players.
For 48K RAM spectrum.
(SCRABBLE trademark and copyright licensed by
Scrabble Schutzrechte and Handels GmbH -a J.W. Spear
and Sons PLC subsidiary.)

Backgammon A fast, exciting program,
with traditional board display, rolling dice
and doubling cube. Four skill levels. For
experts -or beginners. (Rules are
included - it's the quickest way to learn
the game.) For 16K or 48K RAM Spectrum.

FORTH Learn a new programming
language, as simple as BASIC, but with
the speed of machine code. Complete
with Editor and User manual. For 48K
RAM Spectrum.

Small Business Accounts Speeds and
simplifies accounting work, produces
Balance Sheets, Profit and Loss informa-
tion and VAT returns. Complete with
User manual. For 48K RAM Spectrum.

Overleaf-your Sinclair order form.



Latest ZX81 software Prices
round-up

These three new cassettes offer two
totally different challenges to you and
your ZX81. The games - like so many
ZX81 games today - really do use the
ZX81's capability. The FORTH program
is a fascinating extension of your own
computer understanding.
Sabotage. Defender or attacker? The
choice is yours in this exciting game.

Be the guard and defend the
ammunition in the compound - or be
the Saboteur and attack it!

Written by Macronics for a ZX81
with 16K RAM. Cassette price: £4.95.
City Patrol. You are the Commander of a

laser -firing ship. Your task is to intercept
and destroy alien suicide ships
descending on your city.

Written by Macronics for a ZX81
with 16K RAM. Cassette price: £4.95.

FORTH. Discover a new programming
language which combines the simplicity
of BASIC with the speed of machine
code. FORTH's compiled code occupies
less than a quarter of the equivalent
BASIC program and runs ten times as
fast. Free User -Manual and Editor
Manual with each cassette.

Written by Artic for a ZX81 with
16K RAM. Cassette price: £14.95.

To: Sinclair Research Ltd, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR.

Section A: hardware purchase

Qty Item Code
ZX Spectrum -48K
ZX Spectrum -16K
ZX 81 (including 1.2A Mains Adaptor)
16K RAM pack for ZX81
ZX Printer

3000
3002
1003
1010
1014

1.2A Mains Adaptor, for use with
ZX81 computer/ZX Printer com-
bination (only required if you have
an early ZX81 with 0.7A Adaptor)

1002

Printer paper (pack of 5 rolls) 1008
Postage and packing: orders under £90 0028

orders over £90 0029

*Delete/complete as applicable.

*I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Sinclair Research Ltd for £

1 Signature 1 1 Mr/Mrs/Miss

ZX Spectrum 48K
now just £129.95.

ZX Spectrum 16K
now just £99.95.

ZX81 now just £39.95.
16K RAM Pack for ZX81

£29.95.
ZX Printer now just £39.95.

1.2A ZX Mains Adaptor
£7.95.

Printer Paper (5 rolls)
£11.95.

How to order
Simply fill in the relevant section(s) on
the order -form below. Note that there is
no postage or packing payable on
Section B. Please allow 28 days for
delivery. Orders may be sent FREEPOST
(no stamp required). Credit-card holders
may order by phone, calling 01-200 0200,
24 hours a day. 14 -day money -back
option.

Sinclair Research Ltd,
Stanhope Road, Camberley,
Surrey GU15 3 PS.
Telephone: (0276) 685311.

ORDER FORM

Section B: software purchase

Item Price Total
Qty Cassette Code

Item Price Total

129.95 FOR SPECTRUM

99.95 G22/S: Backgammon 4021 5.95

39.95 G23/S:Cyrus-IS-Chess 4023 9.95

29.95 G24/S:Horace & the Spiders 4022 5.95

39.95 G25/S:Scrabble 4024 15.95

7.95 Ll /S:FORTH 4400 14.95
B6 /S:Small Business Accounts 4605 12.95

FOR ZX81

11.95 G25: Sabotage 2124 4.95
2.95 G24: City Patrol 2123 4.95
4.95 L1: FORTH 2400 14.95

TOTAL

1 Address
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1
1 1 I 1 I I 1 I I I 1 I 1 I 1 I I 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

I I I I I I I

TOTAL £

*Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account no:

L -111111111111111
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 I

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1PCW909
(Please print)

ZX Microdrive information request
Please send me a colour brochure with full specifications of ZX Microdrive/Interface 1, and add my name
to the Microdrive Mailing List! (tick here) (Remember to include your name and address on the form above).
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Epson HX-20.
The most complete port e

computer you can lay your hands on.

A complete portable computer with
full size typewriter keyboard, LCD
Virtual Screen, printer, microcassette
facility and rechargeable power source
all built-in.

Yet a precision machine so small, so
lightweight, so portable - you can take
it anywhere. To readily use it anywhere.
The Epson HX-20.

The HX-20 is different. Because it is
designed and built to be different.

And because it thinks bigger than
the others.

Just take a look at the facts.
Uses full extended version of

Microsoft BASIC with 16k RAM
optionally expandable to 32k, and 32k
ROM expandable to 64k, RS -232C and
Serial interfaces.

The ASCII typewriter keyboard and
five programmable keys offer no less
than ten program functions.

A unique LCD screen that enables
you to carry out word processing or data
entry as if were using a large
screen.

24 column dot matrix impact micro -
printer offering 42LPM for hard copies.

Runs on its own power for over 50
hours and can be easily recharged
overnight or whilst in use - with the
ability to retain information in memory
even when switched off.

Simply add on a wide range of
peripherals to include bar code readers
and acoustic couplers for total
capability.

Various software applications are
available too.

You know the name. Epson quality is
already world renowned for desktop
computers and a superb range of
quality printers. And now our new
remarkable machine is raising more
than just a few eyebrows wherever it's
seen.

Clip the coupon opposite and we'll
tell you the full story, or call us for the
name of your local stockist, so you can
experience the HX20 first hand.

After everything else - it's got to be
the most complete portable computer
you are likely to lay your hands on.

Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Sales Enquiries: Freefone 2730.
General Enquiries: 01-900 0466/01-900 0988 or
01-903 3722. Telex: 8814169.

EPSON Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.

OI would like to see a demonstration of the
HX-20 Portable Computer.

 Please send me further details.

Name

Company

Address

Telephone
L___ PQM:9/20



It's the same old
Apple II.

For years, people have been
trying to build a better Apple® II.

It finally happened.
Meet the Apple He, an

impressive new version of a most
impressive machine.

The "e" means enhanced.
Which means a bundle of new

features:
A standard memory of 64K

(versus 48K) that's easily
expandable. So you can create
fatter files and crunch larger
numbers of numbers.

A new, improved keyboard,
with a complete set of ASCII
standard characters. Plus full
cursor controls, programmable
function keys, and a rapid auto -

repeat feature built into every key
on the board.

Both upper and lower case
characters. (And if you want to see
more of them on the screen at one
time, a low cost 80 -column text
card is available. )

Improved peripheral ports.
Which make it a lot easier to

-CPIORAST14414i

cff

connect and disconnect game
controllers, printers and all those
other wonderful things that go
with an Apple Personal
Computer.

Self -diagnostics. That's a
special feature that makes it easy to
give your computer a thorough.
check-up.

Plus an even more reliable
design. Achieved by reducing the
number of components - which is
to say, the number of things that
could go wrong.



And bear in mind, the IIe still
has all those other virtues that
made the Apple II so very popular.
Including access to more
accessories, peripheral devices and
software than any other personal
computer you can buy.

Like the original, it's rather
extraordinary. But then some
things never change.

So either visit one of our many
authorised dealers, and see the
newest Apple for yourself.

Or return the coupon for further
details. 0

1119PPla
The personal computer.

Apple reserves the right to change specifications witholit notice.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. USA.

To: Apple Computer (UK) Limited, Eastman Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 4BR. FREEPOST.
Telephone 0442 60244 (24 hour Answerphone). Telex 825834 APPLUK G.

Please tell me more about the Apple Ile.

Name Company

Address Tel. No
PCW/9/83
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The rationale behind the
conventional 90 -day warranty
is that anything likely to go
wrong will go wrong in the first
3 months.

But it can take 3 months
just to get comfortable with a
new system. That's the honey-
moon -period, when you treat
your equipment with the deli-
cacy of a safecracker.

I111111111111111111111111\

CompuStar can network up to 255 intelligent
terminals and give each of them access to
common or restricted databases.

Ah, but now it's 5 months
down the road, the honeymoon
is over, your equipment has
finally begun to justify its cost,
and that's the afternoon your
processor's fan succumbs to
fatigue.

Or maybe the malfunction
is more gradual, like a disk -
head drifting increasingly out
of alignment.

Or more elusive, like an in-
termittent failure due to border-
line components.

WhenYou Build Them
Stronger, You Can Back

Them Longer.
And that's why all Intertec

terminals, computer networks
and disk storage systems come
with a full year of coverage.
Not because you'll need it,but
to assure you that you won't.
*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
'Microsoft Basic is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

See-unlike other makers,
we know what we're standing
behind.

We don't slap Intertec
nameplates on other people's
parts. We build virtually all our
equipment ourselves.

And we assemble it ourselves.
And we test and re -test it

ourselves.

More Bytes
ForYour Buck.

That's also why
we can offer you flatly
superior dollar -values.

In single -user
desk tops, for example,
our SuperBrain offers
twin Z80s, standard;

64 kbytes of dynamic ram,
standard; up to 1.5 mbytes of
disk storage, standard;
CP/M 2.2* and MBasic;
standard.

And compared to conven-
tional multi-user systems, our
CompuStar systems can give
you many more hours of
productive labor every day -
because, instead of depending
on a central processor for data
manipulation, each worksta-
tion in a CompuStar network
has its own processor and its
own 64 kbytes of ram.

As a result, you can have
anywhere from 2 to 255 work-
stations working simultaneously
without suffering noticeable
declines in execution -time.

WhyJust Expand When
You Can Up -Grade?
In fact, if you assess your

expansion alternatives in terms
of relative payback potential,

you're very likely to find that
up -grading with Intertec equip-
ment from scratch would be
more cost-effective than
burdening your existing instal-
lation with add-on's.

Dollar for dollar, the Inter-
tec system is apt to be not only
faster, more powerful and more
versatile, but more reliable and
better supported.

Since we build our equipment from
scratch, we can afford to do it

right and still hold down our prices.

For the name and address
of your nearest Intertec dealer,
or for more information about
any of our products and
services, please contact our
Regional Manager at P.O. Box
367, London W13-9QQ, or
telex 297066.

You're welcome as well to
direct your enquiries to our cor-
porate headquarters in the
USA. Telex 8106662115, or write
to Intertec Data Systems Cor-
poration, 2300 Broad River
Road, Columbia, South Caro-
lina 29210.

intertec



GALAXY 2 WHATEVER
COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
SYSTEM YOU HAVE

GM813 - CPU/
64K RAM Board
* 4 MHz Z80A CPU
* 64K Dynamic RAM
* RS232 Serial Interface
* Two 8 -Bit I/O Ports
* 1200 Baud Cassette

Interface
* Extended and Page

Addressing Modes

GM812 -
1VC Board
*80x25 Display Format
* On -board ZBOA

Microprocessor
* Buffered Keyboard Input
* Programmable Character

Generator
*160x75 Pixel Graphics
*Light Pen Input

GM 829- FDCI
SASI Board
* Single/Double density

operation
* Single/Double sided drive

operation
* Up to 3 mixed 3.5", 5.25"

and 8" drives
* Industry Standard SASI

hard -disk interface

TWO
SPARE
SLOTS

The cost-effective solution to El 495*your computer needs for only

For just £1,495 the Galaxy 2 provides the basic requirements for a small
business system:
 Central Processor Unit with 64K of RAM
 Twin disk drives (400K storage per drive)
 Keyboard and 12" monitor

But unlike many other small-business systems the Galaxy System is
specially designed for expansion and flexibility to meet changing
requirements. It uses the world's bestselling micro processor, the 280A, and is
based on industry -standard 80 -Bus boards: The business system uses only 3
boards in the 5 spaces available, so extra cards can be "plugged -in" to
expand the system; for example to expand the memory, or to give a colour
facility, or to develop the Galaxy for the particular requirements of education,
research, software development etc.

It has a CPIM operating system which gives access to the largest range of
software available for any machine. In particular, Gemini can offer QUIBS; a
small-business package developed especially for the Galaxy.

The Galaxy has industry -standard interfaces (parallel and serial), and
Gemini Microcomputers can supply a full range of compatible hardware
including a Winchester sub -system and printer.

The Galaxy offers the most cost-effective way of obtaining a basic unit
which is capable of developing to meet your particular requirements; now
and tomorrow.

Features include:
 Twin 280 Processors
 64K Dynamic RAM
 800K Disc Based Storage
 80 x 25 Screen Format
 Dual Printer Interfaces
 Modular Design
 Extra Disc Drives Easily Added
 Winchester Expansion Available
 Net Working System Available
 Additional Slots for 2 Cards
 12" Green or Amber Monitor

111.111
tart/1*M

'Price is exclusive of VAT

V Gemini V iciaomouters 18 Woodside Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 5EQ. Tel: (02403) 28321.
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The brain of a good computer
system is the bit you never see. But
that's precisely the bit that decides
whether you've bought a Saville Row
suit that fits your business like a glove
-or a one size strait -jacket.

So if you're tempted to grab
that nationally advertised neatly
packaged "system" - just stop and
think that while it's designed for
everyone in general, it certainly wasn't
designed for you in particular.

Instead, how about investing in
some top, no -axe -to -grind,
professional advice. And if you fill in
the coupon, we'll send you a list
of dealers and consultants covering
your locality.

That way you'll get exactly the
brain you need, and the precise
add-ons and peripherals to match.
Fitting your present needs and your
future prospects.

And if you end up with a
MINSTREL computer as the "brains"
of your system - no surprise.
Because we've designed it to mix,
adapt and groW with the widest range
of other equipment, freeing you to
choose the set-up that suits you
perfectly.

The fact that it's British -made`,
ruggedly constructed and keenly
priced are hardly drawbacks either.

And if it isn't right for you -
you'll be told so. Because, as you

may have gathered we believe the
system should suit the customer -
not vice versa.

'The MINSTREL is made exclusively for HMS by
High Technology Electronics in Southampton.

FPTease send me details of the Minstrel Computer and your1
list of recommended dealers and consultants in my area 

I'm a buff. Please send me full specification of the Minstrel,
and prove it's as good as you say 

Name

Company

Address-

11111SUSEEMS
1.2S LTD 6y EOUDOUN RD LONDON NWTT ODQ TEL 013288737/8

JUST IN CASE YOU ARE A BUFF OR BOFFIN WE'LL JUST MENTION OUR S100 BUS, Z80 AND 64K BYTE BASIC SYSTEM, OPTIONAL Z80 SLAVE PROCESSORCARDS, UNLIMITED EXPANSION MEMORY,
ALTERNATIVE 68000 OR 8086 PROCESSORS, CP/M TURBODOS OR MINOS MULTIUSER OPERATING SYSTEM, HORIZON COMPATIBILITY, 5, 40, 20 OR EVEN 40'M BYTE WINCHESTER HARD DISC ETC. ETC.
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SMORGASBOARD
The only board your
IBM Personal Computer
may ever need.
SMORGASBOARD from Kensington Microware is a multi-
function board for your IBM Personal Computer that
greatly increases the capabilities of your PC while only
using one expansion slot. SMORGASBOARD is completely
hardware and software compatible with the PC. SMOR-
GASBOARD combines the following 8 functions to en-
hance your IBM PC.

256K RAM MEMORY EXPANSION from 64K to 256K
bytes in 64K byte increments. Additional memory en-
hances many software packages, including financial
spreadsheets such as 1-2-3, VisiCalc and MultiPlan.

SERIAL PORT connects modems, letter quality printers
and other serial devices. The serial port may be config-
ured as COMI or COM2. IBM PC communications soft-
ware is fully supported.

PARALLEL PRINTER PORT Centronics compatible par-
allel printer interface, is identical to IBM's Parallel Printer
Adapter and may operate as LPT1, LPT2 or LPT3. This
interface is plug compatible with standard printer cable. It
can also be configured as a bidirectional SASI interface.

CLOCK/CALENDAR so you no longer have to input the
time and date each time you reboot your PC. SMOR-
GASBOARD's chronograph always keeps your system's
clock/calendar up to date.

GAME PADDLES/JOYSTICK INTERFACE for attaching
up to four game paddles or two joysticks to the PC.

SPOOL software package uses part of the system's mem-
ory as a print buffer. You no longer have to wait for your
printer.

SOFTDISK program allocates a portion of the system's
memory as a super fast electronic disk drive. Store impor-
tant information there for speedy access.

SMORGASBOARD PIGGYBACK offers even more ex-
pandability. With it another 256K bytes RAM and a 2nd
Serial Port become available.

INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE: £299 with 64K installed;
£399 with 128K; £499 with 192K and £599 with 256K.
SMORGASBOARD comes with a one year warranty and is
documented in English, French and German.

SEE IBM DEALERS EVERYWHERE. If yours doesn't
stock SMORGASBOARD yet, have him contact Kensington
Microware or one of our distributors-Ferrari Software
01751-5791 or Softsel Computer Products 01 844-2040.
Kensington Microware Ltd. 919 3rd Avenue NYC, NY 10022
Tel. 212 486 7707 Telex. 236200 KEN UR

rall KENSINGTON
I IOU MICROWARE

GAME PADDLES/
JOYSTICK
INTERFACE

PARALLEL
PRINTER PORT

CLOCK/
CALENDAR

SMORGASBOARD
PIGGYBACK

SOFTDISK

SPOOL

256K RAM
MEMORY
EXPANSION



A NEW ELAN
WILL BE

LAUNCHED ON
SEPT14.

Elan Home Computers start up on September 14.
Elan Computers Ltd., 31-37 Hoxton Street, London Ni 6NJ.

PCW.51
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Easier commuting
to computing...

THE NEW ADDRESS OF LEEDS COMPUTER CENTRE IS 55 WADELANE LEEDS.

u PuIMalealuerF
COMPUTER CENTRE

11,
r1111111.01111111111110,0110

kire Wmumiil Mom

Full range stocked. Full technical
support. Full range of software
POCKET COMPUTERS &
PERIPHERALS
PC1251 WALLET SIZE POCKET
COMPUTER £79.95 Inc VAT
CE125 PRINTER & MICROCASSETTE

£99.95 inc VAT
12A 19 STATISTIC & GAMES

PROGRAMS £14.00 Inc VAT
128 20 ENGINEERING & GAMES
PROGRAMS £14.95 oc VAT
12C 20 MATHEMATICS & GAMES
PROGRAMS £14.95 Inc VAT
PC 1500 PORTABLE COMPUTER

f 169.95 inc VAT
CE 150 X Y PLOTTER & PRINTER

f 149.95 oc VAT
CE152 CASSETTE RECORDER £39.95 Inc VAT
CE 15A APPLICATIONS TAPE f14.95 Inc VAT

s HAS -

Wt.

SHARP

In the spacious new showrooms of the Leeds Computer Centre you
will be welcome to browse through a most comprehensive range of
microcomputers, peripherals, books and media. Our aim is to provide the
finest service possible for personal, educational, O.E.M., industrial and
business users.

We offer expertise gained from years on the microcomputer scene.
Also product knowledge stemming from dealerships in NASCOM,
SHARP, EPSON, TEXAS, GEMINI, QUANTUM, ORIC and DRAGON
which we have held ever since they first came onto the market.
You will find just the help you need at the
Leeds Computer Centre.

Main Z-M 80A (48k) PERSONAL
COMPUTER FREE

Dealer SOFTWARE INCLUDED
£549.00 inc VAT
TWIN DISK SYSTEM MZ80A
£879.75 inc VAT
SHARP F/T P6 PRINTER

£488.75 inc VAT
Either of the above

options require
an expansion
unit on the
MZ80A

£115.00
inc VAT

S

NASCOM 3V
MICROCOMPUTER

£304.75
inc VAT

NASCOM
from LUCAS

LOGIC

NASCOM
3 MICROCOMPUTER

(48k)
631.35

inc-VAT

NASCOM
ADVANCED

VIDEO
CARD

£172.44
Inc VAT

NASCOM
DISK SYSTEMS

from £540.50
Inc VAT

NASCOM
DISK OPERATING

SYSTEM
£69.00 inc

VAT

NASCOM
GPM

22£143.752 £143.75
IncyAT

NEW!
LUCAS pITER

pIX POI PRICEpAAT TORY
INT"PU VAT
E366.85inc

This iS tIrliV a

PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP 100A
LUCAS LX80
NEC 8023
EPSON FX80
BROTHER HR -1

moose,,P.
liseiec"fr

£247.25 Inc VAT
£366.85 Inc VAT
£447.35 inc VAT
£503.70 inc VAT
£747.50 inc VAT

INIGE M

M

TEO LTD

ICROC°PAPUGARDGm811 CPU043.75 inc VAT

Plus

GM813
CPU CA

64k RAM
£258.75

inc VAT

CENTRONICS CABLE
BBC CABLE
DRAGON CABLE
ORIC CABLE

GM802 64k
DYNAMIC

RAM
C143.75

Inc VAT

GM812
INTELLIGENT

VIDEO

CTRL

£143.75 inc.
VAT

GM829
FLOPPY

DISK CONTROLLEFIt166.75
Inc VAT

GM827 87 KEY KEYBOARD

£97.75 Inc
VAT

GM825
DISK DRIVE

from £402.50
Inc VAT

PRINTER INTERFACES
£17.25 inc VAT
£17.25 Inc VAT
£17.25 inc VAT
f17.25 Inc VAT

MZ8OK CENTRONICS INTERFACE £80.00 inc VAT
MZ80A CENTRONICS INTERFACE £97.75 inc VAT
MZ8OB CENTRONICS INTERFACE £97.75 inc VAT

EPSON HX20 THE PORTABLE
MIRACLE from £462.30 inc VAT

000 g Ca
1411011a

6401014 cl PI P PIP HIP
saalgRelulolle mPIPPPIPI2
got el al al al Ell 0 P PPP PIP

PC3500
BUSINESS COMPUTER
MONOCHROME £2064.25 inc VAT
FULL COLOUR £2518.50 inc VAT
640 x 400 HIGH RES. OPTION

£299.00 inc. VAT
Prices include: -

128K RAM; CPU; Keyboard;
Display Unit: SHARP FDOS
MBASIC: CP/M 2.2:
PEACHCALC

PEACHTREE BUSINESS
PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE
FOR SALES, PURCHASE,

NOMINAL, STOCK, PAYROLL,
WORD PROCESSING etc.

NEW! SHARP CASSETTE BUSINESS
SOFTWARE NOW IN STOCK for the MZ80A
These packages run on the standard MZ80A with
cassette This means a complete business system
including printer, can cost £1000 00 plus VAT
Packages are - DIRECTORY, PRICE LIST SALES
LEDGER, PURCHASE LEDGER, INVOICING AND
STOCK CONTROL.
The system can be expanded to disks without the
loss of data
NEW! SHARP PC3500 BUSINESS COMPUTER
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Full range of PEACHTREE ON DEMO
NEW! LUCAS LX80 80 COLUMN DOT MATRIX
PRINTER EXCELLENT VALUE
FREE! DESK DATA SOFTWARE WORTH £46 WITH
EVERY EPSON HX20
FREE! Printer Lead with any printer
SHARP MZBOK HI RES GRAPHICS FROM
QUANTUM MICROS f115 00 inc VAT
SUPERBRAIN. IF YOUR EUPERBRAIN NEEDS
TRUE DESCENDERS WE HAVE THE ANSWER
FOR £23 00 inc VAT
NASCOM 2 GRAPHICS ON YOUR NASCOM 1 FOR
ONLY £23.00 inc VAT

(131 I r CP)
COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD

Trading as Leeds Computer Centre.
Please call or write for full details
Leeds Computer Centre, 55 Wade Lane,
Merrion Centre, Leeds .111Zw
LS2 8NJ. Tel. 0532 458877 - -

54 PCW



WHEN IT COMES
TO MICROCO PUTER
SOFTWARE uT
WE WROTE afizeiLOGLP
THE BOOK

How do you stay up-to-the-minute with
the rapidly changing world of microcomputer
software? Get the Lifeboat Catalogue.

The latest Innovations The new
Lifeboat Catalogue is packed with the latest
state-of-the-art software. And if we publish a
new program after the latest catalogue has
gone to press, we enclose a flash bulletin in
your copy.

The greatest selection
Because Lifeboat is the world's largest
publisher of microcomputer software,
our catalogue offers you the greatest selection of
programs for business, professional and personal use. Our
more than 200 programs range from the integrated
accounting and professional practice systems to office
tools for book-keepers and secretaries to sophisticated
tools for programmers. Included are business systems,
word processors, programming languages, database
management systems, application tools and advanced
system utilities.

We specialise in software that runs on most small
business computers. Our more than 60 media formats,
including floppy disks, data cartridges, magnetic tape and
disk cartridges, support well over 100 different types of
computer.

Get full service We give the crucial dimension
of after -sales service and full support to everything we sell.

That includes:

 An update service for software and documentation.
 Telephone,telex and mail-order services in the London
office and at overseas offices in the United States, France,
Switzerland, West Germany and Japan.
 Subscriptions to LifelinesTm the monthly magazine that
offers comparative reviews, tips, techniques, identified
bugs and updates that keep you abreast of change.

Get it now Lifeboat
now serves tens of thousands
of satisfied customers with our breadth of up-to-date,fully
tested, fully supported and competitively priced software.

You may not need all we offer, but we offer just
what you need.After all, we wrote the book.

#iLifeboat sociates
World's forem ware source

all coupon to: Lifeboat Associates
PO Box 125, London WC2H 9LU or call 01-836 9028

0 Please send me a free lifeboat catalogue.

Name

Title

Company

Address

Postcode

,Copyright © 1981, by Lifeboat Associates. PCW/9/83

Lifeboat Worldwide offers you the world's largest library of software. Contact your nearest dealer of Lifeboat.
USA Lifeboat Associates 1651 Third Ave. New York NY 10028 Tel (212) 860-0300 Telex 640693 (LBSOFT NYKI TWX 710 581-2524 JAPAN Lifeboat Inc. OK Bldg. SF 1-2-8 Shiba -Daimon Minato-ku
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THE BUG STOPSWERE!

MODE avow
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DIG DOG
Fast action tunnelling as Max the Mutt

races for his long -buried bones. Run
like hell through this 100% machine -code
game. Dodge and turn - if you're quick
and smart you'll survive - hang around
and we'll throw you to the rats!

Very adictive.

£690 EACH

Includes VAT & 1st Class Post & Packing

Realize the true power of your Oric or CBM64.

TASKSET LTD
brings you real arcade style games with all the features
you rightly demand; 100% machine code speeds, smooth
flicker -free hi-res graphics, great sound, hall of fame,
player options, and of course, the very best in original
concepts.

Dealer enquiries welcome - call (0262) 602668
Mail or telephone orders to:- Taskset Limited
13, High Street BRIDLINGTON Yorks. Y016 4PR
Bridlington (0262) 73798 24 hrs.

commodore5{

COSMIC CONVOY
Huge transporters ferry the vital

supplies across the dangerous space -
lanes, always in convoy. You command
a small desperate group of Hyper -Viper
destroyers. Save the entire population
by protecting as many transports as you
can, against the nastiest pirates in the
cosmos. 100% machine -code.

So much more than shoot -em -up.
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How quickly could you prepare
a report from files like these?

Chances are it would take a good hour or more. With the MicroPro International InfoStar you can sort it
out in just one minute, with a program that is four times faster than many other database management systems.

The InfoStar is a powerful file processor and business report generator that can be used for any
business tasks from producing budgets and schedules, to sending
special sales letters to preferred customers.

And it's as simple as it is efficient. There's no
complicated computor language to learn. Instead, selections
are made from an on -screen menu written in English. Even a
novice can produce useful reports after just a few hours.
And it's available to run on most microcomputers.

Leave the paperwork in the 19th century. Switch to advanced
technology made simple .... with InfoStar. Contact any of our
distributors today for further information or a demonstration.

MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL 12'D., 31, Dover Street, London W1X 3RA. Thlephone 01-499 5777. Tlx. 21687 MIPROG.

MicroPro®
Software that means business rm

Distributors: The Soh Option (UK) Ltd. Home Farm House. Colsterworth. Grantham, Lincolnshire NG33 5HZ. 16): Grantham (0478) 880171. Interam, Unit 25, Themes House, South Bank Business Centre, 140 Battersea Park
Road. London SW11 4NB. Tel: 01-622 9373. Tlx: 925859. Midlectron, Midlectron House, Nottingham Road, Belper, Derby DE5 11(). rIbl: (077382) 6811. Tlx: 377879. Pete 8 Pam Computers, 103 Blegborough Road, London SW16.
Tel, 01-769 1022. Tlx: 635740. Software Limited, 2 Alice Owen Technology Centre. 251 Goswell Road,London ECI. Tel: 01-833 1173. The: 21879. 'flantsys Limited, Pilgrim House, 2-6 William Street. Windsor Berks SL4 IBA.
lbl: (95) 56747. Tlx: 849482. Xltan Systems, 23 Cumberland Place. Southampton. Hants SO1 2BB. Tel: (0703) 334711. Tlx: 47388.
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 Automatic paper feed

 Automatic relocation after correction

 Automatic typing pitch

 Airtornatic centering

 NumencPrinccuation

 Perfect column. alignment

 Line framing for preose table arid charts

500 character correction memory.

from £998  vA1
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-comething to reality get your teeth into

 Works with all the popular personal and

business computers
via interface module

 Largest selection of
print wheels in different

typefaces

 Choose from 40 or 55 cps with standard

96 character
print wheels.

The low cost daisy wheel
printer for all

from £1500 VAT
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PROTECT YOUR
COMPUTER FROM

ES IN THE MAINS
Most unexplained computer errors aren't the fault of
the computer or its user, but can be traced to a poor
mains supply.
Electrical noise from sources like fluorescent lighting,
electric kettles, CB radios and radar can play havoc
with data. What's more, the voltage fluctuations from
lightning and heavy electrical appliances may even
result in permanent damage to memory units.

Now Mainstay stops all that. It literally filters
and regulates the voltage going into your
computer, as well as supplying
microbreak power.
That means total protection for micro
and mini -computers from the
makers of some of the world's ,a op
most sophisticated equipment c6,r1.1',0`

for protecting mainframe A a°°
computers and systems.
Play it safe. Send the
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Gould Power Conversion Division, Rhosymedre, Wrexham, Clwyd,
LL14 3YR Wales Telephone (0978) 821000 Telex 61424
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Twillstar Computers Limited
Out of this world product and prices

BBC Microcomputer All prices include VAT
Model A £299
Model B £399
Upgrade Kit £51.75
Disk Interface Kit £109.25
*2nd Processor (6502) £195.50
*2nd Processor (Z80) £195.50

*with 64K RAM
Teletext £225.40
Dust cover £3.95
Speech synthesizer £55.00

tZagi
1.2 Operating System £11.50

Disk Drives Co

All BBC compatible
Single 100K £218.50

200K £293.25
400K paper £396.75

Double 200K £414
400K £552
800K £701.50

Cable - single £9.20
double £13.80

Dot Matrix Printers
CP-80 Tyle 1 £305

(Friction and tractor feed)
Star DP510-80 Co I.

STAR BUY
£373

Epson MX 100FTIII £454
Epson FX 80FT £454

STAR BUY
Sparkjet Olivetti -£369

Seikosha GP 100A £207
Seikosha GP 250 X £276

SERVICE CONTRACTS TO EDUCATION AUTHORITIES AT DISCOUNT.
INSTITUTIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED.

Barclaycard and Access 1"aim
We can't possibly list all we stock, so pick up the phone and ring 01-574 5271

and just ask - we'll be pleased to give you our best prices.

Daisy Wheel Printer
Silver Reed inc RS 232

interface + 2K buffer - £431 STAR BUY

Monitors

Zenith 12"

Odds
Official Joysticks- £13
CompatibleJoysticks- £15

(Damping control)
Stackpack-10 cassettes C10 £5.50
Micromanagement light pen £34.50

Microvitec 1431 - 14" colour
inc. lead -£287

Cassettes
All BBC compatible
Sanyo DR101 £44.85
Elftone £32.20
Koyo M8150 mini £24.15

STAR BUY

£92

Word Processing
BBC Model B, VIEW, Silver Reed
daisywheel, Disk drive, Disk interface
all leads and manuals f1,199

Software
Complete range from Bug -byte, Program Power,
IJK, A+ F, Aconsoft, including: Missile base
Castle of Riddles  Chess  Snooker  Starstrip
Command  Countdown to Doom

TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD
17 REGINA ROAD, SOUTHALL, MIDDLESEX

TEL: 01-574 5271 (24 hours)
Open SIX DAYS A WEEK - 10.00am-8.00pm
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NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTION
Xitan Systems Ltd. are long-
established software distributors,
maintaining close links with the
principal U.S. software houses and
supplying a nationwide network of
approved dealers: whatever your
software requirements, particularly in
the professional sector, it makes
sense to talk to a Xitan dealer.

SCOTLAND
GRANITE CHIPS
21 Bon Accord Street
ABERDEEN AB1 2EA
Tel: 0224 22520
BYTESHOP (GLASGOW) LTD
266 Vincent Street
GLASGOW G2
Tel: 041 221 8202
COMPUTER SERVICES
(SCOTLAND) LTD
89/90 Westlaw Place
Whitehill Industrial Estate
GLENROTHES, Fife
Tel: 0592 773710

IRELAND
0 & M SYSTEMS
95 Dublin Road
BELFAST
Northern Ireland
Tel: 0232 249440
CARDIAC SERVICES CO.
95a Finaghy Road South
BELFAST
N. Ireland BT10 OBY
Tel: 0232 625566

T NE
E LEI1S

SERVICE AND EXPERTISE
Every Xitan dealer is backed by
Xitan's service and expertise, so that
you can buy with confidence.
Established dealers interested in
becoming registered Xitan Software
Dealers are invited to write or phone
for full details.

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WESTERN COMPUTERS LTD
Blackpool Airport
BLACKPOOL, Lancs
Tel: 0253 404676
ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS LTD
158 Nantwich Road
CREWE, Cheshire
Tel: 0270 215984
REAL-TIME COMPUTER
SYSTEMS LTD
28-32 Mill Street
CREWE, Cheshire CW2 7AN
Tel: 0270 256142
HOLDENE
Bray House
Leicester Place
LEEDS
Tel: 0532 459459
COMPUTER GRAPHICS
WORKSHOP
38 Ullett Road
LIVERPOOL 17
Tel: 051 733 9604
KBS COMPUTER SERVICES
State Insurance Bldg.
14 Dale Street
LIVERPOOL L2 4TH
Tel: 051 236 8333

MIDLANDS
BYTESHOP (BIRMINGHAM) LTD
94/96 Hurst Street
BIRMINGHAM
West Midlands B5 4TD
Tel: 021 622 7149
CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE
1 Emmanuel Street
CAMBRIDGE CBI 1NE
Tel: 0223 65334
HERALD COMPUTERS LTD
93 East Road
CAMBRIDGE
Tel: 0233 315662
BYTESHOP (NOTTINGHAM) LTD
92A Upper Parliament Street
NOTTINGHAM
Notts NG1 6LF
Tel: 0602 40576
PLUME COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD
11 Newarke Street
LEICESTER LE1 5SS
Tel: 0533 559711
MARKET LOGIC LTD
Lower Weaven
LITTLE DEWCHURCH
Hereford HR2 60B
Tel: 0432 70456/7
BASIC COMPUTERS AND
SYSTEMS LTD
72 Kingsthorpe Hollow
NORTHAMPTON
Tel: 0604 710740
4B MICROCENTRES LTD
North Bar
BANBURY
Oxon OX16 OTF
Tel: 0295 67551/2

SYSTEMS

NORTHERN ENGLAND
BYTESHOP (MANCHESTER) LTD
11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach
MANCHESTER
Tel: 061 236 4737
NSC COMPUTERS LTD
29 Hanging Ditch
MANCHESTER MA 3ES
Tel: 061 832 2269
COMPUTENTIAL
18 Woodlands Drive
Brooklands
SALE, Cheshire M33 3PQ
Tel: 061 973 1758
DATRON MICRO CENTRES
2 Abbeydale Road
SHEFFIELD
W. Yorkshire S7 4FD
Tel: 0742 585490
THOMSON COMPUTER SERVICES
56 Micklegate
YORK.
N Yorks Y01 1LF
TE,1 0904 35633

LONDON & THE SOUTH
DATAVIEW SYSTEMS LTD
Portreeves House
East Bay, COLCHESTER
Essex CO1 2XB
Tel: 0206 865835
SYSTEMATIC BUSINESS
COMPUTERS LIMITED
45 Woodbridge Road
GUILDFORD
Surrey GU1 4RN
Tel: 0483 572222
ALBION COMPUTER CO. LTD
79-83 Great Portland Street
LONDON W1
Tel: 01 580 9611
BYTESHOP (LONDON) LTD.
324 Euston Road
LONDON NW1 3BG
Tel: 01 387 0505
HOTEL MICROSYSTEMS LTD
69 Loudoun Road
LONDON NW8 ODQ
Tel: 01 328 8737
JAROGATE LTD
197-213 Lyham Road
Brixton
LONDON SW2
Tel: 01 671 6321
OEM LTD.
1 Lochaline Street
LONDON W6 9SJ
Tel: 01 748 8404
SMALL TURNKEY SYSTEMS
31 Parolles Road
Upper Holloway
LONDON N19 3RE
Tel: 01 272 3530
TOUCHSTONE COMPUTERS LTD.
319 City Road
LONDON EC1V 1LJ
Tel: 01 278 5708
4C's LTD
PO Box 24, Denmark Street
MAIDENHEAD
Berks SL6 6RZ
Tel: 0628 34562
ROUNDHILL COMPUTER
SYSTEMS LTD
Axholme, London Road
MARLBOROUGH, Wiltshire
Tel: 0672 54675

LUX COMPUTER SERVICES
Colonial Way
WATFORD
Herts WD2 4AT
Tel: 0923 47367
BYTESHOP (SOUTHAMPTON) LTD
23 Cumberland Place
SOUTHAMPTON
Hants SO1 2BB
Tel: 0703 334711
VAUNTBERRY LTD.
9 Wych Lane
Bridgemary, GOSPORT
Hants. P013 OSU
Tel: 0329 235846/7
BASYS LTD.
191-195 Shenley Road
BOREHAMWOOD
Herts. WD6 1AW
Tel: 01 953 7303
TELESYSTEMS
PO Box 12
GREAT MISSENDEN
Bucks HP16 9DD.
Tel: 02406 5314
MICROTEK
15 Lower Brook Street
IPSWICH, Suffolk
Tel: 0473 50125
JOHNSON MICROCOMPUTERS
75/79 Park Street
CAMBERLEY
Surrey GU15 3XE
Tel: 0276 20446
ACE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
2nd Floor, 8 High Street
WORTHING
W Sussex BN11 1NU
Tel: 0903 35411
IMAGO COMPUTERS LTD
4 Berkeley Square
Clifton
BRISTOL BS8 1HJ
Tel: 0272 213405/6

N:B. Although most products are available off the shelf, not all dealers carry the complete
range, and some may specialize in turnkey systems rather than retailing individual
products. Also, some dealers may carry other software not supplied by Xitan.
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided, Xitan
are unable to accept any responsibility for errors.
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Word Processing
WORDSTAR MicroPro 0 *
MAILMERGE MicroPro 0 *
SPELLSTAR MicroPro 0 *
EASYWRITER II IUS *
EASYSPELLER II IUS *
Data Bases And File
Management Systems
CARDBOX Caxton 0 *
DATASTAR MicroPro 0 *
dBASE II Ashton-Tate 0 *
EASYFILER IUS *
INFOSTAR MicroPro 0 *
PERSONAL PEARL Pearl Software 0 *
REPORTSTAR MicroPro 0 *
RESCUE MBS 0
TIM III Innovative S ... *
Business Systems.
Financial Planning.
Accounting
CALCSTAR MicroPro 0 *
EASY PLANNER IUS *
MICRONET Abtex 0
MULTIPLAN MicroSoft 0
SAPPHIRE MARS Sapphire Systems 0
SUPERCALC Sorcim 0 *
MILESTONE Organic Software 0
GBS (General Business System) ByteSoft 0
ISL (Integrated Stock & Ledger) ByteSoft 0

Statistics
MICROSTAT Ecosoft 0 *
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Raining Packages
HANDS-ON BASIC MicroCal 0
HANDS-ON CP/M MicroCal 0
HANDS-ON COBOL MicroCal 0
WP WORKSHOP MAC
FLIGHT SIMULATOR MicroSoft

0 lr..

Languages
BASIC COMPILER MicroSoft 0
BASIC INTERPRETER MicroSoft 0
BAZIC MicroMikes 0
C COMPILER Digital Research
CBASIC Digital Research 0
CBASIC COMPILER Digital Research 0 *
CIS COBOL MicroFocus 0
COBOL MicroSoft 0
FORTRAN MicroSoft 0
LEVEL II COBOL MicroFocus 0
MULISP/MUSTAR MicroSoft 0
MUMATH/MUSIMP MicroSoft 0
PASCAL/MT+ Digital Research 0 *
PASCAL/MT+ & SPP Digital Research 0
PERSONAL BASIC Digital Research
PL/I Digital Research 0 *
XBASIC Xitan 0

^.....

Ask us about formats -we put
the SOFTWARE you want
on the SYSTEM you've got !

Programming Tools
(Inc. Cross Assemblers)
ACCESS MANAGER Digital Research
ANIMATOR MicroFocus
AUTOCODE (for dBASE II) Stemmos
EDIT MicroSoft
BT -80 Digital Research
DISPLAY MANAGER Digital Research
FORMS 2 MicroFocus
MACRO Microsoft
PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES Digital Research
QUICKCODE (for dBASE II) Fox & Geller
SID Digital Research
SPP Digital Research
WORDMASTER MicroPro
XASM18 (1802) Avocet
XASMF8 (F8/3870) Avocet
XASM65 (6502) Avocet
XASM68 (6800/01) Avocet
XASM48 (8048/8041) Avocet
XLT86 Digital Research
ZSID Digital Research

**

Operating Systems
CP/M
CP/M PLUS
CP/NET & CP/NOS
MP/M II
CP/M-86 (IBM PC)
CONCURRENT CP/M-86(IBM PC)

Utilities

Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research

U3
CO

13.7

COPYALL MicroMikes
DESPOOL Digital Research
DUTIL (for dBASE II) Fox & Geller
FILESHARE MicroFocus
FILESTAR MicroSec
MUCOPY Wheatcroft Hards
SORT Microsoft
SUPERSORT MicroPro
SUPERVYZ Epic
SDISK (Silicon Disk) Xitan

Communications
BSTAM
BSTMS

Byrom Software
Byrom Software

Graphics
DGRAPH (for dBASE II)
FASTGRAPHS
GSX
GSS- Kernel
GSS- Plot

Fox & Geller
Innovative S'w
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research

LARGE RANGE
Xitan are main U.K. distributors for Digital Research Inc., MicroPro Inc., Microsoft,
Ashton-Tate, Sorcim and IUS, and suppliers of a large range of software from other
leading software houses such as Byrom and Ecosoft. Most software can be supplied
in a comprehensive range of formats.

Looking After our Dealers - so You Know Where to Look
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WINNING TREBLE
It takes a precision throw to hit target and an

accurate decision to choose the correct printer to
suit your reqyirements.
CAE makes your choice easier with the winning
treble.

MICROPRISM
The new MicroPrism printer is produced for

'triple top' accuracy- that means quality text at
low cost. Basic specification includes 80 cps
correspondence quality and 110 cps data
with high resolution 84 x 84 d.p.i graphics.
The MicroPrism will also accept letter
headed or pin feed paper.

PRISM 80 & 132
Small but efficient the Prism 80 &

132 Matrix printers are right on target. Ideal
for personal and business use, producing
a quality performance every time.

Both provide the speed you require,
operating at up to 9600 baud and printing at 200
cps offering the flexibility to match immediate
and future needs.

Optional features include high
resolution graphics, 250 sheet hopper
and FULL COLOUR.

I baker eiqu rn. wtle rrrnr

CAE
GROUP

Teleprinter Equipment Ltd
Akeman Street, Tring, Herts HP23 6AJ
Tel. Tring (0442 821 4011 /5551International Tel 4 44 44282 4011, 5551
Telex 82362

Associated Companies GADC/CAE/ME

PRISM 80

MICROPRISM

/I

PRISM 132
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Now in chip form.
If your BBC Micro could talk, what sort of

accent would it have?
A BBC English one, of course.
Which is exactly why Acorn Computers,

who designed and built the machine, have
produced its very own speech chip featuring the
dulcet tones of Kenneth Kendall.

Called Speech Synthesis, it's a pair of
chips that can be plugged into your BBC Micro by
your local BBC/Acorn dealer. On them, you'll find
164 words/syllables spoken in familiar fashion by
the famous retired newscaster, all of which can be

combined to form several hundred other words.
The chips also provide the 'serial' proces-

sing capability whereby future software cartridges
can also be plugged into the front of your
BBC Micro. (The machine's vocabulary will be
widened via such cartridges.)

Priced £55, Speech Synthesis is available
from your local BBC/Acorn dealer. (To find out

where that is, simply call 01-200 0200.)
If you'd like more information,

ACORN he'll complete the story. In plain
COMPUTER English, of course.
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The 10 Megabyte
Winchester Sirius 113995§00

Once again, ACT introduces a new price/
performance breakthrough in personal
computing: An ACT Sirius 1 16 -bit personal
computer with 256 Kbytes of RAM
COMPLETE with integral 10 Mbyte
Winchester for just £3995.

And, it's available now. Ready to take on
the large business applications that
previously called for much more expensive
minicomputer systems.

Both access speed and data integrity are
enhanced compared with floppy -based
systems. The user can divide the disk into
multiple volumes each of which appears as
a discrete entity. And more than one
operating system can access the Winchester.

Like all the Sirius range it's backed by

cirits

the strength and resources of
PULSAR range of true 16 -bit application
software for accounting, planning and word
processing; ACT11-aining Centres in Londo
and Birmingham open to all; nationwid
field service; a full range of printers an
consumables. And, the most complete an
professional dealer network in person.
computing.

The new Sirius Winchester is the latest
addition to the 16 -bit ACT Sirius 1 family.
Prices start at just £2195 for a dual flopp
drive system with 1.2 Mbytes and £2695
the double -sided floppy drive version
offering 2.4 Mbytes. All provide an Intel
8088 16 -bit processor and 128 Kbytes
of RAM.

NEW SIRIUS WINCHESTER: THE FAC
Winchester Subsystem

10.6 Mbyte (formatted) 51/4" integral
Winchester drive
218 msec average access time
Intelligent disk controller
DMA interface to system memory
Multiple operating systems
User configurable

General Specifications
256 Kbytes RAM
Intel 8088 16 -bit processor unit
1.2 Mbyte double -sided floppy disk drive for back-up
800 x 400 pixel high resolution graphics
Multiple operating systems
ParalleVIEE 488 port
2 x RS 232 asynchronous/ synchronous ports
User port

For more information on the new Sirius Winchester clip the coupon
and return to

`Wsplow:-.11ar":-'
`N4401.

ACT (Sirius) Ltd
FREEPOST

irmingham B631BR
or call

Please send
me further details

of the new Sirius Winchester.

21-501 2284 Name

indicates registered trade mar
Ownership details on reques

Prices exclude VAT.

110NO

-or iii;..41411110;.. 4111pm.

'-1111111w-'41101.1111,-"*".1111,-

f

.4011111.110.'-''

Position

Company

Address

Tel
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HARDWARE
Atari 400 with 16K RAM (AF36P) £149.99
Atari 400 with 48K RAM (AF37S) £214.99 *
Atari 800 with 48K RAM (AF02C) £299.95*
All above with BASIC and handbooks -

Atari Cassette Recorder (AF28F) £50.00
Atari Disk Drive (AFO6G) £299.95
48K RAM for Atari 400 (AF44X) £65.00
48K Upgrade for 400 (AF45Y) £65.00
Commodore 64 (AF56L) £229.00*
16K RAM for VIC20 (AF53H) £59.95
Commodore Cassette (AF48C) £44.95
Commodore Disk Drive (AF50E) £229.00
Dragon 32 (AF57M) £175.00
Dragon Joystick (BC3OH) £14.95
Cassette Cable for Dragon (BC31J) £2.95
Epson Printer FX80 (AF40T) £447.35
MENTA (XG28F) £115.00
Floppy Disk (YX87U) £2.50
5 C12 Data Cassettes (AF61R) £1.99
Joystick Controller (AC53H) £7.50
Joysticks (Pair) (AC37S) £13.95
Le Stick (AC45Y) £24.95

Full details all above in MAPLIN catalogue.

* Delivery next day by Datapost

010lgt_fp:Ite Monster Maze

SELECTED SOFTWARE
ATARI
Attack At Ep-Cyg-4

*Baja Buggies
Candy Factory
Claim Jumper
Defender
Forth

'Frogger
Galaxian
Gorf

'Hellfire Warrior
K-razy Shootout

'Moon Shuttle
Pac-Man
Paint
Picnic Paranoia

'Preppie
Qix
SAM Speech Synth

*Shamus
Softporn Adventure
Starcross
Synassembler

*Zaxxon
Zork I
Zork II
Zork III

-1E-16K-KF54J £29.95
-1C-16K-KB74R £22.95
-1D-32K-KF53H £21.95

-1E-116K-KB67X £29.95
-1E-16K-KF1OL £29.95

-1D-24K-YL29G £62.95
-1C-16K-KB68Y £22.95
-1E-16K-KF11M £29.95
-1E-16K-KB44X £29.95
-1C-32K-KFO2C £27.45
-1 E-8K-BQ63T £34.95

-1C-16K-KF22Y £27.50
-1E-8K-B071N £29.95

-1D-48K-KB22Y £29.95
-1E-16K-KF13P £29.95

-1C-16K-KBO7H £21.95
-1E-16K-KF16S £29.95

-1D-32K-KB15R £47.19
-1E-16K-KB9OX £27.50
-1 D-40K-BQ93B £20.64
-1D-32K-KB37S £29.95
-1D-48K-KB83E £38.95
-1C-16K-KF2OW £29.95
-1 D-32K-B094C £29.95
-1D-32K-B095D £29.95
-1 D-32 K -K B31J £29.95

*3D-Supergraphics -1C-40K-B029G £31.95
Plus over 280 other titles for Atari.

MICROWRITER
The new hand-held word processor
that eliminates the need for a typist.
You can learn the Microwriting technique
in less than an hour and produce
perfectly typed text the same day.

Microwriter (AF62S) £485 + £72.75 VAT*
Complete Word Processor Package
(Microwriter, printer and lead)
(AF63T) £1,455 + £218.25 VAT*
Available ONLY by mail order or from
WESTCLIFF shop.

* Delivery next day by Datapost

11111V
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If your order contains over £120 worth of
computer hardware apply now for interest
free credit by telephoning: Mail-order:
(0702) 552911. London Shop: 01-248 0926.
Birmingham Shop: 021-356 7292. Southend
shop: 0702 554000 or write to P.O. Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
You pay 10°/0 down, then 10% per month
for a further nine months (to nearest
penny).

Credit quotations on request. This offer
subject to approval which can take up
to 48 hours (APR = 0,/r)).

Mapsoft full colour catalogue.
Price £1 incl. post. Maplin
catalogue contains full details
of all hardware and lots of
software. On sale now in all
branches of W. H. Smith, price
£1.25 or £1.50 incl. post from
PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex.

AL
ATARI®

AUTHORISED ATARI
SERVICE CENTRE
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COMMODORE 64
Temple Of Apshai (Part 1) -1D-BC57M £27.45
Upper Reaches (Part 2) -1D-BC58N £13.80
Curse Of Ra (Part 3) -1D-BC59P £13.80
Sword Of Fargoal -1D-BC600 £20.75
Crush, Crumble & Chomp -1D-BC61R £20.75
Jump Man -1D-BC62S £27.45
DRAGON
Berserk -1E-BC32K £19.95
Black Sanctum -1C-BC78K £7.95
Dragon Trek -1C-BC82D £9.95
Galax Attax -1E-BC79L £19.95
Quest -1C-BC41U £7.95
Wizard War -1C-BC83E £7.95
Plus 30 other titles for Dragon
SPECTRUM
The Hobbit (48K) -1C-BC88V £14.95
Timegate (48K) -1C-BC89W £6.95
Space Intruders (16K) -1C-BC9OX £4.95
Meteor Storm (16K) -1C-BC91Y £4.95
Chess Player (48K) -1C-BC92A £6.95
Speakeasy (48K) -1C-BC93B £4.95

VIC20
Crush, Crumble & Chomp (+16K)

1C-KK1OL £20.75
Datestones Of Ryn (+16K) -1C-KK13P £13.80
Invasion Orion (+16K) -1C-KK12N £17.25
Monster Maze -1E-KK11M £27.45
Plattermania -1E-KK14Q £27.45
Princess & Frog -1E-KK16S £29.95
Rescue At Rigel (+16K) -1C-KKO8J £20.75
Ricochet (+8K) -1C-KK15R £13.80
Sword Of Fargoal (+16K) -1C-KKO9K £20.75
Tank Arcade -1C-KH18U £11.95
Plus 80 other titles for VIC20

'Disk versions also available though price
and memory size may be different.

Send sae now for our new software leaflet
with details of all programs added since
Maplin catalogue.
Order As XH52G Issue 4.

The brilliant new colour computer

SORD M5
A superb new home computer
with one of the most powerful
colour video processors
available. An incredible 32
sprites simultaneously
and 16K of RAM
dedicated to graphics
alone. Powerful Z80A
(3.5MHz) main processor. Three
tone generators and noise
generator all with envelope control like a
mini -synthesiser. Complete with BASIC and superb handbooks
for beginners. All this for just £149.95 (AF64U)

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd., Mail Order: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex
SS6 8LR. Tel. Southend (0702) 552911 (Sales).
Demonstrations at our shops NOW.
159-161 King St., Hammersmith, W6. Tel. 01-748 0926. 284, London
Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Tel. (0702) 554000. Lynton Square, Perry
Barr, Birmingham. Tel. (021) 356 7292.
All goods delivered in UK mainland carriage paid, but add 50p if total
order less than £5 except catalogues. Orders including items marked *,
delivery next day by Datapost.
Subject to availability. All prices include VAT unless shown. Prices
correct at time of going to press.
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THE NEW SHARP M1400

by Graham Knight
SPECIFICATION
The MZ-700 has 64K user RAM, 4K VIDEO RAM, 4K CHARACTER
GENERATOR ROM, and 4K MONITOR ROM -a total memory of
76K. The keyboard has 69 proper full stroke keys in a QWERTY layout.
5 special keys allow the user to define 10 functions. Four cursor arrow
keys are on a separate pad allowing quick editing and skilful game
control.

The Z -80A CPU runs at 3.6MHz giving very fast processing times
(Benchmark 4 takes just 8.6 seconds). Optional extras are a 4 colour
plotter -printer and a neat 1200 bps cassette. An interface for a larger
Sharp printer is built in. A 50 way connector is incorporated for other
peripherals. Sockets are also provided for connecting joysticks and
using a separate cassette. The eight colour display can be viewed on
any TV set. Composite video and R.G.B. connectors are provided for
those wishing to use a monitor.

KNIGHTS DESIGN
We have been to Sharp at Osaka, Japan, three times in the last 18
months and have been closely involved in the European release of this
model. Sharp originally intended to export the MZ-700 with 256
characters similar to those on the MZ-80K. We persuaded Sharp to
incorporate our character generator which gives 512 characters.

Many computers have a very limited number of characters, often just
128 and sometimes with no small letters. Some micros get around this
limitation by allowing the user to define shapes but this involves
complex programming. Our easily programmed 512 characters
include all the original Sharp shapes with the addition of "outline" letters
and numbers, space invaders, rockets, planes, tanks, cars, snakes,
bullets, guns, faces, gremlins, fruit, ghosts, flying saucers, chess
pieces, a TV set and the MZ-700 itself. For more serious applications
we added a mass of electrical symbols including transistors, diodes,
capacitors, gates, etc, plus scientific, Greek and other language
characters.

All of us at Knights were involved in designing this section of the
MZ-700 and we would like to publicly thank the staff at Sharp for their
help and enthusiasm. It is a great honour for our British design to be
incorporated in Sharp's MZ-700 export production.

EIGHT COLOURS
Many colour computers give very poor colour indeed and many micros
limit the number of colours displayed at any one time. On the Sharp
each of the 1,000 characters on the screen can be individually
programmed for foreground and background colour. With a choice of
eight colours, 512 characters, and 1,000 positions you have a fantastic
possibility of 28,000,000 different colour displays. The Sharp MZ-700
colour is excellent. We have even been able to program a colour TV test
card - we have never seen any other computer come close to the
Sharp for colour saturation and definition.

EXTENDED BASIC
Each MZ-700 is supplied with an extended BASIC which includes
commands to control the plotter -printer and peripherals. Commands
include: AUTO, AXIS, CIRCLE, CLOSE, COLOUR, CURSOR, DEF
FN, DEF KEY, DELETE BLOCK, GET, GPRINT, HSET, IF- ERN, IF
- ERN, INP PORT, KEY LIST, LEFT$, LINE, MERGE, MID$, MODE

GR, MOVE, MUSIC, ON ERROR - GOTO, ON - GOSUB, ON -
GOTO, OUT PORT, PAGE, PAI, PCOLOUR, PEEK, PHOME, PLOT
ON, PRINT USING, RAD, RENUMBER, RIGHT$, RLINE, RMOVE,
SET, SGN, SIZE, SKIP, STR$, TEMPO, TEST, T1ME$, TRACE, and
WOPEN.

REVOLVING VIDEO MEMORY
The MZ-700 features a most unusual 4K video memory which stores
50 lines of characters. The screen shows a 25 line section which can be
moved to show any part of the VRAM. A 50 line program listing can be
scrolled round and round giving a revolving cylinder effect and this can
give truly amazing screen displays in programs.

PLOTTER -PRINTER
The 4 colour plotter -printer has a horizontal resolution of 480 points. It
feeds the paper up and down so the vertical resolution is only limited by
the length of paper. Characters can be printed in 64 different sizes from
lmm to 10cms high. Programs can be printed in 20, 40, or 80 character
per line format. Characters can be orientated in four directions - the
right way up, upside down and sideways. The BASIC has many new
commands for use with the plotter -printer allowing very complex
patterns, drawings or graphs to be created easily.

CLEAN COMPUTER
Some micros have small memories and are stuck in a single language.
Sharp micros are designed as "clean computers" -that means there is
a maximum of RAM memory and a minimum of ROM. Languages are
loaded from tape and this means that if our MACHINE CODE
LANGUAGE is used the whole 64K of memory is available. Many
customers progress from BASIC to FORTH, MACHINE CODE,
ASSEMBLER, or PASCAL. The ability to load different languages on
tape is a most important feature.

FREE PROGRAMS
Each MZ-700 from KNIGHTS will be supplied with four languages and
40 programs. The prices in brackets are what you will pay if you buy your
MZ-700 elsewhere!
TEN of JAPAN'S best games - SNAKE, SPACE BEE, SEND ONE,
PAINFUL MAN, LAND ESCAPE, CIRCUS STAR, SEARCHER,
BATTLE, ROUND STREET, and SUPER PUCKMAN.
TEN KNIGHTS PROGRAMS (£34) - CRIBBAGE, SUICIDE RUN,
TEACH MULTIPLICATION, TEACH DIVISION, VICIOUS VIPER,
MOTORING COSTS, STATISTICS, HOME ACCOUNTS, CRASHER,
AMERICAN BOWLING.
PASCAL LANGUAGE + 12 Pascal programs (£25)
MACHINE CODE LANGUAGE (£12)
FORTH LANGUAGE + 5 programs (£25)

MZ-700 PRICES
The MZ-711 desktop micro is known as the Jack in Japan - it costs
£215. The MZ-721 is known as the Queen and is the model with the built
in cassette - it costs £248. The MZ-731 is known appropriately as the
KNIGHT and has the cassette and plotter -printer built in - it costs
£359. Customers outside the UK add £10 for air freight. UK customers
get free Securicor delivery but remember to add Maggie's VAT.

PS We have sold thousands of Sharp products all over the World during the last nine years and have never had to charge for a single repair. I wish we
could find someone to supply cars on the same basis! Ring or write for our latest newsletters and price lists.

Knights Computers
108 Rosemount Place, Aberdeen Tel: 0224 630526
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THE BYTE SHOP.
BRITAIN'S PREMIER
COMPUTER CENTRES.

PRICES EXCL. VAT
BBC 
MICROCOMPUTER
ACORNSOFT IN STOCK
BBC Micro Model B 364.00
Microvitec 14" Colour Monitor inc.
Cables 249.00
12" Monochrome Monitor 115.00
Single Disk Drive 100K 199.00
Dual Disk Drive 200K 369.00
Dual d /s Disk Drives 800K 619.00
Torch Z80 Disk Pock Inc. CP/ M
Compatible Op. System 96K RAM 780.00
Disk Interface 95.00
Disk Cable 15.00
Format Disk and Doc 15.00
Epson RX / 80 298.00
BBC to Epson Cable 24.00
Games Paddles 11.30
Selection of business, educational, graphics
and games software available from 3.50
Selection of teach yourself BBC publications

PRINTERS -IMPACT
Anodex DP9500A 150CPS Matrix Printer with
Graphics, Low Noise 1215.00
Anodex DP9501A As DP9500A with High
Density Graphics 1215.00
Anodex DP9620A 200CPS Matrix Printer, Low
Noise 100 COS in Enhanced Mode 1295.00
Anodex DP9625A As 9620A. Double Pass
Correspondence Quality Mode at
50 CPS 1450.00
Anodex WP6000 Dual Mode Printer 150 /180
CPS Correspondence Quality, 200 / 330CPS
Draft and Graphics Mode. Diablo 630 Protocol
Emulation 2275.00
Epson MX100F1/ 3 Friction and Tractor
100CPS 499.00
Epson FX / 80160CPS 438.00
Epson RX /80 New Model 298.00

PRICES EXCL. Yea

PRINTERS -DAISY WHEEL
Brother HR1 650.00
Diablo 620R0 25CPS 750.00
Diablo 63OR 0 1995.00
Smith Corona TP1 475.00

OSBORNE
Osborne Portable Computer Buy the world's
best selling portable business computer from
any Byteshop and we'll offer you a massive
discount for payment by cash off our normal
price. The Osborne 1 is the personal small
computer system that is housed in a durable
but lightweight 'snap together case. Features
include 64K RAM, dual double density floppy
disk drives and full 80 col. screen. The price
also includes Standard Software- Wordstar
Mailmerge, Supercalc, MBASIC, CBASIC,
CP/ M: Double Density/ 80 Column
Version 1095.00
Upgrades for Previous Models
Double Density Upgrade inc. Fitting ....175 .00
Screen Pack 80 Column Upgrade 225.00
Screen Pack and Double Density Upgrade
inc. Fitting 350.00
Osborne to Epson Cable 24 00

NEW' Osborne Executive with 128K RAM,
7" amber display, plus new software .1995.00

BOOKS
Very wide range of computer books

stocked at all shops.

COMART APICES EXCI. VAT

COMMUNICATOR
Clearly the most price competitive modular
computer system on the market with built-in
expandability - inside and out.
inc. CP/M From 1895.00 ex. VAT

il II
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COMART
COMMUNICATOR
280A MODULAR SYSTEMS
Comart CP100 'Communicator' Micro
Computer Z80A Processor, 64K Byte Memory,
Dual 51/4" Floppy Diskette Drives each storing
390K Bytes of Data. Dual Serial and Parallel
Ports. 10 Slot S100 Bus. CP/ M Version 2
included 1895.00
Comart CP200 as CP100 except Dual 790K
Byte Diskette Drives 2195.00
Comart CP500 as CP100 except one 790K
Byte Diskette Drive and one 5" Winchester
Drive having 4.8M Bytes of Formatted
Data 2995.00
Comart CP520 as CP100 except one 790K
Byte Diskette Drive and one 5" Winchester
Drive having 19M Bytes of Formatted
Data 3995.00

COMART
COMMUNICATOR 8086
MODULAR SYSTEMS
Comart CP1202 Communicator Micro
Computer 6MHz 8086 Processor, 256K Byte
Memory with Parity, Dual 51/4" Floppy Disk
Drives each storing 790K Bytes. Dual Serial
and Parallel Printer Ports 10 Slot S100 Bus inc.
CP/ M86 2745.00

IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER
IBM PC Dual 320K Byte Disk Drives 64K Byte
RAM UK Keyboard and Screen 2477.00
IBM PC Dual 320K Byte Disk Drives 128K Byte
RAM UK Keyboard and Screen 2820.00
IBM PC XT 1 x 320 KB Floppy Disk plus
1 x 10 MB Hard Disk, 128 KB RAM, ASYNCH
COMMS, DOS 2.0, UK keyboard and
screen 4440.00
IBM Colour Adapter Card 216.00
IBM Printer inc. Stand and Cable 509.00
MICROVITEC Colour Monitor
High Res 550.00
KAGA Colour Monitor Med Res 335.00
EPSON FX80 PRINTER inc. cable 478.00

SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
123 Business Management Package 359.00
BSTAM Byrom Communications
Package 115.00
CBASIC Compiler (C886) D/ R Basic
Language TBA

CBASIC/ 86 Digital Research
Language 129.00
CCP/ M-86 Digital Research Concurrent
CP/ M Operating system 226.00
CP/ M86 For IBM PC D/R Operating
System 39.00
CARDBOX Caxton Database 155.00
DBASE II Ashton-Tate Database
Package 437.00
EASYFILER IUS Database Package 258.00
EASYPIANNER IUS Financial Planning
Package 161.00

EASYSPELLER II, IUS Word Processing
Package 81.00
EASYWRITER II, IUS Word Processing
Package 226.00
FLIGHT SIMULATOR Microsoft Training /
Games Package 34.00
MAILMERGE Micro Pro Word Processing
Enhancement 145.00
MARS Sapphire Business System 395.00
MICROSTAT Ecosoft Statistics Package 195.00
MULTIPLAN Financial Spread Sheet 183.00
PASCAL MT + 86 Digital Research
Language TBA

SPELLSTAR Micro Pro Word Processing
Enhancement 145.00
SUPERCAIC Sorcim Financial Planning
Package 190.00
TIM III Database 399.00
VISICALC Financial Spread Sheet 168.00
WORDSTAR Micro Pro Word Processing
Package 295.00
WS + MAILMERGE Micro Pro Word Processing
Package 390.00
WS + SPELLSTAR Micro Pro Word Processing
Package 415.00
WS + MM + SP/S Micro Pro Word Processing
Package 510.00
See also CP/ M86 software listing.

GAMES FOR IBM PC
Microsoft Adventure 27.00
Adventure in Serenia 29.00
Casino Games 29.00
Microsoft Decathlon 29 00

TECMAR PC MATE ADD
ON'S AND ADD IN'S FOR
THE IBM PC
TECMAR Winchester Share/10 Expansion
10M Byte, H / D with shared system adapter for
up to 4 x IBM PC's inc. expansion
unit 2295.00
TECMAR First Mate, Five in one card, 64K Byte
dynamic memory card c/w serial and parallel
ports, clock and calendar 320.00
TECMAR Dynamic Memory 64K Bytes 230.00
TECMAR Dynamic Memory card
256K Bytes 390.00
TECMAR Scribe Tender with one serial and
parallel cable 175.00
TECMAR High Res. Colour Graphics 520.00
TECMAR IEEE488 Interface 295.00
TECMAR DADIO Digital to Analog
Converter 295.00
IRMA Board -3278 Emulation 896.00

The above is just a small selection from the 60
plus Tecmar IBM PC compatible add in's and
add on's and specialist interfaces that we
offer. There are data storage expansion units;
industrial, scientific and laboratory
interfaces; extended input /output expansion
cards; general support; communications and
software utilities. Please contact us for a full
listing. Our Microserve Centres in all our
stores can offer full maintenance and service
facilities for the IBM PC & Tecmar PC add on's.

Comart CP1502 As CP1202 except 1x 790K
Byte Diskette Drive and 1 x 5" Winchester Disk
having 5M Bytes of Formatted Data with 256K
Byte Memory 3545.00
Comart CP1522 As CP1202 except 1 x 790K
Byte Diskette Drive and 1 x 5" Winchester
Disk having 19M Bytes of Formatted Data with
256K Byte Memory 4545.00

COMART CP 520MP
MULTI -PROCESSING -
MULTI-USER SYSTEM
PACKAGE
The CP520MP is the new top
specification multi-user/multi
processing introduction to the
renowned, expandable Comart
Communicator series. This true multi-
processing system allows one
Communicator to be shared by up to five
users, each having their own dedicated
Z8OA Processor and 64K Bytes of
memory with no problems of system or
processor degradation. Each individual
work station can run CP/ M Software in a
true multi-user £6995 exenvironment. VAT

1
COMART MULTI USER
CONFIGURATIONS
CP520 MP Multi Processing Communicator
System c/w 1 x Z80A main and 5 x Z80A
slaves. 64K Byte main memory + 5 x 64K
Bytes, 1 x 790K Byte Diskette Drive +
1 x 5" 20 Mega Byte Winchester Disk Drive,
12 Serial & 6 Parallel Interfaces. Inc. CP/ M &
Multi processing system software £6995.
Comart CP520 / M CP520 Communicator
System with 256K Byte Memory and 6 Serial
Interfaces Includes CP/ M and
MP/M11 4995.00
Comart CP 1525/M CP1520 Communicator
with a total of 512K Byte Memory and
10 Serial Interfaces Includes CP/ M86 and
MP/ M86 5995.00

BYTESHOP FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
There are so many micro computers on the
market that choosing the right one is far from
easy. And it isn't made any easier when you find
them cheek by Jowl with cameras, hi-fi and
host of other electrical equipment. What you
need is someone that is single minded. And that
means us. Byteshops are totally dedicated to
microcomputers. So, not surprisingly, we can
offer you a wider range because we set nothing
else. Our prices are keener too. So are our staff.
Each one is an expert who can make sure you
get the computer that's exactly right for
you - whether it's a home micro or a £20,000
business system.

What's more we'll freely advise you on
expanding or upgrading your system as your
knowledge grows or your requirements change.
While our Microserve Centres offer full service
and maintenance on site and at our shops. And
our product support specialists are your
assurance of our total commitment to after sales
service. After all, we are the UK's longest
established microcomputer specialists.
Come and see us soon.
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Comart CP500 / M CP500 Communicator
System with 256K Byte Memory & 6 Serial
Interfaces inc. CP/ M & MP/ MII 3995.00

COMART PRICES EXCL. VAT

SUBSYSTEMS
ComartCB200 Cartridge Tape Back -Up
Subsystem for Hard Disk 2495.00
Comart HD520 5" x 20M Byte Hard Disk
Subsystem (requires HDCONT or can be added
to a CP520 or CP 1520) 2395.00
Comart HDCONT Winchester Disk Controller for
2, 20M Byte Drives 195.00
Comart FD800 8" Floppy Single Disk Drive
Subsystem; Single Sided, Single Density IBM
3740 Compatible (requires C-IFDC) 995.00

UPGRADE
SERVICE KITS

Wide range of factory fitted 8 to 16 Bit
and floppy to hard disk upgrade kits

available for communicator systems.

S100 BOARDS
ComanCRAM64 64K Byte Dynamic RAM with
Bank Select 200.00
Comart CMPU Multi -Processing Add -In Card
with Z80A Slave Processor, 64K Byte Dynamic
RAM 2X Serial & 1X Parallel Interface 495.00
Comart CRAM256 256K Byte Dynamic RAM
with Parity. 8 and 16 Bit Data. IEEE696
Compatible. Also supports 8 Bit Bank
Switching 550.00
ComartC-CPU86 8086 Processor Card, with
Dual Serial and Parallel Ports. Monitor in 8K
EPROM and 4K RAM 300.00
Comart C-IFDC Intelligent Diskette Drive
Controller with Z80A Processor 295.00
Comart C -CPU Z80A system Processor Board
incl. 2 Serial /1 Parallel Port 200.00
Comart 4S 10 4 Channel Synch /Asynch
Interface Board 250.00
CromemcolOPt/ 0 Processor Board with
Z80A, EPROM, RAM and C -BUS 'Off Card'
Interface 425.00
Cromemco QUADART 4 Channel ASYNCH /
SYNCH Interface Board (RequirestOP) 510.00
Cromemco Single Card Computer 780A, SCC,
EPROM, RAM, Serial & Parallel Ports 425.00
CMEM32 32K CMOS Battery Supported
Memory 550.00
RTC1 Real Time Clock Card/Prototype
Board 150.00

CROMEMCO 68000/Z80A
SUPER MICRO SYSTEMS
Cromemco CS 1D2 System 1 inc. Dual 390K
5" Floppy Disks, DPU, 256KZ and 16 FDC
Cards in 8 Slot S100 Card,
Table Top Enclosure 3730.00
Cromemco CSI HD2E System 1 including
Single 390K 5" Floppy Disk, 5.5M Byte
5" Winchester Disk, DPU, MCU, 256MSU,
16FDC, WD12 6345.00
Cromemco CS I HD2 As System 1 except
256KZ Memory without MCU 5970.00
Cromemco CS IHD5E as CS1 HD2E but with
512MSU 7090.00

CROMEMCO SOFTWARE
FOR 68000/Z80A SERIES
Cromemco CRO-D Cromix Multi-User/Multi
Tasking (Unix Based) Operating System445 .00
Cromemco FOR -D Fortran '77 445.00
Cromemco PAS -D ISO Pascal 445.00
CromemcoASM-D 68000 Macro
Assembler 445.00
Cromix (CRO-D). All Software is available on
5" or 8" Floppy Disks -Please specify.
All 68000 Languages require Cromix,

PRICES EXCL. VAT

VDU'S & MONITORS
Comart WY100 Visual Display Terminal, Green
Display, 24 x 80 and Status Lines. Detached
105 Key Keyboard with Numeric Pad, Function,
Cursor and Editing Controls. Swivel and Tilt
Display 725.00
ComanWYSEWORD Wordstar option ...30.00
ComartWY101 VDU with two Page
Memory 775.00
Volkercraig 4404 595.00
Volkercraig 4404WS 695.00
12" Green Screen Monitor 99.00

DISKETTES
Byteshop 51/4" Single Sided, Single
Density 1 70ea
Byteshop 51/4" Double Sided, Double
Density 2.13ea
Dyson 51/4" Double Sided, Double
Density 4.70ea
Dyson 8" Double Sided, Double
Density 5.80ea
Full range of Dyson 51/4" & 8" Diskettes in stock

HOME COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
Available for IBM PC, VIC, BBC, ZX81.
Spectrum. Call for availability.

CP/M SOFTWARE
BASCOM Microsoft Basic Compiler 272.00
BASIC -80 Microsoft Basic Interpreter _241.00
BAZIC Micromikes Basic Language 120.00
BSTAM BYROM Software Communications
Package' 130.00
BSTMS BYROM Software Communications
Package 130.00
C-86 D/R C Language with UNIX Version 7
Compatible Run Time Library TBA
CALCSTAR Micropro Financial Planning
Electronic Spread Sheet Package 90.00
CARDBOX Caxton Store/Search
System 155.00
CB80 Digital Research Basic Compiler 323.00
CB86 D/ R Basic Compiler 387.00
CBASIC Digital Research Basic
Language
CBASIC/ 86 D/ R Basic Language
CIS COBOL Microfocus COBOL
Language 425.00
COBOL -80 Microsoft COBOL Compiler .516.00
CP/ M-86 DISPLWR Digital Research Operating
System 210.00
DATASTAR Micropro Database
Package 175.00
DBASE II Ashton-Tate Relational Database
+ ZIP' 437.00

FILESHARE (CIS) Microfocus Utility 250.00
FILESTAR Microsec's Disk Reformatter CP/ M to
IBM, DEC, Motorola and Intel Formats _110.00
FORMS 2 Microfocus Table Maker 110.00
FORTRAN -80 Microsoft FORTRAN
Compiler 344.00
GBS Bytesoft General Business System 795.00
INFOSTAR Micropro Database Reporter295.00
ISL Bytesoft Accounting Package 1095.00
LEVEL II COBOL Microfocus Language' 965.00
MACRO -80 Microsoft Macro
Assembler 137.00
MAILMERGE Micropro Wordprocessing
Enhancement to link with WORDSTAR  145.00
MARS Sapphire Business System' 395.00
MICROSTAT Ecosoft Statistics Package 210.00
MILESTONE Organic Software Critical
Path Package' 225.00
MULTIPLAN Microsoft Financial Planning
Package 189.00
PASCAL/ MT + D/ R Pascal Language
with Speed Programming Tool 226.00
PASCAL/ MT + 86 Digital Research Pascal
Language for 16 Bit Systems 323.00
PEACHTREE Basic Accounting System
per module 325.00

BYTESHOP FOR THE BUSINESSMAN
You wouldn't go to a lawyer for medical advice, or
take your tax problems to a doctor. It's lust as
illogical to talk computers to anyone but a
computer expert.

Every Byteshop is a specialist computer store,
In it you will find nothing but computers and
computer people there is nothing else to distract
you. Every Byteshop can show you the very latest
personal computer systems and provide solutions
to both specific and specialist requirements. Word
processing, production control, accounts
financial planning and data bases are lust a few of
the most popular applications.

We can also offer everything allied to micro-
computers, such as stationery, diskettes, boards,
ribbons for your printer, books, tapes and print
wheels.

Just as important, you will have the undivided
attention of a computer expert. Our staff have
been trained on all our machines and peripherals
and can give you sound advice and assistance
with complete impartiality.

Even it you have to travel a few extra miles it will
certainly pay to come to the experts.

97.00
210.00

THE

IBM
PERSONAL
The most significant microcomputerintroduction

for years and anestablished
best seller. It'stremendous
versatility

means that itcan be employed
by for example,

thesmall businessman
as a stand alonedesk top system, or the largecorporate

user as an intelligentterminal fora main
frame. There's alsothe exciting

new high performancehigh Speed
version the

IBM PC XT. Atthe Byteshop,
we can offer

you the

PEACHTREE Business Management System
per module 600.00
PERSONAL BASIC D/R language' 97.00
PERSONAL PEARL Pearl Data Base/
FM' 190.00
PL/1 -80 Digital Research Language' 355.00
PL/1 -86 Digital Research Language 489.00
REPORTSTAR Micropro Reporter 210.00
RESCUE MBS Database 295.00
SPELLSTAR Micropro Proofreading Utility to link
with WORDSTAR* 145.00
SUPERCALC Sorcim Financial Planning/
Budgeting Spread Sheet Package' 126.00
SUPERSORT Micropro Sort Utility 145.00
SUPERVYZ Epic Application Control 97.00
T/ MAKER II Lifeboat Associates Financial
Planning /Spread Sheet Package 195.00
WORDSTAR Micropro Wordprocessing
Package' Also available with Mailmerge
and Spellstar 295.00
WP WORKSHOP MAC Ltd Training Guide for
WORDSTAR or MAILMERGE 75.00
X BASIC Xitan Language 185.00
X BASIC 86 Xitan Language 250.00

Many Utilities, Programming Tools and Training
Packages available. Also extensive range of
diskette formats. Prices include configuration
on machines supplied by ourselves. We are
totally committed to after sales service and
future support.
These software packages are available for

both CP/ M and CP/ M86.

COMPUTER
widest portfolio

of IBM software
anprogrammes

plus add on's and oddin's. This month's system
offer is theIBM personal Computer

with dual320K byte
diskette drives,

128K bytememory, UK keyboard
and screen,PLUS DOS operating

system andasynchronous
interface card.

2820 00 eVx

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
'Barclaycard Visa & Access
cards taken in payment

'Shop opening hours 9-5.30, check
individual shops for details of Saturday
opening times.
'Phone Mail Orders accepted. Please contact
nearest shop for P.P.& Delivery Rates. Regret
no C.O.D.

AT

 Some items may be subject to a dollar
surcharge if the dollar exchange rate changes
more than 5 cents. Prices will be adjusted in line
with the rate prevailing at the time of purchase.
 Prices subject to change without notice

E.&O.E. and are valid for the cover date life of
this magazine (September 83)
 Whilst we carry a vast range of stock, we

cannot guarantee that every advertised item
will be available in each shop.
 All goodsare newand includefactorywarranties.
 No refunds on opened software.
 Orders from Government Depts., Colleges &

BFPO addresses welcome for orders above £25.
 teasing & HP facilities available- apply for

written details.
 Detailed prices

available on
request.

SHOP PROFILE:
SOUTHAMPTON

Now with our new showroom open in
Cumberland Place, Byteshop Southampton
serves the South of England. Russell Willmott
and his experienced team are always
available to discuss specific applications,
whether you ore a first time user,
businessman or DP Professional.

BYTE SHOP,

COMMERCIAL RD

CENTRAL
STATION

O*6
WAT T
PARK

NOSP

ANDREWS
PARK

L

ATE Sti Ip
Your Specialist Computer Centre

LONDON
The Byteshop,

324 Euston Road NW1 3BG
Tel: 01-387 0505

BIRMINGHAM
The Byteshop,

94-96 Hurst Street, B5 4TD.
Tel: 021-622 7149

GLASGOW
The Byteshop,

266 St. Vincent Street, G2 5RL.
Tel: 041-221 8202

MANCHESTER
The Byteshop, 11 Gateway House,

Piccadilly, Station Approach,
M1 2GH. Tel: 061-236.4737

NOTTINGHAM
The Byteshop,

92a Upper Parliament Street,
NG1 6LF. Tel: 0602 40576

SOUTHAMPTON
The Byteshop,

23 Cumberland Place, S01 2BB.
Tel: 0703 334711

Members of the SrtComa Group ot Companies
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SOFT OPTION SOFTWARE CENTRE

When you're thinking software, think Soft Option first. Chances
are we'll have the right product, in the right format, on the shelf in
quantity.

We despatch fast from stock. We also offer a dealer pricing
system to suit individual needs with cumulative discounts available.

Finally, we know about software-we can give you technical
support when it's needed.

So make Soft Option your first call. We'll soon become your first
choice.

CB
(-1

131T) 13IT
CP/M 80 CP/M 86 MS-DOS

and IBM PC Software

SOURCES INCLUDE:

We hold stocks of most
software manufacturers
including:
MICROPRO
MICROSOFT

DIGITAL RESEARCH
SORCIM

IUS
ASHTON TATE

Software can be made
available in 8 BIT or 16

BIT formats to suit most micro-
computers currently on the
market including:

Superbrain
North Star Horizon

North Star Advantage
Columbia PC -IBM PC

TelevideoApple
CP/M 8" - Rair Sirius

Our complete list of
software is too long to

publish and changes by the hour
but here are a few examples to
whet your appetite.

WORDSTAR MICROPRO's
comprehensive word
processing system.
DIGITAL's PL/I
Compiler.
MICROSOFT's popular
and powerful basic
Interpreter. There is a
Compiler too.
Fortran Compiler to
ANSI X3.9 1966 except
COMPLETE data.
SORCIM's spread
sheet and modelling
system.
Data Recording
System for the IBM PC
from IUS.
Relational Database
Management from
Ashton Tate.

PL/I-80

BASIC -80

FORTRAN -80

SUPERCALC

EASYFILER

dBASE II

RING THE SOFTLINE Grantham(0476) 860171

All products are supplied complete with full originator's documentation.
Please send large s.a.e. for full details.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. VISA

ot:km
=ID SOFTWAREpCENTRE

The Soft Option (UK) Ltd. Home Farm House Colsterworth
Grantham Lincolnshire NG33 5HZ Tel: Grantham (0476) 860171
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512 x 512 GRAPHICS
Digisolve offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics processor, our cards
draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host machine, and gives you the power of
using a co processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines
appear instantly to speed up your plotting.
With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems. No longer is it necessary to consider one of the new
16 bit personal computers because of their better graphics. Digisolve offer a card designed for the Apple II to give 512 X
512 monochrome graphics. With the development of an 80 x 57 line Visicalc and Applewriter pre -boot, serious business
users are no longer finding 80 column cards good enough. We also offer a colour unit designed to connect to any computer
to give the same resolution but with 64 colours.
Digisolve are committed to the development of graphic systems and character display equipment and have a rapidly
growing software base to help you use better graphics.

APPLE II CARD

41114.
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AIRE & CALDER WORKS
CINDER LANE, CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE COMING SOON: Terminal emulations including TEK 4010 in monochrome
TELEPHONE: (0977) 513141 or 513382 and colour. Character displays 80 x 24 and A4 size

TELEX: 557661 AGRAM
A MEMBER OF THE LAMBSON GROUP

APPLE II
Digisolve's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphic Processor Card
quadruples the screen resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory
space. The enhanced Applesoft support disc supplied with our card provides the
powerful graphics functions and simplifies the conversion of existing software.

* Draws vectors at up to 1,500,000 pixels per second
* 512 x 512 pixels resolution
* Graphics and characters mixed, allows proportional spacing and up to 85

characters by 57 lines of text
* 64K bytes of on board memory will store two pictures for animation or have

one text and one graphics page
* 4 different line types for clarity
* Blocks of variable sizes may be drawn to speed up area filling
* Read modify write mode for drawing cursors
* Screen read mode for dumping drawings to a printer
* £399 + VAT + P&P

SOFTWARE: Visicalc and Applewriter pre -boot. Architectural Design &
Modelling. Kitchen Design. Draughting. Report Presentation.

Turtle Graphics, TASC & Apple Soft software support.

VGP 64
Digisolve offer you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into
any computer with a bus host adapter. The VGP 64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in
64 colours. With its own vector processor and 384 K bytes of memory your
computer can become a sophisticated graphics system.
* 64 colours that may be expanded with a pallette or extension video RAM card
* 512 x 512 pixels resolution with fast vector processor
* 384 K bytes of video RAM on board
* 2 pictures may be stored simultaneously in full colour for animation
* In monochrome 12 pictures may be stored and selected for display under

software control individually or for animation
* Available as a boxed unit complete with power supply, or in board form to

OEM customers
* Will plug into Apple, Commadore, IBM, Sage, S100 systems, PDP11 or any

computer with a bus
* Available in several versions: 8 colour £799 64 colour £899

VDU BOARD
COMING Digisolve offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with
our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU card. With over 50 control functions the card
works at up to 19.2 K baud.
* 80 Characters x 24 lines of text
* Characters are properly formed with descenders
* Block graphics option
* Fully scrolling at 19.2 K baud
* Keyboard and RS232 data input

'*sue

"IA 41' ()(7Atz,,

APPLE II is the Trade Mark of Apple Computers Inc.
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The new Commodore 64 is the most powerful
personal computer available to the businessman.

And amazingly, it's one of the least expensive.
A brilliant example of micro -computer technology,

it will do a lot to make your business more efficient and
more profitable.

The range of software -general and specific- is very
extensive, and covers financial planning, word
processing, information handling and countless other
business and personal tasks.

The Commodore 64 is the ideal personal computer
for the office. It is also ideal for the home, whether this
is your 'second office' or main place of business.

It means that the scope of take-home work is no
longer limited to what papers can be carried in a bulging
briefcase.

A Commodore 64 at home could allow you access
to all the information stored at your company
office immediately, easily and with complete security,
simply by linking up to any TV set or monitor.

For the office. Or the



'ELEC. IRONIC MAIL IN MICROSECONDS

You could also link up with other Commodore 64s:
in branch offices, for example, or in colleagues' homes,
with instant exchange of information.

You could also plug in to half a million pages of
Prestel information, making use of key figures in
combination with your own calculations for such
statistics as you might need; or for other business uses,
like car hire and hotel bookings.

The Commodore 64 means maximum flexibility,

home office.

and provides the facts on which you can base sound
business decisions.

INVALUABLE TO ANY BUSINESS

The Commodore 64 is the perfect computer for
your own business, whatever its size. As well as the
advantages we've already mentioned, it has a great
capacity for expansion, and when combined with
various peripherals** it is superbly flexible. Whether ifs
looking after personnel records or creating models, say,
for sales forecasts, it will quickly prove to be of vital
importance to any well run concern.

MORE POWER TO THE STUDENTS
A Commodore 64 in education puts more

computer power at students' disposal. Subjects include
maths, from basic arithmetic to higher functions;
vocabulary building; elementary science; basic
geography; and of course, learning computing.

FOR EVERYONE WHO HAS A HOBBY

Apart from being an absorbing and fascinating
pastime in itself, the Commodore 64 can be a tremen-
dous help in countless hobbies. It's equally happy
collating recipes for a cook or choosing moves for a
chess enthusiast.

In short, the Commodore 64 is one of the most
outstanding microcomputers ever built. Outperform-
ing all other computers in its class (some at twice
the price), it's the ideal business partner.
And just as at home, at home.

The &from Commodore.
64K memory for £299!Of its kind, unbeatable.

At its price, almost unbelievable.

commodore
Changing business for the better.

For more information on the powerful new Commodore 64, anc.
Fthe address of your nearest dealer, telephone or write to us at:

The Commodore Information Centre, 675 Ajax Avenue, Slough,
Berkshire, SL1 4BG. Telephone: Slough (0753) 79292.

 Business Enquiry  Personal Enquiry
NAME (MR/MRS/MISS)

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TEL

*EXC. VAT -DETAILS CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.
**THOSE ILLUSTRATED HERE ARE THE DISK DRIVE AND DOT MATRIX PRINTER. OTHERS INCLUDE ACASSETTE

DRIVE, JOYSTICKS, PADDLES, PRINTER PLOTTER AND MUCH MORE.
N.B. MACHINE AND SOFTWARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.

j



PHILIPS

Let tua" PH !LIPS put a word in
for your business (°"h°usands "ds)

The P2000 word processing system
lets even one finger typists turn out secretary -perfect letters. Time after time after time.

And it costs from under

2000 complete with
letter quality printer!

The P2000 system brings word processing
power within the reach of practically any small
business. Accountants, small contractors,
solicitors, sole traders. In fact anyone who needs
to put out letters, quotations, invoices, etc. quickly,
neatly and accurately.

No more hasty alterations giving your letters
that 'amateur' look. No more frantic retyping when
you realise you need to make a change just before
last mail collection. You can change text, correct errors, add or delete words or paragraphs, all at the touch of a
few keys.

If you want more than one original it's no problem. You can even send the same letter to all your mail list,
each individually titled. You'll soon find that the P2000 pays for itself in time saved, not to mention what it does
for your business image.

Of course, the P2000 will do more if
you want it to. For relatively small extra
cost it will handle book-keeping,
statistics, record filing and all those
other office chores.

And all underwritten by the Philips'
reputation_for quality and reliability.
It's simply for everyone.

TO FIND OUT HOW

PHILIPS CAN PUT A WORD IN FOR

YOUR BUSINESS, CONTACT:

Philips Micro -Compute

II

Simply for everyone.FACI MICRO
DESIGN

Technical

Screen

Keyboard

CPU
Disks

: 12" non -reflective green screen.
24 lines of 80 characters.

: Full typewriter style. Numeric/
function keypad.

: Z80 2.5 MHz. 48K RAM.
: Two built-in 140K mini -floppy
drives as standard.

: Optional two drive expansion
chassis.

ROM : Programs loaded by inserting 16K
ROM modules.

Printer : Philips P2121 daisy wheel printer,
25 cps.

Basic WP package : Computer with 48K RAM.
(under £2000) Two floppy drives. Word

processing ROM. P2121
daisy wheel printer.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Oakfield House, 56 Crewe Road, Sand bach
Cheshire CW11 ONN

Tel: (09367) 61231 Telex: 36690 Ref: 505
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SPECIAL NEW OFFER READ ON!
CBM 64

The Latest Colour Computer with 64K
Memory and Music Synthesizer

FEATURES
Full Colour, Music Synthesizer, High Resolution Graphics with sprites for

3D effects. Full Size Typewriter Keyboard, Pet Basic.
NEW PRICE: £229.99 inc VAT and FREE CASSETTE DECK

OR
JUST SEND £199.00 + Carriage AND WE WILL PAY THE VAT AND SEND YOU A CBM64

VIC 1541
SINGLE DRIVE FLOPPY £229.00 inc VAT

437 Stoney Stanton Road,
Coventry, CV6 5EA.
West Midlands
Tel: (0203) 66162

N.B. Full 12 Months Parts and Labour Warranty
Prices from 1st August 1983

All prices Subject to Manufacturers Price Changes

II3EK
SYSTEMS

TOTAL
+ CARRIAGE £ 5.00

*I enclose Cheque/Postal Order for £

NAME ADDRESS TEL. NO

Signed

Or telephone order *Delete as required

* Please charge my Barclaycard/Access No.

PICK ATULIP
The fastest most expandible

micro yet available.

Genuine 16 bit 8086 processor (not an 8 bit 8088)
MS-DOS or CP/M 86
PLENTY of Software

128-896 Kb RAM 2@2' 750K (formatted
floppy disks)

Colour and Winchester disks optional

IBM
Compatibility
available NTs The solutions

people

NEWPORT TECHNICAL SERVICES
BUSH HOUSE PRINCEST BRISTOL BS1 4HU
Tel: 0272 290651 Telex: 44219 NTS BUK-G

We also stock Hyperion and CDC

Dealer Enquiries welcome.
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Introducing Leisurebase - the friendly new name
in microcomputers. You'll find us a friendly bunch
and we aim to take a lot of the mystique out of
buying microcomputers. You'll find our prices
competitive and our product range wide. We also
make sure we can support you with a comprehensive
selection of peripherals and software.
Leisurebase No Deposit Instant Credit

No deposit instant credit is available at your local
Leisurebase when you use the budget card. Please call in
and ask for written details. We also take Barclaycard
Visa and Access. (Leisurebase Credit Brokers APR. 30.6%.)
Part Exchange

If you're looking to upgrade your computer,
come to us first as we are often willing to take good
quality used equipment in part exchange.

Whichever way you look at it, you'll be better
off coming to Leisurebase first.

A complete computer
system in one box based on the legendary VIC 20.

Pack also includes a cassette unit, a simple explanation of computer
programming, introduction to Basic Part I and an exclusive compilation
tape of 4 computer programs - Blitz, Type -A -Tune, Race and Hoppit.
Hurry to your Leisurebase dealer as this is a strictly limited offer.

LEISUREBASE SOFTWARE
We can't do justice in this ad. to the wide range of software available at
Leisurebase stores and the following should be seen as a small selection only.

RABBIT SOFTWARE
For VIC 20
Paratroopers  Anti Matter Splatter -Packacuda 'Escape MCP Quackers
Critters  Cyclons  Race Fun  Myriad English Invaders The Catch 

Annihilator  Night Crawler  Hopper 

Rabbit Software also available for VIC 64

IMAGINE SOFTWARE
For Spectrum: Arcadia  Schizoids Ah Diddums  Molar Maul 
Jumping Jack Zoom  Zip Zap

For VIC 20: Arcadia  Wacky Waiters- Catcha Snatcha Frantic 

CHANNEL 8 SOFTWARE
For Atari: The Golden Baton  Time Machine 
Escape from Pulsar No. 7 Circus  Arrows of Death Part I
Arrows of Death Part 2 Feasibility Experiment 

TEXAS SOFTWARE
A-Maze-Ing  Attack  TI Invaders  Hunt the Wumpus 
Alpiner  Parsec  Munch Man  Chisholm Trail

AlARI,,r)(6)0
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ATARI 800
NOW INCORPORATING A BIG 48K RAM; THE 800 IS ONE OF THE MOST
FORMIDABLE HOME MICROS ON THE MARKET. FEATURES INCLUDE:
10K ROM: 16 COLOUR GRAPHICS; FOUR INDEPENDENT SOUND VOICES
COVERING 31/2 OCTAVES: BASIC CARTRIDGE.

LEISUREBASE PRICE

9999
INC VAT
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9 9. 99
INC.Vg

SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM
THE 16K VERSION HAS NOW CRASHED THROUGH THE £100 BARRIER AND

BOTH OFFER AMAZING VALUE. FEATURES INCLUDE: 16K BASIC ROM:
8 COLOUR GRAPHICS, 'BEEP' SOUND COMMAND; FULL SIZE KEYBOARD:
WIDEST POSSIBLE SOFTWARE CHOICE.

48K- LEISUREBASE PRICE

129,99
INGOT
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CGL M5
COMPACT, ULTRA RELIABLE INTRODUCTION FROM THE WORLD
RENOWNED SORD STABLE FEATURES INCLUDE: 16K VIDEO RAM
EXPANDABLE TO 32K, 8K ROM VIA PLUG-IN CARTRIDGE EXPANDABLE TO
16K, 16 COLOUR GRAPHICS; 6 OCTAVE SOUND SYNTHESIZER.

LEISUREBASE PRICE

1496INCM99

_ ' COMMODORE 64
POWERFUL MICRO SUITABLE FOR HOME OR BUSINESS USE. FEATURES
INCLUDE. A 64K RAM; FULL SIZE KEYBOARD, 16 COLOUR HIGH
RESOLUTION GRAPHICS; SPECIAL 3-D EFFECT GRAPHIC CAPABILITY;
MUSIC SYNTHESIZER.

LEISUREBASE PRICE

229.
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SINCLAIR ZX 81
FAR AND AWAY THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING HOME MICRO AND THE
MODEL THAT'S INTRODUCED COMPUTING TO A WHOLE GENERATION.
FEATURES INCLUDE 8K ROM 1K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 16K. INGENIOUS
FLAT FACE KEYBOARD: MASSIVE RANGE OF COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS
AND SOFTWARE

LEISUREBASE PRICE

39.99
INC VAT
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ATARI 400
THEPERFECT INTRODUCTION TO HOME COMPUTING IN A CONCISE
LOGICAL PACKAGE. FEATURES INCLUDE 16K RAM, 16 COLOUR
GRAPHICS; FOUR INDIVIDUAL VOICE SOUND CAPABILITY COVERING
31/2 OCTAVES: 'WIPE CLEAN' PRESSURE SENSITIVE KEYBOARD;
BASIC CARTRIDGE.

LEISUREBASE PRICE

149'99
NCVAT

COLOUR GENIE
A GREAT 'ALL ROUNDER' AND DESERVEDLY POPULAR. FEATURES
INCLUDE: 16K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 32K; 16K ROM: SOPHISTICATED HIGH
RESOLUTION 16 COLOUR GRAPHICS: 3 SOUND GENERATION CHANNELS
WITH FULL 8 OCTAVE RANGE, DE BUGGING EDITING FACILITY.

.1.
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TEXAS TI 99/4A
SUPER 'USER FRIENDLY' MICRO THAT IS SIMPLE TO USE AND IS
EXPANDABLE AS YOUR INTEREST GROWS. FEATURES INCLUDE: INTERNAL
26K ROM MEMORY; 16K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 48K; CONTROLLABLE
5 OCTAVE 3 SIMULTANEOUS TONE SOUND, PLUS NOISE GENERATOR;
16 COLOUR GRAPHICS.

LEISUREBASE PRICE

1159NC99
VAT

YOUR LOCAL
LEISUREBASE
DEALER

BASILDON
Godfrey Photographic
4-5 Laindon Main Centre
Laindon
Tel: 0268 416747

BELFAST
AJM Studios
337 Newtownards Rd
Tel: 0232 59710
Cl. Wed.

BIRMINGHAM
Leisurebase
28 South Mall
Birmingham Shopping
Centre (Next to Asda)
Tel: 021 643 0388

BRADFORD
Photosave
18 Cheapside
Tel: 0274 308598

CARDIFF
Leisurebase
1 3/ 15 Morgan Arcade
Tel: 0222 394182

CHELMSFORD
Godfrey's Photomarket
54 High St
Tel: 0245 355230

CHESTER
Chester Camera Centre
9 Bridge Street Row
Tel: 0244 26531

G Bushell & Son
37 Hart St
Tel: 04912 2363

HEREFORD

Photo -Video
9 St Peters St
Tel: 0432 267997

LINCOLN
Leisurebase
352 High St
Tel: 0522 22248
(Cl. Wed)

LIVERPOOL
In-store at Blackers
Department Store
16-26 Elliot Street

MANCHESTER

SHEFFIELD
Leisurebase
I Charter Sq
Tel: 0742 25354

SOUTHAMPTON
Leisurebase
19 East St
Tel: 0703 38753

SOUTHEND
J Patience Ltd
9 Queens Rd
Tel: 0702 49547

SWANSEA
Leisurebase

Chester Camera Centre 218/219 Oxford St
Mosley Arcade, Tel: 0792 476099
Piccadiily Plaza
Tel: 061 236 5819

PENZANCE
Leisurebase
I 4 Causewayhead
Tel: 0736 4407

PLYMOUTH
Leisurebase
in-store at Dingles
Royal Parade
Tel: 0752 670505

PRESTON
Channel 8 Software
51 Fishergate
Tel: 0772 53057

SUNDERLAND
Saxons (Photomarket
& Hi-Fi) Ltd
20-22 Waterloo Place
Tel: 0783 657578

WEMBLEY
Leisurebase
397B High Rd
(opp Argus)
Tel: 01903 0587

WESTON-SUPER-MARE

Leisurebase
5 Waterloo St
Tel: 0934 24364

STOCK AVAILABILITY
Whilst your local Leisurebase stores can supply the widest possible range of equipment
we are not able to guarantee that every advertised item will be available in each store.

MAIL ORDER
Many Leisurebase stores are prepared to supply equipment on a mail order basis.
Please telephone the store closest for P & P rates.

HEAD OFFICE/WAREHOUSE
Unit 9, Raynham Road Industrial Estate, Bishops Stortford, Herts. If you require
further details contact Eric Wilson on 0279 58371
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EARLY LEARNING
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE

Announcing an
exciting\ range of early learning

software for the Sinclair ZX
\ Spectrum - 16K and 48K

Specially produced for
\4 to 8 year olds by the

largest educational
publisher
in the UK.

a, b, c... Lift-off! - an exciting
introduction to the alphabet that teaches
the letters in correct order.
Page through the alphabet picture book
and help load our spaceship to Venus by
matching pictures and words.
See lift-off with full sound effects!

All programs come with
6 pages of Parents' Notes
providing complete
instructions for use.

IIIP

Countabout - Teaches simple
addition and subtraction.\
Help our micro chimp reach the bananas
at the top of the tree by getting the sums
right.

Colourful, action -packed
games to teach those vital
word and number skills. \I

1 S

......
...,
It.*

Hot Dot Spotter - a game of
speed and skill that teaches number
recognition.
Count the dots (between 1 and 9) and
watch the laser beam bounce the ball up
the screen. Build up speed and score lots
of points.

Longman Software -\ LONGMAN SOFTWARE
..

The Key to Early Learning\\NA
Longman Software can

be used by children on
their own or with initial
help from mum or dad.

Available from W. H. Smith, Boots, Menzies, Martins and other
leading chain stores, as well as from computer shops and

through Websters, Software Directory.
Trade availability through Prism Microproducts.
In case of difficulty, or for a full colour brochure, write to:
Division GS6 (Software) Longman Group Ltd, Longman House,
Burnt Mill, Harlow Essex CM20 2JE
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There are some
people who think

that if a Printer looks
like an Epson,

it will perform like one.

It won't.
Imitation is

the sincerest form of flattery.
But there's only one Epson.

EPSON Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.

Epson (UK) Limited
Freepost, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR

Sales Enquiries: Freefone 2730
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892

Telex: 8814169
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If the number of computer systems
on the market leaves you totally
bewildered, we don't blame you.

And that's not your only
problem. Ifyou are not very
careful, the system you buy
today could well be obsolete
tomorrow. That's how fast
computer technology is
progressing.

But take heart. There is
one computer system that
won't become obsolete.
Because it is modular in
concept it can be expanded
both inside and outside to
accommodate extra capacity
and new advances-as well as
being able to increase in size
and capability to keep pace
with your own growth or
changing requirements.

You have a choice from a virtually
unlimited range of CP/M compatible
application software. Plus the
support of total dealer back-up.

And, most important, you
won't find that you've bought a
system that suddenly doesn't
meet your needs. The
Communicator offers the
facility to enhance and upgrade
existing models to take account
of new applications.

Comart have also met the
stringent CCTA requirements.
Which means we are Al.
In short, Comart Communicator
systems can keep pace with
both progress and innovation.

So don't get bogged down
with obsolete equipment.
Contact your Comart dealer
for a demonstration now.

The Comart Communicator. One computer
system that won't sink into obsolescence.
What's more, it's British.
At any one of the addresses

listed below you can see the
remarkable flexibility of a Comart
Communicator system for yourself.

In under three years, it has
become a complete family of
compatible, fully expandable
microcomputer systems, covering

COMART COMMUNICATOR UK DEALERS
ABERDEEN
MOM Offshore
Tel: 0224 22520

AYLESBURY
J.K. Wakeford Associates
Tel:0296 27473

BEDFORD
Remdex-Bradley
Tel:02 34 68581

BEDS (AMPTHILL)
M.E. Marketing
Tel: 0525 404262

BELFAST
Cardiac Services Co
Tel: 0232 625566

BIRMINGHAM
The Byte Shop
Tel: 021-622 7149

CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge Computer Store
Tel: 0223 6.3334

CAMBS (ST NEOTS)
Westcom
Tel: 0480 217217

CHANNEL ISLES
Bell DataSystems
Tel: 0481 23671

COLCHESTER
Eurotec Consultants
Tel: 0206 72538

20 models and including single
user, multi-user and multi-
processing systems.

To become technical for a
moment, there's a choice of 8 or 16
bit processors, up to 1 megabyte of
RAM and a wide range of floppy
and hard disk storage capacities and

add on modules.

DONCASTER
Spot Computers
Tel:0302 25159

DUBLIN EIRE)
Lendac Data Systems
Tel: 0001 710226

EDINBURGH
Holdene Microsystems
Tel: 031.557 4060

GLASGOW
Thc Byte Shop
Tel:041-221 8202

GLENROTHES
Computer Services Scotland
Tel: (1592 77 3710

LEEDS
Holdene
Tel: 05 32 459454

LONDON (BRIXTON)
Jarogate
Tel: 01-671 6321

LONDON (COVENT GARDEN)
Dignus
Tel: 01-374 6468

LONDON (ECG
Zvgal Dynamics
Tel: 01-2484883

LONDON ( NWI)
The Byte Shop
761: 01.387 0505

COMART COMMUNICATOR SPECIFICATIONS
CP11141Serks Systems CPIONSerlesSysmau

Microproccuors 81311280.1(1 tab) 161441K186
Memory. 64K -512K bytes 256K -IM byte
Stomp MKn, 29OK byte thskettm YOOK or 290K 1,164146nel

Mr,1,=',74T4T,
multi processor I to 5 users I to 8

Features common to bethCPIOUGPIONStries Systeres
Kcyboard/Duplay. 105 Key.detubcd 14. gm -ensure, srnvelltilb
Karam -Ion: Internal -51st cards, mainframe communications de protocols,
ExpansIon. External- stacIstble modules sartrage tape he' floppy & bard dubs

CP/M, MP/MI I, CP/M86, MP/6486 &CP/Net an traskosarksof DIgnal Research less.
280A las trmlemarltorblog Cap -MS-DOS is. irsdemark ofMtcroyaft Corp Caner,
and tM Cornsn 'ovary InKlemarksof Conlon Ltd

comart
Comart Limited, Little End Road, Eaton Socon,

St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE19 3 JG.
Tel: (0480)215005. Telex: 32514 Comart G

Member of the Comart Group of Companies

LOUGHBOROUGH
Data One
Tel: 0509 37281

MANCHESTER
The Byte Shop
Tel: 061.236 4737

MANCHESTER
NSC Computers
Tel:061-832 2264
NORWICH
Eastern Bus. & Accounting
Systems Tel. 0603 27460

NOTTINGHAM
The Byte Shop
Tel: 0602 40576

OXON (BICESTER)
Zygal Dynamics
Tel: 08692 3361

READING
M.F.. Electronics
Tel: 0734 667663

SOUTHAMPTON
'the Byte Shop
Tel. 0703 334711

STAINES
Newbury Data Recording
Tel: 0784 61141

SWINDON
Great Western Computing
Tel: 0793 485517

WATFORD
Lux Computer Services
Tel: 0923 47 367

WILMSLOW
Holdene
Tel: 0625 529486

WINDSOR
Romtec
Tel: 075.3551550

WORTHING
Ace Computing Services
Tel: 0403 35411



AMAZING VALUE
SOFTWARE AT 20% DISCOUNT

FOR THE SPECTRUM FROM VIRGIN GAMES
Our

RRP Price
GOLF (16k or 48k): Challenge the family £7.95 £6.36
to a round of golf
YOMP(16k or 48k): Command the Paras £7.95 £6.36
and complete the impossible
SHEEPWALK (48k only): Sheepdog £7.95 £6.36
trials in your living room
STARFIRE (48k only): Rid the galaxy of £7.95 £6.36
the Xtardan battle cruisers, a game of
strategy and skill

FOR THE DRAGON 32 FROM BAMBY
SOFTWARE

GOLDEN APPLES: Steal the apples then £8.45 £6.76
defeat the Warlock
PLANETARY TRADER: Choose your car- £5.95 £4.76
go then deliver it - if you can
SURPRISE: Spells, giants and magic £8.45 £6.76
ring

MICROTAX FOR A RANGE OF MICROS
138 PAGE TAX GUIDE and 11 programs£24.95£19.95
on 2 sides of a cassette - Personal tax
computation

Please phone for further details of any tape.
All tapes guaranteed - prices include P&P

Taptloft
55 fillorlep Roab

Ttuirkenbain
TIV12j1)

Ze1:01-892 1909

BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

NAME

ADDRESS

Please send

for which I enclose £
Cheques & P0's payable to Tapesoft

THE

Islis:\.tx_stktIt%1st

00,

OEM

ACT
oraf sinus 1 (includes 128K memory, CP/M86, MS.DOS & MS BASIC 86)

The EPSON MX100 Printer (136 column 100 cps)
WORTH £500!

K! £2395.001

MICRO COMPUTER CONSUITINTS

ASCOTT HOUSE. 227 ELLIOTT ST., TYLDESLEY, MANCHESTER M29 806

TEL:ATHERTON (0942)892818

IOU CAN DO ALMS ON AN

APPLE Ile

PERWNALCOMFM?
0..

Me 0.

..;

Editing and wordprocessing  Graphics presentations  Financial modelling  Data base and file
management  Sales forecasting  Budget planning Electronic mail and data base access  Small

business accounting  Project management  Teaching and training

INCREDIBLE OFFERS ON THE REVOLUTIONARY
APPLE Ile AND APPLE Ill SYSTEMS

APPLE Ile STARTER SYSTEMS from only f1057
JUKI DAISYWHEEL PRINTER . . . £399

. MATRIX PRINTERS from as little as £289
* * * OVERSEAS ORDERS A SPECIALITY * * *

Call (0942)-892818/876141 for full details.
APPLE II+ 48K ONLY £499 + VAT while stocks last

All our products carry a 1 year warranty

MICROCOMPUTER

plus!

Le
MACHINES ALWAYS EX -STOCK

OFFICE EFFICIENCY MACHINES LTD
ENQUIRIES - CALL OUR WEST LONDON OFFICES ON 01-741 7211/2/3/4

TO ORDER YOUR MACHINE CALL OUR HOTLINE - 01-748 84

Personal Computer

/KM .:)7?'SWV,,
includes
CPM OPERATING SYSTEM,
WORDSTAR, MAILMERGE,
SUPERCALC, M BASIC &
C BASIC WORTH £800 FREE

*WHILST OFFER LASTS DEALERS WELCOME!

To: Office Efficiency Machines Ltd.,
1 Lochaline Street, London W6 9SJ
Telex 263559 Micro G

El Please send me information on the

El Dealer El End User

 Urgent  Please phone me

Name

Company

Address

Telephone PCW 9/83

PCW 81



LEADS THE WAY!

S.T.M. proudly present a versatile, portable business computer, featuring:

* 1 Megabyte disk -drive
* 2nd 1 Mb disk option
* 64k RAM for CP/M
* Portability: less than 15Ibs wt
* APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE:

Perfect Writer, Speller, Calc, Filer

* Full capability keyboard
* Printer port: STD bus
* Expansion options including:

Dual RS232, Hard Disk
* Monitor or TV display
* Handsome carrier -bag

* PLUS: Top quality service backup!

£1066 for all that!
For more information clip the coupon and send to:

Semi -Tech Microelectronics (Europe) Ltd.
145-147 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AW

Telephone: 01-390-6179 Telex: 938739 STMEUR G

PIED PIPER
The portable computer
all others will follow.

Dealer enquiries welcome

Price excludes V.AT.
Pied Piper is a trademark of Semi -Tech Microelectronics Corp.

Perfect is a registered trademark ni P S I

CP/M is a registered trademark cif Digital Research Inc

Please send me details of the
Pied Piper

Name:

Position:

Company:

Address:

Telephone:

82 PCW



BEEBMAZE

RACER

SPACE CITY
IF YOU HAVE AN ACORN ELECTRON OR ARE THINKING OF BUYING

ONE THEN YOU SHOULD JOIN THE ELECTRON USER GROUP.
Members receive 10 copies of the magazine ORBIT each year. ORBIT is devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the ELECTRON
MICRO. It is packed with news, Reviews, Hints, Tips, Programming ideas, Major articles, plus Regular program features
including games and useful utilities.

ORBIT, is produced by BEEBUG Publications Ltd., publishers of BEEBUG, the magazine of the National User Group for
the BBC Micro. BEEBUG now has some 20,000 members, and has achieved a high reputation both in this country and
abroad. Acorn and the BBC have both taken out multiple memberships, for example, and our articles are now syndicated
in Australia. (For further details of BEEBUG,see separate advertisement elsewhere in this issue.)

The formula which makes BEEBUG an invaluable companion for users of the BBC micro will be applied to ORBIT.
By subscribing to ORBIT you gain all the advantages of a single -micro magazine, with no space wasted on programs and

articles for other computers.
Further benefits of membership:

Members' discount scheme with national retailers of software, hardware and books, with savings of up to 25%.
Members' software library with a growing range of titles at special prices for members.

BEEBUG
BBC MICRO

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY
TO THE BBC MICRO

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS
18,000

BRITAIN'S LARGEST COMPUTER
USER GROUP

18,000 members can't be wrong - BEEBUG provides the best support
for the BBC Micro.
BEEBUG Magazine - NOW 64 PAGES devoted exclusively to the BBC
Micro.
Programs - Hints & Tips - Major Articles - News - Reviews -
Commentary.
PLUS members discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members
Software Library.
10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982. Reprints of all issues available to
members.

ORBIT
ToTR7 ELECTRON

SPECIAL OFFER
SUBSCRIBE NOW, AND GET A FREE INTRODUCTORY CASSETTE CONTAINING 8 TESTED

PROGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRON.
1. SPACE CITY Defeat the invading Aliens with your laser, and save the city.
2. 3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES Pit your wits against the ELECTRON on a 4x4x 4 board.
3. RACER Guide your racing car to victory, avoiding other cars and obstacles on the track.
4. 3D MAZE In this challenging game, you must escape from the maze - The screen displays a 3D view from inside the

maze.
5. PATCHWORK A multicoloured display of continuously changing patterns.
6. KEY SET ROUTINE A program to set up the user function keys.
7. MEMORY DISPLAY An efficiently written utility to diplay the contents of memory (ROM and RAM).
8. CHARACTER DEFINER Define individual graphics characters with this useful utility for use in your own programs.

HOW TO JOIN
To subscribe for one year, and get your free cassette, send £9.90 (payable to Orbit) plus a strong stamped addressed envelope (for the cassette) to:

ORBIT, PO BOX 50, ST ALBANS, HERTS.
SIX MONTH TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION (5 ISSUES) UK ONLY - FREE CASSETTE OFFER STILL STANDS.

Membership outside UK (one year only): Eire and Europe £16, Middle East £19, Americas & Africa £21, other countries £23.
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I Zappo is Britain's newest and most exciting group of
home computer centres.

' I Whether you want a computer for games, education or
help with home finances, you'll find just what you need at

:7- a Zappo Computer Centre. 1 I I I I

.. I Our staff pride themselves on their ability to guide you
%_ to the computer that's best for you. I I I

I Which makes Zappo Computer Centres the best and
i' most exciting place to buy your micro. There's one near
::- you - see the list opposite.

A complete computer system, including VIC 20
- Computer, ON Cassette Unit, Introduction to Basic

part 1 (simple explanation of computer
programming). Plus 4 games cassette- Blitz,
Hoppit, Race and Type -a -Tune.

Atari 400 EXCLUSIVE TO ZAPPO
A Super introductory offer fom Zappo!
The Atari 400 with 16K Memory, Atari programme
recorder plus cartridges of. Lemonade, Invitation to
PrograMming 2 and Space Chase!

I

MMMMMM MUMEDBEIMM
65/01/30111101210111111111:111MIDICIIMMICOMM=01000MMOIMMM000000 MMMMM

I

NORMAL PRICE

£249.99

£222.9

 Powerful 64K Memory
 Graphics, colour, sound
 Full size typewriter

9
keyboard  Expandable
up to small business use

Atari 800
 Massive 48K Memory . Typewriter keyboard
 High resolution graphics  Games, education

_ and home finance  Expandable 1 I

up to small business use
i

fignallig 1111811M.

in ATARI

tt tt 299'99

£149.95

£229.95
Texas TI -994A

 16K Memory, 16 Bytes processor  Full I

typewriter keyboard  Colour and sound  Truly
expandable - part of a complete system that can
grow with you and your family

Full range of advertised goods available at most stores. Please phone before
making a special Journey. Prices correct at time of going to press. E&OE.

277f°
1599?



 Big 48K Memory  Easy to use keyboard _

 Colour and sound  Teletext/Viewdata
compatible graphics  With f40 off voucher for
ORIC printer!

713
139'

95

Sinclair Spectrum tSttt:),P

16K i 1u6KK M.

Multi
uOn tMi dn e

IMil 4 1 NI I 0 iii ilk i *iiii INN *kit IiiiiIWB Ilial imill
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A few examples from
our software collection

Atari
Centipede
Donkey Kong
Pacman
Space Invaders
qui x
Commodore
Cosmic Crusader
Star Battle
Alien
Avenger
Adventureland
Oric
Candy Floss & Hangman
3D Maze & Brake Out
Xenon 1
Compendium
Oric Trek
Centipede
Hooper
Invaders
Oricman
Sinclair
Planetoids
Avenger
Frogger
Flight Simulation
Airline
Texas Instruments
Parsec
TI Invaders
Munchman
Touch Typing Tutor
Early Reading

Aids & Accessories
Sanyo 14" Colour Monitor
Sanyo 14" CTV - Monitor Style
Hitec BT319 12" Portable
Computer compatible
Cassette Recorders from £24.99
Zappo Computer Centre - Exclusives
Exclusive - 500 Sheet Packs
Computer listing paper f6.99
Exclusive - 3M Diskette
Two Packs from £6.29
A wide range of computer accessories available

Top Ten Computer Books
(Computer Book Shop)
593 Assembly Language

Programming for BBC
672 The Working Commodore 64
696 Compute's First Book of Atari
695 Compute's First Book of VIC
495 50 Outstanding Programms

for VIC 20
707 The Oric Programming Book
551 60 Games and Applications

for ZX Spectrum
683 Texas Programming Book

60 Programming the 6502
200 Programming the Z-80

coMPUTE

f29.99
f29.99
£29.99
£29.99
£29.99

f9.99
f9.99
£9.99
f9.99
f9.99

£7.50
£7.50
£8.50
£7.95
£9.95
f6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£8.95

£4.95
f4.95
f5.95
£7.95
£4.95

£31.95
£21.95
f31.95
£31.95
£31.95

£299.99
£259.99

£49.99

£8.95
f5.95

(10.95
£10.95

£6.95
f 5.95

£4.95
£5.95
f9.95
f9.95

0)

C-AnnNtloC-A7-)C)
keys

£99 '95 toc.3.coucii60" .48v Powerful 48K Memory  Full colour,
lx sound and high resolution graphics

 Multi- function keys
£129.95

Your nearest Zappo Computer Centre
AVON Slade & Hope
393-395 Gloucester Rd,
Horfield, Bristol
(0272) 47204.

Bunnell &
Boden, 14 Regent Rd,
Altrincham.
(061) 928 0333.
Charlesworths of Crewe,
14 Hightown, Crewe.
(0270) 256344.
Charlesworths, 112
Foregate St, Chester.
(0244) 25075.
Hobbyhorse, 3 Hawthorn
Lane, Wilmslow.
(0625) 522433.
The Red Balloon,
92-94 Stamford New Rd,
Altrincham.
(061) 928 4228.

Hydrovolt
32 Meneage St, Helston.
(03265) 2545.

Portswood
Toy & Card Centre,
253 Portswood Rd,
Portswood, Southampton.
(0703) 582646.
Top Toys, 46-47 High St,
Winchester. (0962) 60188.
Top Toys, 20 Chantry Way,
Andover. (0264) 52263.

CHESHIRE

CORNWALL

HAMPSHIRE

HERTFORDSHIRE
A. L. Young 2 High View,
Hatfield. (070 72) 62608.

Panache
Video 37 Victoria St,
Dou las. (0624) 29638.

Batesons
Sports Depot
56 Abingdon St, Blackpool.
(0253) 24061.
Edmondsons, 35-37
Queen St, Morecambe.
(0524) 410304.
Mercers of Blackburn,
36- 40 Northgate,
Blackburn. (0254) 59121.

ISLE OF MAN

Pramland, 14-16 Silver St,
Bury. (061) 723 2122.
Southport Toy Centre,
68 Chapel St, Southport.
(0704) 38809.
LEICESTERSHIRE
CES Clarendon Electrical,
84 Sparkenhoe Rd,
Leicester. (0533) 50905.
LINCOLNSHIRE
Greens of Gainsborough,
The State Building,
Church St, Gainsborough.
(0427) 5101.
Rhodes Computer Centre,
Minimarket, High St,
Lincoln. (0522) 20168.
LONDON
Hy-tec Electronics
150 High Rd, Wood Green.
(01) 881 3320.
JMS Radio and TV,
46 Watling Av, Burnt Oak,
Edgware. (01) 952 8182.
KEsIT Whitstable Tele-
Radio, 15-17 Oxford St,
Whitstable.
(0227) 272028.
Whitstable Tele-Radio
75 Biggin St, Dover.
(0304) 213251.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Arnolds (Corby)
Corporation St, Corby
(05366) 3645.
Mobile Radio Services,
Central Hall Buildings,
Wellingborough.
(0933) 223527.
Clarks of Rushden
89-91 High St, Rushden.
(0933) 312906.
NORTHERN IRELAND
Colourvision
406 Newtownards Rd,
Belfast. (0232) 51331.
W. S. Mcilroy & Son,
1-13 Dunluce St, Larne,
County Antrim.

(0574) 2562.
Nicholl Bros (Radio)
11-15 Wellington St,
Ballymena. (0266) 2187.
Vincent Toner & Sons
88 Hill St, Newry
(0693) 2714.

Cradlecare
43 King St, Stirling.
(0786) 2392.
Glenn Electrical, Video
House, Anderson St, Port
Glas:ow. (0475) 46226.
STAFFORDSHIRE

SCOTLAND

John W. Bagnall 18 Salter
St, Stafford. (0785) 3420.

W. F Dudley,
Radio House, Long
Melford, Sudbury.
(0787) 78225.

R. N. French
Queens Parade, 359-361
Old London Rd, Hastings.
(0580) 880428.

W. J. Elias & Son
61 St. Teilo St, Pontardulais,
Swansea. (0792) 882366.
Loosmore Bros.,
39 High St, Haverfordwest,
Pembrokeshire.
(0437) 2844.

SUFFOLK

SUSSEX

WALES

WORCESTERSHIRE
John Life 5 Mealcheapen
St, Worcester.
(0905) 26898.
YORKSHIRE
Hirst & Symmonds, 5
Arndale Centre,
Crossgates, Leeds.
(0532) 645059.
Redgate Toy Co.,
18-24 Furnivel Gate,
Sheffield. (0742) 77585.
Williams of Woodseats
783 Chesterfield Rd,
Sheffield (0742) 54341.
Williams of Hillsborough,
12-14 Middlewood Rd,
Sheffield. (0742) 345030.

Your guide throtO the computer maze.

ZAPPO DEALERSHIPS
Our Zappo dealer list is

now open. If you'd like more
details about our low cost
membership, write to Patricia
Tordoff at Zappo Computers
Ltd., 7 The Shires Industrial
Estate, Birmingham Road,
Lichfield, Staffs.



rShopping fora Micro
BUY AN igaPPle
The Personal
Solution

APPLE Ile
Apple Ile
Disk Drive
with controller
80 Col Card

£899

Apple Ile £645
Monitor £110
Colour Monitor £299
Disk Drive

Without £200
80 col + 64K £150
Applewriter £119
Quickfile £ 60
Multiplan £175
Microsoft CP/M £200

The Business
Solution

APPLE III
Apple III 256K
Monitor III
SOS System Software
with Apple II emulation
built in disk drive

Apple III 256K
Computer as above
plus Profile 5mbyte
hard disk

Applewriter III
Visicalc III
Quickfile III
(All 3 packages for £295)

Complete range of invoicing, ledgers
and stock packages available.

£1999

£2800

£130
£170
£ 55

The
Revolution

Attend one of our seminars and
let us introduce you to
Apple's's revolutionary new
personal computer for the
office. Please telephone or write
for details.

PRINTERS
EPSON FX80

RX80
MX100

OKI

£375
£265
£399

82A £329
92 £439

THE SUPPORT PACKAGE
 Training - free half day course to take you from an appreciation of

the Apple computers to an understanding of
applications packages. Specialist courses are also
available.

 Installation - on your premises for a small extra fee.
 Ongoing Support - handholding on both software and hardware.
 One full year's guarantee on all parts and labour.
 On site maintenance contract available.
 Comprehensive range of software, supplies, listing paper,

diskettes.
ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

For computerised solutions to business problems contact

SIMMONS MAGEE COMPUTERS LTD
13 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 3JZ

01'8914477
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COMPSOFT'S DMS - winner
of the 1982 RITA Awards,

'Software Product of the Year'.

Now Cornpsoft announce
Delta - the very powerful, very

friendly database* that the
world has been waiting for.

* For micro computers with CP/M, MP/M or MSDOS operating systems. Including IBM PC.

Compsoft Training Centre

If part of your microcomputer's job is to store
information, you need Compsoft's software.

Compsoft DMS is already Britains No. 1 record
keeping program. And with 4000 users to our
credit, we can honestly say we know more about
information storage & retrieval than anyone else.
We listen to your comments & requests and now
we've produced a world first - the Delta -a true
transactional database.

If you'd like to know more, we have general
brochures, full technical specifications & free

Compsoft Limited
Hallams Court

Shamley Green
Nr Guildford, Surrey

England GU4 8QZ
Telephone: Guildford (0483) 898545

Telex: 859210 CMPSFT

guides to DMS handling a multitude of business
situations from order processing, invoicing &
stock recording, through to library, personnel &
hospital record management.

Find out more about the database revolution.
Either telephone the office or clip the coupon
now.

Compsofts Delta - taking microcomputers into
the third dimension.

Please send me further details

Company

Contact

Address

PCW/9/83 Tel No.



COMPUTERS
Gemini Galaxy 2
"I would place the Galaxy at the top of my list"
(Computing Today, April 1983)
*Twin Z80A Processors
*CP/M 2.2 Operating

System
*64K Dynamic RAM
* 800K Disk Capacity
* 80x25 Video Display

*Serial and parallel printer
interfaces

* Cassette and light pen
interfaces

* User definable function
keys

* Numeric key pad
* 12" Monitor included

£1495
(£1719.24 inc. VAT)

Total support for Gemini & AO/COM Products
80x25 Video for AWCOM1110/COM 3 available from MicroValue

Based around the successful Nascom 2 computer, this new system can
be built up into a complete disk based system. Supplied built and
tested complete with PSU, Nas-Sys 3
and Nas-Gra.

48K System
£549 (£631.35 inc. VAT)

CP/M 2.2
£100 (£115 inc. VAT)

NASCOM 2 KIT

£225 (£258.75 inc. VAT)

Built & Tested
1.285 (£327.75 inc. VAT)

SHARP MZ80A

Electronic magnificence from Sharp
Z80A C.P.U.  48K RAM  4K ROM  Industry standard Qwerty
keyboard with numeric pad  9" GREEN C.R.T.  1200 baud
cassette  Music and sound  Real time clock  Enhanced BASIC

Full editing facilities  Internal expansion.

PRINTERS
Epson FX80
£436 (£501.40 inc. VAT)

Epson RX80
£298 (£342.70 inc. VAT)

Epson MX100 Type III
£496 (£569.95 inc. VAT)

NEC 8023A
£339 (£389.95 inc. VAT)

SEIKOSHA GPI 00A
£215 (£246.95 inc. VAT)

Daisy Wheel Printer:
Smith -Corona TP-1 £485 (£557.75 inc. VAT)

Nascom owners can now have a professional
80x 25 Video display by using the Gemini G812
Intelligent Video Card with on -board 280A.
his card does not occupy system memory

space and provides over 50 user controllable
functions including prog character set, fully
compatible with Gemini G805 and G815/809
Disk Systems. Software supplied on Gemini
system disks. Built and tested.

The Mlcrovector256A is a high performance graphics
display interface on an 80- BUS and NASBUS compatible card.
Various graphic primitives such as vector and character
generation are executed in hardware by a Thompson EF9356
Graphic Display Processor. Plotting rates are typically
1 million pixels per second giving full animation capability.
Various vector and character types can be selected.
Characters can be scaled to give 256 different sizes.
MV 256A Suitable for TV use (PAL -UHF) £199.00 + VAT
MV 256B Suitable for TV or RGB monitor £220.00 + VAT

Phoenix
P12 Monitor
A high quality data
display monitor, ideal
for all Nascom and
Gemini systems.
20MHz resolution.
Available in amber or
green phosphor.

£110
(£126.50 inc. VAT)

Olivetti Praxis 41
Complete with RS 232
interface and numeric key
pad. This module enables the
Praxis 41 to be used as:
* a Personal Computer

console
* a quality, low volume

printer
* a typewriter

communicating point-to-
point, or via modem, or
acoustic coupler.

£595 (£684.25 inc. VAT)
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LOW COST SYSTEMS
Micro Professor MPF II 64K

MPF II is a most exciting addition to our range. Based
on 6502 microprocessor this machine offers 64K of RAM,
high resolution 6 colour graphics, and sound. Standard
BASIC interpreter is Applesoft compatible, allowing
MPF II to read and write tapes in Apple format.
Complete with excellent 600 page manual.

* Micro Professor £233.92 (£268.99 inc V.A.T.)
* Joystick £13.00 (£14.95 inc V.A.T.)
* MPF II printer £161.53 (£185.75 inc V.A.T.)
* Software Cassettes £4.34 (£4.99 inc V.A.T.)

Dragon 32
A powerful colour computer for under £180
* 32K RAM
* 6809E Microprocessor
* Extended Microsoft Colour BASIC
*9 Colour, 5 Resolution Display
* Sound through TV 5 octaves, 255 tones
*Advanced Graphics
Full range of Dragon software available.

Sinclair ZX81

£152.17
(E175 inc. VAT)

Now available through MicroValue -
a real computer for less than £50!

*Sinclair D(81 Computer £43.43 (E49.95 inc. VAT)
* Sinclair ZX Printer £34.74 (£39.95 inc. VAT)
*D(81 Learning Lab £17.35 (E19.95 inc. VAT)
*Software for Sinclair from £3.43 (£3.95 inc. VAT)

Sinclair ZX Spectrum
NEW LOW PRICES

Colour, sound and high resolution
graphics from only £99.95
* 16K ZX Spectrum Microcomputer £86.92

(£99.95 incl. VAT)
* 48K ZX Spectrum Microcomputer £113.00

(£129.95 incl. VAT)
* Sinclair ZX Printer £34.74 (£39.95 inc. VAT)

Texas TI99-4A
Colour, sound and a typewriter type
keyboard for under £160
A truly expandable microcomputer system
with a wide range of educational and
games software.

* Texas TI99-4A Microcomputer 16K
£139.08 (£159.95 incl. VAT)

* Voice Synthesiser Unit £43.43
(£49.95 incl. VAT)

* Peripheral Expansion Unit £130.39 (£149.95 incl. VAT)
* Disk Drive £278.21(£319.95 incl. VAT) * Disk Control board (for above) £165.70 (£189.95 incl. VAT)
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ORIC 1 ORIC 1 when used with the ORIC MODEM will allow access to PRESTEL-Viewdata,
which has 200,000 pages of interactive information covering sport, travel,
hotel bookings, games, etc.
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* ORIC 1 48K Microcomputer
£147.79 (£169.95 incl. VAT)

*ORIC 1
Communications
Modem £68.69

79.00 incl. VAT)

MICROVALUE
DEALERS:
AMERSHAM, BUCKS
Amersham Computer Centre,
18 Woodside Road,
Tel: (02403)22307

BRISTOL
Target Electronics Ltd.,
16 Cherry Lane.
Tel: (0272) 421196

EGHAM, SURREY
Electrovalue Ltd.,
28 St. Judes Road,
Englefield Green.
Tel: (07843) 3603

LEEDS
Leeds Computer Centre,
60162 Merrion Centre.
Tel: (0532) 458877

IPSWICH
MDW (Electronics),
47/49 Woodbridge Road East.
Tel: (0473) 78295

LONDON W2
Henry's Radio,
404 Edgware Road.
Tel: 01-402 6822

LONDON SW11
OFF Records,
Computer House,
58 Battersea Rise,
Clapham Junction.
Tel: 01-223 7730

MANCHESTER M19
EV Computing,
700 Burnage Lane.
Tel: 061-431 4866

NOTTINGHAM
Computerama,
(Skytronics Ltd.)
357 Derby Rood.
Tel: (0602) 781742

Telephone orders
welcome

Atk

MicroValue
REAL value from the Professionals
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Now you can buy a QUAD function IBM PC board
without having to buy more memory.

MegaPlusTM and l/OPlus2TM are the ulti-
mate add-on products you will need to
expand your IBM PC and XT. Which board
you decide on will depend on where you are
heading. To take full advantage of your IBM
PC and XT beyond 256k, you will want to
expand with the MegaPlusTM. It's features
include two asynchronous ports, clock/cal-
endar, printer port, and up to 512k of
memory expansion. But what if you already
have all the memory you need? The I/O
Plus-2TM gives you all the features of Mega -
Plus TM to operate your printers, plotters and
modems, set your time and date automat-
ically with the clock/calendar, without
adding memory. Also a special game adapter
is available, but more about that later. Both
boards include SuperDrive TM disk emulation'
and SuperSpoolTM print buffer software.

MEGA WITH MEMORY
The -MegaPlusTm has three functions stan-
dard: Parity checked and fully socketed
memory up to 256k in 64k increments;
clock/calendar with battery back-up for
automatic loading of time and date when
the computer is turned on; and an asyn-
chronous communication port (RS232C
serial) which can be used as COM1 or
COM2, (DTE for a printer, or DCE for a
modem). Optional is a 100%1BM compatible
parallel printer port, and a second asyn-
chronous port for another £30 each. The
MegaPakTM option plugs onto your Mega-
PlusTM "piggyback" style to give you 512k
of additional memory. Now you can create
disk drives in memory up to 360k, set aside
plenty of space for print spooling, and still
have memory for your biggest programmes.

I/O -PLUS 2 WITHOUT MEMORY
The I/O -Plus 2TM comes standard with a
clip -on battery powered clock/calendar,
and asynchronous communication port
(RS232C serial). Optional is a second asyn-
chronous port (DTE for a printer, or DCE for
a modem), a parallel printer adapter, and
the best game paddle adapter on the market.
What's so special about our game adapter?
Not only is it an IBM standard game port,
but it can also use low cost, widely available
Apple compatible paddles and joysticks. If
you already have sufficient memory the
1/0 -Plus 2Tm gives you all the input and
output ports you might need for less than
the cost of most single function boards.

FREE SOFTWARE

SuperDriveTM disk emulation software cre-
ates "disk drives" in memory which access
your programmes at the speed of RAM
memory. SuperSpoolerTM print buffer soft-
ware allows the memory to accept data as
fast as the computer can send it and frees
your computer for more productive work.
Some manufacturers sell hardware print
buffers that do only this for hundreds of
pounds. SuperSpoolerTM eliminates the
need for these slot robbing products. Both
of these powerful pieces of software can be
used with any expansion memory for your
IBM PC or XT.

CHEAP SOFTWARE TOO
What good is great hardware without some
great software to use it with? We offer
some terrific prices on some of the popular
programmes you will want to use your
board with. How about the cream of the
spreadsheet programs, SUPERCALC, for
just £ 1 29 , or SUPERWRITER for £199. If
you are looking for data base management
you can get dBASE II by Ashton-Tate for
£369.

WHY BUY IT FROM US?
Because we provide the service and support
most companies just talk about. Each board
is fully tested and burned in prior to ship-
ment. We realize how integral this board is
to the use of your computer. What good is a
warranty if it takes weeks for repairs to be
made? We offer 48 hour turnaround or a
replacement board on all warranty repairs.
Do you hear'anyone else making this prom-
ise? If you still are not convinced, and want
to compare prices, remember we don't
charge extra for credit cards, shipping, or
COD fees. We think the ultimate testimony
to our good service and high quality is that
one of our largest customers is none other
than IBM! If you still want to buy elsewhere,
ask any competitor if they will face the acid
test.

THE ACID TEST

Qubie' (say que-bee-A) gives you a 30 day
satisfaction guarantee on all board pur-
chases. If you are not completely satisfied
we will refund the entire cost of your
purchase. If you can get one of our competi-
tors to give you the same guarantee, buy
any other board you think compares and

return the one you don't like. We're not
worried because we know which one you
will keep. We also offer a one year parts
and labor warranty. An additional one year
extended warranty is available for £35.

TO ORDER BY MAIL SEND:
-your name and delivery address
-board type, size, and options requested
-daytime phone number
-UK Residents add 15% for VAT
-Company check or credit card number

with expiration date (personal checks
take 10 days to clear

VISA' Fief Chal

PRICES:

I/O -Plus 2TM with Clock/calendar, a-
synchronous communication adapter,
SuperDriveTm and SuperSpoolTm -f115

MegaPlusTM with memory, clock, async,
SuperDriveTM and SuperSpoollM soft-
ware: 64k £249 128k £299

192k £349 256k £399

OPTIONS:
Parallel Printer Port £30
Second Async Port £30
Game Adapter (1/0 -Plus 2 only) £30
MegaPakTM with 256k of memory £299
Cable to parallel printer £30
Cable to modem or serial printer £20
Memory Diagnostics Program £7
SUPERWRITER by Sorcim £199
SUPERCALC II by Sorcim £129
dBASE II by Ashton-Tate £369

SHIPMENT:
We pay postage charges. Credit card or
bank check orders shipped next day.

QUBIE'
DISTRIBUTING
LTD.
Tempo House
15 Falcon Road, London SW11, UK
Telephone (01) 223-7662

(01) 223-4569

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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Lrli, ,I,. \ TELEPHONE OUR HOTLINE#- .11?
7 7 01-656 8941

CHEQUES PAYABLE TO CDS LTD
Export Enquires Welcome, Send for Export Price List

poit"0- All prices include VAT

COMMODORE 64
* £225.00

1541 DISK
* £225.00
1520 PRINTER

PLOTTER
* £169.00

1525 GRAPHIC
PRINTER

* £230.00
1526 PRINTER

£345.00
C2N CASSETTE DECKS

* £44.95

E 5

Prices including VAT

Rox 64, £4.95; Attack of the
Mutant Camels, £8.95; Renais-
sance, £8.95; Motor Mania,
£8.95; Kaktus, £8.95; Man-
grove, £8.95; Pakacuda, £5.99;
Centropods, £5.99; Tank Atak,
£8.95; Grandmaster, £17.95;
Cyclons, £5.99; Stellar Wars,
£9.95; Escape MCP, £5.99;
Spirates + Snowman, £4.95;
Labyrinth, £5.99.
Introduction to Basic Pt.1 £14.95
English Language £9.95
Mathematics Pt. 1 + 2 £9.95
Geography £9.95
History 20th Century £9.95
Biology, Physics £9.95
Calc Result £123.00
Power 64 £75.00
Pal 64 £75.00
Simons Basic £50.00
British Version Programmers
Reference Guide £9.95

ec-004's

Add on
the Adman way

The Vic 20 really can speak...but only if
you use an ADMAN SPEECH SYNTHESISER
It's word power is endless as there is no set
vocabulary. Yet operation is simple. The 64
elements of English speech are pre-pro-
grammed to let you put your own words
together as soon as you switch on. Just
imagine...program adventure games with
characters that can actually talk!

Also for your Vic 20 there are 8K and
16K RAM PACKS and the ADMAN 3
PORT EXPANSION MOTHER BOARD.
With proven designs of the highest quality
they are the best value for money around.

* .

..'-',1.,_.
y

The Vic 0
sneaks out!

Available from Spectrum, Dixons and other major computer accessory shops

Prices around:

8k Ram Pack
16k Ram Pack
Motherboard £19.95 Dept. C, Adman Electronics Ltd., Ripon Way,
Speech Synthesiser . £49.95 Harrogate, N.Yorks, HG1 2AU. Tel. 0423 62642

Adman Electronics Ltd. is a member of the Adam Leisure Group PLC

To find out more about these products, why

£39.95
not take a lead from our speech synthesiser...go to

£49.95
your local dealer and ask for it! Or post the coupon.

rPlease send me information on Adman Vic 20
Accessories

Name

Address

PCW 9/83
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PERIPHERALS
PRINTER
COLOUR MONITOR
DISK DRIVE
TORCH Z80 DISK
CASSETTE RECORDER
NEW BRANCHES OPENING SOON:
EALING Phone 992 5855
RICKMONSWORTH 79259
MILTON KEYNES 317807

SOFTWARE
ACORNSOFT
BBC SOFT

PROGRAM POWER
BUG -BYTE
SIMON HESSEL

SURBITON
Al KINGS /ON BY PASS A

161 h

WE MU 11.111 lin It
,,k FOILOW DIRECTIONAL ARROWS !"--

230 TotWorth Rise South. Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey KT5 9NB
Telephone: 01-337 4317 Telex: 945966 AIRCLA G

EASY PARKING

00051.
PARK

THE WACORN SPECIALISTS

Micros Ex -stock

ADD-ONS
JOYSTICK
LIGHT PEN
GRAPHICS TABLET
TELETEXT
Z80 PROCESSOR
6502 PROCESSOR
MEMORY UPGRADE
DISK INTERFACE

BOOKS
30 HOUR BASIC
BBC BASIC
BBC MICRO REVEALED
LET YOUR BBC TEACH
LEARNING TO USE BBC
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

ORIC NOW IN STOCK

COMMODORE 64
NOW IN STOCK

SUTTON
BELMONT- 
STATION

QO

4AN0
- WE ARE HERE

131 AD

a

BELMONT RISE A217

.9

30 Station Road, Belmont, Sutton, Surrey SM2 6BS
Telephone: 01-642 2534

SINCLAIR MEMORIES

FOR EXPORT
We are the UK market leaders in internal memories for
the Spectrum and ZX81.

Our well proven products include:

SP48 32K MEMORY EXTENSION
Converts a 16K Spectrum to a standard 48K,

and is easily fitted inside the case by the customer.

SP80 64K MEMORY EXTENSION
Gives the 16K Spectrum two massive extra

pages of 32K each. The paging instruction is written into the
software, and although not an easy product for the beginner to
use, it is of enormous benefit to the serious user. Programs for
use with the SP80 will be on sale this autumn.

MAXIMEM 32K
MORIES

and 64K ZX81
ME

The only successful internal memories for the ZX81. For UK
clients we insist on converting ZX81s in our own workshops,
but enquiries are welcome from overseas distributors with
workshop facilities.

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS please contact us by telex,
phone or letter for further information and quotations.

EAST LONDON ROBOTICS LTD.
GATE 11, ROYAL ALBERT DOCK, 014-40
LONDON E16.
TEL: 01-474 4430 kiP5 CV
TELEX: 8813271

Softwarec

LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

8/16 bit SOFTWARE
The comprehensive range includes

WORDSTAR £235 D BASE II £325
SUPERCALC £170 Spelling Checker £60

WORD PROCESSING £
S ellBinder 290
Magic Wand
Spellstar
MAILMERGE

LANGUAGES
MBasic 210

226 MBasic Compiler 230
134 Fortran 80/86 325
134 Cis Cobol/Forms2 399/105

Pascal M 250
Pascal MT+/SSP 350

85 ACCOUNTING
170 SGS from 250
75 Peachtree from 325

175 Tabs from 199
200 Exact 500

Pulsar from 195
Autocode 195 COMMUNICATIONS
Quickcode 205 Bstam 130
D Base Window 150 Crosstalk 135
UTILITIES Moveit 80/86 90/105
Sid £60, ZSid £76, Mac £133
FORMATS: Superbrain, Televideo, Sirius, Sanyo, Osborne

Northstar, 8" SD, DEC, Epson QX-10, IBM

ICL HP XEROX ALTOS
All prices are exclusive of VAT

Grammatik 75
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Calcstar
Multiplan
Plannercalc
T/Maker III
Microplan
D BASE CORNER

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 12-4 Sat.

01-387 4455 (4 lines) Atter 7pm 388 5721. Telex: 8953742
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LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

SIRIUS 1
1.2 Mb Disk Storage £2395
2.4 Mb Disk Storage £2895
10. Mb Disk Storage £4295

EPSON OX10
Multi Fonts
Zoom
Graphics

192K RAM
£1735
Upgradeable
to 256K

SUPERBRAIN 2
Dedicated
Wordstar
Keypad
from
£1595

New TANDY
Model 4
CP/M 3.0
64K -128K RAM
from £1299

TELE-VIDEO
806/816
the Multi User
Computer System

SENDATA 800 SERIES
ACOUSTIC COUPLER

£220
 Compact, lightweight, portable

 10 hours operation from the
rechargable batteries
300 BPS answer/originate

' Handset sensor on/off switch
* New crystal controlled
circuitry
B. T. Approved.

New TANDY
Model T100
Large 40 x 8 char
display built-in word
processor and modem

EPSON
HX20
Portable with built
in printer
from £402

OSBORNE 1
Double
density
£1350

New ZORBA
Portable
full 80 x 20
display
800K disc
storage
£1595

*FLOWRITER
RP 1600
60 CPS
Fast and reliable
8K buffer
£1600

TEC F10
40 CPS
Diablo 620 compatible
Japanese reliability
£1250

New JUKI 6100
Daisywheel 18 CPS
Bi directional
Adler daisywheels
Diablo 630 protocols
£399

4141401. 3 m One
TOSHIBA
P1350

24 Needles - high speed
drafts 190 CPS Letter Perfect
Printing 100 CPS Addressable Pin
Graphics £1130 Options:
Tractor £87: Sheet feeder £520

EPSON
FX80

160 CPS

OKI 84
200 CPS

MULTI
SHEETFEEDER
£675

Auto Feed

STANDARD
SHEET
FEEDER £375

For Most
Daisy Printers

New SHINWA
CP 80 MATRIX
PRINTER
80 CPS Friction and Tractor inc.
interface cable and paper £275

All prices are Exclusive of VAT and Delivery. Dealer Enquires invited on all Products.
Large range of CPM Software available. Please phone for Prices.

Demonstrations on all models,
43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)

Opening Hours: 11-7 Mon -Fri 12-4 Sat.
24 hours answer phone: 01-388 5721 01-387 4455
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THE DATABASE
PRIMER

STORING AND USING INFORMATION

ON MICROCOMPUTERS,t i 1 t

Storing and Using
Information on
Microcomputers

by ROSE DEAKIN
This primer is designed to help
every microcomputer buyer get
the most out of their machine

CONTENTS
The basic concepts
What is a database?
Examples of databases
Examples of more advanced uses of databases
Entering data
Facilities for retrieving data
Indexing, sorting and selecting
Powers of calculation
Using more than one file
Menus and command files
Taking data into other programs
Frequently used terms
A selective look at available databases
The future
Conclusions

Available through all good bookshops
If you experience any difficulty please fill in the
form below

£6.95

ORDER FORM

To: Department DBI
George Philip Services Ltd
Arndale Road, Wick, Littlehampton
West Sussex BN17 7EN

Please send me copy/copies of
DATABASE PRIMER by ROSE DEAKIN at £7.45 per
copy (post paid)

I enclose cheque/postal order for (post paid)
Please make payable to George Philip

Name
Address

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

CENTURY



Epson have done it again!
Realising a genuine need in the market
place for a printer that not only has the
same advanced features as its sister,
the well tested RX-80, but also has the
ability to accept both single sheet and
fanfold paper; we bring you the
RX-80 F/T.

This latest addition to our range of
fine printers gives you dot addressable
graphics, standard Centronics com-
patible interface with a range of interfaces
to suit most machines and a fast 100
characters per second print speed.

By incorporating both friction and
tractor feed, (which allows for variable
paper width) Epson have produced a
completely versatile printer at a
thoroughly realistic price. Just another
example of how we at Epson are not only
identifying customer needs, but acting

to serve them staying one step ahead of
the field with our quality range of
printers and computers.

Don't wait any longer...find out
about the RX-80 F/T today.

EPSON
Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.
Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Sales Enquiries: Freefone 2730.
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892.
Telex: 8814169.

TO I would like a demonstration of the RX-80 F/T.

 Please send me details of my local stockist.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Lrelephone
PCW/9/811



The wonderful world of the PCW
Show opens up again on 29th and 30th
September and 1st and 2nd October.

And, like every previous Show, it's
the one and only place for the newest,
biggest, smallest, costliest, cheapest,
finest, micro hardware, software,
bolt-ons and books.

Where the big news breaks first.
At the Personal Computer World Show
you'll see the launch of some
astonishing new kit, fascinating
software and vital peripherals.

And you can discover it all at first

hand, scooping all the magazines.

Know the world of personal
computers.
Just about every micro manufacturer,
software vendor, and goodie supplier
will be at the PCW Show.

There'll be special deals on offer,
too, as well as the chance to enter the
Computer Scrabble @ competition,
and watch the 4th European
Computer Chess championship.

Plus the MicroComputing Centre,
Computer Town, Computer Clubs,
and more.

The time and the place for
everything.
Make sure you visit the PCW Show.
It's on from Thursday September 29th
until Sunday October 2nd, at the
Barbican Exhibition Centre in London.

It'll be fully signposted, and is
easy to reach by tube, bus or car.

Make sure you don't miss out.

The PCW Show: Z3.00- but to
you £2.50.
Clip and keep this voucher to save 50p
when you buy a PCW Show ticket on
the day.



!or .
MIME MINIM III MI MI MIMI   MI MI   MEPCW SHOW 50p

DISCOUNT VOUCHER
111 This voucher entitles the bearer to 50p

(fifty pence) discount on the full £3.00 II
entrance fee to the Personal Computer

.m World Show
 The organisers reserve the right to admission. U
II Only one voucher per person/entrance. PCW9mil

Or to really save, organise ten or
more friends and order our £1.25 Group
Tickets in advance - nearly
60% discount!

PCW SHOW GROUP TICKET ORDER
I have managed to persuade, cajole or press gang (10 or

 more!) of my friends to attend the PCW Show, so please send me
 the same number of tickets at the very special rate of £1.25 each

El I enclose a cheque for made payable to PCW Show
111 El Charge my Access/Barclaycard No
I Name

Send to
PCW Show,

11 Manchester
Square, London

W1M 5AB.

U
II

I

Position Company
 Address

Signed PCW 9/83 11A



BAKLACARO 

SPECIALISTS

121, Dudley Road,
Grantham,
Lincs.
0476 76994/70281

100, Boughton,
Chester,
Cheshire.
0244 310099



NeviArsiit
Buy from the NewBrain Specialists\

NewBrain Models A and AD
Expanded NewBrain systems call for prices
All the leads, cables etc.
Software Technical Manual £50

Epson FX80, RX80, Shinwa CP80, Juki etc.
From £267 + VAT
Sanyo DR 101 Data Recorder £39 + £5.85 VAT.

Printers

Recorder

NewBrain Software Selection
BRAINTEXT (W) Easy to use and very practical W/P £12.00
BRAINZAP ASSEMBLER (W) An interactive assembler/editor
opening up the world of Z80 machine language £9.95
DARK KNIGHT (W) Graphics adventure games with many levels £8.00
MONITOR (W) The memory manager. Examine, alter, fill, move,
dump, save, load, run, print, convert, etc. £8.00
DISASSEMBLER (W) Unravel the secrets of the NewBrain's ROM £9.95
DATABASE (G) Includes sort and search on any field, and
many other useful features £19.95
CHESS (Gr) The one you've been waiting for! £14.95
LIFE SEARCH (W) (Adventure) Fills the NewBrain and can
take two lifetimes to solve!
BRAINTEXT (W) An easy -to -use and very practical W/P. £12.00
STAR TREK (W) Rid the Galaxy of the Klingon menace -
if you can! £9.00
QUADRAX/SPACE BATTLE (Gr) Two for the price of one. £9.95
BRAINWRITER (B) All the W/P features you've been waiting for! £34.50
LOAN & MORTGAGE (W) Vital info for savers and borrowers £9.95
9 HOLE GOLF (W) Random holes. Fairways plus 3-D putting £7.00
EPRON version £41.40

Key to Software suppliers:
B = Brainwave, G = Gemini, Gr = Grundy, W = Watkiss Computers

Please write/phone for full lists of NewBrain hardware & software etc.

AUTHORS - DO YOU HAVE A PROGRAM WE MIGHT SELL?
MAIL ORDER - Free delivery UK for orders over £5.

To obtain your NewBrain etc., ring us on Stevenage (0438) 812439
(Access accepted) or send cheque/PO/Access number to:

ANGELA ENTERPRISES
Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn,

Hefts AL6 9TD. Tel: Stevenage (0438) 812439

£9.95

NI YOU HEED TO VW&
AMCIIME CODE
For the Spectrum /6k $
Test too/s for Spectrum S ZX81/TS1000
The ultimate professional tutor and de -bug program.
We wrote this to help us write Machine Code!!
 Test and Display Machine Code instructions as they're written
 Ideal for both the beginner and expert  Fully documented
with 32 page tutorial  HEX: Decimal converter as standard 
PLUS  Character Generator of unbelievable qualityll

full screen editor/assembler for Spectrum
The latest and most comprehensive Editor/Assembler
yet produced.
 Full Screen 42 col. input/text editor  Assemble to
screen/printer and or tape  Assemble derivatives DEFM, DEFS,
DEFW, DEFB, DEFL, ORG, EQU, END  Comprehensive syntax
check  Binary, Octal, HEX & ASCII constants  Will even
operate as a simple word processor  Fully documented
instruction book  Plus Character Generator . .. plus, many,
many more, all you've ever needed

Master too/ kit for Spectrum
 Re -number facility  Delete copy and move block function 
String search and substitute facility  Variable dump  Cross
reference  Trace function  Real time clock and alarm system.........
POST TO: OXFORD COMPUTER PUBUSHING LTD., P.O. BOX 99, OXFORD

Please send L. Machine Code Test Tool ZX81
E Machine Code Test Tool Spectrum
O Editor Assembler  Tool Kit

£9.95 each, any 2 or more £9.25 (Postage free UK only. Overseas add
El per program.

NAME

ADDRESS
Also available from most branches
of W H Smith and other retailers.
Also from Buffer Micro, Streatham.

ACCESS CARD NO

EXPIRY DATE PCW 9,.83

aPPle®t1.6e46

tied OK

LCC Lower Case Chip. Adds the full lower case set to your
Apple H, complete with clip -on shift key mod. Lower case
letters have true discenders. Available in most European &
USA languages (please state which). £34.00 + VAT

LCC 8132 Epson Eprom. Provides owners of EPSON 8132
parallel card with the means to upgrade their existing card
to accept conventional Apple printer card commands.
Pascal & CP/M compatible. £18.00 + VAT

Developer. Developer speeds up the program development
cycle by providing facilities to make rapid local and global
changes to program text. Once installed Developer is
completely transparent and does not interfere with DOS
or Applesoft. £19.95 + VAT

Matrix Basic. Statisticians, Engineers, Scientists need
MATRIX and ARRAY instructions normally found only
on Main Frame computers NOW available for your Apple II.

£29.95 + VAT

Visiplot Driver Routines. Allows users of Visiplot and an
intelligent printer card such as Grappler WIZARD, Print -
master, Epson 8132, to send their graphs directly to the
printer using all the features of the printer card.

£19.95 + VAT

Tridee. The Tridee system for 3D graphics on an Apple II
computer is a complete system for scientific -engineering
and educational use. Useable by those with Pascal pro-
gramming experience and those who wish to use it as a
tool for 3D design and visulisation. Compatible with
Apple FORTRAN. £49.95 + VAT

Supermon. Extends the facilities of the resident Apple II
monitor to give several new commands to aid the machine
code programmer in debugging his programs and in
understanding others. £19.95 + VAT

Statsease. A set of seven interactive programs developed
at Nottingham University using the Apple II for analysing
data (up to 4000 entries) and for teaching statistics single
disk with instructions. £75.00 + VAT
Back-up disk (can only be purchased with main disk).

£5.00 + VAT

Visicalc Utilities. This program gives you - Visiform,
enabling you to list out on your printer or VDU all the
worksheet formulae, allows you to display or print those
formulae too wide for Visicalc display area. Visiprint, re-
format the printout of your worksheets with variable
column widths, additional text headings, dates, page
control and numbering. If you have a clock card, date
and time are automatically included in your print-out.

£39.99 + VAT

Omnibus. A powerful, general non parametric statistical
tool, developed and tested over six years by Dr. R. Meddis,
University of Technology, Loughborough. Omnibus has
been written with a wide range of users in mind. It is
equally suitable for undergraduates and experienced
statisticians. The program is accompanied by a substantial
handbook with examples to illustrate all the experimental
designs within its range. £95.00 + VAT

Send for LCC Fact Sheets giving further details.
System Requirements: 48K Apple II or Apple //e.

JIM J-5(qtr
v^

M
computer centre limited
6 7 Regent Rudd, I I I I (A I

lel: 0533 551)268

ilikCppiaeCOMpUtar
and Service

PCW 99



44 I never thought I would change the
habits of a lifetime - and I didn't have to.
Financial Director follows the same precise
accounting principles that have become
second nature to me over the years,'

Frank Bunn - 72,
- after more than
40 years of manual
accounting...

More and more people
are finding FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

is Right for their Business
Financial Director is a complete business book-keeping and accounting software

package for small and medium-sized businesses and proven in two years' field testing.
Financial Director has been designed by professional Accountants and conforms exactly to

British Accounting principles with essential items such as automatic double entry and a
complete audit trail which are fundamental to successful computer accounting.

Financial Director has been described as the 'accountant in a briefcase' - partly due to its
unique presentation, partly because it provides the
financial control skills of the professional accountant
and enables the businessman to keep totally up -to-

THEdate with the progress of his business.
Financial Director works on most business micro's FINANCIALand is available from good computer dealers all

DIRECTORover the country.
We recommend that you consult your SOFTWAREaccountant and implement your computer

accounting system with professional LIMITED
assistance. Asphalte House,

For full information and details of our Palace Street,
training schemes and dealer network - London SW1 E 5HS

call today. Tel: 01-828 4377. Telex: 913001.
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* WE HAVE A

TOWN & COUNTRY COMPUTER SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS HOUSE, 489A HERTFORD ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

01-805 0903

- 1.2 MB, 128k £2,195 or from £10.69 pw*
- 10 MB, 256K £3,995 or from £21.36 pw*
Ex demonstration and secondhand equipment always available,
please ring for details.

- Payroll (includes SSP), Sales Invoice, Purchase Ledger,
Nominal Ledger, Stock Control, Bill of Materials Processor,
Order Processing, Materials Requirement Planning, Word -
processors, Maintenance Management, SILICON OFFICE
(Main Dealer), DMS, Spreadsheet, Accounts Preparation,
Critical Path Analysis, Estate Agents, Solicitors, Basic
Compiler, Graffix Toolkit, Programers Toolkit, Expansion
Board, Matrix Printers, Letter Quality Printers, Sheet
Feeders, Printers with Keyboard, Acoustic Hoods, Dust
Cover, Disk Boxes, Computer Furniture, Disks, Continuous
Stationery, Communication Software, MULTI-USER, NET-
WORKING.

- Full Training and Support from the top professionals in
Microcomputing.

- NEW Demonstration/Training Complex open August 1983.
FULL OFFICE OF FAIR TRADING LICENSE

Professional Systems Professional People Professional Equipment

SparroZ4 I2U
41110111111111111111111111

THINK CAREFULLY
BEFORE YOU BUY

YESTERDAY'S TECHNOLOGY
A NEW FAST & RELIABLE MEANS OF DATA STORAGE FOR YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM.

You don't need to be an expert to appreciate the advantages of the new 'Sparrow 10' range of low
cost cartridge disc drives for S-100 and CP/M users. If you have a data storage problem we can

help! even if you have Winchesters now, we can still help! We offer a complete plug in and go
cartridge disc subsystem that can be installed in your existing S-100 Computer in minutes.

These new disc drives use a new type of low cost interchangeable cartridge giving unlimited off-line
storage capacity. They are very robust and can even be dropped or walked on without fear of

damage. H.B. Systems, as appointed dealer, can supply these drives singly or cased with power
supply, controller (for up to four drives) and S-100 interface complete with self installing BIOS

software that enables a 40 MB subsystem to be up an running within minutes. Prices for S-100
plug -in -and -go systems start from £2,975 + VAT. For further information contact William Isaac on

02372 3304 or complete and clip the coupon.

H.B. Systems
5/6 Queen Street, Bideford,
North Devon, EX39 2JG.
Telephone: Bideford (02372) 3304 (3 lines)

Please forward further information to -

NAME

ADDRESS

PCW 9/83

TELEPHONE NO.

Signed

PCW 101



Ordered yesterday...
fogAllt-

Facit 4510
120cps Matrix

*Buy from £433
Rent from £28 per month.

Facit 4560 22cps Daisywheel Printer
*Buy from £740

Rent from £43 per month.

Print Swiss Matrix 110cps KSR
and RO 24hr. duty cycle

*Buy from £1184
Rent from £91 per month.

Also available for
Burroughs and

Univac Systems.

Qume 11 Plus -
40 & 55cps Daisywheel Printer

*Buy from £1275
Rent from £76 per month.

NDR Series 8820 150-240cps Matrix
*Buy from £795

Rent from £55 per month.

Facit 4542/44
300cps Bar-coding,

label printing and NLQ
24 hour duty cycle
*Buy from £1948

Rent from £111 per month.
Qume VDU Model

QVT 100 series
Various emulations

available
*Buy from £569

Rent from £33
per month.

Future Computers low
profile Fx20 16 -bit

128k microcomputer.
*Buy from £1875

Rent from £105
per month.

Facit 4420-31 VT52
and VT 100+

*Buy from £800
Rent from £46

Rent or buy at really competitive
prices from

*Prices quoted do not include VAT or
delivery and are subject to variation

depending on currency exchange rates.

Rutishauser Cut Sheet Feeders
*Buy from £457

Rent from £29 per month.
Anderson Jacobson

Model A -J 211
*Buy from £270

Rent from £15
per month.

delivered today!
Access Data Communications Ltd.,

Unit 17, Eskdale Road, Uxbridge Industrial Estate,
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 2RT. Tel: (0895) 59781 (10 lines). Telex: 267336.
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Announcing more exciting
programs for the BBC.

Acornsoft is the software division of Acorn
Computers, the company that designed and built the
BBC Microcomputer. Here are four more exciting
programs, all designed to get the most from your BBC
Micro.

Magic Garden (9.95) is a cassette based on
Shirley Conran's successful book. It's a problem -solving
program which provides the complete beginner with
instant answers to the questions of what to plant and
where. Simply tell the computer whether you prefer
a shrub or a flower, the type of soil, light and shade
conditions and required flowering time and the
computer will come up with a selection of possible
plants.

Draughts & Reversi (£9.95) is a cassette containing
two traditional board games for you to play against
the computer. Both give a graphic display of the board
on the screen and you can enter your moves with either
keyboard or joystick. The ganies can be played at
varying levels of difficulty and on the higher levels you
will find the computer to be a very worthy adversary.

Hopper (9.95) is a game on cassette which can
be played with either keyboard or joysticks. Hop the
frog across the busy motorway trying to avoid four lanes
of fast-moving traffic. To get across the river to the
frogs lair you must leap on to the logs and turtles' backs,
but beware of the diving turtles, the crocodile and
the snake.

BCPL (£99.65) is a flexible modern structured
language that's very easy to learn. The package consists
of a BCPL language ROM, a 40/80 disc and a 450 page
User Guide. The disc contains the BCPL Compiler,
a Screen Editor and a 6502 Assembler. BCPL is
particularly good at handling Input and Output and is
ideal for writing utility programs and to develop games
and commercial packages.

Shirley Conran's
Magic Garden
for the BBC Microcomputer Model B

'1k

ACORNSIWT GAMES

Hopper
for the BBC Microcomputer Matt,

144 144

tle Ira tic
144 11-4 1-4

How to get Acornsoft programs.

If you're a credit card holder and would like to
buy the programs shown in this advertisement, or if you
would like to know the address of your nearest stockist,
just phone 01-200 0200.

Alternatively, you can buy the programs directly
by sending off the order form below to:
Acornsoft, c/o Vector Marketing, Denington Estate,
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.

Also use this form if you would like to receive
the current free Acornsoft catalogue.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

te Credit Card Holders. Telephone 01-200 0200.

Acornsoft, do Vector Marketing, Denington Estate,
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.
Please send me the following:-
PROGRAM PRICE QUANTITY TOTAL
Magic Garden £9.95
Draughts & Reversi £9.95

Hopper £9.95

(Code
Acornsoft

use only)

SBX04

SBG20

SBG23

RCN. £99.65 SNLO3

Turn
I enclose PO/cheque payable to Acornsoft Ltd.
Or charge my credit card.
Card Number
(Amex/Diners/Visa/Access (Delete)

Please send me the Acornsoft brochure 0

Name

Address
Postcode

Signature PCW/9/83
Registered No. 1524763. VAT No. 215 8123 85

ACORNM
PCW 103



15 FLOPPY
DISKS
FAST

FREE with EVERY TEN -PACK
of diskettes from DISKING at
these prices.
The complete DISKING DATA PROCESSING
package

1 - SEE 10 LIBRARY BOX

r
Value £2.50

The NEW DISKING 'SEE 10' Plastic Library Box, with the facility for
seeing ALL TEN DISKS, without the usual problem of bending the
front disks forward. We've spent the last two years desigring the
BEST library box around, you will not find anything better.
Unfortunately the 'SEE 10' is only available in the 5i/5" size,
whereas the 8" is the ordinary egly box.

* PLUS * *

we supply the 'soft touch' DISKING Diskwnter. This pen is perfect
for labelling diskettes, as it will not damage the delicate surface
beneath the disk iacket. As an ordinary wnting implement, it is
superlative.
You may purchase these separately at a silly E9.90 for 50 (please
specify blue or black ink).

* * PLUS * *
3 - DISK DIRECTORY

Value 99p

The 20 page PVC bound DISKING Disk Directory, offering two
pages per diskette for keeping 'Track' of what's on each diskette.
Also inside this directory, you will find a self adhesive index label
for the spine of your Library Box.
You may purchase these separately at E9.90 for ten.

DISKING SUPER PROMOTION

With every TWO ten Packs of any 5W' or 8" disks by
Maxell, Datalife, Memorex or Dysan purchased at these
prices we will pack a FREE.Cheque Book Cover.
Order FOUR Ten Packs and you will receive two Cheque
Book covers and so on.

All free gifts offered at any time by
DISKING are subject to
availability. DISKING reserves the
nght to substitute any similar
altemcrtive item or withdraw the
offer without notice.

MEMOREX

MEMOREX - Memory Excellence
When it comes to PRICE/PERFORMANCE,
MEMOREX wrote the book. Their new Japanese
media is very conservatively rated, and certification
levels are easily surpassed in actual performance.
Protected by a special anti -static lubricant, head
performance and media life is also extended.

51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density and all with
hub ring reinforcement.
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
3481 S/Sided 48 trot Soft Sect .. 20.90 19.90 18.90
3483 S/Sided 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 20.90 19.90 18.90
3485 S/Sided 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 20.90 19.90 18.90

3491 D/Sided 48 tpi Soft Sect 26.90 25.90 24.90
3493 D/Sided 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 26.90 25.90 24.90
3495 D/Sided 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 26.90 25.90 24.90

3504 S/Sided 96 tpi Soft Sect 27.90 26.90 25.90
3505 S/Sided 96 tpi 10 Hard Sect 27.90 26.90 25.90
3506 S/Sided 96 tpi 16 Hard Sect 27.90 26.90 25.90

3501. D/Sided 96 tpt Soft Sect 34.90 33.90 32.90
3502 D/Sided 96 tpi 10 Hard Sect 34.90 33.90 32.90
3503 D/Sided 96 tpi 16 Hard Sect 34.90 33.90 32.90

48 tpi suitable for 35 and 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

8"DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
3064 S/Stded S/Dens. Soft Sect 23.90 22.90 21.90
3015 S/Sided S/Dens 32 Hard Sect 23.90 22.90 21.90

3090 S/Sided D/Dens. Sok Sect 26.90 25.90 24.90
3091 S/Sided D/Dens 32 Hard Sect 26.90 25.90 24.90

3102 D/Sided D/Dens. Soft Sect 32.90 31.90 30.90
3105 D/Sided D/Dens 32 Hard Sect 32.90 31.90 30.90

DISKETTE CARE
/f

NEW
LOW

pyaces

/11\i\m,
DISK DRIVE HEAD

41111111Fallik CLEANING KITS

We're fed up with being asked whether our disk drive
head cleaning kit actually works. So here's the proof:'

r
-4Pour

L A

BEFORE, AFTER

Can you really risk that breakdown?

CK5 for 51/4" disk drives 14.90
..A....CK8 for 8" disk drives 14.9(

DISKING - RESPOND

DISKETTE PRICES EXC VAT

Datalife

DATALIFE by Verbatim - With Five
Year Warranty
VERBATIM have not become the World's favourite
floppy disks by accident. Perfect magnetic media is
their stock in trade, and to prove it they now offer an
unconditional FIVE YEAR warranty on all DATALIFE
products.

51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density, and all with
hub ring reinforcement.
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
MD525-01 S/S 48 tpi Soft Sect 22.90 21.90 20.90
MD525.10 S/S 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 22.90 21.90 20.90
MD525.16 S/S 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 22.90 21.90 20.90

MD550-01 D/S 48 tpi Soft Sect 29.10 28.90 27.90
MD550.10 D/S 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 29.90 28.90 27.90
MD550.16 D/S 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 29.90 28.90 27.90

MD577-01 S/S 96 tpi Soft Sect 28.90 27.90 26.90
MD577.10 S/S 96 tpi 10 Hard Sect 28.90 27.90 26.90
MD577.16 S/S 96 tpi 16 Hard Sect 28.90 27.90 26.90

MD557-01 D/S 96 tpi Soft Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90
MD557-10 D/S 96 tpi 10 Hard Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90
MD557-I6 D/S 96 tpi 16 Hard Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
FD34-9000° S/S S/Dens. Soft Sect 31.90 30.90 29.90
F032.9000° S/S S/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 31.90 30.90 29.90

FD34-8000 S/S D/Dens. Soft Sect 31.90 30.90 29.90
FD32-8000 S/S D/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 31.90 30.90 29.90

0034.4001 D/S D/Dens. Soft Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90
D032.4000 D/S D/Dens 32 Hard Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90

"For critical applications

AND MAILING
The NEW DISKING 'SUPERMAILER'

(51/4" only)

* COPYRIGHT DESIGN - Unlike the rest, this ingenious
mailer has a flute crossing actitin when folded,
resulting in a virtually unbendable mailer.

* CAVERNOUS CAPACITY - will take, one, two,
three or even four diskettes WITH envelopes.

* FULL INSTRUCTIONS - Each DISKING
'SUPERMAILER' is printed with full instructions and
comes complete with addressing/sealing label.

*PACKED IN 100'S - For convenience
1 PACK 2 PACKS 3+ PACKS

24.90 22.90 19.90

Nervous of mail order? Fed up with "allow 28 days for delivery"? Dubious of quality? Of course
you are ,so what's new? DISKING STOCK AROUND 50,000 OF THE WORLD'S FINEST DISKETTES
- That's what! Ask any of our 1000's of customers, we ship inside 4 WORKING HOURS!
They've also discovered this in Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Germany, Malta, Greece, France,
Israel, Bahrain, South Africa, Malawi etc.
Whether you want 1 or 100 Ten -Packs - We're waiting.
Call Joan or Roger on 0428 722563. ACCESS, VISA & DINERS cards welcome.



50,000 diskettes normally in stock
most orders shipped inside 4 hours.

maxell

MAXELL - The Gold Standard
Maxell consistently meet or exceed all standards,
and have run disks under conditions designed to find
weak points and wear. They couldn't and you won't.
These diskettes are the quietest in operation we
know.

51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density
48 tpi media with hub ring
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
MD I -D S/Sided 48 tpi Soft Sect 24.90 23.90 22.90
MH I - I 0 S/Sided 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 24.90 23.90 22.90
MH I -16 S/Sided 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 24.90 23.90 22.90

MD2-D D/Sided 48 tpi Solt Sect - 32.90 31.90 30.90
MH2-IOD D/Ssied 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect . 32.90 31.90 30.90
MH2-16D D/Sided 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 32.90 31.90 30.90

MDI-DD S/Sided 96 tpi Soft Sect 02.90 31.90 30.90

MD2-DD D/Sided 96 tpi Soft Sect 42.90 41.90 40.90

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100+
FD I -128 S/S S/Dens. Soft Sect 29.90 28.90 27.90
FH1-32 S/S S/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 29.90 28.90 27.90

FD I -XD S/S D/Dens. Soft Sect 34.90 33.90 32.90
MI -32D S/S D/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 34.90 33.90 32.90

FD2-XD D/S D/Dens. Soft Sect.. 39.90 38.90 37.90
FH2-32D D/S D/Dens. 32 Hard Sect. 39.90 38.90 37.90

DISKETTE STORAGE
LOCKABLE

DISKETTE
STORAGE

These anti -static, ABS plastic diskette storage boxes come in four
sizes, two for mini disks and two for 8" disks.
They have a white base with a transparent smoked lockable lid,
and hold 40 or 80 diskettes.
They come complete with keys and dividers.

PRICES EXC VAT
M35 40 minidisk capacity 14.90
M85 80 minidisk capacity 18.90

F40 40 8" diskette capacity 18.90
F90 80 8" diskette capacity 27.90

DISKING SUPERLUXE
DISK LIBRARY
(5W' only)

The whole area of your disk, its labelling and its
envelope are fully visible for INSTANT selection
ANYTIME.

AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS
PRICES EXC VAT 1-2 3-4 5-9 10+
SDL (For 20 minidisks) 9.95 8.95 7.95 6.95
SDLX (For 28 'minidisks) 11.95 10.95 9.95 8.95
Uprating Conversion Kit 2.00

FREEPOST, LIPHOOK, HANTS GU30 7BR, UK
TELEPHONE (0428) 722563
TELEX 858623 Telbur G or 858393 Telbur G

DYSAN - For The Decisive
When you think of disks you often think of DYSAN.
DYSAN have the reputation for TOTAL dependability
whatever the application. They may costa little more
but data is irreplaceable.
51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density, and all with
hub ring reinforcement.
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50-90 100 +
104/1D S/S 48 tip Soft Sect 25.90 24.90 23.90
107/1D S/S 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 25.90 24.90 23.90
105/1D S/S 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 25.90 24.90 23.90

104/2D D/S 48 tpi Soft Sect 37.90 36.90 35.90
107/2D D/S 48 tpi 10 Hard Sect 37.90 36.90 35.90
105/2D D/S 48 tpi 16 Hard Sect 37.90 36.90 35.90

204/1D S/S 96 tpi Soft Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90
207/1D S/S 96 tpi 10 Hard Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90
205/1D S/S 96 tpi 16 Hard Sect 36.90 35.90 34.90

204/2D D/S 96 tpi soft sect 46.90 45.90 44.90
207/2D D/S 96 tpi 10 Hard Sect 46.90 45.90 44.90
205/2D D/S 96 tpi 16 Hard Sect 46.90 45.90 44.90
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT 10-40 50.90 100 +
3740/1 S/S S/Dens. Soft Sect 30.90 29.90 28.90
101/I S/S S/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 30.90 29.90 28.90

3740/ID S/S D/Dens. Soft Sect 37.90 36.90 35.90
101/1D S/S D/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 37.90 36.90 35.90

3740/20 D/S D/Dens. Soft Sect 41.90 40.90 39.90
101/2D D/S D/Dens. 32 Hard Sect 41.90 40.90 39.90

UK SHIPPING

9/." DISKETTES
1-2 Packs each pack @ 95p
35 Packs each pack @ 75p
6.9 Packs each pack @ 60p
10+ Packs *POST FREE*

"CLEANING KITS
Same postal rate as packs of 5,"
diskettes, 10+ POST FREE

S'A'NEW 'SEE 10' LIBRARY BOXES
SEE 10 1-4 off @ 40p
SEE 10 5.9 off @ 30p
SEE 10 10+ @ 20p

8" DISKETTES
1.2 Packs each pack @ El 60
3-5 Packs each pack @ El 20
6.9 Packs each pack @ 90p
10+ Packs *POST FREE*

8" CLEANING KITS
Same postal rate as packs of
diskettes. 10+ POST FREE

8" LIBRARY BOXES
L.B13 1.4 off @ 60p
LBEI 5-9 off @ 45p
1,98 10+ off @ 30p

DISKING SUPERLUXE DISK LIBRARY (YA" ONLY) DISKING DISK DIRECTORIES
Same postal rate as 5," diskettes. 10+ POST FREE 10.Pack 2.00

DISKING SDPERMAILERS (51/4" ONLY)
100 -Pack Complete with sealing lobels3.00

LOCK S. E DISKETTE STORAGE

DISKING DISKWRITERS
50 -Pack E1.00

All versions 02.00 each for one, E1.30 each for 2-7, 84.postfree.
NORMAL ORDERS  We now welcome any official Government °Here
We are now happy to accept any official orders with a minimum value of M000 from
Govement Departments, Ministries and Local Authorities. We do this on the understanding

inrnthat voices will be settled within thirty days or preferably less please
Alternately, you may send your remittance with your order If you so wish
All other non Government bodies, cheques with order please payable to DISKING. II you are a
large establishment, and cannot raise cheques without an Invoice please post or telephone us
you order, and we will send a pro -forma invoice by retum, for your accounts department to pay
against
Also bear in mind, that you do have to pay VAT, which will be added to these prices
I you are m any doubt, please see the order fonn on Mrs brochure to help you with your
calculations, or telephone us for assistance

CREDIT CARD ORDERS
We welcome Access (Mostercharge). Barclaycard (VISA) & Diners Club International, & there is
NO credit card surcharge You may were your c/card No on your order or telephone the order
day or night, 365 days a year. You may speak for as long as you like, (but don't leave long gaps
otherwise our machine tanks you gone home) and don t forget to give the followtng details.

I The Cardholder Name, Address and day time telephone number
2 Delivery Address J chlferent
3 First Class, ordinary or special post
4 Your Credit Card Number
5 What you wish to Order
6 State whether purchasing from our General pnce [1st 6: Budget price fist
You may leave the rest to USIt

URGENT ORDERS
11 youre posting your order, omit the word FREEPOST born our address. and use our normal
postcode GI.130 7Eland do not forget to stamp it FIRST CLASS. If you area Government body as
defined under 'NORMAL ORDERS' and are telephoning your official order OR are an indindual
or company using your credit card No., please make It clear that you wish to pay for your goads to
be sent to you by FIRST CLASS POST.
FIRST CLASS RATES EXC VAT
First TEN -PACK
Second and subsequent TEN -PACK

MINIDISKS
2.00
1.50

8" DISKETTES
2.51)

I.00

DESPERATE ORDERS U.E.

Your options are. DATAPOST Which will deliver the goods within the United Kingdom over night
(usually before 10 am the next day) provided they are ordered and paid for from DISKING by
3.00 pm or EXPRESSPOST Which will deliver the goods the SAME DAY pronded they are
ordered and paid for horn DISKING by 10.30 am, and pronded you are no further north than
Manchester.
These services put great stress on our sales order processing and packaging departments
Please therefore, spare a thought for our girls. and make sure that -

a) The required goods are in stock and
b) A full complement of manpower and vehicles are available at DISKING

Write or call for our very latest Autumn '83 TRADE PACK.
KEENER prices than ever before, but QUALITY maintained.
Don't buy other peoples cheap disks, they are probably batch tested and they will probably let your
customer down. We know - we get sob stories on the 'phone daily. Every diskette that DISKING sells is
individually certified! - for yours and our PEACE OF MIND.
You may mix and match any of our quality diskettes so that your customers may select their favourite
brands. This way you can be sure of pleasing everybody.
A FREE sample unlabelled diskette will also be enclosed, which are available in 100 bulk packs and at
extremely keen prices just in case you should be selling software.
If you get any enquiries for pre -formatted diskettes, do not sweat because we can obtain most of them.
BLANK CASSETTES are also available complete with library cases in either C-12 or C-15 format at £39.00
per 100, U.K. P&P £4.00.

LIB

PRICES EXC V
SEE 10 for minidi

8" LIBRARY BO
(NOT SEE 10 De

The new SEE 10
a1/4" library box

(FREE with ever5

1Y BOXES
QTY PART NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EXC VAT

L
$10

kT 1-49 50+
iks only 2.50 2.20

1-47 48+
K 2.50 2.20
-sign)

is probably the best
around.

'ten disks ordered)
/

TOTAL GOODS VALUE EXC VAT £

TOTAL DELIVERY AND INSURANCE £

SUB TOTAL EXC VAT £

VAT £

VALUE OF CHEQUE PAYABLE TO DISKING

Name: Tel No:

Address'

Please charae my credit card Net



Although the NewBrain is conceived as a total
system, the unexpanded Processor itself has a great
deal to offer. It is available in two forms: Model AD,
shown below, with a built-in linedisplay;and Model A,
without the line display. Both models can operate
with a monitor or a television set

MEMORY

 24K bytes of ROM;
 32K bytes of RAM, at least 28K of which is available
to the user.

THE SCREEN DISPLAY

o 40 or 80 characters to the line - without affecting
the 28K bytes of RAM at your disposal;
o 24 or 30 lines to the screen;
o well -formed characters, with true descenders;
o a full European character set;
o normal or reverse video, high resolution graphics
on screen of controllable size, 256, 320, 512 or 640
horizontal resolution by 250 vertical lines;
o a facility to set up a "page" of up to 255 lines, with
the screen acting as a "window" to display it;
o ability to maintain several such pages simultane-
ously, and to switch rapidly between them;
o text may be used on graphics screen as well as on
parts of the video screen not used by graphics.

CHARACTER SET

o 512 characters, inciudingthe full ASCII set, all
European accented characters, Greekand graphics
symbols.

GRAPHICS

o 20 powerful graphics commands;
o all text characters usable on the graphics screen;
o variable -sized graphics screen, with the rest of the
screen available for text - for versatility and to save
memory

'CP/M IS A REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC

SOFTWARE

Enhanced ANSI BASIC; screen editor (32
commands); mathematics package (10 significant
figures); graphics commands.

o a very friendly screen editor -a del ight to use and
readily adapted to text processing;
o arithmetic to 10 significant figures;
o very controllable output formatting of numbers -
invaluable for accounting statistics, and scientific
applications;
o a powerful, much enhanced BASIC;
o a very flexible operating system, which allows any
data stream to be opened to any device.

INTERFACES

o two tape cassette ports built into the processor unit;

o a built-in printer interface;
o a built-in communications interface (V24/RS232);
o a video monitor interface;
o a IV interface;
o an expansion interface for NewBrain system
expansion modules.

KEYBOARD

o standard typewriter pitch, action, layout and size,
with editing control and graphics keys.

You can get everything in the box on the
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If you unders3ndthefactsandfigureson
the leftyou'll soon realisethatNewBrain hasto
be one of the most powerful micros around.

However, if you find the box on the left a
little hard to follow, don't worry.

We've got over 120 dealers nationwide
who've got all the answers at their fingertips.

Either way you'll discover that NewBrain
is the kind of micro that will stop the
competition getting a look in.

At i269 it stars off with twice as much
memory as most of its competitors and can
expand to over thirty times that amount So
there's no chance of being left behind in the
micro race.

It comes with a very powerful language
(enhanced ANSI BASIC) and VI take CP/M,*
so it'll work on the same system as similar big
business micros, givi ngyou the ca paci-yto use
an almost limitless variety of tried and tested
so-ware.

But most of all NewBrain is a machine
that can expand.

Its designed to take disKs, printers and
memory expa nsion modules (up to 2M bytes)
plus anyzhing else you'd expecta professional
business micro to handle.

So, whether you undersand the box
on the left or not, pay a visitto someone in the
know on the right

Theyll answerall your questions and give
you a full demonstration.

Tarn
Grundy Business Systems Ltd., Grundy House,

Somerset Road,Teddington.

DEALER NETWORK

ALTRINCHAM

PHARMACY COMPUTER SYSTEMS
(061928 0087)
ANDOVER

TABS (0264 58933)
BARNSLEY

BROOK OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD
(022688916)
BARNSTAPLE
LANDKEY-NEWLAND (027177883)
J & A CAMERAS (027175037)
BEDFORD

MICROPOWER BUSINESS APPLICS
10234 213571)
BIRMINGHAM

CALISTO COMPUTERS LTD
(021-6326458)
LASKYS (BIRMINGHAM 1(021-632 6303)
MICRO -C (BIRMINGHAM)
(021-2331105)
TYPEWRITER CENTRES 1021-6225385)
BRADFORD

NORTH WAY COMPUTER SERVICES

(02745882361
BRIGHTON

LASKYS (BRIGHTON) (02737256251
BRISTOL

ELECTROPRINT COMPUTERS
(0272292375)
LASKYS (BRISTOL) (0272 20421)
MICRO -C (BRISTOL) (0272 550501)
COLSTON COMPUTER CENTRE LTD
(0272 276619)
BROMLEY

LASKYS (BROMLEY) 101-4647829)
BUCK NELL

BORDER COMPUTING &
PROGRAMMING (05474 368)
CAMBERLEY

ASYST SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS LTD
(027628397)
CAMBRIDGE

G CC (CAMBRIDGE) LTD (0223 835330)
CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER STORE (0223 65334)
CANTERBURY
M D WRIGHT DATA SERVICES LTD

1022769090)
CANVEY ISLAND
MERCURY MICROSYSTEMS LTD

(0268696263)
CARDIFF

LASKYS (CARDIFF) (0222 374893)
CHALFONT ST GILES
PRINTIVITY LTD 102407 4906)
CHATHAM

MEDWAY COMPUTERS (0634 826080)
CHELTENHAM
COMPUTER SHACK LTD (0242584343)
CHESTER

BELLARD ELECTRONICS LTD

(0244 380123)
LASKYS (CHESTER) 10244317667)

COLCHESTER

CAPRICORN COMPUTER CENTRE
(0206 68471)
CORK

C D S COMPUTING LTD (0002 23922)
CORRINGHAM
C & L COMPUTERS LTD (0375 67 5656)
COVENTRY

COVENTRY MICROCENTRE

(0203 58942)
CROYDON

LAWS (CROYDON) (01-6813027)
DARLINGTON

DARLINGTON COMPUTER SHOP
(0325487478)
DERBY
FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS

(033249672)
DUBLIN 4
THE E C L GROUP OF COS

(0001603497)
DUNFERMLINE
ANDREW THOMSON (0383 724541)
DURHAM
MAGNUM COMPUTERS (03857334801
EALING

TEMPLE PHARMACY COMPUTERS (01-991 2199)
EDGWARE

CITADEL PRODUCTS LTD (01-9511848)
EDINBURGH

LASKYS (EDINBURGH) (031-556 2914)
JOHN MENZIES PLC (EDINBURGH)
(031-22585551
ELSTREE

ELSTREE COMPUTER CENTRE

101-9536921)
EPPING
ORRIDGE COMPUTER SYSTEMS (0378 76148)
GILLINGHAM
MEDWAY MICRO COMPUTERS LTD
(0634576764)
GLASGOW

VICTOR MORRIS (AUDIO VISUAL)
(041-2218958)
LASKYS (GLASGOW) 1041-2263747)
AMERICAN COMPUTERS & ENGINEERS
(041-2482427)

GLOUCESTER

MILEQUIP COMPUTERS (0452 411010)
THE MODEL SHOP (0452 410693)
GREAT YARMOUTH

KAYDE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
(049357867)
GUILDFORD
M C D LTD (0483 5746591
HAMILTON

STRATHCLYDE MICRO CENTRE
(03552 22517)
HARPENDEN
CONSULTANTS IN OFFICE POWER
(0582766911)
HASTINGS
THE COMPUTER CENTRE (VMS) LTD
(0424 439190)
HAYWOODS HEATH
APPLIED PROGRAMMING LIMITED
(0444 450054)
HEREFORD

HONEYSETT COMPUTERS LTD
(0432 279404)
HERTFORD
RMR COMPUTER SERVICES

(0992 56160)
HIGH WYCOMBE
SUM -IT COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

(0494-827 238)
HULL
TOMORROW'S WORLD (0482 24887)
HUNTLY
ICE (ELECTRONICS) (0466-88337)
ISLE OF WIGHT
VECTIS COMPUTER SERVICES

10983 528345)
KIDDERMINSTER
MICRO -MART (0562 742142)
KINGSTON

LASKYS (KINGSTON) 101-5461271)
VISION STORES LIMITED ( 01-549 4900)
LEAMINGTON SPA

WARWICKSHIRE COMPUTER CENTRE
(0926 311873)
LEEDS

MICRO -C (LEEDS) (0532 446601)
MICROCELL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

(0532 681366)
ALLAN M PLIENER LTD (0532688397)
LEICESTER

TILLEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS
(0533553984)
MICRO -C (LEICESTER) (0533546224)
M & R COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICE

(0533767779)
UNGFIELD
SNOBEECH MICRO CENTRE

(03428324761
LIVERPOOL

LASKYS (LIVERPOOL) (051-236 2828)
LONDON
DIXONS PHOTOGRAPHIC (UK) LTD
(01-491 7376)
LION MICRO COMPUTERS
(01-580 7383)
MICRO -C (LONDON NW]) (01-387 9275)
TRANSAM MICROSYSTEMS LTD
(01-405 52401
LASKYS (QUEENSWAY) (01-2296425)
LASKYS (TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD)

101-63608451
LASKYS (OXFORD STREET)

101-4934623)
OFFICE INSTALLATIONS LTD
(01-5796771)
TREND VIDEO & HI -F) LTD

(01-5216146)
M R DEAN & SONS LTD (01-723 4630)
WELBECK VIDEO (01-4863783)
RICHBY COMPUTER SERVICES (W2)
(01-7231382)
AUDIO MARKETING (UK) LTD

101-5802554)
SNAPE COMPUTERS LTD (018041443)
LOUGHBOROUGH
DATA ONE SYSTEMS LTD (0509 37281)
MICRO -C (LOUGHBOROUGH)

1050937367)
LUTON
LASKYS (LUTON) (0582 38302)
MICRO -C (LUTON) (0582 425079)
MAIDENHEAD
KUMA COMPUTERS LTD

10628 71778/9)
MAIDSTONE
LASKYS (MAIDSTONE) (0622678165)
MANCHESTER
N SC COMPUTER SHOPS LTD
(061-832 2269)
MICRO-C(MANCHESTER)
(061-834 0144)
LASKYS (MANCHESTER)

(061-832 6087)
LOMAX LTD (061-832 6167)
MARYPORT

MARYPORT HOME COMPUTERS (0900 815211)
MIDDLESBROUGH
MICRO -TECHNIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS

(0642 221501/2)

MILTON KEYNES

MILTON KEYNES COMPUTER CENTRE
(0908 668811)
NEW MILTON
SNIPE COMPUTERS LIMITED
(0425 617477)
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
MICROCORE COMPUTERS

(0632 617077)
OFFICE INTERNATIONAL (0632 610265)
NEWMARKET

DATA BASE (0638 667311)
NOTTINGHAM
MICRO-C(NOTTINGHAM)
(0602 4124551
LASKYS (NOTTINGHAM)

10602 415150)
ADTEL (NOTTINGHAM) [TO (0602 705369)
ORMSK IRK

MALTHOUSE COMPUTERS LTD
(0695-789011
PETERBOROUGH
LASKYS (PETERBOROUGH)
(0733 313513)
HANDS-ON COMPUTERS
(0733 312418)
PLYMOUTH
D1SKVVISE LTD (0752267000)
POTTERS BAR
POTTERS BAR COMPUTERS

(0707 44417)
PRESCOT

MICROSYS LTD (051-426 7271)
PRESTON

LASKYS (PRESTON) (0772 59264)
READING

LASKYS (READING) ( 0734 595459)
RICHMOND
TANTUS MICROSYSTEMS LTD

(01-940 7299)
RUGBY

OEM COMPUTER SYSTEMS
(0788 70522,4)
SANDERSTEAD
J R INSTRUMENTS (01-657 7646)
SARISBURY GREEN

WENDMORE MANAGEMENT SERV LTD

104895 6318/9/0)
SHEFFIELD
T A EDUCATION LTD (0742 618539)
LASKYS (SHEFFIELD) (0742750971)
SOUTHAMPTON
MICRO -C (SOUTHAMPTON)
(0703296761
GODWIN ELECTRICAL LTD
(0703783322)
ST HELIER
THE PROCESSOR CENTRE (JERSEY)

(0534 77070)
DATASTREAM (JERSEY) LTD

(0534 71219)
STOCKPORT

DISKWISE COMPUTER CENTRES LTD

(061-477 59311
ALPHA BUSINESS COMPUTERS LTD
(061-477 7799)
STROUD
THE MODEL SHOP (045365920)
SURBITON
COMPUTASOLVE (01-390 5135)
SWANLEY
PETER RALPH (8262230)
TEDDINGTON
AM PROGRAMMERS LTD (01-943 2266)
STAG TERMINALS LTD (01-943 0777)
TEIGNMOUTH
QUESTEL COMPUTERS (062672258)
THIRSK
AMPL AN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
(0845597330)
THORNTON HEATH
CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE

(01-689 1280)
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
RICHBY COMPUTER SERVICES (KENT)
(089 286 2060)
THE MICRO SHOP (0892 27691)
UXBRIDGE

B MICRO (0895 57908)
WALTON ON THAMES
PMFS (9822895)
KEY COMPUTER CENTRES LTD

(98 42777/81
WAREHAM
GAMES & COMPUTERS (09295 513831
WARRINGTON
NORTHERN COMPUTERS LTD
(0928 3500)
WATFORD
LASKYS (WATFORD) (092347488)
WELWYN

ANGELA ENTERPRISES (0438 812439)
WENDOVER
TARACE LTD (0296623965)
WINDSOR
CASTLE COMPUTERS (95 58118)
YORK
LASKYS (YORK) (09046412211
MITREFINCH (0904529951

left from anyone in the box on the right.
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Mini Micro or Super Micro?
Only (3 Cromemco offer this depth of choice
Two solutions representing the extremes of microcomputer evolution-both from the Cromemco stable
-both breaking new ground in microcomputer technology-both unbelievably cost competitive in their

specific areas of application.

ON THE ONE HAND
THE RIGHT CHOICE

AT THE RIGHT PRICE
C10 Mini Micro- The Manager's Micro for just £1195
complete. Designed for the Manager's Desk, or his staff. A
stand-alone Desk Top 64K, Z80A, single board Personal
Computer-with 12" easy to read, green phosphor screen,
detachable keyboard with optional function keys and
numeric pad, plus 390K floppy diskette drive; supplied
complete with CP/M compatible operating system, easy to
use word processing and financial planning/spread sheet
application software and 32K structured BASIC.
The Cromemco C10 is the first stand-alone micro to make
computer power cost effective at an individual by individual
desk top level throughout an organisation or company, with
the opportunity of adding full networking capabilities at a
later date.

68000 Super Micro- The DP Professional's Dual
Processor Micro. The Dual Processor Micro -computer with
a Motorola 68000 16 Bit processor plus an on -board
software selectable 8 Bit Z80A. You have a choice of S100
bus systems with comprehensive I/O options for business,
scientific and research applications, and memory expansion
of up to 4M Bytes. You have the option of 5" or 8" floppy
diskette drives, or Winchester Hard Disk subsystems up to
70+M Bytes, with a choice of CP/M compatible system
software or Cromemco's Cromix; a 12 station Unix -like multi-
user, multi -tasking operating system. Cromemco's
comprehensive 16 Bit and 8 Bit development language
library includes FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL, COBOL, C,
RPG11, Assembler, LISP and RATFOR.

If hardware and software compatibility, and future networking potential are prime considerations for
your organisation, then Cromemco must be the first and only choice.

Comart are Cromemco's longest standing, most experienced European Distributor. So with
Cromemco choice, and Comart support you won't have to write off the past to step on forward into the future.

Comart Limited,
Little End Road,
Eaton Socon, St. Neots,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE19 3JG.
Telephone 0480 215005.
Telex 32514 Comart G.
A member of the le Comart group of companies

comart
Specialists in microcomputers

'ease send me full details on Cromemco Systems. I am particularly 7
interested in  The C10 Managers Micro,  The 68000 DP
Professional Computers Ei All Cromemco products.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel
PCW 9/83

Cromemco13 Developing through evolution
_J

Unix is a trademark of Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
C P/M is a trademark of Digital
Research Incorporated.
Z80A is a trademark of the Zilog
Corporation.
Cromemco and Cromix are
trademarks of Cromemco
Incorporated.
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MICRO N

your

spepallst
ALL MICRO COMPUTERS - SOFTWARE &

PERIPHERALS - INCLUDING ORIC -
SINCLAIR - NEWBRAIN- LYNX

COMMODORE & MANY
MORE I I

Please Contact :

MICRO -X LIMITED
5 COVERDALE ROAD,
BRONDESBURY, LONDON NW2 4DB
TELEPHONE 01-459 1089

Join the revolution for
a shorterwork week.

Apple's newest, most revolutionary
personal computer.

Revolutionary software lets you start
producing useful work in about 20 minutes.
Versus the 20 or more hours it takes to learn the
average personal computer. That saves your
company valuable start-up time.

Call us for more information on the
revolution.

fgaPPla

COCA
Massco House
58 Tewin Road
Welwyn Garden City
Herts. AL7 1AU
Tel. (07073) 31436/34867

3yrom Software

CONVERSATION
PIECE

Get micro's talking to each other ... and
to mainframes ... with Byrom Software's
communications packages.

BSTAM
Micro to micro transmission of all CP/M*
files, regardless of size.
- full wildcard to send *. COM etc.
---- full speed data transfer without hex conversion

direct 9600 baud linking with UARTS, or via
phone lines using modems

- reliable error detection and automatic retry

BSTMS
TTY emulation facility for communicating
with remote time-sharing systems via
phone lines. Osborne version available.
Terminal mode runs your computer like a TTY,
and File mode lets you send and receive files to
and from the Host Computer.
- interactive mode

- expand and compress programs translating
binary to character files and vice versa.

- files received to and transmitted from disk
For your nearest supplier, see our main
advertisement (Pages 60 and 61)

\Yr

WAIN
SYSTEMS

Xitan Systems Ltd. 23 Cumberland Place
Southampton S01 2BB Tel. 0703 334711

*cpim is a Trademark of Digital Research Inc
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Your IBM PC: A GUIDE TO THE
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER
BY LYLE J GRAHAM
Packed with information and resources, this book is written
for both beginning and experienced computer users and
will serve as a day-to-day guide and as a reference. For
beginners it provides an overview of personal computer
hardware and software, clear step-by-step operating
instructions, and where appropriate, detailed explanations
of the computer's internal operations. For the more
experienced user, the author covers advanced IBM BASIC
programming, DOS, graphics and sound, the printer
interface and the I/O interface, machine language and the
monitor. This is an indispensable book for all IBM PC users.
093198885 3 £12.95

Data Base Management
Systems: A GUIDE TO
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
BY DAVID KRUGLINSKI

You'll be able to evaluate and
select a data base management
system to meet your particular
business requirements after
reading this book. It defines the
capabilities of the 3 categories
of data base management
systems: File, Relational and
Network/Heirarchial and
examines many of the more
popular packages, some of
which run under the CP/M

operating system, including: Condor Series 20, dBase II,
FMS -80, DataStar and others. With the facts in this book,
any microcomputer owner can make intelligent decisions
about data base management systems for their business.
093198884 5 £12.95

Learning with Logo
BY DANIEL WATT
Logo is a fascinating new computer
language. This comprehensive guide is
written to be useful to children as
young as 9 years old, as well as adults.
Many pictures and examples, clear
descriptions of commonly experienced
bugs and pitfalls, and sample projects
such as simple and complex turtle
drawings in black and white and
colour, animated computer games,
word games, quizzes, conversations, and text editing are
featured. This book offers fascinating insight into this
language for anyone interested in learning or teaching logo.
07 068570 3 £16.50

Make the
most of

Your Micro
WITH THESE GREAT BOOKS FROM McGRAW HILL

Vic 20 User Guide
BY JOHN HEILBORN
Whether you're using your VIC
20 for entertainment or
practical applications, this book
will help you enjoy your
computer more as you build
your computer skills. For
beginning programmers there
are tutorials in VIC 20 BASIC,
complete with instructions for
colour graphics and sound. For
experienced programmers, the
book includes detailed coverage
of VIC 20 BASIC statements and functions, including a
chapter on advanced colour graphics. Filled with
comprehensive reference material and tutorials, the VIC 20
User Guide is the definitive source for complete information
on the VIC 20.
093198886 1 £10.95

ZX81 / TS1000
Programming for Young
Programmers (UK)
BY LINDA HURLEY
The ZX81 computer is becoming evermore
popular both in schools and homes, but in
order to teach youngsters the techniques
required to become proficient in
programming the ZX81, they need
instruction that will hold their interest
and provide entertainment. This book, to
be published in July, teaches young
programmers from 9 years upwards the
fundamentals of BASIC programming, in
a way they'll find both educational and
exciting. A software cassette to accompany
the book is also available. This contains
listings in the book, plus ideas for routines
that will help the adventurous programmer design and
write their own simple games programs. Also included are 3
games not contained in the book. The cassette will be
available in July.
07 084595 6 (Book) £4.95
07 084700 2 (Cassette) £5.95

II1= MIlw

Word Processing Buyer's Guide
BY ARTHUR
NAIMAN

Filling the need for a word processing
buyer's guide that is neither too complex
nor too superficial for the experienced
computer user, this thorough guide shows
how word processors enable all kinds of
writers to edit, rearrange, reformat and
print their documents electronically with
dazzling speed and efficiency. It examines
such areas as letter -quality printers,
storage systems, terminals, keyboards and
video monitors. Helpful appendices feature
conversion tables, a bibliography and an
extensive word processing glossary, and so
make this an invaluable guide to the
prospective word processor owner.
07 048869 3 £13.50

g How to order these
books - simple!
Just tick the titles you require, fill in your
name and address, and send this advert (or
a copy of it) with your cheque or postal
order to: Marketing Services Department,
McGraw-Hill Book Company (UK) Limited,
FREEPOST, Maidenhead, Berkshire,
SL6 2BU.

Name:

Address:

PCW 9/83

All McGraw-Hill Computing books are also
available through all good bookshops.

IM MIN - M111100
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WHICH OF THESE TWO
TOP PORTABLE COMPUTERS

WILLYOU CHOOSE?
OSBORNE KAYPRO II
5" monitor 9" monitor
200K or 400K storage 400K or 800K storage
No Winchester Winchester disk available
2 free software packages 5 free software packages and 10 games
Plastic case Metal case

The Kaypro II features should make the choosing easy.
If you're interested in finding out all about this
ultra -reliable, top selling U.S. system, call us today.
Kaypro II. Powerful, portable, affordable.

IT'lease send me full details of the Kaypro systems.
Name
Address

Telephone

Sales Enquiries: (0934) 516246
CK Computers Ltd.
6 Devonia House
High Street
Worle
Weston -super -Mare
Avon
Also at: (0752) 780311. Telex: 45786

LcKComputers Limited _1
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Computer
LIMITED

OUR SERVICE STARTS WHERE
OTHERS FINISH

-AFTER THE SALE!

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY FROM THE MICRO EXPERTS
 Most dealers offer you only 90 days warranty,
Computerpro thinks this unacceptable. All our equipment
has a full years guarantee covering parts and labour.
 No quibble replacement in case of failure within the first
30 days. Return delivery charges are also waved during
this period.

 Our in-house repair facilities means fast turnround
on all repairs.
 No delivery charges anywhere in the U. K.
 All units tested prior to dispatch.
 No hidden extras.
 Second day Data Post delivery wherever appropriate.
 No hidden extras.

Britain's specialist mail order microcomputer dealers/distributors. Dealer enquiries invited on all products.

KEYBOARD DAISYWHEELS
SILVER REED EX 14 portable
typewriter with serial interface
9 12 CPS. 2000 character buffer.
selectable baud rates from 50 to
9600 baud, External 6000
character memory option with
due decimal tab, all the features
vand expect from the latest in
electronic sell correcting type
writer technology. and space age
looks silver/ grey with tinted
transparent cover. Others
advertise the same printer for
0485.00

This months special price E399.00

MEMORYMATIC M44. External Centronics/Serial, 6000 character memory
option with additional enhancements for above ... . E139.00

BYTEWRITER 10. 12. 15 characters per inch switch selectable. Changeable
daisywheels 8 to 12 characters per second print Speed Centronics compatible
interface internally fitted. Built in self test program. Automatic underlining
auto repeat. 12 character buffer. Lift off correction ribbon fitted. Film or
carbon ribbons. Portable carrying case supplied. Normal price C485.00
Our special price .1149.00

OLYMPIA ESW COMPACT.
Smart daisywheel typewriter and
computer printer 10, 12, 15,
C P I . 14 CPS, Serial or
Centronics interface, optional 64
and 128K buffers
Normal price (498.00. Our price

£495.00
64K Buffer (serial to serial

Our Price E219.00
128K Buffer IserAl to set All

Our Price (299.00

CANNON AP 4001 0.20 CPS. RS232 full KSR Our Price. E985.00

KEY -LESS DAISYWHEELS
JUKI 6100 The new Juki model 6100 letter quality daisy wheel printer has full
features you'd expect to find on a more expensive printer.
It can support word processing and graphic functions, print 18CPS. and use a
simple drop -in daisy wheel
The 6100 has 10/ 12/ 15 pitch. proportional spacing. utilises standard IBM
Selectric typing ribbons. has 21, buffer memory, parallel interface. and both
tractor feed and serial mlerl ace are available as options Normal price 0399.00

(369.00
£95.00

Our special price
Tractor feed ..
Serial interface RS232/20m A 1300.2400 baudl

BROTHER H R-1 You can now
buy a superior daisywheel
printer fora mice only previously
associated with dot matrix
models
The Brother HR is an enticing
addition to your system It has a
print speed of 16 CPS. range of 8
.ypelaces, and a choice of two
models with either parallel or
RS232 interf aces
Reliability. durability and
attractive appearance makes the
Brother HR 1 probably one of the

best value lot money printers around Normal price C695
Our Price £645.00

RICOH RP 1300 37 CPS. Heavey duty construction. Advanced design. Fully
automatic bidirectional logic seeking print Proportional spacing. bold
facing, graphic effects and other print enhancements under software control
Chine. Diablo and Nec Spinwriter WP commands compatible choice of
interface, Serial. Parallel or IEEE. BK buffer standard. Easy to change wheels
and ribbons 10 seconds for both Unique 'double daisywheel' includes all
standard ASCII, and 30 additional characters. Multicopies, original plus 6
copies. Wide choice of accessories Including optional keyboard.
Our price [1059.00

RICOH RP 1600 As above but faster 60 CPS
Our price £1599.00

11111111mmunn

BROTHER HR -1

ORDERING INFORMATION

Orders from colleges and government depts. etc. are
welcome. Please add VAT to all orders. Postage paid in
UK. Allow up to 30 days for delivery on some items.

When ordering Micro Peripherals please indicate your
computer to enable us to supply you with the correct
cables.

Please make your order by completing the coupon, or on
a separate paper and return to us.

Please send me:

I enclose cheque/P.O. for

My computer is:

Name:

Address:

TEL'

Computer Pro
COMPUTERPRO LIMITED, DEPT. P.C.

65, FALSTONES,
BASILDON, ESSEX SS15 5DF

TEL: 0268 412545

MATRIX PRINTERS
STAR DP510/ OP516 The most
cost effictive quality matrix
printers to be launched this year
DP510 and DP515 features
include friction and tractor feed
and roll holders as standard 100
CPS mini speed bi-directional
logic seeking 9 e 9 matrix gives
true descenders. 2.3K buffer as
at Hi -res bit image block

aus: graphics, sub and super script.
italic printing, auto underlining,
vertical and hordontal tab-
ulation. left and right margins

set. skip over perforation, beck space and self test.
STAR DP510 10" Carriage 80 Columns. Normal price C289.00

SPECIAL PRICE £259.00
STAR DP515 15" Carriage 136 Columns. Normal price E399.00

SPECIAL PRICE E369.00
RS232 INTERFACE FOR ABOVE 00.00

SHINWA CTI.CP130.80 CPS Bi-direchonal logic seeking. 10- carriage 80
columns, friction and adjustable tractor feed. Patented square needles up TO
9 x 13 matrix. Hi-res graphics and block graphics. Parallel interlace code
compatible with epson M)(80, Normal price £299.00

Special price E269.00

Serial RS232 interface .E38.00
... £125.0032K centronics parallel or RS232 serial buffer

EPSON RS60:80 column.
100 CPS. hon.!, italic and elite
characters. 11 international
character sets, hr res bit image
atonal, 6i' directional logic
seeking, C to 10" adjustable pin
feed, Centronic parallel interface
Normal price £289.00.
Our special price . £259.00

EPSON FX90: 80 column, 160 CPS. normal, italic and elite characters, 256
user definable characters, superscript, subscript, 11 x 9 matrix, bi-directional
logic seeking. hi res bit image printing 1980118 dotsflinel, friction and pin
feed. 9 international character sets, Centronic parallel interface Normal
price C438 00
Our special price E379.00

EPSON MX100 136 column, 100 CPS, I fiction and tractor feed. up to 15"
achustablecarroge, hi-res bit image printing true descenders. Centronic
parallel interface Normal price (499 00
Our special price (419.00

RS2322K interface (59.00. OK %on Off interface (134.00

1E E EAU Parallel interface E11.170 PET I / F Cable E20.00
APPLE 11 I / F (Non.graphics) . cable E56.00. (Graphics, cable .C65.00
NEW APPLE II I / F (41300. Cable ..C17.00
TRS 80 INTERFACE (25 00. Expansion cable E20.00. Bus cable

HERMES 612C 'Dersy gualitY
metro, printer' 18 needle ruby
printhead. Data speed . 400 CPS.
Draft speed 200 CPS. Word
processing 100/120 CPS.
Multi mode Hi res graphics. For
character sets and eight national
versions as standard Friction
and tractor feed. Proportional
spacing. Optional sheet feeder.
Probably one 01 the best quality
printers available Normal price
C1950.00
Our spacial price E1799.00

PRINTER CABLES
OSBORNE/IBM PC/ATARI (25.00
BBC/ATOM /DRAGON 32 /ORIC 1 E13.50
OTHER COMPUTERS Parallel or Serial (Please state your computer type
when ordering) [15.00

MONOCHROME MONITORS
All units supplied with free connecting cables.

KAGA 12" High Res. Green '
E109.00

K AGA 12' High Res. Amber
C129.00

BAK 12'r High Res. B & W or
Green

E109.00
Zenith 12' High Res Green
includes an external 40/80
character switch (99.00

MICROVITEC COB COLOUR MONITORS
Connecting cab!es included in price

ACORN APPROVED MONITORS Beige Brown metal case for the BBC
14- 1431 Std Res. Link selectable TTL or liner 0 4V into 1500 OHMS E245.00
14- 1451 Mad Res. (369.0614" 1441 High Res. (469.00
20' 2031 Std Res. Otherwise as above £319.00

For Apple II. IIE & //I in matching metal colour case
14" 1136 Std Res 5 lines TTL into ROM programmed TO apple colour set
ID A ClaiverSiAll (275.00
14" 1456 Med Res Otherwise as above E395.00
14" 1416 High Res Otherwise as above (510.00
20" 203651d R. Otherwise as above £339.00
Apple II card E30.00 Apple /// Lead £9.00

FOR IBM PC
14' 1456, LI Med Res as for Apple
but in high density structural
form case £420.00
14" 1446 'LI High Res. Otherwise
as above (550.00

FOR THE SPECTRUM

14311142 Sul Res. Beige
Brownirr metal case £259.00

There is a micro.e monitor suitable fore COrripiller phi have a
mond°, problem then drop us a line arid we w

very
it mimes coo for a

monord interlace for your system

DISC DRIVES 100% BBC COMPATIBLE
1 he tritiowing 5 25 in..
drives baser, on Teak tTh
and MilSubiShi units, will w,r1,
with the BBC. TRS 80 mode! II
Nascom. Superbrain. Heathio7
Forth, Genie. Atom and other
Shugart SA400 compatible
computers Colours match BBC
micro
CUMANA 40 track single
sided drive with cabinet and
Power supply, Single (10001
E199.00. Dual 1200K1 ....£359.00

CANON 40 track single sided
drive with cabinet and power
supply. single 1100K) ....(155,00

Dual 1200K1 . E399.00

AS ABOVE but 40 track double
sided Single 1200K/...E235.00
Dual 1400K1 (459.00

AS ABOVE but 80 track double
sided. Single 140001 E290.00
Dual 1800K1 £849.00

CUMANA 80 track single sided drive with cabinet and power supply
Single 1200K1 C255 00
Dual 1400K1 . 0475 00

CUMANA 80 track double sided drive with cabinet and power supply
SingleI400K1 0329 00
Dual (800K1 C599 00

BBC DISK CONNECTING CABLE Single . E10.00 Dual (15 00
Other computers (please state your computer when orderngr C15 00
BBC disk manual and formatting diskette C17 00

TORCH Z80 DISC PACK FOR BBC
This includes DUAL 1800K/disc drives, 64K RAM, ZOO, 2nd proce.or CP M
compatible operating system (CPN). This enables you to use a range of
standard business Software and other programming languages. The unit is
supplied with operating Software and comprehensive manuals, Irequires BBC
disk interface).
This months special price (74900
Price including free connecting cables

100% APPLE COMPATIBLE DRIVES
1Based on Teak. Canon and world storage units1
CUMANA 35 track single drive full cased complete with interface cable

. . 0215.00
Controller card 135 track) E47.00
CUMANA 80 track disk drives
in a dual cabinet with internal
power supply unit. Either drive
is switchable between 35 & 80
track mode. In 35 track modeall
Apple Software including '4 track
Software, Pascal, and CP M can
be read Programs easily trans
(erred between 35 and 80 track
formats. Capacity over 655K

Price including interface cable 1589.00. Controller card 180 track, E47 00
Also available. half -height 40T design. Single E199.00 Dual £389.00

DENSE! 5.25 INCH WINCHESTERS
Cased with internal power supply. including controller for Apple II with host
adaptor and Software. Complete and ready to run for instant operation
APPLE 116.7 MBYTE (1195 APPLE.II 13.5 MBYTE £1350.00
TRS BO version of above E1195.00 TR 80 version of above _ E1350.00
IBM PC: To fit existing system with host adaptor and software patches
6.7 MBYTE. E1195.00, 13.5 MBYTE .. . f1350.00

EPSON HX-20 MICROCOMPUTER
The totally portable computer that slips into your briefcase. oncorporating
an LCD scree, full typewriter keyboard. primer. microcassette and transit
case (410.00

ACCESSORIES
DATEX BBC COMPATIBLE cassette recorder with counter remote control
and record led indicator . C25.95
Leads for BBC/Apple/Atom One If Dragon 32/Sinclair £4.50
Dual Tetras 01.99/44 leads (10.00. C12 cassettes £6.0610, 10

VERBATIM DATALIFE DISKS These are not only the worms favourite
media. but now carry an unconditional live year warranty Minidisks are an
double density with hub ring reinforcement. All diskettes are sold in boxes of
ten Ten Pack Twin Pack
MD 525 S/ Sided 411tpi E23.90 (599
MO 550 D/SIDED18tpi 130.90 £799
Suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
MD 577 S /SIDED 98 tpi E39.90 (7.50
MD 557 (3/SIDED 96 tel 07.90 £9.50
Suitable for 77 or 80 track operation
10 & 16 herd secorIavarlable at same price. Free library box with every ten
disks or lockable case per 50 or 90 disks
PLASTIC LIBRARY BOXES for 5.25 inch disks (2.90
SUPERLUXE DISK LIBRARY The SOL keeps your valuable media du0t free
while at the same time allows instant selection of any disk The SOL holds 20
disks and the SOL% holds 28 disks They come boxed with full instructions and
labelling SOL (113.90. SOL% C12.90, Uprating Kit (3.00
DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANING KITS prevent head crashes and ensure
efficient error free operation. Enough for 26 bi monthly cleans and a lot
cheaper than a service cap For 5.25 inch disks [15.85

LOCKABLE DISK STORAGE, Anti static. ABS plastic with whoa base end
Ira nsparent smoked lockable lid
40 miniMsk capacity 016.90, 90 minidisk capacity (21.90

IN LINE PRINTER BUFFERS
These buffers allow you more time with your
computer by storing the incoming data and then basing withyOUr pf illIer
leaving Your computer free for further more important needs. Conies in

r active casing 5'. " long 5 -wide r. 1 - deep Easily Installed
16K PARALLEL PARALLEL (125.00 48K 0175.00

Let us be your mail order suppliers. If you know what you want and don't
want to pay an inflated price with a meaningless warranty. Men drop use line
and I the rest to us. Apple II. 11E. . Atari. Commodore. Pet. M.
Vic 20, IBM, Tax AS, TRS-110. CP M 8- Hardware Software specialists
Technical and computer books also supplied
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Multi -Index from Bonsai.
The first Integrated Accounting Software for

micros designed for real world business.

Multi -Index is a new generation of sophisticated
Accounting Software. A completely integrated system written
entirely in RM/COBOL, a professional business oriented
language. It makes systems written in BASIC look pretty
basic.

Multi -Index consists of seven fully integrated modules:
Sales, Purchase, VAT and Nominal Ledgers, Stock Control,
Order Entry/Invoicing and Sales Analysis, with several
additional modules to be released soon. Multi -Index provides
the ultimate combination of sophistication and ease -of -use.
Entirely menu driven, easy to follow screen displays lead
inexperienced operators step by step through all procedures
so Multi -Index is quick and painless to learn.

Multi -Index presents features up to now only available
on mainframes. Features like:

Up to 13 open accounting periods with full detail
accessible throughout the year.

A financial statement report generator producing
all statements including Sources & Applications of Funds,
Balance Sheet, P & L and supporting schedules to your own
format.

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
FOR PEOPLE IN BUSINESS.

Bonsai Limited, 112-116 New Oxford Street,
London WC1A 1HJ. (01)580-0902.

Multiple -location stock control among unlimited
branches with full stock transfer support.

-.0.- Access to customers, suppliers and stock items
by name if the account or stock number is not known.

--No- Flexible price discount schedules, plus automatic
calculation of salesmen's commissions, settlement discounts
and finance charges.

No time-consuming sorts anywhere in the system. /
Feature for feature Multi -Index beats all other micro

accounting packages hands down. It is available now

CP/M-80, CP/M-86, MS-DOS and Unix including / 4.for many 8, 16 and 32 -bit microcomputers running

the latest hardware like the IBM Personal 74`S \xc
Computer. / o \..\\\), qo
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LOW DISKETTE PRICES

8" DISKETTES
Single Side/Single Density
Single Side/Double Density
Double Side/Single Density
Double Side/Double Density

51/4" DISKETTES
Single Side/Single Density
Single Side/Double Density
Double Side/Double Density
Single Side/Quad Density
Double Side/Quad Density

Wabash Datalife Nashua

20.00
24.00
25.00
30.00

17.50
20.00
21.50
27.00
32.00

27.60 20.80
26.10 22.10
31.00
31.00 23.40

19.70
19.70
28.50
25.80
36.00

15.60
16.90
19.50
24.70
26.00

All prices per box of 10 disks, exclusive of VAT
(15%) and carriage (£1 per box). Prices correct at
time of going to press. Trade accounts welcome.
Please contact for discounts (5 + boxes) and full

price list.

We stock the full range of Wabash, Verbatim and
Nashua diskettes, Ribbons for most printers and
other products for Mini, Micro and W.P. systems.

Mail Order only.

CONWAY COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD.

39 Conway Road, London N15 36B 01-800 1796

MAIL ORDER ONLY
114 PC IN



(c)
from KEYBOARD HIRE

p
SBORNE 11 sinus 1'

J

Totally flexible rentals of OSBORNE, APPLE, IBM and SIRIUS
hardware, software and peripherals from under £3.50 per day
(3 -month rental, Osborne)

KEYBOARD HIRE LIMITED 176 BARNSBURY ROAD LONDON N1 OER

IRVINE BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD.

SPECIAL OFFERS
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

CHIPS BY WESTERN DIGITAL

SINGLE CHIP CONTROLLER

WD 2797-02

£34.95 each

51/4" TEAC DISK DRIVES
250K FD55A = £149.95
500K FD55E = £179.95
IMB FD55F = £237.50
Subject to Yen fluctuation

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY
+ 5V @ 7 amps
+12V @3 amps
+12V @ 1 amp 80w
- 5V @1 amp

£74.95

63 KEY KEYBOARDS £69.95
12" P31 MONITORS

FROM £95.00

A SINGLE CARD COMPUTER FROM ONLY

THE IBS 750 S.B.C.

est do
I MI

f 411
1-44. Z NNW

IRVINE BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD.
1 MONTGOMERY PLACE, IRVINE, AYRSHIRE KAl2 8PN.

0294 75000/73333

* 4 MEG Z80 CPU

* 64K RAM
* 16K PROM
* 5" & 8" DISK

CONTROLLER

* 80 x 24 VIDEO GEN

* 2x SERIAL I/O
* 4x PARALLEL I/O
* IEEE 488 INTERFACE

* KEYBOARD PORT

* HARDWARE RTC

* MONITOR IN PROM

* BARE BOARD

AVAILABLE @ £99.95

MADE IN IRVINE SCOTLAND BY IRVINE BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD.
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SYMBNET
LOCAL AREA NETWORK

Splitter Box

4ft"mir
0000"Splitter to Station

Next station
or other Micros

Splitter Box 7
"411P1".

Splittor Box

Splitter Box

Splitter to Splitter
01#11

Fibre Optic Cable

SyMBstore

C=11011
Local
SyMBfile

SYMBNET is a "tree and branch" network system using fibre optic cable to allow
several microcomputers to share a common SYMBFILE (see opposite).
SYMBNET is the fastest long range local area network for microcomputers, and
can cover a range of 7-9 Kilometres, fibre optics means that SYMBNET is more
cost effective; it uses a high intensity semi -conductor laser to transmit data and
cables can he laid at the shortest route, whereas other networking systems use flat
ribbon or coaxial cable which is sensitive to electrical noise from fluorescent lights,
photocopies, etc. SYMBNET is compatible with DOS, Pascal, SOS, and CP/M
running on any microcomputer supported by the SYMBFILE in concurrent
operation, the support software allows the network controller to designate pass -
codes for each user and to decide which user may access which applications.

SYMBIOTIC
CONIPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

1)uroma House, 32, Elmwood Road, Croydon,
Surrey CR9 2TX 01 683 1137/8/9 Telex 893815



SYMBFILE
51/4" WINCHESTER SUB SYSTEM

The SYMBFILE hard disk subsystem is a complete add-on mass storage system
for the Apple II, ][+, ][E, or /// microcomputers and is at present being developed
for the SIRIUS, IBM PC and the BBC micro. It is compatible with the majority
of hardware products currently available for the Apple, including the 16K
Language card and all 80 -column cards.

Full DOS, Pascal, and CP/M support allows any standard application
software. including database, word processing, and accounting packages to be
used. SYMBFILES are available in sizes from 5-21 megabytes, the average speed
of access is 90ms, 32 sectors per track; rotational speed 3600 (rpm), SYMBFILE
is used at the centre of SYMBNET (see opposite)

SYMBIOTIC
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

Duroma House, 32, Elmwood Road, Croydon,
Surre3. CR9 2TX S' 01 683 1137/8/9 Telex 893815



Guy Kewney delivers his monthly
package of micronews.

A matter of time
`Real time' is a term most
people thought we had
outgrown when we left the
old-fashioned mainframe
industry- but it was a term
which appeared in the publicity
surrounding Britain's latest
bandwagon, the Apricot.

For newcomers to
computing, it needs to be
explained that the Apricot is
the first 16 -bit system to be
Sirius -compatible, rather than
IBM-compatible.

It is the first sign that Victor,
the maker of the Sirius, is not
going to be obliterated by
IBM's Personal Computer, but
makes a computer which has
become a standard of its own.

And the equally important
news is that Victor will be
making the Apricot, and will be
selling it in the US, having set
up a joint company with ACT to
do this.

Apricot is a semi -portable,
low-cost computer launched
last month by ACT. It turns out
to be faster, neater, smaller,
and nicer than the best-selling
16 -bit machine, the Sirius, and
quite a bit cheaper, too.

And as ACT is the UK
distributor of the Sirius, it took
a rare bit of courage and vision

to produce the new machine.
Most distributors of an
established machine would
have trembled with horror at
the thought of putting their
staple product in the shade.
ACT must be as aware as
everybody else that the
informed user will prefer to
have the Apricot, and it didn't
stop the company from going
ahead and rushing the new
micro into the public eye.

Details of the machine look
very interesting. For a start, it
weighs very little, because of its
small 3 .5 inch disk drives, and is
very compact (for the same
reason). So the main box, with a
lot of memory and a powerful
central processor chip or two, is
easily portable.

It needs a fairly unusual
screen because it has an
identical display to the Sirius
(very high resolution for those
special graphics) and this isn't
built into the main case. So its
portability is greatly reduced, if
you aren't carrying the thing to
a place where you have a spare
display. So ACT believes
(naturally) that most of its
customers will buy two
displays, one for home, one for
work. Possibly.

ec.:-' 4 Nth
is

.
 - ."'"* ,

.4,

The normal price of a Zilog chip for an Apple 11 is much more
than the £45 charged by Cirtech. So is the normal price of a
parallel printer card, for which Cirtech wants £32. I haven't
used them, don't know what software they run with: and
suggest you contact Cirtech direct in Dunfermline on (0383)
729770 for details.

ACT's Apricot-see 'A matter of time'

The other special thing is the
keyboard. The new keyboard
will be available for Sirius
users, too. It has a clock in it,
and this is marvellous- a lot
more impressive than the LCD
display panel which tells you
what the 'soft' function keys
will do .

As users of the MS-DOS
operating system will know,
you have to tell the computer
the time and date each time you
start using it. This system won't
ask you, and if you type the day
before the month, it won't store
the 11 May files under the fifth
of November by mistake.
Instead, it will ask the clock in
the keyboard.

The chip in the system is the
Intel 8086, which is the big
brother of the 8088 used by
IBM and Sirius and Digital
Equipment. It runs faster, and
it is backed up in the Apricot by
the 8089, which does a lot of the
work of talking to printers,
disks, phones, and so on.

Cost of a system with two
disks and a screen will be just
under £2000.

The courage of ACT is seen
more clearly in its choice of
31/2in disks than in launching
Apricot, however.

Most people would have
been desperately anxious to
keep total compatibility with
the old machine, and ACT is

probably taking a real chance in
deciding that design comes first
and disk compatibility second.
It isn't that much of a chance,
since ACT itself supplies most
of the Sirius software, and will
make sure it is available for
Apricot users-but swapping
data may be a problem.

That apart, the Apricot looks
a sure winner.

The question then arises:
why would anybody who can
buy an Apricot want to buy a
Sirius?

ACT's answer to this is 'The
Sirius will be bought in the
hard -disk form as a big central
data store, with people using
the Apricot as an entry-level
system' - which frankly
doesn't wash. The system is so
very much like a Sirius that
attaching a hard disk will be a
(relative) doddle, and it will
happen very soon.

And the idea that people will
buy the Sirius to read Sirius
disks is true, but it won't be for
long.

The real answer, which
neither ACT nor Sirius/Victor
will be pleased to hear
discussed publicly just yet, is
that people will continue to buy
the Sirius because it is going to
be upgraded.

Back in November last year,
Chuck Peddle warned that he
would have a version of the
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Sirius based on the Intel 80186
or 80286 (very much more
powerful than the 8086) in the
early months of 1983. That
machine may not be ready yet,
but the pressure on Peddle to
get it ready-soon-will now
be strong.

Now for the 'real time' angle.
Most of ACT's publicity
concentrated on the hardware
-and the value, naturally. But
the term 'real time' arose when
Digital Research, the company
which gave you CP/M,
announced proudly that
`Reinforcing a trend being set
by major oems' (no, an oem
isn't a Dutch uncle, it's a big
customer) 'ACT has placed a
contract worth £250,000 for the
licensing of CP/M-86 and
Concurrent CP/M-86, as well as
the graphics GSX-86 package
and Personal Basic.'

The announcement doesn't
add that the figure (ACT says it
was more, at $500,000) is really
quite low considering the
number of machines that ACT
is likely to sell, but it is. The low
price is because Digital
Research will do a lot of hard
work in supporting it.

All this software comes free
in the £1,500 price of a one -disk
Apricot, together with quite a
bit more (MS-DOS is the other
operating software option, and
there is a big integrated
database called 3D).

Concurrent CP/M-86 is, as I
have been saying for more than
two years, the most important
operating system, apart from
Lisa, to appear on micros. It is
this software which Digital
Research proudly described as
`real time'.

Here again, newcomers to
computing will need to be
informed that, once upon a
time , computers worked in
'offline' mode, under 'batch'
operating systems.

This was a bit like the way
trains run. The ticket office
attempts to keep a constant
feed -through of paid -up
customers pouring onto the
platforms, and hopes that when
the train runs it is full. Similarly,
the old computers used to
expect to find work waiting for
them when they finished a
previous job, and it was the
manager's task to make sure the
expensive beast was never kept
waiting on a platform for some
fool with yesterday's ticket.

Today's micros work 'online'
-like a taxi, they don't have a
time -table. They will get you to

a destination-if they have
nothing else to do-and they
will get you there in their own
way.

Real time programs are
things like Space Invaders,
telecommunications software,
word processors,
computer -aided drawing, and
scientific control. They all
require that the computer
attend to them immediately.

A little reflection will show
you that a machine which does
only one job at a time need not
work in real time. It has nothing
else to do, so the fact that it
ignores you in between
attending to your first whim and
attending to your following
whim will never become
apparent.

Even on some games
machines, the difference is
apparent. Watch an Apple
running a Basic tutorial
program like Little Brick Out
(supplied free), or play the
awful Spectral Invaders on a
Spectrum, or try out the sample
target -shooting program on a
Lynx, and you will notice that as
soon as one type of action
starts, others slow down (or
stop altogether). Like Gerry
Ford, they can't walk and chew
gum simultaneously.

But a real-time computer
must constantly watch to see if
the operator is pressing a key,
whether the phone is ringing,
what information is coming off
the disk, whether the printer
has finished its line of text, what
characters ought to be
displayed on the screen, and
what time is it, anyway?

CP/M-86 and MS-DOS are
not real-timesystems.
Concurrent CP/M-86 is. Bill
Gates, head of Microsoft
(inventors of MS-DOS) says we
don't want real-time systems.
His old friend, Chuck Peddle at
Victor (maker of Sirius) has
said that he will only support
MS-DOS, not CP/M-86.

Bill and Chuck are going to
have to think again.

Multi-purpose
The news that ICL is 'making a
thousand personal computers a
week and selling every one it
can make' can be taken with a
lot of salt and remain
impressive.

On the face of it, the Rair
Black Box is a silly idea. It is a
way of sharing a £5 chip among
three people. And the ICL

Stop Press
The Microprofessor
(benchtested page 168 ) may no
longer be available in this
country following legal action
taken by Apple.

At time of going to press
Apple had just obtained a high
court order preventing the
Microprofessor's importer
Sirtel from selling or otherwise
dealing in the machine. The
Microprofessor, made in
Taiwan, allegedly uses Apple
copyright software in its
ROMs. Apple does not take
kindly to plug compatibles.

Peter Cobb, managing
director of Apple UK, told
PCW: 'We have never lost a

case like this in the courts
although in Britain it has never
got that far before and we've
always been able to settle out
of court as in the case of the
Apollo II. Probably the best
known case we've won in the
US was against the Pineapple.'
In the US Apple has the
support of the customs
authorities which impound
illegal Apple lookalikes from
the Far East as they enter the
country.

The injunction will be
binding on Sirtel until the full
trial of the case.

Meanwhile Sirtel's former
boss John Ford has left the
company and the new director
Richard Drewnicki was not
available for comment.

personal computer is the Rair
Black Box: so why the sales?

The answer is that those
people who have seen the ICL
personal computer as a
personal computer (people like
me, I admit it) have been misled
by their own enthusiasm for
personal computers.

The ICL micro is really a
minicomputer. The difference
between a micro and a mini is
best explained as follows:

Tom van der Loo, head of a
Dutch software company called
Holland Automation, sells
software for accounting
purposes, which runs on almost
everything. It has now been put
on the ICL personal computer,
changing its name from Hai
Line to Hi -Line. Full marketing
marks to somebody or other.

Tom's theory, simply stated,
goes: the ICL micro sells into
the business market, not the
micro market. It is a 'high
value, high margin, market,
and you can justify high profit in
it because support is important,
software is important'.

The ICL micro, he says, is a
`professional business system'
and has been designed as a
multi-user system. Just what a
`multi-user system' is, Tom
explained: 'It is a system where
several users in a business can
all work on the same data. It
doesn't matter if it's a network,
or a single chip: it's access to the
same data that matters.'

His prediction is that: 'IBM
will survive. Olivetti will
survive. Nixdorf might. ICL
might, even with its current
product, because quality of
product is important only if you
start to compare. Which

business user compares? If you
put the right price tag on it, and
fill it up with support, it will
sell.'

A minicomputer is a
computer which does the same
job as a company mainframe,
but is cheap enough for the
smaller company to buy.

The interesting sidelight to
van der Loo's theory is that he
thinks that the days of the true
personal computer are over.
He actually went on record last
month as saying that even the
IBM micro 'is not selling now'.

`All the pipelines have been
filled, and there is a dip in the
market. Offering a catalogue of
software is crazy- like offering
a catalogue of spare parts as a
way of getting your own car.'

Holland Automation's
software is special in that it runs
under neither CP/M nor
MS-DOS, nor any other
outside operating software. It
writes its own, which means
that it can format disks to suit
itself, and can swap disks
between such widely differing
machines as the ICL micro and
the Olivetti.

You don't have to agree with
everything he says. But when
you notice big companies
buying Tycom MicroFrames
with MPSL's Multi-user
Business Operating System
(MBOS), and you wonder why,
perhaps his words are worth
considering.

Pay off
Everybody who makes toy
micros has been cutting prices:
the official price of a
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Commodore 64 is now £230
including VAT. So the news
that Oric has cut its prices
should not be surprised.

The cut is by £30 on the 48
kbyte version, bringing the
price to £140, while the 16 kbyte
version 'returns to its launch
price of £99'.

This may not seem much to
you: to Oric, it is nail-biting
time. Sales of its micros
dropped off heavily in June and
July, and one possible reason
was that everybody knew about
imminent price cuts from
Commodore and others. Now
that prices have stabilised Oric
will be hoping (and praying)
that people start buying Orics
again.

The promising sign, for Oric,
is that at the recent Computer
Fair, I did see some software.
Not having had a chance to try it
out, I assume it is fairly average
(average = normal rubbish) but
at least you can buy it.

first is called a carriage return,
which moves the print head to
the left. The second is called a
line feed, which feeds the paper
up one line. Simple, isn't it?

The other way, which all
Tandy TRS-80 computers seem
to prefer, is to send a carriage
return only. The printer is
designed so that it
automatically does a line feed
all by itself.

Tandy has launched a
portable computer- a
lap -held' computer, which you
can even use on a jolting train
journey on the London
Underground.

When you get to your
destination, you will probably
find a computer somewhere,
with its own printer. Chances
are it will be an Epson. Chances
are that it will be driven by
WordStar. That's what a lot of
people use.

You can print your text out
on this printer, but be warned:
Epsons driven by WordStar
expect to get a line feed
command. If you open the box
up (lots of screws, turn the thing
upside down, disentangle the

find the manual, move
the right switch) you can change
your Epson, so that it does the
line feed all by itself. Of course,
it won't work with WordStar,
then.

You don't have to do this.
The alternative ,however, is to
watch the Tandy 100 print your
entire document on the top line
of the first page.

It works like this. Each time
your Epson gets a carriage
return, it will return the
carriage. The Tandy 100 will
believe that it has also done a

line feed, and will print the next
line. It will save an awful lot of
paper, naturally.

Of course Tandy is very sorry
about this. The company agrees
that the computer should be
able to change itself to suit the
printer. However, Tandy
didn't think of this when
designing the spec which
Microsoft used when writing
the software. Microsoft, too, is
very sorry: but it wasn't in the
spec, so they didn't provide it.
And neither of the two plans to
change it.

Devilish cunning, these
Japanese.

excuse, once a year, to get
together and swap ideas.
Somebody had the idea of
bringing a few publicity
materials for their own
company, and it turned into an
exhibition.

This year it happened in Los
Angeles, right on top of
Disneyland. Cynics might say
that Disneyland was the only
reason I went- and looking
back, I find myself wondering ,
seriously, what else I got out of
it .

First of all, it is not permitted
to actually sell anything there.
Sell? Tut, tut, how
ungentlemanly: this is a
conference, not a vulgar
market. No, show the product,
by all means: but no sales. Not
even any contracts please.

Second, the people who go
there are the people who don't
actually rate a travel budget
except to go to the NCC. It is the
NCC, therefore their boss can't
say 'What rinky-dink carnival is
it you want to go to this time,
Irving?' and fork out the air and
motel fare. They are called
'system specifiers' in the trade.

To talk to these clerks, the
companies provide appropriate
level personnel. On each stand,
there is a failed car/insurance/
holiday/central heating
salesman. He will smile, shake
your hand, smile, invite you to
the hospitality tent, smile, press
brochures on you, and smile.
Ask a serious question,
however, and you will get a
blank stare if you're lucky.

There were important
people there, to be sure. I could
have phoned them up and had
equally fruitful discussions with
most. There were products
announced, like the Gavilan ,
which had been announced in
London the month before.

Next year, I shall go to
Comdex Spring.

Sharp chose the NCC to show
bubble memory, still the dream
of those who want to replace
spinning magnetic disks with
spinning magnetic 'domains' on
a solid state chip.

The machine which had the
bubble looked incredibly like
the lap -held Gavilan , but had
bubble instead of disk. I would
automatically prefer the disk
were it not for the fact that the
Sharp, at $2000, would be half
the price of the Gavilan at
$4000. Apparently the full spec
will include IBM -like MS-DOS
operating software.

A man called Paul Terrell
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A PERFORMANCE AND
PRICE BREAKTHROUGH IN

APPLE ](®& He
HARD DISC STORAGE

High Performance AID hard disc systems of 5-20 megabyte
capacities, specifically designed for use with the Apple, are now
available running under DOS, CP/M & Pascal. The units cold boot and
throughput speeds are really impressive. If you want to leave others
standing, try our fast DOS option!

The range features the 5+5 and10+10 drives which enable you to
configure half the drive as primary and half as secondary storage for ease
of archiving.

The systems have been designed around the concepts of data
reliability and convenience of operation.

They are simply the most competitive hard discs on the market. So
why pay more for less.

Interface INTEc technology

INTEC, 191 Clarence Gate Gardens, Glentworth Street, London N\A/1 6AR. 01-723 6305. Tlx: 8813271 GECOMS G

AlDi
LOW PRICE

5mb .E990
10 Mb £1270
20 Mb £1490
All prices ex -VAT.
Apple is the registered
trade mark of Apple Inc.

DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME



TOP VALUE AND LOWER PRICES AT

M AX 'CIIMV/PUTER
mst1.7) CENTRE

The BBC Microcomputer £399 SHARP £System MODEL B MZ80A 489
(cassette lead £450) rind £75.00 of FREE software)

BBC COLOUR
MONITOR

EW

£281 I L

NYNX
- 48

ZX -81
SINCLAIR

£39.95
SINLAIR
16KCRAM Pack £29.95
PACKAGE

. £64.90PRICE(save £5.00)

SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM 16K £99.95
SPECTRUM 48K £129.95
Free Post & insurance on above items

PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP 100A £215
COMMODORE
64 £219.95
MONITORS
from £19.95
CASSETTE
RECORDERS from £29.95

ACORNSOFT MONSTERS, ARCADIANS,
SUPER INVADERS SNAPPERS, METEORS

pkts many more f9.95each
Also available for BBC BUG -BYTE SOFTWARE

£199.95
ORIC - 1 48K
NOW AVAILABLE £138

20GENI00 (ECOLOUR) £199
NEW BRAIN

£243Model A

NEW BRAIN
£269Model AD

ATARI 800

ATARI 400 £129.95
£259.95

DRAGON 32 £168.95
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR ACORN (BBC)

ATARI. DRAGON. BUG -BYTE. RABBIT.
COMMODORE. UK

Send SAE. for our Computer News Sheet
For Insurance & Postal

ehaADDIS for Hardware £1 for rfftware

For MAIL ORDER
Phone your IVTFGS VISA on our

HOT UNE 061-832 6345
or send cheque P.O. Payable to

LOMAX LTD for IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
NO EXTRA CHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

LOMAX (Computer Division)
8 EXCHANGE ST (St Anns Sq) MANCHESTER M2 7HL

Spectrum
Business Software

If you are thinking of computerising your accounts, or
of buying an Apple or a PET for your business, then
first look at our business software. Now you can run
accounting systems, similar to those on £500 micros
and sometimes costing hundreds of pounds, on your
Spectrum. Our products have the same facilities
(menu -driven, ledger printout, audit trail), the speed
(maximum record search time of 2 seconds), and the
capacity (up to 1250 entries per month) to enable you
to computerise your accounts at a fraction of the
normal cost. All our products are of the highest quality,
and have been designed and tested over a
considerable period of time. A major wholesaler wrote
the following of one of our products:

"On a large computer system, a file of this nature
would cost between r150-£700".

48K Sales Ledger (amounts receivable)
48K Purchase Ledger (amounts payable)
48K Stock Ledger
48K Stock Control (no ledger printout, over 500 items
per file, unlimited entries).
£14.95 each.
Available from all good computer shops

Kemp Limited
43 Muswell Hill, London N10 3PN

Tel: 01-444 5499
Dealer/Wholesale enquiries welcome

If you want data moved rapidly,
files searched quickly,

or text prepared speedily
we can help you-fast!11.1111111.Il

Cambridge Computer Store

1 Emmanuel Street
Cambridge CB1 1NE

Telephone (0223) 65334/5
(closed 12.30 - 1.15 except Saturday)
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An Apple in a motor -car is portable' in some sense, I suppose,
so the claim that the APS battery adaptor which lets you run
your computer from the car power 'makes it portable' can be
taken seriously.

APS also suggests that you use this anyway, with a lead -acid
battery, to prevent being caught by power -cuts. AtL300 or so,
the system had better be on a very critical application to justify
this.

Details on (02 73)420196.

wandered onto several stands,
looking vague, and asking for
news of portable 16 -bit micros.
`I want something like the
Compaq, which is
IBM-compatible-, but smaller
and movable,' he said, tut I
want it now. Compaq can't
provide enough.'

He wanted it for a
revolutionary new idea (see
Prism story) to sell cartridges
for computers and video games
by loading the software into a
blank cartridge - and offering
the shopkeeper a computer to
do this loading job.

What is really interesting is
that of the dozens of people
offering IBM-compatible
micros, and portable ones at
that, the only one found at the
NCC who could actually sell
more than one or two was
Compaq. And Compaq was
already selling all the machines
it could make.

In this country, Terrell's
operation will end up using a
Sanyo computer, not yet
officially announced. It makes
for a thoughtful few moments,
doesn't it?

Teacher's
opposition
`We can't use the computer
given to the school by the

Parent -Teachers Association,
because...'

1) The Inspector won't let us
plug it in until the plug has been
approved;
2) It will be used for computer
games, and will disrupt the
class;
3) There is only one, and it will
disrupt all the other children in
the class who need one of their
own;
4) We want to buy a more
expensive machine, and will
need the PTA to put up the
money for a disk;
5) Nobody has shown me
anything that this thing can do
which I can't do better with a
few coloured magic markers
and a few big sheets of paper;
6) I am the mathematics
teacher, and it isn't fair to start
using a piece of equipment that
only I want;
7) Computing is a middle-class
thing, and this is a
working-class area. (And
while we're at it, isn't it full time
we stopped this pretentious
rubbish of having music
lessons?)
8) The software is all crap;
9) We are not going to be any
part of this conspiracy between
Sinclair and the BBC to sell
unnecessary gimmicks;
10) It's all too primitive still.
We should wait until something
better comes along. I have
heard that these machines will
soon come with free megaflops

and will be able to work without
you having to learn to type.
That will be the time to get one
- didn't you know that the
qwerty keyboard was actually
designed to slow you down?
Wait till they come with that
Microwriter thing as standard;
11) I've been on a course about
computers, and, frankly,
having looked into it very
carefully I can assure you that
there will be problems. For
example, the Apple that the
BBC is so anxious to promote is
so dangerous that the Post
Office won't even let you
connect it to a television. And
what about hard copy? You'll
need a colour monitor to run
that.

And so on, and on.
It isn't often you will read in

one magazine a
recommendation that you buy
another: so here is an unusual
event. Get hold of the
July/August issue of
Educational Computing and
read Derrick Daines writing
about obstructionist teachers.
(Also, don't miss Derrick's
column in this issue of PCW .)

Not only does Daines have
them all off pat-right down to
the older teacher (backbone of
the staff) who sits at the back
pretending to be asleep, and
snorting (too quietly to be
heard by the head teacher) his
apparently sceptical wisdom at
every odd statement- but he
has suggestions as to why they
obstruct.

And also, he has suggestions
as to how to try to meet their
prejudices, and to turn them
into thoughtful objections-

which may or may not be
changeable.
Derrick Daines's wisdom will
serve me nothing, because
there is one lesson I can add to
the useful information he has
collected.

That lesson is: any idea put
forward by a parent is not
merely suspect. It is beneath
suspicion. Especially if a parent
should happen to be as
middle-class as every teacher in
the school-with the obvious
exception of the sole working
class one who, naturally, has
jumped into computing with
both feet and is already
thinking of putting a few
programs on the market.. .

There is a lesson which
teachers need to learn,
however. Even if a parent says
it, it remains true that
computers will not replace
teachers.

The reason is none too
palatable: teachers are the
nannies of our society. And the
computer that can keep
classroom discipline has not yet
been dreamed of. No, I know
it's not flattering to the image of
teaching, but reality is reality.
And in the same way that
journalists exist to provide
space between the
advertisements, teachers exist
to keep children off the streets.

A good journalist can do
more, but a lousy writer need
not expect to be fired for doing
less. As so it is with teachers.
But whether they can find ways
of making classroom life
interesting (for themselves as
well as the pupils) or rewarding,
or even educational, their

An American company based in Now Orleans will be making
Welsh Dragon computers under licence, for the US and South
American markets.

These three happy faces belong to James Reiss Jnr (centre),
who is boss of the Tano Corporation which will do the deed. He
is flanked by Dragon's Tony Clarke (left), and chairman Dr
Derek Allam. The Tandy -compatible business begins here.
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necessary function is to keep
class order, to stop the kids
knocking each other's teeth out
while their parents are out
earning a living.

Accumulative
effect
It's possible to pay an awful lot
of money for a utility program
which will turn human
mnemonics for the Zilog Z80
instructions into the real thing.
Or it is possible to pay £30 for
ZEN, and get a very popular
program with most essential
ingredients.

The list of computers which
use the Z80 has now been
increased by Kuma, a company
which has produced a version
that will load and run on the
Newbrain.

Details from Kuma at 11
York Road, Maidenhead,
Berks SL61SQ.

Closed shop
It is obviously sensible for
Acorn to insist that BBC
Micros are sold only by
authorised dealers, who can fix
the blessed things when they go
wrong.

It would seem to be equally
sensible for Acorn to tell its
dealers not to 'wholesale' the
micros, too. Obviously if a
Dealer supplies machines to
four or five Fly -By -Night
Traders, he can get a bigger
discount, and can duck out on
fixing the things.

However, for Acorn to take
this position requires that it has
done its own job. It must have
reasonable grounds for
believing that the unauthorised
shops which are getting the
machines indirectly are,
indeed, fly-by-night.

When the stores are in fact
dealers who have been
appointed by Acorn, and just
can't get computers, then
obviously Acorn is short of legs
to stand on.

Now read this letter from a
micro dealer to me.
`We applied to Acorn in the
second week of November
1982, to be dealers. Meanwhile
one of us spoke to Chris Curry
at Compec. He suggested that
we contacted the dealer man,
Sandy Dow, which we did. In
the first week of December, we

sent out company details,
including our bank's name and
address and two trade
references.

Within days, our efforts
seemed to be rewarded, as we
received a dealership
application form. This we filled
in, and sent it back to them. A
week later we contacted Acorn
to find out how our application
was proceeding, and were told,
very apologetically, that our
trade reference details had
been lost. We repeated these
details over the telephone to
them, and were assured that
this would be dealt with as soon
as possible .

About a week later we
received our dealer newletters.
Also at this time, another
company in our town applied
for dealership with Acorn -
and were told that there were
no dealers in our whole county,
and that Acorn had no plans to
appoint one.

By early January we had still
heard nothing from them. We
telephoned them, and were
told that they had lost our trade
reference details again, and
could we repeat them please.

Things finally began to
happen, when on 9 February we
sent our first order to them,
with a cheque. On 16 February,
Acorn telephoned us.. .
thanking us for the order, and
could they have another cheque
please, as they had lost the first.

We sent them a cheque,
which they duly cashed. Then
they found the first cheque
again, and telephoned us when
they could not cash it. We
explained that as they had lost
that one, we had stopped it, and
issued another.

On 1st April (!) we received
three BBC Model B
Computers, and telephoned to
find out when we could expect
some more. We were told that
we would receive fifteen more
in two weeks- and could we
give them the names and
addresses of two trade
references and of our bank . . .

These were written to them ,
as well as phoned to them.

In fact, two weeks later we
did receive twelve computers.
These were actually intended
for another dealer with a similar
name-who was invoiced for
them.

On 26 April we were told that
we had no account with them as
yet, as they had not received
from us the details of two trade
referees and our bankers. By

this time we were somewhat
annoyed and insisted that they
telephoned our bank
immediately, which they did.

Last week we were told that
we now had a credit account
with them, with a limit of
£10,000. This we were told by
their credit controller, Mary
Tucker.

Today, however, it seems
that although we have an
account with Acorn, no credit
limit has been attached to the
account, because our referees
have not yet replied. We then
telephoned the referees who
told us that they had not heard
from Acorn computers at all.
We still cannot order
computers from Acorn.'

A dealer has now taken
action to get Office of Fair
Trading interested in Acorn's
habit of striking off
`wholesaling' dealers.

As the man from the
Computer Retailers
Association said to me, 'We are
supporting Acorn in its battle
over the rights to restrict
supplies. It is an important
principle. But frankly, and I
hope you won't quote me, we

do wish it had been somebody
other than Acorn that we had to
fight this battle over. It does
stick in the throat.'

That is the story, and a sad
one. But it isn't the whole story,
naturally.

From Acorn's point of view,
there are two important factors
which all this leaves out: first,
that it is working on the
problem, and second, that it
feels victimised by 'sniping'
from people who aim to inflict
jealous wounds, rather than
make helpful comments.

By 'working on the problem',
Chris Curry means that he is
compiling a list of approved
dealers, and has had this job
interrupted by the need to
expand the list, to cope with the
launch of the Electron this
month.

`I have a whole pile of
"authorised dealers" plaques
ready to go out,' he said. 'But
we have to train the dealers to
use our test equipment, and
we're still doing that. It should
be ready when we launch the
Electron this month.'

Unlike many people, I don't
doubt Curry's goodwill. But I

You may think that it's potty to keep a lot of information in a
computer, but always look for it on apiece of paper. So it is: but
people do it. They use the computer printer to produce lists, and
then they stick the lists into index binders.

Datex Systems has produced special computer paper to make
this possible. When you add a new name to the list, you just print
out the new name, and slide the special paper into the index
binder. If you have one, you'll need this paper.

Datex is in Brandsby, York, on (034-75)224.
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mind yet again and offer a
plug-in games cartridge.

Both announcements are
hardly before time, given the
complexity of programs
available for the machine. The
complexity is wonderful once
the program is in the machine,
but who has the patience to wait
while it loads?

At a recent launch in
London, software house
Imagine greatly impressed the
invited guests by having its
newest games available on
several machines in a plush
hotel suite.

The guests assumed this was
a nice example of the
professional marketing
approach. In fact it was a simple
reflection of the sad reality that,
given the tapes to take away and
run, most journalists would
have postponed the 15 -minute
ordeal (often repeated three
times while you get the tape
recorder volume control right)
indefinitely.

The games, incidentally,
were excellent.

51/4in disks is that they are
cheaper to manufacture than
8in ones. This will bring down
the cost of a 320 kbyte RAM
and 13 Mbyte hard disk system
to £8,844 excluding monitor.

But 20 Mbytes disk store is
the minimum that Bleasdale
reckons you need for Unix. The
operating system arrives with
15 Mbytes of code and data.

According to Bleasdale Unix
is the unrivalled first for
multi-user systems,
incorporating as it does
features such as electronic mail,
shared filestore and record
level lockout. Details on 01-828
6661.
Jane Bird

Proper use of chip -board can transform a boring old desk into a
high-tech personal computer Micro Tidy, according to Abacus
Marketing of Worcester. They charge £60 forit, and say it's
suitable for Commodore, BBC, Dragon or Sinclair 'and many
other home micros'. It even has space for cassette tapes. Details
on (0905 )611161.

The alternative is the drinks cabinet, which Marcol of
Southampton sells for £95 as a 'home computer and video
cabinet.' Why not? Try calling the publicity agent on (01)959
2452.
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in my opinion.

Details on 01-3886100.

do doubt his grasp of the scale of
the problem, and I think it is
considerably worse than he
thinks.

And even if he were in
control of his own,
internal -Acorn work, the
chance of a highly organised
Acorn preventing wholesaling
is so low as to be worth a hollow
laugh at best. Have a chat with
Apple on the subject, and see
what happens when it gets
fierce with one of its retailers.

Well, actually, don't have a
chat with Apple. It'll deny it.
And you needn't bother asking
the retailers, either: they'll
deny it, too.

But the fact is that when one
retailer has his money -back
coupons cut off, he simply
redeems them through
another, until he's back in good
odour. When a shop is told that
it is no longer an official Apple
dealer, it doesn't ring up all the
customers and say 'Sorry, guys,
but you'll have to find
somewhere else to get them,' -
it just goes to another dealer
and buys them.

It's just a farce from the
outside, but to the people inside
the game, it's more serious than
snooker. If you're hoping to be
a customer, you just have to
learn the rules, and never mind
if they make sense or not.

higher price than its UK
distributor has eventually
settled on.

The Tulip micro is yet
another system which aims to
sell on the theory that anything
which will run MS-DOS will
look as though it has the IBM
blessing. It outperforms the
IBM in having an 8086 rather
than 8088 'and is the first
computer in the world to offer
the eight MHz version of the
8087 arithmetic processor as an
option' according to its
importer.

That importer is Newport
Technical Services of Bristol,
which will be attaching a £2680
price tag, including MS-DOS
and Basic.

The manufacturer,
Compudata, also makes that
maverick old machine, the
Exidy Sorcerer, under licence,
says Newport- 'and the
multinet local area network
currently in use is to be
upgraded to work with Tulip'.

Those who want to know
what multinet is can ring Chris
Newport on (0272) 290651.

Maws for
U
Bleasdale Computer Systems is
boosting its Unix machine with
mini Winnies and software to
speed up disk accessing times.

The company believes that
this will make it cost
competitive with other Unix
systems.

Bleasdale began shipping its
Unix computers in January
1982 but it is still the only UK
company building Unix
machines. Founder Eddie
Bleasdale believes that there is
about to be an explosion in the
use of Unix in business.

Bleasdale has improved the
performance of its BDC680
with an increased clock speed
on the Motorola 68000
processor from 8MHz to
10MHz. But the major
improvement has come with
the Atazi mini Winnies with
their access time of 30
milliseconds. This compares
with an industry average of 97
milliseconds.

A software rewrite has been
done to optimise head
movement from track to track.
Here Bleasdale has improved
from an average time of 15
milliseconds to three
milliseconds.

Another advantage of the
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Entries are invited

Dutch
The news
makers of
originally

treat
from the Dutch
the Tulip micro
indicated a much
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from amateur chess
programmers, commercial
dedicated chess machine
manufacturers and home
computer chess program
suppliers for a nine round Swiss
tournament.

There will be three
categories of prizes, though all
categories will go into the same
draw for the Swiss. The three
categories are: 1) amateur
programmer (and the ruling
here is that the programmer
must have the right to sell his
own program-the oganisers
reserve the right to make the
final decision on who is an
amateur); 2) commercial
supplier (and here we include
experimental entries by
commercial companies); 3) and
home computer programs
(these can be cartridge, cassette
or disk -based).

Those interested should get
in touch with Tony Harrington
at PCW.

Miracle
working
The nicest thing about the
heavy Miracle portable
computer launched last month
by Portico is the vast amount of
free software it brings-
including a typing tutor.

The new machine is both
bigger (28 lb) and pricier
(£1800) than a great many 8 -bit
CP/M portables-but it does
offer quite a bit more software.

Among the 'full set' of text
editing, financial and
programming software , the
company is offering

Heavyweightportable-see 'Miracle working'

MicroModeller, normally a
very expensive bit of financial
modelling software.

Plans to offer a 16 -bit
upgrade are now well
advanced, says the company. It
is now appointing dealers as
quickly as it can sign them up.

Damned lies
and statistics?
A forecast that 'the traditional
computer suppliers will start to
displace the new personal
computer companies this year'
-made by Intelligent
Electronic Europe in a study of
the West European market-
was only slightly spoiled by its
theory that Commodore would
substantially increase its sales
to the user spending $1000 and
over.

The report suggests that
Victor/Sirius will be the only
`newcomer' to increase its
percentage share of the market.

The quoted figures show
Victor getting 3 percent of a one

/t is a clock, thatsmall circuit which Brian Tannat Nash of
Market Logic is holding. It runs at4M Hz, which is the speed a
Zilog Z80 normally runs at-unless it is plugged into a Sharp
PC3201 micro. That is aparticularly slow system.

Market Logic's little thing will speed up the PC3201 by up to
50 per cent says Tannatt Nash. It costs £30. Details from
publicity agent Byron PR on Uxbridge (0895) 52131.

billion dollar market last year,
and 6 percent of a nearly $4
billion market in 1988-with
IBM rising to 13 percent, the
biggest share of the 1988 pie.

Apple, shown as the current
leader with 18 percent, is
forecast to be the number 2 in
1988, with 11 percent- a big
increase in actual sales, of
course. Commodore sales will
rise similarly, though the
market share will drop from 17
percent last year to 9 percent in
1988. Olivetti apparently had a
bigger share of the market last
year than either Sirius or
Osborne (which will, they say,
have no significant share at all
of the 1988 market).

You may like this sort of
forecast, despite my own
reservations. You have to like it
enough to send $1,475 to IPI,
Nordre Ringvej 201, 2600
Glostrup-Copenhagen,
Denmark. That's what it costs.

Research aids
progress
Research Machines, the British
company known for its RML
380Z and 480Z micros used
widely in schools, has produced
aversion of the children's
programming language
LOGO.

LOGO, designed by
Seymour Papert and born out
of research at MIT into the
nature of intelligence, was
originally implemented on a
mainframe in the 1960s. Since
then, it has achieved an almost
unrivalled position as the ideal
introductory programming
language for children, with
versions being written for a
wide range of micros.

RML LOGO was developed
from Edinburgh LOGO,
written by the Artificial
Intelligence Department of

Edinburgh University, one of
the world's leading centres for
research into LOGO.

Peter Smith, RML's
Education Projects Manager,
stated that most versions of
LOGO currently available in
Britain don't go far enough,
offering only simplified turtle
graphics. 'Our versionwill take
pupils well beyond simple
graphics, and includes many
powerful features like list
processing and recursion.'

Aversion for the 480Z and
CHAIN network will be
announced later in the year.
Details on (0865) 249866.
Surya

Cheaper TABS
TABS is a very successful set of
accounting software packages,
all 'integrated', for both eight
and 16 -bit micros.

So it was very generous of
TABS boss Terry Poole to
announce the new `EasyTABS'
package as one which showed
that he had learned 'from the
mistakes we made with TABS'.

This is not quite the same as
saying that 'TABS was a
mistake', as one reporter
seemed to think he meant, and
the new package is really not
competition for the money of
the 3000 -odd people who
bought the old one.

EasyTABS is only five
modules, not 18, and it is
cheaper, easy for the very small
business to use (theysay) and
can be seen as bait for the real
TABS range (they didn't say
that).

There is a word processor
called TABwriter, a mail list
program called TABmailer, a
cashbook, purchase ledger,
and sales ledger, each costing
£99.

The company is looking to
change its dealer list, so those
in doubt should contact the
company direct on (0264)
58933. Otherwise, look in the
stores.

The gibberish
test
`Single button offline text
reprint' is the tantalising bait
which Brother is using to
fascinate us with the idea of
buying a new £500 daisywheel
printer.

The exact meaning of this (or
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why you need it) is not what
really delighted me about this
`two-colour' (red and black
ribbon) printer; it was the
put-down of speed claims.

Apparently, there is a
standard printer test, involving
the repetitive printing of a
nonsense sentence (for the
prurient, the sentence reads
`The head and in frontal attack
on an english writer that the
character of this point is
therefore another method for
the letters that the time of who
ever told the problem for an
unexpected') which is
(apparently) a 'very strenuous
test of wheel selection, as well
as carriage motion and line
spacing'.

So far, so good. This is the
wonderful bit:

`Brother would like to see all
daisywheel manufacturers
quoting their speed on this text
to avoid the spurious claims
being made at present.'

Spurious claims?
`One American oem recently

advertised a Brother printer
under his own label as achieving
200 characters per second in
"white space mode" - which in
English, means "paper
movement only".'

Brother printers are sold
through Jones Brothers in
Manchester on (061) 3306531.

Police Five
Somebody stole over £300,000
worth of Spectrum computers
from distributor Prism.
Apparently somebody (30 of
them) has now been arrested.

The robbery made a horrible
story, with an armed gang
getting into Prism's warehouse
by staging a fake traffic accident
and getting security staff to
come to their assistance. They
then offered to kill them, either
before or after the raid.

Police seem very satisfied
that their enquiries into the case
are now over, as they have
recovered around 90 percent of
the stock in the course of their
investigations.

The sad thing is that, even
though this batch turned out to
be unsellable (which is how the
crooks got caught) on the street
markets, it now seems that
crooks do regard computers as
nickable. As little as a year ago,
most computers that were
stolen were invariably the
victims of mistaken identity,
being confused with television

sets.
Sanyo has reported the loss of

some 200 new 16 -bit systems in
transit from the Warrington
depot to dealers. The company
put a brave face on the
announcement, (`we are
flattered by the computer's
obvious desirability') but the
sad truth is that computers are
becoming just another
commodity.

It is time to re -plan your
household insurance
accordingly.

Joining the
Gold standard
Epson's HX-20 has been
substantially over -trumped by
the Tandy Model 100- but it
still has one advantage:
software.

An example of the lead the
Epson machine has is the Telex
program offered by British
Monomarks, which will sell you
a lap -held computer with
software for £800.

The software connects you
via phone to the Monomarks
computer, which puts the Telex
message onto the Telex
network. It saves you the £2500
cost of a Telex machine (plus
£300 a year rental).

An example of how the
Tandy machine can catch up is
provided by the fact that with a
Tandy 100 plus a modem, a
subscription to British Telecom
Gold will let you send messages
to other BTG subscribers in
both capital and small letters,
plus Telexes to Telex
subscribers.

Another company to join the
Gold network is ACT, which
has announced a package of
hardware and software plus
free BTG subscription for
around £250 to users of its Sirius
and Apricot computers.

Look for Acorn to announce
a similar deal for the BBC
micro, and several other
computer companies too,
before the year end.

Details of the Epson link
from Wilder & Co Computer
Services, on Camberley 21552.

Brighter
Rainbow
Dealers of the Rainbow micro

built by Digital Equipment tell
me that the announcement of a
`utility diskette' for that
machine is, indeed, a sign that
the company has found its way
again.

Originally, DEC spoiled a
very impressive -looking micro
by announcing that it was going
to 'restructure' the micro
market from the outside. It was
going to supply everything, and
customers wouldn't even be
allowed to buy blank diskettes,
because there would be no
format routine to make them
usable.

The format routine was then
produced, and it was suggested
that the program be priced at
£1000-presumably to stop
people using it.

Now, the programs on this
utility diskette 'will be in the
public domain' -normally an
Americanism for 'free' but here
meaning priced £170 and
available from all Rainbow
dealers.

Nothing can bring back the
lost year (from when DEC
announce the Rainbow) till
now. It is quite possible that if
this machine with a combined
CP/M and CP/M-86 package
had been available last year,
MS-DOS would not have made
any serious impact on the UK
micro market.

That milk is spilled: the new
batch is available, and it
involves MS-DOS version 2.0,
which is running on Rainbows
today. Another good sign for
DEC watchers.

Micro price
cuts
The price war in the home
computer market continues
unabated. Following
reductions by Sinclair,

Commodore, Atari and Texas
Instruments, Lowe Computers
has announced that the Colour
Genie has been knocked down
from £194 to £168 . This
reduction is even greater than it
at first seems-the previous
price was for a 16k Genie, and
standard memory size is now
32k.

Oric has also announced a
drop in the price of its 48k
model. This now retails at
£139.95 and, as an added
bonus, all purchasers will now
receive a £40 voucher which can
be put towards the cost of the
Oric MCP40 four-colour
printer, which was launched in
June. The 16k Oric will sell for
£99.95. Other Oric peripherals
include the long-awaited
modem and a disk drive- both
are due this autumn.
Steve Mann

New printers
Micromax is a new low -budget
impact printer which, it is
claimed, is suitable for use with
a wide variety of home
computers. The small but
perfectly formed Micromax
measures 43/4 x 81/4 x 21/2 inches
and features a totally enclosed
paper roll.

The printer uses normal
paper and gives 24 standard or
enhanced characters per line . It
provides interfaces for TTL
serial or RS232 serial or parallel
with selectable speeds of 300,
1200 or 2400 Baud. There is a
range of connection cables for
VIC-20, BBC, Dragon, Acorn
Atom, ZX81 , Spectrum and
Research Machines 380Z.
Price is a very reasonable £69,
with interface cables at around
£15. Further details from
Computopia, 30 Lake Street,
Leighton Buzzard, Beds; tel
(0525) 376600.
Steve Mann

Epson Telex link -up - see 'Joining the Gold standard'
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Sensory Chess
Challenger 9

At last -a modular
chess computer of really
advanced specification
which plays superb chess.
* Programme rated by US Chess

Federation at 1771 points
* Accepts library of modules which

further enhance basic programme
* Sensory surface
* Promotes pawns to any legal

piece
* 'Easy mode' downrates the

computer's ability -- ideal for
learning/teaching

* Very easy -to -use problem mode

* Most advanced mate and draw
announcements available

* Comprehensive library of book
openings

* Can take back-up to eleven full
moves

* Book practice mode helps you
develop your opening technique

*. Can advise your best move
* Can play against itself
* Can monitor the play of two humans

Sensory Chess Challenger 9 and the full CGL range are available
throughout the U.K. For details of your nearest stockist and a full
Sensory 9 specification contact: Computer Games Limited, CGL House,
Goldings Hill, Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR. Tel: 01-508 5600.

* Operates on mains (transformer
included) or batteries (not included)

* Thinks during its opponent's
playing time

* The Sensory Chess Challenger 9
has been selected as a
'best buy' by numerous
consumer magazines and one of
the top national dailies.

(41 lei
Bringingsue

r
to life.
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BIGGEST AND BEST
Those of you who are itching to
know who's attending the PCW
Show will be pleased to see the
complete list below. Between
now and the date of the Show,
there may well be one or two
changes, but that just adds an
element of surprise.

Here is the exhibitors' list at
the time of going to press:

* Acorn Computers Ltd
* Addison-Wesley Publishers

Ltd
* Anirog Computers Ltd
* ACT (Holdings) PLC
* Atari UK
* Audiogenic Ltd
* BiBi Magnetics Ltd
* BICC-Vero Electronics Ltd
* Biodata Ltd
* Bug -Byte
* Bubble Bus (The Computer

Room)
* Compsoft Ltd
* Camputers Ltd
* CDS Microsystems Ltd
* Centre Soft
* Commodore Business

Machines
* Computer Bookshop Ltd
* Computer Town UK!
* Comshare Ltd
* Creative Computing
* Digital Equipment Co
* Dragon Data Ltd
* Druvic International
* Elan Computers Ltd
* Electrical -Electronic Press
* EMAP Business &

Computer Publications
* Environmental Equipments

(Northern) Ltd
* Gemini Marketing Ltd
* Group 18 Ltd
* Hofacker Elcomp
* IBM UK Product Sales Ltd
* Ikon Computer Products
* Inter Data Computer

Systems
* JO Research Ltd
* International Computers

Ltd
* Jarman Systems Ltd

* KGB Micros Ltd
* Kansas City Systems Ltd
* Kuma Computers Ltd
* Landau Electronics Ltd
* The Language Laboratory
* Little Genius
* Llamasoft
* Longs Ltd
* Mannesmann -Tally
* Maplin Electronic Supplies
* Mapsoft Ltd
* Mattel Electronics Ltd
* McGraw-Hill Co (UK) Ltd
* Melbourne House

(Publishers) Ltd
* Memotech Ltd
* Microage Ltd
* Microdeal Ltd
* Micronet 800
* Micro Products Software Ltd
* Microwriter Ltd
* Miniature Tool Co
* Moranbrook Ltd
* MPI Ltd
* NEC Business Systems
* Opus Supplies
* Oric Products
* Paperlogic Ltd
* Peachtree Software

International
* Pete and Pam Computers
* Phoenix Technology
* Pilot Software Ltd
* Postern Ltd
* Power Testing (Sales) Ltd
* Premier Publications
* Prentice -Hall International
* Psion Ltd
* Quicksilva Ltd
* Rabbit Software
* Radio & Electronics World
* Rapid Terminals
* Roadrunner Electronic

Products
* Romik Ltd
* SBD Software
* Salamander Software
* Shards Software
* Sharp Business Systems
* Silicon Chip Ltd
* Sinclair Research Ltd
* Smallway Marketing Ltd
* Softsel Computer Products
* Stonechip Ltd

* Systematics International
Microsystems Ltd

* TDI Ltd
* Tabs Ltd
* Texas Instruments Ltd
* Time Computer Products
* Timedata Ltd
* Transam Computers Ltd
* Virgin Games Ltd
* Visionstore Ltd
* WBM Business Supplies Ltd
* John Wiley & Sons Ltd

As you can see the variety is
enormous. Nearly 100
exhibitors are listed above. The
October issue, which will arrive
in the shops about two weeks
before the Show, will preview
exhibitors in more detail. All
the big selling computers will be
in evidence: the Oric,
Spectrum, BBC, VIC-20 and
Commodore 64, Dragon,
DEC's Rainbow, the IBM PC,
Atari 400 and 800 and Sirius.

Commodore has a very big
show planned which will
feature its whole range from the
VIC-20 through '64 and
SuperPET (8000 series) right
up to the new 700 machines,
which will be shown running a
range of business software.
Commodore informs us that 20
completely new programs will
be launched for both business
and home from its stand.

ACT will, of course, show off
the new Apricot, which is a
machine worth a quick look.
It's small (weighs only 171bs),
software compatible with the
Sirius and it comes with 31/2in
microdrives and a small LCD
on the keyboard to show what
the function keys are currently
doing. The Sirius itself will also
appear.

The printed media will be
much in evidence. Creative
Computing will provide
feedback from the other side of
the Atlantic, EMAP and
Electrical -Electronic Press

(and, of course, your favourite,
PCW) will provide news (and
no doubt subscription offers) of
the UK.

Games companies
Quicksilva, Bug -Byte and
Audiogenic will no doubt be
making plenty of noise, while
on the business side, companies
like Compsoft and Tabs will
have various business packages
to offer. Many smaller
companies -Llamasoft ,

Rabbit Software, Artic and
others-will provide the
familiar interesting programs
and useful add-ons. Many
exhibitors, as in previous
shows, will offer special show
prices. We've also heard of one
or two competitions and some
new products-but that's a
secret until next month!

PCW, of course, will
provide, with the invaluable
assistance and organisation of
Little Genius, the Scrabble
Contest. Anyone attending the
Show can enter and there will
be four prizes for the highest
scores.

We would also like to offer
companies the chance to
sponsor the Chess
Tournament. This event has
become recognised throughout
the world of chess programs as a
chance for new programmers
and products to make their
mark. Any sponsorship would
naturally offer the chance of
valuable publicity through the
Show. If your company would
like to add its sponsorship,
possibilities can be discussed by
contacting Sue Clements at
VNU Business Publications,
Evelyn House, 62 Oxford
Street, London W1A 2HG, tel
01-6366890.

Meanwhile, we look forward
to seeing you all at the 1983
PCW Show and to the fun we
know will be had by all! L
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COMMUNICATIONS
PCW welcomes correspondence from its readers but we must warn that it
tends to be one way! Please be as brief as possible and add ' not for
publication' ifyour letter is to be kept private. Please note that we are unable
to give advice about the purchase of computers or other hardware! software

-these questions must be addressed to Len Warner (see 'Computer Answers' page). Address letters to
'Communications,' Personal Computer World, 62 Oxford Street, LondonW1A 2HG.

No offence
Dear Bird
For Heaven's sake, don't
apologise to that creep Dr
Brooke (PCWJuly) for
apparently making some fuss or
other about the indelicate use
of his surname. He should be
honoured. Any right-thinking
person knows that to be
addressed by one's surname
alone implies a pleasing
measure of equality.

Real doctors-not those
joke jobs-come in two
categories: GPs who know
nothing about everything, and
Specialists who know
everything about nothing. In
other words, far be it from the
learned quack (to give him the
benefit of the doubt) to throw
his weight around.

Editors are a different kettle
of fish altogether. The use of
`we' (the first person plural) has
long been limited to monarchs,
editors and ladies in -the -family
way. In this respect, I suppose,
you yourself could theoretically
score twice- and the best of
British luck to you.

But why worry about the
sensitivity of your readers? My
advice is forget it. Just tell us
more about our machinery and
systems.

I mean, here am I, tapping
away at a kind of typewriter
thing you avoid like the plague.
It's probably quite bright in its
own simple way, but hasn't a
elue about high resolution
graphics or any other quality
that might entitle it to a mention
in your columns. Indeed the
advertising blurb suggest that
the most indolent of secretaries
can master every twiddle in the
book while rolling a joint,
sniffing glue , or whatever it is
you do these days to keep up
with the pack.

I only wish I were half as fast
off the mark, with or without
the help of 64k RAM, a Z80A

and an absolutely baffling
4MHz. To be frank, I had
thought of excusing you duty,
as it were, and throwing this
little lot straight at your
secretary-we all know what
it's like at the top. But, horror
of horrors, I can't.

Assuming your credits are as
accurate as the rest of your text
and you haven't yet sacked the
girl, this letter would have to
begin 'Dear Dear' . . . See
what I mean? How terminal can
you get! Better forget the whole
thing.

Save Tracy Dear (BUPA
willing). Call the good doctor.
And perhaps at the same time
spare a thought for those tied
into their systems.

A line on word processors
perhaps?
Michael M Cahill, London

Practical joke?
Can PCW help me solve a
mystery?

See below a letter I received a
while ago, and as you can see, it
makes perplexing reading. I
replied to the letter, saying that
I did have several programs that
I might be interested in having
marketed, and asked for more
details-in particular the
identity of the authors. Not
having received a reply, I now
suspect that the intention of the
authors may not be entirely
honest.

I should imagine that they got
hold of my name through the
fact that I have three
UK101/Superboard programs
currently marketed by Merlin
Micro Systems, and I believe
my name is sent out with these
games should the purchasers
have any queries.

It seems possible now that
the intention of those who
wrote the letter was perhaps to
get free software, or

alternatively to 'steal'
programmers from other firms
(which would not apply in my
case). Perhaps I am being over
suspicious, but my suspicion
has been fuelled by theirs; I am
perfectly willing to trust a
reputable company to be
honest with software royalties,
etc, but an 'accommodation
address' is a different matter.

I hope you, or a reader, may
be able to explain this mystery
tome, and I hope it also serves
as a possible warning to others
who receive similar letters to be
cautious.
P.S. It has been suggested that
the letter was a practical joke -
if so, then my congratulations
to the joker. I have fallen hook
line, and sinker!- and my
congratulations also to his
attention to detail-the
postmark was from London.

48, Fitzroy Street
London W1P 5HS

14 April 1983.

Our ref. JC/57
Dear Mr Harrison,

It has been brought to our
attention that you are a
particularly capable
programmer of micro
computers, especially with
regard to games.

We are a newly established
computer software company
currently marketing a selection
of programs for micro
computers to all major outlets
in the UK. As a result of our
success to date we are at present
seeking to extend the range of
games we have to offer.

With this in mind, we are able
to pay significant royalties and
we therefore invite you to
submit details or, preferably,
examples of your work.

If you wish to benefit from
our well respected marketing
expertise, seek high financial
rewards and want to establish
yourself in this highly
competitive market, we should

like to hear from you.
Note: For security reasons

we request you to write to the
above accommodation address
quoting our reference number
JC/57."
David Harrison, Bury, Lancs.

OK, we're baffled-any ideas?
- Ed.

Back to Basics
Both in the computer press and
in personal contacts I am
flooded with statements that
Basic is a poor language and
that Pascal is superb.

The MBasic program below
is the most used routine in
several programs that I use for
serious purposes.

It would normally be
rewritten in machine code for
long runs but a high level
language simplifies initial
testing of the correctness of the
logic.

Perhaps some Pascal buff
could say how he would write it
effectively in Pascal with every
bit, in each work, valid and
independent.

A long winded solution is, of
course, possible but processing
every bit separately is
incredibly slow.
5 DEFINT R,S,X,Y
1000 S1 =0:S2 = -1:S4=0:S8
=-1.
1010 X=S(S) AND R:R=NOT
R
1020 Y=S(S+1) AND R
1030 X=X OR Y
1040 IF XTHEN Y=S1 and
X:Sl =S1 XOR X:X=Y
1050 IF XTHEN Y =S2 and
X:S2 =S2 XOR X:X=Y
1060 IF X THEN Y = S4 and
X:S4 =S4 XOR X:X=Y
1070 IF X THEN S8 = S8 XOR
X
1180:
1190 WHILE S8: SX=S8
1200 SX1 =NOT
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S1 :SX2 =NOT S2: SX4 = NOT
S4:SX8 =NOT S8
1210 S1 =S1 AND SX8:S2 =S2
AND SX8: S4 =S4 AND SX8
1225 SX1=SX1 AND
S8: SX2 = SX2 AND
S8:SX4=SX4 AND
SX8:SX8=SX8 AND S8
1230 Y=SX1 AND
SX: SX1 =SX1 XOR SX:
SX=Y
1240 IF SX THEN Y=SX2
AND SX:SX2=SX2 XOR
SX:SX=Y
1245 IF SXTHEN Y=SX4
AND SX:SX4=SX4 XOR
SX:SX=Y
1250 IF SX THEN SX8=SX8
XOR SX
1260 SX1= SX1 AND
S8:SX2=SX2 AND
S8:SX4 =SX4 AND
SX8:SX8 =SX8 AND S8
1270 S1 =SX1 OR S1 :S2 =S2
OR SX2: S4 =S4 OR SX4
1275 S8=0
1280 WEND
1285 S8= SX
This routine is the essential of
the main routine of several
programs. How may it be
programmed efficiently in
Pascal?
RG Silson, Tring, Herts.

work and scientific users.
Guy Kewney's flippant

comments about it being
nothing special for WordStar
and Mailmerge are unhelpful
and probably irrelevant. I
would like to see a section in
your reviews given over to the
mathematical capabilities of
the machine, at least of those
which have any, and a return of
Dick Pountain.
George Weeden, Edinburgh

Dick reviewed the Tandy Model
100 in August and the Pied Piper
in this issue.

Steve Mann's review of the
Sord M5 in the August issue and
Shirley and Pete Fawcett's
review of the Micro -Professor
this month also contain
information about the maths
functions. However, some
machines we review are aimed
specifically at the business user
of word-processing, database,
spreadsheet and accountancy
packages. In these cases we
concentrate on those facilities.

We are very proud of our
Benchtests which are generally
the most comprehensive and
informed reviews in the
industry.

See our regular feature
SubSet for how to get more out
of your machine. - Ed.

it to customers who requested
it). The same is true of the latest
version (4.0a).

Another difficulty is the
generally unpredictable
performance of the present
acoustic modem: the whole
business is rather reminiscent
of the cat's whisker days of
radio. I find that occasionally a
telephone receiver will not fit
into the modem at all and
merely resting on the top
produces a nil response from
Prestel and a screenful of
garbage: clearly there is
considerable variation in size of
the standard receiver.

On the positive side,
however, I must extol Micronet
as potentially a rich educational
resource. In my work as an
educational consultant I have
found that pupils of 11 years of
age can readily log on to the
system and access the data they
require for proj ects and
download programs for use in
lessons. At this stage of
development many of the
programs have little to offer
educationally but recent
additions, in particular those of
CET, are of sufficient quality
greatly to encourage teachers
who were beginning to fear that
there was no software relevant
to their needs.

The system has much to offer
and the friendly approach is
very attractive, especially
when, as in my case, it is
followed -up (from my problem
explained in a response frame)
by two phone calls and a gratis
tape of software.

I have joined Homelink via
Micronet and also enjoy the
benefits of telebanking through
this service. My pupils have
already accepted that this is
how their bank transactions will
be conducted when they are
adults: full marks to Micronet.
0 P Alexander, Bournemouth

headlines were:
Like Father Like Son
Read this Ad to your Wife
(implying that only men bought
computers)

I wrote to the company and
complained, twice. But I
received no reply. But in the
latest copy of PCW,I saw a
beautiful ad by Dragon. In
large type, it said:

'If you want to know which
computer to buy, ask your
expert.'

And the expert was
portrayed as a girl in cap and
gown.

Maybe it was just a
coincidence. But maybe my
letter (and others) did influence
their ads. But I did write to the
company and told them that I
was pleased.

If readers see ads which
portray women in a particularly
bad or good light , I would really
appreciate a copy. Please state
where and when it was
published (if possible), if it is
not obvious from the copy.
Thank you.
Danielle R Bernstein, 1
Ethelred Court, Headington,
Oxford OX3 9DA 

Scientific
I would like to draw attention
a marked deterioration
recent months in the quality
PCWs reviews of, and
formal passing references
new machines, at least
scientific and technical
are concerned. Up to
months ago, your reviewers,
especially the admirable
Pountain, used to give
the essential information
the quality of the arithmetic
presence or absence of
important programming
library features such
operations or true subroutines
with formal parametal
variables. All this has
vanished and we hear
nothing but keyboards
word processing and
spreadsheets.

A particularly gross
occurred in Newsprint
July issue concerning
Tulip machine. I know
whatsoever about the
but it is pretty certain
computer with 8086 and
processors has far better
arithmetic capabilities
most and is almost certainly
oriented towards mathematical
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Stuart Sampson,
Yorks
Our printer is sent
Ed.
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Frustration
I read , with great interest, the
article on Micronet 800 (PCW
July) and while being in
agreement with the general
conclusions reached I cannot
but voice reservations about
the first few months of the
service.

The initial difficulties of
downloading and saving the
Aladdin's Cave of free programs
meant many hours of sheer
frustration for BBC micro
users. Only weeks later, with
the arrival of an addendum
sheet (dated 25 March)
containing an improved version
of the terminal software along
with a rather mild apology for
those of us who were
attempting the impossible with
our 1.2 system, did our micro,
indeed, 'come to life'. The
procedure for producing one's
back-up terminal software at
1200 baud from the one issued
at 300 seemed simple but how
much better it would have been
if a replacement cassette had
been sent (if necessary limiting

Up Secret
Further to my article on
cryptography (PCWJuly 83),
various reports have appeared
in the press saying that the RSA
public -key cryptosystem had
been broken. This was since my
article was written. As a result I
wrote to Adi Shamir, a
co -inventor of the RSA system,
in Israel. From his reply, it is
clear that these reports were the
result of a gross
misunderstanding. They arose
from a paper which Shamir
himself had published, of which

Female
I am studying
women and
ads. Most
sexist, but
occasional
women as
than spectators
This is especially
when it is in
press.

Last autumn,
Dragon ads
offensive.

role
the portrayal

girls in computer
ads are dreadfully
I do enjoy
ad which involves
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he sent me an abstract. * In this,
he demonstrates the insecurity

has got 80 column display; 64k
RAM at 4MHz, without waits;

of computers as their use in
science , education or other

and to answer Martin's points
on what I wrote, I will try to

of the so-called 'knapsack' twin disks, etc andit'sa lot more 'real' fields. explain why. I would add that I
system, a rival to his own RSA flexible than most of the Towards the end of his accept that many people will
system. The press took this to 'modern' machines, thanks to 'Statement' Martin objects that consider some of my views
mean that he had in effect the (original) Nascom and computer games 'help to push extreme, and I do not claim to
publicly shown that his own Gemini companies 'get in there individuals down to some level be in anyway right. I have just
system was no good! with an iron' attitude as of "lowest common highlighted some dangers and

In fact, the security of the opposed to 'sorry Sir, looking at denominator" of intellectual some possibilities.
RSA system still rests on the a screw holding the case activity or aspiration' and that I do feel that, for many
difficulty of finding the two together invalidated the 'even the games approach can people, computer games have
prime factors of a large warranty'. be used to better advantage'. the power to replace such
number. This is a problem that
has occupied some of our best

Clive P A Waller, Chiatronix,
Luton, Beds

The assumption behind these
statements seems to be that all

activities as outlined- and
many others - and that they

minds since the ancient Greeks,
and no easy solution has been

computer games have
pretensions to being of some

are used (as the activities have
been used) as a means of

found to date. Better Macho move intellectual or educational 'proving' oneself. I have
computers make it a bit easier,
but they also make it much I am often amazed at the novel

value whereas, as far as I can
tell, most of them strive only to

nothing as such against the
games (OK, I don't go for them

easier to use codes with still arguments people think up to be fun to play-and rightly so. personally, but that's different)
larger numbers. Users of RSA justify their attacks on You might as well object to and no, they do not prevent one
systems can remain confident computer games. A case in swimming or parachuting (or from doing other things if one
of their security unless some
truly magical factoring

point is Martin Banks"Banks
Statement' in the June issue.

drinking) on the grounds that
they are not educational.

wants to. My main complaint,
doubt, fear, call it what you

algorithm is devised. The first half is largely There are, of course, some will, is that they remove people
George Sassoon, Warminster, devoted to a comparison very intellectual computer from reality. Even worse, they
Wilts between computer game games but they are another can give a totally distorted view
*Shamir Adi A polynomial playing (of the arcade variety) matter and have a very different of life.
time algorithm for breaking and such pursuits as drinking appeal to those of the arcade Martin says, quite rightly,
Merkle-Hellman competitions and hazardous variety. that there is often considerable
cryptosystems (Weizmann driving. Martin suggests that To be fair, I do not think the skill involved in playing an
Inst, Israel, April 1982) the former has replaced the issue is completely clear cut and arcade game. This means that

latter activities as a means of I'm sure that there are cases the game typically tests manual
allowing young to prove where computer games have dexterity in intercepting onepeople
themselves. been positively harmful. But video image with a moving line

Retrospection Even if you accept (and I there is strong evidence (their emanating from another video
don't) that this accounts for success, for instance) that these image, under operator control.

Nostalgia for the early days of more than a small proportion of  games give a lot of pleasure to a The trouble is, it doesn't sound
microcomputing seems to be in computer game playing, I don't lot of people. That is surely terribly exciting stated like
at the moment; what we really see that it is an indictment of the something to be grateful for? that, does it?
need is a revival of the spirit we games themselves. The fact Finally, I think I should point Say instead that the player is
had in those days. Have our that these games are around out that I am not saying these 'defending your galaxy from
soldering irons lost their bits? doesn't prevent you from doing things out of self-interest (I alien invaders, armed with
Come on Guy the Private Eye,
don't complain that an

the other things (and in my
experience they are alive and

don't work for Atari or
anything) and write purely as an

photon torpedoes and nuclear
bombs,' and it sounds more

American machine has a well). What it does mean is that enthusiast and occasional interesting.
modem to Ma Bell's spec, find
out what's driving it then write

you have more choice. Many
people, I'm sure, would argue

player. Whatever anyone says,
I think the games are here to

This is why I refer to the
unreality of the games.

an article on how to change it to that playing games in which you stay. Swimming, parachuting and
CCITT spec. If it uses a cannot come to any real harm is Martin Perry, Pinner, drinking are, in fact, more
MC14412 or that dreamy (have preferable to playing ones in Middlesex educational than the games, if
you seen the price?) AM7910 which you can. only because they are 'real'. Do
modem chip then change the Martin says that computer them wrong and you drown, dig
Logic state on one pin and
maybe a few component values

game playing removes one
from reality. This is true in so

Martin Banks
1 

a very deep hole very quickly ,
or get sick for a week.

in the filters. far as there are no real Pac-Men replies With the games you are
My current hobby horse is or Space Invaders but that is not throwing nuclear bombs

that too many people are
changing their hardware

the point. The skill required to
score a million at 'Defender' or

It was with a certain amount of
pleasure that I read Martin's

around with gay abandon,
killing God knows who, just

because they think computing whatever certainly isn't unreal riposte to my piece on games in because they happen to
is about running software that and if the games didn't provide Banks' Statement. It is good to 'appear'. You can even get five
someone else has written on some kind of genuine challenge know that there are some out 'lives', where the player can get
next month's hardware; the old I don't think people would there thinking more general wasted and miraculously
hardware may need an update enjoy playing them. The thoughts about home brought back to life without a
from time to time but
scrapping , no!My company is

games' scenarios are fantasy,
yes, but to object to them on

computers and their
implications than the size of a

blemish- you don't even get a
mild shock through the joystick

still using the Nascom 1 we that basis is stupid. memory or address bus. to let you know you blew it.
purchased in 1979; granted it Martin seems unable to I do have a suspicion (and I Am I overstating the case?
has been added to and attacked accept that computer games admit that it is predominantly Very probably I am, but I
with a soldering iron from time need no more justification than no more than that) that many cannot help wondering where
to time, but the only redundant the fact that they are fun to play. computer games-particularly such games could lead, and
parts are a few EPROMs and a Game playing, it seems tome, is those of the arcade variety- maybe it is better to state an
small disk drive board. Yes, it just as legitimate an application are not entirely a good thing, opinion now rather than later. I
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view the implied violence of 'references to the Olivetti M20 printer insists on spewing out as Jii the Tandy Model 100
such games with horror, I'm are conspicuous by their I search for yet more codes. (Newsprint Page 109). I find the
afraid. It is an old saying, but absence', and also set the This time a phone call to design excellent, particularly
`violence begets violence' is as record straight concerning ACT in Birmingham. the large screen and the
true now as it ever was, and Forth. 'Hello I wonder if you could resident programs.
attitudes to violence-its Your reviewer of PolyForth help me regarding the ACT 40 The Telecom program is
implicit acceptance as OK in on the IBM PC concluded with printer.' certainly more than 'useless
the form of these games, for the words 'if it's speed you're 'Not off the top of me 'ed Sir.' silicon' because the 'find and
example-is an essential part after, then this is the package 'Well I've been having a little dial' system for telephone
of this. One only has to observe for you'. It isn't. OliForth, an trouble deciphering the numbers works straight away
the relationship between enhanced version of the Forth manual . . . ' and the modem chip (mc 14412)
violence on TV and film, and its 79 standard, running on the 'Oh that's alright, we don't is pin -changeable to CCITT
occurrence in real life. The two Olivetti M20 under PCOS, understand it either. It's standards by a connection
quite naturally feed off each returns an average of 7.6 translated from Japanese you change. I suspect any problem
other. Many of these games are seconds across the 15 original know.' will be in the software and the
just grist to the mill. Benchmarks, and inclusion of 'I know.' difficulty of getting the whole

I accept the following as a the 'mixed maths' Benchmark 'What you need is the unit approved by the telephone
paranoid scenario but: we live increases the discrepancy Supplementary Technical authorities. Tandy may omit it
now in enough danger of some between OliForth and any Reference Manual, it's about initially in Europe I believe.
political lunatic (and it is my other version still further. two inches thick and shouldn't In any case, an external
considered opinion that the As a director of the software cost you more than about modem on the RS232 has man}
vast majority of politicians fit house that wrote and markets twenty-five quid.' advantages, for instance, one
the bill) pressing one or two of OliForth, I realise that talk of When, oh when . . . can choose the baud rate and
the right buttons in a fit of
high -principled pique, thus

Benchmark timings are often a
little spurious and 'macho' -

R M Richards, Menai Bridge,
Gwynedd

connect to a radio transmitter
or a direct line.

reconstituting all of us. Just however, given that Forth is It is fashionable to comment
imagine how much easier it will often used in time and on the Telecom approval
be in a few years' time when the precision -critical applications., sharp process. I approached Telecom
lunatics (sorry, politicians) who I think mention of the above is eye with the design of a modem
lead us are drawn from the probably justified in this which is line powered, ie , using
ranks of those that currently
think nothing of 'nuking'

instance.
Robert Ward, Tower

As a user of the PC1500 I am
alway s interested to see this

the 50v of the telephone line so
that no external power supply

whole galaxies by the hundred,
and for a cost/effective outlay of
only 20 pence.

Yes, I know, I'm just being

Associates, Derby often overlooked machine
I wasmentioned in print.shock

pleased to see Amanda Parfitt's
contribution in the July issue in

and hence no danger of electric
arises, particularly in the

case of the M100. I have found
Telecom receptive and helpful

Serioussilly.
I

which a whole page was
devoted to a program that

and the fees moderate, so any
obstructionism seems to be

complaint sidestepped the problem of not
being able to CSAVE or

other than at the engineering
level.

Advice I am the proud owner of a brand CLOAD the function key. RJ Redding, Design

I am considering buyinganI
Acorn Atom, possibly as a kit,
so I decided to contact Acorn
for literature.

The first time I sent one of thecoupons from an advert, butCLOADed
received no reply. That was at
the end of February, and since
then I have sent two personal
letters including stamped
addressed envelopes. No

new Sirius 1computertogetherAutomationwith an ACT 40 printer. NotBerks
but Iunusual mayyou think,

did say owner not user.
newunpackedmyHavingRAM

eagerlymacne reached outIhi
for the handbooks so that I
could update my present Basic

underto runprogramsthere
Basic -86. Alas I could not find
any reference in any of the three

tried the program, it
worsk!! but I think that PC1500
(and PC2) users will be more
interested to know that the
entire RESERVE area of

can be CSAVEd and
in the normal way;

all you have to do is select the
RESERVE mode first. Since

are only 188 bytes to be
saved the process only takes a
few seconds. Note also that if

Ltd, Maidenhead,

See PCW A ugust for a full
Benchtest- Ed.

Clar
I would
error

ification
like to point out an

in your news item headed
replies have been forthcoming,
and I wonder whether my
letters have gone straight into
the bin or whether some
enterprising secretary opens
them and steams the stamp off
the SAE for further use!

Please can you advise me
where such literature is
available?
John Cooper, Camberley,
Surrey

manuals to enable me to
perform simple tasks, ie, clear
screen, etc. I initially had to
spend hours finding values for
all the functions-some still
remain mysteriously buried in
the depths of the machine.

I have 320,000 controllable
at myfingertips,pixels(actually

definition fine enough to pick
out the warts on my Aunt
Maude's nose, but how do I get
at 'em? . . . a quick phone call

you try to CLOAD a
RESERVE file when you are in
the wrong mode (RUN or
PRO) the computer will ignore
it completely.

Oh yes! and when is
somebody going to write some
decent, well -priced software?

this is a plug because I
have ! 0
Charlie Simpson, Twerton,
Bath

'Parting Company' (June
1983), which I believe was
written by Guy Kewney.
Datapoint is not and never has
been a subsidiary of TRW Inc
and so the question of 'slight
embarrassment' does not
apply. Until two years ago
TRW distributed Datapoint
products outside the US, but
that was the extent of the
association. Secondly, I

Overto you Acorn- Ed to my dealer. 'Oh you need the
wonder if the users of the 5 ,000

systems hardware manual Sir.' . ARCNETS from Datapoint
'all

A mere £40+ extra. Satisfied would agree that these
hopelessly

Forth right Ah well, not to despair, let's networks are
premature anyway'.Glyn

get to grips with the printer. customer Jones, Datapoint
I would like to counter the The manual is written in
assertion in this column (July) JapEng . . . more hours spent I feel Guy Kewney is unfair in
by Brian Darmanin , that clearing up reams of paper the your July issue in his comments END
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POPS
The public relations man looked simul-
taneous.y horrified and perplexed. There
may also have been a touch of cynicism
thrown in for good measure.

`Cedric?' he asked, incredulously.
`Yes,' said a small, acned individual of

perhaps thirteen tender and sheltered
years.

`No-one is called Cedric these days, are
they?' The PR man felt there was nothing
left to do. Young Cedric may be brilliant-
everyone said his new games program was
one of the best ever -but there was no way
the PR man could make either the lad or his
product a worldwide success without some
drastic surgery.

Acne was one thing,it could even be
made vaguely romantic with a great deal of
effort. But there was nothing else for it,
that name would have to go.

Six hours and a bottle of gin later, the PR
man returned to his bosses wearing a
slightly incoherent smile and slurred 'got
it, got the whole package worked out.
There's only one way Shedric's program is
going to be a shuccess. Gotta go back to the
old days, like when we .was in records.
We're gonna hype the little devil till it
hurts.'

And so it was that small, acned Cedric
Arbuthnot from Wapping became Ivan
Andov, the genius son of a white Russian
emigre, who was discovered busking
VIC-20 programs on a street corner off the
Rue Pigalle in Paris. The acne was now an
obscure, incurable skin disease picked up
when his late, aristocratic mother was a
cabaret programmer in a Bangkok system
house supper club.

His games program, originally called
Tax Avoidance Routines No 1, was
re -christened Jason in the Caves of the Cay
Man and went on to make its publishers -
formerly a major record company -
immensely rich. It would lend Ivan money

'Good games writers are

liable to become "stars" in
their own right. They are

also liable to become as rich

as many pop music stars

of today...
when he needed it or send him out on
promotional trips in a borrowed Rolls
Royce.

There ends, for the moment at least, this
month's Story Time, and let me stress that,
at this point in time, it is a story with no
basis in truth. But that is only as far as I

know, for I have a feeling that if it isn't
happening now, it soon will be.

You see, several things have come to
light recently that point to a new develop-
ment in the business. Individually they are
not worth repeating, but together they
show that another analogy between com-
puters and the record industry is showing
up, and that it is an analogy that is not
altogether wholesome in its connotations.

That analogy is, in one word, hype. Now
that there is a goodish installed base of
home computers out there, the software
industry is scrabbling to jump on the
bandwagon. Quite right, too, I hear
someone say, and I agree with you - but
only up to a point. With such a vast market
growing ever more crowded with new
games and hobby programs every day,
something has to be done to get them
noticed.

There was a time when all that was
needed was a ten -penny advert in a
magazine not totally dissimilar to PCW.
The world was small enough then for it to
be seen and noticed. Today that is not
liable to be enough.

Already the advertisements are getting
bigger and grander (quite right, too, I hear
the publishers say). The authors of the
programs are beginning to be publicised as
personalities, which indeed some of them
are. There are 'pop' charts showing which
programs are selling best. It gets to look
more like the record industry every day.

And, of course, the way things are going,
that is exactly what it is going to be. The
record companies, observing the diametri-
cally opposing trends in sales potential of
the record business and the home compu-
ter software business, are about to de-
camp from the former to the latter en
masse. (OK, so they're not necessarily
actually going to give up the record making
business, but they do know a good gravy
train when they see one.)

As such companies move in, several
things are likely to happen. One is that the
home software business-games and stuff
like that - will go from being shoe -string
to the other thing. When it comes to
promotional gambits, the megabucks are
about to start flying around. What we have
seen so far in software promotion has been
kids stuff carried out on small change.
These efforts have been worthwhile for
many of the participants it is true, but now
the big boys are coming out to play.

Another thing that is likely to happen is
that, despite their acknowledged financial
clout, there is no natural follow-on that
what record companies spend their money
on promoting will be any good. As was
witnessed in the sixties, when the record

companies took Liverpool apart trying to
find their own version of the Beatles, they
are expert at following the trends poorly,
and not half so good at picking the right
new, and unknown, developments. If they
are so weedy in their own back garden, it
could be fun watching them treading in the
doggie -do of a strange and new business.

This is where it could get interesting, for
each of the companies will no doubt have
its different approach. Some, I feel sure,
will want to hedge their bets and cut
corners by buying in the expertise. This will
probably be in the form of one of the small
but successful software publishing corn -

'Other companies might take
a different approach and try

to hype their way to
success.

panies that lacks, above all else, finance.
This, in my own extremely humble

opinion, would not necessarily be a bad
thing. Indeed, it could be beneficial to all
concerned.

Other companies might take a different
approach and try to hype their way to
success. It has been found before in the
record business that enough money can
sometimes push a product to the top
despite its quality (or lack of it). The
methods of achieving this are not all that
wholesome either. The record industry
itself has had to come to terms with the
sometimes gross manipulation of the pop
charts. Get something in the charts and it
will become 'sellable' . . . so do what you
have to in order to get it in the charts: that
has been the motto.

Even now this cannot be guarded against
completely in the record business, and in
the software business the 'charts' are wide
open to every con going. I have no specific
evidence for what follows but, when
someone in the business says to me that
chart manipulation is going on, and that his
suppliers are saying that a little financial
inducement in the right direction will
ensure that a program gets to the top in the
next issue of a magazine, then there is an
outside chance that it might not all be a
pack of lies . . . know what I mean, nudge,
nudge, wink -wink?

And already the power of chart position-
ing - manipulated or not - is being felt.
The retailers are finding that they must
watch the magazines closely and stock up
on the ones that gain both the high spots in
the charts, and the good reviews. Getting a
five-star rating in a magazine means a
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program gets sales. It follows that there is a
potential for some unscrupulous com-
panies to try to acquire such ratings.

The ratings are important because the
users have so little else to go on in choosing
new programs. This is why the authors are
likely to become personalities in their own
right, for in the same way that the music
business sells on the name of the artist (if
you like Rod Stewart or Simon Rattle you
are much more inclined to buy their new
records just because you know you like
them), so the software business will follow
suit.

Good games writers are liable to become
`stars' in their own right. They are also
liable to become as rich as many pop music

stars of today, and this is attracting another
problem for the industry (and another
good reason for having the museum/
archive I wrote about in PCW July).
Having read of the money some of the early
`stars' are making already, kids are starting
to clamour to become stars themselves.
Worse still, parents are dragging reluctant
children along to publishers, just because
they have bought a VIC or Sinclair and can
make it print 'Get lost' . . . smart kid, eh?

One instance of this that I have heard of
had parents demanding an advance royalty
of £50,000 from a games publisher for a
new game written by their 'brilliant' spotty
erk. Two things prevented the transaction
in the end. One was that the publisher had

been around a bit. The game the kid had
`written' was in fact an old 8k PET program
copied and modified. The kid had found it
at school. The publisher remembered
playing it himself all those years ago
(three?). Without an archive, museum and
indeed sound copyright laws, there is going
to be much more of this, so publishers
ought to mug up on the old stuff.

The other reason he didn't do a deal? Oh
yes, he didn't have £50,000 in spare cash at
the time. The record companies, of course,
will have. The time is coming to buy lots
and lots of Kleenex, for there are going to
be some wonderful colds caught in the near
future.
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risiEW from NEC!

the ADVANCED
Personal Computer (APC)
for only £1,985 + VAT

which is little short of sensational for the following
Standard features:

* Full 5 MHz 8086 16 bit processor (true 16 bit data bus).
* Dual 8" Disks, 2 x 1 MegaByte. IBM 3740 standard also.
* Standard CP/M-86 operating system, (MSDOS & UCSD soon).
* 128k user RAM + screen RAM + system ROM + battery -backed
CMOS non-volatile RAM & clock/calendar.
* 8 x 19 dot high resolution character screen definition, (25 lines of
80 characters + 26th system status line).
* 256 standard character set includes maths/Greek symbols.
Additional 256 user -programmable shape character set.
* Award winning NEC 7220 graphic chip in character nelode.
* 61 key keyboard + 25 key numeric/cursor pad + 22 dual mode
function keys with labelling facility (16 of which will each hold two 15
character user strings).
* Serial RS -232 synch/asynch to 19,000 baud. Parallel 0/P.
* Programmable power -off, 2 year lithium battery. Music.
* Superb manuals, operating level to full technical spec.

Optional Extra features:
* User memory expandable in 128k units to 640k RAM.
* One/two Hard Disk drives shortly (9 or 18 MB formatted).
* 8 colour screen (Benchmark & Masterplanner use colour).
* Very High Resolution graphics: 640x475 screen from 1024x1024
bit -map 8 colour array (384k RAM!). Hardware draw, pan & zoom
using 2nd NEC 7220 controller. Fast! Macro shape generation etc with
CPM-86 GSX/GSS software.
* 32 bit Hardware Arithmetic Processor: 25 times CPU speed.

Software:
NEC Benchmark Word Processor. DBASE II Data Base. Masterplanner
spreadsheet. Our own bespoke Accounts Software or Systematics
through NEC. IBM etc terminal emulation. RM/Cobol & other standard
CP/M-86 software.

Brighton Computer
CE11412

130 Lewes Road, Brighton BN2 3LG
(0273) 673114 Mon -Sat 10am-6pm

Please send me further details of the NEC APC.

Name

Company

Address

Tel

Application PCW 9/83

THINKING ABOUT

.61
11A6iteitg,06tallin9

We can supply the following:
PLANNERCALC CP/M machines'
MASTERPLANNER More advanced features than

PLANNERCALC. CP/M machines'-
can use data files created by
PLANNERCALC.
Also available for CP/M-86
machines' and IBM PC (PC -DOS or
CP/M-86)

CALCSTAR CP/M machines'
SUPERCALC CP/M machines', and IBM PC (PC -

DOS or CP/M-86)
VISICALC Apple 11 (64K), APPLE //e (128K-),

IBM PC (PC-DOS)-(256K)
Commodore 8096 / 8032 / 2001

ADVANCED VISICALC Apple ///, APPLE //e (Available June/
July?)

MULTIPLAN Mu)aly4Advanced features. Non CP/M
versions can use files created by
VISICALC. IBM PC (PC -DOS), APPLE
11, APPLE //e. CP/M versions' also
available.

DESKTOP PLAN IBM PC, APPLE 11, APPLE //e, APPLE
///

MICRO FINESSE APPLE APPLE //e, IBM PC (UCSD

MICROMODELLER
p -system)
APPLE 11, APPLE //e

The ultimate in FINANCIAL MODELLING
 Dependent upon disk format-includes APPLE when fitted with Z80 Soltcard.

" Hardware/Software enhancements available to increase User Memory up to 255K.

Prices start at £85

OR PERHAPS

&EC 65icot
V151 t)Le 6 YOUR

ON

If you need: APPLE ][
EXTRA MEMORY
Ramex 16K RAM Board Gives 34K User Memory

(No extra S/W required)
Ramex 128K RAM Board Requires SUPER EXPANDER series software
Saturn 32K RAM Board Requires VC -EXPAND series software
Saturn 128K RAM Board Requires VC -EXPAND series software
Saturn Accelerator ][ makes Apple ]['s speed 31/2 times faster.

Prices start at £75

SOFTWARE
EXPANDER 40 -column Display with 2 x Ramex 16K Boards
SUPER EXPANDER 40 -column Display with Ramex 128K Board
SUPER EXPANDER/80 80 -column Display with Ramex 128K Board
SUPER EXPANDER/80.2 80 -column Display with 2 x Ramex 128K Boards
VC -EXPAND 40 -column Display with Saturn 128K and/or 32K Boards,

plus an optional Ramex 16K RAM Board
VC-EXPAND780 80 -column Display version of VC -EXPAND
VisiCalc PRE -BOOT Diskette

80 -column Display with main memory up to 64K
CDEX Training for VisiCalc

Self contained inter -active self -training program

Prices start at £34.95

HARDWARE
Videx VIDEOTERM Board Required for all 80 -column display purposes
Videx SWITCH PLATE

Manual switching between 40 and 80 column displays
Videx SOFT VIDEO SWITCH

Automatic switching between 40 and 80 column displays
Videx ENHANCER 11

Lower-case characters, and Input buffering for Keyboard
Videx FUNCTION STRIP

16 Function keys programmable with ENHANCER I)

Prices start at £13.50
BOOKS
The Power of VisiCalc Vol 1/2 £10.95 VisiCalc Home &OfficeComp. £11.50
Power of MultiPlan £9.85 Doing Business with VisiCalc £11.95
The Power of VisiPlot £9.85 Mastering VisiCalc £11.95
VisiCalc made easy £11.78 Intro. to VisiCalc Matrixing £15.95
VisiCalc for I.B.M. Computers £15.40

MAIL ORDER ONLY

V rill= PARKINS ASSOCIATES

20 RIDGEWAY, RAYLEIGH, ESSEX SS6 7BJ
ASSOCIATES Tel: 0268-743928
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THE AUTOMATED
CLASSROOM

With the increasing use of micros in education, there has been a mixed reaction from both teacher and pupil.
Derrick Daines provides a valuable insight into what's going on.

Despite our relentless pioneering at the
frontiers of technology, PCW has neglected
a vital lead into the future -education.education. Now
former PCW educational correspondent
Derrick Daines is back with an occasional
series on micros in education. Why not rally
to his call, be you teacher, pupil or mortal,
and send in a few opinions of your own?

As I was saying . . .

A deputy head of my acquaintance told
me a little while ago that he had given up
prejudging educational computer prog-
rams until he had seen the children using
them. He added, half in jest, that he lets
them tell him how good the program is!
Another teacher remarked firmly that he
wouldn't let children choose their own
video nasties and so he wouldn't let them
choose their own computer programs
either.

To some extent, those two views
encapsulate for me one of the fundamental
problems facing education following the
arrival of the computer in the classroom.
The first man shows what I believe to be a
becoming modesty and an open mind. The
second shows a caring attitude and a sense
of responsibility, but a closed mind. I hope
that more experience with a computer in
his classroom will broaden his views.

It isn't only the children who learn when
a computer is put into the classroom. The
teacher learns, as do the head, the
governors, parents and the inspectors. I
first wrote that remark a couple of years
ago and an inspector friend of mine
demanded: 'Are you saying that the
Inspectorate are ignorant?' I ducked the
question, but I noticed that a few weeks
later there was an in-service day laid on for
the inspectors!

So, everybody learns, albeit different
things. The teacher learns first of the
enormously motivating effect that the
computer has on the pupils, and may even
feel a twinge of jealousy that an inanimate
machine can have an effect that he or she
has unsuccessfully striven for over a
number of years. The first reaction of many
teachers is swiftly to transfer to the
computer a lot of the chores of education

- all of those things that pupils do not like
very much and which come under the
general heading of drill and practice. Why
not? Why not cash in on the motivation
that the computer provides? Hooray for
the computer!

Drills and frills
After a while, however, it begins to dawn
that even computer -generated motivation
will not sustain an interest in computer -
generated drill and practice, so such
activities are frequently wrapped up in a
game and we have drills and frills. That's
the sort of thing where, as a reward for
getting a sum right, the user gets to zap a
Klingon or something, and - bless 'em -
children are pretty loyal and don't mind if
the proportion of drill to frill is kept
reasonable. After all, it's what has been
happening in schools for generations; only
the frill has been changed.

I suspect that is where the second
teacher above is right now. I suspect that he
suspects that given a choice, the kids would
be happier blasting away at Space Invaders
or Pacman rather than working at Space
Sums or whatever we call our drills and
frills program. He's right, of course. After
all, what could be more soul-destroying
than an inanimate object coldly shoving
thousands of little problems at you? I
mean, you can't even put a whoopee
cushion under it! It is not surprising that
one hears of children who groan with
dismay when it is their turn to go on the
computer.

At this stage many teachers will dismiss
the computer as a worthless gimmick -a
novelty quickly outgrown.

It's strange, isn't it? For years the
computer was resisted in the classroom
because inter alia teachers feared that it
would replace them, yet many teachers will
come to dismiss the computer because it
doesn't! To put that another way, just as a
workcard is not a substitute for a teacher,
making the computer into an animated or
reactive workcard will not replace the
teacher either. It cannot be stated often
enough that the computer presents us with

wholly new opportunities and that to
confine it to present old stuff on a new
medium is to stifle the opportunities.

Acclimatisation
When given new technology, it is hard for
us to think widely enough and to explore
freely enough. People of my generation
will remember newsreels of Polish cavalry
charging against invading German tanks;
they were still using the methods of a
generation before. Similarly, when the
cine camera was invented, one of its first
uses was to record stage events; the camera
was stationary and simply recorded what
went on in front of it. Techniques such as
flash -backs, dissolves and so on came later,
as did the use of these techniques to create
special story -telling effects possible in no
other way. It has taken eighty years of
experience and experimentation with the
movie camera to produce the current level
of film production, and to discover the best
use of the computer will probably take
longer.

This is where the first teacher of my
opening paragraph scores. In adopting an
open-minded policy he shows himself
ready to learn and experiment and re-
evaluate what he is doing; willing to try to
get the best out of his classroom computer
and perhaps to discover new ways of
teaching.

Assessment
It's good to be back in PCW. In the two
years that I've been away so much has
happened that it is almost impossible to
offer a precis. Without much doubt,
however, the most exciting thing that has
happened has been the combined DOI and
DES initiatives of putting computers into
schools. In my own LEA of Nottingham-
shire, not less than 95 per cent of schools
have taken advantage of the offers and
courses of instruction are packed. If this
level of response is matched across the
country, the outlook for computing is
fantastic; the potential for educational,
social and economic change quite im-
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measurable. Love 'em or hate 'em,
computers are here to stay and education
will never be the same again.

All at PCW are aware of this, and in
asking me to return to writing for them, it is
hoped that we will be able to provide a
forum for debate and comment, as well as
providing news or other items of interest to
teachers. So - if you have anything that
you wish to pass on to others; if you have a
viewpoint that you want to air or a problem
to be solved; if you have discovered an
interesting way of using computers in the
classroom; then this is the page.

This is not the page for technical queries,
nor is it a free assessment service for
software suppliers. The reason for this is
that as a software supplier myself, I would
lay myself open to charges of bias. On the
other hand, if you are a non -profit -making
service, then we will be glad to cooperate.

Forum for debate
From time to time-when the mailbag gets
light - I intend to be rather provocative
and for starters I want to suggest that
perhaps teachers will be - or are- among
the worst offenders when it comes to illegal
copying of programs. Are you reaching for

paper yet? No? How about this then - I
think that as a profession we tend towards
what I call the widows and orphans
syndrome. That is, the widow hauled up
before court for shoplifting pleads that she
did it for her starving children. I suggest
that the more teachers care about their
pupils and the more anxious they are that a
good supply of programs be available in
their schools, the more they will succumb
to the temptation of stealing. Of course,
copying of programs is not seen as stealing!
Stealing is lifting something and pocketing
it, isn't it? How can it be stealing when you
have not removed something but merely
cloned it? Besides - it's for the good of the
children - surely no-one minds that!
Before you reject the thesis, remember
that just over a year ago a school was
successfully prosecuted for making photo-
copies of sheet music, while many others
were warned off the practice. (That should
start the letters rolling in!)

As I write, representatives of various
governments are holding a week-long
conference also attended by various inter-
national firms to discuss the problems of
software copying. To be sure, they are
mainly concerned about theft of large and
expensive programs, mainly for commer-

cial application and costing hundreds of
pounds a time, but it does highlight a
desperate problem. In schools computing,
the problem has some new dimensions.
Generally speaking, the programs are
quite simple in concept and anyone with a
reasonable expertise can reproduce it for
himself. In the trade this is known as
`backward engineering' - seeing a prog-
ram running and - without looking at the
listing - going away to write your own
program that does exactly the same thing
or perhaps contains your own little mod-
ifications. Whose is the copyright? Have
you stolen anything? According to existing
law, an idea is not copyright; only the
manifestation of that idea in copyable form
such as print.

Schools are training their teachers as fast
as they can. In a year or two there will be
more people capable of writing programs
than ever before - and remember that,
generally, educational programs are fairly
simple. What are the professional criteria?
If you reject my thesis that many teachers
will simply execute a rip-off, what stan-
dards should educationists apply to them-
selves when it comes to backward en-
gineering? I would welcome any views on
this thorny topic.

CTUK! NEWS
CTUK! Burton has taken the unprecedented step of imposing strict standards on the

programs kept in its software library. Chris Woodford
describes the evaluation procedure.

BASIC SOFTWARE STANDARDS
The recent proliferation of
computer software poses
certain problems for the
beginner, not least of which is
the question of how the quality
of software can be fairly and
accurately estimated.

Although it's fair to say that
the amount of high quality, well
conceived, ergonomically
designed, well documented and
well supported software has
substantially increased, so
regrettably has the amount of
badly designed material written
by people with an all too
superficial knowledge of a
particular machine, who make
little use of a machine's more
valuable and esoteric features.

Software producers-
particularly amateurs-can
rarely afford the opportunity to
examine material prior to
purchase. It's often impossible
to tell exactly what your money
is buying. This problem,
coupled with the ever
increasing cost of software for
home micros, prompted
ComputerTown Burton to
establish a software library

which would contain programs
that had been stringently tested
and assessed according to a set
of software standards.

The standards arose from
discussion about what
constituted a good program
(and a bad one), the
examination of educational
standards, the dissection of
very poor quality software, the
consideration of common
mistakes in beginners'
programs, and comments from
program reviewers. Although
the software library has taken
rather a long time to catch on, as
Maggie Burton predicted, the
standards have been widely
used in CTUK! Centres and
schools.

In designing the standards,
emphasis was placed on what
the programming was like,
rather than on aesthetic
considerations, since it is quite
often the 'internal' aspects of a
program-the way in which it
has been written- that
determine the 'external'
aspects-how it appears to the
end user.

To assess a program using the
standards, start with a figure of
100% and subtract the given
figures according to whether or
not each condition is met. You
should only subtract once for
each error, ie , if the possibility
of a 'Division by zero error'
occurs four times, subtract as

though it only occurs once. It is
assumed that the program to be
tested has been completely
debugged.

As a matter of interest,
programs need to achieve a
75% rating to be considered for
the CTUK! Burton Software
Library.

The Standards
Internal aspects - 50%
1 Has every byte been used thoughtfully?

a) Have direct wastages of memory been
avoided? For example, IF A-1=3 THEN and
10 X=4:X=X+1

b) Has repetitive code been avoided by replac-
ing consecutive statements or routines with
subroutines, loops, procedures or defined
functions?

c) Have READ and DATA statements been
used instead of repeating lines where the data
is implicit in the instruction, eg, LET,
PLOT, DRAW.

d) Has the order of statements been altered to
save memory? For example:
10 FOR 1=1 TO 10:A(I)=RND(1):NEXT:

FOR 1=1 TO 10:PRINT A(I):NEXT
becomes:
10 FOR 1=1 TO
10:A(1)=RND(1):PRINT
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A(I):NEXT should be built into the program, otherwise

e) Are variables used instead of
constants wherever possible

(2%) they should be written out and distributed
with each program copy.)

(except when a constant is used
only once or twice)?

2 Is the program error -trapped? Can it cope with
an inexperienced user or deliberately corrupted
data?

3 Ergonomic design?
a) Was the program designed according to the (5%)

user environment, eg, mouse for business -
men, joystick for arcade games, restricted
keyboard for disabled users?

a) Has the program been error -trapped for the (4%) b) Is it easy to use and understand? (4%)
user's input, pressing the wrong keys,
RETURN without any data, and so on?
For example, 10 INPUT"AN INTEGER
BETWEEN 5 & 10";A:
IF A<5 OR A> 10 OR INT(A)< >A THEN

4 Miscellaneous
a) Is the screen cleared at the beginning of the (1%)

program and between major segments
wherever possible? The entire screen should
not be cleared if this is not desirable.

10
b) Has the program been trapped internally for (4%) Discretionary marks - 15%

occurrence of division by zero, square root of To be subtracted at the marker's discretion in the following
a negative number, and so on? instances, for example:
For example, 10 IF B=0 THEN 1000 ELSE Games:
C=A/B Marks might be subtracted in the absence of: a timing function;

c) Does the program check to prevent animated (4%) scoring and comments on it; best score or time facility;
figures or printouts from moving outside adaptation with the player and a variable difficulty degree; the
predefined boundaries, eg, games, data correct balance between skill and luck; a hard game, though a
tabulation on spreadsheet programs? maximum score can be obtained; constant parameter resetting

d) Are default values used when no data is (3%) is not required; an attract mode to show game operation.
input? Utilities:

3 Was the program planned? Marks might be subtracted for poor design, if the user has to
a) Has the program been prepared using (5%) perform unnecessary work - for example, input data that could

algorithms, flowcharts, blueprints, War- be calculated by the program.
nier-Orr diagrams, PDL or similar techni- Business Software:
ques? Marks could be lost if the program was not designed for

b) Is the program modular in nature to permit (5%) computer naïve people, appropriate business terms are not
easy maintenance and debugging? used, special training is required, or if the program is not

4 Optimisation? compatible with other business software, eg, word processing
a) Has the program been optimised to run in as (3%) programs.

little memory as possible or as quickly as Educational Software:
possible? Marks might be lost if the program failed to adapt to the child's

b) Have special routines been devised to save (2%) ability, record his or her performance for later inspection by the
time and memory wherever possible? teacher (where appropriate); if the program is not entirely

c) Has the emphasis been placed on the design (2%) foolproof; if it requires constant supervision; or if the child's
of highly efficient routines? progress cannot be monitored from a distance, eg, with

d) Have subroutines and data been placed at (1%) appropriate sounds, border colours and so on - again, where
the beginning and not the end of programs? appropriate.
NB This may not always be desirable since it
can detract from the readability of the Computer Town UK/ is a rapidly expanding network of
program. computer literacy centres where members of the public are given

5 Miscellaneous free access toallsortsofcomputerequipment. This is courtesy of
a) Have single character inputs been achieved (1%) those willing to offer time! resources. You can find a Computer

using GET$, INKEY$, CHR$ (INCH) to Townanywhere-they're often in libraries or schools. The aim is
obviate the need for the RETURN key to be to make micros enjoyable and non -threatening, so axe -grinding
pressed? of any sort is banned. Guidelines are available for those

b) Have the main program segments been (1/2%) interested in starting up their up their own 'Towns. We are
indicated by REMs, except where virtually intending to revamp our coverage of CTUK! shortly. In the
all of the available memory has been used up meantime, write to David Tebbutt, 18 Countlands Close,
by an efficient program? Ruislip, Middx. Remember to enclose an A4 SAE for your reply.

c) Has the program been renumbered so that
automatic line numbering can be used to type
it in?

(1/2%)

External aspects - 35%
1 Good input and output?

=1,Firc SIX- 11161141A1

ilt, M.or --,. oe P SHOOT- ROMEO
a) Have the screen, keyboard, printer and

other peripherals been used thoughtfully,
logically, appealingly or ergonomically?

(5%) Pi 111E4'
--,...,-,-.

_ -/ ,- ii,*-- THINlg, f ,---0-
ji/ 1 ' SUCKER4,b) Is the program visually novel? Is there a

good, uncluttered display?
features

(5%) (/

C(
,y

c) Have the computer's more esoteric
been used to the greatest possible extent, eg,
sound prompts, colour graphics for pie
charts and so on?

(5%)
,

, -fill

-
2 Good quality instructions and documentation? 1

a) Are the instructions easily understandable
and comprehensive with nothing omitted?
(If there is sufficient free memory, they

(10%) -T-------- -,
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MICRO CHESS I

WINNER TAKES ALL
Richard Lang's chess program has gone from strength to strength since the 1981 PCW Chess

Tournament. Tony Harrington reports.

Richard Lang's name has already been
mentioned from time to time in these
columns. As the designer of the program
which won the 1981 PCW Tournament
with a crushing score of five out of five, he
could hardly have failed to get some
attention.

He is one of the new breed of young
enthusiasts, who has drifted into the
intricacies of computer chess more or less
by chance, and who has found in it
something seductive and obsessive. Lang
had nothing to do with computers in his
school days. His school, in the village of
Winnersh, near Reading, encouraged
studies of the more traditional kind. And
the chess that was played there was
between schoolboys rather than machines.

`We played a few lightning games and
the odd chess tournament,' Lang said. 'My
father taught me the moves of chess when I
was around eight -years old, and I played a
bit from time to time. But my interest in
computers came when I bought a Video
Genie home computer three years ago. I
taught myself Basic, but that was irritating-
ly slow, so after a month I bought a book on
machine code programming.

`The first project I tried was to write a
video game. That wasn't a great success. I
wanted to do something other than simply
produce another version of space invaders,
so I decided to have a go at writing a
computer chess program.'

Writing the video game in assembler
code occupied about the first three months
of Lang's time after the arrival of the
Genie. Thereafter, he put childish things
behind him, and settled down to solve a few
of the problems that perplex the AI staff of
Britain's university computer depart-
ments. (AI, for those new to these
pastures, stands for Artificial Intelli-
gence.)

No one just launches into the writing of
computer chess programs on instinct and
native wit alone. There are certain fun-
damental things to be learned, as every
aspirant computer chess programmer will
discover. Lang quickly found that he
needed some assistance in getting his
program off the ground. Accordingly he
went out and scoured the bookshops for
likely material.

This was provided in the shape of a book
by Dan and Kathy Spracklen (who, as
readers of this column might remember,
achieved fame as the designers of the
Sargon program, and who are still writing

chess programs for Fidelity). The book was
Sargon, the Chess Program, and it pro-
vided, among other things, a full listing of
one of the Sargon programs.

`That helped me considerably. I read it
and absorbed a lot of what they were doing.
It gave me an idea of how chess programs
were written,' Lang commented. In case
you think that this is all there is to writing
tournament winning chess programs, I
should point out that within a very short
time of reading about that version of the
Spracklens' program, Lang fancied that
he saw several ways of improving on what
they had done.

`I could see far better ways of doing a lot
of the things. Much depended on finding
ways of improving the speed of their
program. I found better algorithms and
better ways of obtaining a score for chess
positions,' he said modestly.

I asked how it was that he, on his (at that
stage) scant acquaintance with chess
programs, was able to see further into the
intricacies of composing chess algorithms
than the Spracklens had produced in that
program. (Not that the Spracklens haven't
devised other, better algorithms since,
because they undoubtedly have.) Lang
was puzzled about how to answer my
question.

`I simply did,' he said, and seemed to
think it perfectly natural. Pressed a little
further on the subject, he added: 'Under-
standing chess algorithms is something you
either can do or you can't. It's a bit like a
musical gift. I suppose practice helps, but
certain people seem to be better at it than
others. I found that I was one of the people
who was good at it.'

Despite the high graphics content in the
video game that was Lang's first venture
into programming, his first chess program
eschewed graphics altogether. (`To have
written graphics for it then would simply
have diverted me from the chess program
itself.') All it did was to provide an
algebraic notation of the moves. And
unless the human opponent was an expert
at blindfold chess, an ordinary chess board
was an essential 'peripheral'.

He started writing the program in
January 1981. This was a leisure hours
hobby, since his ostensible occupation at
that time was as an employee in the
research department of British Gas, doing
risk analysis. 'I used computer programs in
the course of my work, but I didn't have a
thing to do with writing them,' he

explained. 'That all happened after the
office closed for the day.'

The PCW Tournament for that year
was, as always, scheduled for September.
Lang knew of the Tournament, and he says
that it was a prime incentive in sharpening
up the way his program played. 'To start
with, I would have written the program
anyway, regardless of whether there was a
tournament on or not. But once I got
started and realised that it was playing
reasonably well, I kept the Tournament
firmly in mind.

`It was something of a race to get it into
shape in time and I could have done with a
few extra months. By the time the
Tournament arrived, it was running on a
Nascom micro with a 4 MHz clock. It did
rather well and won in every round. David
Levy and Kevin O'Connell took an interest
in it at the Tournament and at the end of the
Tournament they offered me two con-
tracts. One for the program, and one to go
and work as a programmer for them. This
was very pleasing for me,' he said.

Since then, in addition to working on
chess programs, Lang has written what
might be the world's strongest program for
the Oriental game Gomoko Renju -a
game which I do not understand, but which
I believe is played on a board similar to a
Go -board. It involves trying to place
stones in a straight or a diagonal line while
preventing your opponent from achieving
this end.

Lang didn't know how to play Gomoko
Renju at the time and still doesn't play it.
That wasn't necessary. 'It is sufficient to
tell a programmer what the rules of any
game are, though it probably helps a bit if
you play the game,' he reflected. For the
Gomoko Renju game, Lang was able to
draw on the advice of a master, and that
was sufficient.

Having sold the Cyrus 1 program, Lang
set about writing Cyrus 2. He entered this
in last year's PCW Show,but it didn't quite
come up to his expectations. 'It was written
in quite a hurry and the Tournament came
in the middle of its development period
rather than at the end,' Lang said. There
were quite a few new ideas in the program
and he didn't have much time to test them
before the Tournament.

The new ideas were a combination of
getting sections of the program to run
faster, and building more chess 'wisdom'
into it, by getting it to recognise isolated
pawns, doubled pawns and the like.
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Richard Lang: one of the new breed

Although it didn't do too well in the
Tournament, Lang reckons that the cur-
rent version of his program is demon-
strably better than Fidelity's Sensory Nine.

A version of Cyrus has been bought by
Dragon and now runs as a cartridge on the
Dragon home computer. That, however, is
another tale. Suffice it to say that on
several occasions I have played against the
Dragon version and have found it a worthy
opponent.

Lang intends entering a new version of
Cyrus in the 1983 PCW Chess Tourna-
ment, and that should answer any remain-
ing questions.

Games section
White: Cyrus; Black: Cray Blitz; Pirc
Defence: Notes by David Levy.

This is undoubtedly the most impressive
victory scored by Cyrus to date. It was
played in the speed tournament at the 1981
North American Computer Cham-
pionships, and Cyrus' opponent was run-
ning on the Cray 1 computer, the world's
fastest mainframe. In the previous year's
competition, Cray Blitz had won the speed
tournament with a score of 15 out of 15.
1 e2 -e4
2 d2 -d4
3 Nbl-c3
4 Bfl-b5+
5 Ngl-f3
6 Bb5-e2
7 0-0
8 Qdl-d3
9 Bc1-g5
10 Bg5xf6
11 Rfl-dl

d7 -d6
g7 -g6

Ng8-f6
Nb8-d7

c7 -c6
Bf8-g7

0-0
e7 -e5
h7 -h6

Qd8xf6
Rf8-d8

(The position is roughly equal, with each
player having some chances of creating
play. White exerts some pressure along the
d -file, while Black has play on the h8 -al
diagonal.)
12 a2 -a4 a7 -a5

(Otherwise White cramps Black by
a4 -a5.)
13 Ral-a3
14 g2 -g3
15 Ra3-b3
16 Qd3-c4
17 d4xe5
18 Rdl-d2

Qf6-f4
Qf4-f6

Ra8-a7
Raj -a6

d6xe5
b7 -b6

(Intending 19 . . . Ra6-a7 and 20 . . .

Bc8-a6, trading off the light squared
bishops and leaving White with weak-
nesses on the light squares near his king.)
19 Qc4-d3!

(Now White will establish a strongpost
on d6.)
19 . . . Bc8-b7
20 Qd3-d6 Qf6xd6
21 Rd2xd6 Ra6-a8
22 Rd6-d2 Bb7-a6
23 Be2xa6 Ra8xa6
24 Nc3-e2 c6 -c5
25 Rb3-d3

(Completing White's domination of the
d -file.)
25 . . . Ra6-a7
26 Ne2-c3!

(The start of a
capitalises on
squares.)
26 . . .

27 b2 -b3
28 Nc3-b5
29 Nb5-d6
30 Nd6-b5
31 Rd3-d5!

(Threatening
Rd5xe5 Nd7xe5
forcing Black
further.)
31 . . .

32 Nb5-d6
33 Nd6-b5
34 c2 -c4
35 Nb5-c3
36 Nf3-el!

(Taking advantage of Black's last move
by starting the knight on its way to the
strong square e3 followed by g4 or f5.)

Bf8-g7
Kg8-h8
Kh8-g8
Bg7-f8
Bf8-g7

Kg8-h8
Rb7-a7

36 . . .

37 Ne 1-c2
38 Nc2-e3
39 Nei -f5
40 Nf5-e3
41 Rd5-d3
42 Ne3-f5
43 Nc3-b5!

knight manoeuvre which
Black's weak 0 -side

Raj -b7
Kg8-h8
Kh8-g8
Rb7-c7
Rc7-b7

32 Nf3xe5 Bg7xe5 33
34 Rd2xd8+ , and thereby
to weaken its position

f7 -f6
Rb7-c7
Rc7-b7
Bg7-f8

g6 -g5

(The roof caves in on Black's brittle
structure. If now 43 . . . Ra7-b7 44 Nb5-d6
Bf8xd6 45 Nf5xd6 Rb7 moves 46 Nd6-f7+ ,
forking Black's king and the rook on d8.)
43 . . . Ra7-a6
44 Nb5-c7 Ra6-a7
45 Nc7-e6 Rd8-e8

If 45 . . . Rd8-g8 46 Ne6xg7 Rg8xg7
47 Nf5xg7 Kh8xg7 48 Rd3xd7+ etc.)
46 Ne6xg7 Black Resigns
(All this at five seconds per move CPU
time!)

END
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BENCH TEST

PIED PIPER
The Canadian -designed Pied Piper is yet another addition to the ever growing list of 64k, Z80, CPIM

based computers. However, this did not deter Dick Pountain . . .

The recurrent nightmare among Bench -
testers is that they will be asked to review a
64k, Z80, CP/M computer; the reason is
that there is almost nothing left to say
about such machines that hasn't already
been said one hundred times before. This is
a consequence of achieving Industry
Standard §tatus. Such machines are now so
standard that virtually the only points of
differentiation between them are a few
terminal control codes which the user
never even sees unless a new program
needs to be installed; with the growing
tendency to 'bundle' a set of major
programs such as a word processor, a file
manager and a spreadsheet, even this is an
unlikely event.

Having said all this I should explain that I
actually volunteered to test the Pied Piper
Communicator, which is precisely a 64k,
Z80, CP/M computer. My reason was that
it looks as if it offers a very high degree of
portability at a low price. The marketplace
in portable CP/M based computers has
become very complicated in recent months The rear panel contains easily accessible sockets.
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and it is by no means easy to decide which is
the best buy, when all the discounted prices
and bundled software are taken into
account. PCW Benchtests are intended, in
the last analysis, to aid potential purchas-
ers to make a decision, rather than to
always reflect the 'state -of -the -are in
hardware design. There is still an awful lot
of utility left in the 8 -bit microcomputer,
particularly one which runs CP/M-80. This
review is being typed, under WordStar, on
an 8 -bit machine, and I see little possibility
of this changing in the near future; at the
last count I had ten different language
compilers or interpreters in regular use,
many of which will not be available on
16 -bit machines for some time and most of
which will only be able to make use of 64k
when they are.

There is still a lot of room for CP/M-80
machines to become smaller, cheaper and
to offer more disk storage space for the
money, hence my interest in the Pied
Piper.

It was designed in Canada by Semi -Tech
Microelectronics Corporation of Toronto,
manufactured on its behalf in Hong Kong
and is due .to be launched in the UK this
month by Semi -Tech (Europe) Ltd.

Hardware
The basic Pied Piper consists of a console
containing the computer, keyboard and a
single disk -drive. There is no built-in
display device; the machine must be
connected to a separate b/w monitor, or to
a domestic TV set via an optional UHF
modulator. I was not supplied with this unit
and so the review was carried out entirely
on a green -screen monitor.

The original Canadian and US models
included the option of an Epson two line by
80 character LCD display (similar to that

on the Sord M23P). The European
distributors, however, will not be offering
this device as they feel it's too expensive
and of limited appeal.

The case is a two piece moulding in ABS
and is unusual in that the disk drive is
housed in a bulge at the right hand end, in
line with the keyboard. The keyboard thus
sits in a wedge shaped depression which is
covered by a removable rigid plastic lid for
transportation. A retractable carrying
handle is located at the back of the case. At
4 x 20.2 x 10.8in it is very compact indeed
and it weighs a mere 151bs. When in its
fitted nylon carrying case it feels more or
less like a small portable typewriter rather
than an electric sewing machine (like its
major competitors). This carrying case is a
smart 'sports bag' type with a zip closure
and a separate pocket on the front to hold
leads; it's padded with foam.

Opening up the case, by removing six
screws, reveals a mainboard which barely
fills two thirds of the case area. This is
formed on massively thick fibreglass and
looks as if it would shrug off any abuse less
than an airliner crash. The board contains
the whole computer apart from the power
supply and keyboard. This includes a
4MHz, Z80A processor, 64k main RAM,
4k ROM (bootstrap loader and diagnos-
tics), 2k video RAM and 2k ROM
character generator. One feature which is
most unusual nowadays is that every chip
on the board is socketed which makes for
easy replacement. The power supply sits in
the empty third of the case and is of the
transformerless switching type, rated at 60
watts which is sufficient to run a second
disk -drive.

A panel at the rear of the case displays a
.phono type plug for the monitor lead, a
Centronics parallel printer socket, a DIN
socket for TV -modulator output and the

The computer, keyboard and single disk -drive are contained in the streamlined console.

Smart 'sports bag' type case with a separate
pocket on the front to hold leads.

Reset button which performs a cold boot
restart. At the left hand corner is the mains
power socket and the ON/OFF switch;
unfortunately the power lead I was
supplied with had an 'L' shaped plug which
effectively covered this up and made it
difficult to locate. At the right hand corner
is a covered slot which opens to reveal an
edge connector for the system bus (STD
bus compatible) which is used to connect
additional disk drives, or for instrument
control applications.

The disk drive is the closest that the Pied
Piper comes to being state-of-the-art. It is a
half -height 51/4in unit from Mitsubishi
which contains a massive 1 Mbyte unfor-
matted and a gratifying 784 kbytes format-
ted, which makes even the Sirius look
inadequate. This capacity is achieved by
ordinary double -sided 96 track (40 sectors/
track) recording, with no variable speed or
other trickery involved and so should

to
emulate on their copying machines. It's
fairly quiet in operation and, despite its
large capacity, is not noticeably slower
than ordinary drives in its access times.
Having this sort of space to play with opens
up possibilites such as giving two applica-
tions their own USER areas on a disk and
effectively making it into two disks.

The keyboard is an ASCII standard, full
sized typewriter style unit which has all the
keys in sensible places. The shift and return
keys are double sized and the space -bar
stands on its own. The keys have an
excellent light touch with progressive
`feel'; one of the nicest I have used and a
pleasure to type on. The only ground for
criticism is that there are only two cursor
keys, with up and down being shifted.
There are both backspace and Del keys but
in all the programs I tried they did the same
thing, a destructive backspace. A key
called FUNCT at the lower left side
performs special operations when used
with a number key. All keys auto repeat
after 1/2 sec. It is good to see an English
pound sign on the keyboard, probably
something to do with the machine's
Canadian origins.

Above the keyboard are three LEDs
which show when power is on and when
either of disk drives A or B is in operation
(B is an external option). Unfortunately
the drive A light remained on at all times
when the computer was in use, as did the
red light on the disk drive, so that little
information was conveyed.

When connected to a standard b/w
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/ PIED PIPER
monitor the Pied Piper produces an 80
character by 24 line display which was both
sharp and steady on the Kaga used in this
test. Screen updating seemed to be
unusually fast though rather messy as a
fleeting 'ghost' cursor is to be seen
flickering about. The 7 x 5 character set is
not particularly pretty with minimal (1
pixel) descenders and a nasty squashed T.
Highlighting is supported in the form of
high and low intensity characters. Since a
TV set will not handle 80 character
displays, Pied Piper has provided a utility
program called TV.COM in their CP/M
which switches the display to 40 characters;
this condition is retained until you perform
the next cold start. When in 40 character
mode it's possible to scroll the screen
sideways by running the cursor off the
edge, or (much quicker) to tab sideways in
jumps of 8 or 40 characters using the
FUNCT key with 0 7 8 or 9.

Software
The Communicator comes with a custo-
mised CP/M 2.2 and the Perfect Software
suite of programs, Perfect Writer, Perfect
Speller, Perfect Filer and Perfect Calc.
These are contained on three disks and a
blank 'Scratch' disk is included to get you
started.

The CP/M has been lightly modified in
the interests of easy use. All the intrinsic
commands remain the same (DIR,REN,
TYPE, etc.) but some of the transient
utilities are somewhat different from the
standard Digital Research versions. FOR-
MAT is replaced by a program called
PREPARE which formats, verifies and

writes a system onto a disk in one
operation. In addition to PIP there is a
program called TRANSFER which
prompts you to alternately insert the
source and destination disks in order to
transfer a file using a single drive. COPY
works in the same way to back up a whole
disk. It is here that the penalty for using a
single 800k drive is paid; copying a diskette
requires no less than 20 changes of disk,
and for that reason backing up is likely to
be done less often than safety dictates.
Even transferring a single file can take
several disk changes since only as much as
can be held in RAM is transferred at each
step. This is exacerbated by the fact that
this CP/M is only a 56k system, the top 8k
being used for disk interface, LCD driver
and 40 character display routines.

VERIFY is a command, not usually
found in CP/M systems, which performs a
non-destructive analysis of a disk and
reports the number of bad locations found;

however, since it provides no way of
locking out such sectors, or of recovering
data from them, the information is more of
morbid interest that utility. One little
feature that I liked was the way that
Semi -Tech has altered the handling of
CTRL P so that it tells you if the printer is
not ready instead of just hanging up as it
does in most CP/M versions.

There is not room here, nor is it
appropriate, to review the Perfect suite.
Suffice it to say that this is a high-class set of
programs which has established a good
reputation already in the USA. Perfect
Writer is one of several word processors
based on the mainframe/mini editor
EMACS (others include Final Word,
Mince and StarEdit). It features separate
editing and formatting functions, which
while not as immediately attractive as
WordStar's 'what -you -see -is -what -you -
get' approach, allows for far more complex
and sophisticated formatting of docu-

The half -height, 51/4in disk -drive from Mitsubishi is state-of-the-art.

The main board barely fills two thirds of he case area; the power supply sits in the empty third.
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ments. It's especially suitable for technical
reports, manuals, theses and book work,
as well as complicated form letters. Its
chief drawback is a multiplicity of control
and escape codes which make even
WordStar look simple; the Pied Piper lacks
programmable function keys which might
have helped here. Definitely one for the
more experienced user. Perfect Writer
comes equipped with a useful spelling
checker called Perfect Speller which,
unlike some, will actually type in the
corrections for you, and allows roots of
unknown words instead of the words
themselves to be stored in the dictionary.
For example, if 'new' is in the dictionary
then 'renew' and 'renewed' would be
recognised.

Perfect Filer is a reasonably powerful
and simple to use database program and
Perfect Calc a spreadsheet, both of which
use -as far as possible - the same
command codes as Perfect Writer so that
learning one helps with all. Perfect Calc is
supplied with 40 pre -written tutorial and
utility sheets, such as one to do Chi -Square
analysis in statistics.

Surprisingly the Pied Piper comes with-
out any high level languages so I was not
able to run any Benchmark timings; in any
case most PCW readers will have an idea of
what they look like for a 4MHz Z80 by
now.

Expansion and
potential use
It is my suspicion, yet to be backed by any
survey results, that the vast majority of
purchasers of Osbornes, Kaypros and the
like do not actually do any computing
outside of their home or office, and that it
was price and free software as much as
portability that conditioned their pur-
chase. If this is the case, then the Pied
Piper's lack of a built-in monitor is not of
much importance. It is possible to keep a
monitor at home or the office or both, and
to use a TV set if you really do need to

Technical specifications

CPU
Memory
Keyboard
Display
Disks
Ports
Operating System
Warranty

Z80A (4MHz)
64k main RAM, 2k video RAM, 6k ROM
ASCII standard, two cursor keys, no numeric pad
One 5in drive (784k formatted)
Monochrome monitor or TV set
Centronics parallel, bust extension.
CP/M 2.2
90 days, parts and labour

compute in a hotel room. The saving in size
and weight is really quite significant; it's
quite comfortable to take the Pied Piper on
the bus or tube, or even to strap it on a
bicycle carrier.

On the other hand the lack of a second
disk drive would quickly drive me potty
and I suspect that a second drive will be the
first expansion most owners will want to
make, after a printer of course. With two
drives you are talking about a hefty
data-processing system but if this is still not
enough, Semi -Tech will be able to sell you
a 10 Mbyte Seagate winchester by January
1984.

Communications can be catered for be
either a dual RS232C board or an
RS232C/auto-dial modem board which fits
onto a socket on the main board; Semi -
Tech (Europe) is seeking Post Office
approval for the latter item and so it will not
be available on launch this month.

Documentation
The Pied Piper User's Manual is a slim 78
page affair which contains instructions on
setting up the system and a brief guide to
using CP/M with an explanation of the
basic commands. You will look in vain for
any technical information such as the
terminal display control codes, which
would be of use to a programmer. The
Perfect programs each have their own
thick, well written manual and the whole
lot, including the Pied Piper manual, fits
into a cardboard library case. The docu-

mentation is quite adequate for the user
who wishes to get going straight away with
the applications software but anyone who
wishes to write programs will need some-
thing more (a language for starters, unless
they plan to use ASM).

Conclusions
The Pied Piper Communicator is a solid,
workmanlike CP/M computer which has
the advantage of being very easily trans-
portable. It also has at least twice as much
disk space as most of its competitors, on a
single drive. The supplied software is of
high quality and covers most of the
functions the average user would require.
At £1066 it's good value for money, though
remember to cost in a monitor as well. If it
were mine, I would want to have the
optional second disk drive kept at the place
where it will be most used, since without it
making frequent backups is unacceptably
inconvenient and would probably not get
done.

Prices
Pied Piper Communicator £1066
TV Modulator £24.95
Second 800k disk drive £290
10Mbyte winchester drive NA (Jan 84)
RS232 Port x 2 Card £100
RS232 Port +modem Card £125
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Quickie
Arrange the numbers 1-9 in a 3 x 3 grid so
that all columns, rows, and diagonals add
up to the same value.

Prize Puzzle
Arrange the digits 1-9 in the 3 x 3 grid
shown. Calculate the sum of differences
between squares which are adjacent hori-
zontally or vertically, but not diagonally.
Thus, in the example shown, the sum
would be 24 made up of:
(9 - 8) + (9 - 6) + (8 - 7) + (8 - 5) + (7 - 4)
+ (61)

+
- 5)

(3 -
+ (6

+ (
3)

2
+ (5 - 4) + (5 - 2) +

(4 - 2) - 1)

9 8 7

6 5 4

3 2 1

LEISURE LINES

Note: each difference is only counted once.

What arrangement gives the maximum
sum and what arrangement gives the
minimum sum?

Answers please - postcards or backs of
envelopes only - showing maximum and
minimum sums plus the arrangements, to
reach PCW by 30 Sept, 1983. Send entries
to: PCW, Leisure Lines, September Prize
Puzzle, 62 Oxford Street, London W1.

June Prize Puzzle
A rather easy puzzle in logic - at least to
anyone familiar with Venn diagrams. Over
200 entries were received - mostly with
the correct solution of 10 cats.

Amazingly enough the winner, drawn
by random selection, was A E McCafferty

from, of all places, RATby, Leicester.
And those of you who are familiar with the
musical 'CATS', will know that McCaffer-
ty is the name of one of the star cats in the
show. Perhaps my leg is being pulled.

Anyway, whether it is or not Mr
McCafferty, congratulations, your prize is
on its way.

Note: By the way, for those of you who
are always asking for answers to the
Quickies - here's your chance.

I am writing a book on Micro Puzzles
(and other teasers) which will be published
within the next couple of months. More
about this next time.

by J J Clessa
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* BETTER VALUE MAIL ORDER SUPPLIES FOR YOUR MICRO*

VEREX DISKS

Manufactured by Verbatim, to accepted
industry standards. Full one year warranty.
Quality products at popular prices for both
home and office use.

5.25" DISKETTES

MD200-01 S/S, S/D, 48TPI £1.71
soft sector only

MD200-AS S/S, S/D, 48 TPI £1.66
Apple systems only

8" DISKETTES

FD34-1500
DD34-1501

S/S S/D £1.85
D/S, D/D £2.82

32 hard sector available at same price.

DISK DRIVE
HEAD CLEANING
KITS

Helps to protect your valuable data, and
minimise expensive downtime and repair
costs. Consists of a flexible jacket, which
receives a pre -saturated cleaning disk.
Each disk is sealed within a foil sachet to
ensure that it contains the right quantity of
cleaning fluid when used. After use the disk
is disposed of, and the jacket is kept for
future use.
Suitable for single or dual head drives.
Please specify 8' ' or 5.25' disks.

STARTER KIT £8.12
(contains jacket and two cleaning disks)

REPLACEMENT CLEANING
DISKS f15.54

(pack of 10)

COMPUTER
FURNITURE

rtm
4.1

Suitable for use with alt leading personal
computers. Features a top shelf for monitor/
printer, lower shelf for books, paper and
general storage: large desk top surface at
keyboard height: attractive teak finish, and
castors for mobility.

U.K Manufacture. Comes in flat pack for
self assembly - full instructions provided.

A further range of more sophisticated units
is available - please ask for details.

THE ORGANISER £55.00

DATALIFE DISKS

From Verbatim, the world's leading diskette
manufacturer. Full 5 year warranty. All
minidisks are certified for double density
recording, and are fitted with hub ring
reinforcement as standard.

5.25" DISKETTES
MD525 S/S, D/D, 48 TPI £1.92
MD550 D/S, D/D, 48 TPI £2.86
MD577 S/S, D/D, 96 TPI £2.69
MD557 D/S, D/D, 96 TPI £3.60
48 TPI suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 TPI suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.
10 and 16 hard sectored versions available
at same prices.

8" DISKETTES
FD34-9000 S/S, S/D £2.75
FD34-8000 S/S, D/D £2.80
DD34-4001 D/S, D/D £3.26

32 hard sectored versions available at same
prices.

DISKETTE
STORAGE
BOXES

Protect your diskettes and valuable data
from external contamination. Lockable,
portable and secure. Two part box made
from anti -static ABS plastic. Price includes
dividers and index labels. Capacity 80 disks.

A5 Storage box (for 8'' ' disks) £33.60

A6 Storage box (for 5.25'" disks) £23.10

XIDEX DISKS

The new premier quality standard, against
which all other manufacturers will have to be
judged. All products certified for double
density recording. Now with a lifetime
warranty. Unreservedly recommended.

5.25" DISKETTES
5012-1000 S/S. D/D, 48 TPI £2.44
5022-1000 D/S, D/D, 48 TPI £3.28
5012-2000 S/S, D/D, 96 TPI £3.49
5022-2000 D/S, D/D, 96 TPI £4.48

48 TPI suitable for 35 or 40 track operation.
96 TPI suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.
10 and 16 hard sectored versions available
at same prices.

8" DISKETTES
8012-1000 S/S, D/D £3.18
8022-1000 D/S, D/D £3.83

32 hard sectored versions available at same
prices.

CTI - CP80
PRINTER

4r°

Features:-
Friction

Features:-
Friction and tractor feed as standard
80 c.p.s.
Bi-directional logic seeking.
13 x 9 dot matrix giving true descenders.
Sub and superscripts.
Italic printing and auto underlining.
Condensed, emphasised, expanded and
double strike printing (can be mixed in a
line).
Parallel interface fitted as standard.
12 month warranty.

Print sample available on request.

CP 80 PRINTER £289.00

Optional RS -232 interface £40.00

Special VIC20/VIC 64 interface £46.00

THE LAST ONE
THE 111.51tNE

THE LiSf CNE

THE IASICNE

THE ItISTCNE

Got a computing problem? Produce your
own solution by using The Last One, a
program generator which has helped to
solve hundreds of problems in installations
throughout the world.
TLO runs on the Apple II and Ile,
Commodore 4032 and 8032/96, TRS-80
Model II (TRSDOS or CP/M), most CP/M,
CP/M86 and MS-DOS machines including
the IBM PC ( PC -DOS) and Sirius.

Try out TLO for £50.
A limited demonstration version of TLO is
now available for only £50, including full
documentation. This cost is fully refundable
against your subsequent purchase of a full
version.
Full version costs:-

for Apple II - £185
all other versions - £330

Please specify version requirements when
ordering.

PRINTER STAND

Suitable for use with dot matrix printers. Lifts
printer sufficiently to enable continuous
stationery to self -stack. Painted steel unit.
Dimensions: 39cm wide

x 28cm deep
x 10cm high

Comes as package which also
contains: -

200 sheets continuous stationery.
1 x 9 t/z " binder.
1 x highlighter pen.
choice of rubber feet/sticky pads.

PRINTER STAND £21.95

To: DISKPOST, FREEPOST, WEST MOLESEY, SURREY, All prices inclusive of delivery and insurance on British
I KT8 00F. Tel: 01-941 4066

Qty Product Price

.£ ADDRESS

.£

.£ Tel. No 

Sub Total

Delivery/Insurance

V.A.T.

TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE PAYABLE
TO DISKPOST

mainland.

YOUR NAME

£ Please charge to my Visa/Mastercharge/American
Express/Diners Club account.

My card number is
£ FREE

Company Orders
I If you are unable to raise cheques without an invoice, please post or

telephone your order to us. We will then forward a pro -forma invoice,
for your accounts department to pay against.

DINERS CLUB 1111
INTERNATIONAL

Credit Card Orders
We welcome Visa, (Barclaycard), Mastercharge, (Access), Diners
Club and American Express. There is no credit card surcharge.
Either write your card number on your order. or telephone your order
to our sales office. POW)

PhIPO SVIJ
DISKPOST' is the mail order division of the BFI Electronics Group
Europe's largest independent diskette supplier.
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YANKEE DOODLES

Does
advertising
Pay?
There must be something to the
old adage that 'advertising
pays' because the sums being
spent by personal computer
companies are staggering. For
example, last year IBM spent
$19.7 million to advertise the
PC, Commodore spent close to
$14 million, Texas Instruments
$8.8 million and Tandy $5
million. Apple got away with
spending only $2.7, which may
account for why it is lagging
behind IBM in the image
department.

Apple doings
Apple Computer is continuing
to wage its battle against Apple
II clones. The latest are three
lawsuits filed against Jade
Computer Products, Hawthorn
CA, Cosmic Computers Unitd ,
Diamond Bar CA, and
Ironsides Computer Corp,
Reseda CA. Apple is charging
them with copyright and patent
infringement and unfair
competition. Apple claims that
all three companies are
marketing units and software
which are virtually identical to
the Apple II.

In the meantime, the
shortage of IIe's which existed
in the first four months of the
year is no more and in fact
Apples are now in abundant
supply which has triggered a
price war. The Apple He
system, which includes a
monitor and display, lists for
$1995 and is now being offered
by some discounters for as low
as $1599.

The Apple III has certainly
not been a success story for
Apple. However, the company
appears committed to the III.
Apple has already established

Sol Libes presents his monthly round -up of news and gossip from the Big Apple.

135 of its 1500 dealers to carry
the Lisa and all of them have
already received demo units
with customer shipments
expected later this summer.
Apple expects to increase its
Lisa dealer base to about 300 by
this time next year. The
company isrelying on its own
national accounts sales force
for most Lisa sales. Apple is
also expected to do a large
OEM business with the Lisa
(Apple already has over 100
OEM accounts).

Apple's next big effort is
expected to be in local area
networking for all of its
products.

Random
rumours
There is industry speculation
that Compac, the company that
to date has produced the most
IBM PC compatible machine,
may follow that up soon with a
notebook -size version of the
computer using a 24 line by 80
character wide gas plasma
display. Also, the company is
expected to 'go public' later this
year. . . An Apple Hie is
expected before year end.. .
And Tandy is expected shortly
to release an IBM PC
compatible at significantly less
cost. . . There are also rumours
that IBM will soon release an
in-house developed DOS for
the PC which will be more
upward compatible to IBM disk
operating systems used on their
mainframes instead of the
current Microsoft direction of
providing upward
compatibility to Xenix. . .

Commodore is expected to
drop the list price of the model
64 to under $200 and introduce
a stripped down 64 with a list of
under $150 for the Christmas
season. Also look fora 16k
version of the VIC-20. And
rumours abound that
Commodore will soon do away
with the P -series of computers
and introduce a $100
low -capacity disk drive . . .

International Telephone and
Telegraph is rumoured
readying a personal computer
entry at its Qume division.. .
Spectravideo is rumoured
readying a lap -size portable
computer which is a souped up
version of the Tandy 100 at,

naturally, a lower cost.. .

Microsoft is expected to
introduce shortly versions of
Xenix for the IBM PC XT and
DEC Professional 350 personal
computers. . . There are hot
rumours that both IBM and
Apple will launch their home
computer this fall. Both are
expected to be stripped down
versions of their PC and IIe
standard models, to include
disk drive, 64k of RAM and to
be transportable (in other
words have handles, be slim
and weigh under 301bs). The
selling prices are expected to be
in the $500-600 range.

New war
in software
Manufacturers and retailers
had hoped to make their money
on selling software at list price
while discounting the
computers to near cost.
However, now the price war
appears to have spread to
software as well and
manufacturers are bundling
more and more software in with
the basic machine. Further,
manufacturers are beginning to
drop prices on software in the
same way that they dropped
prices on hardware.
Commodore, for example, has
recently begun selling game
software at $10, which
previously sold in the $20-35
range and business -oriented
software such as spreadsheets
and database programs in the
$50-100 range where previously
they sold for several hundred
dollars.

Software is now
merchandised in much the
same manner as audio records
and tapes. There are
specialised software stores and
software has even begun
springing up on the racks of
drug stores. Distribution is now
done through distributors (a la
records and magazines) and no
longer from manufacturer to
dealer.

Japanese seek
computer
standard
Fourteen Japanese and one

American company are
reported to have agreed to
adopt a computer standard
developed by Microsoft. The
standard relates more to the
home computer market where
the Japanese have as yet had no
success in penetrating the US
market -place. The standard
would allow for software and
peripheral compatibility and is
referred to as MSX. It requires
a Z80 based CPU, the TI -9918
graphics controller, the
General Instruments sound
chip, 64k of RAM, 32k of ROM
(containing Microsoft Basic
and a minimal operating
system), a quadrature joystick
and an NEC cassette interface.

The companies agreeing to
the MSX standard include
Canon, Fujitsu, General Corp,
Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Pioneer,
Sony, Toshiba, Sanyo and
Matsushita. The one US
company is Spectravideo.
Digital Research, developer of
CP/M, has also stated that it is
developing a standard.

Bad times hits
PC business
Texas Instruments has
disclosed that as yet it has never
made a profit in the personal
computer business. This
follows a similar statement
made by Atari earlier this year.
Actually TI has never been
successful in consumer
electronics. Its efforts in digital
watches and calculators were
also serious disappointments.

Atari, whose market share of
the game business has slipped
from 80 per cent to about 40 per
cent and who at one time was
number 1 in the personal
computer business and is now in
third or fourth place, is going
through a 'consolidation' and
`reorganisation'. During the
past year it has eliminated some
2000 jobs in the US and shifted
manufacturing to the Far East,
Puerto Rico and Ireland.

TI ordered a two-week
`vacation' for all its consumer
group employees, has closed all
of its retail stores and is
expected to have a new round of
price cuts (which intensify the
current price war even further).
It is estimated that TI currently

GOTO page 227
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Bit stik
In my small company, I am
responsible for designing new
products and bringing them
into production. This calls for
lots of drawings and frequent
amendments, and some 3D
projections to give a better idea
of the end product. Most of the
drawings are not complicated
and would fit A4 paper.

Our work would be speeded
up if it were handled by a
computer, VDU and plotter,
but all the equipment I have seen
is priced at £25,000 upwards.
Has the micro brought this
facility within the reach of the
very small engineering
company?
L Weatherill, Wincanton

The Robo Bit Stik, reviewed in
PCW Nov 82, page 144, seems
to fit your needs with a starting
price below £5,000. (Robocom,
01-2638585). It comprises an
Apple II computer with disk
drives, RGB colour card and
colour monitor, A4 plotter, and
the Bit Stik joystick and its
plotter software. Larger
plotters put the cost up, from
A3 at £6,600 to AO at £18,250. I
tried it at a trade show earlier
this year and was impressed by
the ease of use of the joystick,
the plotting functions
available, and by the range of
example drawings, including
circuit schematics, engineering
drawings, architectural plans
and 3D drawings.
Len Warner

PC 1500
assembler
I have a Sharp PC 1500 pocket
computer, but I have been
unable to obtain any
information on its machine code
(so that I may program in
machine code) and detailed

COMPUTER ANSWERS

Send your queries to Len Warner, 62 Beech Road, St Albans, Herts.
Please note that Len cannot answer questions on an individual basis,
so please don't send an SAE with your query.

description of its system and
hardware configuration (for
expansion purposes). Could you
recommend any sources of
suitable information? Do you
know it there is a PC 1500 user
group?
W Hedley, Benwell, Newcastle

You have probably noticed that
the Tandy PC -2 and the Sharp
are the same machine. Tandy
has just introduced its
magazine TRS-80
Microcomputer News to the
UK, and the March issue
contains the first in a series of
articles by Bruce Elliott on
PC -2 Assembly Language. The
mag should be available from
the several Tandy stores in your
area, though you may have to
order it. In case you miss it, I
have sent you a copy of the first
article, which gives a detailed
architecture and memory map.
I have not been able to find a
user group, so if there is one,
will it please get in touch.
Len Warner

Dual mode
modem
I need a modem for the BBC
micro with the following
features:
-facility to order components
by phone;
- access Micronet 800 or
Prestel;
- talk to other computers; and
-have auto dialling.
RMorgan-Owen,Godalming

Prestel and Micronet need a
V23 modem running at 1200/75
baud, and other dial up services
need a V21 modem at 300 baud,
as will most micros other than
the Beebon, since few can
manage asymmetric data rates.
Modem pricing is rather
strange, since just as the market
has started to escape the GPO

monopoly, it has received an
added push from new,
do -everything single chip
modems. The cheapest dual
standard modem I know is the
DSL 2123 from DaComm
Systems in Milton Keynes
(0908 676797), at about £320 +
VAT, but auto -dial will cost a
lot extra, and you still have to
join Micronet. Your lowest cost
option is probably to join
Micronet, and get the Prism
acoustic coupler for £60, then
find a cheap originate/answer
300 baud modem. There are
some available surplus, eg,
from Display Electronics. The
Prism hard wired modem may
be another answer, when it
becomes available. Perhaps a
reader knows a better solution?
Len Warner

ZX81 reset
I have put a RESET button on
my ZX81 which connects to the
internal Z80 chip and performs
its function by grounding the
RESET line. Unfortunately
when it is used it resets the
computer alright but I cannot
get my program back
afterwards.

I am also writing my own
language in machine code. I
have become stuck because of
the difficulty of locating specific
routines in the Sinclair ROM.
Paul Hills, Launceston,
Cornwall

Grounding the RESET line
forces the program counter
back to zero, hence the routine
at this address, the ZX81
initialisation routine in ROM,
is executed. Part of its function
is to find out the amount of
RAM available by writing a
specific value into each location
and trying to read it back, which
wipes out any program present.
Also, if you are using dynamic
RAM, as in most expansion

RAM packs, the loss of the Z80
REFRESH signal during reset
will wipe the memory anyway.

The ZX81 monitor is
decoded and commented in Dr
Ian Logan's books published by
Melbourne House which are
widely available.
James Walsh

Micro upgrade
choice
I am selling my ZX81 to buy a
more expensive machine. There
are quite a few computers on the
market now and they all appear
to have the same features . I
want to know which in your
mind is the best that has high-res
graphics, colour, sound and
costs 180 or less.
MA Lamb, Sheffield

This is one of those unanswer-
able questions, like `Mummy,
why is May?', because it all
depends on how you want to use
it. Some machines, like the
Atari 400 and the TI 99/4, have
high power hardware at
knock -down prices- but you
may find cartridge software and
extra peripherals rather
expensive. The Spectrum has
the minimum of hardware
supporting its functions, so
moving graphics will be slow
and sound weak- but
Spectrum software is very
cheap and wide ranging, and
add-on hardware is cheap,
though limited. The
Commodore 64 is a bit above
your price range, but has good
features and expansion
potential which might make it
good term investment. Other
micros may give good graphics
but strange dialects of Basic.
Fairbairn's article in the
Sunday Times Magazine, 10
July, and your ZX81
experience could help you
choose. Ease of use, software
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availability and local support
(like a good dealer or computer
club), can be much more
important than the detailed
differences between machines.
Len Warner

Corvus mirror
I have seen in an advert a
computer using VCR as well as a
hard disk. Can I do this on my
BBC B? I have a VCR, would
there be any extra expense?
Danny King, Wellingborough

You have seen the Corvus
Mirror from Keen Computers.
This allows you to dump a large
volume of data onto a video
cassette. It is not a random
access device like a disk. It is
used to make a 'back up' copy of
a hard disk so that if some
hardware, software or operator
error ruins your megabytes of
vital files, you can recover by
copying the back up to the hard
disk. The VCR is used because
it is cheaper than other high
capacity storage, but since
computer data is very different
from TV signals and the error
rate on video tapes is rather
high, special circuits are needed
to process the data. So it is
neither suitable nor cheap as a
primary file store on a micro,
and you will have to save for a
floppy disk drive.
Len Warner

Spectrum
prestel display
Uncle Sir Clive Sinclair's
puffware for the ZX Spectrum
states that user software can
generate a teletext compatible
screen format, ie, 40 characters
(and attribute cells) per line.
Can you explain how this trick is
done?

Are there any books on the
Spectrum that describe the
operating system in sufficient
detail to enable ROM routines
to be used from machine code?
J Hind, South Wigston, Leics

The screen is refreshed by the
Sinclair ULA chip from a
dedicated memory area which
is divided into two parts. In the
Display File each dot in the
picture is set to paper or ink by
one bit. In the Attributes each 8
x 8 dot character cell is given

flashing, brightness, paper and
ink colour attributes by one
byte. The characters diplayed
are formed by software and
their dot pattern stored in the
Display File, so a different
character generator routine
could create the six dot wide
Prestel characters and fit 40 per
line. However, the attributes
are linked to the Spectrum 8 x 8
character cell so the colouring
of a Prestel frame could only be
approximate.

Dr Logan's Complete
Spectral ROM Disassembly
gives a very detailed dissection
of the Sinclair firmware. Its
only slight problem is that the
assembly language routines do
not include assembled machine
code values, so it is somewhat
difficult to find the address of a
routine in ROM.

Alternatively, Spectral ROM
Decoded is an annotated
disassembly listing at £4.90 inc
postage from MOI, 1 Francis
Avenue, St Albans, Herts (tel
52801).

Graphics micro
I would like to buy a computer in
the L200-£600 price range with
high resolution graphics and,
very important, a high standard
of chess program.
Tim Howard, Wimborne, Dorset

Probably the best computer in
this price range is the BBC
Model B micro. This has very
high resolution graphics (640 x
256 max), as well as colour
modes. This will cost £399,
which leaves you with some
spare cash preferably to spend
on a colour monitor, as a colour
TV cannot satisfactorily display

the highest resolution on the
Beeb. It will also improve the
quality of the colour.

As far as chess programs are
concerned, Micropower and
Bug Byte both do programs
which are worth looking at.
James Walsh

Digital
electronics
I have been reading technical
specifications of integrated
circuits from several
manufacturers and I have come
across two terms I do not
understand. They are
`daisy -chain priority
mechanism' and 'multiplexed
decoding'. Can you explain?
Paul Hills, Launceston

Can you suggest any books on
digital electronics? I would like
to know more about the working
of static and dynamic RAM,
address decoding, latches, etc,
with a view to extending my
Acorn Atom.
RJ Middleton, Havant

Priority has its usual meaning.
It is the predefined sequence
in which several simultaneous
requests will be granted a
resource. Daisy -chaining is
often used to fix I/O interrupt
priority, determining which
device gets first attention from
the CPU. An interrupt enable
control wire threads each
device in turn. If a device does
not need attention, it passes the
enable signal down the chain. If
it does, and it has the enable
signal in, it causes a CPU
interrupt and does not pass the
enable signal on. So the request

"This is our range of very personal computers . . ."

nearest the top gets service.
Multiplexing is a way of

sharing one set of wires
between several sets of signals.
Control signals say which kind
of information is present at
each instant. Typically, the
same bus lines are used for
memory addresses and for data
transfer. An address value is
sent first, to select a memory
location, then the data value is
transferred.

Adam Osborne's An
Introduction to
Microcomputers Volume 1
Basic Concepts, McGraw
£9.95, is a clear, well illustrated
and well indexed source for the
digital techniques used in
micros.
Len Warner

Warner's
corner
Disk Directory (June) If you are
struggling to understand CP/M
disk space allocation, you will
find Jack Dennon's CPI M
Revealed (Heyden , £13.95)
enlightening, especially if you
have tried the Digital Research
non -explanation in the
operating system manual. It
includes several assembler
programs to examine the disk,
including one to recover erased
files. If you can't get it locally,
Watford Technical Books
(0923 23324) can supply it, and
most of the others mentioned
for £1 p&p (50p each extra
book). Phone them fora
selective book list for your
micro.
Trackballs (July) Thanks to
readers Gabriel, Repton,
Withers and others for
confirming my first idea- in
short, trackball friction drives
two shafts at right angles, each
shaft carries a slotted disk.
Each motion sensed by two
light beams, giving quadrature
signals to show direction and
magnitude.
Oops Apologies to
Commodore owners for 'Edge
wear' (May) , because their
edge connector is the American
.156in pitch. They could make
up an extender with a .156in
edge connector and a piece of
Vector prototype board. Make
sure there is no short to the
metal case! Time data has
discontinued the 0.1in edge
plug, but it is still available from
RS Components.
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BENCHTESTI

NEC AP
David Tebbutt gets the opportunity to scrutinise another

Oriental offering in the micro stakes and puts NEC's recently launched
APC under the spotlight.

Whenever a business microcomputer is
delivered for Benchtesting, my first
thoughts are: 'What on earth am I going to
say about yet another twin disk, separate
keyboard, standard software machine?'
But each system tends to have its own
personality, its own peculiar blend of good

and bad points, and it's this of course that
makes Benchtests a worthwhile exercise.

When I first laid my hands on the NEC
APC, I thought I'd never get to like it. It
was odd really, because the machine looks
quite nice and it is certainly very well made.
Getting it out of the box and onto my desk
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The keyboard is divided into three clearly
defined areas.

The machine looks nice and is very well
made.
was pretty strenuous since it weighs 75
pounds (80 if you include the keyboard).
Perhaps that coloured my initial feelings or
perhaps it was the fact that it contains two
8in disk drives, just when I was getting used
to 51/4in and 31/2in drives. There's nothing
wrong with large disks; in fact they hold up
to 1Mbyte of data each, which makes for a
very healthy amount of information and
programs at your fingertips. Perhaps it was
the fact that I could see so much potential in
the machine but knew I'd have to plough

character modes. My most serious com-
plaint about the quality of the hardware is
the fact that the disk drives can get quite
noisy when they're very active.

Hardware
The casing of the APC is mainly cream with
the exception of the keys on the keyboard
and the screen surround, which is black.
The machine has only three controls
beyond the keys themselves and they are
;onveniently located at the front of the
machine. Like the NCR I reviewed last
month, the APC screen and disks over-
hang slightly at the front. This recess
contains the brightness and volume con-
trols as well as the on/off switch. It also
provides a useful niche for the keyboard
when it's not in use. The unit is extremely
robust and is obviously built to last.

The keyboard, which lives on the end of
a 5ft coiled lead, is divided into three areas.
The keys of the qwerty part are all light
grey apart from the controls (shift, caps
lock, etc.) which are black. The numeric
pad blends light grey and black in a similar
way but it also has four cursor control keys
in dark grey. These are positioned in a
North, South, East and West arrange-
ment. At the top of the keyboard are 22
function keys together with their own shift
called FNC giving 44 functions altogether.
All but six of these are user -definable and
can contain multi -line instructions (eg,
01 ,ERA *.BAKADIRA would tell the key
definition utility to encode function key
one with the commands to erase backup
files then list the new directory). For some
reason that I've not yet fathomed out, the
six protected keys issue the string [0
followed by one of the letters 0 to Z,
depending on which key is pressed. The
function keys have no positional rele-
vance, they are simply stretched across the
top of the keyboard, but they are accom-
panied by a channel which will hold a
template of the available functions.

The machine lent to us for the Benchtest
incorporated a colour monitor, two 8in
vertically mounted, slim -line disk drives,
256k of memory, a colour graphics board

'As you might expect from a large Japanese
company, the product is beautifully made and
contains a number of thoughtful touches...'

through seven or eight manuals to master
its innermost secrets. Anyway, whatever it
was, it is very hard for me to pinpoint now
because I'm at the other end of the project
looking back and my feelings are a lot more
positive.

As you might expect from a large
Japanese company, the product is beauti-
fully made and contains a number of
thoughtful touches: the top, sides and back
are in a one piece moulding which can be
removed simply by slackening two screws;
the printed circuit boards are held in a
five -slot card cage and each board has
removal levers attached to its top edge; and
the keyboard contains back tab and keys
for switching into various graphics and

and a peripheral controller which I didn't
use. People with no use for colour may buy
a monochrome version of the machine
tested. It is also possible to buy a single disk
drive, monochrome system but that sort of
configuration is more likely when the APC
is being used simply as a terminal to a host
machine. Hard disks of 10 or 20 Mbytes are
to be marketed although I think it is
probably too early to expect them in the
UK. The peripheral controller was, I
presume, to drive a parallel printer. Since
NEC is a printer manufacturer, you won't
be surprised to learn that the company
recommends the use of its printers with this
system. The manuals pretty well state that
it's no use looking to NEC for help if other
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NEC APC
printers don't work with the APC.

The 12in screen comprises 25 lines of 80
characters or 640 x 475 pixels. The graphics
boards each contain their own RAM which
means that both graphics and text may be
superimposed on each other. The APC can
display around 500 different characters
and if that's not enough, it also allows you
to define an additional 256 characters of
your own. RumMaging through the APC
standard character set, I came across a
clock face, a little man, a superscripted '2',
a floppy disk and a few fractions. Each
character position on the screen comprises
8x 19 pixels and within this you can define
your own characters up to 8 x 16. This
means that you will find it impossible to
define characters which can join up
vertically but NEC has anticipated that
need by offering a fairly wide range of
joined -up line drawing characters of its
own. Normal characters occupy an area 7

pixels by 11. The utility which helps you
design and store your own character sets is
mildly irritating because you need to hold
the shift key down all the time you're using
it. The programmer decided that pixels
should be set by an asterisk and unset by
the space bar. Asterisk on the APC is
above the number 8. Ho hum. This whole
area became a source of frustration to me
because, despite what it says in the
brochures, I could not get the ALT key to
access the user -defined graphics. Either I
had a duff keyboard (tut, tut) or the
brochure's got it wrong (tut, tut again). I
could print 'my' characters one at a time by
prefixing each with ESC, (and 1 but that
didn't seem too friendly to me). Not only
that, but this arcane information came
from a different manual to the one which
explained how to define the characters in
the first place. A few black marks there I
think, NEC. The dot matrix printers
supplied by NEC will print your own
design graphics but to a resolution of 8 x 8.

Colour can be changed using another
escape sequence, so, for example, if you
prefer magenta listings simply enter ESC,
[, value and m where value relates to the

colour required. You may choose from
red, green, blue, yellow, magenta, cyan,
white and black. If you need to use the
machine for plotting then you will be
pleased to learn that pixels may be
coloured individually which makes for
extremely high quality graphics. Although
the review machine had the graphics
board, I didn't have the software tools to
develop any pixel graphics programs. I did,
however, manage to get hold of a demon-

Kej)board connector, comms and
centronics printer ports.

The moulding can be simply removed to reveal the printed circuit boards.
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CBasic graphics extensions
BEAM
BOUNDS
CHARACTER HEIGHT
CLEAR
CLIP
COLOR
COLOR COUNT
DEVICE
GRAPHIC CLOSE
GRAPHIC INPUT
GRAPHIC OPEN
GRAPHIC PRINT
JUSTIFY
LINE STYLE
MARKER HEIGHT
MARKER TYPE
MAT FILL
MAT MARKER
MAT PLOT
PLOT
POSITION
STYLE COUNT
TEXT ANGLE
VIEWPORT
WINDOW

Pen on/off
Set aspect ratio
As % of Y length
Clear screen + pen off
Prevent drawing exceeding boundary
Set foreground colour
Assign number of colours to variable
Assign physical device limits to variables
Close current device
Accept X, Y coordinates from cursor position
Initialise graphics and set output device
Alphanumeric string at given point
Position text
Solid, dashed, dotted, dashed -dotted
Size of special markers
Symbols
Draw filled polygon from array of coordinates
Draw markers according to array of coordinates
Connect points defined by array of coordinates
Connect series of coordinate pairs together
Set beam position or assign it to a variable
Assign number of styles to a variable
Approximate angle for text printing
Define window boundaries
Define scale of X & Y axes

stration suite and check that the facilities
are as good as they sound. Later in the
Benchtest I will introduce you to the
software NEC will be providing for this
type of work. Monochrome graphics needs
its own 128k of RAM while colour needs
384k. This memory is mounted on the same
board as the graphics circuitry and doesn't
eat into the user's 'normal' memory.

Now here's a thing which baffles me.
Programmers just seem to love getting
tunes out of machines which simply
weren't designed to play music. It's
happened again. If you want a ghastly
rendering of some Bach piece (I couldn't
hazard a guess at which) then you must
listen to it on the APC. It's truly awful. It
does illustrate the fact that the machine can
cope with a couple of octaves, three
different tones, different volumes and a
range of notes from a 32nd to a whole note.
In addition it has four tempos. I can only
conclude from this obsession with music on
business computers that the manufactur-
ers think that speech synthesis is on the
cards in the reasonably near future.

The APC contains three types of
memory: RAM, ROM and CMOS RAM
which is battery backed. This means that
for at least two years after switching off the
APC, it will still remember the information
you put into the 4k of CMOS RAM. The
only evidence I had of this in action was
that the APC did keep remarkably accu-
rate time and it always knew the date. I did
set the date to February 28th 1984 and it
rather foolishly took me to March 1st at
midnight. One of the brochures told me
that it could be used to remember things
like function key assignments. I scoured
the manuals but couldn't find out how. It
certainly didn't do it automatically. The 8k
ROM contains the bootstrap and self
testing programs. The machine comes with
128k (16 x 64k x lbit) RAM which can be
extended to 256k. You don't need any
extra RAM for graphics but you can save

yourself an expansion slot by having 128k
of 'normal' RAM tucked away on your
graphics board. The APC has a theoretical
memory addressing capability of 1 Mbyte
so it will be interesting to see if anything is
developed to soak up this potential.

The things which irritated me in this
section of the Benchtest were really
firmware problems. The hardware itself is
quite excellent. The four -layer PCBs look
just, er would you believe, beautiful? You
can buy extra PCBs to handle communica-
tions and a 32 -bit floating point mathema-
tics processor which offers speed increases
of 25 to 100 times over mathematics
performed on the 8086. This is clearly only
useful in processor bound applications
with a high mathematical content.

Software
I've already mentioned a few bits and
pieces of firmware and system software.
Here are a few more interesting facilities.
The speed at which the screen displays can
be varied by hitting CTL plus a number
key. If you really want to screw up
somebody's demonstration, try setting this
value to '0' when they're not looking. You
can set a key click on or off and, unlike
some machines I know, the APC has the

ADM -3a escape sequences.
CP/M-80 allows you to stop and start a

display by using CTRL -S, you can still do it
with the APC but it also has a BREAK/
STOP key which does the same thing.
Similarly printing can be toggled on and off
using the PRINT key. CTRL -P still does
that job as well. Again, unlike many
systems, if the printer is not on or not
attached, the APC invites you to do
something about it. The system used to
have a reset button at the back of the
keyboard. I suspect that this was quite
often pressed in error because the system
can only be reset now by pressing FNC,
CTRL and BREAK all at the same time.
At least you can't possibly do that
accidentally. You can even power off
through software. APC supply a program
called 'POW' which does the job for you.
This is quite useful if you leave the machine
running a batch stream and want it to close
down when the work is complete.

This certainly beats the way one of my
friends handled a similar problem in the
late sixties. He was running a system which
was notoriously slow because it used paper
tape as the main means of input and
output. As the workload increased, he
spent more and more time waiting for jobs
to finish in the evening so that he could
switch the machine off and go down the
pub. This particular machine used a
workstation with a moving carriage, rather
like a typewriter, except it was about three
times as long and ten times as heavy. He
realised that this thing could build up quite
a velocity if CR was hit when the carriage
was positioned at the extreme right hand
end. He drilled a hole in the on/off switch at
the wall and programmed a CR as the last
instruction of all his long -running prog-
rams. He fixed a hook in the ceiling and
tied a piece of string to the switch, looped it
over the hook and tied the other end to the
platen knob on the right hand end of the
carriage. At the end of the job, the carriage
would whizz across, snatch the string just
before the end of its travel and off would go
the main switch. I seem to remember he
still claimed the overtime for his late shift.
Ah well, back to the APC.

The screen display is held in a 4k buffer
so you can use CTRL and up arrow to scroll
back up to look at things that have
disappeared off the top of the screen. You
get about one screen's worth of invisible
information even if there's only one
character per line. With a graphics chip,
the screen acts as a window on an area

'If you're looking for a top quality business
computer, then this machine should be on your

shortlist for consideration.'
sense not to keep hooting when characters
are being repeated. Each character can
possess any combination of the following
attributes: overline, underline, inverse,
strike through, highlight and blinking in
addition to one of the colours mentioned
earlier. General display functions comply
with ANSI standards while direct cursor
addressing can be handled by ANSI or

1024 x 1024 pixels and you can (according
to the documentation) pan over this area
which sounds like a lot of fun. Other things
mentioned in the documentation which
were impossible to test were zooming and
partitioning. Apparently you can define
windows in which all activity takes place
without disturbing its surroundings.

I did get to read the CBasic manual with
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You're just
Qne step away
from one-fit
accounting

Anagram Systems' Integrated Accounts
is, simply, the most comprehensive,
easiest to understand integrated
accounting package available to
Commodore users. It is the best reason
yet for choosing Commodore.

And now there is Anagram Integrated
Accpunts with integrated Stock Control - on

top of superb Anagram standalone Stock
Control and ledger packages. Just look at these features and
options.
Full integration: Anagram Integrated Accounts consists of Sales,
Purchase and Nominal Ledgers, Cash Book, and functions which
permit journal entries, file maintenance and report printing in
remarkable detail. All these are automatically updated when
you make an entry. In the version with Stock Control, creating
an invoice updates the stock as well as the other modules.
Single- or multi-user: Anagram Integrated Accounts, with or
without the integrated Stock Control, can be supplied either
single -user, or multi-user for up to five machines for only £300
extra per machine. The same goes for Anagram Stock Control.
Hard disk or floppies: Integrated Accounts is on just one floppy
disk - compare that to competitive packages - and runs
successfully with the Commodore twin disk units. Integrated
Accounts with Stock Control and Sales Order Processing ideally
requires a hard disk.
Open Item or Balance Forward: Choose which system you want
for each account - you can even mix the two.
Extensive analysis: Each sales invoice can be analysed across
ten nominal headings; each purchase invoice across eight. You
can set up budgets within each nominal heading to get
comparisons of 'budget to actual' at any time.
Easy to understand, learn and use: Anagram
Accounting and Stock Control packages are
designed for busy people who don't want to
mess about with computers. They use ordinary
book-keeping terms without jargon.

Your.Commodore dealer should have these
packages ready for demonstration. If not, phone
Anagram and we will fix a demonstration for you.
Or send the coupon.

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

To: Actionline Sales
Anagram Systems, 60A Queen Street,
Horsham, West Sussex RH13 5AD

,61..

444,MODCr

Send me brochures on the Anagram packages I have ticked and tell
me where to see them running.
El Integrated Accounts with Stock Control II Integrated Accounts
 Standalone Stock Control 0 Standalone Ledgers

Name

Position

Company
Nature of business
Address

County Postcode
Telephone No
Any existing CBM computer

AnAGRAM SYSTEMS
60A,Queen Street, Horsham,West Sussex
RH 13 5AD. Tel (0403)50854 58153

IBM is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines (UK) Lid AN,PCW/01

PHOENIX
Data Display

Monitor

71Z11E WA/ COST;

a 1 14^F FA N 111.7?"177VE
The Phoenix Technology new breed of precision
display monitor, offers an exceptionally high standard
of performance and reliability at a true low cost.

.400.016:44agumm...

P12
Data Display
Monitor

Specifications:
Input:
Composite video with
loop through facility.
lv into 75ohms
CRT -Colour:
Green P31,
Orange P33
Band width:
24MHz measured
at 3 db down
Display area:
210mm - horizontal
150mm - vertical
Scan frequency:
15.750 - horizontal
50Hz - vertical
Power consumption:
25 watts

POr CoMFArri

NASC,OM
-Arr1--13136

Mtazt)

-051500/00
ApApro,)

AND
MANY

Ete5 f

If you think you are
paying over the odds for
just another monitor,
call and see
the Phoenix range.
Tel: 01-737 3333/01-737 0971

PHOENIX
TECHNOLOGY
LTD

129/131 Coldharbour Lane
London SE5 9NY
Telex:946292 Emcog
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I NEC APC
the graphics extensions which are designed
to work with Digital Research's GSX. I got
the right manual but the wrong version of
CBasic because it flagged all my graphics
instructions as errors. The extra com-
mands are boxed elsewhere in this Bench -
test but basically (ugh! Geddit?) they allow
you to define graphics windows, set the
scale, plot, fill, set colours, define the angle
at which character strings are to be printed
and define the line drawing style to be
used. There are others but that gives you
the general idea. GSX is an extension to
CP/M-86 and it sets up a thing called a
GIOS to handle all graphics calls from
application programs. It looks a darned
useful extension to CP/M-86 and not at all
difficult to use.

Talking of CBasic (well, I was just now),
I was astonished to see how slow it is.
CBasic is compiled which means that it
should run faster than interpreted Basics.
Well, this one didn't. Apart from Bench-
mark 7, it was slower than interpreted
MBasic on the IBM, for example. CBasic,
incidentally, doesn't like the word END to
occur before the end of a program listing. I
substituted the word STOP and the
Benchmarks ran just fine. I won't tell you
how many days it took me to figure out
what was wrong but future Benchtesters
please note. Don't get too upset by
different Benchmark timings, they are
only massively relevant if your application
is largely processor -bound. Most systems
spend more time waiting for operators to
do something than they lose by slow
program execution.

Users of CP/M will feel right at home
with CP/M-86. It has got some interesting
extras but it is still the same old CP/M that
we know and love. Of course, people who
have never heard of CP/M will probably
find it a bit of a pain. I mean, how on earth is
PIP supposed to mean anything to an
accountant? On the other hand, the
addition of a command called HELP is a
jolly good idea. This lets you display the
contents of helpful information files on
disk. It's just as well it's there because our
accountant friend can then look up the
word PIP which happens to be explained
reasonably well. I can't help feeling that it

would have been better to have made
CP/M-86 more friendly. The KEY com-
mand allows you to define the role of each
function key using up to 15 letters. Escape
sequences can be encoded so I set a number
of keys up to provide me with the various
colours. I could then Benchtest away
merrily in a colour to suit my mood. Right
now it's yellow - what do you make of
that? I forgot to mention earlier that
there's even a colour called secret. I
suppose it's quite useful for people having
to type in passwords. The function keys are
a real bonus when you have to perform
repetitive tasks frequently. I set up one to
compile programs, one to link them and
another to execute them. It meant that I
could perform each function with just
three keystrokes. Not bad, huh?

Application
software
I was supplied with three packages - a
word processor, a mailing list manager and
a spreadsheet system. I gave the word
processor a try since it was in the APC
livery and it was fine. Nothing about it
made me want to shout its praises from the
rooftops. On the other hand I have no
desire to rubbish it either. It was adequate,
usable and seemingly reliable. It had the
odd idiosyncrasy such as having to enter
numbers for menu options. Someone
please tell me what's wrong with mnemo-
nics? The colour scheme was a little garish
but it was easy to use and reasonably
intuitive. The manual was very good.

I gave the other two packages a cursory
look and they seemed okay too, although I
must say that Comshare's documentation
of MasterPlanner was a dog compared with
NEC's efforts. And NEC being Japanese
too.

I'm pleased to see that my favourite
word processor, Spellbinder, is available
on the APC. UK publisher, Systematics,
has done well to provide the approved
accounting packages and 'good old boy',
George Tate, has sneaked in again with his
DBase II. MPI, Tamsys and Xitan are the
people to ask about packages available for
the APC. Their lists are probably growing
daily. (See the separate box for prices of
the NEC approved packages.) Because the
APC is a CP/M-86 system, I'm sure that
most software packages will migrate onto it
before very long. It's not as if NEC has

Technical specifications
Processor
Memory
Disks
I/O
Screen

Keyboard
Language
Graphics
Sound

8086, 5MHz
8k ROM, 4k CMOS, 128k RAM, additional 128k option
8in double sided, double density 1Mbyte each
RS232C up to 19,200 baud
12in colour or monochrome
25 lines x 80 chars, 640 x 475 pixels
109 keys (22 function, 25 numeric pad)
CBasic
Screen is a window (640 x 475) on 1024 x 1024
2 octaves
4 speeds
32nd to whole note
3 tones

gone for some weirdo processor chip/
operating system combination.

ASYNC and BISYNC packages means
that your communications requirements
are pretty well taken care of. You can let
the APC pretend to be an IBM work
station by using the 3270,3780 or HASP
versions of BISYNC. Alternatively you
could use ASYNC to let the APC think it's
an ordinary terminal attached to another
computer, an APC perhaps. Data can be
handled in binary or ASCII format and
incoming data can be stored on to the
APC's disk.

Documentation
I was given seven official manuals, two
unofficial ones and the MasterPlanner
manual. The NEC manuals were all bound
in plastic ring binders which were textured
to make them feel like suede. I didn't like
the feel, I quite liked the manuals though.
It's amazing what a clear layout and
typesetting does for one's attitudes to
documentation. Apart from the Word
Processor and Mailing List Manager, both
called Benchmark by the way, I had two
CP/M manuals - one for programmers
and the other for users, an operator's
guide, a maintenance guide and a system
reference guide.

The operator's guide simply tells how to
unpack, assemble and operate the equip-
ment from a physical point of view. The
system reference guide isn't a lot of use
unless you happen to be an engineer
because it's jam-packed with circuit dia-
grams and timing charts. The maintenance
guide is in the same category as the last one
which leaves us with the CP/M guides and
the application guides. I can't help feeling
that there should be something deeper
than the operator's guide but less complex
than the CP/M guides. If there isn't then I
think there will be an awful lot of frustrated
users out there who know they're sitting on
something good but can't put their fingers
on the information they need to make the
thing give of its best.

Don't get me wrong, all the manuals are
good but there really is something missing.
I had to hunt around for the information I
needed and most users just wouldn't know
where to start looking, or even what they
were looking for.

Prices
The machine I tested cost over £4000 which
sounds like a lot of money to me. You
would have to buy programs, a cable and
printer on top of that so you are starting to
talk about £5-6k for a complete system. I
think it would be fair to compare the
product with a quality motor car - if you
want something that is undeniably well
made and will therefore probably be
reliable, then this could be a system to put
on your short list. If you can afford to lose a
bit of computer time here and there then
you may be able to find similar facilities at a
lower price. If you can live without colour
for a while, this does knock £600 off the
price. Whatever you do, don't buy a single
drive system if you are planning to use it as

GOTO page 227
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TASWORD TWO THE WORD PROCESSOR

64 CHARACTERS PER LINE ON THE SCREEN AND TO PRINTERS!

TASWORD TWO The Word Processor
Your Spectrum becomes a professional word processor

with TASWORD TWO. TASWORD TWO gives you an amazing
64 characters per line on your screen. This is ideal for standard
A4 paper and TASWORD TWO prints your text just as it
appears on your screen.

Tasword Two drives the following interfaces:
Cobra RS232 I/0 Port Kempston Interface
Euroelectronics Interface Morex Interface
Hilderbay Interface Tasman Interface

The same program drives these interfaces. A short easy to fol-
low set of instructions takes you through setting up your Tas-
word Two to drive the interface you have or choose to buy.
Tasword Two also drives the ZX printer.

f13-90 fully inclusive mail order price.

TASWORD TWO TUTOR
TASWORD TWO comes complete with a manual and a

cassette. The cassette contains your TASWORD TWO and
TASWORD TWO TUTOR. This teaches you word processing
using TASWORD TWO. Whether you have serious applications
or simply want to learn about word processing, TASWORD
TWO and TASWORD TWO TUTOR make it easy and enjoyable.

TASWORD TWO £2 Demonstration Cassette
See for yourself the powerful features of TASWORD TWO.

Send just £2 for the Tasword Two demonstration cassette. A
voucher is included which gives you £1 off the price of
TASWORD TWO.

TASWIDE - 64 characters per line!
A machine code utility program, TASWIDE doubles the

information that your own programs can display. Make a
simple change to your print statements and your output
appears on the screen at 64 characters per line instead of the
normal 32. Both print sizes can be mixed on the screen. 16K
and 48K versions supplied on the same cassette.

£5.50 fully inclusive mail order price

TASMAN PRINTER INTERFACE
Plug into your Spectrum and drive any printer fitted with the

Centronics standard parallel interface. Supplied complete
with ribbon cable, connectors, and driving software.

£45 fully inclusive mail order price

All prices include VAT and post and packaging.

TASMAN SOFTWARE
Dept PCW

17 HARTLEY CRESCENT LEEDS LS6 2LL

c7VIaster'64 INTRODUCTORY OFFER
PRICE £125 + VAT!

MASTER is a totally new concept... a complete program
development package! Available NJW for the CBM 64,
Master has 85 new commands... AND Basic IV too! PLUS

Toolkit functions, Business Basic, keyed disk access,
screen management, user -definable input zones, report
generator, 22 -place decimals, date control, disk data
compression, string search, screen plotting, screen
dump, optional software protection key, and more...
Master 64 supports the CBM 1541 disk (also CBM disks
4040 to 9090 with its optional IEEE interface) and is
supplied with an indexed User Reference Manual, Quick
Reference Guide and demo programs. MASTER IS ALSO
AVAILABLE FOR CBM MODELS 4032/8032/8096, AND CBM 700!

GPM 96 ONLY £99.50
PL US VAT!

Unleash the full power of your CBM 8096, with PM96...
the only product to provide sophisticated yet simple
dynamic memory management... AND Toolkit commands...
AND Extended Basic! PM96 offers a multi -program user
memory of no less than 82K, with 56K for programs and
26K for variables. PM96 is supplied with a full User
Reference Manual, Quick Reference Guide, program disk
with demo, and UDI1 Support Rom.

Master and PM96 are just two products from our range of fine
CBM software... please phone or write for a free catalogue!
ORDERING INFORMATION: ADD 15% VAT TO QUOTED PRICES 1, ORDER BY
POST/TELEPHONE/PRESTEL, USING CHEQUE, ACCESS, BARCLAY CARD OR
OFFICIAL ORDER. TELEPHONE 01-546-7256 FOR SAME -DAY DESPATCH.
POSTAGE FREE EXCEPT ON CREDIT OR OVERSEAS ORDERS. (REF A16)

Calco Sthill12FE
LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY KT2 70T TEL 01-546-7256

DISK DRIVE REPAIRS
Repair and alignment for 51/4 in.

TANDON, SHUGART & CDC
floppy -disk drives from £25

Low-cost ex -equipment and reconditioned
drives available for sale

Securicor collection and delivery
for fast turn -round

SUPERBRAIN
PROBLEM SOLVERS

Repairs  Maintenance  Software
Printers  Graphics  Disks

10Mb Winchester Disk Drives
for the

Intertec SuperBrain

hehstar
HELISTAR SYSTEMS LTD

150 Weston Road, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury
Bucks HP22 5EP

Telephone: 0296 630364 / 631446
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SCREENPLAY
Steve Mann tries out some games for the Spectrum, VIC-20 and TI -9914A.

Buyers of the new Pete Shelley
album (or cassette) `XL1' may
be puzzled by the hideous
screeching at the end of side
two. 48k Spectrum owners,
however, can connect their
computer to the record player
and load a set of programs
which simply display the lyrics
of each track in time with the
music while a sort of mini -light -
show pulses in sync. Another
performer, Chris Sievey, has a
single, 'Camouflage', with
three games for the ZX81 on
the B-side. And a band called
Mainframe claims to have
started the whole thing with a
single, 'Radio', released in
October 1982, the flipside of
which featured a
`sound -to -light' program for
the Apple II.

The music business appears
to be cashing in on the
computer software boom with a
vengeance: walk into the Virgin

Mega store inLondon's
Oxford Street and you'll be
confronted by a whole rack of
games software -not just
Virgin's own brand but
material from Quicksilva,
Imagine, etc.

Software seems to be
cropping up in the most
unlikely places-there was a
report in the press recently of a
fish and chip shop owner in
Richmond who dishes up
programs for the Spectrum,
ZX81 and VIC-20 with the rock
salmon, thereby giving rise to
dreadful puns like 'fish and
micro chips'. This new, wide
availability can only be good for
the micro fraternity which,
until fairly recently, was forced
to rely on mail order with all its
attendant late deliveries and
disappointment when the game
on arrival bears little
resemblance to the glowing ad
copy. Then there's the financial

aspect- three games on the
backside of a £1.50 single seems
like a good deal to me; even if
the games aren't up to much, at
least you've got a record to play.

It seems that the relationship
between the computer industry
and the music business can only
get closer-Virgin Games, for
instance, already features
tracks by Steve Hillage on all its
cassettes- and , let's face it, it
will be extremely handy to be
able to pop into your local
record store for your new
software. Indeed, games
packaging is becoming more
showbiz -oriented with writers
getting credits-and in some
cases their photos- on cassette
inserts and, of course, the Top
Ten charts that are published in
various magazines, listing the
best-selling programs for all the
more popular micros. Next
thing will probably be fan clubs
for software writers . . .

Anyway, on to this month's
games-all of which are basic
no -frills models with nary a
guitar in sight . . . One
interesting -looking cassette
which I hoped to include was
Zzoom from Imagine. This is a
beautifully designed
arcade -style game with
excellent graphics and
overtones of Defender (which
can't be bad). Unfortunately
my pre -production copy had a
tendency to crash without
provocation so I'll have to
return to Zzoom in a future
issue. So this month we've got
cassettes for the Spectrum and
VIC-20 and, by way of a
change, a couple of plug-in
cartridges for the
TI -99/4A .The prices given for
the two TI games are Texas's
recommended figures. In fact,
several shops retail them at
about a fiver cheaper, which is
still outrageously expensive .

TEST MATCH
Computer: 48k Spectrum
Supplier: Computer Rentals
Price: £4.95
In Test Match you are given the
opportunity to play a full
five-day cricket match-or a
one -day limited overs contest
- between two teams of your
choice.

On loading, you are asked if
you would like to choose your
own teams or use the two
already in memory.

After the teams have been

selected, the computer decides
which team has won the toss,
and they are given the
opportunity to bat or field.
Each team may have a
maximum of six bowlers, who
must be chosen at the beginning
and who are ranked in order-
your first -choice bowler is more
likely to take wickets than
number six, although any
bowler can be successful. To
guard against over -bowling
your first choices, bowlers one

to four lose some of their
efficiency with every five overs
they bowl.

Play then continues with the
opening pair of batsmen facing
the attack. The result of each
ball bowled is determined by a
mathematical formula
involving a random number
between 1 and 246, a constant
(5), the batsman's number, the
bowler's number, the number
of runs scored by the batsman
and the number of overs
bowled by the bowler. The
instructions say that you can
work out your best chance'of
success with any particular
bowler by a bit of calculation:
this raises visions of Bob Willis
jotting figures in a notebook to
decide whether Botham or
Dilley should bowl- hardly
cricket! I just trusted to luck.

The graphics consist of a
green playing surface with stick
figures representing the
fielding team and batsmen.
Each ball bowled can have the
following results: it can go
straight to the wicket -keeper; it
can be hit for a boundary; it can
take a wicket- bowled,
caught, lbw or stumped- it can
go for 'extras' or it can be hit
into an open space. If the latter,

you have to decide whether the
batsmen should run or not.
Fielders change colour and
shape if the ball has gone
directly to them. If the ball
splits the field, one fielder
changes colour to denote that
this is the one who will retrieve
the ball. Judging whether a run
is possible is perhaps the
hardest part of this game - one
of my early innings included
seven run -outs. One
particularly realistic feature is
the number of extras -40 or 50
in an innings, which is pretty
much the same as in a modern
match. At the end of each over
you have the choice of declaring
the innings closed or carrying
on with a new bowler.

Each side has two innings and
the game continues until one
emerges triumphant or 400
overs have been bowled, in
which case the game is
considered a draw. The
limited -over game is exactly the
same, except that each side has
one innings only and this is
limited to 40, 50 or 55 overs. In
limited -over cricket the
batsmen also score
considerably faster.

This is hardly a serious
tactical game-strategy is less
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SCREENPLAY
important than luck. I must
admit that I found Test Match a
lot of fun-but then I'm a
cricket fanatic. I suspect that
non -cricket freaks may well be
somewhat baffled but anyone

who understands the game will
find much to enjoy here.

PRESENTATION MEMDMMDE
USE OF GRAPHICS 000000M

ADDICTIVE QUALITY DOMEMSEMEI
VALUE FOR MONEY MMBOBODE

FUEL 000000
.r:-.7-71,-.:-7-"- LIFT 3 TOP 001300

PARSEC
Computer: TI -99/4A
Supplier: Texas Instruments
Price: £31.95
Until this month I had no
experience of using the
TI -99/4A, and I must admit that
I was very pleasantly surprised.
Parsec is a shoot -em -up space
game and shows off the TI's
graphics and sound facilities
admirably.

Loading the game is
simplicity itself-you simply
slide the program module into
its slot at the right of the
console., press a button and
you're instantly faced with a
menu, enabling you to choose
TI Basic or the chosen game.

In this game you are at the
controls of a spaceship, the
eponymous Parsec. You are
faced with waves of attack from
seven different types of alien
craft; there is an asteroid belt
through which you must blast a
path; and there is a facility for
refuelling by guiding your craft
through a narrow tunnel. In
addition, you may select one of
three levels to vary the speed at
which your ship moves up and
down. The game may be
controlled with joysticks or via
the keyboard . I suspect that a
joystick is necessary to achieve
a really high score- I was
restricted to keyboard use and
found it very difficult to get past
the first level.

To start the game it is
necessary to press the full -stop
key (Tire' if joysticks are
utilised). You are then warned

that alien craft are approaching
and the first of the numerous
hazards start to swarm in from
the right hand side of the
screen. First to appear are the
Swoopers, which attack from
the upper right and drop down
to various altitudes above the
planet surface. They do not fire
at you, but simply fly straight at
the Parsec. They are followed
by the first wave of armed
opponents-the Urbites.
These are larger than Swoopers
and attack with twin photon
cannon. They appear at the
right of the screen and are
extremely accurate.

Next on the scene is another
group of small fighters, the
Light Triangular Fighters or
LTFs. Similar to Swoopers,
their streamlined shape makes
them a difficult target. They too
simply fly straight at you . If you
get past the LTFs you are met
by a much more serious hazard
-the Dramite cruisers. These
are armed with single rapid-fire
photon cannons and are
exceptionally manoeuvrable.
Once you have disposed of the
Dramites you face the most
vicious and unpredictable of
your opponents-the Saucers.
These have a disconcerting
habit of sneaking up behind
you, attempting to crash into
you from the rear. If you dodge
them successfully they simply
reverse direction and hurtle in
from in front of you. Dispose of
these successfully and you are
confronted by the Bynites.

Similar to Urbites and
Dramites, these are armed with
a photon cannon that fires
clusters of photon missiles. As
an added hazard, it should be
mentioned that if any of your
ships are lost at any stage (you
have five lives) you go back to
the beginning of that stage. So
if, for example, you destroy all
of the Urbites save one and then
fall victim to the last Urbite you
then go back to the beginning of
that stage and have to start all
over again.

Once you have disposed of all
the aliens you might think your
troubles are over. Not so! You
then have to face the hazards of
the asteroid belt. You cope with
this problem by simply blasting
the lumps of rock out of the
way. Succeed in this and the
game moves up a level and the
aliens start attacking again-
this time they're even harder to
dispose of. At any stage in the
game you may be invited to
refuel. This is achieved by
navigating your craft through a
narrow tunnel on the planet
surface and is not easy- in fact
I've managed it only once.

Points are scored as follows:
on Level 1 Swoopers and
Urbites are worth 100 points
per ship, LTFs and Dramites
rate 200 points each and

Saucers and Bynites rack up 300
points each hit. Getting
through the asteroid belt adds a
further 1000. On Level 2 the
aliens increase in value by 100
points each and the asteroid
belt scores 2000. Level 3 adds a
further 100 points per alien,
with the asteroid belt worth
3000. From this point on, all
values except the asteroid belt
maintain these points. The
asteroid belt increases in value
by 500 points per level up to a
maximum of 10,000. Oh, and
one other point- at Level 2
you must hit each alien twice to
destroy it. Level 3 and above
requires three hits per alien.

All in all, this is an excellent
and addictive game. I feel that
joysticks are a necessity for
really high scores- using the
keyboard I failed to get further
than the start of the second
level, but then my reflexes
aren't what they once were. If
you have the speech module for
your TI, the game will talk to
you- even without speech the
sound effects are just fine. If
you own a TI and can afford the
high price, Parsec should give
you hours of fun.
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ADDICTIVE QUALITY OMOMMIMOD
VALUE FOR MONEY MOM DOME]

41 SEC.3427 M.2438 M.540 PTS.540 PTS.

ALPINER
Computer: TI -99/4A
Supplier: Texas Instruments
Price: £31.95
After the hustle and bustle of
Parsec, Alpiner comes as a
welcome relief. In this game the
object is to guide a mountaineer
up six of the world's tallest
mountains, battling against
avalanches and a somewhat
weird collection of animals.

Slide the program module
into its slot and you are met with

a menu, detailing TI Basic and
the various different versions of
Alpiner (the difference is
purely in the language used-
you may choose any one of
seven different languages). On
starting the game a naggingly
familiar tune begins and a
representation of a
mountain -climber is depicted
as he stands at the foot of Mt
Hood, the first on the list of six
peaks to be climbed. The
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mountaineer is guided by using
the cursor keys, and you simply
start him moving upwards. At
any time you may be met with a
hazard- this could be a
rattlesnake, a mountain lion, a
rock fall or maybe a skunk.

A total of 11 objects impede
your progress on each peak and
these are heralded by a warning
tone (if the speech module is
fitted you will get a spoken
warning). Your climber has
some superhuman attributes-
each step he takes will move
him 40 metres upwards.
Bumping into any obstacle,
with the exception of trees,
results in your Alpiner falling
back two steps or more. Each
step back is 46 metres. If your
climber touches another
obstacle while falling back, he is
knocked to the base of the
mountain and you lose one of
your four lives. As you climb
higher, the obstacles become
more difficult-bears will set
you back six steps, mountain
lions have a penalty value of
seven, bats fly out of caves and
knock you down five steps,
vultures drop rotten eggs on
you, causing you to lose eight
steps, and rams will set you
back a full nine steps. The final
peak, Mt Everest, features the
most fearsome of all creatures
-the Yeti, or Abominable
Snowman. This is mounted on

skis (!) and will make straight
for you; one touch sends you
crashing to the bottom of the
mountain.

There are certain bonuses to
be gained. A time recorder is
constantly on screen and you
are awarded a bonus on each
peak if there is still time
remaining. In addition, at
certain times the bears,
mountain lions and rams will
appear with a small green target
held between their paws.
Touch the target without
making contact with the animal
that holds it and you will rack up
a bonus of between 500 arid
1000 points. Touch the animal,
however, and you hurtle to the
bottom of the mountain, losing.
a life.

If you climb all the mountains
successfully, the whole thing
starts again-but much faster
and with additional hazards.
This is certainly a novel game
and one that makes very good
use of the TI graphics. I had a lot
of fun playing five or six games,
but I suspect that the novelty
would wear off fairly quickly. I
think that this could be an ideal
game for younger children who
may not be clever enough to
deal with all the complexities of
something like Parsec.

PRESENTATION 000BBODEI
USE OF GR APHKS MOOMEMOO

ADDICTIVE QUALITY MMOODMO
VALUE FOR MONEY OOMMEEM

CATCHA SNATCHA
Computer: VIC-20
(unexpanded)
Supplier: Imagine
Price: £5.50
Catcha Snatcha is a great idea
that's let down by its execution.
As Barney Bootlace, your job
as store detective is to prowl the
shopping emporium, keeping
an eye open for shoplifters, lost

children and lost property.
Your only aim in life is to please
the store manager- his
approval is shown as a
percentage.

Loading the game is achieved
by pressing a shift key together
with Run/Stop. A floor -plan of
the store is then diplayed ,
showing counters and shelves, a
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lost -property office , a couple of
.escalators, the manager's
office, a `lost -children'
department and the main exit.
Barney wanders the shop while
the shoppers pile into the store.
Each task that Barney carries
out successfully increases his
percentage rating-picking up
a lost bag scores four per cent,
while stopping a shoplifter
gains him 20 per cent. It's
interesting that saving goods
scores more than saving lives-
removing a parcel bomb gets
him a meagre 10 per cent. A
joystick is a big help in this game
but, even so, it is hard to control
Barney satisfactorily- he
seems to move just that bit too
slowly in comparison with the
shoppers.

If Barney's score reaches 99
per cent he is rewarded by a
move to a higher level;

conversely, dropping to zero
demotes him by one level. At
the top of the screen is a clock -
after 6pm when the store stays
open for late -night shopping
customers flood in and move at
a speed that makes
apprehending a shoplifter
purely a matter of luck.

I must confess to being
somewhat disappointed with
this game. In general, I'm a big
fan of Imagine software and the
idea behind this example is
excellent. But in practice it just
doesn't make it: it's simply too
difficult to move Barney
around and I found that it
palled fairly quickly. A pity- it
could have been superb.
Catcha Snatcha was written by
Eugene Evans.

PRESENTATION MBMOBE][1][1]
USE OF GRAPHICS ommegmEn

ADDICTIVE QUALITY ODOMOCICIE
VALUE FOR MONEY ommomEE3

JUMPING JACK
Computer: 16/48k Spectrum
Supplier: Imagine
Price: £5.50
After the disappointment of
Catcha Snatcha, Imagine
returns to form with this little
beauty for any Sinclair
Spectrum. Like many a good
game the concept of Jumping
Jack is extremely simple - you
control a matchstick man with a
big nose and the object of the
exercise is simply to make him
jump up eight platforms to the
top of the screen. The screen is
divided by horizontal lines and
gaps appear in these lines at
intervals. When a gap appears
directly above Jack, he is able to
leap in the air and ascend a
level.

Each set of levels negotiated
brings a hazard that roams the
platforms- a witch, an
octopus, an axe, a train, etc,

etc. In adddition , each
completed screen adds a line to
a limerick that begins 'Jumping
Jack is quick and bold/With
skill his story will unfold', and
carries on in similar vein.

Jack is controlled from the
keyboard, with the Symbol
Shift and Space keys moving
him left and right and the Caps
Shift key making him spring
into the air. Great care must be
taken to judge his leaps exactly
-the gaps move from right to
left and from left to right and it
is all too easy to negotiate a
jump successfully and then fall
straight back through a gap that
is moving the other way. Falling
through a gap or being hit by
one of the obstacles results in
Jack being temporarily
stunned. While he is in this
condition he is unable to
negotiate any of the obstacles
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-so it is all too likely that if he is
stunned on the sixth level, say,
he will end up falling all the way
to the bottom and losing a life.

That's all there is to it-but it
is impossible to describe the
appeal of this game: play it
once, however, and you're
hooked. It's a,prime example of
the 'just one more go'
syndrome that separates the
great games from the merely

enjoyable. Written by Albert
Ball with graphics designed by
his son Stuart, this little beauty
is highly recommended to
anyone who enjoys playing
something that's not just a
run-of-the-mill space chase
computer game. Superb.

PRESENTATION ®®MEMO®
USE OF GRAPHICS ODD DO®

ADDICTIVE QUALITY MOMMMMMO
VALUE FOR MONEY OMMODISO

MISSION MERCURY
Computer: VIC-20
(unexpanded)
Supplier: Virgin Games
Price: £7.95
Virgin Games' first offering for
the VIC-20 is, like the other
Virgin offerings reviewed last
month, very much an old
standard. Mission Mercury is
simply a jazzed -up Lunar
Lander. The cassette insert tells
you that a team of scientists has
been stranded on Mercury
where a freak solar flare has
produced a violent burst of
radiation. The scientists are
feared dead when a faint
message comes over the ether.
You (who else?) are picked as

leader of the rescue
mission . . .

As an added hazard,
Mercury's skies are full of
asteroids and you have to pick
your way through these to reach
the landing pads-of which
there are three. To make things
just that bit harder, you can
rescue only one scientist at a
time, and landing on a pad
renders it useless for future
attempts. So you must guide
your rescue shuttle down from
the mother ship, pick up a
scientist and return. You have
to repeat the operation until the
entire team is saved.

Getting your shuttle through

the asteroids and onto a pad is
hardly taxing-and, in fact, the
pad is not destroyed if the
shuttle merely lands; it is okay
until the shuttle has redocked
with the mother ship. This is the
only difficult part of the game
-it seems much harder getting
back up through the asteroids
than it was getting down and of
course this time you have to hit
a moving target. Graphics are
good and the game is well
designed-but the concept

behind it is so old hat it makes
you wonder why Virgin
bothered. One unforgivable
thing about this game is that
nowhere on the packaging does
it state that a joystick is
essential. Virgin should rectify
this immediately.

PRESENTATION EMMDMECE]
USE OF GRAPHICS EMEMMODO

ADDICTIVE cumin' MMMENDOID
VALUE FOR MONEY MODOCDODD
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GIANT ADVENTURES £9.90
for
ATARI 400/800,,2KBBC32KCBM 64 LYNX48,

NASCog2KoRic8KSPECTRUA48A 380Z,
+.91(

1) COLOSSAL ADVENTURE: The classic mainframe game "Adventure" with
all the original treasures and puzzles + 70 extra rooms.
"A minor miracle of programming" - Popular Computing W 12 May
"A few days ago I received Colossal Adventure and I am writing to say that I am
delighted with it. I first met Adventure on an Open University summer school
and several of us regularly stayed up to 3 and 4 o'clock in the morning playing
it. That was 6 years ago, and I've not been able to play it since, so I was
immensely pleased to see how like the original yours is."
- Chris Green (customer) April 83

2) ADVENTURE QUEST: Through forest, desert, mountains, caves, lake, fire,
moorland and swamp on an epic puzzle journey.
"This is the best adventure yet. I did the H****t in 1 day and p a in about
31/2 hours." - S Burrows (customer) May 83

3) DUNGEON ADVENTURE: "massive adventure with more than 100 puzzles
to solve. Rich vein of humour throughout." - The Micro User June 83.
Each adventure needs 32K and costs £9.90 (inclusive). They are very much
bigger than normal adventure games that you can buy.

NASCOM P""Astero
Invadersids

m/c,g £7.90
Galaxy m/c,g £5.90

Extension Basic .... 615/£30 ROM Missile Defence m/c,g £7.90
Adds 30 new keywords to BASIC Super Gulp eb,g £4.90
Compression Assembler 2 £12 5 -games cassette misc £5.90
High speed + source compression (FULL RANGE IN NASCOM CATALOGUE)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P AND VAT. ALL programs are in stock and orders will
be sent within 2 days of receipt. Please send order or SAE for catalogue,
describing your micro, to:

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING
Dept W, 229 Hughenden Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5PG

BBC FORTH £15
"For your money you get not only a very good implementation of the
popular FORTH language but also a 72 page manual ...Once you have
got an idea of the fundamentals you should get better value out of
this pack than virtually any other program you could buy. In fact, the
only reason I can think of for not buying this cassette is that you
already have a version of FORTH!" - LASERBUG April 83
"rgFORTH is fast and has a first-class screen editor . Overall, a
good buy" -Computing Today July 83
rgFORTH costs just £15 (inclusive) and runs on 16K or 32K BBC
micros. It:

* needs no added hardware and works with any MOS version;
* works with cassette and disc;
* is FORTH -79 STANDARD and has fig -FORTH facilities;
* provides 260 FORTH words and is infinitely extensible;
* allows full use of the MOS via *MOS, CALL and EMIT;
* permits use of all graphic modes, even 0-2 (just!);
* has an excellent full -screen editor;
* runs faster than BBC BASIC;
* includes a 72 page manual, a 20 page disc supplement and a

summary card for quick reference;
* is used by hundreds of people, worldwide.

BBC FORTH TOOLKIT £10
"Level 9 promise to support rgFORTH and this pack proves it. It

provides the source code for all sorts of useful routines and examples
of how to program in FORTH. With so much on one cassette it would
be good value at twice the price." - LASERBUG April 83
The rgFORTH toolkit costs just £10 (inclusive) and adds the
following facilities to FORTH:

a full assembler, providing machine -code within FORTH;
turtle graphics, giving you easy -to -use colour graphics;

* decompiler routines, allowing the versatile examination of your
compiled FORTH programs;
the full double -number set (with many extensions);

* an example FORTH program and demonstrations of graphics;
* other useful routines.
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ATTENTION ALL ZX81 AND SPECTRUM OWNERS

Introducing the new
Ricoll compatibles

Guaranteed quality and reliability at sensationally low prices

Just imagine how good it would be to turn your ZX81 or
Spectrum into this attractive model with its professional
typewriter keyboard (full 41 keys plus spacebar) and
rugged all metal body.

It's not only good looking, there's a list of features
beneath the gleaming black finish and the price
shows how easy we've made it turn the dream
into reality.
 Adjustable fixing of P.C.B. virtually

eliminates the famous 'wobble' and provides
a complete choice of add-on parts.

 Simple connection, no soldering, no special skills.
All you need is a screwdriver and pliers.

 Complete with full instructions.
 Double shift key.
 Switches have gold-plated contacts and a guaranteed life of 106 operations
 Ergonomically shaped front ensures easy operation.
Be sure to state whether ZX81 or Spectrum type required.

16K RAM Pack RI161
Increase the power and

potential of your ZX81 with
our 'state of the art' 16k RAM
pack. We've used the latest
technology to reduce the
number of I.Cs and give you
better efficiency and
improved operation.

 Very low power feature
when used with our key-
board RIKB1, the dreaded

'wobble', overheating and
memory loss become things

of the past.

 Easily expandible to
32k by simply plugging in extra

RAM chips - no soldering! See our special offer!

 Sturdy plastic case.

 Fits neatly into rear of computer

Special Introductory Offer
If you upgrade to 32k within six months of purchase, we will supply the necessary
chips for your RI161 at a special price of only £13.75 inclusive of VAT (p&p £1.00).

* Coming Attractions *
Of special interest to educational establishments and serious hobbyists

EIGHT SLOT BUFFERED MOTHERBOARD
Eight slot expansion buffered motherboard for the Spectrum enables up to eight
add-on boards to be fitted and operated with complete security.

We will be introducing special uncased boards with the following features: -
a. Parallel ports (4-8 bit port in or out)
b. 8 or 16 channel D to A convertor
c. 16 channel A to D convertor
d.4 channel 12 bit A to D convertor
e. Counter/timer, real time clock
f. Fast A to D real time recording and analysis of

sound etc (with software)
g. Sound generator and filter
h. Centronics printer inter -face
i. EPROM programmer 2716/2731/2764/27128/27256

Further
details in
October

issue

Sound Generator (filtered)
Soon you'll be able to add those

exciting sounds you've always
wanted. Our new sound generator,
specially developed for the
Spectrum is, programmable
to produce virtually any
sound; animals, birds,
explosives, bomb blasts,
trains etc.
 Filtered to give clean,

realistic sound
reproduction

 Completely programmable
 COMPLETE WITH

DEMONSTRATION
CASSETTE

 Sturdy plastic case
 Own speaker and amplifier
 Fits neatly into the back of your

computer - no soldering
 Full range of software available

RICOLL
ELECTRONICS

Further
details in
October

issue
Ricoll Electronics Limited
48 Southport Road Ormskirk
Lancs L39 1QR
Tel: 0695 79101/4 Telex: 627 827

Personal Callers Welcome

Please send me -

E] Keyboard RI KB1 at £37.95 plus £2.00 p&p My computer is  ZX81 SPECTRUM
(Please tick box to ensure correct type)

016k RAM pack RII 61 for ZX81 at E22.95 plus £1.25 p&p

ll'Extra RAM Special Offer for RI161 at £13.75 plus £1.00 p&p

I enclose cheque/PO. payable to Ricoll Electronics total £

Signature

Name

Address

Post to: Ricoll Electronics Limited, 48 Southport Road. Ormskirk. Lancs, L39 1 OR
Please allow 28 days for delivery J
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Our monthly pot-pourri of hardware and
software tips for the popular micros. If you have a
favourite tip to pass on, send it to 'TJ's Workshop,

PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. Please keep your
contributions as concise as possible. We will pay E5 -E30 for any tips we publish. PCW can accept
no responsibility for any damage caused by using these tips, and readers should be advised that any

hardware modifications may render the maker's guarantee invalid.

DRAGON

MERGER
The Dragon 32 provides a
RENUMBER facility but no
MERGE. Dragon owners might
like to know that memory

locations 25 and 26 contain the
start of Basic address.
Locations 27 and 28 contain a
pointerto the start of variable
storage.

Thefollowing Basic lines will
move pointers above the first
program:

10IF PEEK(28) > 2 then POKE
26,PEEK(28)- 2 ELSE POKE
26, 256-PEEK(28)
20IF PEEK(28) 2 then POKE
25,PEEK(27) ELSE POKE
25,PEEK(27)- 1

Load the second program
and type POKE 25,30: POKE

26,1: CLR to complete the
merge. Even if the second
program has line numbers
lower than those in the first it
can still be renumbered
correctly.

A FAllen

ACE GRAPHICS
The Jupiter Ace, like the
ZX81, has pixel graphics, and
an instruction PLOT which
allows a program to set or
clear any pixel on the screen.
It would be useful, especially
for games, to have some
command which would test to
see if a pixel is black or white.
This is what this command
?PLOT does.

The command uses
assembler code and, if the
defining word CODE has been
defined as described in the
manual, can be used in the
same way as a normal Forth
word would be used.

The input parameters are:
x-coordinate, y-coordinate,
and the command returns
TRUE (1) if the pixel at that
position is white, and FALSE
(0) if the pixel is black.

Note: any assembler code
entered via CALL on the Ace
enters with HL pointing at the
first instruction. (CALL uses
JP (HL).) This is used to
construct an address in the
middle of the code. This
address is put into IY, so that a
piece of ROM code, which
exits with JP (IY), can be
entered. The ROM code is
part of the code for the PLOT
command. It is entered with
BC containing the plot type
word, 0 for unplot. The
coordinates are still on the
stack, but PLOT will take them
off the stack and use them.

On return, the following
registers are useful:
A New screen character

code.

E Old screen character
code.

HL Screen address.
If the pixel was already

black, it cannot be unplotted,
and so both codes will be the
same. If you want the
command to leave the screen
unchanged, you can put the
old character back onto the
screen; if you want the
command to leave the pixel
black, this instruction can be
omitted.

Finally, the command exits
via part of the ROM code for
0=. It enters with the A
register zero or non -zero, and
a flag value is put on the stack.

The first version of the
command is the smallest
possible, but it is dangerous! If
you call it with incorrect
coordinates, you get the
system into such a state that
the only thing you can do is
switch off! You should only
use this version when you are
trying to squeeze a program
into the available space, and
you can guarantee correct
parameters every time.

The second version is only
eight bytes longer, but less
dangerous. It will still do funny
things after incorrect
parameters, but it will then
recover. You will find that the
first thing you type in after
'ERROR 9.' will do something
funny, but after that, type
ABORT to make sure, then
you can continue as normal,
and can try and correct your
incorrect values.

Both versions are listed with
a lot of comments, which
should be omitted when typing

CODE ?PLOT ( assembly code routine to test
the state of a pixel
input: x-coord y-coord
returns: flag

0:

I:

uses

pixel was black
pixel was white
ROM PLOT code)

1 C,

9 C,

E5 C,
FD C,

D1 C,

23 C,

23 C,
73 C,

23 C,

72 C,
48 C,

C3 C,

11 ,

E3 C,

B4F ,

( LD BC,0011
( ADD HL,BC
( PUSH HL
( EX [SP],IY
( POP DE

( INC HL
( INC HL

( LD [111.],E

( INC HL

( LD [HLI,D
( LD C,B

( JP 114F

) (

) (

)

) (

)

)

)

)

) (

)

) (

) (

NB entered with HL )
= entry address )

IY points into code )

save IY for later )

BC = 0 neaning unplot )
enter ROM - will return
by JP [IY] )

FD C,

73 C,

21 C, 0 , ( LD IY,O

( LD [11L),E

) (

) (

(

restore original IY )

put original value back )
THIS INSTRUCTION OPTIONAL

AR C,

C3 C, C1F ,

( XOR E

( JP C1F
) (

) (

A = 0 if no change )

sets flag and returns )

Version 2 (Larger but less dangerous)

CODE ?PLOT ( assembly code routine to
the state of a pixel
input: x-coord y-coord
returns: flag

test

0:

1:

pixel was black
pixel was white

uses ROM PLOT code)
1 C, B ( LD BC,000B ) ( NB entered with HL )
9 C, ( ADD HL,BC ) = entry address )

15 C, ( PUSH HL )

FD C, E3 C, ( EX [SP],IY ) ( IY points into code )

48 C, ( LD C,B ) ( BC = 0 meaning unplot )
C3 C, B4F , ( JP B4F ) ( enter ROM - will return

by JP [IY] )

FD C, El C, ( POP IY ) ( restore original IY )

73 C, ( LD (HLI,E ) ( put original value back )

THIS INSTRUCTION OPTIONAL
AB C, ( XOR E ) A = 0 if no change )

C3 C, C1F , ( JP C1F ) ( sets flag and returns )

Version 1 (Small but dangerous)

in. All numbers are
hexadecimal, which means
that you should have typed in
the line:
16 BASE C!

before starting to enter the
command.

(Name supplied)
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BBC BASIC
CONVERSION
There are times when
converting programs into BBC
Basic when a simple, neat
method of GOTOing out of
FOR. . .NEXT loops would be
useful. The procedure
PROCFPOP allows this by
effectively removing the last
entry from the FOR. . .NEXT
stack.
DEF PROCFPOP
?38=?38-15
ENDPROC

Location 38 holds a value
that is fifteen times the
number of FORs left on the
stack so reducing this value by
fifteen decrements the stack
pointer. If you try this short
program:
10 i =0
20 FOR j=1 TO 10
30 i=i+1:PRINT i
40 PROCFPOP:GOTO 20
50 NEXTj
you will find that the value of i
will keep increasing. When the
call to PROCFPOP is
removed a 'Too many FORs'
error is generated when i is
ten, the maximum level of
FOR loop nesting.

Some Basics, such as
Atari's version, provide a
'POP' command to remove
the last GOSUB from the
stack in case you decide not to
RETURN from a subroutine.
This can be simulated in BBC
Basic by the procedure:
DEF PROCGPOP
?37=?37-1
ENDPROC

This decrements the
location holding the number of
GOSUBs remaining on the
stack and hence the stack
pointer.

Unfortunately, because byte
indirection is used, these
procedures will not work in
conjunction with a second
processor. Tube compatible
versions could be produced
using OSWORD calls with
A=5 to read from the
appropriate memory locations,
and A=6 to write the modified
values back to memory. This
program was written and
tested using OS 0.1.

K Wolstenholme

COP TIPS
Here are some tips for using
the second processor in the
Newbrain.

In addition to the Z80A
which is its main processor,
the Newbrain contains a
National Semiconductor
COP420 4 -bit processor
which is used as an intelligent
I/O controller and manages
the keyboard, line display, and
tape I/O.

Communication between
the two processors is handled
via two page zero locations;
COPCTL and COPST.
COPCTL is a command byte
which is written to the COP at
interrupt time, and COPST is a
series of flags which tell the
Z80 what the COP has done,
or is doing. There is also a
third location, COPBUFF,
which is used as a data buffer
either to or from the COP.
COPCTL, COPST, and
COPBUFF (the names are
those used by the technical
manual) are at 59, 60 and 61
respectively.

Unless tape I/O is going on,
COPBUFF will normally
contain the keyboard matrix
value of the last key pressed.
This value will remain until
another key is pressed (it
won't change when you
release the key).

The technical manual
mentions the functions of
several of the commands, but
is inexplicably coy about
telling you what their values
are . . . a deficiency which a
little trial and error soon
remedies.

It appears that only the top
four bits of COPCTL are read
by the COP, and those values
for which I have been able to
discover the function are as
follows:
DO-do nothing (the default
value, and the only one given
in the technical manual).
80- perform tape I/O (I am
uncertain of the details of the
operation).
FO- rescan keyboard; this
will rewrite COPBUFF with the
value of any key currently
pressed (it will not clear it if no
key is being pressed).
AO-update line display from
buffer area. The line display
buffer runs from 62-77

inclusive, and is in reverse
order (62 is the rightmost
character).

So what use is all this? Well,
the 'rescan keyboard'
command allows us to tell
when a key is being pressed,
and also when it is released,
which is otherwise impossible
on the Newbrain. The
following Basic subroutine will
return the matrix value of any
key currently being held down
(except STOP, REPEAT-
STOP can be detected by
other means, of course). If
more than one key is held
down at once, only one will
register, exactly which
depends on the key.

The value is six bits wide,
the top two bits give the status
of SHIFT, CONTROL and
GRAPHICS; SHIFT sets bit
six, CONTROL bit seven, and
GRAPHIC both bits, when
pressed. The value returned
for each key on the keyboard
follows -
1000a=PEEK(61): IF a=0
RETURN
1010 POKE 61,0: POKE
59,240 : RETURN
(this returns the key in a. It
clears COPBUFF and rescans
the keyboard if a key is being
pressed)

Key
1

6

ESC
G

SPC

Value Key Value Key Value
7 4 6 5 5
19 9 20 0 21
24 O 14 W 13
10 Y 37 U 35
26 = 27 28
45 D 44 F 43
62 L 39 , 40
60 X 59 C 58
52 M 53 , 54
25 HOM 63 INS 61

50 CRD 34 CRR 18

ESC= Escape NLN=Newline
VTX=Videotext HOM = Home
INS= Insert SPC= Space
CRL=Cursor left
CRU=Cursor up
CRD=Cursor down
CRR= Cursor right.
SHIFT adds 64 to value,
CONTROL adds 128,
GRAPHICS adds 192.

Value
9
4

22
12
36
31
42
29
57
55
15

Key
2
7

0
A

NLN
B

CRL

Value
8
3

23
11

38
46
51
30
56
47
2

Key
3
8

T
P
S
K
z
N

VTX
CRU

The other COP command
which I havefound useful is
the one to rewrite the line
display. Using this the line

display can be poked with
values, and then updated by
setting COPCTL to AO (POKE
59,160).

The following short program
demonstrates that the line
display can in fact display 256
different characters, not the 64
or so stated in the manual . . .

the characters are displayed
16 at a time; pressing any key
shows the next group.
10 CLOSE #1 : OPEN #1,5
20 ba=62 : FOR i=0 TO 255
STEP 16
30 FOR j=15 TO 0 STEP -1 :

POKE ba+j,i+15-j : NEXTj
40 POKE 59,160: GET #1,a :
NEXT i
50 CLOSE #1 : END

As you will notice, the top
128 characters are simply
flashing versions of the bottom
128, and the 'new' characters
are mostly pretty weird and
wonderful . .

I have written a game using
the line display only using
some of the new 'graphics' (a
world first?), but a more
practical use is to enable
upper and lower case to be
distinguished on the line
display, by flashing lower case
letters. The following
subroutine does just that,
displaying a$ in upper/lower
case.
1000 IF LEN(a$)>16 THEN
a$ = LEFT$(a$,16)
1010 FOR i=1 TO LEN(a$)
1020 a=ASC(MID$(a$,i))
1030 IF a>96 AND a<123
THEN a=a+96
1040 POKE 78-i,a
1050 NEXT i
1060 FOR i=i TO 16
1070 POKE 78-i,32
1080 NEXT i
1090 POKE 59,160
1100 RETURN

The loop from 1010 to 1050
puts the string into the buffer,
converting any lower case
letters to their flashing upper
case equivalents. The loop
from 1060 to 1080 clears the
rest of the display, and 1090
makes the COP display the
buffer.

Stephen Burt
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BBC PERFECT

LISTINGS
As many BBC micro owners
who possess a printer will
know, it can be difficult to
obtain perfect hardcopy
listings if the program contains
directly embedded mode 7
teletext control characters
(those which produce colour
and graphics, etc). This is
because the control

characters can make the
printer backspace or skip
characters, or perform other
equally weird and wonderful
effects that can lead to untidy,
sometimes unreadable,
listings. The neatest solution
to this problem is to define a
spare function key as shown
below:
*KEY 1vect=!&20E AND
&FFFF: FOR B°/0=0 TO
3STEP:P%=&70:
[OPTB°/0:CMP#128:BPL

swap: JMPvect:.swap
LDA#ASC("."):
JMPvectl:NEXT:?8,20E=&70:
?8,20F=0IIM
(Please note that the 'II' at the
end of this program is the
character which appears
under the break at the top right
of the keyboard. This with 'M',
as used here, produces a
carriage return and is used in
some specialised
applications.)

Pressing this key before

listing a program to a printer
will cause all teletext control
characters to be printed as a

This can easily be changed
by altering the IDA'
instruction to give any
character desired. Pressing
the Break key will return all
output to normal.

Lee Baxter

LYNX TAMER
Accessing the Lynx's video
RAM is an awkward business.
This is because the screen
memory is in separate pages
from the user RAM - the
layout is shown in Fig 1. This
is one of the reasons why
screen handling on the Lynx is
slower than on most other
micros.

It can be seen that there are
three screen memories, one
for each of the primary
colours. There is also a fourth
area which can alternatively
be used to produce green.

In order to access the VDU
RAM, it is necessary to select
the bank of memory to be
accessed, read from and/or
write to the screen, and then
switch back to workspace
RAM. It is therefore apparent
that any program running in
RAM cannot itself access the
screen, because it will switch
itself out from the memory
map if it attempts to select one
of the video pages.

There must be some way to
read from and write to the
screen, of course, and the
answer is to use ROM
routines to do the job. This
works because, no matter
what page of RAM has been
selected, the ROM always
gets priority on reading.

As several values have to
be passed, via the processor

registers, to the routine which
writes to the screen, it is not
possible to POKE to the video
RAM from Basic. This would in
any case be of little use with
the bit -mapped display used
by the Lynx.

The routine which writes a
byte to the screen is located at
08B6H in the ROM I have
inside my Lynx. The
parameters which it requires
in the various Z80 registers
are as follows:
A must contain 65H to select
bank 1, or 63H to select bank
2.
A' should contain E4H to
select bank 1, or E8H to select
bank 2.
BC must point to the colour
area to be accessed, ie,
8000H for blue, C000H for
green and red.
HL should point to the location
to be accessed in the
specified area. HL=O points to
the top left hand corner of the
screen, while HL=1FFFH
points to the bottom right hand
corner, which is invisible.
E is the bit mask for the byte
currently in the specified
location, which is logically
ANDed with this register.
D is the actual byte to be
stored; in fact the result of the
above operation is ORed with
D and the result stored back to
the screen.

An example may serve to
make the above a little clearer.

Suppose it was required to set
four blue dots spaced one dot
apart in the top left hand
corner of the screen, the
assembly code required would
be as follows:
LD A,E8H
EX AF,AF'
LD A,63H
LD BC,8000H
LD HL,0000H
LD DE,5500H
CALL 08B6H

You can try this program if
you wish, but an easier
method for experimental
purposes would be to use the
monitor. The registers can be
set up by using the `U'
command, and G8B6 should
produce the desired result.

Reading the screen is
somewhat simpler as only the
HL register pair needs to be
set up to point to the location
to be accessed. This means
that it should be in the range
8000H to 9FFFH to read the
blue area, and it should lie
between C000H and DFFFH
to read the green and red
areas. Location 0070H in the
ROM then has to be called to
read bank 1, while to read
bank 2 the address is 0070H.
The contents of the specified
location are returned in
register L, and H is set to zero.
This makes it possible to read
the screen from Basic by
using the parameter -passing
facilities provided. For

0000 2000 4000 6000 8000 A000 C000 E000 FFFF

ROM
BASIC

AND OS
I EXTEN -

SION

WORKSPACE
RAM EXPANSION SYSTEM AND

BASIC WORKSPACE EXPANSION

COLOUR
BANK 1

ALTER -
NATIVE
GREEN

GREEN

COLOUR
BANK 2 BLUE RED

Fig 1. Memory Map for the Lynx
NB. All addresses are in hexadecimal

10 PROTECT 0
20 FOR C=1 TO 7
30 INK C

40 PRINT "COLOUR ';C
50 NEXT C
60 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY"
70 FOR 8=0 TO 12 STEP 4
80 OUT &0080,6
90 LET AS=GETt
100 NEXT B

example, to find the red
component of the bottom
right-hand corner of the
screen, we execute CALL
&69, &DFFF.

The address DFFFH is put
into HL on entry, and on exit
the read-only variable HL
contains the desired
information.

Examining the screen -
reading routine reveals that
one of the banks has to be
disabled before the other can
be read. This is to avoid data
bus contention, as the two
pages of memory are seen as
one. An interesting implication
of this is that the banks can be
disabled for other purposes,
where certain colours are
required to disappear off the
screen. This is indeed the
case, as the Basic program
shows. Some spectacular
effects can be achieved by
rapidly turning colours on and
off.

Note that bits 13 and 15 of
the screen address lines are
missing. This means that each
colour area is phantomed in
the 8k area immediately
following it. Presumably the
designers have done this in
order to allow memory space
for the graphics expansion to
512 x 248, when each colour
area will occupy 16k of RAM.

Chris Cytera
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CP/M HINTS
Agreatdeal of time can be
saved in certain circumstances
if you know the odd wrinkle or
two.

Have you ever typed a line
such as:
PIP B:=A: ACBD.BAS
only to discover ACBD.BAS
does not exist and you meant to
type ABCD.BAS?

At that stage you are not
reallysure whatthe file ought to
be called and so you type DI R to
look at the directory and then
retype:
PIP B:=A: ABCD.BAS

You needn't have bothered.
DIR is a built in command so it
does not load into memory and
then run like user programs.
Thus PIP which you loaded into
memory was not overwritten
and is still there. If only you
could get the CPU program
counterto point to the
beginning of PI P's code and
run it, you wouldn't have to
re -load it.

Easy! First save a zero
length file. In other words
create a directory entry for a
non-existent program. I call
mine GO.COM. Thus, type the
following line and then press
RETURN.
SAVE 0 GO.COM

Now it doesn't matter what
was in memory when your last
program bombed out or
finished. If you now type GO
followed by <RETURN>
provided it is not corrupted it will
repeat whatever was in
memory immediately before.

There are exceptions. Some
programs use the whole of the
transient program area
including the bit at the top of the
TPA used bythe console
command processors CCP.
When a program ends, CP/M
reloads CCP into memory so
that it can process your next
command and if your program
is using this area, CCP will

overwrite it and corrupt it. Very
often data errors appear in this
area and so although a
program might still be intact, its
data may be corrupted and it
still will not run. Nevertheless
the arrangement works in most
situations.

Typewriter Mode: If you use
a word processing program,
you probably knowwhat a
hassle it is to do little things.
First you have to prepare a text
file then save it and only then
can you print it. However, in
some circumstances you can
use your keyboard exactly as
you would a typewriter
keyboard and as you press
each key, the printer will print
each letter. This does not work
with all printers, but it certainly
works with several that I have
used and most can be
configured to accept a single
character and to print it without
waiting fora carriage return.
However, you must be able to
send line feed characters to the
printer. Some terminals have a
line feed key, others do not and
some you can configure under
software control to do this
(Victor 9000, Sirius, etc).

What you haveto do is type:
PIP LST: =CON: and then
press <RETURN>

What you have done is to
map your printer on to your
screen so that as you type at the
keyboard whatever appears on
the screen also comes out on
the printer. The problem is that
when you get to the end of a line
you have to do both a carriage
return and a line feed to ensure
that your next lot of printing is on
the next line. Once you have
finished your document,
envelopeorsimilar, all you
haveto do is type a control Z. To
do this you hold down both the
control key and the Z key and
you will then come back to the
Command Mode.

Alan Secker

JOYFUL VIC
This VIC machine code
routine takes 84 bytes. It is
used to read joystick input.
The format is as follows:

+128

4

+128, ie, JS= USR (0). If the
joystick is pointed up and the
fire button is pressed, JS
would contain 128+1 = 129.

The routine is fully
relocatable to anywhere in
RAM, and is called by
POKEing the high order
address byte in location 2 and
the low order byte in location
1, then using the USR
command. It should be entered
either via a monitor or by a hex
loader.

If the fire button is pressed,
the routine returns a value Gavin Darren

3FD9 ROR

3F9C LDR #$00 3FDA ROR

3F9E STA $9113 3FDB ORA $FC
3FA1 LDR #$7F 3FDD STA $FC

3FA3 STA $9122 :3FDF LDA #$D0

3FA6 LDA $9111 3FE1 SEC $00FC
3FA9 STA $FE 3FE4 TAY
:3FRB AND #$04 3FE5 LDA #$00

3FRD ROR 3FE7 JSR $D391

3FRE ROR 3FEA LDA #$FF
3FAF STA $FC 3FEC STA $9122
3FB1 LDA $9111 3FEF RTS
3FB4 AND #$08
3FB6 ROR
3FE7 ORA $FC
3FE9 STA $FC .:3F9C A9 00 8D 13 91
3FBB LDR $9111 .:3FA1 A9 7F 8D 22 91
3FBE AND #$10 .:3FA6 AD 11 91 85 FB
3FC0 ROR .:3FAB 29 04 6A 6A 85
:3FC1 ORA $FC ,:3FB0 FC RD 11 91 29
3FC3 STA $FC .:3FB5 08 6A 05 FC 85
3FC5 LDA $9111 .:3FEA FC RD 11 91 29
3FC8 AND #$20 .:3FBF 10 6A as FC 85
3FCA ROL .:3FC4 FC AD 11 91 29
3FCE ROL .:3FC9 20 2R 2A 05 FC
3FCC ORA $FC .:3FCE 85 FC RD 20 91
3FCE STA $FC .:3FD3 29 80 6A 6A 6A
3FD9 LDR $9120 .:3FD8 6A 6A 6A 05 FC
3FD3 AND #$80 .:3FDD 85 FC A9 DO ED
3FD5 ROR .:3FE2 FC 00 A8 A9 00
3FD6 ROR .:3FE7 20 91 D3 A9 FF
3FD7 ROR .:3FEC 8D 22 91 60 58
3FD8 ROR

OSBORNE
AUTOST.COM
I am surethat, like me, most
Osborne 1 users get fed up with
the infernal "AUTOST?"
message each time a disk is
booted up. This is due to the
absence of the file
"AUTOST.COM" which is used

to chain on the program
"HELP.COM". The MBasic
program below will create a
newfile "AUTOST.COM"
which contains only one
instruction, a Z80 RTS
[CHR$(201)], which tells the
Osborne to return to CP/M
without doing anything. The
new"AUTOST.COM" consists
of only one byte and a directory

10 ON ERROR GOTO 90
20 PRINT CHR$(26);STRING$(52,128):PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
30 PRINT,"FIXING AUTOST.COM";
40 KILL "AUTOST.COM"
50 OPEN "0",1,"AUTOST.COM":PRINTE1,CHR$(201):CLOSE
60 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT STRING$(52,128)
70 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT CHR$(7):PRINT
BO SYSTEM
90 RESUME 50

entry, so it does not take up
much space. After this program
has been run, whenever the

disk is booted up, all that will
appear is the 'A>' prompt.
Nick Wilson
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MICRO -PROFESSOR
The Micro -Professor I I claims to be compatible with Apple software. Bearing this in mind Shirley and Pete

Fawcett set out to examine the strengths and weaknesses of this latest clone.

Sooner or later, for every micro that tops
the popularity charts, there will spring up
two or three or even more imitators, all
offering a few more features for a little less
money than their source of inspiration.

The Apple II has come of age now, and
in so doing it has acquired a camp following
of its own. One of the cheapest, and at first
glance one of the most intriguing would-be
Apples is the Micro -Professor II, from
Taiwan.

At £269, the MPF-II is a great deal
cheaper than the Apple II. It also appears
to share many of the features that have
made the Apple so popular - high
resolution colour graphics, support for a
disk drive, Applesoft Basic as near as
makes no difference, support for a wide
range of peripherals, and best of all, it
claims to be able to run much of the
enormous pool of Apple software.

As the name suggests, the MPF-II is the
second in a series from its manufacturer,
Multitech Industrial Corporation of
Taiwan. Its predecessor is a tiny education-
al micro, and it's to be followed by a
business machine. The MPF-II itself is not
new, though it only arrived in this country
in the spring of this year. It was launched in
the USA a good 18 months ago, where it's
been gently ticking over ever since. (UK
distributor Sirtel says the micro has sold
28,000 in the States since last Christmas.)

According to Sirtel, this micro is aimed
at 'The home computer user with an
interest in Basic'. It's also angled at the
educational market. The company does
not stress the Apple -compatibility claims
although this machine runs a modified
version of Apple DOS to support its disk
system.

We took a look at a standard 64k system
with printer and disk drive, to see if the
Micro -Prof II does live up to its reputation.

Hardware
The Micro -Professor is a severely smart
little box, long and very low in a sturdy light
grey moulded plastic casing, trimmed with
dark grey. It stands only 30cms high, with
the tiny calculator -style keyboard recessed
into the top surface near the front edge.
Further back is the micro's built-in speaker
grille, and a red LED power indicator
light.

Unlike most home micros, this one is
narrower than it is deep, measuring
250cms from front to back compared with
175 from side to side. Why the manufactur-
er has chosen to design the machine this
way round we can't imagine, since it
provides less space for the keyboard and
needs more space to fit it on a desk in front
of the TV or monitor. Very strange.

The casing is pretty tough, though it
would be impossible to stack a monitor on
top, Apple -style. The front side sports the
Multitech logo, then round the left and
back sides are a respectable set of
interfaces to allow this micro access to a
good range or peripherals. Moving clock-
wise around the MPF, there's a port for
either joystick or add-on keyboard, one for
a printer, and a ROM cartridge slot which
will also take the disk controller cartridge;
then at the back, there are monitor,
microphone, earphone, TV and power
sockets.

The on -off switch is mounted on the
separate power supply where, sadly,
Multitech has skimped on the cable. It will

probably be a case of the power socket
coming to the Micro -Professor, rather
than vice versa, since you get well under a
metre of cable to connect up to the MPF,
and less than two with which to reach your
socket. That's the sort of minor annoyance
that would cost very little to rectify.

There's a rather gimmicky TV switching
box that fits between computer and
television to let you flick between the two
without needing to keep plugging and
unplugging your aerial. But it makes the
setting -up instructions rather daunting,
and the MPF will work perfectly well
without it if you prefer to connect it directly
to the TV.

Memory
64k of memory comes as standard on the
MPF. Or so Multitech claims, and after a
fashion the company is right. But the figure
is somewhat misleading, since when you
start up the system you'll discover that in
fact you have just under 38k to play with.

At least, you will discover that if you
happen to be familiar with the ground rules
of twos' complement arithmetic, in which
the MPF expresses the amount of memory
free. (To decode the figure, you'll need to
deduct it from the 65536 bytes that make up
64k - but don't expect the manual to
explain this.) The manual is indeed coy at
this point. 'If your MPF-II displays
a number close to -26629, then the
memory of your MPF-II is all right', it
proclaims.

38k may be as all right as the manufactur-
er planned, but it is not 64k or anything
approaching it. Of the missing 26k, 16k is in
fact used as ROM, to hold the Basic and
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various other utilities: disk boot routine,
input/output routines, printer driver soft-
ware, and the system monitor. That makes
. it a 48k micro in most people's terms. True,
it is possible to switch the ROM space to be
used as RAM by setting a soft switch-but
only if you are using one of the cartridge -
based languages promised for this micro,
since you will lose the Basic that resides in
ROM. Since the languages are not yet
here, and no utilities are provided to help
you make this difficult switch, it's not
unreasonable to look upon the MPF as a
48k machine. As such, it is less in
competition with the expensive top -enders
such as the Apple than it is with much
smaller micros like the Oric or Spectrum.

The rest of the missing memory goes to
handle the low -resolution graphics or text
screen. If you want to use the MPF's
high -resolution graphics, you're going to
have to sacrifice another 8k to do it -
bringing you down to a mere 30k in which
to cram your programs.

The MPF's memory map splits the user
RAM into two chunks, one of 8k and one of
24k, but they are separated by the 8k of
low -resolution graphics memory. Then
comes the 8k of high -resolution graphics
handling, I/O routines, and finally that 16k
of ROM.

The discovery that of your hoped -for
64k, just 30-38 is actually yours to use
might lead you to think of expanding the
memory. Forget it. No memory expansion
is currently available for the MPF, and
according to Sirtel, none is planned.
Indeed, inside that slimline case there
simply isn't space for another thing. No
extra memory, and no hope of running
CP/M or getting an 80 -column display, says
Sirtel. What you sees is what you gets, so if
you want a major upgrade you'll have to
trade in your MPF-II for something quite
different - perhaps the business -oriented
Z-80 based MPF-III that will probably
appear soon, most likely with CP/M.

Inside
Getting under the MPF's skin is very easy,
and indeed, the user manual actively
encourages users to do so- presumably as
part of its educational bias. Four small
cross -headed screws on the underside of
the micro come away to reveal a tightly -
packed but neat and well -planned interior.
Some 50 ICs perch on the main board,
including the R6502, eight 16 -pin RAM
chips, and the two 28 -pin chips used to
store the Basic interpreter and the system
monitor.

Towards the back of the board is the
speaker and PAL TV system encoder.
Then above the main board a second one is
stacked, to handle colour, and at the front
of the unit rests the keyboard. There isn't
room to swing a flea inside, never mind
expansion.

Keyboard
This is one Professor who's never going to
teach a soul to write. The built-in calcula-
tor -look keyboard measures a miserly
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A respectable set of interfaces for a good range of peripherals
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MICRO -PROFESSOR!

60cms by 155cms, and into that tiny space,
Multitech has crammed 49 midget -sized

moving keys. The space bar is particularly
hard to use, being just twice the size of the
alphanumeric keys, and it is hemmed in by
shift, control, return and four cursor keys.
The reset key - coloured orange for
distinction - is in the upper right hand

corner, and there is no escape key at all.
Touch-typing on this keyboard is out of the
question.

Even so, as a calculator -style keyboard,
this one is not at all bad. On the whole it's
preferable to membrane -type keyboards

Jig

MPF-II

O

------1111111111=11---.41*

MPF 11
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Some 50 1Cs perch on the main board including the R6502 and eight 16 -pin RA M chips
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such as on the ZX81. On this keyboard, the
keys are hard white plastic, and they make
a respectable click in reponse to even quite
gentle pressure. But none of them auto -
repeat.

There are two drop -over templates for
use when switching into either of the
keyboard's other two modes -50 graphics
characters, or single -keystroke Basic com-
mands. Here, the Basic keywords have
been positioned so that the most frequent-
ly used are closest at hand. Mind you, on
this keyboard, everything is only too close
at hand. When using them, you'll have to
punctuate your statements yourself and
check their syntax, since unlike the Sinclair
single -key commands, these do not insert
spaces or check the end result for sense.

Full-sized users can buy an optional
full-sized add-on keyboard for the MPF,
though at £35 it seems expensive. Sure
enough, the keys are full-sized, and spaced
the right distance apart, but they are those
wobbly rubber pads Spectrum users know
so well. They, too, lack auto -repeat, and
are also impressively unresponsive to the
heavy key -thumping inflicted by one -
finger typists such as ourselves. They don't
appear to have been de -bounced, and on
our sample, the N key was so unresponsive
that we asked the MPF to PRIT strings at
least a dozen times. And there's no click to
let you know that your key -thump has been
felt by the keyboard.

Using the add-on keyboard does not
disable the built-in keyboard, so you will
need to be careful it does not get knocked
by mistake. And the two keyboards do not
have the same layout, so you will need to
relearn where the RETURN, CON-
TROL, shift and cursor keys are in order to
use it.

The add-on has half a dozen extra keys,
as well as a full-sized space bar. Two of the
new keys are more cursor controllers, for
no very obvious reason since there are four
already on the built-in keyboard. There
are a pair of fire keys for games players,
placed directly beneath the shift keys
where they tend to get hit by accident.
There's also a key bearing the MPF logo
which seems to be purely decorative.

The keyboard is smartly finished, stand-
ing at a slope on stout rubber feet, though it
comes in a brown and beige plastic colour
scheme which doesn't go very far towards
matching the MPF's light and dark grey
livery. It has a curly cable with which it is
plugged into the side of the MPF, in the
joystick socket.

But it doesn't seem to be a sufficiently
great improvement to justify spending £35
to buy it. Better, perhaps, to wait for the
business add-on keyboard which may
appear soon, says Sirtel, though there are
no pricing details yet.

Graphics
The MPF will drive either a television set or
a composite video monitor. That puts it
one up on most small micros which can't
use a monitor, and also one up on the
Apple, which doesn't stoop to use a TV.
We found the resolution perfectly accept-
able on our TV, though the edges tended to

waver a little.
Our biggest reservation was over the

colours, which is no fault of TV or of micro,
but rather of the designers' taste. Yes, the
MPF produces a fairly accurate set of just
six colours ... black, white, and palest baby
blue, lurid orange, springtime -in -
Limerick green, and a rather dainty lilac.
Note the most obvious choices, and not
quite the thing for those mornings when
you're feeling a little off-colour.

Text mode gives you a resolution of 40
columns by 24 lines, with a clear and easily
readable set of 64 characters that's equip-
ped with 28 symbols and punctuation
marks, though no f sign, and no lower-case
letters at all. There's something reminis-
cent of those pioneer days of punch -cards
and mainframes about a micro that only
uses upper-case letters. True, it's a weak-
ness that the Apple shares, but then the
Apple is an older machine, so there's more
of an excuse for it.

In low resolution graphics mode, you
have 40 by 48 blocks at your disposal from
to construct your screens. Each block may
be any of the MPF's none -too -lavish choice
of six colours. (In this mode, the Apple
gives you 16.) In high-res mode, which
gives you 280 by 192 pixels, you are much
more constrained in your use of colours.
Indeed, two pages of the user manual are
given over to explaining the ground rules.

Although all the six colours are still
available, you cannot put them anywhere
you choose. In the odd -numbered col-
umns, you can use black, white, orange
and green, while you are restricted to
white, black, blue or purple in even
columns. Furthermore, those 280 columns
are grouped in sets of seven columns, one
set to a byte full of screen information. And
any one byte can only contain black, white,
and combinations of either purple and
green or blue and orange.

Never can you mix the orange and the
green, not mention any of the other
possible combinations. This is severely
limiting.

User -defined characters are built up on a
grid seven wide by eight high, using
machine code to set the values of each bit.
The eighth, high -order bit is used to decide
the colour of the whole character.

The Basic graphics commands are much
the same as the Apple's, but many of the
more complex functions require you to
resort to machine code - one area where
the Apple pulls ahead of the MPF.

Low resolution graphics instructions
include COLOR, PLOT, HLIN and VLIN
for plotting horizontal and vertical lines,
and SCR to return colour to the screen at
particular points. HCOLOR and HPLOT
handle colour and plotting in high -
resolution graphics mode. There are no
screen paint or shape fill commands, nor
brightness control. Applesoft commands
such as DRAW, ROT, SCALE, and
XDRAW (used to draw predefined
shapes) are not even mentioned in the
MPF manual, but work perfectly well just
the same. The FLASH command, on the
other hand, is not there at all on this
machine. But the worst thing about this
Basic is the manual. Finding any informa-

tion in it is well-nigh impossible, and it is
riddled with both errors and omissions.
both errors and omissions.

As the Benchmarks show, the Basic is
not a fast implementation by any stretch of
the imagination. True, the 6502 is no
super -speedy processor, but there is room
for improvement.

Sound
There's just a single sound generator on
the MPF, and the resulting noise is both
tinny and loud - and irritatingly, there's
no way of controlling the volume or even
switching the sound off.

This comes as quite a shock when you try
running the demonstration cartridge and
find your ears being assaulted by a
semi -deafening version of the 'Ode to Joy',
well off-key.

Programming the MPF's sound capabil-
ity comes down to your skill as a machine
code programmer, since there are no
special Basic commands to control the
sound. The only way is to reference the
appropriate memory locations by using
PEEK and POKE commands. The MPF's
speaker cone can be made to move in or out
by POKEing to the soft switch that controls
it, which causes it to beep at 1 kHz for one
tenth of a second. By joining a number of
these beeps together, it's possible to
produce different tones. But there's no
guidance given in the manual as to how you
should go about shaping the tones you
want.

Software
The MPF's native tongue is Basic, of the
Apple variety. According to Sirtel, car-
tridge -based versions of Forth, Pascal and
Logo are also on their way, but there is
neither a date nor a price for them.

The Basic, like Applesoft Basic, is an
extended version of the language, and the
two are almost identical. The range of
commands available includes both simple
variables and multi -dimensional arrays,
for strings and for numerics. The complete
set of algebraic, relational and logical
operators is there, as well as a broad range
of mathematical functions: sine, cosine,
tangent and arctangent functions, integer,
sign, absolute, square root, exponentia-
tion, logarithm, and three random func-
tions. Calculations are rounded to nine
digits in total, if you are simply using the
MPF in calculator mode for basic arith-
metic.

For handling the flow of control in
programs, you have FOR . . . NEXT
loops, IF . . . THEN structures, ON . . .

GOTO statements, but no REPEAT . . .

UNTIL command at your disposal.
Among the utility commands, you have

a choice of LOADA or LOADT for
loading cassette -based software, depend-
ing on whether the program you want to
load is Apple or MPF-compatible. (And
yes, there are differences between the
Basics, as we'll explain shortly.)

PEEK and POKE are available, but
none of the more exotic commands such as
DEEK and DOKE, to look at two memory
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How fast
is FAST?
Micro -computers don't hang about-and neither do we.
We like to move as fast as the products we handle.
When you deal in computers you need a distribution
system to match the product.
That's where we have the edge. Located at the centre
of the country's communications network we can get
anywhere in the UK-Fast!
Phone in your order now, we'll get the system moving!

EPSON Extraordinary products.
Exceptional quality - from

The fastest movers around!
116-118 Tennant Street, Birmingham B15 1EY. Telephone: 021-643 4419.

Westwood
Distribution
Limited

UNINTERRUPTIBLE
POWER SUPPLY

YOUR SYSTEM RUNS WHEN
THE MAINS ARE OFF!

Whatever your '(
system
POWER BANK
is the answer !

120VA Unit 250VA Unit
from from

£360 £495

THE POWER BANK
The Uninterruptible Power Supply that will run ANY
Micro -Computer System.. .

A vital piece of Equipment for running systems.

Just plug your Micro -Computer, VDU, Disc Drives
and PRINTER into The Power Bank and continue to
run your system in the event of a mains supply
failure.

Electrical spikes and surges suppressed, which
protects your hardware as well as your programme
and data.

Output voltage stabilised for all conditions of input
voltage.

System compatible sine wave output. Built-in
sealed for life batteries.

Manufactured by POWER TESTING (Sales) LTD.
65a Shenfield Road, Shenfield, Brentwood,
Essex CM15 8HA. Tel: 10277) 233188
Telex: 24224 MONREF 586
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locations instead of just one. Editing and
format commands include LIST, REM,
TAB, SPCE and POS, INVERSE, and a
rather useful TRACE function for debug-
ging.

Editing
The MPF's editing ability is very poor. A
line of code can be changed by moving the
cursor with the cursor control keys pro-
vided the line has not yet been entered; but
once you have hit RETURN, the only way
to change a line of code is to re -key it.

There is a way round this problem, in the
shape of a cassette -based screen editor.
This package does offer a slight improve-
ment, though whether it will justify the
effort of loading every time from cassette is
a moot point. It takes three fingers at a time
to operate (shift, control and one other)
and allows you to insert, change and delete
lines of code in a very clumsy manner,
using an illogical set of keys.

It will give you auto -repeat of sorts, a
facility sadly lacking on the MPF's
keyboard, but only of a single key at a time.
All these facilities are ones you would
normally expect to find provided on the
micro in any case, so to load them from
cassette is annoying and unnecessary.

Applications
software
The review machine came with a large
boxful of cassette -based software, all from
Multitech. Most was dismal, even at the
price of £5 per cassette. We tried out a road
race game, where the object seemed to be
to keep a racing car on the road. But the
slow response from the cursor control keys
made it feel more like driving an over-
loaded juggernaut. Gobbler turned out to
be a reasonable Pacman variant, but too
easy to master and rather too slow. There
were various financial packages which did
little more than your calculator could do,
and some fairly lacklustre educational
software setting out to teach addition,
division, subtraction.. .

One cassette is supplied free with the
machine - Micro -Nurse, a diagnosis
program. Sadly, although this comes
complete with a user manual, there is next
to no information about what the program
actually does. You can, for example, enter
`TEST RAM' to the program, and after a
pause it responds with 'TEST OK'. This
may be reassuring, but it leaves you none
the wiser.

Compatibility
Since probably the biggest selling point for
the MPF is its reputed compatibility with
the Apple, the first thing most prospective
buyers will want to know is just how
software compatible the two machines are.

The answer is, hardly at all. If you have
hopes of picking up a pile of Apple

software and plugging it into a Micro -
Professor, switching on and sailing away
into the sunset, forget it. Only a very tiny
fraction of that tempting mountain of
Apple software is actually going to run on
this machine.

The biggest problem is that, although
the Basics are virtually the same on both
micros, the respective machine codes are
not. And relatively little Apple software is
written purely in Applesoft Basic . . . and
much of the stuff that is will be the stuff you
wouldn't want to bother with anyway.

But that's not the only problem. Prob-
lem Number Two hinges on the fact that
the Apple's and the MPF's memory maps
are not the same. The MPF needs an
additional four pages for its monitor
program which the Apple does not use,
and it locates those four pages in the same
area that the Apple uses for its text -
handling and low -resolution graphics. The
MPF's own text and low-res graphics
routines have been moved to the area used
by the Apple for high-res graphics, and the
secondary page for text and graphics is also
at a different location on the MPF.

The outcome of all this musical chairs is
that if you try to run Apple software on the
MPF and your program tries to call code
from any of those locations, then the
program is not going to do at all what it is
supposed to do.

We tried out various pieces of disk -
based Apple software (the cassette -based
variety is almost unheard of, since the
Apple's virtually always sold as a disk
system) under the MPF's modified version
of Apple DOS.

Applesoft programs of less than 6k
mostly ran, while the larger Applesoft
programs were a hopeless case. (It's after
the first 6k of user RAM space that the
MPF's memory map starts to differ from
the Apple's.) But even some of the smaller
programs gave problems. Many of the
keyboard instructions that the Apple uses
give problems on the MPF-in particular,
the K=PEEK (-16384) statement that is
widely used in Apple programs to read the
keyboard for keypresses.

Apple programs that swap between text
and graphics modes also fail to run, since
there are no bona fide text pages. And the
TEXT command behaves differently on
the two machines; on the Apple, it clears
the screen and leaves the cursor on the
bottom line, while on the MPF, it clears all
but the left and bottom margins, and leaves
the cursor at the top.

If you add to these problems the fact that
there is no ESCAPE key on the MPF, and a
great deal of Apple software uses this key,
it becomes fairly obvious that most Apple
programs aren't going to run unmodified
on the Micro -Professor. Incidentally, you
can create some interesting graphic effects
as a result of the memory map differences,
by running software that merrily over-
writes the MPF's screen pages.

Incidentally, it is not at all clear how easy
it will be to get hold of the MPF's DOS -
essentially a modified version of Apple
DOS. Either the dealers will supply the
system, or users will need to take along
their own copies of Apple DOS to be

tailored. Sirtel is not very forthcoming
about how this is to be achieved.

Peripherals
One of the MPF's major plus points, and a
feature that puts it into competition with
the bigger micros rather than with the Oric
or Spectrum, is its ability to support a disk
drive. At the moment, it will only handle a
single drive, but a twin disk controller may
follow.

The drive is priced at £300, and is a small,
sleek box styled to match the rest of the
system, with the same long, low profile as
the MPF itself. It measures just 24 by 15 by
4cms, and is attached by a flat connector to
a floppy disk interface software cartridge,
which in turn plugs into the MPF's ROM
cartridge slot. Its door fastens with a
spring -loaded catch which doesn't seem to
work terribly well. It uses an Apple -
compatible 51/4in 40 -track disk format so
that it can quite happily read Apple disks.
140 kbytes is its capacity.

There is a joystick to be had, priced at
£15, but there wasn't one available for
testing. It shares the same input slot as the
add-on keyboard, which is rather restrict-
ing, and only one joystick can be attached,
which is very restricting.

There's no manufacturer's own -brand
cassette recorder to be used with the MPF,
but unfortunately there is also little
guidance given in the manual about the
choice of a suitable - that is to say,
mono-machine.

The MPF will work with any Centronics
standard printer, but there is also a
Multitech thermal printer available to go
with the machine.

Printer
The Multitech own -brand printer is in
effect a grown-up version of the £40
Sinclair ZX printer. It's a smallish grey
moulded plastic box with transparent
paper cover, measuring 7cms high by
25cms wide and 18cms deep, weighing
1.5kg, and it prints on white thermal paper
just 11.2cms wide - about half as wide
again as the Sinclair paper.

At £185, the printer seems over -priced,
especially since it can print only 40
characters per line, and then only on the
special white thermal paper - though
granted, it's an improvement on the silver
Sinclair variety.

Printing speed is respectable, at around
150 lines per minute. And, being a thermal
printer, it can reproduce graphics charac-
ters without needing special driver soft-
ware; but only in black and white, of
course. Resolution is quite acceptable, at
up to 280 dots to the line.

Thermal printing is done by selectively
heating some of the dots on each printhead
- 20 per head with this printer - which
then turn the paper black when contact is
made. But the printer manual warns you
that poor quality paper will wreck your
printheads in under two hours. It refers
you to an appendix for a list of suitable
paper suppliers. But alas for your print
heads, no such appendix is there.
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On the left hand side of the casing,
there's a 16 -pin parallel interface, while on
top there's a paper release lever and paper
advance switch.

The MPF uses the PRTON command to
drive the printer, and you can choose to
print one line at a time, or by the screenful.
You can program the printer to underline,
backspace or even retype characters, and a
special graphics mode lets you program
each dot on the print heads individually.

But you don't have to use the Multitech
printer. The MPF will also interface to any
printer with a Centronics interface, which
throws the field wide open. At £185, this
own -brand printer may find it hard to
compete.

Documentation
Cast your mind back to the late sixties and
early seventies, when Japanese electronic
goods started hitting the UK in bulk.
Remember the early instruction booklets
that went with those stereo systems and
televisions? Remember them, and if the
memory is a fond one, rush out and buy a
Micro -Professor. On the other hand, if you
prefer your documentation in English, this
is not the machine for you.

The main problem lies with the Basic
manual. The user's manual is plump and
informative, though finding your way
around it is no joke, and there is a brief,
heavily illustrated installation booklet
thrown in for good measure. Both are
more or less in English.

The same cannot be said of the stout,
spiral -bound Basic tutorial. It sets out with
the approach of teaching computer pro-
gramming through the use of Basic, rather
than purely teaching you this one dialect of
Basic. So its almost 250 pages start out
from scratch by trotting you through such
fundamentals as the workings of the
human brain and the history of the
computer.

It's packed solid with very likeable
cartoons - little jelly -bean characters
cracking jokes to soften the subject. But
nine times out of ten, you'll find your own
set of jokes just reading this manual. How
can you take much notice of a manual that
greets you with a cartoon of a tiny

jelly -bean professor shaking hands with a
microcomputer to the strains of this typical
Minglish conversation: (Micro) - 'Hey! I
am micro -computer, nice to meet
you!' .(Professor) - 'Oh! So Lovely!'

There are careless and confusing errors
in the manual, as well as a total lack of an
index to help you find the piece of
information you need. It may not even be
in there - several of the graphics
commands are not mentioned at all in the
manual, but work perfectly well. You'll
probably never know what is absent and
what merely not signposted in this chaotic
manual. And errors such as 'The MPF-II
keyboard shows the numeral zero with a
slash through it' (it doesn't, in fact) do not
improve matters.

The user's manual, too, is annoyingly
index -less. This manual covers everything
from installation and hardware specifica-
tions through the single -keystroke Basic
commands and other keyboard modes, use
of high and low-res graphics, sound
generation, use of the system monitor and
machine code programming, memory
organisation, and input-output handling.
Then there's a set of useful appendices
featuring the 6502 instruction set, hexa-
decimal operation codes, a glossary of
terms, and keyboard circuit diagrams. But
an index is essential for finding any needles
in that particular haystack.

I must have hunted for information
about sound programming for half an hour
before I managed to track down a few
grains of information under the heading
`Input-output Expansion'.

Sirtel says it is looking at the possibility
of doing a rewrite of the manuals, but
there's no date fixed for that as yet. In the
meantime, such documentation as there is
does the MPF-II no favours at all, and is
largely useless for the intended education-
al audience.

Support and
availability
At present, Sirtel -a general electronics
importer based in Peterborough and
dealing in everything from computers to
CB radios - is sole UK distributor for the
MPF-II. The company stressed that this is
not the only micro it handles, and insists
that support will come from the dealers,
not from Sirtel. The Spectrum stores are to

Technical specifications
CPU:
RAM:
ROM:
Keyboard:
I/O ports:

Disk:
Printer:
Peripherals:
Operating System:
Languages:

Software:

R6502, 1.023 MHz
48k
16k
49 key calculator type, built-in.
TV, composite video , cassette, joystick/keyboard,
parallel printer, disk controller/ROM cartridge.
Single drive only, 140 kbytes.
Thermal, 40 columns, 150- 180 lines/minutes.
Keyboard, joystick.
Apple DOS variant.
Basic; Pascal, Forth and Logo to come, on ROM
cartridge.
Multitech brand cassette based games, business and
education packages.

Benchmarks

BM1 2.8
BM2 11.0
BM3 19.5
BM4 21.3
BM5 25.0
BM6 40.2
BM7 61.5
BM8 110.6
Average 36.5

All timings in seconds. For an explanation
of the Benchmark programs, see PCW
Vol5 No 11, November 1982

sell the micro, as well as various other
dealers whom Sirtel wouldn't name - and
Spectrum shops should have supplies in
stock now.

If the MPF-II is to sell as an Apple
substitute, it will need strong support to
help users overcome the various incom-
patibilities and train them to sort out the
Apple software that will run from that
which won't. Whether Sirtel's policy of
leaving support up to the dealers will prove
equal to this task remains to be seen. But
the company promises that dealers will be
ready and able to give guidance on all these
matters.

Conclusions
As a serious low-cost rival to the Apple, the
MPF-II is just too incompatible to compete
and there doesn't appear to be the support
to overcome the incompatibilities. As an
educational aid, it's let down to the point of
uselessness by poor documentation. As a
rival to the smaller colour home micros, it
is hampered by a lack of decent software
and an equal lack of Basic commands to
make programming of sound and colour
straightforward.

Really, this is a machine which isn't sure
what market it should be aimed at. Given a
decent Basic manual and a bit more
compatibility with the excellent education-
al software that's around for the Apple,
there's no reason why it shouldn't make
some headway in education. Put up against
the Spectrums and Orics of this world
its only selling point will be the ability
to handle a disk system and run a little
Apple software- for on colours, on sound
and on Basic implementations, it
doesn't compete, and user memory is
virtually equal.

At the moment, the MPF is overpriced
since it's not going to make its mark in the
Apple marketplace - where, indeed, it
would look cheap. It will most probably
come down in price before long - and if a
proper hard -keyed keyboard does appear
soon, at a reasonable price, then this micro
will have a small impact on the Spectrum
shelves. As it stands, it will have a pretty
tiny impact.

Personally, we wouldn't buy it. It has
some sterling virtues, most notably the
funniest Basic manual of the year, but a
micro with a colour range this small and
this hideous, and with a propensity for
playing Beethoven off-key, is never going
to win our hearts. END
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Problem. Simulating an aircraft
on a small microcomputer and
depicting the 3-D world outside
through the eyes of the pilot.

Problem. Turning the Spectrum's
numerical abilities into powerful
verbal skills combined with a
huge vocabulary.
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Problem. Evaluating complex
algorithms to provide sufficient
depth of analysis in a short time.
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Problem. Creating cartoon -
quality graphics in an
entertaining and varied game.

Problem. Modelling in 3-D on a
small micro - performing some
7.5 million calculations for one
hidden line drawing.

Problem. Integrating cartoon -
quality graphics with the realism
of the ski -slope.
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Problem. Providing complex,
sophisticated data handling
through easy -to -use commands.

Problem. Balancing the number
of strategic factors required with
a complex series of rules for a
classic game.

Psion have bigger, more ambitious
software ideas for your Sinclair
Spectrum. So naturally, our software is
more of a problem to design.

Happily, we have all the right
programming skills to match. In fact,
Psion have one of the most advanced
microcomputer software design
facilities in the world. (Ask anyone
who's seen a VAX 11/750 computer!)

That's why we can create the
best software programs you'll ever see
on a Sinclair Spectrum. (Remember-
our ' Horizons' cassette was selected to
introduce you to the Spectrum's
capabilities.)

In all, there are 12 challenging
titles, published exclusively underthe
Sinclair label. You can seethe quality of
eight of them alongside!

In addition, you can defend Earth
from Space Raiders ... destroy
Planetoids ... use VU-CALC in your
business ... even stroll in the park with
Hungry Horace! And the Psion range is
growing all the time - watch out for our
latest program, 'Chequered Flag:

Psion programs for the Spectrum:

 Flight Simulation
(48K)

 Chess (48K)
 Space Raiders
 Planetoids
 VU-CALC
 VU -FILE
 VU -3D (48K)

 Hungry Horace
 Horace and The

Spiders
 Horace Goes

Skiing
 Backgammon
 Computer

SCRABBLE® (48K)
'Horace' series produced in conjunction with Melbourne House
SCRABBLE® trademark and copyright licensed by Scrabble
Schutzrechte and Handels Gmbh - A J W Spear and Sons
PLC subsidiary

Whichever program you choose,
you can be sure it's high -quality, and
action- packed.

The popularity of our cassettes
proves it. In a recent WH Smith chart of
best-selling Spectrum software, no
less than 7 of the top 12 were by Psion.

That means there's one good way
to choose the best Spectrum
software ...

Just look for the Psion symbol on
the cover of the cassette.

PSION
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Word processing on a Spectrum? Well, who'd have thoughtit . . . Steve Mann explains how to set up your
own low-cost system

Now, promise you won't laugh - I've
turned my Spectrum into a word proces-
sor. On the face of it, nothing could be
more unsuitable for this task than Sir
Clive's best-seller: after all it lacks a proper
keyboard, displays only 32 characters to a
line and does not have a proper printer
interface. In its favour, of course, is the 39k
of user RAM available to those with a 48k
machine.

Over the past few weeks I have given a
lot of thought to word processing. My
normal practice when writing articles for
PCW has been to work at home. This has
meant that I have been writing my articles
in longhand and then typing them out on
the office Sirius - time-consuming and
hardly labour -efficient. It was obvious that
I needed some form of word processor at
home. My first thought was to build up a
system using the BBC Micro with disk
drives. However, my lack of a personal
BBC machine would have meant buying
the whole system from scratch - and my
finances just won't run to that at present.
The obvious answer was to make the best
of my trusty Spectrum . . .

The keyboard presented no problem as I
already owned a 'proper' model which had
been purchased as long ago as last summer
from the Buffer Micro Shop in Streatham.
I say 'proper' in quotes because, although
a considerable improvement on the stan-
dard Spectrum keyboard, this particular
model - from dk'tronics - lacks a space
bar. At the time of purchase this was the
only type available - if I was buying one
today I'd make sure there was a standard
space bar.

Next on the agenda was an interface to
enable the Spectrum to be used with a
printer other than the ZX Printer. Con-
venient though the ZX Printer is for short
listings, it is obviously inadequate for word
processing. So I obtained a Centronics
interface from Kempston Microelectro-
nics, which is suitable for hooking the
Spectrum up to a wide range of printers,
including the Epson models - I used the
office MX -80.

The final component was the software.
I've seen a whole range of so-called 'word
processors' for the Spectrum, but very few
of these have been designed for use with a
full-size printer. The exception is Tasword
Two from Tasman Software, which is
designed for use with a range of interfaces,
including Kempston's, and which re-
defines the Spectrum character set to give
64 characters per line-both on screen and
on the printer.

Setting up
Putting the system together was a piece of
cake. The Kempston interface simply
plugs into the expansion port at the rear of
the Spectrum and is connected to the
printer via a ribbon cable. The only
problem I found was that because of the
design of the dk'tronics keyboard there
was insufficient room to plug in the
interface. This was remedied by cutting a
chunk out of the rear of the keyboard

casing with a fretsaw -it doesn't look very
elegant, but it has done the trick.

The Kempston interface came with a
setting -up program on cassette for each of
the two Spectrum sizes. This is used to
create a customised program for your
particular printer and you would normally
specify the printer codes for carriage
return, linefeed, etc. This customised
program would then be loaded into your
Spectrum each time you use the interface.

When the Kempston interface is used
with Tasword Two, however, setting up
becomes, if anything, even easier. You
first create a customised printer program
in the manner described in Kempston's
documentation, but instead of keying in
the correct codes for carriage return and
linefeed you simply set these to zero. Next
you must load Tasword Two from tape.
Having done this, you break out of
Tasword and return to Basic by pressing
STOP followed by 'B'. Now you merge
your printer program into Tasword by
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executing LOAD "printcode" CODE
57856. Finally, you simply run Tasword
and then use the define graphics/printer
facility to specify the interface control
codes and the codes for carriage return and
linefeed (13 and 10 on the Epson range). If
you then use the 'Save Tasword' option
you will have a system tailored to your
requirements, incorporating the codes for
your particular printer, that can be
reloaded at any time.

Tasword Two
Tasword Two itself is a fine demonstration
of the programmer's art, providing just
about every feature you would need in a
word processing package. It is based on
WordStar and uses the Spectrum block
graphics keys for printer control codes- it
comes with the graphics keys set up for an
Epson FX-80. Perhaps the most surprising
aspect of this package is the fact that the
redefined character set is actually quite
readable: a former editor of this magazine
scoffed at the idea of 64 characters per line
on the Spectrum but, once you have made
sure your TV is tuned in properly, the text
is perfectly clear.

Describing a word processing package is
not the easiest of tasks. I think the simplest
way to do it is to go through the Tasword
features in the order in which they appear
in the excellent manual - which was
produced using Tasword Two and an
Epson printer.

The 'Getting started' section gives the
user a few pointers on how to make the
most of the system, and explains the use of
the Tasword Tutor, which is supplied on
the tape as a text file ready to be loaded
into Tasword. There then follows a section
entitled 'How Tasword works', which
details the features and limitations of the
package. Tasword operates on a text file
that contains whatever you type in from
the keyboard. This file may be up to 320
lines in length (which according to my
calculations gives you a healthy 20,480
characters). The television screen acts as a
`window', displaying 22 lines of the text file
at a time and various control keys scroll
this window through the text file in both
directions. In normal use Tasword dis-
plays all 64 characters on each line of the
text file. However, if your eyesight just
can't handk this size of 'text, the window
may be 'opened' to show only 32 charac-
ters at a time at normal Spectrum size.

Text is entered by using the Spectrum
keys in their normal fashion. Because of
the complexity of the Spectrum keyboard,
it is sometimes necessary to go into
`Extended mode' to obtain some elements
of the Spectrum character set. Tasword
uses the Spectrum keywords - the ones
printed in red on the keys - as control
keys, together with the words marked in
white above the number keys. Both
character keys and control keys will
auto -repeat if held down. A particularly
useful control key is EDIT (CAPS SHIFT
1), which displays a 'Help' page on the
screen; th s gives a brief description of
each control key and is shown here as
Fig 1.
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There are 19 control keys in normal
mode (Tasword is in normal mode when
the bottom line of the display - which
shows the number of lines typed and
indicates whether justification and word-
wrap are on - is flashing). The actions of
these keys are as follows:
EDIT (caps shift 1) - displays the normal
mode help page. When this page is
displayed pressing ENTER returns to text
file; pressing CAPS SHIFT and SYMBOL
SHIFT together displays the Extended
Mode help page.
CAPS LOCK (caps shift 2) - toggles
CAPS LOCK on and off.
TRUE VIDEO (caps shift 3) - moves
cursor to the end of the next word to the left
of the cursor. This enables the cursor to
move rapidly left along a line.
INVERSE VIDEO (caps shift 4) - as
TRUE VIDEO, but moves to the begin-
ning of the next word to the right.
CURSOR ARROWS (caps shift 5 ,6,7,8) -
move cursor to any position on the screen.
GRAPHICS (caps shift 9) - this key
accesses the Spectrum's block graphics.
These are printed as normal on the ZX
Printer but are used as control codes for
full -width printers.
DELETE (caps shift 0) - deletes charac-
ter under the cursor and moves rest of the
line left one position.
<= (symbol shift q) - moves text under
and left of cursor one character position to
the left.
<> (symbol shift w) - centres text on the
line containing the cursor.
>= (symbol shift e) - moves text under
and to right of the cursor one character
position to the right.
AND (symbol shift y) - inserts new
characters, words or lines into the text file.
OR (symbol shift u) - displays the end of
the text file.
AT (symbol shift i) - jumps back to
beginning of the text file.
STOP (symbol shift a) - used for saving,
loading and printing text files.
NOT (symbol shift s) - deletes the line the
cursor is on and moves all subsequent lines
up to fill the gap.

STEP (symbol shift d) - reformats text
after deletions or corrections have been
made.
TO (symbol shift f) - scrolls display down
one line.
THEN (symbol shift g) -scrolls display up
one line.
ENTER - moves cursor to the beginning
of the next line. If Insert Mode is on, a new
line is inserted.

In addition to these control keys,
Tasword uses the Spectrum's 'Extended
Mode' keys as a further set of controls.
These enable the user to handle such tasks
as fast scrolling in either direction, format-
ting (right justify on/off, word-wrap on/
off, justify single line and unjustify single
line), outputting text to the ZX Printer,
setting margins, moving blocks of text,
changing the text window, clearing the text
file, finding or replacing sections of text,
and toggling in and out of insert mode. The
`Replace or find text' option is particularly
useful. If you are typing a piece of text that
contains a word or phrase that is used
several times, it is a simple matter to use an
abbreviation (for example, I used 'Ta' for
Tasword while writing this piece) and then
use the 'Replace and find' option to
substitute the correct letters before print-
ing. When using this option Tasword
automatically reformats the text. When in
extended mode it is also possible to set
margins within the text - this is useful for
highlighting certain paragraphs. When a
margin is set part of the screen will change
colour from white to yellow to indicate the
settings. While margins are set, the < = ,
<> and >= keys do not affect text inside
margins and will not work at all if the
cursor is inside a margin. To indicate that
Tasword is in extended mode, the bottom
line of the display flashes. The extended
mode help page is shown in Fig 2.

Unless otherwise instructed, Tasword
Two automatically formats the text with
right justification (text is printed with flush
left and right margins) and with word-
wrap. Word-wrap simply means that if a
word is too long to fit in the space left in a
line it is dropped down to the next line. Of
course you can override this and use a
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hyphen. The only time that you should use
the ENTER key is at the end of a
paragraph or if you want to leave a blank
line. When you type the last character in a
line Tasword moves the cursor to the
beginning of the next line and it changes
shape, becoming vertically elongated. If
you type a character when the cursor is
enlarged Tasword assumes that this is part
of the last word on the line above and so
will word-wrap- so you must type a space
after each word, even if a word ends
exactly at the last character position on a
line. If the last character on a a line is a
punctuation mark Tasword will not word-
wrap when you begin the next line, even if
the cursor is tall. Tasword also ignores the
first two spaces that you type so that you
don't indent a line by mistake. To enable
Tasword to format text correctly, the
manual recommends that you always type
at least one space after punctuation and
that you always begin a new paragraph by
indenting at least three spaces or by
leaving a line space.

To save and load text files, the STOP
key is utilised while Tasword is running in
normal mode. A menu of options then
appears. A series of on -screen prompts
makes loading, saving and verifying very
simple - if a mistake does occur and you
find yourself back in Basic, it is merely a
matter of pressing RUN and your text file
is retrieved. If you choose the 'Load text
file' option, any text currently in Tasword
will be cleared. This can be avoided by
using the 'Merge' option, in which case the
new text will be loaded after any text that is
already there. The merge will fail if there is
not enough room for both files (ie , if their
total length is more than 320 lines).

Printer control
characters
As mentioned above, the Spectrum block
graphics are printed as normal if the ZX
Printer is used. For full -width printers,

however, they serve a very different
function.

Most printers will allow great flexibility
in the way text is formatted. Many will
have facilities for large or small print, bold
print (sometimes italic as well) and
underlining. To send instructions to the
printer, Tasword makes use of the Spec-
trum graphics. Each printer requires
different codes, so Tasword has a 'Define
graphics/printer' facility for the user to
input the relevant codes for his or her
printer. When in normal mode, pressing
the STOP key followed by `g' will bring up
a series of prompts to enable graphic keys
to be defined. Tasword Two comes with
codes for the Epson FX-80 already
defined. I used an Epson MX -80 and found
that many of the control codes were the
same. One useful code that was not
implemented was for form -feed (used to
move the print position to the start of the
next page). For this I simply set one of the
graphics keys with the code 12. Each time a
form -feed was needed it was a simple
matter to press the relevant key.

Conclusions
If your main reason for buying a micro is to
use it for word processing, then the
Spectrum would be one of your last
choices. However, if you already own a
Spectrum and would like to use it for
processing text, this article should make it
clear that such a use is perfectly feasible.
I'm extremely impressed with the standard
of Tasword Two - I found it easy to use
and very well designed. It took a short
while only to become familiar with the
various control keys, and the number of
on -screen prompts, together with the
excellent manual, make it ideal-even for
an absolute beginner. A Tasword text file
holds a surprisingly large number of words
- this article fitted quite comfortably into
one file; there was room for considerably
more verbiage. And, of course, the advent
of the Microdrive - announced before
this issue went to press - should allow the
Spectrum to be used for a wide variety of
applications that require the storage of

large amounts of data. I look forward to
Tasman's Microdrive-based word proces-
sing package with great interest.

Tasword Two comes complete with
instructions for using a variety of inter-
faces - the Cobra RS232, Euroelectro-
nics ZX Lprint, the Hilderbay, the Morex
and, of course, the Kempston interface. I
used the Kempston version as this was one
I had received for review, but Tasword
Two is so well designed that I foresee no
problems with any of the others.

The Kempston interface, too, did all
that could be expected of it and proved
reliable in use. I do have a minor gripe
about the way the ribbon cable is arranged
on this interface, though - it emerges
from the same side of the interface as does
the connection to the Spectrum port:
unless the printer is sited directly behind
the Spectrum this necessitates twisting the
cable so that it does not obstruct the keys.
It would have been more sensible to lead
the cable from the rear of the interface so
that it had a bit more clearance. Kemp-
ston's documentation is not all it could be,
either - it contains all the information
you'll need but the presentation could
stand some improvement.

The dk'tronics keyboard has taken quite
a bashing over the last year or so and has
come through with flying colours. The
only signs of wear and tear are on the
keytops - some of the key labels have
become obliterated (does anyone know
where I can get a set of Spectrum key
labels?). The dk'tronics keyboard is
equipped with a numeric pad and will set
you back £45 - but for word processing I
would recommend a keyboard with a
space bar; these can be obtained from a
number of suppliers and cost about the
same - or slightly less - than the
dk'tronics one.

Tasword Two is produced by Tasman
Software, 17 Hartley Crescent, Leeds LS6
2 LL and costs £13 .95 .

The Kempston interface comes from
Kempston Microelectronics, 180A
Bedford Road, Kempston, Bedford MK42
8BL. Price: £45.

"These educational packages sure have learned me a lot, Dad!"
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WARMER ORR PROGRAMMING
PART 3: NORMALISATION

IN PRACTICE
In the penultimate part of this series Paul Overaa explains the procedure for normalising a set of data items.

We saw last month how it is possible to
describe sets of data using Warnier
diagrams. The general ideas involved in
working backwards from the output of a
program were illustrated leading to an
initial Wamier diagram showing a pro-
gram design for handling data input. I
indicated that there are advantages to
being able to impose different views on a
data set without having physically to
rearrange the data. This month I want to
discuss a technique known as 'Normalisa-
tion' and show you some of the benefits
that normalised data sets have in practice.

We were considering last month the
production of a report for a company of
consulting chemists. The primary data
item set that we identified was described
in terms of a logical input file using a
Warnier diagram. This diagram is re,
peated in Fig 1 for convenience.

The word 'Entity' is used to describe a
exist-

ence. Such entities have various charac-
teristics that we call 'Attributes'. To
digress for a moment, if you were storing
data about people then one entity you
would deal with would be 'Person' and
the attributes that you might wish to
store about each person could be Name,
Address, Telephone Number, Age and
so on. If we return to Fig 1 then we
see that the attributes of the entity
Sample include Sample Identification
Number, Commodity Name, Country of
Origin, Type and also a collection of tests
and test results that may occur more than
once, eg, a particular sample may have
half a dozen or more different analytical
tests carried out on it. For this sample
there will be that number of Test Names
and Test Results present. Attributes like
these that can occur more than once for a
particular entity occurrence are called a
`Repeating Group'.

One obvious way to store our data set
would be to regard Sample as the only
entity and sequentially store the attribute
values associated with particular Sample
Identification Numbers as variable length
records. This would represent our input
file correctly but some of the data would
be very awkward to get at. Imagine, for
instance, that you want to find those
samples that had a test for 'percentage of
moisture' carried out. It would be necess-
ary to search sequentially the whole of
the data file in order to find each
occurrence of the test name 'Moisture'.
Such information would in fact be much

easier to obtain if the details for the tests
were stored separately. The first stage of
normalisation concerns itself with the
problems that repeating groups cause
and eliminates them by removing groups
and rewriting them as new entities.

From a practical point of view it is
useful initially to pick out from the Input
file any attributes that are candidates for
static file storage methods and rewrite
these items as separate entities. By this I
mean the attributes where you would be
likely to store a code to represent the
value rather than store the attribute
value itself. Country of Origin is a typical
candidate since we can encode up to 256
different countries of origin in one single
byte. We would therefore like to main-
tain a static file containing the country
names and the respective code numbers
that are allotted. It should be fairly
obvious that several candidates of this
nature exist and it is immediately useful
to rewrite them as new entities as
follows:
Commodity
(Commodity#, Commodity -Name)
Origin (Origin#, Origin -Name)
Type (Type#, Type -Name)
Test (Test#, Test -Name)

The # sign is frequently used to
indicate a number and thus Commodity#
is read as commodity number. We have
written the four entities shown above in a
common standard form and the notation
is as follows: we write the name of the
entity and then in brackets we list the
attributes of the entity. The attribute or
attributes that uniquely identify a par-
ticular occurrence of an entity type is called
the 'key' or 'identifier' and is underlined. It
is the identifier that is used to search for
specific record occurrences in practice.

Having done this we can write our
input file shown in Fig 1 as follows:
Sample (Sample#, Commodity#,
Origin#, Type#, (Test#, Test -Result))

The identifier in this case is Sample#
- ie, the Sample Identification Number.

At this point we are in a position to
start what is usually regarded as the first
stage of normalisation. The object is to
remove any repeating groups from any
currently identified entity descriptions
and to rewrite them as new entities. In
doing this it is necessary to include in the
new entity all attributes that were identi-
fiers in the original entity.

The result of doing this is shown

below. Note that the act of separating the
repeating group has resulted in us iden-
tifying another entity that we have called
Analysis -Result.
Sample (Sample#, Commodity#,
Origin#, Type#)
Analysis -Result (Sample#, Test#, Test -
Result)

It should be obvious that in order to
identify uniquely a particular analysis
result we would need to know to which
test and to which sample we were
referring. This being so we should not be
surprised to see both identifiers present
in the key.

The entities that we have selected to
represent our logical input file are now
free of repeating groups and are said to
be in first normal form. It is convenient
to list them together thus:
Commodity
(Commodity#, Commodity -Name)
Origin (Origin#, Origin -Name)
Type (Type#, Type -Name)
Test (Test#, Test -Name)
Sample (Sample#, Commodity#,

Origin#, Type#)
(Sample#, Test#, Test -
Result)

Analysis -
Result

It is now necessary to examine each of
the above entity descriptions to ensure
that each non -identifying attribute (ie,
attributes that are not part of the key) is
functionally dependent on the whole of
the key. This sounds frightening but it is
very easy to do indeed. In effect all that
we mean is that it must not be possible to
identify uniquely an occurrence of a
particular attribute without specifying
the whole of the key. I think you will see
what I mean as we work through the first
normal forms.
Commodity (Commodity# , Commodity -
Name)

This is an easy one since there is only
one non -identifying attribute. Once we
know a particular Commodity# then we
have uniquely specified a Commodity -
Name. Similarly, to specify a particular
Commodity -Name we need only be in
possession of Commodity#. It should be
apparent that the attributes of the first four
entities that we listed earlier, namely
Commodity, Origin, Type and Test, are
already such that the non -identifying
attributes are functionally dependent on
the whole key and other than recognising
this fact we do not have to do anything to
them.
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Sample (Sample#, Commodity#,
Origin#, Type#)

For the entity Sample we have three
non -identifying attributes to be checked.
We ask ourselves this question . . . 'Is it
possible without specifying the Sample#
of a sample to identify what commodity it
is, its country of origin or its type?'
Obviously to be able to say 'this sample
comes from, eg, India' we would have to
know to which sample we were referring,
ie, we would have to know Sample#. I
think you will agree that for all three
cases we must know the Sample# before
we can deduce the other attributes. In
plain English we must know which par-
ticular sample we are talking about
before we can say what it is, where it
comes from or what type description it
has. Again, therefore we do not have to
do anything other than recognise that the
attributes of this entity are already func-
tionally dependent on the whole of the
key chosen.

The last entity of our first normal set is
Analysis -Result and in this case we have
two attributes in our identifier or 'key'.
Analysis -Result (Sample#, Test#, Test -
Result)

We look at the non -identifying attri-
bute Test -Result. Simply specifying the
sample identification number Sample#
would be insufficient to determine
uniquely a test result because a particular
sample may, as we have already indi-
cated, have more than one analytical test
carried out. Similarly it would be insuffi-
cient to specify a reference for the test
carried out since there may be many
samples that had such a test performed.
It is necessary to specify both the sample
number and the test in question before
we can identify a particular test result
value and thus as in the previous cases
the non -identifying attributes are func-
tionally dependent on the whole of the
selected key.

In the example we are dealing with we
see that the normal entity descriptions we
produced initially are not only free from
repeating groups but also exhibit the
qualities of functional dependence we

have talked of. But things might not have
been this easy, and to give you a chance to
see how to proceed in less fortunate cases I
want you to imagine that, in addition to
storing data about the analytical test
results, we also need to know which
laboratory performed the analysis. If this
had been part of the problem require-
ments then the entity Analysis -Result
would look like this:
Analysis -Result (Sample#, Test#, Test -
Result, Laboratory -Name)

We would convince ourselves as we
did above that Test -Result was truly
functionally dependent on both identi-
fiers. We would then look at the attribute
Laboratory -Name. In the case of our
example each particular laboratory is set
up to do certain types of work, that is to
perform a certain range of tests. This
being so I think you will agree that you
only need to specify the Test# to know
which laboratory performed the test. The
attribute Laboratory -Name is therefore
not functionally dependent on the whole
of the key. The solution is to remove this
attribute from the entity Analysis -Result
and create a new entity Laboratory as
follows:
Laboratory (Laboratory#, Laboratory -
Name)

In this way we would ensure that
non -identifying attributes were in fact
functionally dependent on the whole key.
Having done this our collection of en-
tities would be described as being in
Second Normal Form.

The last stage that we need to consider
concerns itself with the relations between
the non -identifying attributes them-
selves. We want to ensure that, for any
particular entity, no 'non -identifying
attribute' is functionally dependent on
any other 'non -identifying attribute'.
This part of the procedure therefore only
applies to entities with two or more
non -identifying attributes and in our
example we consider one entity only,
Sample.
Sample (Sample#, Commodity#,
Origin#, Type#)

By inspection I think you will agree

Sample Identification Number
( I time)
Commodity Name
( 1 time)

Input File
Sample
(S times)

Country of Origin
(1 time)
Type Test Name
( I time) (I time)
Analytical Test
(T times)

Test Result
(I time)

Fig 1

that if we specify a particular commodity
name by specifying or defining the value
of Commodity# then this tells us nothing
about the sample's origin or its type
value. Similarly specifying a sample's
origin or type value would not help us to
identify what commodity it was. In this
case we can safely say that non -
identifying attributes of the entity Sam-
ple are mutually independent. If depend-
ence is found, the procedure to follow is
to remove the offending attribute by
creating a new entity in just the same way as
we would have created the entity Labora-
tory if we had been required to store details
of which laboratory carried out which
tests.

Once we had ensured that all non -
identifying attributes are mutually inde-
pendent we have created the famous
`Third Normal Forms' that you read
about in the database books. Please
remember that it takes far longer to
explain these procedures than it does
actually to do it.

Let's list the three steps that we have
performed:
1. Write your initial entity descriptions
in the bracket notation form and then
remove any repeating groups that are
present.
2. Check that the non -identifying attri-
butes of each entity are functionally
dependent on the whole of the identifier
that you selected. If you find that some
are not, then those particular attributes
must be removed.
3. Lastly, you must ensure that all non -
identifying attributes are mutually inde-
pendent. Again if you find that this is not
so then new entities must be created.

Look at Fig 2. This shows the
entities and their relations. What we
must now do is consider the ways in
which such a representation could be
implemented in practice. One quite sim-
ple method that could be used on many
small disk -based computers would be to
maintain separate files for each of the six
entities. Random access files would be
most suitable since we will wish to extract
data by referring to specific keys rather
than having to search through complete
files.

It is necessary to decide what method
will be used to indicate or define the
relations that exist. Given a particular
sample number, for instance, we could
from the appropriate Sample record find
what sort of sample it is, where it comes
from and what type classification it had.
We would also need to locate the analysis
details and, since these will be placed in a
separate file, we will need to know where-
abouts in the Analysis -Results file the
data has been placed. A simple solution
is to use 'embedded pointers' within the
Sample records, giving for instance the
address or record number of the first
result and also the number of tests that
were carried out. In this way we could
find out which records in the Analysis -
Results file were associated with which
records in the Sample file. Such embed-
ded pointers could be used to specify all
the relations needed.
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ADVERTISEMENT

ORIC SOFTWARE
Dept. PCW 118 Worcester Rd, Malvern, Worcs., WR14 1SS

SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS OF ORIC SOFTWARE
rm

SPECIAL PRICE
48K ORIC

for only £149.95
Post Free UK only (inc VAT)

AVAILABLE NOW SOFTWARE CATALOGUE
FREE WITH EVERY PURCHASE OR

SEND £1.00 WHICH WILL BE DEDUCTED FROM YOUR FIRST ORDER

This is a Comprehensive catalogue of software just for the ORIC
computer, with descriptions and titles for all the software we
have available. Some of the titles are listed here.

(Dealership enquiries welcome- apply on letterhead)
ZODIAC 48K 9.95
BIORHYTHMS 48K 5.95
SYNTHESIZER 48K 7.95
MULTIGAMES- 5 Games 48K 7.95
CHESS 48K 9.95
ORIC BASE - Database 48K 14.95

Postage & packing 50p (1 to 7 cassettes)
Return to:- ORIC SOFTWARE, Dept PCW, 118 Worcester Rd,

Malvern, Worcs., WR14 1SS. Tel: Malvern (06845) 62467

I have a 16K Oric. Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
48K Oric. Address

My Software interests are
Home .... Business .

Games .. Education Postcode
Others (please specify)... Cheque enclosed

Please debit my AccessNisa AMex Dclub -
with
No

SOFTWARE WRITERS: Lump sum or royalty payments. Send tapes &
details. (Tapes not returned unless return postage is included).

THINKING ABOUT A
COMPUTER FOR
BUSINESS OR
PERSONAL
USE?

PPM have been supplying them for 5 years which
makes us one of the most experienced companies in
a young business.

To discuss your requirements 'phone David
Chester
on Brookwood (04867) 80111.

STOP PRESS !

Ltd.

In addition to the full range of
Commodore equipment we
have
been appointed area
distributor
for the new 64k ZORBA
professional portable computer
with 776k in-built disks.
Hermitage Road St Johns
Woking Surrey GU21 1TZ

Saunderson
speaking ...
It's the laughing gnome again; judging by the reaction to
the picture above that's what most people think I am!
Major news this occasion is that the KGB has moved.
No, not to Moscow but to a much more regal place,
Windsor. The full address and 'phone number is below.
We had been desperately overcrowded in Slough for
months and with larger premises and more personnel
our service is even further improving.

Concurrent with our move we became WANG dealers
with the full range of their 16 bit 8086 based equipment.
We are delighted about this because WANG's word
processing software is superb. Come along between 5th
and 7th September to our opening open day (is that
English?) where we will be showing WANG as well as
Superbrain and Sirius, or call on Stand 344 at the
Personal Computer World Show in the Barbican Centre
at the end of September.

It is software that this month reflects our special offer.
We have excess stock of Personal Pearl and the first two
people to send me £90 will get a CP/M version by return.
That's half the normal price so it must be a good deal!
Incidentally, we offer several Database systems, most of
which I have hand-picked from the thousands available.
The most flexible, which is a database only, is DBase
It's been around for a long time now and with the new
release is very popular. It does require some effort
however to use it to the full. A superb Word Processor is
Silicon Office which qualifies as a database system
because of its features. For someone who wants an easy-
to -learn system there is DMS or, for storing
transactions, Delta. Last and by no means least there is
the very simple but well -written Cardbox. There should
surely be one for almost every application in that lot!

Don't forget our open days. There will be lots of special
offers available.

Sandy Saunderson

Sandy Saunderson is Managing Director of KGB Micros
Limited, the fast growing commercial microcomputer
company based in Windsor. He has extensive knowledge
of the microcomputer industry and if you would like
to speak to him, either on general computer matters
or particularly about his own products at KGB, give him
a call on Windsor 50111 or drop him a line at KGB
Micros Limited, 106 St. Leonards Road, Windsor,
Berkshire SL4 3DD.
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WARNIER ORR PROGRAMMING
PART 3 NORMALISATION IN PRACTICE

More sophisticated ways of specifying
the relations exist and the ultimate ideas
of flexibility move into the realm of
relational database design. I am not for
one minute suggesting that such techni-
ques are either necessary or appropriate
for most applications. What I am saying
is that we can frequently make use of the
flexibility that a normalised relational
view provides. The message then is,
define your input set, normalise it and
then implement the simplest physical file
structure that is consistent with the
resulting entity descriptions and your
particular processing requirements.

Output file
We have considered, in a fair amount of
detail, the input set. It is necessary also
to consider the requirements of the
output set. The Warnier description of
the report was given last month and it is
possible to take the bracket description
of the report and normalise it in the same
way as we did for the input file. Since the
process is identical to that of normalis-
ing the input file, I will simply state that if
you do this, you will rediscover entities
such as Commodity, Origin, Type, Test
that are already known. You will, howev-
er, discover a new entity. It corresponds
to a single line in the report and has
therefore been called Report Line.
Report -Line (Commodity#, Origin#,
Type#, Test#, N,L,H,A,S)

The characters N,L,H,A,S stand res-
pectively for the attributes No tested,
Low, High, Average and Standard devia-
tion as described last month.

There are two ways of creating our
output or report:
1. We can compute the derived data
each time new sample data is added and
update a file that we would create called
Report, ie, the responsibility of updating
the derived data can be assigned to the
input program. This is simple to do
because during the input of a set of
sample data the four keys required to
locate a particular line in the report,
namely, Commodity#, Origin#, Type#
and Test#, would be known. If this
approach were to be adopted the produc-
tion of the report would merely entail
listing the contents of the file Report.
2. Alternatively the report could be
produced in real time by examining the
individual sample data that had been
stored during the year. Such a procedure
is attractive for many reasons including
the fact that we would not necessarily
have to reserve disk space for the report.
Such an approach would allow the imple-
mentation of quite sophisticated query
facilities in addition to the main report if
indeed these were required.

If we decided on this latter approach
then we would have to arrange to be able
to retrieve our data using the four part
key Commodity#, Origin#, Type#,

Test#. One way to implement this would
be by using a further set of embedded
pointers within the Analysis -Results file.
Reading the file using these pointers
would provide the required order for
output processing.

To summarise, we can, by the use of
pointers embedded in the record defini-
tions of our entities, create logical path-
ways through a data set. In this way we
can provide the view demanded by the
output requirements even if that view is
different from that of the input require-
ments. It is possible to do this because we
paid special attention to the way we have
chosen to represent our file structure.
Normalisation enables us to identify a
physical file structure that is well suited
to having more than one logical view
imposed upon it.

I have tried here to indicate the
advantages of normalisation and have
covered the basic steps involved in trans-
lating data sets into third normal form.

The logical description produced is quite
easily mapped to a true physical descrip-
tion and we have seen how embedded
pointers within records can be used to
imply the relationships between various
records of various entities. You may well
have your own ideas on other ways of
implementing the necessary rela-
tionships. I have attempted to show you
some of the problems that we encoun-
tered while the software to handle the
report used in the example was written.
The steps involved in finding a suitable
file structure are quite general and I
think you will find these ideas useful in
many of your own projects.

Next month is the last part of this
series and I want to tie up the general
principles that have been discussed dur-
ing the last three months. I want also to
show you one last use of the Warnier
diagram . . . to design 'sets of pro-
grams'. I think that you may then agree
with me that programming is beginning
to change from an art to a fairly well
defined technique that can be taught in
much the same way as we teach other
sciences.

END

Test (Test#, Test -Name)

'name of test is'

Analysis -Result (Sample# , Test#, Test -
Result)

'has been tested for'

Sample (Sample#, Commodity#,
Origin#, Type #)z

'sample ofV
Commodity (Commodity# , Commodity -
Name)

Fig 2

'comes from'

Origin (Origin#. Origin -Name)

'is of type'

Type (Type#, Type -Name)
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EXPERT ADVICE
AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE MZ-80K

Chris Pratt takes a look at the flexibility of expertsystems in general and focuses in on the MYCIX,
specially written for the Sharp MZ-80K.

If you think expert systems will only run on
powerful disk -based micros and minis,
here is a pleasant surprise. You can run a
perfectly respectable expert system on a
48k, tape -based machine, and what is more
you can write it yourself.

Here's a description of an expert system
called MYCIX which was written initially
for the Sharp MZ-80K.

Before looking at MYCIX in detail, let's
just look at some examples of what an
expert system such as MYCIX can do.

Taxonomy
Let us say you find a toadstool and you
want to know what species it is and whether
it is edible, poisonous, harmful to trees and
so on. Or you discover a caterpillar in the
garden but you're not sure whether it is a
pest or a species which will turn into a rare
butterfly. Or perhaps your job involves the
identification of species - for instance,
micro organisms which cause disease.

You may decide to consult a human
expert or you may decide to browse
through a guidebook. Another alternative
would be to consult an expert system.

Having loaded your expert system, you
then need to load the appropriate know-
ledge base - fungi, insects, trees or
whatever. The expert system then asks a
series of questions and, assuming the
search algorithm is fairly efficient, it will
soon tell you the family, genus and species
of your specimen. Of course, some
questions may not be immediately answer-
able - for instance, in the case of micro
organisms which may require tests to be
performed to enable the questions to be
answered.

So far so good, but no matter how
efficient the search algorithm, there may
be very distinctive characteristics which
you want to tell the expert system about, to
speed up the search, just as, when
consulting a human expert, you would tell
him or her straight away about the
distinctive features.

You will probably be puzzled by the
reasoning behind the questions asked by
the expert system and you may want to
acquire some of its expertise, so another
feature you should include in the expert
system is the ability to answer questions
such as: 'Why did you ask me that?' and
`What have you established so far?' and
`What is the rule for such and such?'

Well, we've now got a fairly powerful
expert system, but without disks, how on
earth can we store all the knowledge
(rules)? The answer is that we are

somewhat restricted but, surprisingly
enough, about 400 species, that is roughly
the size of a Collins Field Guide, can be
held in memory together with the expert
system program.

Let's now look briefly at another couple
of examples of the use of this expert
system.

Diagnosing faults
in men and
machines
Diseases in man, and for that matter, all
animal and plant life, often manifest
themselves in more than one symptom and
need several tests to be identified. The
same applies to faults in complex mecha-
nical and electrical machines - for
instance, the automobile.

The same expert system can be used but
in this case an automobile fault knowledge -
base or a human disease knowledge -base is
loaded.

Using the same features, the expert
system will attempt to diagnose the fault.

Implementation
of the
expert system
Having looked briefly at some typical
applications of the expert system, let us
now turn to the implementation. First of all
we will examine three fundamental build-
ing blocks - Menus, Assertions and
Rules. Then we will turn to the database
structure as this is the starting point of the
design and the major factor affecting the
facilities and flexibility of the expert
system. The next sections deal with the
program which enables us to teach the
expert system and to consult it. Finally we
look at that essential component of expert
systems-user-friendliness and the extent
to which we can achieve 'natural language'
communication with a personal computer
expert system.

Menus, Assertions
and Rules
The expert system presents questions to
the user in the form of 'menus':
Menu Title:
1. Option 1
2. Option 2
N. Option N

For example, in the case of a fungi
database
Location:
1. On wood
2. On soil
3. In grass
4. Under conifer
5. Under broad -leafed tree
the user merely enters the appropriate
option number.

The expert system presents conclusions
or Assertions to the user. Continuing with
the fungi database example an Assertion
might be:

The genus is Agaricus
or: The species is Amanita Phal-

loides (deadly poisonous)
or simply: Field mushroom

Now let's look at the third and most
important building block of the expert
system - the Rules. The rules are stored
and presented in the form:

If Menu Title A is Option B, Menu Title
C is Option D, and Menu Title E is Option
F, then Assertion G.
or:

If Assertion H, Menu Title I is Option J,
Menu Title K is Option L, . . . and Menu
Title M is Option N, then Assertion P.
For instance:

If colour of spores is white, surface of cap
is scaly, joint of cap and stem is ball and
socket, gill shape is free, and immature gill
covering is ring, then the genus is Lepiota.

If the genus is Lepiota, colour of cap is
dark brown, size of mature cap is 8-15cm,
and flesh colour is orange when cut, then
the species is Lepiota Rhacodes.

Notice how the Assertion of one rule
may be a condition of another rule.

Before moving to the database structure
let us look at a couple of other examples.
First, a rule from a medical database, then
one from an automobile database.

If the site of the culture is blood, the
gram stain of the organism is gramneg, the
morphology of the organism is rod, and the
patient is a compromised host, then there is
suggestive evidence that the identity of the
organism is Pseudo-Aeruginosa.

If oil pressure is low, noise from top of
engine is knocking, oil loss is below timing
case, and overflow valve is not leaking,
then there is evidence that there is a crack
in the timing case and the camshaft is worn
due to loss of oil pressure.

Database
structure
If you're not used to working with arrays
and pointers, you may have some difficulty
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following the description of the database
structure, but don't give up - it gets much
easier after this.

The database structure, as illustrated in
Fig 1, contains three large single dimen-
sional arrays containing the Menus, the
Assertions and the Rules.

To conserve memory, each new record,

'Ot':41') 4:   . #  A, .r # . '

Menu, Assertion or Rule is packed next to
the previous record. Of course, holding
fixed length records in a two dimensional
array is much simpler but the fixed record
size must then correspond to the size of the
largest record and a large proportion of the
memory would be wasted. These three
arrays and a Menu Index array from the

knowledge base are stored on tape and
loaded into memory.

Let us look at each array in the
knowledge -base in turn. The Menu array
contains a set of menus, each containing
the data characters as displayed plus the
carriage return characters. The Assertion
array contains a set of assertions, each
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EXPERT ADVICE
containing the characters as displayed plus
a carriage return character. The Menu
Index array contains two entries per menu
- the first entry points to (ie, gives a
displacement for) the menu while the
second entry contains the number of
options in the menu. The last two entries
contain tail pointers for the Menu and
Menu Index arrays. These point to the last
entries in each array. The function of the
Menu Index array will become clearer
from the description of the consulting
program. Menus, options and assertions in
the Rule integer array are represented as
follows:

Conditional assertion - Negative of the
pointer to the assertion.

Menu/Option combination - Menu
Index pointer x 100 + Option Number.

Concluding assertion - Negative of the
pointer to the assertion - 10,000.

Using this arrangement, each condition
or assertion occupies one array element, in
this case, two bytes. This gives an upper
limit of 320 Menus each with up to 99

options, and 10,000 assertions, which is
more than adequate for a 48k machine.
The last four elements of the Rule array
contain tailpointers for the Rule and
Assertion arrays the number of asser-
tions, and a tailpointer for the Rule Index
array.

This last array is not stored on tape, but it
is part of the knowledge -base. It is created
from the Rule array each time a new
knowledge -base is loaded. Each entry is a
pointer to a Rule in sequential order.
When consulting the expert system, rules
found to be invalid are marked as such by
adding 10,000 to the pointer. This prevents
unnecessary searching.

In addition to the five arrays in the
knowledge -base, there are two arrays for
storing temporary data during a consulta-
tion. In effect, they store the characteris-
tics of the subject of the consultation.
Menus, options and assertions are stored
in the same form as in the Rule array. It is a
comparison of these arrays with the Rule
array which enables deductions to be made

Rule

RULE INDEX

PROFILE

DEDUCTION

MENU INDEX

RULE

Fig 1 MYCIX Data Structure

Menu

MENU

Assertion

Assertion

ASSERTION

31 Menus
305 Assertions
322 Rules

Do you want to:

1. Add Menu
2. List Menu

3. Add Assertion
4. List Assertion

5. Add Rule
6. List Rule

5921 Bytes
6207 Bytes
5824 Bytes

K Save Knowledge -Base

E End Session

Fig 2 MYCIX Learning Program

about the subject of the consultation.
Again this will become clearer from the
description of the consulting program.

Teaching the
expert system
On a small personal computer, it is not
advisable to try to combine the learning
and consulting program, as the larger the
program size is, the smaller the database
size can be.

Let us start with the learning program,
that is, the program which enables a human
expert to teach the expert system by
creating and modifying a knowledge -base.
Fig 2 shows the most important screen
format presented by the program.

To add a menu, the number 1 is keyed.
The system prompts the user for the menu
title and options. Listing menus is possible
from a Master Menu which lists the Menu
titles. Keying 3 and 4 enables assertions to
be entered and listed. Rules are inserted by
entering assertion, menu and option
numbers when prompted by the system.
Listing a rule displays the full textual form
of the rule.

The program ensures that all rules are
self -consistent. A rigorous check that each
rule is consistent with every other rule is
more complex and fairly slow. The best
solution is probably a separate program
which just performs this cross-checking
function.

The screen format in Fig 2 continuously
updates a display of the total number of
Rules, Menus and Assertions and the
amount of array space consumed. This is a
help when building large knowledge -
bases.

At intervals as a knowledge -base is built
up, it is saved to tape, and reloaded when
additions are required.

`Change' and 'Delete' commands are
perfectly possible, but at the expense of
knowledge -base space.

Consultation
Having organised the database and a
means of setting up the database, we are
now able to construct a program for
consulting the expert system. Fig 3 shows
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I know now that: Assertion Do you want to: Knowledge

I need to know more. S: Select the next menu yourself: Press Space Scroll
L End

Press any key to continue. Any Key A: Let me select the next menu:
I know that:

K: See what we know so far, or
Assertion:

E: End consultation?

01

S 1-99

Menu Title is Option: and

Menu Title is Option.

Press Space :Scroll
E nd

Press Space: Scroll
E : End

5: Select
?: Why

Master Menu

I selected this menu because Press : Space Scroll

Assertion;
Title : Menu Title
I. Option I S 1-999

End
Select

Menu lltie is Option; and
Menu Title is Option
then Assertion

2. Option 2
3. Option 3
4.. Option 4

1 Menu Title
Menu Title
Menu Title 3

4

4. Menu Title 4
End of Menu. 5. Menu Title 5

Fig 3 MYCIX Consulting Program

Invalid

Number
',,,,....... Igiihtid,

Notes: I. Underlining indicates user input.
2. An alternative message type is: 'I am unable to tell you any more.'

the main state transitions for the consulting
program. When the program is run, it
invites the user to load a knowledge -base.
It then invites the user to:
- let the expert system ask the questions

(ie, select the menus); or
- select the menus himself.

Let us examine a typical consultation.
The user decides to let the expert system
ask the questions and he is presented with a
menu. He selects an option and the expert
system tells him that it needs more
information. Again he decides to let the
expert system ask the questions. When the
next menu is presented, the user asks the
system why it presented that menu. It will
then display the rule in textual form that it
is currently working on. The user decides
that the rule is not relevant and decides to
select the next menu himself.

He goes to the Master Menu and selects
an option. He continues this process for a
while until the system tells him that it has
established something, and displays the
concluding assertion. However the expert
system recognises that it may be able to
deduce further assertions and invites the
user to continue the consultation. The user
asks the system what it has established so
far, and it displays the relevant assertions
and menu/option combinations in a textual
form. Eventually the system recognises
that it can deduce no more, informs the
user, and asks if he requires another
consultation.

Let's now look at why we need the four
arrays - Profile, Deduction, Rule Index
and Menu Index.
- Profile and Deduction are normally
identical and contain the user selected
menu/option combinations. When the
expert system locates a rule whose condi-
tions are a subset of Profile, the concluding
assertion is entered in Deduction along
with any unmatched menu/option com-
binations. Deduction is then copied to

Profile. The expert system then checks
whether the new contents of Profile are
capable of matching any of the rules
before inviting the user to continue the
consultation.
- Rule Index, as well as providing an
index into the rule array, contains a flag to
indicate which rules are still valid. Each
time a search is made, only valid rules are
searched. When all rules become invalid,
the expert system tells the user that it is
unable to help him any more.
- Menu Index contains the number of
options in each menu. This is useful for
range checking user input and for output-
ting rules in textual format. It also enables
menu/option combinations in Rule to be
held in one array element.

Having looked at the operation of the
consulting program and the use of the
various arrays, I should say a few words
about the search algorithm. Although not
very large, this part of the program needs
considerable care in its design to ensure
speedy response times. Fortunately, as the
size of Profile gets bigger, the number of
valid rules gets smaller, so the response
time does not degrade.

Automatic selection of menus for dis-
play is done by selecting menus which have
not been displayed, from Rules marked as
valid. As this is sequential, it follows that,
when creating a knowledge -base, the most
frequently applicable rules should be
entered first and the least frequently
applicable rules entered last, for instance
in the case of Taxonomy, the most
common Genera and Species should be
entered first.

Man -machine
interface
An essential aspect of any program, but
especially expert systems, is user -
friendliness. The following are a few

aspects which I have found to be impor-
tant:
- Each new output is preceded by a clear

screen command to remove obsolete
information.

- Each output includes instructions to the
user and lists are completed with an end
of list message.

- Long lists can be scrolled on the screen.
- All user input is checked for validity and

all arrays are protected from overflow.
Associated with each array declaration
is a variable declaration which is used
for checking for overflow. When array
sizes are changed, the variable must
also be changed.

- Displayed information is in plain En-
glish wherever possible. In particular
rules are displayed as sentences.
However, rules are created using a
numeric method for simplicity and to
ensure that the correct links are made to
the menu and assertion arrays.

CONCLUSION - - -

There are no major problems in building a
rule based expert system on a 48k
tape -based microcomputer although a
number of compromises have to be made.
One simplification not mentioned so far is
the omission of fuzzy logic. It is not always
possible to state rules with 100 per cent
certainty, so rules of the form 'If Condition
then Assertion with 80 per cent certainty'
can be useful. Similarly, if the user's
knowledge is incomplete, it would be
useful if the system could say: 'The most
likely answer is x but it may be y or z' but it
can't. Another simplification is the omis-
sion of 'ors' linking conditions as well as
`ands'. In practice 'ors' are far less common
than 'ands' and it is always possible to
implement an 'or' by creating two rules
with the same concluding assertion.
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TAKE YOUR
PICK

Professor Brian Ripley explains how random numbers are selected by a computer:

Random numbers are an essential part of
most computer games, and most Basics
provide them via a function RND
(although the syntax is far from standard).
Random numbers also have their place in
more serious applications-for example, in
simulation models of operational research
problems, teaching statistics, and other
random processes (such as Patterns, PCW
April & June, 1982). Random number
routines are much less commonly provided
in other languages on small or large
computers. Random inputs to a program
are often a good way of testing that all the
plausible inputs have been accounted for.

Have you ever wondered how a compu-
ter can produce random numbers? The
strict answer is that it cannot, and it is usual
to talk about pseudo -random numbers in
the vast literature on the subject. The
prefix is appropriate, for the Concise
Oxford Dictionary defines pseudo- to
mean 'false, apparent, supposed but not
real'. The sequence of numbers produced
using calls to RND is deterministic; in fact
usually all future values can be deduced
from the current value. Nevertheless, the
sequence appears similar to a random
sequence, so much so that a statistician
would be very hard pressed to show that it
was not genuinely random. This explains
the close link between pseudo -random
number generation and cryptography (see
PCW July 1983), since a good cipher will
produce an apparently random sequence
of characters, yet has a structure which is
easily uncovered if the key is known. What
we need are simple algorithms to create
chaos from order.

Shift register
generators
The manuals supplied with microcompu-
ters are rarely forthcoming about how their
random numbers are produced. One may
have to do the equivalent of code -breaking
to discover the algorithm used. For the
BBC Computer I disassembled the inter-
preter. Fig 1 gives equivalent code in that
machine's assembler (in which &20 de-
notes 20 in hex). It is based on a 33 -bit shift
register implemented in bytes OD to 11.
The inner loop is performed 32 times each
time RND is called to produce a new
random number. At each pass of the loop

the register is shifted left one place, and a
new bit 0 formed by exclusive ORing bits
20 and 32. Thus bit j of the register holds
the bit generated j passes ago, say, 131_i.
Then b,+1 = b 1_19 EOR b 1_32

The lowest four bytes are used to form a
signed 32 -bit integer Y, or viewed as a
32 -bit binary fraction to form a real
number U between 0 and 1. Note that since
only 32 of the 33 bits are used to form Y and
U, the future output is not determined by
these (although the current and previous
values suffice).

Congruential
generators
For positive integers X and M, X mod M is
defined as the remainder when X is divided
by M. Thus 0 Lc. X mod M < M. BBC Basic
provides a MOD operation; in other
dialects it can be implemented as:
DEF FNMOD (X,M) = X - M*INT(X/M)

Congruential generators are the com-
monest sources of random numbers. They
generate the next
integer X,+1 by
Xi+ = (aX, + c) mod M
for positive integers a, c, and M. The initial
value of X is known as the seed. The effect
is similar to a roulette wheel, in which small
variations in the initial velocity are magni-
fied into the number of turns, which is then
reduced to the fractional part of the turn to
give the position. These generators have
been explored in PCW Sub Set (July,
September, October and December 1981,
February, June and September 1982). For
example, the Sinclair ZX81 has X1,1 =
75X, mod (216+ 1). Obviously the mod M
operation is easiest if M = 2e (just keep the
lowest e bits) but it is not much more
difficult if M = 2e±1. (Let y = ax+c. Then
y = q2e + r is easy. Soy = q(2' ± 1) + (r -T
q), and y mod M = (r q) mod M, which is
r q or r q ± M.) Again one can produce
numbers between 0 and 1 by U1 = Xj/M or
xvr.

Both shift -register and congruential
generators are periodic in that eventually
they repeat the same output sequence. The
period is the length of the sequence which is
repeated. It is 216 for the Sinclair gener-
ator, in which X1 takes all the values 1,2,3,
...216 before repeating. The BBC generator
has period 2" -1; the integers Y take the
value zero once and all other possible

values twice in each period. Obviously a
long period is desirable. The BBC machine
can produce a random number about every
1.5msecs and so would take about 150 days
to complete a single period. Other gener-
ators have much shorter periods. The
RML 380Z uses real numbers U, and forms
U,4_1 by forming 38965U1+26664 and

(i) M = 2e, c >O. Maximum is M, attained
if a- 1 is divisible by 4.

(it) M = 2e, c = O. Maximum is M/4,
attained if the seed is odd and a -5 is
divisible by 8.

(iii)M prime andc = 0. Maximum is M-1,
attained if the seed is non -zero and a is a
primitive element (or root), that is, if a
(m-1"= 1 mod M for all prime factors
p of M- 1.

Fig2 Maximum periods of congruential
generators

10 OF OE OD

32 31 24 23 16 15 8 7

.RAND LDY #&20

.HERE LDA &OF

LSR A

LSR A

LSR A

EOR&11

ROR A

ROL &OD

ROL &OE

ROL &OF

ROL &10

ROL &I'

DEY

BNE HERE

RTS

new bit 0 = bit 32 EOR bit 19

new biti = bit i- 1 i31

repeated
32 times

Fig 1 The BBC random -number
generator

0
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renormalising to lie between 0 and 1. This
has period 1995. (I am grateful to Research
Machines Ltd for this information.)

Finding the period of a generator is not
easy and well beyond the scope of this
article. Fig 2 gives some conditions which
ensure congruential generators have max-
imum possible periods. Note that 216+1 is a
prime (check it!) and 75 is a primitive
element, giving 216 as the period of the
Sinclair generator. (To check it, set a = 75
and do a = a*a mod M 15 times, giving
65536 = 216.) In cases (i) and (iii) Xi takes
all values in 1,2,3, . . .M-1 during a period,
and case (i) includes 0. No simple
conditions are known for the periods of
shift -register generators.

A long period of itself is not enough for a
pseudo -random sequence to be accept-
able. The values taken must be uniformly
spread between 0 and 1. This is guaranteed
for all the maximum period generators
described here. Further, successive values
must not appear predictable. For example,
Xi+1 = Xi+ 1 mod 232 has a long enough
period, but no one would call its output
random. We will at least demand that the
pairs (Xi,Xi+ 1) be uniformly spread in the
unit square. Fig 3 illustrates some of the
patterns which can occur, and Fig 4 lists a
program for the BBC Computer to
examine these patterns. It has been shown
that for congruential generators the choice
of c only shifts the pattern slightly, whereas
the whole pattern is very sensitive to the
choice of the multiplier a. One need not
stop at pairs, but can examine triples,
quadruples and so on.

With large periods it will be impossible
to examine the patterns of pairs visually -
one would need years and ultra -high
resolution graphics. Fortunately this is not
necessary for the maximum -period con-
gruential generators of Fig 2. Examination
of Fig 3 shows that the pattern is a lattice
made up of repeating a 'cell' M times. All
one needs to do is to find the cell. Since
there are M cells, each has area 1/M. Thus,
given M, the structure of the pattern is
made as fine as possible by choosing a to
make the cell as nearly square as possible.
Exactly similar considerations apply to
triples within the unit cube. In that case the
cell has volume 1/M, so at least one of the
sides is longer than 1/31/M, for M 216

about 1/40. Experience has shown that
structure on even this small scale can badly
affect certain uses of random numbers.
Unfortunately very little is known about
the multidimensional structure from shift -
register generators.

Finding lattice
cells
Fig 5 gives a program to find the lattice cell
for pairs. It works on two vectors X and Y,
repeatedly trying to subtract an integer
multiple of the shorter vector from the
longer vector. Why it works is research
level mathematics (see Beyer, Roof &
Williamson, Mathematics of Computation
25(1971) pp 345-363 if you really want to
know). When no further progress can be
made the vectors X and Y contain two sides

of the basic lattice cell. The program
quotes their lengths. To reduce rounding
errors X and Y have been multiplied by M,
so they contain integers. However, integer
arithmetic is not used since most micro-
computers hold real numbers to higher
precision than integers (32 rather than 31
bits for the BBC Computer, 23 or 24 bits
rather than 15 for most others). None of
the elements of X or Y ever exceeds M, so
exact calculation is guaranteed in lines 130
and 150 provided 2M-1 can be repre-
sented exactly as a real variable. Line 15
allows arbitrary expressions such as
2 T 16+1 to be entered for M.

The observed cells in Fig 3 can be
checked by this program. It is also possible
to check the generators proposed in PCW
Sub Set. For example, the ratio of the cell
sides for the Sinclair generator is 11.65, for
E Thomson's a = 254, M= 216+ 1 the ratio is
1.02, and for his a = 513 , M=231-1 it is

8160! (These are all primitive elements.) In
fact the longest lattice cell sides are
13.3E -3 , 3.94E-3 and 1.95E-3. The
second of these generators may appear
adequate in two dimensions but has
undesirable structure in three dimensions
where the longest cell side is 22 times
longer than the shortest.

The lattice cell structures in three and
four dimensions can easily be checked on a
microcomputer, although the response
will not be as instant as it is for pairs. Fig 6
gives a program to do this on the BBC
Computer. Typical timings are 0.1 seconds
for Fig 5, and 0.4, 2.2 and 8.8 seconds for
two, three and four dimensions with Fig 6.
Considerable care has been taken to avoid
rounding errors for M 231, in particular in
simulating 64 -bit arithmetic to form A*L in
FNmult. The variable @ % in lines 970 ... is
used to control the printing format. The
availability of procedures and multi -line

(a) a =1,c= 1

(c) a=45,c = 1

(1)) a = 5 ,c = 1

(d) a= 45,c=7

(e) a= 129,c=1 (f) a=45,c=0.

Fig 3 Plots of all pairs from maximum -period congruential generators with M = 256.
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BBC Micro Computer System
OFFICIAL DEALER. Please phone for availability

BBC
COMPATIBLE
DRIVES
SINGLE;
DUAL:
DRIVE CABLES:
Single £8 Dual £12
Disc Manual &
Formatting Diskette
£17.50

BBC WORD PROCESSOR 'VIEW'
16K ROM
WORDWISE 8K ROM

BBC Model B £399
(inc. VAT) Carr. £8

Model A to Model B
upgrade kit £50
Fitting charge £15

Partial Upgrades also available

TORCH Z80 DISC PACK
£780

TELETEXT ADAPTOR
£195

£52 BUSINESS EDUCATION AND FUN
£39 SOFTWARE IN STOCK

All mating Connectors with Cables in stock.
Full range of ACORNSOFT, PROGRAM POWER
& BUGBYTE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.

BBC FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
FD INTERFACE £95 INSTALLATION £20
Single Drive 51/4" 100K £230 + £6 carr.
Dual Drive 51/4" 800K £699 + £8 carr.

BBC COMPATIBLE DRIVES
These drives are supplied in BBC matching colour
cases.
SINGLE: 100K £150; 2001(E.215*; 400K 065
SINGLE with PSU: 100K £185;200K£260`; 4001(030
DUAL with PSU: 200K £355; 400K £475"; 8001(095
* These drives are provided with a switch between 40
and 80 tracks.

Phone or send for our BBC leaflet.

RUGBY ATOMIC CLOCK
This Z80 micro controlled clock/calendar receives coded time data
from NPL Rugby. The clock never needs to be reset. The facilities
include 8 independent alarms and for each alarm there is a choicest
melody or alternatively these can be used for electrical switching. A
separate timer allows recording of up to 240 lap times without
interrupting the count. Expansion facilities provided. See J u ly/
August ETI for details. Built and tested. E145 + E2 p&p.

MONITORS
MICROVITEC 1431 14" Colour Monitor £249 + £8 cart.
MICROVITEC 2031 20" Colour Monitor £319 + £8 carr.

KAGA 12" Colour Monitor RGB £255 + £8 carr.
Lead for KAGA/SANYO RGB £10

SANYO HI RES GREEN MONITOR £99 + £6 carr.
SANYO HI RES RGB MONITOR £445 + £8 carr.

BBC BOOKS (No VAT)
Basic Programming on BBC £5.95
30 House Basic (NEC) £5.95
Let your BBCteach you to program £6.95
Assy. Lang. Program for BBC £8.95
BBC Micro An Expert Guide £6.95
Games BBC Computers Play £6.95
6502 Software Design £10.50
plus many more in stock ,add carr. £1 per book).

NEC PC 8023 BE -C
100CPS, 80 cols. Logic
Seeking, Bidirectional, -
Forward and Reverse
Line Feed,
Proportional
Spacing, Auto
Underline, Hi -Res and
Block Graphics, Gre
Char. Set. Only £320 + £8 car

PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP 100A

80 Cols 30 CPS
Full ASCII & GRAPHICS
10"WIDE paper
Now only £175 + £6 carr.
G P250A E235 + £8 carr.

Ask for details on GP 250A
Parallel Printer lead for BBC/Atom to most printers £13.50

Variety of interfaces, ribbons in stock
2,000 fan fold sheets 91/2" x 11"£13.50 + £3 p&p

EPSON RX80 and FX80
RX80 100CPS 80col

Tractor Feed £290

FX80 160CPS 80 col
F & T Feed £389

MX100 F/T3 £425
(£8 carr/printer)

Full Specifications
on request

DISC DRIVES FOR THE
FORTH COMPUTER

51/4"Teac FD55 Slim Line Mechanisms
FD55A 40 track SSDD 250kbytes unformatted.

Bare: £135. Cased: £155
2 x FD55A 40 track SSDD 500kbytes unformatted.

Cased + psu £350
FD55E 80track SSDD 500kbytes unformatted.

Bare: £180. Cased: £205
2 x FD55E 80 track SSDD 1 Mbyte unformatted.

Cased + psu £475
51/4' Mitsubishi M4853 Slim Line mechanism
80track DSDD 1 Mbyte unformatted.

Bare: £225. Cased: £245
2 x M4853 2 Mbytes. Cased + psu £590
Single drive cable O. Dual drive cable £12.

Other parts for FORTH COMPUTER available.
Send SAE for details.

BBC COMPATIBLE CASSETTE RECORDER WITH COUNTER & REMOTE CONTROL £28
SANYO DATA RECORDER MODEL DR101 £39.00. Carriage £1.50 each.

CONNECTOR
SYSTEMS
I D CONNECTORS

(Speed Block Type)
St. Pin Recep- Edge

fades Conn
10 way 90p
20 way 145p
26 way 175p
34 way 200p
40 way 220p
50 way 235p

85p 120p
125p 195p
150p 240p
160p 320p
190p 340p
200p 390p

JUMPER LEADS
24" Ribbon Cable with Headers

14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin
Single
End
Double
End

145p 165p 240p 380p

210p 230p 345p 540p

Ribbon Cede with Sockets
20 pin 26pin 34 pin

lend 160p 200p 280p
2 ends 290p 370p 480p

40 pin

300p
525p

AMPHENOL CONNS

36 way plug Centronics Parallel
Solder £5.25 IDC £4.95

RIBBON CABLE

(Grey/meter)

36 way socket Centronics Parallel 10 way 40p
Solder £5.50 IDC £5.20 16 way 60p

24 way plug IEEE 20 way 85p
Solder £5.00 IDC £4.75 26 way 120p

24 way Solder Plug 34 way 160p
(IEEE type) 500p 40 way 180p

24 way Solder Socket 500p 50 way 200p
24 way IDC Plug 485p 64 way 280p

SOFTY II INTELLIGENT
PROGRAMMER
The complete micro processor development
system for Engineers and Hobbyists. You can
develop programs, debug, verify and commit to
EPROMS or use in host computer by using softy
as a romulator. Powerful editing facilities permit
bytes, blocks of bytes changed, deleted or
inserted and memory contents can be observed
on ordinary TV. Accepts most * 5v Eproms. Softy
II complete with PSU, TV Lead and Romulator lead
£169.

D CONNECTORS

No. of Ways
MALE
Solder 80p 105p 160p
Angled 150p 210p 250p
FEMALE
Solder
Angled
Hoods

105p 11 200p
165p 215p 290p
90p 85p 90p

DC 25 way plug 385p Socket 4501

250p
365p

355p
440p
100p

TEST CLIPS

14 pin 275p
16 pin 113

40 pin E6

RS 232 CONNS

(25 way DI
24' Single end Male
24rSingle end Female
24- Female Female
24" Male -Male .
24" Male -Female

14 pin
16 pin
24 pin
40 [Mn

DIP HEADERS

Solder
Type
40p
50p

100p
200p

ES
E525
EIO
E950
E9.50

IDC
Type
120p
140p
200p
225p

UV ERASERS
UVIB up to 6 Eproms

£47.50
UVIT with Timer £60.00
UV140 up to 14 Eproms

£61.50
UV141 with Timer

£78.00

(Carr E2/eraser)

All erasers are fitted
with mains switches
and safety interlocks

'WIRELESS
WORLD'

PROJECTS
Semi conductors

inc I.C.S.
Transistors,

Displays,
Connectors,

and Sockets for
most projects are
stocked by us.

SPECIAL
OFFER

2532
2732
2764-25
27128-25
4164-2
611P-15ONS

350p
350p
450p

£25
450p
350p

BAUD RATE GENERATORS

47026
COM 8116
MC 14411

750p
700p
675p

CPUs

1802CE
2650A
6502
6502A
6800
6802
68602
6809
68609
6809E
8035
8039
8080A
8085A
INS8060
TM 59980
8086A
8748

650p
£12

350p
500p
225p
225p
700p
650p
£12
£12

350p
300p
250p
450p

£11
£20
£22
£18

EUR OCONNECTOR S EDGE CONNECTORS

2 x18way 140p
DIN 41617 PLUG SKT 2 x22 way 190p 240p
21 way 160p 165p 2x 23 way 175p
31 way 170p 170p 2 x 25 way 225p 220p

DIN 41612
2x 28 way
1 x 43way
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260p

2x32 way St. Pin
2 x 32 way Ang. Pin
3 x 32 way St. Pin
3x32 way Ang. Pin

220p
275p
260p
375p

275p
320p
300p
350p

2x43 way
1 x77 way
5100 Conn
TEXTOOL

395p
600p

600p

IDC Connector ZIF DIL
A+ B
IDC Connector

- 475p Sockets SWITCHES
A+ C - 525p 24 p n E5.75 4 way 70p
2x32 way U Connector = E15 28 pin E8.00 6 way 85p
(please specify a +b or a +c) 40 p n E9.75 Sway 90p

10 way 140p

COMPONENTS
TMS9995
z8
Z80
Z80A
Z8OB
8088

£12
£24

290p
300p

f12
£18

SUPPORT DEVICES

2651
6520
6522
6532
6551
6821
681321
6854
68654

£12
280p
310p
550p
650p
100p
220p
770p
800p

6875
8205
8212
8216
8224
8250
8251
8255
8256
8279
8288
Z80P10
Z80AP10
ZSOCTC
Z8OACTC
280ADART
Z8OADMA
Z8OAS10-0

570p
225p
110p
100p
180p
850p
250p
250p

£36
440p

£11
250p
280p
230p
280p
700p
£10

E9

TMS9909 £9
TMS9911 £16
TMS5220 £12
ZBOAS10-0/1/2 £9

CRT CONTROLLER

CRT6545
CRT 5027
CRT 5037
EF9365
EF9366
6845
6847
TMS9927
TMS9928
TMS9929
EF 9364

900p
E18
£18
£36
£36

650p
650p

£14
£20
£16
£9

TEcnNomxri( I.T1)
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10 lED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW10
(Tel: 01-452 1500, 01-450 6597. Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 40p p&p & 15efo VAT
(Export: no VAT, p&p at ( °so

Orders from Government Depts. & Colleges etc. welcome.

Detailed Price list on request.
Stock items are normally by return of post
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TAKE YOUR PICK
functions in BBC Basic makes the design of
programs of this complexity much easier.

Fig 6 was developed in parallel with a
Fortran77 version on a mainframe. The
response of the microcomputer version is
only slightly slower than on the time-
sharing system of the mainframe. (The
ratio of CPU times is 30 to 1, but the
mainframe was supporting over 100 users.)
However, the mainframe version has
96 -bit precision and so can analyse gener-

ators of a much longer period. This is
necessary, for the two congruential gener-
ators I use in simulation studies have
periods 246 and 257. For these the lattice
structure of the outputs in two or more
dimensions is certainly negligible. Unfor-
tunately this is not true for any congruen-
tial generator I have met on a microcompu-
ter. Acorn was probably wise to choose a
shift -register generator for the BBC Com-
puter, although so little is known about

10 MODE 4
20 INPUT "A,C,M,PERIOD " A,C,M,MZ
25 REM Alter SCX for a square box
30 SCX = 1000 : SCY = 900
40 MOVE 100,10 : DRAW 100+SCX,10 : DRAW 100+SCX,10+SCY
50 DRAW 100,10+SCY : DRAW 100,10
60 X 1

70 FOR I%= 1 TO MI

80 Y = (A*X+C) MOD M
90 PLOT 69,(100+SCX*X/M),(10+SCY*Y/M)

100 X = Y

110 NEXT I%
120 END

Fig 4 Program to plot pairs on a BBC Computer

10 INPUT "A,M -,A,M$
15 M = EVAL(M$)
20 DIM X(1), Y(1)
30 Y(0) = 0 : Y(1) = M
40 X(0) = 1 : X(1) = A
50 XX = X(0)*X(0)+X(1)*X(1)
60 XY = X(0)*Y(0)+X(1)*Y(1)
70 YY = Y(0)*Y(0)+Y(I)*Y(1)
BO IF XX < YY THEN L = XX ELSE L = YY
90 S = XY/L
100 IF ABS(S) <= 0.5 THEN 170
110 T = INT(ABS(S)+0.5) : IF S < 0 THEN T = -T
120 IF XX < YY THEN 150
130 X(0) = X(0)-T*Y(0) : X(1) = X(1)-T*Y(1)
140 GOTO 50
150 Y(0) = Y(0)-T*X(0) : Y(1) = Y(1)-T*X(1)
160 GOTO 50
172 PRINT "Cell sides are ";SQR(XX)/M;"
180 END

-;snR(ct)/m

Fig 5 Program to find cells of lattices of pairs

10 REM Program to calculate lattice cells
20 REM for congruential generators.
30 REM B.D. Ripley Oct 1982

40 REM
SO DIM X(3,3),Ien(3)
60 DIM CON(2),T(3),IN%(3)
70 INPUT "DIM,MULT,MOD " RZ,MULT,M$

80 M=EVAL(M$) : K7.=1:2-1

100 PROCinit
110 IF FNstepl THEN 110
120 IF FNstep2 THEN 110
130 PROCres
140 END

150 DEF PROCinit
160 REM
170 REM InitIali es array X to initial
180 REM lattice basis.
190 REM
200 L=1
210 FOR I7..=0 TO KZ

220 X(0,I%)=L
230 L=FNmult(L,MLILT,M)

240 NEXT I%

250 FOR 191=1 TO K7. : FOR .1%.0 TO

260 IF 11=J% THEN X(I%,J%)=M ELSE X(IX,JZ)=0
270 NEXT J% : NEXT I%

280 FOR I7...0 TO K%

290 A=0 : FOR JZ=0 TO K%

300 A=A+X(I%,J%)t2 : NEXT J%

310 len(I%)=A : NEXT 1%

320 ENDPROC

330 DEF FNstepl
340 REM
350 REM Apply 2D reduction to
360 REM each pair of rows in turn
370 REM
380 CNT=O
390 FOR I/1=1 TO KY, : FOR J%=0 TO I7.-1

400 XY=O : FOR 1,7,0 TO K/ : XY.XY+X(116,1,70*X(JX,LX) : NEXT L%

410 IF len(1%)<=len(J%) THEN 112=17.:I291=J% ELSE I1%=,A:12%=1%

420 A=XY/len(I1%) : IF ABS(A)<=0.5 THEN 490

430 L=INT(ABS(A)+0.5) : IF A<0 THEN L= -L

these generators that one cannot be totally
confident of it. Perhaps designers of
random -number generators for 16 -bit
chips will use their greater word -length and
superior multiplication facilities to pro-
duce better generators. If so, they ought to
consult the one authoritative book on the
subject: The Art of Computer Program-
ming. Volume 2: Semi -Numerical Algo-
rithms by D E Knuth; Addison-Wesley.
The second, 1981, edition is essential.

Professor Brian Ripley is Reader in
Statistics at the Dept of Mathematics,
Imperial College, London.

440 CNT.CNT+1 : A=0

450 FOR 1.%.0 TO KZ
460 B=X(I2%,L%)-1.*X(I1%,L%) : X(I2%,LX)=B A=A+B*B : NEXT I?
470 len(I2%).A
480 IF len(I2Z)<Ien(I1%) THEN 400
490 NEXT J% : NEXT I%

500 =(CNT>0)
510 DEF FNstep2
520 REM
530 REM Sort the rows of X into
540 REM increasing length.
550 REM
560 FOR IY.=0 TO K%-1

570 A=len(I%) : L%=I%

580 FOR JZ-I%+1 TO K%
590 IF len(J%)<A THEN 1.91=J% : A=len(J%)

600 NEXT J%

610 IF LZ=17: THEN 660
620 len(LX)=Ien(I%) : len(U)=A
630 FOR ,a=0 TO la
640 A=X(LX,M : X(11,J%)=X(IX,J%)
650 X(1%,JZ)=A : NEXT J%
660 NEXT I%
670 IF R%<3 THEN =FALSE
680 REM
690 REM For 3D and 4D compare third
700 REM and fourth longest rows with
710 REM adding +,- or 0 times each
720 REM shorter row.
730 REM
740 CON(0)=0 : CON(1)=-1 : CON(2)=1

750 FOR 12=2 TO KY.
7b0 AL=len(IX)-0.5

780 SUX=3tI%-1
790 FOR S%=I TO SU% : SIX.S%
800 FOR L%=0 TO I%-1
810 TIX=S1% DIV 3
820 INZ(L7.)=CON(S1%-3*T1%)

830 SIZ=T1/ : NEXT L%

840 A.0 : FOR JX=0 TO KY
850 8-0 : FOR 12=0 TO 1%
860 B=B+X(U,J%)*IN71(LZ) : NEXT L%

870 T(A)=11 : A=A+B*8 : NEXT J%
880 IF A>AL THEN 940
890 len(I%)=A
900 FOR J%=0 TO KY. : X(I%,J%)=T(J%) : NEXT J%

910 REM Found a shorter combination
920 PRINT "Step2 success"
930 =TRUE

940 NEXT SZ : NEXT IX

950 =FALSE

960 DEF PROCres
970 @1=10
980 PRINT "DIM ";11%;" Cell side lengths"
990 @Z-610308
1000 FOR U=0 TO 11%
1010 PRINT SOR(len(IZ))/M; : NEXT 17. : PRINT

1020 @%=640A
1030 PRINT "Ratio ";S(.1R(Ien(iU)/len(0))
1040 @%=10 : ENDPROC

1050 DEF FNmult (A,L,M)
1060 REM
1070 REM Calculate A*L MOD M correctly
1080 REM for M up to 2132 by letting
1090 REM A =A1A2t3O+A2*2115+A3 etc.

1100 REM

1110 LOCAL Al,A2,A3,13,81,132,113,LL,LM,LI,L2,13,MI,M2,M3
1120 LL=2115 LM=LL*LL
1130 IF A<0 THEN A=A+M
1140 IF L<0 THEN L=L+M
1150 A1=INT(A/LM) : L1=INT(L/LM)

1160 A2=A-A1*LM : L2=1-11*LM
1170 A3=A2 MOD LL : A2=A2 DIV LL : L3=L2 MOD LL : L2.1.2 DIV LL

1180 B=INT(A*L/M) : BI=INT(B/LM) : M1.INT(M/LM)

1190 112.13-81*LM : M2=M-MI*LM
1200 B3=B2 MOD LL B2=112 DIV LL : M3=112 MOD LL : M2=M2 DIV LL

1210 B=A1*11-81*M1
1220 B=B*LL+A1*L2+A2*L1-81*M2-112*M1

1230 B=B*LL+A1*L3+A2*1.2+A3*L1-81*M3-11.2*M2-113*M1

1240 8=8*LL+A2*L3+A3*12-12*M2-83*M2
1250 .B*LL+A3*L3-133*M3

Fig 6 Program to find cells of pairs, triples and quadruples
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DATA SHAKER
BASIC FOR THE COCKTAIL ENTHUSIAST

At the time of going to press, we're sweltering in 90°F heat and a cocktail selection program seems like a
prayer answered. Mark Huckvale quenches our thirst.

A good stock of spirits, wines, liqueurs,
mineral waters and juices naturally en-
ables you to make hundreds of classic
cocktails. Not having such a grand collec-
tion can put you off cocktails altogether.
However, with expert advice on cocktail
recipes, you can make a large number of
cocktails from a limited number of ingre-
dients. This article gives some practical
advice in the preparation of cocktails and
introduces an expert that is the greatest
thing in cocktail mixing since Jeeves.

Mixing cocktails
Traditionally, cocktails are a mixture of
spirits with other liquors to make an
aperitif. Folklore has grown up over their
origination, and also with their techniques
of preparation. From a recipe, making
cocktails relies on no special skills, so don't
listen to people who tell you that stirring is
better than shaking, or that the order of
adding ingredients is important. There is

only really one rule, and that governs any
way of making a cocktail - make it cold.

Briefly then, start with half a cocktail
shaker or half a mixing glass full of ice,
measure in the ingredients, shake for
about three minutes or stir for about five,
and strain the chilled liquid into one or
more glasses. Remember that a cocktail is
an aperitif, so keep it short.

Where recipes call for fruit juice, use
freshly squeezed fruit whenever practical;
when they call for sugar syrup, mix this up
from three parts white sugar to one part
water. Decorate with maraschino cherries
or slices of lime or lemon and serve with
panache!

For further advice, recipes and folklore,
I recommend Cocktails and Mixed Drinks
by Anthony Hogg (Hamlyn 19791.

Cocktail selection
The Murphy's law of cocktail making
states that: 'the desire for a cocktail varies

1000. REM ************411*************Mi*Mt*************4144*********4*******
1010 REM **** COCKTAIL SELECT! ON PROGRAM 414(**

1020 REM ********* ***** *************Itee ****** AVI*************************
1030 REM
1040 REM VANILLA BASIC VERSION / M.A. HUCKVALE / SEPTEMBER 1982
1050 REM
1100 REM .

1110 REM PROGRAM CONSTANTS
1120 NOUANTY=15 REM NUMBER Of QUANTITY TYPES
1130 NINGRE0.20 : REM NUMBER OF INGREDIENTS
1140 NRECIPE=50 I REM NUMBER OF RECIPES
1150 YESSe'YES' NO(14'NO. : BLANKSs°' : REM CONVERSATION CONSTANTS
1200 REM PROGRAM ARRAYS
1210 DIM OUANTYS(NOUANTY) : REM OUANTITY DESCRIPTIONS
1220 DIM INGREMNINGRED) : REM INGREDIENT NAMES
1230 DIM RECIPES(NRECIPE) : REM RECIPE DESCRIPTIONS
1240 DIM AVAIL(NINGRED) : REM INGREDIENT AVAILAPIIITY FLAGS
1250 910 MAKES(NRECIPE) I REM RECIPE 'MAKE-MOE' FLAGS
1260 FOR 1=1 10 NINGRED : REM NO INGREDIENTS AVATIABIF
1270 AVAIL(1)=0
1280 NEST
1300 REM VARIABLES USED BY STRING DECODING FUNCTION
1310 DIM COUANTY(10)
1320 DIM CINGRED(10)
2000 REM -

2010 REM PROCEDURE TO INITIALISE OUANTIT
2020 OUANTYSIlts'One measure of '

2030 OUANTY1142).Two measures of '

2040 OUANTY$(3)..Three measures or
2050 OUANTY$(4)=Eour measures of :

2060 OUANTYS(5)-+Eive PPiS,Irt, of :

7070 QUANTY$(6).'Slx measures of
7080 OUANTY$(7).'Seven

of
0' :

2090 OUANTY$(13)=.0 tvlst of
2100 OUANTY$(9)=YA teaspoonful of :

2110 OUANTY$(10)4.Tvo teaspoonfuls of
2120 OUANTY$(11).'011 dash of
2130 QUANTY11(12)=.Two dashes of
2140 OUANTYt(13)=.11hree dashes of
2150 OUANTY11(14)=.0ne Or two
2160 OUANTY$(15)4BLANK$
2200 REM PROCEDURE 7n /NITIAI1SE INGRED1
2210 INGRED$(1)4'ANGOSTORA BITTERS'
2220 INGRED4(2)4'BRANDY'
2230 INGREDS(3),,'CALVADOS'
2240 INGREDS(4)e'CHERRIES'
2250 INGREDS(5)=.CO/NTREAU.
2260 INGRED$(6)=.01N.
2270 INGREDS(7)e'GRENADINE'
2280 INGREDIE8WLEMON JUICE'
2290 INGREDS(9)='LEMON PEEL'
2300 INGREDS(10)='ORANGE BITTERS'
2310 INGREDIt11),,ORANCE CURACAO'
2320 INGREDS(12)4.0RANOE JUICE'
2330 INOREDS.(13)4'PASTIS/PERNOW
2340 INUREDS(14)=RUM.
2350 INGREDS(15)4.SUGAR SYRUP'
2360 INGRED$(16)4'VERMOUTH (DRY).
2370 INGRED4(17)='VERMOUTH (SWEET).
2380 INGRED$(18)='OODKA'
2390 INGRED$119)s'WHISKEY'
2400 INGRED$(20)4'WHITE OF EGG.
2410 REM PROCEDURE TO INITIALISE RECIPES
2420 RECIFE4(1)4'AFFINITY$1119A17L01.
2430 RECIPE1(2),'BACARDISC14A0B107'
2440 RECIFT4(3)=.BALALAIKASAISA05A08.
'450 RECIPE4(4)4'BETWEEN-THL-SHEETSSA02014A05K08.
7460 RECIRES(5)=.80MBAYSNO2A16017K13111.

IES
REM A
REM B
REM C
REM B
REM E
REM F
REM G
REM H
REM I
REM J
REM K
REM L
RPM M
REM N
REM 0
ENTS

inversely with the availability of its ingre-
dients.' In other words: if you would like it,
you can't make it. The following program
sidesteps Murphy's law by preparing, from
your ingredients, a list of cocktails that it is
possible to make -a kind of recipe book
turned inside out. You tell it what you
have, it tells you what you can make. In
fact, at my house, the guests use it
themselves.

Let me describe the operation of the
program by listing its commands and what
they do:

INITIALISE: In response to the
INITIALISE command, the program
prompts you with the name of each
ingredient in turn, and you reply 'Yes' if
you stock it, or 'No' if you don't.

SELECT: Once you have initialised the
availability of ingredients, the SELECT
command will compute and list names of
cocktails that can be made from those
ingredients.

PRINT: From a cocktail name, you can

7470 RECIPE4(6)e'BOURFONELIA$1119A16A11K07.
7400 RECIFE4(7),'BRAN0Y COCKTAIL 111D02017K01'
L490 RECIFIS(8).'BRANDY COCKTAIL 2$902A11101N04.
500 RECIPES(9)sBRANDY GUMPSA02A08l07.

7510 REC1RE$(10)s'BRONX$C06016A17Al2'
S20 RECIPE$111WCALVADOSSB03102005A10.
2530 RECIPES(12).'CLOVER CIUBSBO6A07A08020.
2540 RECIFES(13),'COMMODORESDI9A08110015'
2550 RECIPE$(14)='DAIOUTRISCI4A08015.
2560 RECIPES(15),'DERTH CHARGESA02A03t07M08.
2570 RECIRE4(16)4.GIN AND ITIA06A171404.
2580 RECIPEA(17)='GREEN ROOM$A02816L11'
2590 RETIRE4(181=HARVARD$A02Al7101K15909.
2600 RECIPE4(19)='INK STREET$A19A08Al2.
7610 RECIPE$1201='JACK ROSESCO3A07008°
2620 EXCIPES(21)s.tEVIATHAN111.02A17Al2.
2630 RECIFE$(22)r.LIBERTY$1103A14$15.
2640 RECIFT4(23)4'LITTLE PRINCESS$A14A17'
2650 RECIFE4(24),'MACARONI1913A17'
2660 RECIPES(25)='MAIDEN'S PRAYERSC06C05012'
2670 RECIPEI(2.6).,'MANHATTAN (DRY)4B19A16H09$01°
2680 RECIPF4(27).'MANHATTAN (MrATUM)$D19A16A11°
2690 RECIPE$(28),,MANHATTAN (SWEET)SPI9A17K01004.
2700 RECIFE4(29).'MARTINI (BRY)SA06A16K10'
2710 RECIFE4(30).'MARTINI (MEDIUM)SD06.116017.
2720 RECIPE4(31)='MARTINI (SWEET)$1106A17N04.
2730 RECIPE4(32)4'MONKEY CIANDSC06812113107.
2740 RECIPES(33),'MORNING GLORY$B02A11008LOILI3H09'
2750 RECIPES(34)=.01D FASHIONEDSJI5M01N04019'
2760 RECIFE4(35)=.PICCADIFY$B06A16K13K07'
2770 REC/FE4(36)=.FINK LADE1D06A07020'
2700 RECIFES(37)=.R.A.C.41106A16A17K1OKO7N04.
2790 RECIPE4(30),,RON ROY110119A17KOINO4'
2800 RECIPE1(39)=.'S0ANGHAIS404(413C08107'
2810 RECIPE4(40),,SIDECARSCO2A05A08'
2820 RECIPE4(41)='SUISSESSE$A13A08020'
2830 RECIFES(42)='SWEET.MFMORIESSA14A16A11.
2840 RECIPES(43)..T.N.T.$1.02/111K0IK13.
2850 RECIPE4(44)=.TANGO$1106A16A17111K12.
2860 RECIPE$(45)='THREE MILER$802A14K08107.
2870 RECIPE4(46).,VODKATINT$1118A16H09'
2880 RECIPE1(47)e'WHIPSA02A13A16A11.
2890 RECIPE$(48).'WHISKET COCKTAIL$1119A11LOINO4'
2900 RECIPES(49)=WWITE LADY$B06005008K20.
2910 RECIFE4(50)44.1H127 BANGSB19A161.131.07L10.
3000 REM
3010 PRINT
3020 PRINT THE PATENTED COCKTAIL SELECTION PROGRAM'

3040 PRINT
3090 ANSWERS.r.H. : REM FIRST COMMAND IS 'HELP'
3100 REM MAIN COMMAND LOOP
3110 IF ANSWERS4LEFT1('INITIALISP.LEN(ANSWERS)) THEN GOTO 4000
3120 IF ANSWERSrLEFTS('MODIFY..LEN(ANSWIES)) THEN COTO 5000
3130 IF ANSWERS.LEFTWSELECT'tLEN(ANSWEES)) THIN 0070 6000
3140 IF ANSWERSsEEETS('CHECK'FLEN(ANSWERS)) THEN COTO 7000
3150 IF ANSWERSeLEFTSOPRINT..LEN(ANSWER4)1 THEN COT() 8000
3160 IF ANSWERII=LEFT1('HELP'ILEN(ANSWER4)) THEN GOTO 9000
3170 PRINT '? Not a command'
3200 REM GET COMMAND
3210 PRINT
3220 FEINT
3230 PRINT
3240 PRINT
3250 PRINT 'Commands are: INITIALISE. MODIFY, SELECT. CHECK. :

3260 PRINT 'PRINT. BYE and HELP'.'
3270 PRINT 'Enter Command : 'I
3280 INPUT ANSWERS
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list out its recipe with the PRINT com-
mand.

CHECK: An alternative means of
searching for a cocktail is by the ingre-
dients that it contains. The CHECK
command allows you to ask which cocktails
use a particular ingredient. You can use it
to search for cocktails that might suit your
taste. It also tells you which of those you
can make.

MODIFY: When ingredients run out, or
when you are experimenting, the availa-
bility of ingredients can be changed with
the INITIALISE command all over again.
Alternatively, the MODIFY command
allows you to change the availability of
particular ingredients by name.

There is also the command HELP which
gives brief details about which commands
do what, and BYE which takes you out of
the program.

Program details
I have deliberately avoided a specific
dialect of Basic to try to make the cocktail
selection program more widely applicable.
The Basic language in the listing is 'plain
vanilla' Microsoft, although I have used
long, variable names for clarity. However,
the first two characters of the variable
names can be used as unique identifiers.

The only real conversion problems you
might have are with decoding the recipe
strings. Each recipe is stored as a string of
characters: firstly the name, then a dollar
sign, then a list of ingredients. Each
ingredient is encoded into three charac-
ters: a quantity descriptor (eg, 'one
measure of') from the letters 'A' to '0', and
an ingredient number from '01' to `20'. The
routine at line 10000 decomposes a recipe
string into its constituent parts.

The program allows the use of truncated
command strings and recipe names, etc,
through the use of a special string
comparison statement (eg, line 3110). If
you cannot convert this idea into your
Basic, then a simple string comparison will
do as well.

I have tried to keep to the more
commonly available and most widely used
ingredients for cocktail mixing. There are
some famous cocktail names missing as a
consequence. Ideally the ingredient and
recipe data should be stored in a disk file or
in DATA statements, I leave that - and
the addition of more recipes - up to you.

Other ideas
My experience with this program shows
that it generates a great deal of interest
from non -computer people. I think that
this is because it is novel and because it is
practical. The program fulfils a function
not easily duplicated by other means, and
the computer is your assistant rather than
your adversary.

Novel and practical programs give home
computing a credibility not generated by
games software or by the current 'home
finance' type software. While the cocktail
selection program is not earth shaking, I
think it is constructive in bringing home
computer software to ordinary people.

GOTO page 229
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NEWCOMERS START HERE
This is our unique quick -reference guide, reprinted every month

to help our readers pick their way through the most important
pieces of (necessary) jargon found in PCW. While it's in no way

totally comprehensive, we trust you'll find it a useful introduction.
Happy microcomputing!

Probably the first thing you noticed on picking up this
magazine for, the first time was the enormous amount of
unintelligible -looking jargon. Well, in the words cif The
Hitch -hikers' Guide to the Galaxy, don't panic! Baffling
as it may sound, the jargon does actually serve a useful
purpose. It's a lot easier to say VDU, for example, than
`the screen on which the computer's output is
displayed'. This guide is intended to help you find your
way around some of the more common 'buzzwords'
you're likely to come across in the pages of PCW.

For those completely new to computing, let's start
with the question: what is a microcomputer? We can
think of a micro as a general-purpose device as opposed
to a typewriter which can only be used for typing, a
calculator to perform calculations, a filing -cabinet to
file information and so on. A micro can do all those
things and more.

If it is to be of any use, a general-purpose device
needs some way of having a function assigned to it. We
do this by giving the computer a set of logical
instructions called a program. The general term for
computer programs is software. Every other part of a
microcomputer system is known as hardware. 'If you
can touch it, it's hardware.'

Programs must be written in a form the micro can
recognise and act on - this is achieved by writing the
instructions in a code known as a computer language.
There are literally hundreds of different languages
around, the most popular of these being Basic. Basic is
an 'acronym of Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code. Although originally intended only as
a simple introductory language, Basic is now a
powerful and widely -used language in its own right.

Other languages you're likely to come across in PCW
include Forth, Pascal, C and Coma'. These are known
as high-level languages because they approach the
sophistication of a human language. You'll also see
references to the low-level languages, assembly
language and machine code. We'll look at high and
low-level languages in a moment.

The heart of a micro, the workhorse, is the processor
or Central Processing Unit (CPU). The processor
usually consists of a single silicon chip. As with
computer languages, there are a number of different
types of processor around, the Z80, 6502 and 8088
being the three most common. The processor is nothing
magical - it's just a bunch of electronic circuits. It's
definitely not a 'brain'.

Being electronic, the processor's circuitry can be in
one of two states: on or off. We represent these two
states by binary (base two) notation, the two binary
digits (known as 'bits') being 0 and 1. It is possible to
program computers in binary notation, otherwise
known as machine code (or machine language)
programming.

Machine code is called a low-level language because
it operates at a level close to that 'understood' by the
processor. (Languages like Basic are known as
high-level languages because they are symbolic,
operating at a level easily understood by people but not
directly understood by the processor.)

Between high-level languages and machine code is a
low-level language known as assembly language or,
colloquially, assembler. This is a mnemonic code using
symbols which the processor can quickly convert to
machine code.

Since there is no binary equivalent of a comma or the
letter 'a', for example, we need some sort of code to
represent each character to be processed by the
computer. In order to simplify communication be-
tween computers, a number of standard codes have
been agreed on. The most widely used of these codes is
the American Standard Code for Information Inter-
change, ASCII. This system assigns each character a
decimal number which the processor can then convert
to its binary equivalent.

There are two types of program to do this translation
for us. The first of these is a compiler which translates
our whole program permanently into machine code.

When we compile a program, the original high-level
language version is .called the source code while the
compiled copy is called the object code. Compiled
programs are fast to run but hard to edit. (If we want to
change a compiled program, we either have to edit it in
machine code (extremely difficult) or we have to go
back to a copy of the source code.) For this reason there
is a second translation program: an interpreter. An
interpreter waits until we actually run (use) the
program, then translates one line at a time into machine
code - leaving the program in its original high-level
language. This makes it slower to run than a compiled
program, but easier to edit.

There are two strange -sounding Basic words you're
likely to come across: POKE and PEEK. When you
program in a high-level language, you are normally
unable to choose which part of the machine's memory
the processor will use to store things. This makes
programming easier as you don't need to worry about
memory locations, but slows down the program since
the processor has to 'look up' addresses for you. Using
the POKE command, however, you can 'POKE' a
value directly into a desired memory address. 'POKE
10000,56', for example, puts the value 56 into memory
location 10000. PEEK allows you to examine the
content of a particular memory address. If you were to
follow the above POKE with 'PEEK 10000', the
computer would respond by displaying the value 56.
(POKEing and PEEKing is normally done to increase
program speed. It's a compromise between Basic and
machine code.)

So far, we have a processor and a program. Since a
computer needs somewhere to store programs and
data, it needs some kind of memory. There are two
types of memory known as Read Only Memory (ROM)
and the badly -named Random Access Memory (RAM).
ROM is so-called because the processor can 'read' (get
things out of) its contents, but is unable to 'write to'
(put things in) it.

ROM is used to store firmware, which consists of
software permanently available on the machine. An
interpreter is a typical example of firmware (stick with
it: it gets easier!).

RAM differs from ROM in two important ways.
Firstly, you can write to it as well as read from it. This
means that the processor can use it to store both the
program it is running and data (information). The
second important difference is that RAM needs a
constant power -supply to retain its contents: as soon as
you switch the computer off, you lose your program
and data.

Memory is described in terms of the number of
characters we can store in it. Each character is
represented by an 8 -bit binary number. 8 bits make one
byte and 1024 bytes make one kilobyte or 1k. 32k, for
example means that the computer can store about
32000 characters in its memory. If 1024 sounds like an
odd number, remember that everything is based on the
binary system, thus 1,2,4,8,16 ... 1024 being the
nearest binary multiple to 1000.

There are numerous forms of permanent or backup
storage, but by far the most common are the floppy disk
and cassette.

Floppy disks or diskettes are circular pieces of thin
plastic coated with a magnetic recording surface similar
to that of tapes. The disk, which is enclosed in a
protective card cover, is placed in a disk drive. Disk
drives comprise a high-speed motor to rotate the disk
and a read/write head to record and 'playback'
programs and data.

The disk is divided into concentric rings called tracks
(similar to the tracks on an LP) which are in turn
divided into small blocks by spoke -like divisions called
sectors.

There are two methods for dividing the disk into
sectors. One method is called hard -sectoring, where
holes punched in the disk mark the sectors, and the
other is soft -sectoring where the sectors are marked
magnetically. (The reason that disks from one machine

can't be read by a different make is that each
manufacturer has its own way of dividing up the disk.
Recently, however, manufacturers do seem to have
begun to acknowledge that this situation can't go on
forever, and they are working on making their disks
compatible with each others.')

Since the computer needs some way of tracking the
whereabouts of everything on the disk, we have a
program called a Disk Operating System, more usually
known simply as the Operating System (DOS or OS).
The operating system does all the 'house -keeping' of
the disks, working out where to put things, letting the
user know what is on the disk, copying from one disk to
another and so on. As you might expect by now, there
are lots of different operating systems available (each
with its own advantages and disadvantages). The two
most popular OSs are CP/M (Control Program for
Micros) and MS-DOS (MicroSoft Disk Operating
System).

Floppy disks provide a reasonably fast and efficient
form of secondary storage and are cost-effective for
business machines. For home computers, however, the
usual form of program and data storage is on ordinary
cassette tape using a standard cassette recorder. This
method of storage is slow and unreliable, but is very
cheap and is adequate for games and the like.

Another type of disk you'll see referred to is the hard
disk. This is an extremely efficient method of storing
large amounts of programs and data. Hard disk
capacity generally starts at around 10 Mbytes (10
million bytes) and rises to . . . well, you name it.
Besides offering a much greater capacity than floppies,
hard disks are more reliable and considerably faster.
They are, however, much more expensive than floppy
drives.

Since computers need some way of communicating
with the outside world, we need input and output
devices. Input and output devices include all manner of
things from hard disk units to light -pens, but the
minimum requirement for most applications is a
typewriter -style keyboard for input and a tv-like Visual
Display Unit for output. The Visual Display Unit is
variously referred to as a VDU, Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) and monitor.

The various component parts of a computer system
(processor, keyboard, VDU, disk drives, etc) may all
be built in to a single unit or they may be separate,
connected by cables.

Take this paragraph slowly and it makes sense!
When a computer communicates with an outside
device, be it a printer or another computer, it does so in
one of two forms - parallel or serial. Parallel
input/output (I/O) requires a number of parallel wires.
Each wire carries one bit, so with 8 wires we can
transmit/receive information one byte at a time (8 bits
= one byte, remember). Serial I/O, in contrast, uses a
single wire to transmit a series of bits one at a time with
extra bits to mark the beginning and end of each byte.

To enable different devices to communicate with
each other in this way, standards have been agreed for
different interfaces. An interface is simply a piece of
circuitry used to connect two or more devices. The most
common standard serial interface is the RS232 (or V24)
while the Centronics standard is popular for parallel
interfaces.

When two computers want to communicate with
each other over a distance, there are again two ways of
doing it. Both methods use the public phone network.
The simplest and cheapest method is to use a device
known as an acoustic coupler. This simply plugs into
your computer, and has a receptacle into which you
place your telephone handset. However an acoustic
coupler is slow and not exceptionally reliable.

A more sophisticated (and correspondingly more
expensive) method is to use a modem. Unlike an
acoustic coupler, a modem is wired into the telephone
system and you should get permission for this from
British Telecom.

So, now you know!
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WHICH SPREADSHEET?

SPECTRUM SPREAD
Mike Liardet continues his series with a comparison of Psion's Vu-Cak and Microl's The Spreadsheet,

both available for the Sinclair Spectrum.

When Sinclair Research launched the ZX
Spectrum in April 1982 the company was
already in the record books, having sold
more computers than any other company
in history. Well yes, each sale was only £70
or so, but it had only been selling
computers for two years. And just a few
months (or should I say (K)nights? -
groan) later, with 300,000 Spectrums sold,
total Sinclair sales edged over the magic
million mark.

It is a reasonable assumption that many
of the thousands of Spectrum purchasers
use the computer simply for games or
educational purposes, and of course most
of the Spectrum software is aimed at this
sector of the market. But the fact is that
packed into that small case, only slightly
larger than a paperback book, is a
computer of considerable power and
sophistication. This fact will be amply
demonstrated by the arrival of the much
heralded micro -disk drives (for about £40)
and networking facilities which will make
the Spectrum almost as powerful as a CP/M
business machine (costing ten times as
much).

Anyway it is possible to run fairly
sophisticated applications on the Spec-
trum, and a trickle of such packages are
now becoming available. These include
indexing and text processing systems, and
of course spreadsheet systems.

In this article we are going to compare
two of the currently available Spectrum
spreadsheet systems: Psion's Vu-Calc and
Microl's The Spreadsheet. Microl claims

whole lot together at the end. Just as a final
bonus we will wind up with a brief review of
all the cassette spreadsheet systems co-
vered so far in the series.

Getting going
Being completely new to the Spectrum and
all its software I was quite well -placed to
evaluate the introductory guides and see
just how easy it is to get everything up and
running from scratch.

The complete package, a 48k Spectrum
with printer and power supply, etc, arrived
in two well -padded boxes. Once the boxes
were open, I had to pause for some time
just to marvel at the Spectrum: with 48k of
RAM, an excellent Basic interpreter in
ROM and high -resolution colour graphics
it has a specification not unlike the original
Apple II, which must be forty times larger,
and a good bit more expensive too!

In common with most small, inexpen-
sive machines, the Spectrum must be
connected to an ordinary domestic cassette
recorder and television set in order to
make up a complete system. It is fairly
obvious how everything fits together - all
sockets are labelled and all plugs that need
to be different are different and so it is
difficult to go wrong. I experienced only
minor hold-ups before I could get started: I
had to fit a mains plug to the power supply
and solder different plugs onto the cassette
leads, as my archaic recorder did not
accept the jack -plugs fitted by Sinclair.

'...packed into that small case, only slightly larger than
a paperback book, is a computer of considerable power

and sophistication.'

that: 'The Spreadsheet outperforms all
Spectrum spreadsheets including Vu-
Calc.' We shall certainly put that claim to
the test!

Firstly, for the benefit of the non -
Spectrum owner we will deal with the
Spectrum itself. Actually PCW June 82
contains a full, in-depth evaluation of it.
Next we will deal with Vu-Calc and The
Spreadsheet individually, and then tie the

Once everything was connected my desk-
top somewhat resembled a plate of
spaghetti, with leads trailing everywhere,
but everything seemed to work okay.

After a brief glance at the keyboard, I
quickly decided to try out the keyboard
familiarisation course instead of im-
mediately delving into the two spreadsheet
systems. The keyboard, although laid out
in the conventional qwerty pattern, had

lots of extra unfamiliar symbols printed on
each key and also lacked a few of the usual
computer keys, like SHIFT, CONTROL,
ESCAPE, etc.

The keyboard course is provided for free
with the Spectrum, and is on a cassette
tape. Loading this provided me with some
initial practice with the cassette recorder,
getting volume levels right and so on.
Incidentally it is written by Psion, who also
wrote Vu-calc, and in fact a number of
other Spectrum packages. The Spectrum
keys are actually made of rubber, and feel
more like calculator keys than VDU keys,
but work reliably enough all the same.
After about half an hour of keyboard
training, I felt I knew enough to try out one
of the spreadsheet systems . . .

Vu-Calc
Psion, the producer of Vu-calc, is one of a
number of software houses working in
close co-operation with Sinclair Research.
It is also now converting some of its
product range (including Vu-calc) onto the
BBC machine. It has reputedly sold over a
million software tapes for the Spectrum
and ZX81 and its products range from
games like Hungry Horace, to an indexing
system (Vu -file) and, of course, the
spreadsheet system: Vu-calc.

Vu-calc is supplied as a single cassette
tape, in a standard plastic cassette box. My
first impression was that there was no
documentation at all, but closer inspection
revealed that the paper liner for the
cassette box actually unfolded into a short
seven page leaflet. Although initially
unimpressed by this, I found that, in
practice, it was quite adequate - indeed
slightly easier to use than Microl's 45 -page
manual for The Spreadsheet.

With my newly acquired keyboard skills
I found loading the Vu-calc software
completely straightforward: just type in
the LOAD command, set the tape running
and wait two or three minutes. Psion
provides a bit of light relief while the tape is
being read with a high resolution graphics
image of the planet Saturn - actually the
company logo.

Once Vu-calc is fully loaded and oper-
ational, the screen clears to a fairly typical
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spreadsheet display of four columns, each
wide enough to display six digit decimal
numbers and 18 rows. The display is
actually in colour but as I was using a
monochrome TV I could only gaze wistful-
ly at the colour picture on the front of the
Vu-calc documentation. If that is a true
representation of the software then users
with a colour TV will get the benefit of
relaxing pastel blues and greens while they
are Vu-calcing.

As with most spreadsheet systems the
screen simulates a window over the entire
sheet. A wide blob filling a whole column
width of one row indicates the current cell,
the cell which will receive any number, text
or formulae that may be keyed in. This
blob, or cursor, can easily be moved
around the sheet by pressing the four arrow
keys on the Spectrum keyboard. Each key
moves the cursor in the obvious direction
and attempts to move the cursor off the
edge of the screen cause a very rapid
redraw. The effect is as if the screen
window has been dragged to a new position
by the cursor.

Holding a key down for a few seconds
causes a series of rapid redraws, stopping
when the cursor hits an outer edge of the
spreadsheet. In this way I quickly estab-
lished that Vu-calc's spreadsheet extends
down 60 rows and across 60 columns. Of
course the screen window (occupying
about 6in by 6in on a 12in TV) permits only
18 rows by 4 columns to be viewed at any
given moment. Thus the software is
simulating a window onto a piece of paper
about eight feet wide and two feet long.

With a few keystrokes it is possible to
`jump' the cursor to any named cell. Cells
are identified by letters of the alphabet for
the row they occupy (A to Z for the first
twenty six, then AA, AB . . . BH for the
remainder) and numbers (1 to 60) for their
column. Thus Al is the top left hand corner
of the spreadsheet and BH60 is the bottom
right. Most spreadsheet systems do not
operate this way, but copy the original
Visicalc convention of naming rows with
numbers and columns with letters. I prefer
Vu-calc in this respect, since it is fairly
common to reference, say, the thirteenth
column (for yearly totals) and I can never
remember what is the thirteenth letter of
the alphabet. With Vu-calc, I simply need
to remember the thirteenth number (ie,
13).

Having established the overall dimen-
sions of the spreadsheet, I started keying in
the Benchmarks. These marks, described
fully in PCW Nov 82, are designed to
stretch systems to the limit, pushing both
the processor and RAM memory as hard as
possible. Most spreadsheets have a fairly
large theoretical sheet size, but exhaust
either the processor or available RAM or
both long before the sheet is completely
filled with numbers and formulae. This did
not happen with Vu-calc. In fact it sailed
through all the Benchmarks with flying
colours (see below). Perhaps not as fast as
some, but fast enough, and with the
capacity to fill each and every one of the
3600 cells available.

Once the Benchmarks were completed I
started looking for any special facilities and

was disappointed to find very little in this
department. Noticeable absentees in-
cluded row and column deletion, variable
column widths and logs and trig, not to
mention more sophisticated facilities like
split screens, graphics and so on. Having
only simple arithmetic is particularly
restrictive, and is a slightly puzzling
omission since the Spectrum comes ready
supplied with all the necessary maths
software as part of its Basic interpreter in
ROM. Another nasty was the error
trapping. Illegal arithmetic, or referencing
non-existent cells, etc, causes the system to
drop into Basic. Simply type GOTO 9000
and everything is restored to normal.
Actually you quickly get used to this, and in
any case The Spreadsheet is the same, but

Database', 'The Word Processor' and also
The (aforementioned) Spreadsheet'
(from now on 'TS'). TS's packaging is
certainly more impressive than Psion's. TS
is supplied in a neat cardboard box,
containing a cassette, nicely printed man-
ual and various leaflets on Microl's other
goodies.

Getting started with the system proved
quite tricky. Firstly the manual states that
LOAD "spread" is the Basic command to
get the software loaded from the cassette
and running in the Spectrum. Actually,
after several abortive attempts I deduced
that the manual was wrong and success-
fully used 'LOAD "TS" ' instead. This
actually loads TS and sets it up with
demonstration data for the tutorial. The

'An interesting facility is EDIT. If a formula is EDITed,

then not only the current cell is affected, but also every
replication of it.'

you must be careful to key in the right line
number!

Of course Vu-calc does provide facilities
for loading and saving spreadsheets to
cassette and these operate at quite a
reasonable speed (see Benchmarks).
There is also a formula replication com-
mand, permitting both relative and abso-
lute copies to be automatically written into
a line or rectangle of cells. An interesting
facility is EDIT. If a formula is EDITed,
then not only the current cell is affected,
but also every replication of it. Thus it is
unnecessary to redo the replication after a
formula has been corrected.

Incidentally this latter facility gives
some clue as to why Vu-calc performs so
well under the Benchmarks. When the
Benchmark formula (consisting of 20
characters or so) is replicated, instead of
mindlessly making numerous variations of
the formula for each cell, consuming 20
bytes of memory for each, it economically
uses just two or three bytes as a reference to
the original formula. A subsequent EDIT
of this formula automatically corrects all
cells which refer to it, an advantage in both
storage space and time saved for the user.
This implementation device is, of course,
completely invisible to the user (the above
description is my deduction of what must
be happening underneath) and all formu-
lae, whether resulting from a replication or
not, always appear correctly displayed as if
they were really stored explicitly. Inciden-
tally a formula can also be corrected
without affecting any previously made
copies of it: simply type in a replacement
formula without using the EDIT facility.

About the only other major facility is
PRINT, which copies the screen to the
Spectrum's ZX printer. This printer, not
much larger than a packet of cigarettes,
provides a fairly noisy printout on metal-
lised paper.

The Spreadsheet
Microl are currently selling a selection of
packages for the Spectrum, mostly pre-
fixed by 'The'. Thus we have 'The

manual claims that the cassette also has a
version of TS without demonstration data
but after trying both sides of the cassette, I
was unable to find it.

Fortunately, it is possible to clear TS's
spreadsheet, so I was able to clear out the
demonstration data to put the system
through its paces. But as soon as I started
replicating the Benchmarks formulae the
system started bombing out- ie , dropping
into Basic with a cryptic error message.
Eventually I found the right section in the
manual for getting restarted: type
GOTO rs. But the error problem still
persisted.

Actually, on the point of phoning
Microl, I managed to discover what was
wrong. When using the CLEAR com-
mand, to clear out the demonstration data,
TS requests information on spreadsheet
dimensions: the more columns you want
the fewer rows available and so on. By the
way, once this choice is made you can only
change it by CLEARing and losing all the
spreadsheet model, which is quite a serious
disadvantage in itself. Anyway, in prepara-
tion for the Benchmarks, I opted for 13
columns. The system responded by saying
that this permitted '<=72 rows', so
naturally I selected 72, as the maximum
possible. Actually it turns out that this
recommended figure is wrong, and if a
lower figure, say, 71, is selected then the
system works correctly thereafter.

Once over these obstacles, things went
reasonably smoothly. TS does have more
facilities than Vu-calc, notably a full range
of maths functions and variable column
widths. But I found it quite a frustrating
system to use.

First the minor complaints: a row -sum
facility exists, but it cannot be replicated
down a column. The space bar must be
pushed (to set the system into 'expression
mode') before a formula or number can be
entered - I kept forgetting and being
treated to an error message. Formulae are
converted into an internal format, which is
the one chosen for display. The original
format can only be viewed after a consider-
able pause following a special key -stroke.
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ABOUT THE DEALER OF YOUR
FRIENDLY IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

It is very comforting to know that when buying an
IBM Personal Computer, you are investing in a
machine that carries a pedigree second to none in
the computing world.

As an IBM Authorised Dealer, Zynar will also
contribute to your peace of mind. We are
professionals. Many of us have worked not only in
the computing industry itself but also with the
world's 'blue-chip' component manufacturers.
And, we know the Personal Computer well enough
to have developed an end -user network
system even before its UK availability.

As IBM consolidates its position with more
software and peripherals, Zynar wil
continue to help you make the very most
of your 'friendly' microcomputer and
streamline your existing systems for
faster growth and profitability.

ZYT1RR
Zynar Ltd (PC Systems Division)
122/3 Uxbridge High Street, Uxbridge, Middx.
Tel (0895) 59836 Telex: 896607
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SPECTRUM SPREAD
Lastly, I found the style of the manual
occasionally condescending and authorita-
tive: 'Finally, some more about the art of
estimating . . .', etc.

Anyway, most of these minor com-
plaints can be tolerated, but there is one

liked? Well, it does have comprehensive
maths facilities, in fact access to all of the
considerable number of maths functions in
the Sinclair version of Basic. The actual
screen display was clearer on my TV set. I
imagine that it is actually a colour display,

'Like Vu-Calc, and many other spreadsheet systems, it

provides the usual "windowing" facility but can take

over forty seconds to redraw the screen if a shift of
window is required by a cursor move.

major problem that makes the system very
difficult to use, at least for spreadsheet
models of any reasonable size. TS is,
unfortunately, irritatingly slow. Like Vu-
calc, and many other spreadsheet systems,
it provides the usual 'windowing' facility
but can take over forty seconds to redraw
the screen if a shift of window is required by
a cursor move. (Vu-calc does this practical-
ly instantaneously.) Some of the other
major facilities also take an excessively
long time. For example, replicating the
Benchmark formula right across all avail-
able cells takes around ten minutes.
Admittedly this is a fairly Herculean task,
and one would expect some sort of delay
from any spreadsheet system, but ten
minutes is a long time to wait.

Having dispensed with the grumbles,
were there any features of TS that I actually

but the choice of colours provided a clearer
image than Vu-calc on my monochrome
TV. Also TS gives a short 'click' on the
Spectrum speaker after every key -hit. The
rubber keys on the Spectrum provide no
sound on their own, and this is slightly
disconcerting when you are used to the
rattle of a conventional VDU keyboard.
So Vu-calc operates in complete silence
and TS simulates the clicking of a normal
keyboard!

In conclusion
The Spectrum is a very powerful micro
packed into an incredibly small case and at
a very low price. Vu -talc complements it
very nicely, working quickly and efficient-
ly with no major glitches or problems. My
only major criticism of Vu-calc is the lack

Checklist Vu-Calc v The Spreadsheet
Where one system is clearly superior to the other it

Available for 16k Spectrum
Available for 48k Spectrum
Error handling
Documentation
User -friendliness
Printouts
Arithmetic
Display formats
Insertions/Deletions
Replication
Cursor jump
Auto/manual recalculation
Price

is marked with a *
Vu -talc

*Yes
Yes

Poor
Fair

* Good
Yes

+ - * /
Few
No

Yes
Yes

Manual
£8.95

The Spreadsheet
No

Yes
Poor
Fair

Too slow
Yes

*Extensive
*Many

No
Yes
Yes

Manual
£9.95

Benchtests and other measurements
Where one system is clearly superior to the other it is marked with a *

(See PCW Feb 83 for more information)
Vu-calc The Spreadsheet

1 (a) Max £ rows calculation *240 71
1(b) & (c) Cale speed (rows/sec) *1 0.15
1(d) Vertical scroll (rows/sec) *4 0.08
1 (e) Horiz scroll (cols/sec) *3 0.03
2 Max # rows of text *240 71
3 Max # rows of numbers *240 71
4 Cassette speed (rows/sec) *1.5 0.33
Max number of rows 60 99
Max number of columns 60 26
£ digits numeric precision 8-9 8-9
Column widths (fixed) 7 (varies up to)*30

of maths functions. Unfortunately, any-
one wanting more than + - * / will have to
cross Vu-calc off their list.

Although The Spreadsheet offers a few
more facilities than Vu-calc, in particular
extensive mathematics, it is very slow and
this makes it very difficult to use.

What about Microl's claim that it
`outperforms all . . . including Vu-calc'? I
can see no validity in this claim whatsoev-
er. Yes, it does have facilities absent from
Vu-calc, but anyone can fit an electric
toothbrush to a bicycle. I doubt that Microl
would claim that this makes it 'outperform'
a motor -bike.

Cassette -based
spreadsheets:
the story so far
Now that the series has been running
several months and we have evaluated
several spreadsheet systems, both disk and
cassette -based, it is an appropriate time to
take stock of all the cassette -based spread-
sheet software reviewed to date.

In fact one could expect cassette -based
machines to have spreadsheet systems
almost as good as disk -based. This is
because spreadsheet software feeds pri-
marily on a micro's central processor and
RAM memory - and the cheapest
cassette micros provide identical processor
power and nearly as much RAM as many of
the more expensive disk -based computers.
In spite of this there is a fairly considerable
quality gap between disk and cassette
spreadsheet software.

I suspect that the reason for this is
because disk -based machines, with a huge
choice of programming languages and
editors, etc, do provide a superior environ-
ment for 'writing' spreadsheet software.
Perhaps when cassette machines grow
disks or can be easily loaded with software
actually developed on a larger machine
then this state of affairs may greatly
improve.

So none of the cassette spreadsheets
match up to the disk systems. Of the
systems covered so far, their relative
merits are as follows:
* Prophet II (PCW March 83): Hardware
(a TV, cassette unit and Acorn Atom in
metal box) and software available only in
combination. Very good software, but on
ugly heavy hardware. Expensive.
*ECalc (PCW July 83): Available for the
Epson HX-20. Lovely hardware, but fairly
poor software.
*The Spreadsheet (see above): Available
for the Spectrum. Too slow.
*Vu-calc (see above): Available for the
Spectrum (and now also BBC) micro.
Good fast software, but provides only the
basic maths functions.

Out of the four systems tested to date I
would nominate Vu-calc as a best buy.
Both hardware and software worked very
well, and a complete set-up can be
obtained for a very modest sum. The
Prophet II system has better software , but
it is quite a lot more expensive.

END
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After the computer, what then?

A DIVISION OF THE TYCOM CORPORATION. 8/I2 NEW BRIDGE STREET, LONDON EC4V GAL. TELEPHONE 01-353 0334

hardware from Guestel comes
with the best credentials: market -
leading price and performance.

There are no duds at the sale, and
no cop-out after it.

You can expect training sessions
for normal human beings with
teachers who appreciate the differ-
ence between coming and going.

Also, installation without trauma.
Our software advice is free and it

may save you some money.
After the sale, fear not.
Talk through a variety of service

contracts which can be shaped to
your own idiosyncrasies.

And remember, Guestel care for
over 400 micro installations
throughout the UK . . . if anything
does go wrong we'll be there. Fast.

Before and after buying a
computer, Guestel means anything
but a hard time.

It happens sometimes ... people
give you what you want and the
shock nearly kills you.



BIG BROTHER
IS WATCHING YOU

The Data Protection Bill will have complex ramifications for the home and business computer user if it
becomes law. A Sandison considers the consequences.

Credit is easily obtained by the credit-
worthy, but some people find they are not,
and wonder why. Somebody somewhere
has a file about them. It so happens that
one of those credit checking agencies has a
phone number which differs from mine by
only one in the first digit. I get several
wrong numbers every day, some of which
start gaily 'Can I have a check on Mr...'
before I can even identify myself. How I
long to say 'very reliable' or 'quite
untrustworthy' according to my mood. But
so far I have resisted the temptation.

Personal data files
That such credit checking agencies exist
and use computers is well known. That you
are entitled to send a small fee, receive a
copy of your file and have errors corrected,
is less well known. That there ought to be a
similar right to be told what is said about
you in other types of personal data file is a
widely held view. The Government has set
out to provide such a right in the 'Data
Protection Bill' which was lost at the
election, but has now been reintroduced. It
is inspired by an economic need to ratify a
European convention.

The Bill has proved highly controver-
sial. The debate, both in Parliament and in
the country at large, has tended to
concentrate on the very difficult issues of
what should remain confidential and when
national interest requires or overrides
confidentiality. The relevant professional
organisations have fought lengthy battles
and the lawyers, at least, have won
exemption from access by the individual if
they can claim legal professional privilege.
The professional debates will no doubt
continue long after a Bill becomes law.

Manual files
Another major debate has been whether
the Bill's provisions should be restricted to
computerised files, or whether the need for
access to paper files is not just as relevant.
The EEC convention refers only to
computers and that will do for the
Government. But the 'Data' to be covered
by the Bill is 'information recorded in a
form in which it can be processed by
equipment operating automatically in
response to instructions given for the
purpose'. The British Library recently
announced (British Library News, 1983,

No 83) a successful prototype of equip-
ment to read any printed document into a
computer where it is susceptible to all the
manipulation which this makes possible.
So the attempt to distinguish manual from
computer files is already out of date and the
Bill's effects may be far more widespead
than at present envisaged by the civil
servants involved.

How it is meant
to work
Far too little attention has been given to the
mechanics of the controls envisaged. The
Bill starts by defining 'Personal data' as
(computerised) information about, and
manipulated by reference to, living indi-
viduals who can be identified from that
information. It sets up a Register of nearly
everyone who 'uses' such data, but the
Home Office evades the crucial question
whether a 'user' owns the data or operates
the keyboard to 'control the contents and
use of the data'. Then the Bill will make it
an offence to 'hold' such personal data, or
provide services to manipulate them
without being registered for the particular
type(s) of data for the particular pur-
pose(s); as it will to obtain information
from sources, or to disclose the informa-
tion to someone or to some country, not
mentioned in the Register entry. Registra-
tion fees to cover the costs of the Register
will, of course, be charged. 1984 certainly
seems the right year to start!

Exemptions
There are a few exemptions from registra-
tion. Personal data 'held by an individual
and concerned only with the management
of his personal, family or household affairs
are exempt', but this hardly includes
hobbies such as the family history of
unrelated individuals of the same name,
nor calculating batting averages for the
county teams. If you allow someone else to
use your machine for any non-exempt
purpose, then you are running a 'computer
bureau' and must register that activity.

Next, personal data held by an unin-
corporated members' club and relating
only to members of the club are exempt: a
local Residents' Association can compute-
rise its members'names and addresses, but
not that of the landlord or his agents! Then,

data held only for the purpose of distribut-
ing, or recording the distribution of,
articles are exempt provided they consist
only of names and addresses or are kept
only for distribution or accounting pur-
poses: be it noted that recording whether
they replied to a circular and what they said
will not be exempt! And both the club
members and the recipients of the distribu-
tion must have given permission for the
data to be held in that way - so that a club
which computerises must retain a manual
system for the objectors! How naive the
lawyers are!

As a result of the debates before the
election, exemptions are now also granted
to word processing systems used only for
preparing texts and data kept only for
calculating wages and pensions or account-
ing for goods and services supplied. But
these exemptions are very tightly worded
and many obvious and simple extensions of
these operations still require registration.
Businesses might well be advised to apply
for registration to avoid committing unin-
tentional offences by extending their use of
the computer in a new way.

But recording other transactions with
clients, by estate agents, lawyers, doctors,
architects, are registerable. So are library
or other catalogues which list things by
living authors or donors. So are the
membership records of all the incorpo-
rated societies, and business records
showing which customers are interested in
which products as distinct from who
bought and who paid. And so on.

Will it work?
But what is this vast Register (costing over
£15 million to set up, with similar annual
running costs) going to achieve? First it is
supposed to enable the Registrar, and his
staff of about 20, to allow individuals who
think someone somewhere may have a file
about them, to see the Register or to have,
at a price, a copy of any entry. That sounds
all right, until you consider what happens
next.

Suppose you think a credit checking
agency may have a file about you and you
inspect the Register. There could well be a
hundred agencies (and from their point of
view, the more the merrier) operating at
addresses which provide no guidance.
Even their sources of information may be

GOTO page 229
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DATABASE BENCHTEST

STAR QUALITY?
Kathy Lang evaluates InfoStar, MicroPro's recently launched data management package running

under the CPI M operating system.

InfoStar is MicroPro's entry in the CP/M-
80 data management stakes. It has been
available in Europe for only a couple of
months in its present form, and in the US
for just a little longer, but it is already
second in sales of CP/M-80 data manage-
ment packages in the US only to the
long-established dBASE II. There are
probably two very good reasons for this,
excluding the inherent merits of the
package. Firstly, it consists of two ele-
ments: a data entry and interactive query
part, which is actually our old friend
DataStar, and a reporting element, Re-
portStar, which is new. So anyone who
already has, say, an early version of
DataStar would be very likely to want
InfoStar to give flexible reports on the
data. Secondly, the data file format is
identical with that used by Mail -Merge
(used with WordStar to produce personal-
ised letters and 'boiler -plate' documents)
and by CalcStar, so anyone who uses either
of those packages may expect to find
InfoStar a natural partner. But for uncom-
mitted users, how does the package
measure up to the plethora of competi-
tion?

The two sections of InfoStar- DataStar
and ReportStar - consist of several parts
which may be invoked directly from CP/M
or from within its associated module. For
instance, after creating a data file format
on the screen, you may then go directly to
DataStar to enter data; but to set up report
formats and run them, you go back to
CP/M and invoke ReportStar direct.
Throughout InfoStar, each screen displays
the commands available at the top of the
screen, in a very similar way to the prompts
in WordStar. This makes it easy to see
where you are in the package, and to give
the commands in the appropriate format.
After an initial reading, I found I very
rarely needed to look at the manual for
straightforward functions. (That was just
as well, because for all its clarity and
comprehensiveness I still didn't find it all
that easy to get the overall picture from the
manual, or to find the particular piece of
information I needed.)

Information in InfoStar is stored in the
simple 'comma delimited' format used by
many packages and by Basic programs.
Data entry and display are governed by a
display 'form' created by the FormGen
part of the package - one form per data
file. This form is created by 'paint -a -
screen', supplemented by question -and -
answer where features such as data
checking are needed. Because 'comma
delimited' fields are used in records, the
size of fields can be changed after records
have been stored. However, as records are
stored they are indexed, and the specifica-
tion of key fields cannot be changed after
entry. Only one index file, based on one or
more key fields, is allowed for each data
file. There are extensive data validation
and calculation facilities. Once stored,
individual records can be retrieved by
specifying the key, or the file or parts of it
may be scanned in stored or key order.

Those of you who are already familiar
with DataStar will know that within its
limitations it is a good 'workhorse' pack-
age, with flexible form -filling facilities and
good 'help' features. Its reporting features
have, however, always left a lot to be

maximum, including captions and mes-
sages to the form -filler. No field may
exceed 255 characters. But these are
generous limits, which few other packages
can match. A single key is permitted, made
up of one or more complete fields not
exceeding 120 characters altogether. This
rigidity in key field specification is one of
the less attractive features of the package.
Other constraints (none as serious for most
applications) are shown in Fig 1.

File creation and
in exung
Once a form has been created using
FormGen, the first invocation of DataStar
triggers off the setting up of the data and
index files. So the form must contain all the
information needed to set up these files.
The form consists of a grid of 255 by 255
characters, which can be displayed on the
screen by moving the cursor into the
desired area. The underline character is
used to indicate a field and its length; any
other characters typed on the screen are
treated as labelling information used for

'InfoStar can be tailored to a wide variety of terminals
and printers. There are also facilities for patching the

code to deal with special circumstances, as in WordStar

and the other MicroPro products.

desired, and ReportStar goes a long way to
solving this problem. This program con-
sists of three main sections: to create a
report format; to sort the file if necessary;
and to print or display the report using the
pre -defined format. Formatting is
achieved in a similar way to screen form
design.

Constraints
A data file must be capable of being
displayed on a screen format 255 charac-
ters wide by 255 characters deep as a

display purposes only. A typical screen
format which I used for the Benchtest is
shown in Fig 2. To indicate a key field, you
just put the cursor somewhere in the set of
underline characters which shows the field
placing, and press CTRL/K; the under-
lines are then replaced by asterisks. As you
can see from Fig 2, I used the first field,
Refnum, as my key field. If you use more
than one field to construct the key, the
fields are ordered in the index as they
appear in the design form. If that would be
inconvenient for data entry, then the
actual display order can be changed, using
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the 'enter field attributes' command.
Field attributes are assigned by moving

the cursor to the field to be defined,
pressing CTRL/R, and then answering the
questions posed. This is the place where
the extensive data validation features
come in, with the most powerful features
being provided by the 'edit mask' option.
This allows you to say whether a field must
be entered (with various riders), and what
kind of field it must be - eg, all letters, all
numbers, a mixture, including special
characters such as a decimal point, etc. It
also specifies copying a field from a
previous record. Range checking is pro-
vided too.

Fields may also be derived, either from
calculations or from a list of allowable
values stored in a separate file, So if you
have, say, a field which must always
contain the name of an English county, you
could list all the county names in a separate
file, and DataStar would allow you only to
input a valid county name in that file. You
can specify that a key field must take a
unique value, and you can use DataStar's
`tie -breaker' feature to make non -unique
keys unique. Calculated fields may be
based on constants and/or other field
values, using the arithmetic operators with
brackets if required. Finally, you can
request operator verification: this may be
either by asking the person entering data
just to check by sight that the field is
correct, or by asking for the field to be
retyped, thus providing a 'type and verify'
facility as in conventional key -to -disk
systems.

The index file is updated as data is
entered, amended and deleted. However,
the manual recommends that 'file main-
tenance' should be carried out regularly to
give efficient access to files which are
frequently updated. This may be done
within DataStar, or (much more quickly,
says the ReportStar manual) using the
FormSort program which is part of Report -
Star.

Data input and
updating
Records may be entered directly to the
data file and verified at the same time, or
they may be entered in a batch without
verification and verified later. This makes
it possible to have data which is to be
verified by the 'type and retype' method to
be entered by one person and verified by
another. In either case, the screen displays
the form as created by FormGen, and data
is simply entered in situ, using control
characters to move from one field to
another (backwards as well as forwards
. . .). Once the record has been entered,
you are asked to confirm that it should be
stored, and given the option to make
further changes.

Data access for updating or viewing may
be by entering a key field value; exact
matching is used, and if more than one field
is needed to construct the key, then values
for all the fields used must be entered. If
duplicate keys exist, DataStar shows the
first record with the required key. Alterna-
tively, the file may be scanned in key order

Max file size

Max no records
Max size record
Max no fields
Max field size
Max no keyfields

Field types

Fig 1: Constraints

CP/M limit (8 Mb) - may occupy more than one
volume
Not stated
255 x 255 characters
255
255
25, totalling 120 characters, in one key; only one key
allowed per data file
Character, numeric; several varieties of each may be
validated in DataStar

Ref num ***** Name Date
Type Description
Suppl Pricel Supp? Price2
Supp3 Price3 Supp4 Price4
System1 System? System3 Rating
Refl Ref? Ref3 Ref4

Fig 2: Typical Data Entry Screen

BM1 Time to add 1 new field to each of 1000 records 1hr 23mins
BM2 Time to add 50 records interactively Scrolling time
BM3 Time to add 50 records 'in a batch' 6mins 40secs
BM4 Time to access 50 records from 1000 sequentially NA*

on 25 -character field
BM5 Time to access 50 records from 1000 by index on 2secs/key+

two fields totalling 25 characters scrolling time
(+ 6mins 25secs to
sort & index)

BM6 Time to index 1000 records on 25 -character field lmin 50secs
BM7 Time to sort 1000 records on 5 -character field Smins
BM8 Time to calculate on one field per record and lhr 1 lmins

store result in record
BM9 Time to total three fields over 1000 records 2mins 30secs
BM10 Time to import a file of 1000 records lmin 25secs
Notes: NA* = Not available as tested - key must match exactly when selecting
interactively

Fig 3: Benchmark Times

or in the order the records were entered.
These approaches can be used in combina-
tion; for instance, you can find the first
record of interest in key mode, by
specifying the key exactly, and then switch
to 'Index Scan' mode to display records in
key order. For instance, if your file were
keyed by surname, you could use this
approach to look for, say, all the Smiths.
Scanning by Index or Entry order may be
modified selecting particular records for
viewing or amending - see 'Selection'
below.

Screen display
Within DataStar, records are displayed
using the form created in FormGen; only
one form is permitted per record, so you
can't use DataStar's retrieval facilities to
show, say, just parts of a record. DataStar
records may also be displayed using the
report formats created in ReportStar,
which are discussed in the next section.

Reporting
Printed or displayed reports are created
with the ReportStar arm of InfoStar. This
consists of three parts: a report generator,
called RGEN, with its associated editor
REDIT; the sorting program FORM -
SORT; and the REPORT program which

actually prints the report. ReportStar
cannot be used except within InfoStar, as it
requires the data definition file set up by
DataStar to describe the records to be
printed. The report generator sets up a
report format, giving you the option of
using a simple default format which just
spreads the chosen fields of the record
across the report using appropriate column
widths and column titles. Totals and counts
are also available at this simple level.
Alternatively, you may set up your own
format from scratch. In either case, once
the format has been set up, it can
subsequently be edited to provide more
complex forms of report.

In the advanced report generation
provided within REDIT, the facilities are
so extensive that it would be impossible
within a short review to describe them all.
They include flexible field calculation,
merging of information from several files,
conditional line printing, emphasis (bold,
underlining, etc), sub- and super -scripts,
up to nine levels of page -break and
sub -totalling, operator entered fields,
control over the frequency with which a
field is cleared, and limited conditional
execution. There are, of course, extensive
formatting features controlling field and
line display, including various kinds of edit
masking. Any report may be either printed
or stored in a file, from which you can list it
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MICRO
COMPUTER

Dedicated
to keeping
down the cost
of computing

Only by direct mail order can we offerthese prices
Hardware All prices exclude VAT

SUPERBRAIN" EC
Junior
320 DISK CAPACITY £1406
OD
720K DISK CAPACITY £1 744
SD
1.5 MB DISK CAPACITY £2081

(Carriage £25)

MICROLINE 83A
PRINTER £450

(Carriage E10,

HARD DISK
SUB SYSTEM

for
Osborne IBM PC Superbrain

5 MB £1163
10 MB £1305

(Carriage £10)

BBC
MICRO

FLOPPY DRIVE £185
(Carriage £1 0)

Requires Acorn Floppy drive card

SHARP PC 1500
Pocket Computer

£132.70
(Carriage £10j

LCD Screen. Extended BASIC language
3.5K RAM. Typewriter style keyboard
Optional Extra
CE 150
four colour graphic printer/cassette
interface £117.35 (Carriage £101

EPSON HX20
Portable Computer

including case (Carriage £101

16 KB RAM RS 232C and Serial interface
32 KB ROM Full sized ASCII keyboard.
Built in printer

MICRO PROFESSOR
Z80 Based Microcomputer

£90
(Carriage £51

RAM 2KB expandable to 4KB
ROM 2KB expandable to 8KB
Optional EPROM Programmer Board
Speech Synthesizer Board and Printer

SUPERBRAIN"' MICROLINE 83A PRINTER

MAINTENANCE

JUNIOR £375 pa

On site maintenance from day one
Nationwide contracts through Software
Sciences- a member of Thorn EMI group

CD E415 pa Software Sciences will inspect, deliver
SD £440 pa and maintain your SUPERBRAIN
MICROLINE83A PRINTER £150 pa The 24 hour call out basis

3 MONTH RETURN TO WORKS WARRANTY with all hardware products.

Software

MICROSOFT
Basic

£175

MICROSOFT
Fortran

£225

MICROSOFT
Multiplan

£150

MICRO PRO
Wordstar vers. 3.0

£210

MICRO PRO
Datastar

£155

ORGANIC
SOFTWARE

Milestone

£170

MICROSOFT
Basic Compiler

£202

MICROSOFT
Cobol

£330

SORCIM
Supercalc

£135

MICRO PRO
Mailmerge

£70

MICRO PRO
Calcstar

£105

NB
Superbrain
& 8in. IBM
formats only
at present

To: The Micro Computer Club PO Box 66 Croydon CR9 4QB Tel: 01 689 2080
Please accept my order and enrol me as a member of the Micro Computer Club.

All prices are based on exchange rate at time of going to press and may be subject to
change. All orders must be accompanied by a cheque for the sum due. This will not be
banked until four days before despatch.

UNIT PRICE TOTAL
ITEM Ginty £ p £ p

TOTAL
Signature

CARRIAGE
Name VAT at

Address current rate

CHEQUE TOTAL

IV. ACCESS/ BARCLAY
CARD/VISA NO.

Membership of the Micro Computer Club entitles members to other special offers

All machines sold to UK specification with full manufacturers warranty



STAR QUALITY?
(under CP/M) or edit it in WordStar.

Within the reporting mechanism a
number of facilities are provided for
writing new data files. This is the area
where it is most obvious that InfoStar
consists of a new suite of programs grafted
onto an older package. Many of these
facilities for creating data files would more
naturally have been implemented either as
separate procedures or else within the
interactive, data handling package,
DataStar. For instance, to change the
structure of a file to add an extra field, it is
necessary to create a new file definition
(amended from the old) within DataStar,
create a report definition which includes
the new field, and which tells ReportStar to
write all input and new fields to the output
file. Finally (assuming you don't want to
print each record out as it is copied across)
you suppress the printing of the detail line
in the report format.

Selection
Records may be selected for screen display
within DataStar by using a mask, to select
particular values for fields other than those
which make up the key. Initially this mask
is set entirely to asterisks, which match any
character. The asterisks may be replaced
by match characters in any way desired.
For instance, to find everyone who lived in
Essex, you would simply replace the first
five asterisks in the County field by the
letters Essex. To find all those whose
surnames began with B, you would enter a
B in the first position and leave the rest as
asterisks. If entries are made in more than
one field, only those records which meet all
the conditions are satisfied - there is no
`OR' facility. So you can't, for instance,
select in one operation all the people who
live in Essex, Kent, Surrey or Sussex unless
you have another field which identifies
those four counties as a group.

You can do this within ReportStar,
where one of the options when defining a
field in the report is an 'INCLUDE IF'
command. This allows any tests you might
need, including tests on substrings, tests
with the usual relational operators, and
comparisons with field values or constants.
If several conditions are set, you can
specify that all or some of them must be
passed, using both 'and' and 'or' to
combine conditions, with brackets if
necessary. On the minus side, in string
comparisons upper and lower case charac-
ters are considered as equivalent. How-
ever, the need to set up a report format to
do this kind of selection adds an extra level
of complexity; you can't change your mind
so easily, or play around with selections
until you get what you're after. So it works
well for information with a regular,
well -understood processing sequence, but
less well for exploratory situations.

A further level of selection within
ReportStar allows you to include records if
they correspond with records in another

file, so that you only display fields from a
record if the key field matches the key field
in a record in the second file. It is also
possible to include information from more
than one file in the same report.

Sorting
Another program in the ReportStar suite,
FormSort, allows you to sort any data file
on up to 25 fields totalling 120 characters.
The sorting is quick and efficient. The sort
program can also very quickly produce
new index files. It is possible to use these
two features in conjunction to keep a data
file ordered by one set of key fields and
indexed on another set, which would to
some extent mitigate the disadvantage of
only having one index file. However, the
user would have to take steps to ensure that
the correct data order was maintained, by
sorting and indexing after each update
session.

Calculation
Both at input and when reporting, InfoStar
allows you to calculate field values using
other field values and constants, with the
usual arithmetic operators and brackets.
These calculations may be carried out on
character fields as well as numeric, and
there is a sub -string function for handling
parts of fields. More extensive functions
are provided within ReportStar, including
some mathematical functions and string
concatenation; limited control over
whether a calculation takes place is also
provided in reports with an UNLESS
function.

Tailoring
InfoStar can be tailored to a wide variety of
terminals and printers. There are also
facilities for patching the code to deal with
special circumstances, as in WordStar and
the other MicroPro products. I didn't try
patching, but normal tailoring was easy
enough. Within the packages, there aren't
any tailoring features as such - for
instance, you couldn't design your own
menus for a particular application.

Multiple files
When setting up a file definition in
DataStar, you can specify that particular
fields are to be copied from another file.
Similarly, within reports you can include
fields from records in several different files
(up to 25 files, in fact). So you could, for
instance, have one file of patient records,
another of patient consultations, and
merge data from the two when reporting.

Housekeeping
There are no file housekeeping facilities
within InfoStar - you use CP/M itself for
file deletion, copying and so on. There

didn't even seem to be a way to use one
report format as the basis for another,
keeping both, except by going out to
CP/M, copying the original with PIP, and
then invoking REDIT to modify the copy.

Links with outside
Importing a data file from elsewhere into
ReportStar is quite straightforward: you
just set up an appropriate definition file
within DataStar, make sure that your data
file is written in 'comma delimited' format,
and then use FormSort to construct an
index file. But it is a pity that the only place
the manual mentions this is in a 'handy
hint' at the end of the Tutorial Guide.

User image
`Like the curate's egg - good in parts' is a
description that I've employed a good deal
when describing user images in this series
- but if ever a package deserved that
description, then InfoStar does. The
`Help' banners at the top of each screen are
well thought out and very helpful. Each of
these screen banners includes a 'procedure
number' which cross-references with the
manual - an unheard of helpfulness which
I have been advocating without
much hope of success for a long time. Some
of the other prompting features, like
showing the characteristics of a field when
you move the cursor into it, are also good.

On the other hand, the use of 'question -
and -answer' techniques for setting up
complex options, a practice found
throughout ReportStar, is to my mind
muddling and tedious in the extreme. This
is exacerbated by the habit of showing just
the current question and a few before it at
any one time, so you don't always have the
full context, and never know what's
coming next. For instance, when setting up
field attributes in reports, it is quite
possible to find yourself pressing the
RETURN key (for the default option) a
dozen or more times to get to the one
option you want to change for that field. It
would be very much better to display a
complete list of options, allowing the user
to move the cursor to the one or two
required, and using a control character to
move into the detailed definition.

It would also be better to have more
`sets' of defaults for common tasks: for
instance, to add one field to the record
format for the Benchtest (BM1), I had to go
through this process of changing the single
field attribute 'write to output file?' for
each of the 21 fields separately. That meant
I had to press RETURN 15 times, type the
number of the output file (even though
there was only one valid number it would
allow me to type), enter the destination
field number (the same as in the input file)
and press RETURN twice more. By the
time I'd done that complete operation 21
times I was not in the best of tempers. Of
course, that particular task is not some-
thing you'd want to do every day, but there
are other less extreme examples of long-
windedness in things that you might want
to do quite often. And it's the totally
unnecessary nature of that sort of time-
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Software News
INNOVATIVE

TRS 80GENIE SOFTWARE
from the professionals

AIRBUS
7 /RANGE  II

Airbus continues the line of highly accurate flying simulators stocked by Molimerx. It follows in the footsteps of Shuttle
and Jumbo.
The Airbus A300 is a twin engine, wide bodied jet manufactured in Europe. There are many models. The specimen chosen by
the author is that powered by two General Electric CF6-50C2 turbo fans with a maximum seating of 330 and maximum all up
take -off weight of 140,000 kg.
We only stock simulations which are precise models of the original, and Airbus is no exception. Indeed, Airbus could be said
in some respects to be a more accurate simulation of flying the aircraft than was Jumbo, and the latter certainly set new
standards in this area. The big difference between the two is that Airbus incorporates radio navigation. Five VOR's or Omnis
(radio direction beacons) are included in the simulation, all of them in the Holland/Belgium/Germany area. Furthermore,
they all include Distance Measuring Equipment facilities. Four runways at three airports are available for landing and
take -off. Airbus also includes randomised engine failure simulation.
Like Jumbo, Airbus is flown on instruments and only on instruments. Some of these are graphic representations of
instruments. One of them is the Instrument Landing System instrument. This, without a doubt, is the best graphic
representation of such an instrument produced for any computer outside of those used in actual aircraft themselves. There
are 31 instruments in all:

1. Indicated air speed gauge 2. Artificial horizon 3. Power setting for No. 1 engine
4. Power setting for No. 2 engine 5. Slat setting 6. Flap setting
7. Compass 8. VOR tracking instrument 9. Instrument Landing System

10. Clock 11. All up weight 12. Fuel
13. Fuel flow 14. Vertical speed indicator 15. MACH speed
16. Precise pitch 17. Precise roll 18. Altimeter
19. Landing gear status 20. Nose wheel status 21. Wheel brakes status
22. Air brakes status 23. True air speed 24. Wind direction and velocity
25. Ground speed 26. Destination runway, place & number 27. Distance to go
28. Precise heading 29. Precise track 30. Data from No. 1 DME/VOR
31. Data from No. 2 DME/VOR
An extensive illustrated manual is supplied comprising some 27 pages. It takes the reader through the control panel in
general and then in detail. Discusses the controls at length; general discussions are held on flying technique of Airbus and
then simple flight manoeuvres are described, such as normal take -off, noise abatement take -off, take -off with engine failure,
climb, cruise, turning, descent, approach, final approach and landing. Procedures in overshoots and engine out emergencies
in various situations are described. Two pages of simple flight briefings, in other words, instructions for suggested flights,
are included. There are seven Appendices, including detailed discussions of the VOR/ DM E navigation system and the ILS
approach system. Purchasers of Airbus may also buy the educational section of the Jumbo manual for £1 if they wish.
The program is compiled Basic and is disk orientated only. The compilation enabled the author to include very precise slow
down loops in the source code. Thus as we have said, the simulation is as exact as it is possible to get. The compatibility of the
program with various disk operating systems and machines will depend upon the compatibility of those DOS's and machines
with the Microsoft Compiler. As far as we know, on TRSDOS it is compatible on all Genie machines (with the exception of the
Model III) and of course the Tandy Model I. It is also compatible with LDOS on these machines. On the Tandy Model III the
choice of DOS is somewhat more crucial as many disk operating systems running on that machine are not compatible.
TRSDOS 1.3, for instance, is not. A patched version of the run time file, to enable use on the Model III under LDOS or
smal-LDOS is included in the package.

Airbus (disk) ... £19.55
VAT inclusive, 75p P&P

TEL: [0424] 220391/ 223636 MOLIMERXTH LTD
A J HARDING (MOLIMERX)

TELEX 86736 SOTEX G

1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE, BEXHILL -ON -SEA, EAST SUSSEX.

TRS-80 & VIDEO GENIE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE £1.00 plus £1 postage.
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STAR QUALITY?
wasting that is so irritating, to users as well
as reviewers.

Documentation
The complexities of option definition are
made no easier by the documentation.
There are three manuals for InfoStar: a
DataStar guide, a ReportStar Training
Guide, and a ReportStar Reference
Manual. Good points first: all three have
an index (not as comprehensive as they
might be, but at least they exist), and each
suite has a Reference Card. The DataStar
manual I found quite readable, the
Training Guide I thought quite helpful at a
`here's how to get started' level, if you can
stomach the 'happy campers' style of
drawings of satisfied customers learning all
about the package. I didn't find it so helpful

when it came to trying to get an overall view
of what the package could accomplish -
indeed, I gleaned a lot of my information
about that from the 'hints' section at the
end, which reads like a throwaway add-on
but which is actually very useful.

You really do need some overview
information, as the Reference Manual is
very tough going indeed. It has a series of
`Road Maps' covering each section, but
these were very detailed, and it wasn't at all
easy to guess where a particular facility
might be provided. This was particularly
true in the area where ReportStar has to be
`stretched' to provide facilities - for
instance, for reformatting data files, which
would ordinarily be in the data entry part of
the package. I very much regret having to
criticise to this extent, as the manuals are of
a very high standard typographically, and a

Summary
Package Type

Facilities

Drawbacks

Ease of Use

Error Messages
Documentation

Costs (ex VAT)
Supplier

Data management: variable length 'comma delimited' records,
data from more than one file may be included in screens and
reports.
Screen display, sorting and reporting in three modules. Direct
retrieval based on one key (several fields) per record.
Reporting very flexible. Sorting flexible and fast.
Limitation to one key. Complexity caused by use of report
program for data management functions. Interactive selection
limited. No true multifile capability. No housekeeping within
package.
Good at the simple level. Very tedious when specifying complex
options. Connections among programs not complete.
Reasonably clear.
Clear, well presented and structured, but very verbose. Has
(not very comprehensive) indexes.
£295
MicroPro Inc. Review copy supplied by Tamsys Ltd,
tel (07535)56747

lot of effort has clearly gone into them.
Unfortunately, it's almost as bad to have
too much and too complex information as
it is to have too little.

Conclusions
My overall impression of InfoStar is that it
is rather an uneven package in the facilities
it provides. The report formatting is
extremely flexible, with a power I have not
come across elsewhere. The selection and
sorting features for reports are good, but I
suspect that people who need that degree
of flexibility in reports also want a high
degree of flexibility in data entry and
screen display. If so, they may well find the
limitation, during data entry and interac-
tive display, to a single index file and one
screen format an irksome constraint.

Some parts of the package are unusually
fast, particularly the index sorting with
FormSort. Others, such as procedures
involving writing a complete data file (for
instance, to update all prices by ten per
cent) are not so quick: Benchmark times
are given in Fig 3. Disk space is economi-
cally used, because the process of storing
records in comma -delimited format means
that an empty field occupies only one
character.

On the user image side, the similarity
with WordStar and CalcStar must obvious-
ly help people who need a suite of
programs, but I think many people will find
the more powerful features of ReportStar
difficult to use. Personally I wouldn't feel
that the family resemblance was enough to
give InfoStar the edge, with WordStar
users, over other packages which can read
and write Mail -Merge formats. However,
those reporting features, even if they are
tedious to use, would be extremely
valuable in some environments, and if that
is your requirement, then InfoStar would
be well worth investigating.

END

PC 1Y welcomes approaches from would-be
writers, even those who have never appeared
in print before. In this game it's often those
with practical experience who have impor-
tant things to say so we don't mind if your
prose is less than perfect - providing sub-
missions have a sensible structure and
follow a logical sequence, we can take care
of the polishing.

If your article is already written, send it
in - taking care to ensure that your name
and address, together with a daytime phone
number if possible, appears on both the
covering letter and the manuscript. Manus-
cripts should, preferably, be typed or prin-
ted out (dot matrix output is quite acceptable)
but must be double line -spaced with ample
margins top and bottom and on each
side. Make sure you keep a copy of
everything you send us.

We can now accept articles on a limited
number of disk formats: standard IBM
3740 single -sided, single -density 8in, and
the following 51/4 in formats: Superbrain

.tvgAttr 44
<loto14111111rri

SSDD 35 -track; RML 380Z SSSD; Sharp
MZ-80K/A DSSD, Cromemco SSSD,
Nascom DSSD, Rair/ICL DSDD, SD
Sales SSSD, Triton 35 track SSDD and
ACT Sirius 1 (CP/M-86 or MS-DOS)
single -sided. By prior arrangement we can
accept stuff over the phone by modem using
BSTAM at 300 baud but as we can only do
this during office hours (10am to 6pm) it's
not exactly a cheap way of getting your arti-
cle to us! In the near future we hope to be
able to accept material by The Source and
Rewtel. Please note that if you want to send
your article in this way, it should be as an
ASCII file rather than as a 'work file' for
any one type of word processor - ie, use
your word processor to print the text to disk
instead of to paper.

Please note that we cannot undertake to
return manuscripts, diagrams and photo-
graphs, although we always try to return the
latter. We can only return disks if they are
accompanied by adequate postage and
packaging.

If you have an idea for an article or a
series, write us a letter outlining your ideas.
A one- or two -page synopsis giving the pro-
posed structure, sequence and content is
what we're looking for. But before you send
anything to us, take a good look through
PCW to see what sort of articles get
published and to see what style of writing
we prefer (basically, avoiding promposity
at one extreme and flippancy at the other).
Also take a look through the Back Issues
advert to see what sort of things we have
already published - no point in re -inventing
the wheel.

Once you've sent off your article or pro-
posal, please don't hassle us for a decision.
We receive far more submissions than we
can ever use and it takes us a while to sort
through them, acknowledge receipt and
give an opinion one way or the other. Please
be sure to tell us if you've sent the article to
another magazine - it would be very
awkward indeed if the same article appeared
simultaneously in two publications! Frank-
ly, we're more likely to accept something
which has been offered exclusively to us.

Finally, we do pay for published work
but please be patient! Payment normally
follows about 4-6 weeks after publication.
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UBSCRIBE TO PERSONAL
COMPUTER WORLD
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D
SAVE £2
ON THE PRICE
OF A BINDER
Let's face it, what can £12.50 a year buy you these
days? Three or four visits to the cinema, a modest
meal for two including a carafe of 'house' wine, two
and a half albums from Virgin Records, a single ticket
to the opera. Not a very impressive list is it?

On the other hand, £12.50 could guarantee that you
will receive twelve issues of Britain's largest selling
microcomputing magazine. If you are already a sub-
scriber then send your £12.50 anyway, and we'll add
another dozen issues to those you still have due on
your current subscription.

As an added bonus to every person subscribing to
PCW this month (whether a new subscription, a

1 Year Subscription
(U.K only)

£12.50 We send you 12 issues of PCW
hot off the press direct to your
door.

2 Year Subscription
( U. K only)

£21.50 You receive 24 issues saving
yourself £3.50 off the full
current subscription price Plus
you protect yourself against
future increases in cover prices
and postal rates which will save
you £££'s over the period

3 Year Subscription
(U.K only)

£32.50 You receive 36 issues saving
yourself -1'5.00 off the full
current subscription price Plus
you protect yourself against
future increases in cover prices
which will save you ELT's over
the period

IS Win/1W OWYT
We unwrap Me 1.8 Wow'WIAs now Wiry

renewal or an extension to your existing subscription),
we will send you a voucher worth £2 off the cost of a
PCW binder.

To qualify for this voucher you must use the
subscription card stuffed inside this issue.
Send it today. It's true you can't eat it, watch it in the
dark, drink it or smoke it, but we reckon if you're
interested in microcomputing in any shape or form,
£12.50 for 12 issues of PCW delivered to your office
or home is excellent value.

Lastly, 'thank you' to all our existing subscribers
and regular readers. The most recent figures from the
Audit Bureau of Circulation shows that PCW is
currently outselling its nearest rival by more than
12,000 copies. So we must be doing something right
- but feel free to let us know if you think otherwise.

PLUS
We have now arranged for special first-off:the-press' copies to be
mailed direct to subscribers which will ensure that they arrive either
on the same day or one or two days in advance of national distribu-
tion in the UK

PLUS
Existing subscribers can take advantage of any of the offers above.
Just tick the 'this is an extension subscription' box on the coupon and
enclose your payment. The additional copies will be added to your
existing subscription automatically. You do not have to wait until it
is time to renew (by which time this offer will probably have been
withdrawn). Save money by extending your subscription today!

PLUS
We have completely reorganised our Subscription Department and
any problems, change of address, special requests etc etc will be pro-
mptly dealt with by an extremely 'user-friendly' human being should
you need to write to us.

PLUS
We send subscription copies of PCW in a tough polythene wrapper.
It will reach you promptly every month, unfolded and in good
condition.

PLUS
You can pay for your subscription to PCW by cheque, postal order
or by using Barclaycard (Visa)/American Express or Access. And
you don't even need a stamp for your envelope Use the coupon on
the right.

Why do more people read PCW than
any other microcomputer magazine in Europe?

Subscribe today!
208 PCW



PORTABLE PROBLEM

Personally, I think Adam Osborne has a lot
to answer for. He used to write a column in
the American trade newspaper Infoworld.
Its title - 'From the Fountainhead' -
irritated me a lot (you'd be laughed off the
page for using that title here but apparently
what we would regard as unspeakable
pretension is quite acceptable in the US)
but in it Adam often spoke a lot of sense,
even when he was going against conven-
tional microwisdom, which was often.

Eventually, he decided to put his money
where his pen was and practise what he'd
been preaching. And so he gave us the
Osborne 1, one of the most successful ever
computers. My immediate reaction, when
I first saw and tried out an 01, was that he
was playing some kind of cruel joke on us:
the tiny screen, the horrible keyboard, the
minute disk capacity, the flimsy casing,
and above all the size and weight of what
was billed as a portable computer - all
seemed quite ludicrous.

As we now know, the 01 was a
tremendous success despite all these
apparent drawbacks - it has sold like the
proverbial hot cakes and the recently -
announced Executive model will probably
be equally successful. Fine: thousands of
people are happily computing away and
the Osborne coffers have swelled suitably.

But what Adam did - intentionally or
not - was to spark off a whole range of
`portable' computers. Other companies
saw the success of the 01 and thought, 'If
he can sell that many, there must be a big
market for portables - we can make a
machine which is lighter/better built/has a
bigger screen/has bigger disks/looks bet-
ter/etc and make money too.' So they did,
and we have a whole flood of portable
machines from which to choose.

But do we actually want portable
computers like the ones now being
offered? I can't speak for the States, where
different values apply, but in the UK I am
certain, through conversations with peo-
ple who use and sell the machines, that the
01 has not sold well because it is portable
- it has sold because it is very cheap and
comes with a useful amount of ready -to -
use software. If it was twice the size and
four times the weight it would still have
sold well provided it sold at the same price
and came with the same software.

I must immediately stress that I'm not
denying the usefulness or desirability of
portables. But at the moment, we don't
have the technology to build a really useful
portable computer-we're still waiting for
a flat screen which will give a proper
display of 25 lines by 80 characters. This is
now the minimum acceptable screen size
for serious use; if you disagree because you
use a machine with a smaller screen and
think it's marvellous, then either you've

not tried a 25 x 80 screen and don't know
what you're missing or you're one of the
minority which is happy with a smaller
screen-most of us aren't in that category.

I personally have no use for a portable.
machine, even though I'm a journalist who
travels a lot. My Microwriter is smaller
than any portable computer with a proper
screen and keyboard could ever be and
suits me fine for mobile use -I can dump
text from it into my Sirius when I get home
and polish and format it with a word
processing package before printing it out.
There are of course a great many people
who would find a true portable computer a
real boon but I can't help feeling that at the
moment they are being somewhat conned
by many manufacturers of supposedly
portable machines.

Here's what a portable machine should
offer. Firstly, there's the flat screen
display, currently not possible but general-
ly thought to be available before too long.
Apart from the size and weight advantages
of something like a large-scale LCD
display, it is far more rugged than a delicate
CRT tube as used in most portables, and-
even more importantly - it uses only a
fraction of the power required to drive a
CRT, making battery operation - and
hence true portability -a reality. (I know
there are some portables with battery
packs but who really wants something
which will only run for a couple of hours or
so before you have to recharge the
batteries?)

Mass storage is the next problem.
Bubble memories were once the great
hope of the portable builders but they have
never really caught on well enough for the
price drop resulting from mass production
to come into effect and make them
economically worthwhile in general use.
They're too expensive, in other words, and
seem likely to remain so unless a big
manufacturer decides to take a risk and
create a market by mass producing them
and selling them at competitive prices.
EAROMs (electrically alterable ROMs)
are more likely to succeed, once they can
be produced in large enough quantities in
versions which require a lot less power than
existing ones, have a higher bit density and
work on a single 5 volt power supply. This
leaves us with conventional magnetic
disks, a far from ideal medium because the
drives use a lot of power and disks are
rather fragile. The best current comprom-
ise is the 3M or 31/2in microfloppy, as used
in the Apricot and HP 200 machines. At
least the disks are small and protected by a
sealed, rigid envelope. Forget about
making the machine IBM-compatible -
the Americans, like a flock of sheep, have
jumped onto the IBM bandwagon with a
vengeance and currently seem incapable of

thinking about anything else. But by the
time technology has advanced to make
possible the sort of portable machine
which I am describing, the IBM compati-
bility craze will have largely died down and
become irrelevant.

This brings us to processors and other
considerations. Already, it's scarcely
worth building an 8 -bit machine, except to
sell it at a really low price - well under
£1000 including screen, twin disks and
software. Because we want a battery -
operated machine, we need CMOS chips,
which use very little power. A CMOS
version of the 8086 16 -bit chip has recently
been announced so that problem is solved
- our true portable will be based on this
chip and will have at least 256 kbytes of
CMOS RAM. Ignoring the display for the
moment, such a machine would be incred-
ibly expensive to build today, but every
chip manufacturer worth his silicon is
getting deeply involved in CMOS technol-
ogy and by the time we have our big LCD
display these chips will be pretty cheap.

Physically, there is a limit to how small
you can make a portable machine. This is
imposed by the keyboard, which must be of
typewriter size and pitch. The Epson
HX-20 or Tandy 100 size is probably about
the minimum practical. Add a little height
to squeeze in the microfloppy drives
(under the keyboard with the doors at the
front, perhaps) and put on a lid with the
LCD display inside it and there you have it
- a machine occupying the same desk
areas as an A4 sheet of paper, with a total
 height when closed of three or four inches,
totally self-contained except, maybe, for a
battery charger unit, and weighing at most
maybe 2 or 3 kilos. I don't think this is at all
fanciful but we may have to wait for a
couple of years before we can buy it; and
when it does appear, we shouldn't have to
pay more than £800 for it - with software,
which should include a word processor, a
diary/appointments manager, a database
system of some sort, electronic mail
capabilities (probably using a built-in
modem), the inevitable spreadsheet and
Basic.

In the meantime, if you want a cheap
computer you can buy an Osborne or one
of the other low-cost 8 -bit machines now
appearing. If you want a serious, non -
portable, rugged machine capable of
handling the hammering of daily business
use, spend some more money for a proper
desk -top machine. And if you want a
portable, take weight -lifting classes first
and don't expect to be able to use it if you're
more than two metres away from the
nearest power socket.

END
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CW SUBSET
Alan Tootill and David Barrow present more useful assembler
language subroutines. This is your chance to help build a library of

general-purpose routines, documented to the standards we have
developed together in this series. You can contribute a Datasheet,
improve or develop one already printed or translate the
implementation of a good idea from one processor to another. PCW

will pay for those contributions that achieve Datasheet status.
Contributions (for any of the popular processors) should be sent to

SUB SET PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

MYSTERY AND MAGIC
Unusual for Sub Set, we stir the
murky depths of Basic and
sneak up on Computer
Answers in response to the
following letter:

I often look at the items in
`Sub Set' as I read through PCW
and wonder what one is
supposed to do with them.

Now I've seen one or two
items that look as though they
could be of some use tome, lam
moved to write to ask if some
clue as to how to use these
routines could be given -
perhaps either as a supplement,
or even a separate article. Or is
the whole thing always to remain
an esoteric mystery for the
experts?

I have entered one or two Z80
machine routines in the form of
REM statements and found they
worked quite well on the ZX81 .
Some of them are in decimal
form, others in hexadecimal and
I've never understood why.'
AJS McMillan, Keynsham,
Bristol

No mystery, Mr McMillan,
but Sub Set is really for readers
who have some understanding
of machine code fundamentals.
You would not expect to find
Basic or Forth tutorials in the
Programs section of PCW and,
similarly, we do not set out to
teach machine code
programming in Sub Set.
However, if you do know
something of machine code, the
series gives you a marvellous
opportunity to expand your
knowledge and skill by working
through the routines.

The considerable amount of
documentation and comment
in each Data Sheet is a valuable
learning aid.

The stated aim of Sub Set is to
publish machine code
subroutines of general
usefulness and with sufficient
documentation to enable their
use by people who do not know,

or even want to know, how they
work. But they are written to be
used within, or called by,
machine code programs and
not as USR routines to be called
from a Basic program. Not that
it stops you adapting them for
USR routines if that is what you
require but you do need to
know some machine code to be
sure of success.

It is common in the case of
Z80 routines for arguments, ie,
the values to be acted on, to be
passed to and from the routines
in registers. If these values are
initially held in Basic variables
then you have to POKE them
into any free RAM before the
USR command. You must then
have a USR machine code
routine that will PUSH the
register contents on to stack
and LD the values into the
registers from where they are
stored in memory before
CALLing the particular
subroutine in which you are
interested. After RETurn from
the subroutine, your routine
will have to store the result
values in RAM, POP the
original register contents back
into the registers from stack and
RETurn to the Basic program.
Use PEEK to get the results
back into the variables.

REM statements are often
used in Basic programs to
provide space for machine code
subroutines. Whether you type
the numbers in as decimal or
hexadecimal values, or even as
Roman numerals, is not
particularly important as long
as you also include a section of
Basic program to POKE these
numbers into the correct RAM
addresses. POKE usually uses
decimal arguments so
hexadecimal or any other
numbering system would have
to be converted to decimal
before POKE.

6802 BLOCK RELOCATION
R G Cath of Chandler's Ford
has sent RRL which uses a very
efficient algorithm to move a
block of memory to a lower
address location, shifting the
memory at that lower location
up to fill the gap. In effect it is a
rotation right by a variable
number of places as shown in
Fig 1.

I

T L

Fig .1 .

1st cycle

2nd cycle

Fig2.

To achieve the relocation by
the three stages shown in Fig 1
would require the provision of a
buffer large enough to hold all
the bytes being shifted down.
That would be very expensive
in terms of memory usage,
although probably the quickest
way to do it. Instead, RRL
works by performing a series of
exchanges, illustrated in Fig 2,
which may be a slower method
but has the distinct advantage
of only needing a one -byte
buffer.

Each byte is, of course,
moved by the number of bytes
equal to the length of the block
to be shifted down. When the
pointer to the next exchange
goes past the highest address
being dealt with, it wraps

around to continue again from
the lowest address plus the
amount of overflow. The
process continues until the
pointer gets back to the start
address. However, this does
not necessarily mean that all the
bytes have been moved. If the
number of bytes in the block
being moved down is a factor of
the total number of bytes in the
memory being processed, it
becomes necessary to
increment the pointer to a new
start byte and go through
another cycle. In Fig 2, two
cycles are needed to complete
the process. In fact it is the
number of wraparounds that
determines when all the bytes
have been moved.

DATASHEET
RRL - Rotate Right Long.

;/ CLASS: 2

:I TIME CRITICAL?: No
;/ DESCRIPTION: Rotates a block of memory to
;/ higher addresses) by a given
;/ ACTION: Initialise

'.!TE wradarounds ! movetength
;/ sfartTH Pointer
;/ (stack)sk-- (pointer)
:1 REPEAT

;/ REPEAT
;/ (stack)(pointer)
;/ 0C-inter(z- pointer +

UNTIL pointer > end

the right (ie to
distance.

movelengff
of block
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Pointer(-- po's'er - btockIength
wraparoundsr(-- wraparounds 1

UNTIL pointer . start
;/ (pointer)- (stack)
;/ pointerx8:-.- pointer f I

;/ ENDWHILE
;/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None
;1 INTERFACES: None
;/ INPUT: M0,1 = Address of first byte of block to rotate.

M2,3 = Address of block . 1.

:/ M4,5 = No. of bytes distance to rotate.
;/ OUTPUT: Cy set: Block,rotated by (M4,5) places.
:/ Cy reset: Invalid Input, no rotation.
;1 REGs USED: AXYPM0 to MB
;/ STACK USE: 2

;/ LENGTH: 121
;/ PROCESSOR: 6502

RRL: LDY £0
STY 016

STY M7
LDA MO
STA M8
LDA M1
STA M9

oc, 150 105

CMP M6
BNE RRL2
LOA M5
BM1 RRL8
CMP M7
ELEGI RRL9

RRL2: LDA MS
STA MA
STA MB
LOA (M8) , Y
PHA

RRL3: LDA (M8),Y

TAX
PLA
STA (M8),Y
IRA
PHA
CLC
LOA MS
ADC M4
STA M8
LOA M5
ADC M9
815 RRL7
STA M9

RRL4: SEC
LDA M8
SAC M2
TAX
LDA M9
SBC M3
SAC RRL3
INC M6
BNE RRL5
INC M7

RRL5: PHA
TXA
CLC
ADC MO
STA M8
PLA
ADC M1
ST5 M9
BC5 RRL7
CMP MB
BNE RRL4
LDA M8
CMP MA
BNE RRL4
PLA
STA (M8),Y
INC M8
BNE RRL1
INC M9
JMP RRL1

RRL7: PLA
RRL8: CLC

RTS
RRL9: SEC

RTS

;Initialise Y for zero index
;and wraparounds to zero

;and pointer to first byte it block

;compare wraparounds with moveLength

;exitif negative movetergth
;exit, process completed, if

;wraparounds = ovelength
;Save pointer start address

;move indexed byte to .stack

;exchange indexed byte with
lopte on stack

;clear for addition
;add movelenth to pointer

;exit if overflow occurs

;set for subtraction
;get overshoot into A and X

iterating until pointer is

;past end of block
ncrement wraparounds

;add overshoot to block start address
;for wraparound next pointer address
;ctear for addition

;exit if end of block is lower
;than start of block
;repeat until pointer gets
;back to pointer start

;complete cycle by moving stacked
;byte to pointer start location
;increment pointer ready for
;another cycle

;remove stacked byte and
;reset Cyfor eit showing

alid input.x
;set Cy for it showing
;Process completed okay.

AO 0)
84 ZZ

84 ..0

AS ZZ

85 ZZ
05 22
85 ZZ
A5 20

C1 ZZ

D5 08
AS ZZ

30 57
LS Z2

70 58

AS ZZ
85 ZZ
85 TZ

8: ZZ

48
B1 Pt

AA

68
91 27

88
48
18

A5 22
65 ZZ
85 ZZ
AS ZZ
65 ZZ

BO 38
85 - TO

38
85 ZZ

ED ZZ

AA
AS ZZ

ES ZZ

90 DO
EA ZZ
DO 02
E6 ZZ

48

8A
18

65 ZZ

85 ZZ

68
65 ZZ
85 ZZ

BO 16
C5 ZZ

DO DC
A5 ZZ

C5 ZZ

DO 06

68
91 ZZ

Eti ZZ
DO 9F
E6 ZZ
4C YY Yr

OR
18
60
38

60

6809 TURNAROUND
Fire -breathing Mike Kerry of
Seaford, still in the vanguard of
the 6809 invasion,
demonstrates once again the
superiority of that processor
over the Z80 with his
translation of John Hardman's
MATRAN (PCWJune 1983).

MATRAN reconfigures a
two-dimensional array or
matrix which is stored column
by column in linearly addressed
memory into row by row

storage. Or perhaps the other
way about. Whichever it is,
Mike has not provided us with
any uses to which this
transposition may be put- any
suggestions? Neither has he
come up with a method of
performing the transposition
within the original area of
memory used by the source
matrix, perhaps by a similar
method to that used by RRL?

DATASHEET

;= MATRAN - Matrix Transposition,6809 version.
;/ CLASS: 1

;/ TIME CRITICAL?: No
;/ DESCRIPTION: In -RAM mov of a 2 -dimes

;/ changing from row by row

;/ ACTION:
column by column storage

For each column of Source
save Source pointer
For each row of source

Move element from Source to De

onat array or matrix
forage at source to
t destination or vice versa.

tination and

;/ Increment Destination pointer
0/ Add No. of columns to Source pointer
;/ Restore Source pointer
;/ Increment Source pointer
;/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None.
;/ INTERFACES: Source RAM or ROM. Destination RAM same byte Length
;/ as source.
;/ INPUT: X = 1st byte of source Matrix
;/ Y = 1st byte of destination RAM
:A A - no. of source rows, 8 . no. of source columns.
;/ OUTPUT: Transpose of Source matrix at Destination. All registers
;/ returned unaltered.
;/ REDS USED: ABXY
;/ STACK USE: 11

LENGTH: 26
;/ TIME STATES: (rows 22 38) cols 26
;/ PROCESSOR: 6809

MATRON:
COLLP:

ROWLP:

P5HS
PSHS
LDB
LDA
STA
AB%

DEC
BNE
PULS
LEAX
LDA
DECK
BNE
PULS

CC, D,X,Y
0,X
6,S
,X

,Y.

ROWLP
0,X
1,8
1,5

COLLP
CC,D,X,Y,PC

;save registers.
;counts and source pointer stacked
;get no. of cots from stack
;mve byte from source to dest.
;anod increment destination pointer
;point next source row, same column
;repeat for all rows in
;current column
;restore counts and source pointer
;POint to next column of source
;recover 01+5

;repeat for all
olumns

;restore registers and return.

34 37

34 16
E6 66
A6 84
A7 AO
3A

68 E4

26
F7

5 16
30
:: :11
5A

26 EA
35 B7

Z80 MESSAGE ASSEMBLER
If you have ever typed lots and
lots of very similar messages in
to your computer, you have
probably cursed it for not being
intelligent enough to generate
its own messages from a
database of basic words and
phrases. That achievement
would probably need quite a
sophisticated artificial
intelligence program so, until

you get round to writing it, try
making life a little easier by
using MAKMSG from Simon
Sellick of Pershore. MAKMSG
acts recursively to print
messages composed of ASCII
characters and also
`submessages' whose addresses
are embeddedin the higher
level message preceded by a
non -ASCII 'escape' byte.

DATASHEET

;= MAKMSG - Message assemble and print routine.
;/ CLASS: 2

;/ TIME CRITICAL?: No
p/ DESCRIPTION: Recursive procedure to assemble and print messages
;/ ASCII bytes and submessages.
;/ACTION: IF character picked up is a null (0) THEN exit
0/ ELSE IF character is ASCII THEN print it and get next
:1 ELSE pick 00 escape address and CALL MAKMSG.
;/SUBr DEPENDENCE: 'WRCHAR' - subroutine to print ASCII character
.1/ A. It must not corrupt HL.
;/INTERFACES: None.
;/INPUT:HL addresses first byte of message.
;/OUTPUT: HL addresses null byte at end of message.
;/REGs USED: HL A F

;/STACK USE: 0 . 4 no. of sub -messages'
;/LENGTH: 25
;/PROCESSOR: 280

MAKMSG: LD
OR

T

CP

JR
INC
LD
INC
PUSH
LD
LD
CALL
POP
JR

MKMSG1: CALL
MKMSG2: INC

JR

A,(HL)

80H
C,MKASG1
HL
A,(HL)
HL
HL
H,(HL)

MAEMS6
HL
MKMSG2
WRCHAR
NL
MAKMSG

;yet byte in A, test to see
;if it is a null and if so, exit
;as end of current Level reached
;test for ASCII and
;branch if it is. Else it is an

scape' to a substring, so pick
;up substring address in HL from
;next two bytes, saving, this Level
;address on stack for
;continuation after return from
;processing lower level
;recurse to print substring
;restore this level pointer and
;skip the printing this time.
;go print valid character
;Point to next byte and
;repeat till null byte found.

E

e7
C8

FE 80
38 OC
23
7E

23
ES

66
6F

CD YY YY
El

18 03
CD XX XX

23
18 E7

The true worth of a routine
such as MAKMSG can only be
appreciated in an application
which uses many similar
messages but as an example we
show how the system can be
used to construct jargon
phrases. Fig 3 gives the hex
dump mixture of ASCII codes
and 'escapes', written at an
arbitrary address, followed by
MAKMSG's decoding.

ED

1234,
123C:
1244,
124C:
1254:
125C:
1264,
126C:
1274,
127C:
1284:
128),
1294:

20
80
00

80
80
80
54

45

12

12

80
44

4C

40
34

20
45

45
54

12

54

80
AS
6A

80
59

72

54

12

12

12

49
41

54
63
12
3C

80

41

45
49
44

85
53
49
12

12

00
12

3,

4F

54

43
43
4C

40

54

4C

59

00
80
00
iz

52

49

48
41

LF

12

00
00
90
80
6A

80
45

1234: INFORM
123C: INFORMATION
1245: TEO,
124C: TECHNICAL
1254: T,C.N.OG
1250: TECHNOLOGICAL
1263: TECHNOLOGIST
126A: DETAIL
1272: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
'22": TECHNOLOGIS,
1281: TECHNICAL DETAIL
1288: DETAILED INFORMATION
1291: TECHNOLOGICALLY INFORM,

Fig 3.

4D

4f

4E
4C

47
00
20
80
80
4)

12

Sc

44

00
4E

00
00
00
80
44
3C

3c

12

45
12

00
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AND BASIC) INGENUITY
In `Making the most of the MZ-80K' (PCW, March 83), Maurice Hawes discussed the weaknesses in Basic
SP -5025 and looked at methods of compensating for these by extending the interpreter. This is indeed one way of
dealing with the deficiencies of SP -5025; J P L Hooper wonders whether a little ingenuity might not be another.

At first glance, the conditional statements
allowed under Basic SP -5025 appear
somewhat limited. Although numeric
values can be compared both for equality
(as in IF A=5 . . . ) and inequality (IF
A<>5 . . . ), strings can be tested only for
equality. There is no direct equivalent to
the statement 'IF A$<>"Y'", for exam-
ple. Similarly, although AND (test suc-
ceeds if all ANDed expressions are true)
and inclusive OR (one or more of
expressions are true) are supported, Ex-
clusive OR (one, and only one, expression
true and NOT (converse of expression
true) are not. With a little creative coding,
however, these limits can be overcome.

Unlike some Basics, SP -5025 does not
use the words 'AND' and 'OR' in
conditional statements, but employs in-
stead the arithmetical symbols '*' and +'
- and this provides the clue as to what the
interpreter is doing. Each expression in the
statement is tested individually for truth
(or untruth) according to the rules of
Boolean Algebra, and the value of the
whole conditional part of the conditional
statement is then assessed upon the basis of
simple arithmetic according to the signs`+'
(plus) and '4" (multiplied by). It works as
follows:

1) Each individual expression - for
example, A=5 - is evaluated; in this case,
does A equal 5 or not? If true, the value -1
is the result (on some micros, 1 results).
SP -5025 can be made to do this, according
to S N Brown, PCW, page 149, July 1982,
by POKEing 8861,20: 13541,20:
13562,20), while if false the result is 0. A
typical Boolean Algebra equation might
read
B=1-(A=5)
which, if A is 5, meansB=1- (-1), =1+1,
=2, and if A is not5 means B =1- (0), =1.
Similarly, the equation
C=20-2* (A=5)
gives C=22 if A is 5, and C=20 if A isnot5.

2) In a conditional statement such as
IF A=5 THEN PRINT "IT DOES"
the interpreter evaluates the `A=5' part,
and comes up with -1 or 0 depending on
whether A is 5 or not. The whole statement
is then dealt with on the basis that if the
whole conditional expression (in this case
`A =5') evaluates to zero then the test fails,
while if it evaluates to anything else - to
any non -zero value - then the test
succeeds.

In a conditional statement like

IF (A=5) + (B<6) THEN . . .

each Boolean expression is evaluated
separately and then - and here is the real
core of the matter - the separate results
are combined arithmetically according to
the symbol involved (which, in this
example, is `+'). So, if A is 5, and B is not
less than 6, then:
`A=5' results in -1;
`B<6' results in 0;
and the combination results in (-1) + (0),
= -1.
The combination has a non -zero value, so
the test succeeds.

Incidentally, if B was less than 6 then:
`B<6' results in -1;
and the combination results in (-1) +
(-1), = -2. The test still succeeds - so
that this is an inclusive OR!

So, how does all this help with string
inequalities? Read on.

SP -5025 allows string equalities like
A$="YES" but not inequalities like
AS<>"YES".

In a conditional statement such as
IF A$="YES" THEN PRINT "YES"
the expression `A$="YES"' is evaluated
as -1 if true and 0 if false, and the test
succeeds if the result is anything but zero.
What is needed, then, is for the evaluation
results to be the other way round - for the
result to be 0 if A$ is "YES" and -1 (or,
indeed, any non -zero value) if A$ is not
"YES".

This can very easily be achieved simply
by modifying the expression used in the
conditional statement - by adding 1!

Thus:
IF (A$="YES") +1 THEN PRINT "NO"
(where the modification is the +1' part) is
what is needed. Why? Because the ex-
pression '(A$="YES")' has the value -1
if true and 0 if false. And the expression
`(A$="YES") +1' has the value 0 if A$ is
"YES" and +1 if A$ is not "YES".

So, where (A$="YES") is true,
(A$="YES") +1 is not true, and where
(A$="YES") is not true, (A$="YES")
+1 is true. Hence the whole conditional
statement is in effect comparable to the
statement
IF A$<> "YES" THEN PRINT "NO"
- and so string inequalities are 'possible'
after all!

The expression '(A$= "YES")+ 1' used
in this example actually evaluates to 1
when A$ is not "YES", rather than to -1,
and this may make it rather difficult to use

in a more complex statement of the kind
IF (A$="YES") +1) + (B$="MAYBE")
THEN . . .

because if both expresions are true (A$ is
not "YES", and B$ is "MAYBE") then
they evaluate to +1 and -1 respectively,
and the whole, (+ 1) + (-1), evaluates to
zero . . . and the test fails, which is probably
not what was intended at all! This,
however, is easily solved simply by revers-
ing the sign of the complete
`(A$="YES")+1' part, and making it
instead
-(A$="YES")- 1
which evaluates to 0 if A$ is "YES" and to
-1 if A$ is not "YES". This is just what is
required; now the arithmetic of the
conditional statement comes out all right:
a) if both are true (A$ is not ."YES", and B$
is "MAYBE") then the result is
( -1)+ ( -1), = -2 (and the test succeeds)
b) if neither are true, then the result is
0+0, =0
c) if one only is true, then the result is
either ( -1)+ (0), = -1
or (0)+(-1), = -1

Note, however, that the original way
round
(A$="YES")+ 1
results in what is in fact an exclusive OR,
because
a) if both are true, then the result is
(+1) + (-1), =0 (and the test fails)
b) if neither is true, then the result is
(0) + (0), =0
c) while if one only is true then the result is
either (+1) + (0), = +1
or (0) + (-1), = -1

This leads naturally to a more general
Exclusive OR statement though applic-
able only to two expressions (with the
proviso that each expression evaluates to
-1 when true), namely one of the type
IF (expression) - (expression) THEN . . .

- observe that the normal '+' has been
changed to a (minus sign). This works
because:
a) if both expressions are true then the
result is
(-1)-(-1), =0 (and the test fails)
b) if neither is true, then the result is
(0) - (0), =0 (and the test fails)
c) if one only is true then the result is
either (-1) - (0), = -1
or (0) - (-1), = +1
(and in either case the test succeeds).

While dealing with string inequalities
and inclusive ORs the logical NOT crept
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C/WP has opened a computer shop at 108 Rochester Row,
London SW1 (just 5 minutes walk from Victoria) where
you can see, buy and take away anything from a daisy wheel or
a floppy disk to a complete computer system at those low prices
which still turn others green! The shop is open from 9.00 to 5.30
Monday to Friday and 10.30 to 5.00 on Saturday. Most things are in
stock most of the time, but ring 01-630 7444 to make sure.
Just ask for "Shop".

ACCELERATOR
CARD
Speeds up the Apple II
more than 3 times by
replacing the normal 6502
processor with a much
faster version. Board
carries 64k memory and
just plugs into Apple slot.
New product.

£299 VAT £44 85

VIDEX 80
COLUMN CARD
Steady well -formed 80 -
character lines for your
Apple II. A must for
professional word-
processing on the Apple
(RRP £220+ VAT).

£159 VAT £23.85

MICROSOFT
16K RAMCARD
Tremendous value. Gives
your Apple II Plus another
16k of memory for extended
Visicalc or Pascal. Like
Apple's "Language Card"
Not suitable for Apple 11E.

£59 + VAT £885

UHFMODULATOR
FOR HE
Display your Apple HE
colour or mono text and
graphics on your home
television set. Very high
quality 8MHz modulator
squeezes brilliant colours
into your telly. NEW.

,VAT £3.30

C/WP SERIAL
INTERFACE
CARD
A really versatile
switchable baud -rate
asynchronous communica-
tions interface for Apple II.
Can also be used as an
interface for serial
printers.

£70 + VAT 50

C/WP PARALLEL
INTERFACE
CARD
A "Grappler" -like graphics
interface for parallel
printers such as the Epson,
Microline and Star series.
Allows graphics dump onto
printer. State which
printer you have.

£70 + VAT £,10 50

MICROSOFT Z80
CP/M SYSTEM
Turns your Apple II (Plus
or E) into a CP/M machine
to run programs like
WordStar and dBase II.
Hardware, software and all
documentation.

£199 ± VAT £29.85

MICROSOFT Z80
CARD (ALONE)
As above but without
software. Adds a Z80
processor to your Apple II.
If you already have CP/M
software, allows you to run
CP/M programs on Apple II.

£79 + VAT £,11.85

CW/P Computers
108 Rochester Row, London SW1P1JP
Telephone: 01-828 9000

+ VAT £59.85

SILVER REED EX44
Brilliantly engineered
daisy wheel
typewriter/printer with
self erase ribbon and
extended keyboard in

typewriter mode.
Marvellous quality
printing. Portable. RRP
2,485 + VAT

EPSON MX100 TYPE III
Wide carriage 100 cps matrix printer. Tractor and
friction. The ideal printer for spread -sheets and accounts.
RRP £475 + VAT.

£425 + VAT £63.75

SUPERB NEW 100 14269
CPS MATRIX PRINTER + VAT £40.35
STAR 510 is the star of the
show. Just like the Epson
MX80, but faster and with
extra features. More type
styles. Good graphics.

EPSON FX80
Latest version of the
Epson 8 inch matrix
printer. Very good quality
print at 160 cps. Many
enhancements on the much -
loved MX80. Tractor and
friction paper feed. Good
graphics. RRP i438 + VAT.

£349 +VAT £52.35

Tractor and friction paper
feed. The best printer at its
price. Also STAR 515 for
paper up to 15 inches wide.
Same spec. Ask for details.

EPSON RIBBONS
For MX80

S9+ VAT £1.35

For MX100

£11 +VAT i1.65

HOW TO PAY
In the shop we accept cash, building society cheques,
bankers' drafts (just ask your bank for one - it costs
about £,2 ), ordinary cheques for up to £50 with a
Bankers' Card, or most major credit cards (subject to a
modest surcharge ) If you pay in one of these ways you
may take your purchases away with you. If you pay by
cheque for goods worth more than £50, we will send them
to you free of charge anywhere in the United Kingdom as
soon as the cheque has cleared.

12 INCH GREEN OR 12 INCH GREEN .1110
AMBER SCREEN. Elegant MONITOR in solidly built
plastic case. 24 MHz band metal case. 22 MHz. Good
width. A first class monitor. clarity. Normally £99 + VAT.

£99 VAT .1.4 85 £89 ±VAT41335

CONTOUR 5 AND 6 MB
WINCHESTERS .01195
AT GIVE-AWAY dit)
PRICES + VAT £179.25

Buy a 5 megabyte (or 6 megabyte while stocks last)
Winchester disk at an outrageously low price. Fine for
Apple II (Plus and E). Apple III, Cortex, Osborne, Sirius
and Superbrain. CONTOUR is not only the least expensive
hard disk, it is also the best. On Apple II can be used
with DOS 3.3, CP/M, Pascal, and BOS 5.

QUALITY FLOPPY DISKS
AT UNBEATABLE PRICES
Top quality disks by Wabash and BASF. In

boxes of 10. All guaranteed.
Library boxes £2.30 extra incl. VAT.

£19+ VAT A2.85 £15 + VAT ,&2.25
double density per box single density per box

SIEMENS
FLOPPY DRIVES
FOR APPLE II
A really good quality
compatible drive for Apple
II (Plus and E). Plugs into
standard Apple disk
controller card. Now you
can afford that second disk
drive. Compare Apple's
prices.

+ VAT £26.85

DISK CLEANING
KITS
The best way of having
discs that serve you true is
to clean them often.
Everything you need.
Simple to use. Larger size
£33.35 incl. VAT

£19
+ VAT £2.85

IF YOU ARE NOT IN LONDON
Why not order by telephone? If you give your name,
address, telephone number and credit card number
(again there is a small surcharge ), we will send the goods
to you by return. A charge of for postage and packing
for all orders whose value (excluding VAT) is under £50.

Or write to us with your order and a cheque. If we cannot
supply what you want within seven days, your cheque will
be returned to you.



SHARP LOGIC
pass unannounced - for, after all, NOT
(expression) is merely the converse of the
truth of the expression, with NOT (expres-
sion) evaluating to 0 when the expression
itself evaluates to -1, and vice versa. And,
as shown, this converse is achieved just by
adding 1 (and, optionally, changing the
sign of the whole).

Accordingly, if a statement like
IF NOT (A=5) THEN . .

is needed (and assuming that `A<>5' is
not to be used!) write instead
IF (A=5)+1 THEN . . .

or
IF -(A=5)-1 THEN . . .

To be frank, there are few occasions
when the inability to NOT, EXOR and/or
test for string inequalities is serious enough
to cause weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Now and again, however, it would be
neater, and possibly faster, to be able to
use these features.

Many programs need to ask the operator
questions requiring a 'yes' or `no' answer,
and it is convenient to accept a single key
imput, 'Y' or 'N', using the GET function.
A standard routine to do this might be as
follows.
100 REM ANSWER 1
110 REM
120 GET AN$: IF AN$="" THEN 120
130 IF AN$="Y" THEN PRINT "YES":

GOTO 160
140 IF AN$="N" THEN PRINT "NO":

GOTO 160
150 GOTO 120
160 [CONTINUE WITH REST OF

PROGRAM]
For those who like structured programs,

without a proliferation of GOTOs, this is
very messy. So, they can use:
200 REM ANSWER 2
210 REM
220 GET AN$:IF (AN$ ="")-

((AN$="Y") + 1)*((AN$="N") + 1)
THEN 220

230 IF ANS= "Y" THEN PRINT
"YES"

240 IF AN$="N" THEN PRINT "NO"
250 [CONTINUE WITH REST OF

PROGRAM]
This illustrates a problem of this techni-

que with regard to the arithmetic involved.
It would at first sight seem that what is
needed is
IF (AN$="")+((AN$="Y")+1)*

((AN$="N") + 1)
(note the first '+') but this evaluates
incorrectly when AN$ is nothing (i.e.,
when no key has been pressed). Thus, if
AN$ is a null string the result is
( -1)+ ((0)+ 1) * ((0)+1),
= -1+(1)*(1), = -1+1, =0,
which is not what is required!

Luckily this can be cured by ExORing
instead of InORing the expression
(AN$="")- ((AN$ ="Y")+ 1)*

((AN$="N")+1)
(note the 'minus') evaluates correctly for
all inputs, including a null input - thus, if
AN$ is null then the result is
( -1)- ((0)+1)*((0)+1),

= -1-(1)*(1), = -1-1, = -2,
and the IF test succeeds, as is required.

Another example might concern the
examination of the individual characters of
a string to find some particular character.
For instance, in a name and address
program each person's name and address
might be stored as a single 'packed' string,
in which the name is separated from the
address by a slash (`P), needing unpacking
at some time during program operation in
order to resurrect one or other portion on
its own. A typical case might store, under
NA$, a name and address such as
"FRED BLOGGS/1 THE STREET,

ANY TOWN"
and a routine for getting the name portion
(N$) is as follows: -
100 REM FIND NAME 1
110 REM
120 L=LEN (NA$): N$=""
130 FOR A=1 TO L
140 C$=MID$ (NA$,A,1)
150 IF C$="/" THEN NS=LEFT$

(NA$,A -1) :A=L
160 NEXT
170 [CONTINUE]
which actually is both neat and fast. But it
could be done like this:
200 REM FIND NAME 2
210 REM
220 L=LEN (NA$): B$=""
230 FOR A=1 TO L
240 C$ = M1D$ (NA$,A,1)
250 IF (CS="/")+1 THEN N$ =N$+ C$
260 IF C$="/" THEN A=L
270 NEXT
280 [CONTINUE]
which, in this particular case, is not any
neater or faster than the first version.

Finally, SP -5025 afficionados (there
must be some, somewhere!) will be aware
that conditional statements like
IF A THEN . . .

are allowed (if A is zero then the test fails,
while if A has any non -zero value the test
succeeds), so that zero and any non -zero
values of A can be distinguished, but that
the comparable
IF A$ THEN . . .

is not allowed (because what's tested must
have a numerical value), so that null and
any non -null string cannot so easily be
distinguished. This omission can now be
rectified in at least two ways (if rectifica-
tion is really needed), thus:
IF LEN (A$) THEN . . .

(LEN (AS) is only non -zero if A$ is other
than a null string), or
IF (AS="")+1 THEN . . .

(the expression is non -zero for any A$
except a null string; this is like saying 'IF
NOT (A$='"') THEN . . .' as discussed
above).

S N Brown (/oc cit) points out that the
equating of -1' with 'true' causes compli-
cations in statements like
IF (A=5) * (B=6) + (C=7) THEN . . .

which, if all the expressions are true,
evaluates to
(-1)*(-1)+(-1),= +1 -1, = 0
and the test fails when apparently it should
succeed. He notes that if 'true' was '+1'
then the statement evaluates instead to
(+1)*(+1) + (+1), = +1 +1, = 2
and the test succeeds. The POKEs he

suggests make this modification (with
acknowledgements to Avalon's com-
mented assembly listing for SP -5025, what
they actually do is convert the address for
the floating point constant define byte -1'
to that for '+ 1' in those parts of SP -5025
that a) evaluate Boolean expressions, b)
work out integer values in accordance with
INT, and c) hold a sequence of routines for
Boolean functions called from elsewhere).

If SP -5025 is changed in this way then -
naturally - expressions like
(A$ ="YES")+ 1
must themselves be modified into the form
(A$ = "YES") -1
and close attention to the arithmetic
involved means that a number of conse-
quential changes need be made to the
various expressions suggested above.
However, the more the Basic is modified
the more likely program crashes become
-a program written with the modifica-
tions of one Basic in mind may not run on a
machine using a Basic that does not have
those modifications - and while it is of
course possible to have every program
start with a procedure that modifies the
Basic as desired not only is this a bore but in
some cases it may lead to disaster (when
the second Basic has already been mod-
ified in a manner incompatible with the
proposed further modification!). Accor-
dingly, if any assumptions are to be made it
is best to assume that the Basic to be used is
standard SP -5025, and to make the
program do what is required despite
SP -5025's drawbacks.

Thus, coming back to S N Brown's
problem - that
TRUE AND TRUE OR TRUE
(-1) * (-1) + (-1)
evaluates 'incorrectly' (to 0) - an answer
is to observe the sign change caused by
multiplying two negatives, and to change it
back by prefacing the ANDed portion with

(minus), like this:
IF - (A =5) * (B = 6) + (C=7) THEN . . .

which gives all the correct results.
a) If all are true, then the result is
-( - 1) * ( -1) + ( -1), = -1-1, = -2 (and
the test succeeds).
b) If none are true, then the result is
- (0) * (0) +(0),
= 0 (and the test fails).
c) If any one is true then the result is
either -( -1) * (0) + (0), =0 (fail)
or -(0) * (-1) + (0), =0 (fail)
or -(0) * (0) + (-1), = -1 (succeed)
d) If any two are true, then the result is
either -( -1) * (-1) + (0), =-1 (succeed)
or -(-1) * (0) + (-1), =-1 (succeed)
or -(0) * (-1) + (-1), = -1 (succeed)
All of these results are correct!

To generalise this, it is necessary to
make any ANDed expression negative
when all the individual parts are true, and
this can be assured simply by multiplying
the expression with (-1)n-1 where n is the
number of individual parts.
Thus:
( -1)I*(Ai = Qi) * (A2= Q2)
(- 1)2*(A1= Qi )*(A2= Q2)*(A3= Q3)

1 r-1*(Al = Q1)*(A2= Q2)*(A3 = 01) ..
* (An = Qn)
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THE

C/WP has introduced a special service for you. It's called "COMPLETE SYSTEM
ASSURANCE" and it doesn't cost you a penny. All that you have to do is to buy the
complete system, including its software, from C/WP. You tell us exactly how you want
to use the system. If we say it will do the job and it cannot, you may return the complete
system to us within 30 days and your money will be refunded.

We also give you two "hotline" numbers, one for software problems and one for hardware. You
can ring anytime between 9 a.m. and 5.30p.m. weekdays to get your
problems straightened out.COMPLETE SYSTEM ASSURANCE also gives
you the right to buy training on your computer system in C/WP's training
school at a specially reduced rate of £75 a day. Write for full details.

COMPLETE OSBORNE

C/WP's generous COMPLETE SYSTEM
ASSURANCE scheme applies to every
complete system sold by C/WP, including
the modestly -priced Osborne 01.

The lowest -priced Osborne system costs
1495. That includes the Osborne fitted with

double density disk drives (200k each), and
with Screenpac which allows it to display 80
characters in a line. The software includes
CP/M M -Basic, C-Basic,WordStar, Mailmerge
and Supercalc. On its own that software would
cost you well over £1000.

But that's not all. The system price includes the
STAR 510 (recommended price 289), a
newly introduced 100 cps matrix printer,

+ VAT £224.25

compatible with the Epson MX 80, but with
many of the refinements of the FX 80. The Star
is quiet and trouble -free and includes a 2.3k
buffer.

This amazing package comes with C/WP
COMPLETE SYSTEM ASSURANCE. Buy it with
complete confidence, knowing that it is
suitable for your purpose (or have your
money back). Train yourself or your staff in

WordStar or Supercalc at your privileged rate.
And if anything does go wrong in the future
rely on C/WP's hot-lines to get you out of
trouble.

If this system doesn't fill the bill, let us suggest
another. We can team Osborne up with daisy
wheel printers or offer you a complete system
around an Apple, a CORTEX or a SAGE
computer.

COMPLETE SYSTEM ASSURANCE - THE ONLY SAFE
WAY TO BUY A MICRO

C/WP
CW/P Computers

108 Rochester Row, London SW1P
Telephone: 01-828 9000

immummommommommeemummwei
11

Ii
N Please send me details of:

0 C/WP COMPLETE SYSTEM ASSURANCE
O

D YOUR OSBORNE OFFER

2
III Name
O I

Company II

Address MI o
II o

O Telephone number (day)

I
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A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
PROGRAM CONVERSION

Our Programs Editor, Surya, provides some direction for those trying to get to grips with program
conversion.

When you've just picked up your copy of
PCW and spotted a nice little cassette -
based database for the MZ-80K (see
Programs!), it's very tempting to sit down
in front of your Dragon 32 and start tapping
away, altering lines as you go and hoping
that it will run when you've finished it.
Unfortunately, while you can sometimes
get away with this on very short programs,
anything longer than twenty or thirty lines
and you quickly find yourself in a mess.
The first rule of program conversion is stop
and think! This brief article is not a
definitive guide to program conversion,
but it should give a few pointers to those
relatively new to the game.

So where do you start? Well, first of all
think about whether a conversion is really
the best approach to the problem.
Although modifying an existing listing may
sound easier than writing the program
from scratch, this is not always the case. In
choosing between a conversion and a
complete rewrite, there are a number of
factors to be considered:
(a) The compatibility of the machines.

Some machines support very similar
dialects of Basic. The TRS-80 and the
Video Genie; the Dragon 32 and the Tandy
Colour, and so on. In a number of cases,
the program may require only a few minor
changes here and there to enable it to run
on a similar machine. You may even find
that no changes at all are needed.

Other machines, however, are almost
entirely incompatible. Converting from a
Commodore machine, for example, with
its cursor -control statements embedded in
the text, can be a real pain. Equally,
converting from a powerful machine to a
lesser beast may cause problems: the
BBC's recursively -defined procedures
(procedures within procedures) and RE-
PEAT -UNTIL loops can be very difficult
to rewrite efficiently for a machine which
doesn't support a structured Basic.

Although converting from a simple
machine to a more sophisticated one is
generally easier than the other way
around, you will be sacrificing the features
for which you bought the machine. Any
ZX81 listing will run on a Spectrum, but
then what's the point of having a Spec-
trum?
(b) Sound and graphics.

However compatible machines may be
in other respects, they usually bear not the
slightest resemblance where sound control
and graphics resolution are concerned.
Where a program relies heavily on these

features, therefore, rewriting the program
from scratch would probably be easier than
attempting to modify it.
(c) Machine -code, assembler, PEEKS and
POKEs.

Any program relying heavily on
machine -code or assembler, or where a
significant amount of PEEKing and
POKEing is done, will be extremely
difficult - if not impossible - to modify
for a different machine. Anyone who
knows enough about low-level program-
ming to do the job would almost certainly
be able to write their own routines in a
fraction of the time taken to convert
someone else's.
(d) The structure of the program.

I must confess a sneaking sympathy for
the view that 'all that matters is that it
works'. When I'm writing ordinary day-to-
day programs for use around the office or
whatever, my programs are neither ele-
gant nor structured. having publicly own-
ed -up to this fatal flaw in my otherwise
perfect character, I am now going to sing
the praises of structured or modular
programming.

Structured programming, is the art of
assigning each component function of the
program a routine of its own. Take the
example of a simple database, there would
be one routine to display the menu,
another to accept input, another to sort
data, yet another to output data to a
printer, and so forth. Each routine, or
module, is entirely independent of any
other, being called by a central 'control'
module. You could, for example, remove
the printout routine simply by deleting a
solid chunk of code and deleting the option
from the menu. The rest of the program
would be totally unaffected.

A well -structured program is not only
easy to read and edit, it also lends itself to
modification for a different machine. If
(say) the bar -chest section cannot be used
on your machine because of the difference
in screen -addressing, you can simply
replace it with your own routine without
necessitating all kinds of changes in other
sections of the program.

If a program is very badly structured, it is
often easier to write your program rather
than wading through GOTOs , attempting
to follow a logical path which jumps in and
out of loops and so on, and altering one
part of the program may have unforeseen
effects in a completely different part.
(e) The program as a whole.

Does it do exactly what you'd like it to,
or merely approximately what you want?

There's little point in modifying an exciting
program if you're then going to have to
spend a lot more time on it in order to get it
to do something else.

Do you understand the way the program
works? If you don't, then not only are your
chances of carrying out a successful
modification pretty slim, but the program
may not do what you thought it would even
if you succeed!

By this stage, then, you should have
decided whether you're going to modify
the program as it stands, or write a
completely new program of your own to do
the job. If you decide on the latter, it
doesn't necessarily put you right back at
square one. The general structure of the
program may provide a good starting -
point, and you may also be able to
incorporate some of the routines into your
own program. Treat the original program
as a source of ideas and techniques, but
don't be limited by it.

Let's say you've decided on a conver-
sion. I'll identify the sections likely to cause
problems. PEEKs and POKEs are an
obvious place to start. The author should
have added REMark statements telling
you what they do, and you need only figure
out how to achieve the same effect On your
own machine. If not, they you're into the
business of getting hold of the host
machine (that is, the machine the program
was written for) and trying out anything
you're not sure of.

Next to look for is the screen displays:
mainly graphics and PRINT AT state-
ments. These will probably have to be
completely rewritten. Work out what is
happening - what is being plotted and
where messages appear on the screen. This
can sometimes be tricky, particularly
where those quaint Commodore control -
codes are concerned (you may have
gathered that I don't go a bundle on
Commodore screen -handling). Bear in
mind that you don't have to duplicate the
original screen exactly - or even approx-
imately - for menus and the like.
Generally, the only time when you need to
recreate the screen faithfully is during
games where the graphics are vital. The
difficulty of adapting such programs has
already been mentioned.

By now, you will probably have come
across several sections of code that appear
totally alien to the version of Basic
supported by your machine. In these cases
you must work out exactly what is
happening, when, where, why and how.

GOTO page 227
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GET TO KNOW CORTEX-

ea

THEvYERY FRIENDLY COMPUTER

TEN FINGER
EXERCISE

You'll be amazed how simple word processing
is with CORTEX'S new version of WordStar.
No more fumbling with messy key sequences.

CORTEX has 10 special
keys to give
40 commands.
This is ERASE. Hit it
and a letter disappears.
Hit SHIFT ERASE and
a word goes. Press
CONTROL ERASE
and the whole line is
demolished. It's as easy
as that. And it's free!
CORTEX's £1495 price
includes a copy of
C/WP's WordStar 3.3.

AS BR IGHTAS
A BUTTON
The twin -processor 104k CORTEX
is not only smart in performance
(faster in benchmark tests than
Sirius or IBM-PC) - its appear-
ance takes some beating too.
Examine its slim, but solid
83 -key IBM -style
keyboard. Admire its bold
clear 12 -inch screen, set
in a minimal -sized cabinet.
"But where is the computer?", we
are often asked. It's there in the
same small cabinet, lying flat
across the bottom, screened from
interference and cooled naturally,
without the whine of a fan.
CORTEX has been designed not
to dominate your desk, to leave

room for your calendar, your
telephone, your in-tray and the
rest. If you want it inconspicuous,
buy it in conventional cream. But
for the extroverts, and the fashion
conscious, CORTEX comes in
bright, bright colours - warm red,
C/WP green, sunshine yellow, ice
white and all black.

A FRIEND IN THE NUDE
® Service men love CORTEX's

superb modular engineer-
ing. (Yes, you can get

service anywhere in
Britain.)
If anything goes
wrong (which won't
be often) he undoes
four screws and the
computer (1) slides
out like a drawer. A
few seconds work and
the video electronics
(2) slip out, or the
power supply (3),

leaving only the "bottle" (4).
CORTEX is your friend because it's reliable.
And, if it goes wrong, it's easier and quicker to mend.

FASTEST DRAW IN ITS CLASS
It's unfair on other
micros. For
CORTEX has a
dedicated "second
computer" (as
powerful as Apple
II) which does
nothing but handle
its screen. That's
why CORTEX has

i such dazzling quick -
fire; graphics.

Now CORTEX's superb graphics hardware is matched
with Digital Research's CP/M Graphics software (£275).
Create bar charts, pie charts, scatter graphs in a few
seconds and incorporate them into your reports or
display them 2, 3 or 4 at a time on your screen, or make
overhead projector or conventional slides.

C/WP c2 -1EK
C/WP Computers, 108 Rochester Row, London SW1

Telephone 01-828 9000

ALL THIS FOR £1495 + VAT
Send me details of the 104k twin -processor CORTEX
with 83 -key IBM -style keyboard, 12 -inch green screen,
twin double -density (400k)floppy drives , CP/M and
C/WP's user friendly WordStar, for £1495.

Name
Address and Telephone



SIRIUS GRAPHICS
An add-on graphics board for the ACT Sirius I? It's not quite as crazy as you might at first think.

A D Osborne points out the advantages.

In a previous article (PCW Aug 82), I
bewailed the fact that, although the ACT
Sirius I had superb potential for producing
high resolution displays, the means of
producing them was woefully inadequate.
GW-Basic, which has since appeared, has
many features which are not implemented
on the Sirius and one is still rather limited in
programming Graphics displays with those
that are.

Recently, a high resolution graphics
board for the ACT Sirius/Victor 9000
machines has been marketed by Magus
Computer Systems Ltd, tel: 045 423 231.
One might immediately ask why a high
resolution micro needs an add-on graphics
board! The answer to this is that it enables
one to program graphics displays without
using up precious memory. A screen full of
high resolution display uses 40k of memory
and a 128 element character set 4k. Thus, if
one wishes to work with two displays (a
screen display and a virtual display)
together with two supplementary charac-
ter sets, 96k of working memory would be
required, not counting memory for an
expanded Basic Interpreter.

The Magus board has 128k of RAM
which more than compensates for the

requirements of two displays and sup-
plementary character sets. When used in
non -graphics mode, this RAM produces a
full 128k expansion. This is worth taking
into account when considering the cost of
the board which is £279+ VAT. Instead of
an expanded interpreter, graphics are
produced by machine code subroutines
residing in ROM in high memory (starting
at D8000H). Having the routines as
primitives also has the advanatge that they
may be called from other languages such as
Pascal or Fortran. There is provision for
storing displays to diskette and for dump-
ing the screen to an Epson type printer.
The graphics board comes with a diskette
containing the Linker module as well as
demonstration programs and character
sets. There is both a CP/M-86 and an
MS-DOS version and, for an extra £10, the
makers will supply both Linker modules.
There is also a clear and informative
manual which explains, with examples,
how to use the routines with Basic 86 and
how to call them from MS -Pascal (but not
from MS -Fortran).

The Linker program (linkg) reserves the
memory necessary for two displays and
two x 128 element character sets over and

above the standard 256 element set of
characters and logo elements. The
architecture of the machine is such that the
40k memory for the screen display must be
in low memory and must not cross the 64k
boundary. The screen display memory
reserved by linkg begins at 4400H and the
second display (virtual display) is placed
directly above this. The area reserved for
character sets is below 4400H, so that if too
many character sets are loaded, these start
to encroach on the screen area. On the
graphics board, there is 2k of dedicated
RAM above the ROM (starting at
D9000H) which is used as a scratch -pad
area, but also contains a three word space
for the Address Parameters by which
strings are handled under the Microsoft
calling convention. There are 16 graphics
routines as outlined in Fig 1.

Most of the functions are self-evident
from Fig 1 but 'Draw' and 'Shape' deserve
special mention. Draw is controlled by
coordinates x%, Y% and by a one -word
integer f%. Bits 0 and 1 of this determine
the drawing mode. This allows four modes:
(i) Exclusive OR the points (toggle them
on/off by previously drawn points) in the
path of the `pen'; (ii) Turn points in pen

Name of Picture file (no extent) plans X=705 Y= 20

PLANS FOR PROPOSED CONSERVATORY

VIRTUAL SCREEN

Side elevation

Plan

Existing structure

End elevation

NOTES
1. Floor to be of concrete already in place.

Walls to be constructed of concrete blocks
rendered with cement and sand.

3. Timber to be of sound quality European
Redwood, painted in colour to Match existing
paintwork.

4. Roof to be of approved quality corrugated
plastic roofing sheets.
Ventilation to be provided by 2 opening
windows at the centre of each side.
Drainage - this to be coupled to existing
guttering to downpipe and thence to exis
surface water drains. 9-5-83

Diagram reproduced from Magus demonstration program
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path ON; (iii) Turn them OFF; (iv)
Do-nothing. Bits two to eight allow ways of
controlling how the line is drawn depend-
ing on which of the bits is set (eg,
solid/broken lines) and bits nine to 15 are
ignored.

`Shape' is a routine which draws an
ellipse. This routine is very powerful
because the axes of the ellipse and their
orientation on the display can be control-
led, as well as the number of points plotted.
This allows easy drawing of regular
polygons. Thus, if the axes are made equal
and five points are plotted, a regular
pentagon results. The aspect ratio of the
SiriusNictor is 1.4 and this can be allowed
for automatically by the routine to produce
undistorted displays, even under rotation
of the figure. The Epson printer has an
aspect ratio of 1.2 and an undistorted
print-out can be achieved by scaling X by
this factor. However, this cannot be done
automatically.

There is a skeletal program on the
diskette called GRAFSUB.BAS which
contains subroutines starting at line 10000,
which in turn call the various graphics
routines. The header listing is standard in
lines 10-70 so that the user's program can
be slotted in starting at say line 100-. The
diagram is then programmed by defining
the appropriate variables and strings and
then using GOSUB statements. Any
interrupt which occurs, automatically
switches the system into TEXT mode and
this applies to INPUT statements (but not
INPUT£ statements) which cannot, there-

fore, be used while in HIRES mode. Data
must therefore come from diskette or from
DATA statements although INKEY$ may
be used for single character input without.
tripping the system back into TEXT mode.
Because the routines are in machine code,
drawing is very fast indeed, which is a great
advantage when drawing complicated
displays.

Information on interfacing with MS -
Pascal is set out clearly in the Appendix to
the manual and there is an object module
called ROMLINK.OBJ on the diskette
which must be linked to the program.
There is also a listing of a procedure called
set-up-fcb (file control block) which must
be used to process strings to conform to the
Microsoft calling convention before they
are passed to PREAD.PWRITE and
CHLOAD. I found that this and another
procedure called MESSAGE (which pas-
ses a message to the screen) did not work
without some amendment. Using Pascal
gives the advantage of programming in a
structural language and the compiled
program runs much faster than the Basic
Interpreter. This advantage is consider-
ably off -set, however, when one is ex-
perimenting with displays because the two
pass compiler followed by the linker are
tediously slow. Indeed, even with some
programming facility, it is generally quick-
er to draw a diagram with pen and ink than
by computer! But this may soon be
changed; Magus is about to produce a
Graphics Screen Editor which is analogous
to a word processor enabling blocks of

graphic displays (as opposed to text) to be
drawn and shunted around at will under
keyboard control without any knowledge
of programming at all. I hope to review this
package in a subsequent article.

Routine
SETTEXT
SETHIRES
PATTERN

DRAW

EPSON

WRITECH

CHLOAD

SHADE

RUBCH
CLEN

DEL
SHAPE
SETORG

PREAD

PWRITE
PSWAP

Fig 1.

Function
Change to text mode
Change to graphics mode
Produce a user defined
symbol
Draw solid or dotted
lines
Dump the screen to
printer
Write a character to a
specified point on the
display
Load a character set from
disk
Produce a user defined
shading pattern
Rub out a character
Return the dot width of a

character
Clear an area on a display
Draw an ellipse
Set the lh bottom corner
of a display to user speci-
fied point
Read a diagram from
disk
Write a display to disk
Interchange screen and
virtual display
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COMPUTERISING
YOUR BUSINESS

Michael Becket gives helpful advice on how to introduce a computer into your business.

Before you install a computer, consultants
used to warn companies, your office
organisation must be made logical, sys-
tematic and consistent - and once you
have done all that you probably do not
need a computer. But that was before the
advent of minicomputers. Then the cry
used to be that every fourth person you
employ should be a computer.

With the arrival of cheap micros it has
changed again: now there are few
businesses, no matter how small, that can
justify not owning one. Except for the
problems. Because if you get it wrong, no
matter how little the electronics cost, it can
make an expensive hash of the company:
bills are wrong, information hides, and
stock control evaporates. Or worse.

So what do the experts tell us now? It is
the same advice for business machines as
for home computers and sounds reason-
able and right - the sensible way is to pick
out the applications you really need, find
the best sort of software to run it, and only
as the final decision do you pick the
computer to run the programs you have
chosen.

Alternatively, if there is nothing strictly
suitable, there are professionals who will
write tailor-made software for sophisti-
cated needs so one only need find the
person/firm specialising in that area and
commission the program suite. This is not
really feasible for the small business as
made to measure programming is fearfully
expensive.

Having found the perfect software
which does everything you have always
dreamed of, from producing cash flow
forecasts to compiling a shopping list, one
need but look around to see which chunk of
electronics runs it most quickly, efficiently
and economically. And bingo, you are on
the way to organised riches. Right?

Wrong. It sounds wonderful and even
logical, but it just does not work. T H
Huxley once said the history of science was
the slaying of beautiful theories by ugly
facts. So it is with buying computers.

Illusions
For a start, somebody who has never used a
computer before finds it almost impossible
to specify just what he wants. But even if he
does know, how in heaven's name is one to
specify it with sufficient precision to enable
anybody, much less a beginner, to sort out
which highly -advertised set of programs

can do it best? It is very easy to tell if one
lump of tangible kit is different from
another: there are specifiable characteris-
tics. This one has 48k of RAM and that one
has 128k. You may not know precisely
what it means, nor how much it should
have, but at least you can tell them apart. If
one machine has two floppy disks contain-
ing a maximum of 1.2Mb while another
costs more yet has only 600 kbytes, you
know one gives you more for your money.

Programs have no measurable charac-
teristics. They do have facilities but until
you have used them, it is impossible to tell
whether the highly -touted fancy gadgetry
is necessary; and more to the point you do
not discover until using the damn things
that what you do want to do is impossible.

Take a very simple example. Some word
processing programs allow pretty clever
doings: you can substitute words through-
out the text, shift paragraphs, change the
margins and so on. But if what you really
want to do is set the text in two or more
columns, many of the best known ones will
not let you do it. Unfortunately it is not
until you have used the program for some
weeks that the notion occurs and by that
time it is probably too late. Or if you find it
impossible to tell the size of a number
without the commas for thousands and
millions, you will not like Supercalc, yet
nowhere do you see that little quirk
mentioned.

When it comes to complex packages like
accounts the problem is considerably
greater. I have started a small publishing
company and decided to put the accounts
onto the computer. Being methodical, I
prepared a list of the accounting require-
ments of Flame Books, drawn from a
prolonged analysis of the way I do things at
the moment. It did not follow slavishly the
mechanical method - that would have
been silly- but it ensured everything now
available would continue to be so. Here is
what I came up with:

Order processing
A - from an input of customer name and
address, number and type of goods
ordered, plus discount, the program
should produce an invoice.
B - simultaneously the computer should
debit the customer's account and adjust
stock levels.
C - this should be able to cope with
non-standard orders (eg, not an estab-
lished customer but a one-off requiring no

new file), with up to five discount rates,
and if required it should at the time of
invoicing be able to produce a list of
previous orders from that customer in-
dicating which have been paid and total the
rest to a statement.

Management information
A - sales per month of each line by
number and by value.
B - total value invoiced during a stated
period.
C - total cash received during stated
period.
D - total of outstanding debtors.
E - list of debtors owing for more than 30
days, classified by size specified.

Continuous information
A - ability to find customer by name and
by town.
B - ability to pick out large volume
customers.
C- ability to aggregate some accounts for
statements (common ownership).

Audit
A - the system should provide all
necessary information for statutory audit.
B - it should leave clear audit trail.

This may seem excessively pernickety
but since very nearly everything can now
be done with comparative speed from five
exercise books, I naively thought a clever
computer could do it with ease. Not so.
Some very clever people including soft-
ware companies and computer consultants
said it was too demanding and I would have
to write my own software, probably using
something like a database package to help.
For a man who broke his basin and almost
severed his big toe trying to decorate the
bathroom, do-it-yourself holds few attrac-
tions; trying to produce anything as
complicated as an interlocking set of
programs to carry out all those tasks is
clearly beyond me.

Step by step
But really this is jumping ahead. The first
question really is: what software do you
really need. Experience has taught one
useful lesson -a spreadsheet is essential.
In case anybody reading this does not
consult the back of this magazine or comes
to it completely raw, it may be necessary to
explain that a spreadsheet is in effect a
squared sheet of paper in which you can tell
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the computer to manipulate the figures in
one square and put them in another.

Anybody who has ever gone through the
torture of preparing a cash flow forecast
will go dizzy with joy when first starting to
play with it. No longer do you sit there all
weekend with pocket calculator in hand
trying to remember what base rate is and
when you have to pay certain bills. No
longer do you agonise about the insertion
of a sale figure for June, in case it turns out
too pessimistic and you have to do the
whole thing all over again. No longer do
you have to curse the know-it-all who says:
`Yes that's very good but what if, as I
suspect, interest rates rise in October?'

You just feed in the assumed sales along
the top, tell the computer to multiply each
one by price (specified), add on costs such
as postage (multiply that and that by that
and put the figure here), take costs from
receipts and add the total to your bank
balance (which in turn is adjusted for the
interest rate). And oh the joy of saying `Ah
but what if...' and changing a couple of
figures to make the computer work it out
all over again at the press of a button.

No business can prosper without a cash
flow forecast and in these tough times it is
doubtful if it can survive. Bank managers
are rather keen on them too. They are
comforted by figures, no matter how
spurious. And the company itself should
get used to producing monthly manage-
ment accounts to give you an idea where
you stand. These are then fed into a
parallel set of figures to your forecast and
the two compared to see where the forecast
went wrong. The advance warnings
money problems can save you from
insolvency.

Word processors- although popular-
are probably only necessary for organisa-
tions which have words as their main
product: consultants, solicitors, sur-
veyors, etc. They are also useful for
maintaining mailing lists and also for
marrying them to standard letters. For
most companies, whose main use would be
for letters, a typewriter is probably just as
handy. There is the point that once you
have bought a computer for other pur-
poses, and  decided to get a daisy -wheel
printer for its output, it is probably cheaper
to buy a word processor package than a
typewriter. Since few companies would
want to be without a typewriter, the answer
may be to buy an electronic one which can
be used as the printer of the computer.
Then you still have the option at a later
stage of buying a word processing package
if you really cannot do without one.

Accounting packages are not so much
essential as the main reason for buying a
computer in the first place. Here you are
going to be completely at sea. For any
popular computer (for example, my own
Sirius) there is a bewildering choice of
packages. If there is a way of telling apart
the products of Omicron, Tesson, Consul-
tancy Consortium, Pulsar, Pegasus, Exact,
Logic, Merit, Sapphire, Open, Micropro-
ducts, Tabs, Padmede, Graffcom or Ac-
tion File, I have not found it. (I did not
make up that list - that was not
heavy-handed satire, those really are the

purveyors of accounting software to Sirius
owners.)

Get advice
The answer is to talk to as many people as
possible. The National Computing Centre
gives a certain amount of free advice, your
accountancy firms are pretty knowledge-
able-more to the point they are very keen
to get closer to small companies and are
therefore ready to help free of charge. On
top of that you just have to read magazines
which do reviews. No they will not ask the
questions you do because reviewers do not
run small business on the programs for six
months as a way of testing them, but you
will get a comparative feel.

You will also find special suites of
programs tailored for specific industries.
Pubs to publishing, reinsurance to road
haulage, minicabs to mail order, there are
hundreds of them. Everything from corner
shops to multimillion pound organisations
can find off-the-peg packages. Check them
carefully-many are partial solutions to a
sector's problems and you may still have to
add on so many other (non -compatible)
bits and bobs that the original specialist
service may be less than useful. To be fair
though, some are economic ways of solving
a small problem, and can be run on
low-cost computers like the BBC B,
Commodore 64, Newbrain, etc.

Accounting packages come in separate
units: sales ledger, bought ledger, nominal
ledger, invoicing, payroll, and stock con-
trol. You can get these piecemeal from

£200 a time and this will help spread
the cost and the labour of transferring files.
But make sure the units interlink and have
enough capacity for your number of
customers. There are also some complete
packages like the Financial Director but
either way you can expect the whole
shebang to cost between £750 and £1500,
plus VAT (for some reason nearly all
computer prices are listed without VAT).
A higher price is not necessarily an
indication of greater quality.

Finally, the only other type of software
you are likely to need is database manage-
ment. This piece of computerspeak means
access to information. It will for instance
enable you to enter all customer names and
then call for them with few facts - eg, Mr ?
Robinson, London; or a retailer in

Cumbria who orders glottle-stop holders;
or customers in Devon who order in large
quantities and so on. It can also allow you
to manipulate your information and so can
build up your own programs, even
accounting suites. Probably the best
known one is dBasell, though a highly -
praised newcomer called Superfile is
reckoned to be even more flexible. But
clearly this is a luxury at the start,
expecially as it is likely to cost upwards of
£500.

Every company's detailed needs are
different, but the essentials are much the
same. Financial planning and running the
books are vital and computers can make
both less time consuming and more
accurate. Companies which are now small
and have no megalomaniac ambitions (I
do), like a shop or a pub or garage or a small
manufacturing concern, can probably
make do with a fairly low cost system-the
programs for home computers are envi-
ably cheap. But once you get a proper
business system (you will find disk storage
pretty well essential for both types), costs
rise to £2000 and up.

Warning
Two final warnings: it is going to take a long
time to learn the systems, and do not get rid
of your paper system just yet. Even the
most 'user-friendly' programs have to be
learnt - you can get the hang of
spreadsheets like Supercalc (which I use)
and the popular Visicalc in a matter of an
hour or so but it took me something over
eight hours to master WordStar (the word
processing package on which this article is
written), and dBasell can take weeks to
understand fully. And until you have got
the hang of shifting things around the
computer you will almost certainly foul
something up, lose a file or just fail to get at
the bit you want. So for the first year run
the two in tandem, and make sure you buy
from a dealer who will hold your hand
when the bloody thing refuses to obey you
- as it will.

Next month John Vogler describes his
experiences transferring a small
business onto the BBC micro.

"How would you like to see my disk collection?"
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TI IN MOTION
Adrian Bicker looks at some of the intricacies of TI Extended Basic and presents a few programs.

`TI Extended Basic is known for its sprites.
These move over a 256 dot square grid, the
bottom quarter of which is not visible on
the screen.' That is what the manual says
but it is not the case.

The first clue to the actual situation is the
behaviour of a sprite moving across the
screen at 45 degrees. If the grid were
square, it would follow the same path each
time it passed across the screen. In fact, the
sprite steps across the screen each time,
taking eight passes to revert to its original
path. This shows that the grid is rectangu-
lar, with the lengths of the edges in the ratio
of seven to eight. From this it seems that
there are only 224 dots down the screen.

This is strange as the sprite sub -program
accepts dot -row values from one to 256.
The following program shows how this
range of values is treated: -
100 CALL MAGNIFY (4)
110 CALL CLEAR
120 CALL CHAR (40, RPT$ ("F", 64))
130 R, P = 1
140 PRINT :: DISPLAY AT (21,1):
R;P:R
150 ACCEPT AT (22,2) SIZE ( -3):R
160 CALL SPRITE (#1,40,13,R,
200,0,0)
170 CALL POSITION (#1,P,C)
180 GOTO 140.

The program accepts a row number and
positions the large square sprite according-
ly. The sprite's actual row number is then
displayed for comparison against the
original figure.

Entering row numbers from 195 to 226
gives yarying results. For any of these
values, the sprite is positioned at a row
which is either 32 greater or 32 less than the
row number selected. This shift appears to
be random as can be seen if the same row
number is entered repeatedly.

A significant point is that if you 'hide' a
sprite off the bottom of the screen by using
a row number of 192 or more you may be in
for a surprise. If you used row 200 for
instance, the sprite sometimes appears at
row 168 which is actually visible on the
screen!

This positioning problem only occurs if
the sprite has a velocity specified in the
SPRITE or MOTION sub -programs, even
if the velocities are zero as above.

Getting back to the problem of the
dimensions of the grid, the changing of the
row numbers by plus or minus 32 for rows
195 to 226 results in rows 195 to 226 never
being used.

This is consistent with the grid having
only 224 dot rows. These would be
numbered 1 to 194 followed by 227 to 256.
This can be confirmed by running the
program below which repeatedly prints the
row of a sprite which is moving slowly down
the screen.

100 CALL SPRITE (#1,43,13,1,
200,2,0)
110 CALL POSITION (#1, R,C)
120 PRINT R
130 FOR I = 1 TO 80 :: NEXT I :: GOTO
110

Understanding the strange arrangement
of the row numbers is important for anyone
who intends to use sprites seriously. There
are two main ways in which it affects the
planning of a program.

If you wish to have a regular sequence of
sprites moving up or down the screen, their
initial row numbers will have to be evenly
spaced. In calculating these positions,
remember that there are really only 224
rows not 256. Also, remember that the
distance between rows 194 and 227 is. one
not 33!

A more insidious problem is overcoming
the most significant limitation of TI sprites.
This limitation is that you can use no more
than four sprites across any row of the
screen. More than this and the sprite with
the highest number blanks out.

You can control this to some extent by
careful planning of the positions and
relative motions of the different sprites.
With vertical motion, some sprites may
have to start off the bottom of the screen. If
so, avoid referring to rows 195 to 226 since
the 32 row shift can play havoc with the
careful planning and even worse, the fault
is intermittent due to the random nature of
the shift.

TI -99 joystick
emulation
Joysticks are often the easiest way to
control movement on the screen and they
are frequently used in games programs. If
you are still saving for your joysticks and
want to convert a program to respond to
the keyboard instead, the following
routine should solve your problem: -
100 REM SET UP
110 N= 0
120 FOR I = -1 TO 1
130 FOR J = -1 TO 1
140 N = N + 1
150 JY (N) = I * 4
160 JX(N) = J * 4
170 NEXT J
180 NEXT I
1000 REM SUBROUTINE
1010 CALL KEY (0, I, J)
1020 I = I - 50 * (I<0)
1030 P = POS ("ZXCS#DWER",
CHR$(1) ,1)
1040 X = JX(P)
1050 Y = JY(P)
1060 RETURN

The set up section needs to be put at the
start of the program as it sets all the

necessary values.
Use GOSUB 1010 as a direct substitu-

tion for the CALL JOYST statement in the
program to be converted. Note that the X
and Yin lines 1040 and 1050 will have to be
changed to correspond with the variable
names used in the original JOYST call.

As it stands, the subroutine will sense
the eight directions of a joystick using keys
W,E,R,S,D,Z,X and C as you might guess
from line 1030. This can be restricted if
necessary to respond to only four direc-
tions by substituting `#X#S#D#E' in that
line.

In some circumstances, there is no
advantage in the subroutine repeatedly
returning nil values as an unpressed
joystick would. This can be avoided,
decreasing the initial response time by
changing line 1020:-
1020 IF J = 0 THEN 1010

Similarly, if it is preferable to press a key
repeatedly rather than have auto repeat,
line 1020 could be changed to: -
1020 IF J<1 THEN 1010

There is one other problem you could
have in converting a joystick program.
What do you do if you are expected to press
the action button? The answer is simple.
Press either Q or Y according to whether
joystick one or two is meant to be in use.
Do not press Q and shift on the old TI -99/4s
or you will quit Basic!

Try converting the following short
program: -
200 CALL CLEAR
210 CALL COLOR (2,7,7)
220 CALL COLOR (3,13,13)
230 CALL HCHAR (24,1,40,64)
240 CALL VCHAR (1,32,40,48)
250 PY = 12
260 PX = 16
270 CALL HCHAR (PY,PX,48)
280 CALL JOYST (1,X,Y)
290 TY = PY - Y/4
300 TX = PX + X/4
310 CALL GCHAR (TY,TX,R)
320 IF R = 40 THEN 280
330 PY = TY
340 PX = TX
350 GOTO 270

As it is written, the subroutine can be
used in TI Basic or Extended Basic on the
TI -99/4 or on the TI -99/4A using the shift
or alpha lock key to get the upper case
letters. To make the program sensitive to
lower case, just substitute small letters in
line 1030.

Character
redefinition

When redefining numerous blocks of
characters in TI Extended Basic, it is
frequently necessary to include long
strings of `O's. The available RPT$ function
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is cumbersome to use too frequently. A
neater approach is to define a string as
follows:-
DEF Z$(X) = RPT$("0",X)

Z$() can then be included in the
character code string. For example: -
CALL CHAR (96,Z$(15)&"101" &
Z$(28) & "808")

The same technique can be used in TI
standard Basic by changing the definition
of Z$(). Make sure that you put in enough
zeros for your requirements.
DEF Z$ (X) = SEGS("00000000
0000000",1 ,X)

TI Display
One of the problems encountered with the
standard TI -99/4A Basic is that there are
no cursor control commands so that a
PRINT statement invariably results in
screen scrolling. This is often inconvenient
especially when a screen layout has been
produced for game playing.

The only way to overcome the problem
is to position each character on the screen

in turn using the HCHAR or VCHAR
subprograms. The following subroutine
can be used to print any string or number
on the screen without screen scrolling: -
500 CALL HCHAR (R,C,32,L)
510 FOR I = 1 TO LEN(W$)
520 CALL HCHAR (R,C+I- 1, ASC
(SEG$(W$ ,I,1)))
530 NEXT I
540 RETURN

Before the subroutine is used, the row
and column numbers R and C must be set
and W$ must be assigned the string to be
printed. If a number is to be printed assign
STR$ (number).

Line 500 overcomes the remaining
problem that if a short word overwrites a
longer one, the end of the longer word
remains on the screen. It blanks out a
portion of the row starting at column C. Set
L to equal the number of blanks required.
If this feature is not required, use GOSUB
510.

Add the following lines and try running
the test program.
100 CALL CLEAR

110 W$ = "TEXAS"
120 R = 4
130 L = 7
140 FOR C = 20 TO 8 STEP -2
150 GOSUB 500
160 NEXT C
170 FOR J = 1 TO 5
180 READ R,C,W$
190 GOSUB 510
200 NEXT J
210 GOTO 210
220 DATA 4,14,INSTRUMENTS
230 DATA 18,14,BASIC
240 DATA 12,11,TI BASIC OR
250 DATA 15,13 ,EXTENDED
260 DATA 7,7,THIS PROGRAM RUNS
IN

If you prefer your words to be printed
vertically on the screen just use VCHAR in
line 500 and change the expressions in 520
to R+ I-1 and C.

This approach to displaying information
on the screen has another advantage over
using the PRINT statement as it enables
you to use the full 32 columns rather than
the usual 28.
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THE PARTITIONS OF A POSITIVE INTEGER vitt
Background
(i) Congruences: Given three integers a, b
and c we say that a is congruent to b modulo
c and write a=b(modulo c) if and only if
a- b is an integer multiple of c. Thus:
15 -1(modulo 7) because 15 -1=14=7 x 2.
(ii) Partitions: A partition of a positive
integer, n, is a non -increasing sequence of
positive integers whose sum is n.
p(n) denotes the number of partitions of n.
Thus: p(4)=5 because 4=4, 4=3+1,
4=2+2, 4=2+1+1, 4=1+1+1+1.

Problem
(a) (i) Calculate, as efficiently as possible,
p(n), the number of partitions of a given n,
verifying, if possible, the following results:
p(10)=42, p(20)=627, p(50)= 204226,
p(100)=190569292.
(a) (ii) Factorise the calculated p(n) into
prime factors.
(b) Verify the following observations of S
Ramanujan:
(i)p(4),p(9),p(14),p(19),...
m0(modulo 5)
(ii)p(5),p(12),p(19),p(26),...
m0(modulo 7)
(iii)p(6),p(17),p(28),p(39),...

0(modulo 11)
(iv)p(24),p(49),p(74),p(99),...
m0(modulo 25)
(v)p(19),p(54),p(89),p(124),...

0(modulo 35)
(vi)p(47),p(96),p(145),p(194),...

0(modulo 49)
(vii)p(39),p(94),p(149),..

0(modulo 55)

NUMBERS COUNT

OMore of Mike Mudge's mathematical problems.More

of £10 will be awarded to the 'best'
entry received.

Entries, to arrive by 1 November, to: Mr
M R Mudge BSc FIMA FBCS, Room
560/A, Department of Mathematics, The
University of Aston in Birmingham, Gosta
Green, Birmingham B4 7ET.
Note: Submissions will only be returned if a
suitable stamped addressed envelope is
included.

(viii(p(61),p(138),...
0(modulo 77)

(ix)p(116),..
-0(modulo 121)
(x)P(99), 
m0(modulo 125)

Now in 1919, S Ramanujan made the
following remarkable conjecture, based
upon empirical evidence, including the
above results: 'If d = 5a7b11` and 24k
=1(modulo d), then:
p(k),p(k+d),p(k+2d),... w.o(modulo d).
This theorem is supported by all the
available evidence, but I have not yet been
able to find a general proof.'

Now c1930 S Chowla found a counter
example to the Ramanujan conjecture;
p(243) = 133978259344888 + 0(modulo 73)
however 24 x 243 -1(modulo 73)
Note: A fully modified conjecture was
proved in 1967 by A 0 L Atkin; viz. If d =
5a7b1 lc and 24k = 1(modulo d), then:
p(k) = 0(modulo 5a7[(b+c)/2]11C) where [X]
denotes the greatest integer not greater
than X. We make no attempt to explore
this brilliant result on this visit to the theory
of partitions.
(c) Find other counter examples to the
Ramanujan conjecture as quoted above.

Submit a program, or suite of programs,
which tabulate p(n) as a function of n,
together with its prime factors (and
appropriate multiplicities). Interpret
these within the context of the Ramanujan
conjecture. All submissions should in-
clude program listings, hardware descrip-
tions, run times and output; they will be
judged for accuracy, originality and effi-
ciency (not necessarily in that order). A

Review May 1983
The Triangular, Tetrahedral and
Fibonacci Numbers introduced in May,
produced responses from Belgium and
Norway in addition to the UK.
There was complete agreement
solution sets:
a) {1,10,120,1540,7140}
b) {1,3,21,55}
c) {1,8,13}

The completeness of the solution set for
Problem a) has been established theoreti-
cally: AVANE SOU.B. , ACTA.
ARITH.,12,1967 pp 409-419.

There is, however, no such result for
either b) or c) known to the present author;
indeed some mathematicians have ex-
pressed an intuitive feeling that these have
infinite solution sets in spite of the
empirical evidence.

The competition was very close this
month, the 'best' entry was ultimately
considered to be that generated in Basic
using an Epson HX-20 by Paul Fierens, of
Paul Fredericqstraat 84, B9000, Gent,
Belgium, to whom a suitable prize will be
sent.

on the
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BIBLIOFILE
Computer novice, enthusiast or just eager to keep up with the automated society? Linnet Evans gives her

personal appraisal of some of the many publications available in the computing market -place.

THE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
YEAR BOOK 1983/4

Dr Philip J. Hills
with Roger Martlew

The Information Technology Year Book
Editor: Dr Philip J Hills & Roger Martlew
Publisher: Century/PCW
Price: 14.95

Why did we need IT82? A boost for
industry and something to distract the
minds of the masses? If so, the Falklands
conflict achieved the same end in a fraction
of the time, and spawned a slightly better
level of TV documentary afterwards too.
`How could the new technology help in
your office' crowed a questionnaire from
the GLC that recently landed on my desk. I
opted for a new drinks machine.

So why do we need an IT yearbook? In
publishing terms, IT has come of age;
schools, libraries and the like actively want
to acknowledge its presence. Meanwhile,
there are upwards of 60 software type
periodicals on the news stands, a choice of
dealers in every High Street, and it ain't
just Channel 4 carrying the commercials.
In human terms, we badly need a port in
the storm.

The 1983/84 Information Technology
Year Book edited by Dr Philip J Hills,
makes a very commendable debut in this
role. It consists essentially of a number of
reports from the inside on different aspects
of IT and its present and future effect on
commercial and private life. There is a
conscious effort to mirror some of the
media's well -trod paths. Diana Green's
taut and tidy piece on Women in IT,
featuring a case study of F International, is

a quintessential example. Robin Bradbeer
writing on The Role of Computers in IT,
and the section from Peter Gibbs, In-
formation Technology and Finance, high-
light the fact that the everyday media do
not often allow the luxury of this level of
calm, lucid, narrative writing.

Of necessity, this collection must be
something of a PR exercise. The main
backlash is the air of studied optimism that
settles almost everywhere: a breakfast -
cereal wholesomeness that's neither a
reflection of nor an encouragement to the
dodgems and helter-skelters that make up
a greater part of the real computer world.

Interspersed are a number of lists of
manufacturers, suppliers et al of the kind
that can be located every month in PCW.
In years to come, I suspect this side will
offer more contents and comments, thus
softening the likelihood of being instantly
out-of-date. Already, it stands well aside
from The Computer Users' Year Book.

For the individual reader, The Informa-
tion Technology Yearbook provides a
useful orientation course into this very
variegated and newsworthy area, despite
my reservations, and despite the price.
For schools and libraries, whatever
port in whatever storm, it's probably
inevitable.

KIDS AND COMPUTERS
Another volume with a deserving subtitle
is Kids and Computers from Eugene
Galanter re -defined as The Parents' Mic-
rocomputer Handbook. Galanter is an
educator, a parent, and founder/director
of an institution called The Children's
Computer School in New York. It was this
latter, with almost half its students in the
over -21 bracket, that gave the groundswell
for the present book.

While the level of personal computer
ownership per head is not as high overall in
the States as it is in this country, the
transatlantic saga has been longer -running
and more intense. The US review is
therefore to some extent the UK preview.
But the publishers have taken great care to
have the text retuned for the UK market.

Galanter is another good writer too.
Bright, crisp, well -paced and oozing with
prior knowledge, he steers his subjects
with absolute accuracy without being
didactic or patronising. The prime aim
here is to enable an interface between the
world as we know it, and a youth cult bigger

than the Beatles and Johnny Ray. It's not
simply a game of crack -the -code with your
socially diffident, faintly radioactive prog-
eny either. Crucially, Galanter also sells
the idea of interactive computing involv-
ing, in various senses, all the household.

Readers are offered a very sound idiot's
guide to hardware options, to the physical
location of the kit to avoid glare, social
conflict, etc, and to the basics of LOAD.
RUN, proprietary software assuming a
cassette -based machine of the VIC type.
The potentially long initial learning curve
for all parties is treated with respect,
though not with kid gloves (sic). The
buying guide that intercepts this train of
thought stirs up the arguments with
unusual thoroughness: after all, for small
children, ease of keyboard use may indeed
put RAM size in the shade. Tiny C's are
also apparently less likely to shove an
integral machine onto the floor than a
separate VDU. The voice of experience
speaks clearly.

In summary, this is a well -designed,
trenchant book making good use of its
novel approach.

KIDS A1ND
COMPUTERS
IzetiomPuranwER twinge°

How to run and write your own BASIC programs

Kids and Computers
Author: Eugene Galanter
Publisher: Kingfisher
Price: £5.95
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THE COMPLETE
PROGRAMMER
The subtitle to Mike James' The Complete
Programmer is A guide to better program-
ming in Basic. Yet no way should this book
be taken (or declined) as yet another
syntax dictionary or moral tract on the
worthiness of structured programming.
James is hardly the first writer to joust with
questions of policy and philosophy, such as
there may be, that can underlie the
programs that you and I may from time to
time bodge together. Where he does score
so well is in his capacity to speak, candidly
and trenchantly, to a potentially very wide
readership, and in the level of very warm
and practical encouragement, to back
this up.

All programming theory ultimately
rides on the rails of program code, and it's
this code -awareness that bootstraps the
whole book. Swift, relevant examples are
quoted frequently: James goes out of his
way to draw positive virtues from more
limited or wayward dialects. In mapping
out many stones left unturned by the
average PC owner's manual (or for that
matter the more slap -happy end of com-
mercial programming), an overview is
offered of, for instance, the various sort
and search routines likely to be appropri-
ate to micro environments. If the reader is
left searching beyond this book for a real
response to a real question, this is part of
the author's intention. The particularly
tacky and virtually intangible area of
testing and debugging is given a decent
airing in a later chapter, with entirely
practical advice on tactics.

This book should appeal to - even
seduce - the heads, hands and hearts of
newer programmers: interestingly, it also
provides a fair refresher course for those
old hands among us who now can't see the
trees for the wood. If The Complete
Programmer doesn't always give the
complete answer to the complete question,
then that can only be another plus factor
for a book which hasn't wrapped up its
subject by its last page.

rHE

COMPLETE
PROGRAMMER
A guide to betterprogramming

in
BASIC

The Complete Programmer
Author: Mike James
Publisher: Granada
Price: £5.95

THE MAKING
OF THE MICRO
I'm sorely tempted to propose that Dr
Chris Evans, were he still alive, could in a
certain sense have done more for the IT
spirit than the whole official party -line
caboodle.

Chris Evans (we're not related) was
promiscuously interested in anything and
everything. This, with a rippling racy style
and a benign love of entertaining his
readers, rendered him the perfect pop
pundit.

Some years ago, I was asked to put
together a light-hearted article for a hi-fi
magazine concerning the relationship be-
tween music and plants. After Kew
Gardens and more had all professed
ignorance of this wayward topic, in
semi -desperation I phoned our man. I
thereby gained the one -line quote I
needed, which was 'bollocks', but rather
more nicely phrased. Thrown in for good
measure was an exquisite demonstration
of fledgling voice recognition applications
and a trailer for what are now known as
expert systems. So far the pop punditry has
held good.

It would be churlish to dub The Making
of the Micro just a posthumous potboiler.
though it reveals nothing new. Fans of his
best-selling The Mighty Micro will recog-
nise a very substantial sharing of text.
Though tidied up for publication, it is
manifestly unfinished.

The book consists partly of thumbnail
sketches of the various, generally eccen-
tric, characters whose inventions and
interventions seeded the Apples and
Apricots of today; and partly of cogitation
and comment on the duration and duress of
the computer revolution. Whether the past
events are utterly 'true', or the big
predictions really fulfillable, isn't impor-
tant. They're both credible enough to
allow us to sit back and enjoy a wheeze of a
read.

The Making of the Micro
Author: Christopher Evans
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Price:11.95

PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
PROCESSING
In Practical Information Processing, G G
Skinner and E M Prentice make public
some of their experience in further educa-
tion. While Pitman's, RSA and other
institutions now offer Word Processing as
an exam subject, the book is more squarely
aimed at the broader requirements of the
Business Education Council (BEC) and
the Technical Education Council (TEC).
There's also an unintentional sidelong
glance at the lone office manager trying to
grasp concepts before talking to salesmen.

The text falls into two halves. One deals
with the tools of the trade: basics,
hardware, 'attributes of a good operator'.
A worthwhile if slightly limited sprinkling
of buzzwords and configuration options
are provided. The way in which certain
technical details are stoically hauled up-
front may still turn a few stomachs;
conversely, more immediate attention
could have been given to the organisation
and management side of small computer -
based systems. More diagrams and fewer
publicity shots of VDUs might have been
helpful too.

The raison d'etre is the second section
with its sequence of WP assignments which
should encourage students to read up on
their (non-specific) kit before performing
30 -minute workouts. An outline fore-
knowledge of office practice is assumed,
and programmable dot -matrices won't
save anyone from the traditional dinner -
dance menu: -o-0 o

Cheese and Biscuits
-o-O-o-

Of necessity, more gentle mention is
made of other proprietary software such as
spreadsheets and databases.

Though personal reactions are invited,
this is hardly a personal handbook, and the
elements of new ground covered in the
second section can't disguise the shortcom-
ings of the first.

Practical Information Processing
Authors: G G Skinner & E M Prentice
Publishers: Hodder & Stoughton
Price £3.45
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MAKING THE MOST
OF YOUR

HOME COMPUTER
What can it do? Does it just play games or does it

have practical uses?

If these questions interest you then you could be
PCW's next home computers editor.

We're looking for somebody with a keen wit and a
lively interest in micros.

Salary in accordance with experience
Apply with cv to Jane Bird, editor.
PCW, VNU Business Publications

62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG
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/ NEC APC
Continued from page 157

a free standing micro. The hassle you go
through trying to secure your disks will cost
you more than you save in a very short
time.
HARDWARE
Monochrome, single drive
Monochrome, dual drive
Colour, dual drive
Mono graphics
Colour graphics
Serial controller
Printer cable
10 Mbyte hard disk

2077
2495
3118
396
687
215
59

1632-1828

SOFTWARE
CP/M-86
Benchmark Word Processor
DB ase II
ASYNC
BISYNC (each)
Ledgers (each)
MasterPlanner

Conclusions

64
311
428
188
529
350
245

This machine is one of the best quality
offerings I have ever evaluated. It is
beautifully made and will almost certainly
prove to be a reliable workhorse. Of
course, you find that you have to pay for
this quality and I'm not at all sure if it isn't
just a little bit too expensive. The manuals
are well presented but there appears to be a
gap in the range between the very basic
operator's guide and the CP/M-86 user's
guide. Quite a few application packages

Benchmarks
CB asic (compiled)
BM1 2.3
BM2 2.3
BM3 13.7
BM4 17.6
BM5 17.8
BM6 32.0
BM7 34.8
BM8 37.1
Alltimings in seconds. For an
explanation and listings of the
Benchmark programs, see PCWVol5 ,
No 11, November 1982.

are already available for the APC and I'm
sure that others are joining the list daily. If
you're looking for a top quality business
computer, then this machine should be on
your shortlist for consideration.

END

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
PROGRAM CONVERSION
Continued from page 216
Once you've done that (he says lightly), it
should be a straightforward matter to
replace the offending code with your own
routine. This is when you find out just how
structured the program really is. I once
followed a series of about nine GOTOs ,
the final one ending on the line following
the first one with nothing having happened
in between. OK it's an extreme example,
but there are some funny people about . . .

Anyway, next on the agenda is to go
through the listing making a note of
anything which looks slightly, rather than
totally, out of place in your machine's
Basic. You'll find that most of the changes
will be fairly obvious even if you've never
seen some of the keywords before. Most
people would guess that HOME is the
same as CLS , for example. I hope the PCW
Basic Converter Chart will help you sort
out the stranger idiosyncracies of some

machines. I don't think anybody unfamil-
iar with the BBC micro is likely to have a
sudden intuition that perhaps the equiva-
lent of FRE() is HIMEM-TOP!

If you're converting to a less powerful
Basic then you may have to work at
simulating some of the more sophisticated
features. FOR -NEXT loops come in very
handy to simulate functions such as
1NSTR$ , STRING$ and so on.

And this is the point where you start
hammering away at the keyboard! Pro-
vided you've done all the above thorough-
ly, a combination of the full new PCW
Basic Converter Chart and good old-
fashioned trial -and -error should see you
through! END

YANKEE DOODLES

has over 200,000 computers in
dealers stock, another 200,000
units in its own warehouses and
a similar quantity in parts for
production. Thus there are
predictions that TI will soon
begin dumping these units on
the market at substantially
reduced prices.

In the meantime, Apple and
IBM are reported talking to
mass merchandisers about
marketing new stripped down
versions of the He and PC. They
are both trying to enter the
larger home computer
marketplace without upsetting
their dealers.

Random news
Fortune Computer Systems,
the first company to introduce a

Continued from page 144

68000 -base Unix system, will
announce a loss for the second
quarter ending in July. Fortune
attributes it to a drop in orders
and delays in software
shipments. . . Shugart is
expected to introduce a 12in
optical -disk drive later this year
with a one gigabyte storage
capability. Price is expected to
be close to £10,000. . . Digital
Equipment Corporation has
disclosed that it will abandon
production of 36 -bit
minicomputers in favour of its
32 -bit machines.. .
Computerland has filed a suit
against Softwareland seeking
to have the company stop using
the suffix 'land' in its name . . .

Computers International, Los
Angeles CA is reportedly at
work on a 100cps daisy -wheel
printer. . . TandonCorp, the
disk drive manufacturer, will

enter the personal computer
market with a system sold
under a private label by
Atari. . . Romox, Campbell
CA, has demoed a
reprogrammable game
cartridge with the expectation
that customers will bring their
old Romox game cartridges
back to their dealers to have
them reprogrammed with new
games at $10 each. . . Microsoft
has named a new VP of
corporate communications
(that means PR) who comes
from a soap company. Guess it
needs its act cleaned up.

Latest in the
price war
I could hardly believe my eyes,
but there was the ad in my local

paper. . . the Timex
1000/Sinclair ZX81 on sale for
$29.97. . . how much lower can
it go? And then the same store
advertised the Commodore 64
for $199.97 and there are
reports of prices as low as
$194.99. And the VIC-20,
Atari 400 and TI -99/4 are
fighting it out at the $69 level.

Price erosion has even begun
on the more expensive
machines. For example, I
recently saw a newspaper ad for
the Osborne I computer for
$988. And there are special
discounts being offered on the
Apple He when bundled with
peripherals and software, so
that the effective street price of
the machine is now down to well
under $1000.

END
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Hundreds of problems.
One solution.

LINE 1 GREEN

Supervisor: STOCK
Time 14.47 Line status: C On/Ott: On

Tons filled: 8.33
Bags filled: 504 units
Breakages: 16 units
Down time: 0 minutes

Hopper 1: 33%
Hopper 2: 41'/0
Hopper 3: Not in use
Hopper 4: 38%

Production efficiency this shift: 73%
Notes

Controlling the production of tomato grow bags may
sound simple enough, but co-ordinating all the different
aspects on a brand-new production line was not without
its headaches. When the production manager turned to
the company's new micro for an answer, it was THE
LAST ONE which made it possible to create a system in
hours rather than months. TLO then went on to produce
over one hundred individual solutions for this company
in a period of less than a year.

RELATIVE SALES OF MICROS IN JANUARY 1983

STORE No: 4 CITY: LON MANAGER. LRJ

SIRIUS TANDY COMMODORE APPLE

A simple, moving, graphic display was needed by a
major computer retailer to demonstrate how a new
product line could maintain compatibility with some of
his earlier machines. Half an hour's work with THE LAST
ONE and he had a program displaying bar -charts,
graphs and printouts. Little more than an hour later the
same program was up and running on three other makes
of micro. When asked what made the four machines
compatible, he laid the credit squarely with THE LAST
ONE - "some manufacturers would be hard put to even
use the same mains plug - TLO at least gets them all
speaking the same language:'

BIOMEDICAL ABSTRACT RETRIEVAL PROGRAM

ARTICLE LOOKUP

Please enter any relevant details available to you
separate each entry with a space or a "/"

Authors names: HARDING/or/LAURIE/or both

Possible keywords: PANCREAS/DIABETES/INSULIN

Requirements (indicate with xl: ALL ARTICLES
MOST RECENT
SINCE (date)

DISPLAY REF ONLY or PRINT ABSTRACT
SCREEN DISPLAY or PRINTOUT

To return to previous menu type a at any point

The biochemistry department of a major Scottish
university had a need for a filing system which could
store details of abstracts of biochemical articles and
which would allow retrieval of relevant material through
entry of key words alone. A massive database had to be
implemented on an Apple II computer and retrieval
times needed to be measured in seconds not hours.TLO
did it and the solution has since been widely published
for use on other machines.
Using a computer to solve a complex problem is not
always as easy as it sounds.
A product called THE LAST ONE (TLO), however, has
helped crack hundreds of computer problems for
users throughout the world.
A glance through the three examples on this page
will give you some idea just how versatile TLO is.
TLO runs on the Apple II and Ile, Commodore 4032
and 8032/96, TRS-80 Model II (TRSDOS or CP/M),
most CP/M, CP/M 86 and MS-DOS machines in-
cluding the IBM PC (PC -DOS) and Sirius.

Try out TLO for £50 + VAT
A limited version of TLO is now available for just
£57.50 including full documentation, VAT, postage
and packing. This is fully refundable against pur-
chase of the full version, which costs £185 + VAT for
Apple II and He, and £330 + VAT for all others.

Find out what TLO can do for you by contacting your
local dealer or send for a free information pack.
It could be the solution to hundreds of your problems.

E IASI CNE
D.J. 'Al' Systems Ltd., Dept E . Station Road, Ilminster,
Somerset, TA19 98Q. Telephone: Ilminster (04605) 4117.

Nominated 'SOFTWARE PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 1982; and selected as
finalist in Recognition of Information Technology Achievement Awards(RITA)
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DATA SHAKER
BASIC FOR THE COCKTAIL ENTHUSIAST
continued from page 193

3290 IF ANSWERS.BLANKS SOTO 3270
3300 PRINT
3310 IF ANSWERSOAEFTWEYEA.LEN(ANSWERS)) THEN GOTO 3100
3320 PRINT 'Bye'
3330 STOP
4000 REM
4010 REM PROCEDURE TO INITIALISE INGREDIENT AVAILABILITY
4020 PRINT .Set Ur coat lability of ingredients.'
4030 PRINT
4040 FOR 1.1 TO HONORED
4050 PRINT 'Do you have any .1INGRED$(1)1'. YES or NO '1
4060 IF AVAIL(E)=0 THEN PRINT 'EN] 1 '1

4070 IF AVAIL(I)=1 THEN PRINT 'CYO 1 '1

4080 INPUT ANSWERS
4090 IF ANSWERS=LEFTS(YESS.LEN(ANSWERS)) THEN AVAIL(I)=1
4100 IF ANSWERS.I.EFT8(NOS.LEN(ANSWERS)) THEN AVAIL(I)=0
4110 REM OTHERWISE NO CHANGE
4120 NEXT I

4130 PRINT
4140 PRINT 'Finished. Use INITIALISE or MODIFY to change availabi
4999 GOTO 3200
5000 REM
5010 REM PROCEDURE TO MODIFY INGREDIENT AVAILABILITY
5020 PRINT 'Change the availablAits of ingredients.'
5030 PRINT
5040 PRINT 'Currently available I'
5050 FLAG=0
5060 FOR I.1 TO NINGRED
5070 IF AVAIL(I)=1 THEN PRINT '11NOREDS(I)
5080 IF AVAIL(I)=1 THEN FLAG=1
5090 NEXT I
5100 IF FLAG.° THEN PRINT hone.
1110 PRINT
5120 PRINT 'Change ingredient : .1

5130 INPUT ANSWERS
5140 IF ANSWERS.BLANK$ THEN GOTO 3200
5150 FOUND=0
5160 FOR I./ TO NINGRED
5170 IF ANSWERS.LEFTSUNGREDS(DELEN(ANSWERS)) THEN Fnumo.I
5180 NEXT I
1190 IF FOUND<>0 THEN GOTO 5230 1 REM JUMP IF INGREDIENT FOUND
5206 PRINT 'Sorry. I can't find an ingredient called '1ANSWERW.'
5220 GOTO 5110
5230 AVAIL(FOUND)=1-AVAIL(FOUND) REM SWITCH AVAILABILITY FLAB
5240 PRINT INGREDS(FOUND)1' is now .1
5250 IF AVAIL(FOUND)=0 THEN PRINT 'not available.'
5260 IF AVAIL(FOUND)=1 THEN PRINT 'available.'
5270 GOTO 5110
6000 REM
6010 REM PROCEDURE TO SELECT COCKTAILS
6020 PRINT 'List of cocktails that can be made 1.
6030 PRINT
6040 GOSUB 11000 : REM FIND OUT WHICH concroms MAY BE MADE
6050 FLAG. -0 I REM COCKTAIL NAME PRINTED FLAG
6060 FOR 1=1 TO NRECIPE
6070 IF MAKES(I)=0 THEN GOTO 6120
6080 CRECIPES=RECIESUI)
6090 GOSUB 10000 : REM DECODE RECIPE STRING
6100 PRINT '1CNAMES
6110 FLAG=1
6120 NEXT I
6130 IF FLAG.° THEN PRINT none'
6999 GOTO 3200
7000 REM ---
7010 REM PROCEDURE TO CHECK USAGE OF AN INGREDIENT
7020 PRINT 'Usage of an ingredient in cocktail recipes.'
7030 PRINT
7040 PRIN1 'Check. ingredient : .1

7050 INPUT ANSWERS
7060 IF ANSWERS.BLANK$ THEN COTO 3200
7070 FOUND.0
7000 FOR 1.1 TO NINGRED
7090 IF ANSWERS=LEFTS(INGREDS(1).LEN(ANSWERS)) THEN FOUND=I
7100 NEXT I

7110 PRINT
7120 IF FOUND<>0 THEN COTO 7150 : REM INOREDIENT FOUND
7130 PRINT No cocktails contain '1ANSWERW.'
7140 GUTU 3200
7150 PRINT 'The folloWing cocktails contain '11NORED4(FOUND)1" 1'

7160 GOSUB 11000 1 REM FIND OUT WHICH COCKTAILS MAY BE MADE
7170 FOR I.1 TO NRECIPE
7180 CRECIPES=RECIPMI)
7190 GOSUB 10000 1 REM DECODE RECIPE STRING
7200 FOR J.1 TO CNUM
7210 IF CINGRED(J)OTOUND THEN GOTO 7250
7220 PRINT ' 'ICNAME$1
7230 IF MAKES(I)=1 THEN PRINT * ingredients available':
7240 PRINT
7250 NEXT J
7760 NEXT I
7999 GOTO 3200
8000 REM ---
8010 REM PROCEDURE TO PRINT THE RECIPE or A COCKTAIL
8020 PRINT 'Print a recipe.'
8030 PRINT
0040 PRINT 'Name of cocktail 1 .1

8050 INPUT ANSWERS
0060 IF ANSWERS=BLANKS GOTO 3200
8070 FLAG=0 : REM FLAG FOR A RECIPE PRINTED
8000 PRINT
8090 FOR I.1 TO NRECIPE
6100 IF ANSWERSOAEFTS(REC/PE11(1)ELEN(ANSWERS)) THEN GOTO 8210
8110 REM PRINT RECIPE I
8120 CRECIPES.RECIPEA(/)
0130 GOSUB 10000 : REM DECODE RECIPE STRING
8140 PRINT 'To make a '1CNAME$1' t'
8150 PRINT
8160 FOR J=1 TO CNUM
8170 PRINT ' '1QUANTYS(COUANTY(J))1INGREPS(CINGRED(J))
8180 NEXT J
8190 FLAG=1
8200 NEXT
0210 IF FLAG=0 THEN PRINT 'Sorry, I don't have the recipe to '1ANSWERS1'.'
8999 GOTO 3200
9000 REM
9010 REM PROCEDURE TO GIVE HELP ON COMMANDS
9020 PRINT 'Hen., on Commands 1'
9030 PRINT INITIALISE = Specify which ingredients are available,'
9040 PRINT ' MODIFY . = Change the availability of an ingredient,'
9050 PRINT SELECT = Get a list of which cocktails can be made.'
9060 PRINT CHECK . Find out which cocktails -use an ingredient,'
9070 PRINT PRINT . Print the recite for a cocktail.'
9060 PRINT 'Type BYE to finish.'
9999 COTO 3200
10000 REM
10010 REM FUNCTION TO DECODE STORAGE OF RECIPE
30020 REM INPUT IS 1 1. CRECIPE4 . AN ENCODED RECIPE STRING
10030 REM OUTPUT IS: 1. CNAMES = NAME OF COCKTAIL
10040 REM 2. CNUM NUMBER OF INGREDIENTS
10056 REM 3. CQUANTY . ARRAY OF QUANTITY DESCRIPTORS (1..15)
10060 REM 4. CINGRED . ARRAY OF INGREDIENT NUMBERS (1..20)
10070 REM A). FIND SPLIT BETWEEN NAME AND INGREDIENTS
10080 FOR K.1 TO LEN(CRECIPES)
10090 IF MIDS(CRECIPE$111/1).'$' THEN SPLIT.K
10100 NEXT K
10110 REM B). EXTRACT NAME OF COCKTAIL
10120 CNAMES.LEFTS(CRECIPEA,SP1IT-1)
10130 REM C). EXTRACT INGREDIENTS IN TURN
10140 CNUM.0
10150 FOR K=SPLIT+1 TO LEN(CRECIPE$) STEP 3
10160 CNUM.CNUM+1
101A0 CQUANTY(CNUM)=ASC(MIDS(CRECIPES(K.1))-ASC('A')+1
10180 CINGRED(CNUM).VAL(MIDS(CRECIPE$001.2))
10190 NEXT K
10200 RETURN
11000 REM
11010 REM PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE WHICH RECIPES MAY BE MADE USING THE
11020 REM CURRENTLY AVAILABLE INGREDIENTS. CMAED BY SELECT AND CHECK.
11030 FOR I.1 TO NRECIPE
11040 MAKES(I)=1
11050 CRECIFES.RECIPES(I)
11060 GOSUB 10080 : REM DECODE RECIPE STRING
11070 FOR J.1 TO CNUM
11080 REM IF ANY INGREDIENT IS NOT AVAILADLE, THEN RECIPE CANNOT BE MADE
11090 IF AVAIL(C NGRED(J))=0 THEN MAKES(I)=0
11100 NEXT J
11110 NEXT I

11.120 RETURN

BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU
continued from page 201
in no more specific terms than 'banks and
retailers'. So you have 100 names. If you
have the energy, persistence and cash for
postage and fees, you start writing to each
of them, providing proof of identity and
the appropriate fee, asking for a copy of the
file about you (if any). You may be told it
can't be supplied because it cannot be done
without disclosing information about
someone else who has not given permis-
sion. And each may take up to 40 days to
reply. If you write to more than five or ten
you will have done well.

This is just not a practical proposition.
The Register is no more than a waste of
many millions of public money and extra
civil servants by a Government which
claims that both are anathema. And the
costs of registration to commerce and
industry in totally unproductive man-
hours and fees can only be inflationary,
which the Government is pledged to
reduce.
In practice you will know from personal

experience, far more easily than from any
Register, very nearly all the places where
files about you may be held - your
employers, banks, retailers, clubs, tax
offices, and any other organisations with
which you have corresponded over the
years. It does not take a Register to
introduce a right of access to the informa-
tion they hold about you. A Register of
those places where there are files of
second-hand information about you might
be a bit more useful. If your bank has told
the ABC agency about you, then ABC
could have to register. Such a Register
might perhaps be small enough to be useful
and, since the agencies are computerised,
their indexes of names could be available
on-line to the Registrar and through him to
those who seek files about themselves. But
it would be easier to require the bank to get
your permission before passing on in-
formation and to tell you who they have
given it to and when.

The Bill sets out certain sensible 'Data
Protection Principles'. All of these could

be given the force of Law without a
Register. Unauthorised disclosure, even
in machine-readable form, could count as
libel if defamatory. Unauthorised access to
or use of information in a file should count
as 'file -breaking' or `data -theft', and be
offences as such. They would, at the same
time, provide useful safeguards in many
fields beyond those of personal data, such
as general industrial espionage. An Office
of Fair Filing could investigate complaints
and initiate prosecutions without wasting
anyone's time on a Register.

If you think the Register sounds like an
ineffective and wasteful bureaucracy, you
could write to your MP. Tell him what use
you make of your personal or business
computer to handle personal information
which the person concerned knows you
possess, is not obviously 'sensitive' and is

not covered by the exemptions I have
described. Ask him whether registration
extends to yourself as proprietor or to your
keyboard operators? And ask if it is true
that you will have to register this activity
under the terms of the Bill, what benefit
you or the 'data subject' will get and what
registration is likely to cost.
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As supplied by the ACC, here we present a list of User Groups throughout the country. Any alterations or
additions should be sent to: ACC, c/o Rupert Steele, 17 Lawrie Park Crescent, London SE26 6HH.

W Midlands
380-Z West Midlands User Group.
Contact Mr S Instone , 59 Avenue
Road, Leamington Spa CV31 3PF.
Tel: 092638751.

National
6502 Users Club. Contact W
Wallenborn, 21 Argyll Avenue,
Luton, Bedfordshire LU3 lEG.
Tel: 05822697.

Hants
6502 Users Club, (Southern
Region). Contact Mr S Cole, 70
Sydney Road, Gosport, Hants.
Acorn, Aim, Apple, Atari, Atom.
Kim, Microntan, Pet, Syn,
Superboard. UK101 etc.

London
68 Microgroup. Contact Mn J
Anderson, 41 Pebworth Road,
Harrow, Middx. Tel: 01-4224724.

Cornwall
6809 User Group. Contact Mr W
Gibbons, Clarence Lodge, Hurdon
Road, Launceston, Cornwall PL15
9DB.

W Midlands
Birmingham User Group (Atari
400/800/1200). Contact Mr M
Reynolds -Jones, 66 Cyril Road,
Smallheath, Birmingham 10.
Tel: 021-773 2849.

Bucks
77/68 Users Group. Contact 40
Bartholomew Street, Newbury,
Berkshire. Tel: 0635 30505.

National
National TRS80 Users Group.
80 -NET. Contact L Heller and B
Pain. Tel: (0908)566660.

9900 Users Group (TIMUG).
Contact Mr C Cadogan,
Department of Computer Science,
University of Manchester,
Manchester M13 9PL.

Staffordshire
ABACUS. Contact Mr L
Ellington, 18 Underwood Close,
Parkside, Stafford. Tel: 0785
41153.

Clwyd
Abergele Computer Club. Contact
Mr W FJones, 77 Millbank Road,
Rhyl, Clwyd, N Wales.

National
ACC. Contact Mr R Steele, 17
Lawnie Park Crescent, London
SE26 6HH. Tel: 01-778 6824. Mr P
Whittle (Chairman) Tel: (0865)
721180.

National
Acorn Atom User Group. Contact
Mr P Frost, 18 Frankwell Drive,
Coventry CV2 2FB.

Cheshire
Alsager Computer Club. Contact
Mr M Smith, 4 Mill Hill Drive,
Sandbach, Cheshire.
Tel: Sandbach 2929.

Altrincham Computer Enthusiasts.
Contact Mr M Hickling,
39 Barrington Road, Altrincham,
Cheshire WA14 1HZ.

BFPO47
Amateur Radio & Computer Club,

Officer I/C, Royal Air Force,
Gutersloh, BFPO47.

National
Amateur Radio Special Interest
Group. Contact Mr P Whittle, 49
Bartlemas Road, Oxford OX4
1XW.

Norfolk
Anglia Computer User Group.
Contact Mr J Rejzl, 128
Templemere, Sprowston Road,
Norwich NR3 4EQ.

National Program Exchange
APEX (Astrocomputing Program
Exchange), Contact Mr M V
Gavin, 79 Ardrossan Gardens,
Worcester Park Surrey.

National Apple
Apple Music Synthesis Group,
Contact Dr David Ellis, 22 Lennox
Gardens, London SW1. Enclose a
SAE.

West Sussex
Arun Microcomputer Club,
Contact Mr P W HCherriman, do
Wick Amenity Centre, Wick Farm
Road, Littlehampton, West Sussex
BN17 7BL. Tel: Littlehampton
7607.

Notts
Ashfield Computer Club, Contact
Mr Derrick Daines, do 18 Cuttings
Avenue, Sutton-in-Ashfield. Tel:
Mansfield 553198 or Notts (0380)
56198.

Surrey
Ashtead Computer Club, Contact
Mr P G Palmer, 8 Corfe Close,
Ashtead, Surrey. Tel: Ashtead
77418.

Surrey Apple
Ashtead User Group (Apple),
Contact Mr M Lawrence, 15 Petters
Road, Ashtead, Surrey. Tel:
Ashtead 73906.

London
Association of London Computer
Clubs, Contact Mr L Stuart,
Secretary ALCC, 89 Mayfair
Avenue, Worcester Park, Surrey
KT4 7SJ. Tel: 01-337 3747.

Norfolk Atari
Atari User Group, Contact Ken
Ward, 45 Coleburn Road,
Lakenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR1
2NZ. Tel: Norwich 661149.

Bucks
Aylesbury Computer Club,
Contact Mr K Knight, 22 Mount
Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20
2SE. Tel: 02965181.

South Yorks
Barnsley Co -Operative Computer
Club, Contact Mr J Bridson, c/o 39
Keresforth Hall Road, Barnsley,
South Yorks S70 6NF. Tel:
Barnsley 41753.

Beds
Bedford Amateur Computer Club,
Contact Mr R Bird, 7a High Street,
Great Barford, Bedford MK44
3LB . Tel: (0234) 870763.

National BBC
BEEBUG (BBC Users Group),
Contact Mr D Graham or Mr S
Williams, Dept 1, P.O. Box 50, St.
Albans, Herts.

Birmingham Apple
Birmingham & Region Apple
Group (BRAG), Contact Mr M
Golder, New Club part of BASUG.
Tel: 021-426 2275 , other contact Mr
M Bayliss. Tel: 021-743 7197.

West Midlands
Birmingham Computer Club,
Contact Dr M Bayliss, 125
Berryfield Road, Sheldon,
Birmingham B26 3UU. Tel:
021-743 7197.

Midlands
Birmingham Nascom User Group,
Contact Mr M Sidebotham. Tel:
021-744 3093.

Lanes
Blackburn Micro Computer Club,
Contact Mr R Longworth, 12 Shap
Close, Accrington, Lancs.

Lanes
Bolton Computer Club, Contact
Mr D Atherton, 16 Douglas Street,
Atherton, Manchester M29 9FB.
Tel: 0942876210.

Cambs Acorn
Bottisham Acorn Users Group,
Contact Mr P M Rank, 27 Bell
Road, Bottisham, Cambridge CB5
9DF. Emphasis on BBC Micro.
Tel: MrJ Harris on 0233 811487.

Dorset
Bournemouth Area Computer
Club, Contact Mr P Hibbs, 54 11

Runnymede Avenue,
Bournemouth, Dorset BH11 9SE.,
Tel: Bournemouth 576547.

Dorset BBC
Bournemouth BBC User's Group,
Contact Mr N Carey, 26 Felton
Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset.
Tel: Poole 749612.

London
Brent/Barnet Users Group,
Contact MrJ Fox, 4 Harman Close,
London NW2 2EA.

Essex
Brentwood Amateur Computer
Club, Contact Mr RL Sadler, 18
Wanescot Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM15 9HD.

Middlesex
Brigadier Computer Club, Contact
Mr S Ward, 28 Brodie Road,
Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OEU. Tel:
01-363 3786.

Avon
Bristol Computing Club, Contact
Mr L Wallis, 6 Kilbernie Road,
Bridge Farm Estate, Bristol BS14
OHY. Tel: 0272 832453.

Herts Apple
British Apple Systems User Group
(BASUG), Contact Mr J Sharp,
BASUG, PO Box 174, Watford
WD2 6NF. Tel: (09273) 75093, or
Mr D Bolton, 0727 72917.

National Apple
British Apple Users and Dabblers
(BAUD), Contact Mr G Smythe,
Datalink Microcomputer Systems
Ltd. ,10 Waring House, Redcliffe
Hill, Bristol BS1 6TB . Tel: 0272
213427.

National TI
British TI Users Club, Contact Mr P
Rowley, 2 Woodside Crescent,
Clayton, Newcastle-under-Lyme,
Staffordshire ST5 4B W.

Avon
Brunel Computer Club, Contact
Mr R Sampson, 4 The Coots,
Stockwood.

Avon
Brunel Technical College
Computing Club, Contact Mr S W
Rabone, 18 Castle Road, Worle,
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon BS22
GJW. Tel: 0934513068.

Bucks Apple
Buckinghamshire/Berkshire Area,
Contact Mr S Proffitt, The
Granary, Hill Farm Road, Marlow
Bottom, Bucks. Tel: 01-7595511
ext 7298 day, or 062 84 73074 eves or
weekends.

Lanes
Burnley Computer Club. Contact
Mr C Tallon, 27 Basnett Street,
Burnley, Lanes BB103EQ. Tel:
0282 25103 (eves) or 34683.

Cambs
Cambridge Microcomputer Club.
Contact Mr D Tripp, 3 Spurgeons
Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge
CBS 9HN. Tel: Cambridge 861804.

National Sorcerer
Canadian Sorcerer User Group.
Contact Mr M Dow, 84 Camberley
Crescent, Brampton, Ontario,
Canada L6V3L4. Tel: 416 451
9452.

West Midlands
Cannock Computer Society.
Contact Mr T Sale, 20 Redwood
Drive, Chase Terrace, Walsall WS7
8AS.

Kent
Canterbury ACC. Contact Mr L S
Fisher, 21 Manwood Avenue, St.
Stephens, Canterbury, Kent CT2
7AH. Tel: Canterbury 65948.
Proposed new club.

Essex
Canvey Computer Club. Contact
Mr D Williams, 17 Mornington
Road, Canvey Island, Essex SS8
8AT.

Wales BBC
Cardiff BBC Microcomputer Club
(BBC). Contact Mr G Barker. Te I :

Penarth 701023.

Surrey
CBBS-London . Contact Mr P
Goldmann, PO Box 100a,
Surbiton, Surrey KT5 8HY:
Sundays 1600-2200. Tel: 01-399
2136 (Data only).

Herts Pet Group
ICPUG (N. Herts). Contact Mr B
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Grainger, 73 Minehead Way,
Stevenage, Herts SG12HZ. Tel:
0438727925.

National
Central Program Exchange.
Contact Mrs J Brown, The
Polytechnic, Wulfruma Street,
Wolverhampton WV11LY. Tel:
Wolverhampton 28521/27371.

Stirling
Central Scotland Computer Club.
Contact Mr J Lyon, 78 Slamannan
Road, Falkirk FK15NF, Scotland.
Tel: 0324-22430.

Gloucester
Cheltenham Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr M Hughes, 36
Riverview Way, Cheltenham,
Gloucs. Tel: 024075213.

Beds
Chiltern Home Computer Club.
Contact Mr S Betts, 42 Walace
Drive, Eaton Bray, Beds LU62DF.
Tel: 0525220922.

Bucks
Chiltern Microcomputer Club.
Contact Mr WTibbitts, Ellwood,
Deanway, Chalfont St. Giles,
Bucks.

Wiltshire
Chippenham and Calne. Contact
Mr M Jones, Pinhills, Caine SN11
OLY.

Lancs
Chorley Computer Club. Contact
Mr C Hicks, 131 Market Street,
Chorley, Lancashire. Tel:
025 72 78376.

Cleveland
Cleveland Micro Computer Users
Group. Contact Mr J Telford, 13
Weston Crescent, Norton,
Cleveland.

Essex
Colchester Computer Society.
Contact Mr A HPotten, 14
Foxmead, Rivenhall, Witham,
Essex CM83HD. Tel: Witham
516335.

Essex
Colchester Microprocessor Group
Information Centre, University of
Essex, Near Colchester.

Essex
Colchester Sinclair User Group.
Contact Mr R Lawn, 102 Prettygate
Road, Colchester, Essex. Tel:
Colchester 61066.

Clwyd
Colwyn Computer Club. Contact
Mr D Bevan, do 20 Abergele Road,
Colwyn Bay, Clwyd LL297PA.

Hants Pet Group
ICPUG (South Hants). Contact Mr
T Cooke, 7 Russell Way,
Petersfield, Hampshire GU31
4LD. Tel: Slough 34585 ext. 81.

National COMP -80
COMP -80 Users Group. Contact
Mr P Probetts, 50 Cromwell Road,
Wimbledon, London SW198LZ.
Tel: 01-5403713.

London Compucolor
Compucolour Users Group (UK).
Contact Mr B Donkin, 19 Harwood

Avenue, Bromley, Kent BR13DX.
Tel: 01-4602626 (eves).
Avon Compukit
Compukit User Club. Contact Mr P
Crabb , 21 Jones Close, Yatton,
Avon. Tel: (0934) 834808.

West Midlands Compukit
Compuikit User Club. Contact Mr
S H Grisvenor, 11 Bernard Road,
Oldbury, Warley, West Midlands.
Tel: 021-4223298.

Essex Compukit
Compukit User Club. Contact Mr
A Waters, 117 Haynes Road,
Hornchurch, Essex RM112HX.
Tel: Hornchurch 40490.

Ireland Education
Computer Education Society of
Ireland. Contact Mr D McCarthy, 7
St. Kevins Park, Kilmacud,
Blackrock, Co.Dublin.

Tyne & Wear Computertown
Computer Town N.E. Contact Mr .1
Bone, 2 Claremont Place,
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear NE8
1TL. Tel: (0632) 770036.

Eire
Cork Amateur Computer Club.
Contact Mr T Moriarty, 'Tiger
Bay', Rochestown, Douglas, Cork,
Eire. Tel: 021-293651 (home) or
021-882433 (work).

Cornwall
Cornwall Area Computer Club.
Contact Mr MF Grove, 35
Causeway Head, Penzance,
Cornwall. PET/ZX80/UK 101.

National 1802
Cosmac Users Club. Contact MrJ
Cunningham, 7 Harrowden Court,
Harrowden Road, Luton,
Bedfordshire LU2 OSR. Tel: 0582
423934.

West Midlands
Coventry Computer Circle.
Contact Mr C Baugh, 9 Hillman
House, Smithford Way, Coventry
CV11FZ. Tel: 0203 25802.
National CP/M
CP/MIRL. Irish CP/M Users',
Group. Contact Mr D Notley,
Gardner House, Ballsbridge,
Dublin 4. Tel: Dublin 686411.

National CP/M
CP/M User Group (UK). Contact
Mr D Powys-Lybbe, 11 Sun Street,
Finsbury Square, London EC2M
2QD. Tel: 01-2470691.

Crewe
Crewe Computer Users Club.
Contact Mr B Knight. Tel:
Nantwich 623375.

London
Croydon Micro Computer Club.
Contact Ms E Cranstown, Flat 7,10
Lancaster Road, South Norwood,
London SE254AQ . Tel: 01-771
3525.

Lancs DAI
DAI UK User Group. Contact Mr
D Atherton, 16 Douglas Street,
Atherton, Manchester M299FB.
Tel: 0942876210.

Durham
Darlington Computer Club.
Contact Mr L Boxell, 8 Vane

Terrace, Darlington DL37AT.
Tel: 032567766.

National Dec
Decus UK & Ireland. Contact Mr T
Pardoe, DECUS, PO Box 53,
Reading, Berks RG2 OTW.

National Pet
DENSPET, Rock House,
Ballycrog, Westport, Co. Mayo,
Eire.

Derbyshire Pet Group
ICPUG (Derbyshire & District).
Contact Mr R Davies , 105
Normanton Road, Derby DEl
2GG. Tel: 033241025 (day) or 0332
514016 (eve).

Derbyshire
Derby Microcomputer Society.
Contact Mr M Riordan, 172
Blagreaves Road, Littleover,
Derby. Tel: 0332 769440.

South Yorkshire
Doncaster Amateur Computer
Society. Contact Mr J Wilkinson,
316 Bawtry Road, Doncaster,
South Yorkshire. Tel: 0302868379
(6-9pm).

Durham
Durham Computer Club. Contact
Mr L Boxell, 8 Vane Terrace,
Darlington. Tel: 032567766.

Norfolk
East Anglia Computer User
Group. Contact Ms J Re jzl, 88 St.
Benedicts Street, Norwich NR2
4AB . Tel: 060329652.

Leicester
East Leake Computer Club.
Contact Mr A Jones, 59 Bateman
Road, East Leake, Loughborough,
Leicester LE12 6NN.

London
East London Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr F Linger, 82 The
Drive, Ilford, Essex IG13JA. Tel:
01-5543288.

London
East London Computer Club.
Contact MrJ Grieve, North East
London Polytechnic. Tel: 01-553
4761.

Notts TRS-80
East Midlands TRS-80 Users
Group (Nottingham). Contact Mr
M Costello, 17 Langbank Avenue,
Rise Park, Nottingham NG5 5BU.
Tel: Nottingham 751753.

Nottingham
Eastwood Town Micro Computer
Club. Contact Mr T Ryan, 15
Queens Square, Eastwood,
Nottingham NG163BJ. Tel:
Langley Mill 65011.

Lothian ZX
Edinburgh ZX C. C. Contact Mr J
Palmer, 56 Meadowfield Drive,
Edinburgh. Tel: 031-6613183.

National TRS-80
Educational User's Group for
TRS-80 & Video Genie. Contact
Mr DFutcher, Head Teacher,
Beaconsfield First and Middle
School, Beaconsfield Road,
Southall, Middlesex. Tel: 01-574
3506.

National
Educational ZX80/81 Users Group
(EZUG). Contact Mr EDeeson,
Highgate School, Balsall Heath
Road, Highgate, Birmingham1312
9DS.

National
European Sorcerer Club. Contact
Mr C Morle, 32 Watchyard Lane,
Formby, Liverpool L373JU. Tel:
0704872137.

Surrey
Ewell Micro Club. Contact Mr D
De Silva, 316 Kingston Road,
Ewell, Surrey KT19 OSU. Tel:
01-3931469.

Devon
Exeter & District Amateur
Computer Club. Contact Mr D
Bates, 2 Station Road, Pinhoe,
Exeter EX13SA.

National
Exidy Sorcerer User Group.
Contact Mr A Marshall, 44 Arthurs
Bridge Road, Woking, Surrey
GU214NT. Tel: 0486266084

Hants
Fareham and Portsmouth Amateur
Computer Club. Contact Mr AJ
Smith, c/o 7 Francis Close,
Lee -on -the -Solent, Gosport,
Hants P013 8HB. Tel: 0705 550907

Surrey
Farnham Computer Club. Contact
Mr A Sharp, 14 Thorn Road,
Boundstone, Farnham, Surrey.

Fife
Fife Computer Users Club. Contact
Mr M Simpson, 31 Tom Steward
Lane, St Andrews, Fife KY168YB.
Tel: 033472485.

National
Forth Interest Group UK. Contact
Mr K C Goldie-Morrison, 15 St
Albans Manion, Kensington
Court Place, London W85QH. Tel:
01-9373231.

Humberside
Forum 80 Users Group. Contact Mr
F Brown, 421 Endike Lane, Hull
HU68AG. Tel: (0482) 859169.

London
Forum -80 London. Contact Mr L
Jay. Tel: 01-2866207.

London
Forum -80 Wembley. Contact Mr V
Saleh. Tel: 01-9022546.

National
FX500-P Users Association.
Contact Mr M Francis, 38
Grymsdyke, Great Missenden,
Bucks HP16 OLP.

Glos
GCHQ BBC Micro User Group.
Contact Mr D W Adam, 16 Court
Road, Prestbury, Cheltenham,
Glos.

Derbyshire
Glossop Computer Club. Contact
MrJ Dearn, 2 Spinney Close,
Glossop, Derbyshire.

Grampian
Grampian Amateur Computer
Society. Contact Mr A J Morrison,
21 Beech Road, Westhill, Skene,
Aberdeenshire AB36WR. Tel:
0224741387.
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Micronet 800. The spectacular service
that gives micro -users access to a

huge database of information, hundreds of
software programs, and communication
with other users.

Sinclair ZX Spectrum. The home
computer that's out -shone all its rivals.

Bring the two together and it's a
combination that opens up a breathtaking
new world of microcomputing possibilities.

Suitable for either the 16K or 48K
versions, the Prism VTX 5000 modem was
designed specifically for the Spectrum and
fits neatly under the micro.

Plug the other end into the outside
world via your telephone and your system
will give you more than you ever dreamed
possible.

Micronet 800 is
fun, friendly and
inexpensive to run.
Choose from hundreds
of free games, down-
load and use them on
your Spectrum when-
ever you like, play on-
screen games (as easy-
and inexpensive-as a
local phone call), and
compete in Big Prize
games and quizzes. There's also a range of
downloadable games you can buy for less
than over-the-counter prices.

Learn through up-to-date education
packages, and help run the household with
simple business packages.

And if you need fast facts about the
world of computers, Micronet 800 provides
constantly up -dated product comparisons,
reviews, prices, dealership and 'best -buy'
information - 24-hours a day, 7 -days
a week.

You can access the whole range of
Prester information covering news, travel,
holidays and entertainment, together with
an electronic booking service.

Keep in touch - you can send electronic
mail to any other Micronet 800 or
Prestel user.

The VTX 5000 provides a full Prestel
screen with graphics, and an off-line
message composition facility for speedy
transmission when you go on-line.

You can use the Sinclair printer to print
frames and messages, or save
them on tape for future use.

All this -and even more
as the service grows-would
normally retail at the low price

Micronet 800 of £99.95 inc VAT.
But if you join Micronet

800 before September 30, we
will make you a very special
offer.

Micronet 800 will provide
the VTX 5000 inclusive of VAT,

post & packing and (if you need it) a free
jack plug installation for the incredibly
low price of £74.95 -a saving of £25 on the
normal retail price.*

So don't delay - send the coupon
today.

Micronet 800
oectacular add on
*um 11110

I
My credit card No. is

I

Name Address
Signed

Tel. J
One of the many faces on Prestel. BO 0 Micronet 800, Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3AD. Tel: 01-278 3143.

To other
Spectrum
users Spectrum

VTX 5000

PRE
PRES T

PRESTEL
ESTEL

T EL
L

rPlease send me a complete Micronet 800 information pack containing details of Micronet 800 andl
the VTX 5000, and including a Micronet subscriber's application form. (Please allow

I 0 Please send me (No.) VTX 5000 modcm(s) at (74.95 each inc. VAT: 28 days for
IE I enclose a cheque made payable to Telemap Ltd. for £ delivery.) I

E I wish to pay by credit card: Visa, Access, Diners Club, American Express.
(Delete as applicable) Amount £ PCW/9/83
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Kent
Gravesend Computer Club. C/o
The Extra Tuition Centre, 39 The
Terrace, Gravesend, Kent DA12
2BA. Tel: 047450677.

W Yorks
Greenhead Grammar School
Computer Club. Contact Mr B
Smith, Greenhead Road,
Keighley, West Yorks BD20 6EB.
Tel: Keighley 62828.

S Humberside
Grimsby Computer Club. Contact
MrJ Lee, 29 Park View,
Cleethorpes. Tel: 047242559 (day).

Guernsey
Guernsey Microcomputer Users
Club. Contact Mr T Thorne
(Chairman), Summerfield House,
Vale, Guernsey. Tel: (0481) 44955.

Surrey
Guildford Area Microcomputer
Users Group. Contact Mr M
Bavvtree, Royal Grammar School,
Guildford, Surrey GU13BB . Tel:
Guildford 502424.

Surrey
Guildford ZX81(80) Users Group.
Contact Mr A Bond, 54 Farnham
Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2
5PE. Tel: Guildford 62035.

Gwent
Gwent Amateur Computer Club.
Contact Mr R Harris, 16 Alanbrook
Avenue, Newport, Gwent, Wales
NPT6QJ. Tel: 0633852924.

Herts
Harpenden Microcomputer
Group. Contact Mr R S Welch, 7
Tylers, Harpenden, Herts AL5
5RT. Tel: 058273398.

London
Harrow Computer Group. Contact
B Butcher, l6 St Peter's Close,
Bushey Heath, Watford,
Hertfordshire WD23LG. Tel:
01-9507068.

Suffolk
Haverhill Microcomputer Club.
Contact Mr A Holliman, 5 Trinity
Close, Balsham, Cambridge CB1
6DW. Tel: West Wratting 583.

National
Heathkit User Group. Contact MrJ
Smithson, Heath (Gloucester) Ltd,
Bristol Road, Gloucester GL2
6EE. Tel: 045229451.

Herefordshire
Hereford Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr S Edinborough, 2
Warwick Walk, Bobblestock,
Hereford HR49TG. Tel: (Home)
0432269700 (Work) 0594269700.

Cheshire
Holmes Chapel Micro Club.
Contact Ms M Baker, 1 Helton
Close, Holmes Chapel, Crewe,
Cheshire. Tel : 047734238.

National
HP -85 User Group. Contact Ms M
Corbett, 10 Nichols Green,
Montpelier Road, Ealing, London
W52QU.

N Humberside
Hull & District TRS-80/BEEB

Souter, 25 Carr Lane, Willerby,
Hull HU106JP. Tel: 0482 654117.

Birmingham
ICL Birmingham Branch
Micro -Club. C/o W.B.A.
Ecclestone, 26 Browns Lane,
Tamworth, Staffs.

Cheshire
ICI Micro Users Group. Contact
Mr K Heron, 32 Norfolk Road,
Congleton, Cheshire. Tel: 932
5499.

S Yorks
ICPUG (Barnsley). Contact Mr B
Wood, 13 Ward Green, Barnsley,
South Yorkshire. Tel: 0246811585.

Suffolk
ICPUG (Bury St Edmunds).
Contact Mr A Morris, 30 Kelso
Road, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.
Tel: Bury St Edmunds 61870.

N Ireland
ICPUG (Carrickfergus). Contact
Mr D Bolton, 19 Carrickburn
Road, Carrickfergus, County
Antrim BT387ND , Northern
Ireland.

Gloucester
ICPUG (Cheltenham). Contact
Mrs A Schofield, 78 Hesters Way
Road, Cheltenham, Gloucester.
Tel: 0242580789/27588.

Clwydd
ICPUG (Clwydd). Contact Mr J
Poole, 6 Ridgeway Close, Connah's
Quay, Clwydd CH54LZ.

Warwickshire
ICPUG (Coventry). Contact Mr W
Light, 22 Ivybridge Road,
Stvyechale , Coventry,
Warwickshire. Tel: 0202413511.

Dyfed
ICPUG (Dyfed). Contact Mr S
Kniveton, Penpompren Hall,
Talybont, Dyfed. Tel: Talybout
303,

Essex
ICPUG (Essex). Contact Ms C
Taylor, 101 Courtlands Avenue,
Cranbrook, Ilford, Essex. Tel:
01-5545246.

Strathclyde
ICPUG (Newton Mearns). Contact
DrJ MacBrayne, 27 Paidmyre
Crescent, Newton Mearns,
Glasgow, Scotland. Tel: 041-639
5696.

Gloucester
ICPUG (Gloucester and Bristol
Area). Contact MrsJ Rich, Rose
Cottage, 2001d Court, Springhill,
Cam, Gloucester GL115PF. Tel:
045347708.
Hants
ICPUG (Hampshire Area).
Contact Mr R Geere, 109 York
Road, Farnborough, Hants.

Strathclyde
ICPUG (Kilmarnock). Contact Mr
J Smith, 19 Brewlands Road,
Symington, Kilmarnock KA1
5RW. Tel: 0563 83047.

Norfolk
ICPUG (Kings Lynn). Contact Mr
P Petts, Bramley Hale, Wretton,
Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE33 9QS.
Tel: Stoke Ferry 500692.

Lanes
ICPUG (Liverpool). Contact Mr T
Bond, 27 Ince Road, Liverpool L23
4UE, Lancs. Tel: 051-9241505 .

Lancs
ICPUG (Manchester Area).
Contact Mr D Jowett, 197 Victoria
Road, Thornton Cleveleys,
Blackpool, FY5 3ST. Tel: 0253
869108.

Northamptonshire
ICPUG (Northampton). Contact
Mr P Ashby, 215 Lincoln Way,
Corby, Northamptonshire.
Tel: 053634442.

Northumberland
ICPUG (Northumberland).
Contact Mr G J Saunders, Starling
House, 22 Front Street, Guide
Post, Northumberland. Tel: 0670
823242.

Kent
ICPUG (SE -Canterbury). Contact
MrJ Bickerstaff, 48 Martin Down
Lane, Whitstable, Kent. CT54PR.
Tel: 0227272702.

Berks
ICPUG (Slough). Contact Mr B
Jones, Dept. of Maths and
Computing, Slough College of
Higher Education, Wellington
Street, Slough. Tel: Slough 34585
ext. 81.

Kent
ICPUG (South East). Contact Mr
M Ryan, 164 Chesterfield Drive,
Sevenoaks, Kent. TN13 2EH.
Tel: 073253530.

National
ICPUG (Staffordshire). Contact 57
Clough Hall Road, Kidsgrove,
Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire.

Worcester
ICPUG (Stourport-on-Severn).
Contact Mr MJ Merriman 12 York
Street, Stourport-on-Severn.

Middlesex
ICPUG (Teddington). Contact Mr
G Squibb, 108 Teddington Park
Road, Teddington, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-9972346.

Herts
ICPUG (Watford). Contact Mr S
Rabagliati, do Institute of Grocery
Distribution, Grange Lane,
Letchmore Heath, Watford, Herts.

London
Imperial College Microcomputer
Club. Contact Mr TPanton, c/o
I.C. Union Office, Prince Consort
Road, London SW72BB.

National
International Nascom
Microcomputer Club, 80 Oakfield
Corner, Sycamore Road,
Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP6
5EQ. 2000 members.

Isle of Wight
Isle of Wight TRS80 Club. Contact
Mr M Collins, 11 Star Street, Ryde.
Tel: 0983614589.

National
Ithaca Audio S100 Users Group,
Contact Mr D Weaver, 41 Dore
Avenue, North Hykeham, Lincoln
LN68LN.

London
ITN Computer Club. Contact MrJ
Cartwright. Tel:01-6372424.

Devon
ITT Club. Contact MrJ D Parker,
41 Gibson Road, Whiterock ,
Paignton, Devon TQ4 7A0 .
Tel: Churston 843964.

Bucks
Iver Computer Club. Contact Mr J
Haigh, 141 Leas Drive, Iver,
Bucks.

Channel Islands
Jersey Computer Association.
Contact Mr M Murphy, P.O. Box
441, St Helier, Jersey, Channel
Islands. Tel: 053478399 (working
hours).

National
Jupiter Ace Users Club. Contact
Remsoft, 18 George Street,
Brighton BN21HR. Tel: 0273
602354.

Aberdeenshire
Kemnay Computer Club. Contact
Mr SJ Stubbs, 15 The Glebe,
Kemnay, Inverurie,
Aberdeenshire. Tel: Kemnay 3070.

W. Yorkshire
Kirklees Computer Club. Contact
Mr C Townsend, 760/4 Manchester
Road, Linthwaite, Huddersfield.
Tel: 0484657299.24hr.

Lancs
Lancaster & Morecombe
Computer Club, Contact Ms S
Blackler, 17 Belle Vue Terrace ,
Greaves Road, Lancs. Tel 0524
33553.

National
Laserbug (BBC National Group), 4
Station Bridge, Woodgrange
Road, Forest Gate, London E7
ONF. Tel: 028123064.

W. Yorkshire
Leeds Microcomputer Users
Group. Contact Mr D Parsons, 22
Victoria Walk, Horsforth, LS18
4PL. Tel: 0532585480.

Lines
Lincoln Computer Club. Contact
MrJ Clifford, 448 Newark Road,
Lincoln, LN6 8RX. Tel: 05222160.

Lines
Lincolnshire Microprocessor
Society. Contact Mr E Booth,
Senior. Common Room, Bishop
Grosseteste College, Newport,
Lincoln. Tel: 052227347.

Merseyside
Liverpool BBC & Atom Group.
Contact Mr N Kelly, 56 Queens
Drive, Walton, Liverpool, L46SH.
Tel: 051-5252934.

Merseyside
Liverpool ZX User's Club. Contact
Mr K Archer, 17 Sweeting Street,
Liverpool, L2 4TE. Tel: 051-236
6109.

London
London School Computer Users
Club. Burlington Danes School,
Dane Building, DuCane Road,
Hammersmith, London W12 UTY.
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E MicroSight
Use your BBC Model B as an image analyser with :-

MicroSight I

Available on BBC, Apple, Commodore, Research
Machine, Sirius, etc, Includes Camera, cables, interface,
software and documentation.

£495.00 + VAT

MicroScale.

Image processing software to calculate area and

perimeter of objects within a specified window also
to dimension features. Disk and printer dumps of
binary and grey scale data.

£295.00 + VAT

MicroEye Vision Interface.

256 x 256 pixel resolution with 255 grey levels per
pixel comes complete with software and document-
ation. Can be used for video tape digitising Satallite
picture analysis etc. Available for BBC, Apple,
Commodore, Research Machine, Sirius etc.

£295.00 + VAT

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill. Orwell. Royston,
Herts SG8 5QH

Tel: 10223) 208926

Deal with the experts
on Portable Computers.

Osborne Executive
128K RAM 7" screen  Soon to be

IBM compatible  Fan cooled 
Standard Osborne software

Personal Pearl data base system

Osborne 01
64K RAM  5',41" 80 column screen

Hyperion
256K RAM  IBM compatible  Dual

327K drives  7" screen 'High
res graphics

Epson HX20
On site training, servicing and support.

Fraser Associates Ltd.
Authorised main dealers for all the above.

1 Bristle Hill, Buckingham. Bucks
MK18 1EZ (0280) 816087

AT LAST! A SENSIBLE
PRINTER STAND AT A
SENSIBLE PRICE

Patents Pending.

 Stands neatly on a desk top. P Printout stacks tidily in the
tray.  Supply paper locates underneath the printer - can
stay in its carton for convenience.  Sturdy design, brandy
white finish only.  Discounts for multiple orders.

Accommodates most makes of 80 -character printers
including  EPSON MX80  MICROLINE 80

Send coupon or telephone for details.

Advanced Resources. St. Gabriels, Much Birch, Hereford HR2 8HY.
Telephone: 10981) 540 262
Please send leaflet and order form for the Advanced Printer Stand.

Name:

Address

State Printer Model PCW9 83
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Salop Oxford Herts Road, Handsworth, Birmingham
Ludlow and District Microsoc (Oxford Univ. Micro New Brain User Group. B20 2JR.
Microcomputer Club. Contact Mr Group). Contact Mr RP Steele, St. Contact Angela Watkiss, 4
D Pauli, 32 High Street,
Leintwardine, Craven Arms,
Shropshire. Tel: 05473 287.

John's College, Oxford University.

Sussex
Mid -Sussex Microcomputing Club.

Ninnings Lane, Rabley Heath,
Welwyn, Herts AL6 9TD.
Tel: Stevenage 812439.

National
OSI UK User Group. Contact
Richard Elen, 12 Bennerley Road,
London SW11 6DS.

Beds Contact Mr J Hayden, 2 Hillary Cheshire
Luton Computer Club. Contact Mr Close, East Grinstead, West Sussex Kinder Peak Computer Club. Oxford
J P Fletcher, 1, Trowbridge Gdns ,
Luton, Beds. LU2 7JY.

RH19 3XQ. Tel: 0342 24655.

Milton Keynes

Contact Mr G M Flanagan, 11
Sundown Close, New Mills,
Stockport, Cheshire SK12 3DH.

Oxford Personal Computer Club
(OPeCC). Contact Len Phelps,
Southport Cottage, Sutton

Manchester Milton Keynes Microcomputer Tel: New Mills 44051. Courtenay, Nr. Abingdon, Oxon
Manchester Acorn User Group. User's Group (MKMUG) . Contact OX14 4AN. Tel: Sutton Courtenay
Contact Mr J Ashurst, 192 Verdure Mr B Pain. Tel: 0908 564271. Tyne & Wear 438.
Close, Failsworth, Manchester. Newcastle-upon-Tyne Personal
Tel: 061-681 4962. International Computer Soc. Contact Pete London

Cheshire
Mini and Microcomputer Users in
Education (MUSE). Contact Ms L

Scargill (Secretary), 21 Percy Park,
Tynemouth. Tel: 0632 573905.

Paddington Computer Club.
Contact Peter Hill. Tel: 01-723

Manchester Computer Club. Boyce, Westhill College Teaching 5762.
Contact Mr D Wade, 28 Hazel
Road, Altrincham, Cheshire

Centre, Woeley Park Road,
Birmingham B29 6LL. Tel: 021-471

Tyne & Wear
North East RML 380Z Users London

WA14 1JL. Tel: 061-9412486.

Cheshire
Mattel Intellivision TV Game

3723.

Strathclyde
Motherwell College Computer

Group. Contact M Hatfield,
Computer Unit, Northumberland
Building, The Polytechnic,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE1 8ST.

Pascal User Group (Pug). Contact
Nick Hughes, PO Box 52, Pinner,
Middx HA5 3FE. Tel: 01-866 3816.

Group. Warrington. Tel: 62215 Club. Contact Mr M Singh, Dept. Tel: 0632 26002 ext 268 office hours. National
after 4pm. of Elec. Engineering, Dazell Drive,

Motherwell ML2 1DD.
PDP11 Users Group. Contact Pete
Harris, 119 Carpenter Way, Potters

National Kent Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5QB. Tel:
Medical Micro Users Group. Essex North Kent Amateur Computer 070752091.
Contact Mr P J V Dixon. NAMEBUG. Contact Mr N Club. Contact Kevin Viney, 95
MEDICOM, 1-2 Hanover Street, Ballard, 27 Crowhurst Road, Crofton Road, Orpington, Kent National
London W1 . Colchester, Essex. Tel: 020672899. BR6 8HU. Tel: Orpington 22443. PDP8 Users Group. Contact Nigel

Dunn, 21 Campion Road, Widmer
Kent Berks Lancs End, High Wycombe,
Medway Acorn User Group. NAS-TUG (Nascom Thames North Lancashire User Group. Buckinghamshire. Tel: 0494
Contact Mr C Rutter. c/o St. John Valley U. G.). Contact Mr M Contact John Robinson, 12 Harold 714483.
Fisher School, Ordnance St.

'Chatham, Kent. Tel: 0634 42811
Rothery, 37 Eton Wick Road, Eton
Wick, Windsor, Berks.

Avenue, Blackpool. Also Julian
Morgan, Tel: Blackpool 47514. Mid Glam.

(day), 0634 373459 (eves). Tel: Windsor 56106. Pencoed Amateur Computer Club.
London Contact Philip Williams, 38 Bryn

Kent National North London BBC Micro Users Rhedyn, Pencoed, Bridgend, Mid
Medway Amateur Computer & National Colour Genie User's Group. Contact Dr Leo Glamorgan CF35 6TL. Tel: 05473
Robotics Organisation. Contact Mr
L G Mason. 21 The Beeches,
Walderslade, Chatham, Kent ME5

Group. Contact Mr G Hillier , 5a
Gregory Street, Lenton,
Nottingham NG7 2LR.

McLaughlin, Dept. of Chemistry,
Westfield College, Kidderpore
Avenue, London NW3. Tel: 01-435

287.

W. Yorks
ONS. Tel: 0634 63036 Tel: Nottingham 783938. 0109. Pennine & District Computer Club.
(Mr P Cameron). Contact Douglas Bryant, 26 Mill

National London Hey, Haworth, West Yorkshire.
Merseyside National Personal Computer User North London Hobby Computer Tel: 0274 569660.
Merseyside 380Z and BBC Atom
Users Group. Contact Mr A Pope.

Ass. Contact The Secretary,
NPCUA , 11 Spratling Street,

Club. Contact Robin Bradbeer, ,
Polytechnic of North London, Perthshire

Paal Enterprise,
37 Stuart Road, Crosby, Liverpool

Manston, Ramsgate, Kent. Holloway Road, London N7 8DB .
Tel: 01-607 8344.

Perth & District Amateur
Computer Society. Contact

L23 OQE National Alastair MacPherson, 154
National TI 58/59 User Group. Durham Oakbank Road, Perth PH1 1HA.

Mersey Contact R M Murphy, Dept. of ICPUG (Northeast -Durham). Tel: 073829633.
Merseyside Microcomputer Electronic Engineering, University Contact Jim Cocallis, 20 Worcester
Group. Contact Mr F Shaw, 14 College, Singleton Park, Swansea, Road, Newton Hall Estate, Sussex
Albany Avenue, Eccleson Park,
Prescot, Merseyside L34 2QW.

South Wales. Durham. Tel: 0385 67045. PET User Group (Crawley).
Contact Richard Dyer, 33 Parham

Tel:051-426 5436. W Midlands Cheshire Road, Ilfield, Crawley RH11 OET.
National TRS-80 User Northwest Computer Club.

Mersey Group -Birmingham & West Contact John Lightfoot, 13 Ashton National
Mersey Nascom Users Group. Midlands Area. Contact Mr M Drive, Frodsham, Warrington, PET U sers Education Group.
Contact Mr T Searle, 14 Gibbons, 1 New Street, Castle Cheshire WA6 7PU. Tel: 0728 Contact Dr Chris Smith, Dept. of
Hawkeshead Close, Maghull,
Liverpool L31 9BT.

Mersey

Bromwich, Birmingham B36 9AP.
Tel: 021-7472260.

31519.

Notts

Physiology, Queen Elizabeth
College, Campden Hill Road,
London W8 7AH.

Merseyside TRS-80/Video Genie
Users Group. Contact Mr P Tootill,
101 Swanside Road, Liverpool L14
7NL. Tel: 051-220 9733.
London
Metropolitan Police Amateur
Computing Club. Contact Mr S
Farley. Tel: 01-725 2428.

Sussex
Micro Enthusiasts. Contact Mr G
M Dinnage, 16 Malvern Street,
Hove, Sussex BN3 3YR.

National
Micromodeller User Association.

National
National TRS-80 Users Group.
Contact Mr B Pain, 40a High
Street, Stony Stratford, Milton
Keynes. Tel: 0908566660/564271.

National
National Westminster Personal
Computer Society. Contact PJ
Moore, National Westminster
Bank plc, Trustee & Income Tax
Dept. , Birmingham Branch, 2nd
Floor, 104/106 Colmore Row,
Birmingham B3 3AJ. Tel: 021-236
6176 ext 382.

Nottingham Microcomputer Club.
Contact Mr D Harvey, 68
Roseleigh Avenue, Nottingham
NG3 6FH. Tel: 0602 608491.

National
Ohio Scientific UK User Group.
Contact Tom Graves, 19a West
End, Street, Somerset BA16 OLQ.
Tel: 0458 45359.

Kent
Orpington Computer User Club.
Contact Mr R A Pyatt, 23 Arundel
Drive, Orpington, Kent BR6 9JF.
Tel: Orpington 20281.

Cambs.
Peterborough Personal Computer
Club. Contact Andrew Pike, 920
Bourges Boulevard, Peterborough
PE1 2AN. Tel: 0733 44342 after
5pm.

Devon
Plymouth & District Amateur
Computer Club. Contact Stuart
Bell, 31 Victoria Place, Plymouth,
Devon PL2 1BY. Tel: 0752 559192.
Gwent
Pontypool Computer Club.

Contact Mr P Matthews, Philip National W. Mids Contact Graham Loveridge . Tel:
Morris House, 21 High Street, National ZX Users' Club. Contact British Osborne Owners' Group. Pontypoo12827.
Feltham TW13 4AD. Mr T Hartnell , 44-46 Earls Court Contact Dr Jonathan Anglesea, London
Tel: 01-7516388. Road, London W8 6EJ. Flat 19 Rowan House, Mitton Post Office HQ Microcomputer
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Club. Contact Vernon Quaintance,
British Telecom Enterprises,
BP&S/CCS2.2, Room 315/317,
Cheapside House, 138 Cheapside,
London EC2V 6JH. Tel: 01-726
4716. Prestel Page 8008021.
Member of ALCC.

National
Powertran Users Club. Contact Mr
P L Probetts, 50 Cromwell Road,
Wimbledon, London SW19 8LZ.
Tel: 01-540 3713.

Lancs.
Preston Area BBC Microcomputer
User Group. Contact Mr D
Coulter, 8 Briar Grove, Ingol,
Preston. Tel: Preston 725793.

National
Program Power. Contact R G
Simpson, 5 Wensley Road, Leeds
LS7 2LX. Tel: 0532 683186.

Dorset
Purbeck Computer Users Club. 31
North Street, Wareham, Dorset
BH2O lAD.

Hants
RAF Odiham Computer Club.
Contact c/o Officer I/C, Royal Air
Force, Odiham, Nr. Basingstoke,
Hants.

Morayshire
RAF Kinloss. Contact Steve
Barthorpe, 18 Trenchard Crescent,
Kinloss, Forres, Moray IV36 OUP.

National
Research Machines National User
Group. Contact c/o Clare Moat,
RML, Mill Street, Osney, Oxford
OX2 OBW. Tel: 0865 49866.

Lanes
Ribble Valley Computer Club.
Contact Ian Thornton-Bryar, 25
Southfield Drive, West Bradford,
Clitheroe, Lancs BB7 4TU. Tel:
020025933.

London
Richmond Computer Club.
Contact Bob Forster, 18a The
Barons, St. Margarets,
Twickenham, Middlesex. Tel:
01-8921873 after 7pm.

Essex
Romford Club. Contact Mr D
Norden, 138c Church Road,
Harold Wood, Romford, Essex.

Lothian
Scottish Amateur Computer Soc.
SACS. Contact Mike Anthony, 46
Moredun Park Gardens,
Edinburgh EH17 7JR. Tel: 031337
5611.

Lothian
Scottish TRS-80 Users' Group.
Contact Dick Mackie (Chairman),
3 Warrender Park Crescent,
Edinburgh EH9 1DX. Tel: 031 229
6032.

S. Humber
Scunthorpe & District
Microprocessor Society. Contact G
Hinch, 21 Old Crosby, Scunthorpe,
South Humberside DN15 8PU.
Tel: 0724 61076

Kent
Sevenoaks School Computer Club.
Contact Mr GSommerhoff,

Technical Centre, Sevenoaks
School, Sevenoaks, Kent. Tel:
Sevenoaks 456490.

Essex
Sharp MZ8OK User Group.
Contact Joe Seet, 16 Elmhurst
Drive, Homchurch, Essex RM11
1PE. Tel: 0402442905.

National
Sharp PC1211 Users Club. Contact
Jonathan Dakeyne, 281 Lidgett
Lane, Leeds LS17 3AQ.

National
Sharp User Group . Contact
Graham Knight, 108 Rosemount
Place, Aberdeen, Scotland. Tel:
0224630526.

National
Sharp User Club. Contact
Computer Centre, Yeovil College,
Yeovil, Somerset BA21 4AE.

W. Yorks
Shipley College Computer Group.
Contact Paul Channell, Yorkshire.
Tel: 0274595731.

National
Silica Atari 400/800 Users Club.
Contact Secretary: Richard Hawes,
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX. Tel:
01-301 1111.

Scotland
Skye and Lochalsh Computer
Society. Contact CJ Manvell, 25
Breacais Isol, Isle of Skye IV42
8QA.

National
Small Processor User Group.
Contact Roger Knight, Dept. of
Meteorology, University of
Reading, Earley Gate,
Whitenights, Reading RG6 2AY.

National
Society of Genealogists. Contact
Mr D Hawgood, 26 Cloister Road,
London W3 ODE. Tel: 01-993 2897.

Lanes
South Chadderton Computer Club.
Contact Mr J Jakeman , 26 Mardle
Street, Dorker, Oldham, Lancs.
Tel: 061-682 6120.

Essex
South East Essex Computer
Society. Contact Mr R Knight,
128 Little Wakering Road, Little
Wakering, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex. Tel: 0702 218456.

London
South East London
Microcomputer Club. Contact
Mr P Phillips, 61 Craigerne Road,
London SE3. Tel: 01-853 5829.

Northants
South Northants Computer Users
Group. Contact Mr S Clark,
83 Watling Street, Towcester,
Northants NN12 7AG. Tel: (0327)
52191.

Berks
South Oxford Computer Club.
Contact Mr Magnay, `Granymede',
Wantage Road, Rowstock, Didcot,
Oxon OX11 OJU. Tel: Malcolm -
(0235) 816949 Paul- (0235)
815305.

S Manchester
South Trafford Microcomputer

Club (South Manchester). Contact
Mr I White, 16 Leicester Avenue,
Timperley, Altrincham WA15
6HR. Tel: 061-969 2080.

S Yorks
South Yorkshire Personal
Computer Group. Contact Mr P
Sanderson (Chairman), 8 Vernon
Road, Totley, Sheffield S17 3QE.
Tel: 0742 351895 .

Hants
Southampton Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr P Blitz, 24
Chigwell Solent Close, Chandlers
Ford, Eastleigh, Hants. Tel: 04215
69050.

London
Southgate Microcomputer Club.
Contact Mr K Pretorious, 15 The
Vineries, Resevoir Road,
Oakwood, London N14 4BH. Tel:
01-8822282.

Merseyside
Southport Computer Club.
Contact Mr Ian Britstone, 28 Weld
Road, Southport, Merseyside. Tel:
070464524.

Norfolk
Spectrum Users Group. Contact
Mr M Osborne, 8 Elvington, Kings
Lynn, Norfolk.

Essex
Springfield Computer Club.
Contact Mr S Cousins, 1 Aldeburgh
Way, Springfield, Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 5PB . Tel: 0245 50155.

Cornwall
St Austell Computer Club and
Computer Town. Contact Mr N G
Day, 2 Glendale Close, St Austell,
Cornwall PL25 3DD.

Essex
Stanway School Computing Club.
Contact Mr G Floyd, c/o Physics
Dept, Stanway School, Stanway,
Colchester, Essex.
School pupils only at the moment.

Cleveland
Stockton Amateur Computer
Club. 60 Croft Road, Eaglescliffe,
Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland TS16
ODY. Tel: 0642784819.

Scotland
Stonehaven Computer Club.
Contact Mr R Martin, Belmont
House, Belmont Brae,
Stonehaven, Kincardineshire,
Scotland.
Strathclyde
Strathclyde Computer Club.
Contact Mr B Duffy (Secretary),
24 Lomond Drive, Condorrat,
Cumbernauld G4 ONW, Scotland.
Tel: (02367) 33800.

Suffolk
Suffolk Microcomputer Club.
Contact Mr A L Theobald, 42
Newbury Road, Ipswich, Suffolk
IP4 5EX.

London
Sunbury Computer Club. Contact
Mr S N Taylor , 8 Priory Close,
Sunbury -on -Thames, Middlesex
TW16 5AB . Tel: Sunbury 86649.

Surrey
Surrey Microprocessor Society
(SUMPS). Contact Mr M Patrick,

28 West Drive, Cheam, Surrey.
Tel: 01-642 8362.

W Glam
Swansea & Southwest Wales
Amateur Computer Club. Contact
Mr P Griffiths, 1 Prescelli Road,
Penlan, Swansea SA5 8AF. Tel:
0792583897.

Staffs
Tame Valley Computer Club.
Contact MrB Overton,
57 Maitland, Glascote Heath,
Tamworth, Staffs B79 8JG.

Avon
Tangerine Homebrew. Contact Mr
A CL Coates, 35 Mogg Street, St
Werburghs, Bristol BS2 9UB.
Nascom group.

National
Tangerine Users Group. Contact
MrB Green, 1 Marlborough Drive,
Worle, Avon BS22 ODQ BH3 7JR.
Tel: 093421315.
Also international section, recently
formed for users of Microtan65,
and Oric-1.

Shropshire
Telford Computer Club. Contact
Mr HD Briggs, 53 Gilpin Road,
Admaston, Telford, Shropshire
TFSOBG. Tel: Telford 595959.

Berks
Thames Valley Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr B Quarm, 25
Roundway, Camberley, Surrey.
Tel: Staines 51388 Ext. 253 (day),
Camberley 22186 (home).

S Glam
The 81 Club. Contact Mr M Hayes,
54 Oakley Place , Grangetown,
Cardiff. Tel: Cardiff 371732.

Staffs
The Amateur Computer Club of
North Staffs. Contact Mr J Roll, 16
Hill Street, Hednesford,
Staffordshire WS12 5DS.
Tel: 054384363.

Beds
The Dragons Den. Contact Mr D
Buckingham,,83 Neville Road,
Limbury, Luton, Beds.

Leics
The Leicester Personal Computer
Club. Contact Ms J Olorenshaw,
c/o Arden Data Processing,
Municipal Buildings, Charles
Street, Leicester. Tel: 0533 22255.

London
The SOBAT Computer Club
(Leyton). Contact Mr T Kayani ,
Berridge House, Hillfield Road,
London NW6. Tel: 01-556 5423 at
weekends.

National
TI 99/4 TIHOME (User Group).
Contact Mr P M Dicks, 157
Bishipsford Road, Morden,
Surrey. Tel: 01-6407503.

W Yorkshire
TI/99 4A User Group. Contact Mr I
Youldon. Tel: 0532401408.

Kent
Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells
ACC. Contact Mr R Szatkowski, 1
Cromer Street, Tonbridge, Kent.
Tel: 0732355960.
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Dorset National W Yorks Surrey
TOPIC. Contact Mr D Washford, 1 UK Intel MDS Users Group. West Yorkshire Microcomputer Surrey Microprocessor Society
Alexandra Road, Bournemouth, Contact Mr L Hard, do S.P.A. C. E. Group. Contact Mr P Clark, do (SUMPS). Contact Mr M Patrick,
Dorset BH6 5JA. Tel: 0202 423064
(eves), 0202 671122 (day).

Limited, The Old Coach House,
Court Row, Upton -on -Severn,
Worcs WR8 ONS. Tel: 06846 3626.

Suite 204, Crown House, Armley
Road, Leeds LS12 2ES. Tel: 0532
450667.

28 West Drive, Cheam, Surrey.
Tel: 01-642 8362.

Devon W Glam
Totnes & S Devon Computer Club.
Contact Mr Frank Watson &
Andrew Page, Dart Inst
Community Studies, Dart, Totnes,
Devon TQ9 6JE. Tel: 0803 862271.

Independent Commodore
Products User Group (National).
Contact Membership Secretary, 30
Brancoates Road, Newbury Park,
Ilford, Essex IG2 7EP.

S Yorks
South Yorkshire Personal
Computer Group. Contact Mr P
Sanderson (Chairman), 8 Vernon
Road, Totley, Sheffield S17 3QE.

Swansea &Southwest Wales
Amateur Computer Club. Contact
Mr P Griffiths, 1 Prescelli Road,
Penlan, Swansea SA5 8AF. Tel:
0792583897.

National UK Pilot User Group. Contact Mr
Tel: 0742 351895. Staffs

Transducer Club. Contact Mr D
Stockqueler, 66 Waterloo Road,
Penylan, Cardiff. Tel: 0222 495374.

National
Triton User Group. Contact Mr N
Stride, Transam Ltd, 12 Chapel
Street, London NW1. Tel: 01-402
8137.

A Wood, Wirral Grammar School
for Boys, Crosslane, Bebington,
Wirral, Merseyside LG3 3QA.

USCD Systems Users Society.
Contact MrJ Ash, Dicoll Data
Systems Ltd, Bond Close,
Kingsland Estate, Basingstoke,
Hants RG24 OQB.

Hants
Southampton Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr P Blitz, 24
Chigwell Solent Close, Chandlers
Ford, Eastleigh, Hants. Tel: 04215
69050.

London
Southgate Microcomputer Club.

Tame Valley Computer Club.
Contact Mr B Overton,
57 Maitland, Glascote Heath,
Tamworth, Staffs B79 8JG.

Shropshire
Telford Computer Club. Contact
Mr H D Briggs, 53 Gilpin Road,
Admaston , Telford, Shropshire
TFSOBG. Tel: Telford 595959.

National
TRS-80 Level 1 User Group.
Contact Mr N Rushton, 123
Roughwood Drive, Northwood,

Lanes
ICPUG (Burnley). Contact Mr J
Ingham, 72 Ardwick Street,
Burnley, Lancashire.

Contact Mr K Pretorious, 15 The
Vineries, Resevoir Road,
Oakwood, London N14 4BH. Tel:
01-8822282.

Berks
Thames Valley Amateur Computer
Club. Contact Mr B Quarm, 25

Kirby, Merseyside L33 9UG.

National
TRS-80 Medical and Laboratory
Users. Contact Dr N Robinson,
The Residency, Northwick Park

Norfolk
ICPUG (Cromer). Contact J Blair,
7 Beach Road, Cromer, Norfolk.

W Midlands

Merseyside
Southport Computer Club.
Contact Mr Ian Britstone, 28 Weld
Road, Southport, Merseyside. Tel:
070464524.

Roundway, Camberley, Surrey.
Tel: Staines 51388 Ext. 253 (day),
Camberley 22186 (home).

S Glam
The 81 Club. Contact Mr M Hayes,

Hospital, Harrow, Middlesex.
Send sae with details of interests.

Lanes
TRS-80 Northwest Group. Contact
Mr M Franklin, 40 Cowlees,
Westhoughton, Bolton BL5 3EG.
Tel: 0942812843.

London
TRS-80 Users Group London
Branch. Contact Mr J Wellsman,
292 Caledonian Road, London N1.
Tel: 01-6070157.

Notts
TRS-80/Genie Users Group
(Nottingham). Contact Mr G
Hillier, 5a Gregory Street, Lenton,
Nottingham NG7 2LR. Tel:

Walsall Computer Club. Contact
Ms A Hunt, 'Lad', 58 Princes
Avenue, Walsall, West Midlands
WS1 2DH. Tel: Walsall 23875.

London
Wandsworth Computer Club.
Contact Mr H Cooke, West Hill
Library, West Hill, London SW18.
Tel: 01-874 1144.

Osnabruk
Wellington School Computer Club.
Contact P C G Pascoe, Wellington
School, Osnabruck BFPO 36.

W Herts
West Herts 80 User Group. Contact
Mr T Bradbury, 20 Spruce Way, St
Albans.

Norfolk
Spectrum Users Group. Contact
Mr M Osborne, 8 Elvington, Kings
Lynn, Norfolk.

Essex
Springfield Computer Club.
Contact Mr S Cousins, 1 Aldeburgh
Way, Springfield, Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 5PB. Tel: 0245 50155.

Cornwall
St Austell Computer Club and
Computer Town. Contact Mr N G
Day, 2 Glendale Close, St Austell,
Cornwall PL25 3DD.

Essex
Stanway School Computing Club.
Contact Mr G Floyd, do Physics

54 Oakley Place, Grangetown,
Cardiff. Tel: Cardiff 371732.

Staffs
The Amateur Computer Club of
North Staffs. Contact MrJ Roll, 16
Hill Street, Hednesford,
Staffordshire WS12 5DS.
Tel: 05438 4363 .

Merseyside
Wirral Computer Club. Contact Mr
G Metcalfe, 24 Marlston Avenue,
Irby, Wirral, Merseyside.

Mersey
Wirral Microcomputer Users
Group. Contact Mr J Phillips, 14
Helton Close, Nocturum,
Birkenhead, Merseyside L43 9HP.
Tel: 051-652 0268.

Nottingham 783938.

Tyne & Wear
Tyne & Wear BBC User Club.
Contact Mr I Waugh ,13 Briardene
Drive, Wardley, Tyne & Wear
NE10 8AN.

Kent
ICPUG (Maidstone). Contact Mr
R Moseley, Rosemont, Lord
Romney Hill, Weavering,
Maidstone, Kent. Tel: 062237643.

London

Dept, Stanway School, Stanway,
Colchester, Essex.
School pupils only at the moment.

Cleveland
Stockton Amateur Computer
Club. 60 Croft Road, Eaglescliffe,
Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland TS16

W Midlands
ICPUG (Wolverhampton).
Contact J Bowman, 6 The Oval,
Albrighton, Wolverhampton,
West Midlands.

Worcs
Tyne & Wear TRS-80 User Group. West London Personal Computer ODY. Tel: 0642784819. Worcester and District Computer
Contact Dr S Tetlow, 3 Highbury Club. Contact Mr G Brain, 81 Club. Contact D J Stanton, 55
Close, Springwell, Gateshead NE9 Rydal Crescent, Perivale, Scotland Vauxhall Street, Rainbow Hill,
7PU. Tel: Washington 462532. Middlesex UB6 8DZ. Tel: 01-997 Stonehaven Computer Club. Worcester WR3 8PA. Tel: 0905

8986. Contact Mr R Martin, Belmont 22704.
Oxford
UCSD Pascal UK Users Group. W Midlands

House, Belmont Brae,
Stonehaven, Kincardineshire, London

Contact Mr M Harper, Oxford West Midlands Amateur Computer Scotland. Worcester Park Computer Club.
University Computing Laboratory,
Programming Research Group, 45
Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 6PE.

Club. Contact Mr J Tracey, 100
Booth Close, Brierley Hill,
Kingswinford, West Midlands. Tel:

Strathclyde
Strathclyde Computer Club.

Contact Windsor Road Library.
Tel: 337 1609.

National
UK 101 User Group. Contact Mr A

038470097.

West Midlands RML User Group.

Contact Mr B Duffy (Secretary) ,
24 Lomond Drive, Condorrat ,
Cumbernauld G4 ONW, Scotland.

Sussex
Worthing & District
Microcomputer Club. Contact TM

Waters, 9 Moss Lane, Romford,
Essex RM1 2QB. Tel: Romford

Tel: 092638751. Tel: (02367) 33800. Pearson, 142, King Edward Ave.,
Worthing. Tel: 0903 206685.

64954. Surrey Suffolk
West Surrey Computer Club. Suffolk Microcomputer Club. Somerset

Essex Contact Mr C Karney, Paddock Contact Mr A L Theobald, 42 Yeovil Computer Club. Contact D
UK Atari Computer Owners Club. Room, Green Man Public House, Newbury Road, Ipswich, Suffolk G Carrington, 2 Romsey Road,
Contact PO Box 3, Rayleigh,
Essex.

Burpham, Guildford. Tel: 0483
68121 ext. 497.

IP4 5EX. Yeovil, Somerset BA21 5XN.

London N Yorks
Merseyside Sussex The SOBAT Computer Club York Computer Club. Contact K
UK DOSPLUS User Group. West Sussex Microcomputer Club. (Leyton). Contact Mr T Kayani, Thomas (Chairman), Green Lea,
Contact Mr P Toothill, 101 Contact MrJ M Clarke, 31 Hyde Berridge House, Hillfield Road, Ripon Road, Harrogate, North
Swanside Road, Liverpool L14 Heath Court, Pound Hill, West London NW6. Tel: 01-5565423 at Yorkshire HG1 2BY. Tel: 0904
7NL. Sussex. Tel: 0293 884207. weekends. 38239.
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National
ZX Amateur Radio User Group.
Contact Mr P Newman, G4INP, 3
Red House Lane, Leiston, Suffolk
IP16 4JZ.

W Midlands
Acocks Green Computer Club.
Contact Mr M Bedford -White, 16
Westfield Road, Acocks Green,
Birmingham B27 7TL.

National
ZX80/ZX81 Users Club. Contact
Mr D Blagden, PO Box 159,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey
KT2 5UQ.

Warwickshire
Kenilworth Computer Club.
Contact Ms J Gedrych, 4 Crackley
Hill, Kenilworth CV8 2FP. Tel:
Kenilworth 56385.

Suffolk
The Newmarket Home Computer
Group. Contact Mr J Smyth, 5 New
River Green, Exning, Newmarket,
Suffolk. Tel: Exning 8100.

Leics
Hawker Siddley Computer Club.
Contact Mr R W Wrathall, 6
Naseby Drive , Loughborough
LE11 OWU.

Eire
TI 99/4A Users Club. Contact Mrs
A Flynn, 53 Georgian Close, North
Road, Drogheda, Co. Louth, Eire.

Dyfed
Milford Central Computer Club.
Contact Mr H Evans, Milford
Central School, Prioryville,
Milford Haven, Dyfed.
Tel: 043-784571.

Avon
Bensley Nuclear Laboratories
(C. E. G. B .) Contact Mr N Walker,
53 Wolfridge Ride, Alveston,
Bristol BS12 2PR. Tel: 0454
414262.

N Ireland
Bangor Computer Club (N
Ireland). Contact Mr D Blanc, do
Queen's University, Belfast,
Northern Ireland.

Surrey
Carshalton Atari Users Group.
Contact Mr P Deegan. Tel: 01-642
5232.

Manchester
Texas TI99 Club (Manchester).
Contact T Grimshaw, 21 Allingham
Street, Longsight, Manchester.
Tel: 061 224 0374.

W Midlands
Birmingham User Group (Atari
400/800). Contact Mr M Ashton., 42
Short Street, Wednesbury, West
Midlands.

S. Avon
Nailsea Multi -User Club. Contact
Ms V Boyde-Shaw. Tel: 0272
851337.

Leics
Leicester Microcomputing Club.
Contact Mr C Clarke. Tel: Leics
673988.

N Manchester
Small Business Computer Users
Club (N Manchester). Contact Mr
K Wadsworth. Tel: 061-7407232
after 5pm.

Mid Cheshire
MCC (Mid -Cheshire Computer
Club). Contact Mr D Clare.
Tel: Winsford 51374.

Hants
Commodore Computer Club
(Gosport). Contact Mr B Cox,
Bury House, Bury Road, Gosport,
Hants. Tel: Fairham 280530.

Essex
Dragon Independent Owners
Association. Contact MrD
Bourne, School House, Nevern
Road, Rayleigh, Essex.

Essex
Genius Computer Club. Contact 30
Webber House, North Street,
Barking, Essex.

Surrey
Atari Computer Enthusiasts
(ACE). Contact Mr A Miles.
Tel: 01-6471713.

London
Queens Crescent Computer Club.
Tel: 01-485 4551.

Essex
ICPUG (Chelmsford). Contact Mr
A G Surridge, 97 Shelley Road,
Chelmsford, Essex.

Essex
ICPUG (Basildon). Contact Mr W
Green, 151 The Hatherley,
Basildon, Essex.

Devon
ICPUG (Devon). Contact Mr M
Stibbe, The Lawn, Lower
Woodfield Road, Torquay, Devon.

Oxon
ICPUG (Bloxham). Contact MrJ
Temple, `Kirabanda', Rose Bank,
Bloxham, Oxon.

Oxon
ICPUG (Witney). Contact Mn I
Blyth, 40 Wilmot Close, Witney,
Oxon. Tel: Witney 5171 (home),
Witney 3671 (work).

W Mids
ICPUG (Birmingham). Contact
MrJ A McKain, PPI Limited, 177
Lozells Road, Birmingham.
Tel: 021 544 0202.

Dorset
ICPUG (Bournemouth & Poole).
Contact Mr D M Shave, 97 Canford
Cliffs Road, Poole, Dorset BH13
7EP.

Clwyd
ICPUG (Rhyl). Contact Mr F
Jones, 77 Millbank Road, Rhyl,
Clwyd. Tel: 0745 54820.

Dyfed
ICPUG (Llandyssul). Contact Mr F
J Townsend, The Hill, Rhydowen,
Llandyssul, Dyfed SA44 4QD. Tel:
05455 5291.

Lanark
ICPUG (Glasgow). Contact Mr A J
Quin, Dept of Environment
Studies, Glasgow College of
Building & Printing, 60 North
Hanover Street, Glasgow G1 2BP
Scotland. Tel: 041-3329969.

Strathclyde
ICPUG (Ayr). Contact Mr J
Shankland, 2 Strathdoon Place,
Ayr, Strathclyde, Scotland.

London
Lambeth Computer Club. Contact
Mr RJ Baker, 54 Brixton Road,
London SW9 6B S.

Hants
Portsmouth Co -Operative
Computer Club. Contact Mr A
May, 27 Victoria Road North,
Southsea, Hants. Tel: 0705 820339.
Other contact: Mr C Penfold, 52
Owen Road, Eastney, , Portsmouth,
Hants. Tel: 0705 827427.

Lothian
Scottish Dragon Club. Contact Mr
DJ Anderson, Top Flat, 1 Walker
Street, Edinburgh EH3 7JY. Tel:
031-2255285.

E Sussex
Brighton, Hove & District
Computer Club. Contact MrJ
Smith, 30 Leicester Villas, Hove,
E Sussex BN3 5SQ.

W Yorks
Pocket Computer Users Club.
Contact Mr A Faint, 13 Sutherland
Avenue, Leeds LS8 1BY.

London
Oric-1 User Group. Contact Mr E
Boncrah, 14a Vicars Hill,
Ladywell, London SE13 7JH. Tel:
01-6905408 (eves/weekends).

Derbyshire
National Colour Genie Users Club.
Contact Lowe Computers Ltd,
Chesterfield Road, Bentley
Bridge, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4
5LE. Tel: Matlock 0629 4995/4057.

London
The Sirius User Group. Contact Mr
E Hasted, 12 Chesterfield Street,
London W1X7HF. Tel: 01-403
3800 (office), 01-4991670
(evenings).

Surrey
Atari Computer Enthusiasts
(ACE). Contact Mr A P Miles, 8
Cosdach Avenue, Wallington,
Surrey SM6 9RA. Tel: 01-6471713.

Dorset
xFORTH Users Group. Contact
MrD Husband, 2 Gorleston Road,
Branksome, Poole, Dorset BH12
1NW. Tel: 0202764724.

National
Micro -Contact. Contact Mr P
Paton, 176 Todmorden Road,
Burnley, Lancs BB11 3EU.
Tel: 028253241.

Surrey
Sutton Library Computer Club.
Contact Mr David Wilkins, 22
Chestnut Court, Mulgrave Road,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 6LR.
Tel: 01-642 3102 (evenings).

National
National MZ80K/A User Group.
Contact Mr N Brown, 48 Brander
Road, Leeds, Yorkshire LS9 6PR.
All enquiries SAE please, stating
machine.

National
USR/Group/UK. Contact Mr A J
Lazzerinin, Plexus Computers Inc,
Langley House, Langley Mill,
Notts NG16 4AN. Tel: 07737
66141.

National
British LOGO User Group.
Contact Ms P Valley, British
LOGO User Group, c/o Shell
Centre for Mathematics,
University of Nottingham.

Merseyside
The Hardware Exchange. Contact
MrD Edwards, PO Box 13,
Birkenhead, Merseyside LS42
4RL.

Nottinghamshire
Worksop Computer Group.
Contact Mr Andrews.
Tel: Worksop 487327.

Renfrewshire
Bishopton Computer Club.
Contact Mr A Law, 10 Dunglass
Road, Bishopton, Renfrewshire.
Tel: Bishopton 3137.

W Mids
Acocks Green Computer Club.
Contact Mr M Bedford -White, 16
Westfield Road, Acocks Green,
Birmingham B27 7TL. Tel: 021-707
3100.

Staffs
POT -BUG (BBC Microcomputer
User Group). Contact Mr M
Forster, 8 St Georges Prave, Hugh
Lane, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent.
Tel: Stoke-on-Trent 818499.

Leics
Loughborough Amateur Micro
Society (LAMS). Contact
Hosegrove Computer Science
Dept, Loughborough University.

W Mids
Handsworth/Balsall Heath
Computer Club. Contact Mr D
Pain, 12 Cannon Hill Road, Balsall
Heath, Birmingham B12 9NN.

Staffs
Wolverhampton ZX81/-
ZXSpectrum User Group.

W Mids
Coventry Computer Club. Contact
Mr J Hewitt, 3a Boswell Drive,
Coventry, West Midlands.
Tel: Coventry 615543.

Lincolnshire
Skegness Computer Club. Contact
Mr J Gordon, 66 Drummond,
Skegness. Tel: Skegness (0754)
3327.

* Due to reasons of space we are
unable to include international
and overseas user groups this
month. These will be listed in the
October issue.
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We would like to pay tribute to our predecessors in the communications business -
smoke signal, semaphore, pigeon, postman and telephone, inter -office memo and
management report. They have all served nobly in their own time, and each has handed
on the torch.

Today, the demand is for faster and better communications - more accurate and
more immediate data transfer from office to office and from country to country.

In 1982 TORCH's Electronic Mail system set new standards in data transmission
from computer to computer. We launched the first micro to be approved by British
Telecom for direct connection to the Public Switched Telephone Network, via its own,
unique built-in modem.

Now a new generation of TORCH communications, backed by the resources of
GEC, Britain's largest and most successful trading company, can help your business to be
more efficient and faster to respond.

TORCHNET advanced Local Area Networking is a cost-effective means of linking
together up to 254 TORCH microcomputers, to share expensive resources and permit
fast, error -free information transfer from point to point. It is fully integrated with
TORCHMAIL, security -conscious and extremely reliable.

TORCHMAIL PLUS is a dramatically enhanced version of TORCH's interactive
Electronic Mail service, providing timed event management, command files, total
system security and local file operations.

We do not intend to follow smoke signals and carrier pigeons into the history
books. As high-speed communications become more and more important to industry
and commerce, our commitment to continual improvement will ensure that TORCH
communications will meet the changing needs of business across the world.

44,41.1.411.0.
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Before we designed our expanded range of business microcomputers, we took a
close look into the past - from stone tablets to electric typewriter. Never before have the
demands of the businessman been so formidable. Today's manager requires total control
over every aspect of his operations - instant information, worldwide communications,
immediate response to changes in financial and trading conditions. He needs a total
business management system.

At TORCH, we sell realities not prophecies, and today's reality is a range of
hardware and software versatile enough and powerful enough to meet the demands of
every business from a compact single -user system up to hundreds of networked
machines providing massive processing power for a multi -national corporation.

In 1982, we revolutionised computing with the first fully communicating business
micros - our highly acclaimed C -Series models. Our Z80 Disc Pack proved the most
effective upgrade for the BBC Model B micro, providing twin 400K disc -drives and a
Z80 processor.

We celebrated American Independence Day this year, by giving every British
businessman the right to be independent of imported micro technology with our new
700 -Series and 300 -Series machines. Our 700 models incorporate a third processor -
the Motorola 68000 with 288k RAM and able to run under full UNIX SYSTEM 3. Our
300 -Series machines are intelligent workstations to utilise TORCHNET Local Area
Networking.

We've come a long way from papyrus and quill pens. The TORCH microcomputer
system can replace your typewriters and your filing cabinets, your ledgers and your
telephones - not to mention your ageing uncommunicative computers. Today, backed by
GEC, Britain's largest and most successful trading company, TORCH offers the next step
in business management. Welcome to the future. TORCH Ai:

COMPUTERS
Perfectly Made in Britain



CLWYD TECHNICS 111) Newburn
NTORCH AND BBC MAIN DEALERS Electronics

NpUBLISHERS OF EDWORD WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
FOR BBC AND TORCH 58 Manor Road

NTORCH/ACORN/BBC SOFTWARE AVAILABLE BallycarryEGEMINI SOFTWARE DEALERS
SPECIAL OFFER NSEIKOSHA GP 80 PRINTER £175 + VAT Co Antrim

The Coach House, Kelsterton Road, Flint, Clwyd. CH6 5TH Tel: 09603 78330

ESSEX PER EX LTDCOMPUTER CENTRE
Micro House Lodge House

Moulsham Street Lodge Road
Chelmsford London NW4 4DQEssex CM2 OLD

Tel: 0245 358702 Tel: 01-203 4243

r ___
_ _

Vectis Computer
Services

For a demonstration or further details of the
outstanding capabilities of the Torch Business & Personal Computer Systems

Accessories & Services
contact: Peter Hardy on Contact: Andrew Nesbitt

01-961 1466 40 The Mall
Trigon Systems Carisbrooke Road, Newport
98 Victoria Road Isle of Wight P030 1 BW

London NW1 0 6NB Telephone: (0983) 528345
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Boston,

Tel:

FELIX

Wide

PW21
0205

Lincolnshire
Bargate

6SG
54321

PERCY LORD
& SON

63 Blaby Road
Wigston

Leicestershire
Tel: 0533 785033

Pacemaker
Computing Ltd

Victoria House
Shaw Street, Worcester

Tel: (0905) 612676
5th Floor, Scala House

Holloway Circus
Birmingham B1 1EQ

Tel: 021-643 0544

--rikiOeta[comPuter %stews kid- ---7-----

Nu -Data Computer
Systems Ltd

Phoenix House
Mitchell Close, Segensworth East,

Fareham, HAMPSHIRE P015 5SE
Tel: (04895) 83011

Typestyle
1

Onchan
I.O.M.

Avondale Court
Ltd Tel: 0624 24650

0624 25890
0624 20507

FOR COMPUTER USE ONLY

Contact:
David Footitt

0 PRESTEDGE
CONSULTANTS LTD

3 Cecil Square
Margate, KENT CT9 1BD

Telephones:
Thanet (0843) 295616 and 32616

Telex: 96223 Answerback stnhsi G

thEST CORET

Write

47
AYR,

Tel:

or

KYLE

NA7
0292

call

SCOTLAND

COMPUTERS
for

STREET

1

1 Dunham
Altrincham
CHESHIRE

Micro
Road

Factor
Tel:

061-928 1228/3233
Contact:

Roger Carrington
Denny Dewhirst

PERSCIPAL
details:

RS
285082

Synergy
E Block

University Village
University of East

NORWICH
Tel: 0603 503015

Ltd BITS
44

Tel:
Contact:

&
Fore

Ilfracombe
DEVON
0271

Mr

BYTES
Street

62801
Altass
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Our bi-monthly guide to microcomputing systems. should sent to:
Tracy Dear, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, LondonW1A 2HG.

Machine Main Distributors 11 aril o are soil v) arc Miscellaneous
(Price from) (No. of Dealers) (Documentation)

ABC 26 (£4500) Al 09237-70578(19) 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" CP/M: MP/M Basic: Options: 10Mb H/D
F/D (2.3Mb): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: Cobol: Fortran: Pascal. £4000. BT 4/81 (S).
2 x RS232 ports: 3 x P/P

ABC 80 Datormark Ltd: 16-40k RAM: Z80A: C: 12", DOS Basic (16k ROM: Colour video graphics with UHF
(£738) 97 44896 16 x 40 b&w VDU: 4680 bus: Fortran: Pascal: A: output. Viewdata compatible.

IEE 488: RS232 port. Multi user Basic. Loudspeaker. Numeric keypad.
Options: dual 51/4" F/D (320k) £895:
dual 8" F/D (2 Mb). BT 1/80. (1)

Acclaim (0650) Country Computers 64k RAM: Z80: 24x80 CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Various integral H/D options
0527 29826 VDU: single 51/4" F/D (140k): 5 MB Fortran: Pascal up to 2IMB (£4450)

H/D: RS232 port. Option: P/P

ACT Sirius 1 ACT 021 501 2284 (50) 128-512k RAM: 8088: dual 51/4" CP/M 86: U: Basic 86 High res graphics. Options:
(£2395) F/D (1.2M): 12", 25 x 80 VDU: Cobol: Fortran: Pascal 10 Mb H/D: dual 51/4" F/D

2 x RS232 ports: 2 x P/P (2.4 M) BT 2/82.(S)

Adler Alphatronic Adler 01-250 1717 48-64k RAM: 8085A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: CBasic: With 80 cps printer and dual F/D
(0895) (1Mb): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: S/P: P/P Fortran: Cobol £2345 (inc CP/M). (S)

Altos ACS 800-2 logitek: 0257 426644 64k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" CP/M: Basic: CBasic: Single user. Options: DMA.
£2995) (33) F/D (1 Mb): 2 x RS232 ports: Cobol. Floating point processor.

2 P/P. Phototyping board.

Altos ACS 8000- As above. 280k RAM: Z80A: single CP/M: MP/M: Basic: Multi-user/multitasking. Up
10 (£6675) 8" F/D (500k): 10 Mb H/D: Cobal: Fortran: APL: to 4 users. Options: 10 Mb: mag

6 x RS232 ports: P/P: network Pascal. tape backup (S + H).
RS422 port: DMA

APL Signet Micro APL: 01-834 2687 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: APL: Basic: U: Desktop APL computer with self
(0750 or £130pm) (380k): 2 x RS232 ports. Fortran: Cobol: Algol: teaching course. (S)

Forth

Apple II Apple (UK) 0442 16-48k, RAM: 6502: 8 I/O slots. OS: Basic: Pascal: 280 x 192 high resolution graphics:
(£695) 60244 (200 +) Fortran: Cobol: Pilot Option: single 51/4" F/D (116k) £349.

Apple III (£2496) As above 128-256k RAM: 6502B: dual 51/4" F/D SOS: Basic: Pascal: Options: single 5 1/4" F/D (143k) £384:
(286k): 12", 24x80 VDU: RS232 port: 5Mb H/D £2256. (E) BT
P/P. 5/82

Atari 400 Atari UK: Slough 16k RAM: 6502: C int: OS (10k ROM): High resolution colour graphics.
(£200 inc VAT) 33344 cartridge slot: 24 x 40 TV int: Basic (8k ROM). 4 -channel sound. Four games

touchpad k/b: Pilot: A: controller/light pen sockets.
Opt: C £50 BT 10/80. (I/B).

Atari 800 As above. 16-48k RAM: 6502: C int: OS(10k ROM) Basic As above. Software & RAM on
(£500 inc VAT) 2 x cartridge slots: 24 x 40 TV (8k ROM): Pilot cartridge modules. Up to 4 disk

int: Opt: single 51/4" A: Forth: MBasic drives RS232C int £135. BT 10/80.
F/D (90k) £300: 16k RAM £65. (I/B).

Atom (020) Acorn: 0223 245200 2-12k RAM: 8-16k ROM 6502: Full Basic in 8k ROM: A High resolution graphics on bigger
(160) K/B: C int: TV int: 20 I/0 lines: Cass O/S: Lisp: model: Single 51/4" F/D

I P/P. Options: 80 col printer £199, Forth £297 B/ 7/80 (B)
Prestel adaptor £120.

BASF 7120 BASF: 01-388 4200 88k RAM: 2xZ80A: 3 x 5'/4" F/D DOS: (OASIS) Er Basic: H/D available. Also 7125 with
(£4400) (12) (480k): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: Cobol U. A: CP/M 960k F/D £4900 and 7130 with single

RS232 port: P/P F/D (430k) & 5Mb H/D £6300. Disk
controller has own Z80A. BT 9/80

BBC Micro BBC Micro Systems 16-32k RAM: 32k ROM 6502: C int: MOS: Basic A: Pascal Video text & second processor int. 32k
(£299 inc VAT) 0933 79300 TV int: RS423 port: P/P: Option: Logo: Forth: Lisp model with Econet and disk interface

single 51/4" F/D (100k) £230 £399. BT 1/82 (I)

Bonsai SM3000 Bonsai 01-5800902 64k RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Many floppy and hard disk options.
(0995) (700k): 12", 24x80 VDU: RS232 port: Pascal: Fortran Applications software avail. from

P/P Bonsai.

Computers Lynx Computers Ltd 0223 48-192k RAM: Z80A; 24x40 TV int: Basic 248 x 256 colour graphics (8 colour).
(£225 inc VAT) 315063 (TBA) C int: RS232 port CP/M compatible 51/4" F/D & printer

avail soon. (B)

Canon BX-3 Canon 01-680-7700. 32k RAM: 6809: dual 51/4" OS: Basic: A. Fully integral unit. Extensive
(0000) F/D (640k): 28 char display: Cobol: Pascal applications support offered on

80 cps printer: 3 x RS232 port: all Cannon Machines. Options: dual
P/P. dual 51/4" F/D (640k) £1500.

Canon CX-I As above. 32k RAM: 6809: dual 51/4" OS: Basic: A: Cobol: Price includes installation &
(£2500) F/D (640k): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: Pascal training. Extensive application

3 x V24 ports: P/P: light support offered. Options: dual
pen. 8" F/D (1Mb) £3300.(S)

Canon TX -25 As above. 16-32k RAM: 6809: C: Basic: A Fully integral unit. Cassette is Cannon's
(0450) 20 char display: 26 col, 2.4 Ips own design (8k). Can be used with

printer. Option: 2 x RS232 port. communications. (S).

Clenlo Pronto Clenlo Computing 64k RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D CP/M: CBasic-2: With 2.4Mb F/D £3105. Also H/D
(£2825) Systems Ltd: (1 Mb): 3 S/P: 2 P/P. Pearl 1: U Fortran: systems with 5-20 Mb H/D

01-670 4202 (TBA) Cobol: Pascal & tape drive £5430.

List of Abbreviations
A Assembler G/C Graphics card M/A Macro assembler S Software
BT Bench Tested H Hardware N/A Not available S/P Serial port
C Cassette H/D Hard disk N/P Numeric pad T/E Text editor
E Extensive I Introductory 0/S Operating system TBA To be announced
F/D Floppy disk Int Interface P/P Parallel port U Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Cleno Table Top 525 As above 64k RAM: Z80 dual 51/4" F/D: 2xS/P CP/M: MBasic: W/P Wordstar & Logicalc included in price.
(£1750 Many options

Colour Genie (£200 Lowe Electronics 16-32k RAM: Z80: 16k ROM: C int: ExBasic 160x96 colour graphics. 16k RAM
inc VAT) 0629 2430 (100+) 24x40 TV int: Audio port: RS232 port: £30. Many options inc joysticks and

P/P light pen. F/D avail soon. (B)
Columbia PC (£2800) Icarus 01 485 5574 (50) 128k RAM: 8088: dual 51/4" F/D MS-DOS: CP/M 86: IBM PC compatible. With integral

(640k): 24x80 VDU: 2xRS232 ports: Basic: Cobol: Fortran: H/D (5 Mb) £4200 or (10 Mb) £4550
P/P: 8 expansion slots Pascal (S)

Comart Communicator Comart 0480 215005 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: MP/M Basic: With 1.5 Mb F/D £2195. With 4.8 Mb
(0895) (25) (780k): 2 S/P: P/P. Cobol: Fortran: Pascal H/D & 790k F/D £2995.

Option: 18 Mb H/D. £3895 Also CP100
range with 8086 & 128k-1Mb RAM
from £2295. Expandable to
multiuser/multitasking. (S).

CommodorePET 16k, Commodore: 0753 16-32k RAM: 6502: C: 12" O/S: Basic (in 8k CBM 8032 with 80 -col screen (32-96k)
& 32k (050, £695) 79292 (150) 25x40 VDU: IEEE -488 port: ROM): Forth: Pilot: BT 12/80. £895 Field

Options: dual 51/4" F/D (343k) Pascal: Coma!: Lisp: A service avail. (1).
£695: same but (1018k) £895

Commodore Vic 20 Commodore: 0753 79292 5-32k RAM: 6502: Cint: 22 x 23 TV int: Basic Graphics 3 tone sound generator. Will
(£200 inc VAT) (150) S/P: P/P: Games int. interface to PET. Option: single 51/4"

F/D (170k). BT 9/81(S).

Commodore 500 Series As above 128-896k RAM: 6509: 25x40 TV int: O/S: Basic: CP/M: High res. 16 -colour graphics. Second
(From £659) P/P Pascal: Forth: Cobol: processor option: Prestel facility avail.

Fortran

Commodore 700 Series As above 128-896k RAM: 6509: 24x80 VDU: As above 8088 or 280 second processor option
(From £995) Option: dual 51/4" F/D (1Mb): IEEE- Tilt and swivel screen.

488 port: RS2332C port.

Commodore 64 (£299) As above 64k RAM: 6509: 25x40 TV int: C int: Basic Second processor option. 320x200
RS232 port: P/P colour graphics. Option: Joystick:

Light pen

Compucorp 625 Compucorp: 01-907 0198 48-60k RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D Basic: A: Fortran: IEEE -488 Controller and S100
(£6000) (17) (630k): 9". 16x80 VDU: Pascal: U int. Many applications packages

40 col printer: RS232 port, P/P. avail. (E).

Compucorp 655/ As above 60k RAM:. Z80: Up to 4x5 1/4" As above Prices inc) installation and
665/675/685 F/D(160k-2.4 Mb): 9", 20x80 training. Opt: 10-20 Mb H/D
(from £5050) or 12" 20x80 or 20" 60x80

VDU: 40 -col printer: RS232 port.

Cromemco System Datron: 0742 64k RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" CDOS: Basic: Cobol: System 2 & 3 expandable
Zero/DDF, System 2, 585490. Comart: F/D (390k) on System Zero, System 2 & Fortran: RPG II: to Multi-user (max 7)
System 3, System 0480 215005 (25) Z2H: dual 8" F/D (1.2 Mb) Lisp: A: W/P: Multi- Also 'D' series with 6800/
Z2H. (0975/0095/ MicroCentre: 031- on Sys 3: 10 Mb H/D on Z2H: user Basic. Cromix. 280A dual processor from
£4495/£6585). 556 7354 (18) S/P: P/P. CP/M £3620. Options: dual 8" F/D (996k):

11.2Mb H/D. BT 10/79 (E).

DAI (095) Data Applications 48k RAM: 8080: C int: 24x60 Basic (ROM): U Colour graphics up to 255 x 335:
(UK): 0285 2588 VDU int: RS232 port: over 3 notes & noise generator:
(7) 20 industrial ints. option: dual 51/4" PAL 0/P to TV: Paddle int: H

F/D £595 maths option. (1). BT 10/80.

Diablo 3000 Business Computers 32k RAM: 8085: dual 8" F/D DOS: Basic: DACL: Selection of business packages
(£6250) Ltd: 01-207 3344 (1.3 Mb): 12", 24x80 b&w VDU: A: U. included (S).

45 cps printer.

Digital Micro- Digital Microsystems 64k RAM: 280A: dual 8" F/D CP/M: CBasic: Expandable to multi-user system
systems DMS-3 0734 343885 (14) (1.14Mb): 3xRS232 ports: Cobol: Fortran: with 10-28 Mb H/D. Extensive
(0530) IxRS422 port: P/P. Pascal: PL/I software avail. (S).

Digital Micro- As above 128-512k RAM: 280A: single 8" CP/M: Basic -E: Port expander to enable up to
systems DMS-4 F/D (500k): 11 Mb H/D: 4x CBasic: Cobol: 10 workstations under M/PM.
(£4395) RS232 ports: P/P. Fortran: Pascal. Options: 128k RAM £1295: up to 96Mb

H/D. (H).

Dragon 32 (£200 Dragon Data 0792 32-64k RAM: 6809E: 16x32 TV int: Basic 9 colour 256x192 high resolution
inc VAT) 580651 (50 + ) C int: P/P graphics. Option: Joysticks BT 8/82

Durango F-85 Comp Ancillaries: 64k RAM: 8085: dual 51/4" F/D O/S: D Basic: CP/M: Up to 5 work stations: fully
(£4995) 0784 36455 (12) (1 Mb): 9", 16x64 green VDU: CBasic: Micro integrated system. Options:

132 col 165 cps printer: N/P. Cobol. additional dual 5'/" F/D (1 Mb):
12-24 Mb H/D.(S).

Eagle II, III and IV Mediatech Bus Syst 64k RAM: 280A: dual 51/4" F/D GP/M: CBasic: Cobol Many different configurations
(from £2350) 01 903 4372 (768k and 1.5Mb) or single 51/4" F/D Pascal: Fortran available. Full range of applications

(784k) with 10Mb H/D: 2xRS232 ports: software
2 x P/P

Epson HX20 (£402) Epson 16-32k RAM: 32k ROM: Twin 6301 E Basic Display gives 120 x 32 dot graphics.
CPU: 20x4 LCD: RS232 port: Micro Options: TV int: micro -cassette drive:
dot matrix printer expansion module. BT 12/82

Equinox 200 Equinox: 01-739 2387 64-512k RAM: Z80: 10 Mb- CP/M: CBasic: Cobol: Multi-user MVT/FAMOS
(0500) (N/A) 1200 Mb H/D: 6xS/P: 1 P/P. Fortran. available in place of CP/M. 16 -bit

version (Equinox 300) £10,000. (S&H).

Fortune 32:16 (£4375) Fortune Systems 256-512k RAM: MC 68000: dual 51/4" FOS: CP/M: Basic: Expandable to full multi-user system.
01 938 1721 F/D (800k): 12", 25x80 VDU: S/P: Pascal: Cobol: Fortran: C High res colour graphics

P/P
Gecas 64/2 (0305) Grecas Micros 01 629 64k RAM: 280A: dual 8" F/D CP/M: Cobol: Basic Up to 4.8 Mb F/D. Expandable to

3758 (2.4 Mb): 5100 bus. Pascal Fortran multi-user/multitasking system.

List of Abbreviations
A Assembler G/C Graphics card M/A Macro assembler S Software
BT Bench Tested H Hardware N/A Not available S/P Serial port
C Cassette H/D Hard disk N/P Numeric pad T/E Text editor
E Extensive I Introductory 0/S Operating system TBA To be announced
F/D Floppy disk lnt Interface P/P Parallel port U Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Gemini Multiboard Micro Value 02403 64k RAM: Z80: 25 x 80 VDU int CP/M: Basic Cobol: Modular system. Other options inc

(£500) 28321(7) (with Z80): Option: dual 51/4" F/D Pascal Fortran ROM board & EPROM programmer.
£690. AP/L: BT 2/82 (H&S).

Gemini Galaxy 2 As above 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CPM: Basic: Cobol: Options: dual 51/4" FD (800k): dual 8"
(£1495) (800k): 12", 25x80 VDU: RS232 port: Fortran: Pascal: F/D (2.4Mb)

P/P: C int AP/L: A

Gimix System 68 SEED: 05433 78151: 16-64k RAM: 6800/6809: dual 51/4" OS -9: Flex Basic: Pascal: With dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £2900.
(£2000) Windrush 0692 505189 F/D (500k): 2xRS232 ports. A: Dis A: T/E:U Designed as development system for -

industrial control. (H).

Genie I Lowe Electronics: 16k RAM: Z80: 500bps C: Basic (12k ROM): Options: single 51/4" F/D (184k)
(£299) 0629 2430 (N/A) 16 x 64 TV int: extra C int: 1 P/P Pascal: A M/A: Fortran £220; dual 51/4" F/D (368k) £375 (I)

Also Genie II with numeric keypad and
function keys but no cassette (same
price as I).

Genie III (£1900) As above (26) 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 5'h" F/D NewDOS 80: CP/MZ: System complete -with business
(1.25 Mb): 24x80 VDU: RS232 port: Basic: Cobol: Fortran applications software, maintenance
P/P Pascal contract and choice of printer £3250

(S).

Grundy 8200 (£1850) M -Tech Comp Serv. 64-256K RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Various hard disk options up to 26MB
0603 870620 (2MB): 24x80 VDU: RS232 port: P/P Fortran: Pascal: Forth:

PL/I: Ada

Haywood 9000 Haywood: 01- 64-I92k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Graphics avail. Expandable
Composite (£1795) 428 0111. (TBA) (640k): RS232 port: P/P. 15" Fortran: Pascal: W/P. to 18 Mb H/D. Networking

28x80 VDU. version planned (H&S)

Haywood Hinet As above 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D (2Mb): CP/M: HiNet: Basic: Local area network, up to 32 users.
(£7500) 11Mb H/D: RS232 port: RS422 port: Cobol: Fortran: Pascal Range of H/D avail. Local disks

P/P. 24x80 VDU & printers if required. Work station
£2050 (H&S)

HP 75C (£728) As above 16-24k RAM: 48k ROM: CPU: 32 Basic 8k RAM £142. Video interface £221.
char display: mag card reader Thermal printer £371. (E) BT 11/82

HP 85 (£2013) Hewlett Packard Ltd: 16-32k RAM: C.P.U.: 5", Basic (ROM) Full dot matrix
0734 784774 (16) 16x32 VDU: C(200k): graphics. Complete range of interfaces,

64 cps printer: 4 P/P. peripherals and application packages
Options: dual 5'/4" F/D avail. 16k RAM £142. (S).
(540k) £1610: fusl 8" F/D (2.4 Mb)
£4108.

HP86 (£1314) As above 80k RAM: C.P.U.: 48k ROM. ExBa.sic Many expansion possibilities including
Options: 12", 24x80 VDU £238: 9", CP/M module (£362), RS232 port
16x80 VDU £216: 51/4" F/D (207k) (£289) and up to 576k user RAM.
£622 400x240 graphics. BT 10/82 (E)

HP 125 (£2479) As above 64k RAM: 2xZ80A: 12", 24x80 VDU CP/M: Basic: Cobol Integral thermal printer £629. Also
2xRS232 ports: HP -1B port. Options: Fortran: Pascal available with dual 8" F/D (2 Mb).
dual 51/2" F/D (500k) £1693 (S). BT 3/82

IMS 5000 Equinox: 01-739 2387 16-56k RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" CP/M: C/Basic: 3 drives option: (S&H).
(£1500) (20) F/D (320k): 2xS/P: 1 P/P: Cobol, Fortran.

IMS 8000 As above 64-256k RAM: Z80: dual 8" CP/M: CBasic: Cobol: Multi-user MVT/FAMOS available
(£2500) F/D (1 Mb): 2xS/P: A P/P Fortran: MicroCobol. in place of CP/M. (S&H).

Jupiter Ace (£90 Jupiter Contab, 3k RAM: 8k ROM: Z80A; 24x32 Forth Has 140 Forth words defined in ROM.
inc VAT) TV int: C int: loudspeaker.

Kemitron K2000 E Kemitron 0244 21817 (3) 64k RAM: Z80A: single 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Extensive range of support cards and
(£2300) (150k): 12", 24x80 VDU: 2xS/P: P/P Fortran Pascal: A industrial interfaces.

Kemitron K3000 E As above 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D (2Mb): CP/M: MP/M: Basic: Up to four screens and four printers
(£3300) 2xS/P: P/P Cobol: Fortran: Pascal: A can be attached. Options: 10Mb H/D.

LSI M -Two LSI Computers 64-128k RAM: 8085A: dual 8" F/D Elsie: CP/M: Basic: Cobol Max 8 VDUs and 4 printers. Many
(£6(X0) 04862 23411 (20) (1.2 Mb): 12", 24x80 VDU: Fortran: Pascal: A: U applications packages available.

60 cps printer Option: 10 Mb H/D £2600. (S).

LSI M -Three (£1700) As above 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/2" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Option: Dual 8" F/D,
(350k): 12", 24x80 VDU: RS232 port: Fortran: Pascal: A 10 Mb H/D (E)
P/P

LSI M -four (£2175) As above 128-256k RAM: Z80B: 8088: dual 51/4" MS-DOS: CP/M-86 Operates on either 8 -bit or 16 -bit
or 8" F/D 3xRS232 ports: RS422 Basic Cobol: Fortran: applications software. Option: 10 Mb
port: P/P 12", 24x80 VDU Pascal: MP/M-86 H/D

Macro 1 (£3950 Micro APL Ltd. 01-834 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D CP/M: APL: U: Basic: Designed as timesharing replace -
or £294 pm). 2687 (TBA) (1 Mb): 4xRS232 ports. Fortain: Cobol: Word- ment. Macro 2 with 2 Mb F/D

2star Algo: Pascal: Forth. £4750 or £334 pm.

Marinchip M9900 Microprocessor Eng. 128k RAM: 9900: dual 8" F/D (2Mb): NOS: Basic: Pascal: W/P: Multi-user/multi-tasking OS. Options:
(£4990) 0703 775482 4xRS232 ports. SPL: Forth: Meta H/D up to 120 Mb.

Micro Trainer 1 Hewart: 0625 16-32k RAM: 6800/6809: 10" Basic: A: Pascal: PL/M: SS50-based system. Graphics
(£650) 22030 (N/A) 16x24 VDU: 2xC int: Opt: W/P avail. Int card with real time

dual 51/4" F/D (160k) £595: clock £17. (I).
8k RAM £17.

Millbank Sys 10 Millbank: 01-891 65k RAM: Z80: dual 51/2" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: 12 -month warranty. Main -
(£2395) 4691(6). (700k): 12", 24x80 VDU: 2x Fortran: Pascal: PLI: frame comm. package.

RS232 ports: RS449 port: P/P. W/P. Maintenance contracts. Options: 1.6
Mb F/D. 5-50 Mb H/D. (S&H)

Munroe EC8800 Fi-Cord Int. 061 445 7716 128k RAM: Z80A: single 51/4" F/D Munroe Multitasking High res colour graphics. Option:
(£2150) (320k): 3xRS232 ports: P/P System: CP/M: Basic: single 5= " F/D. (320k). £495

Cobol: Fortran: Pascal

List of Abbreviations
A Assembler G/C Graphics card M/A Macro assembler S Software
BT Bench Tested I-1 Hardware N/A Not available S/P Serial port
C Cassette H/D Hard disk N/P Numeric pad T/E Text editor
E Extensive I Introductory 0/S Operating system TBA To be announced
F/D Floppy disk Int Interface P/P Parallel port U Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Munroe 008820 As above 128k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D As above 5MB H/D avail soon. BT 4/82.
(£2990) (640k): 9", 24x80 VDU: 3xRS232 ports:

P/P

Nascom 3 (£549) Lucas Logic 0926 59411 48-60k RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D Basic: Pascal: A: CP/M: Options dual 5'/4" F/D (700k) £685:
(700k): RS232 port: P/P. Cobol Fortran 48k RAM £130.

NEC PC 8001 IBR 0734 664111 32k RAM: Z80A: P/P Basic N: (24k ROM) Colour monitor £359 (low res) or £579
(£599) Option: dual 51/4" F/D (326k) £699 CP/M: Fortran: Cobol: (high res) both 12", 25x80 many

Pascal. expansion units avail. (E) BT 6/81

Newbrain Model A Grundy: 0223 32k-2 Mb RAM: Z80A: Nat 420: CBasic (29k ROM): A. Graphics. Battery or mains.
(£199) 350355 (TBA) 2xC int: TV Mt: 2xV24 ports. Options: '1/2 Mb RAM £450. Also

Model AD £299.(E).

North Star Comart: 0480 32-64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" DOS: Basic: CP/M: Options: 5-18 Mb H/D, Multi-user.
Horizon (£1975) 215005. (25) Trader F/D (360k): 15", 24x80 VDU: Cobol: Fortran: Pascal.

Comp. 01-328 150 cps printer: 2 S/P: 1 P/P.
3484 (60)

North Star Advantage As above 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D GDOS: CP/M: CBasic: Price includes business graphics &
(£2195) (720k): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: S/P. MBasic: Fortran: Cobol: demo software.

Pascal

Oki if 800 Encotel. 01 686 9687 64k RAM: Z80A: 2k ROM: Basic: A: CP/M Fully integral unit. Graphics.
(0000) dual 5'/4" F/D (768k): 12", Cobol: Fortran: Options: dual 51/4" F/D (560k):

24x80 VDU: 80 col printer: RS232 port: PP. (1).
loudspeaker: RS232 port: 20k BT 10/81
ROM cartridge.

Olivetti M20 (£2395) Olivetti 01 785 6666 128k -512k RAM: 28001: 2-8k ROM: Basic: PCOS: A Alternative 8086 processor board to run
dual 51/4" F/D (640k): RS232 port; CP/M86 & MS-DOS. Options: 11 Mb
P/P H/D (integral): printer £738. (5) B/T

9/82

Onyx C8000 Onyx Dist Ltd: 09066- 64k RAM: Z80: 12 Mb Cartridge: CP/M: MP/M Oasis: C8001 with 128k RAM
(£6875) 5432 (TBA) 10 Mb H/D: 4 S/P: P/P Unix: Fortran: Pascal: £8220. Multi-user version

W/P avail. using Oasis.(E) BT 3/81.

Oric 1 (£100 inc VAT) Oric Products Int 0990 16-48k RAM: 6502A: 28x40 TV int: Basic (16k ROM): Forth With 48k RAM and Forth on cassette
27641 C int: S/P: P/P: Loudspeaker £170 inc VAT. 240x200 colour graphics.

Micro disk and modem avail soon.
Viewdata compatible.

Osborne 1 (£1250) Osborne 0908 615274(40) 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: W/P: Cobol Integral system in weatherproof
(200k): 5", 24x52 VDU: RS232 port: Fortran: Pascal CBasic: carrying case. Will run on battery
P/P MBasic: Wordstar: pack. Option: dual 51/4" F/D (400k).

Mailmerge: Supercalc BT11/81.
Forth

Oscar (£2560) IDS Ltd: 0908 64k RAM: Z80: dual 5 1/4 F/D (800k): CP/M: Basic: Pascal Also avail. with dual 5" F/D(1.6Mb)
313997(30) 12", 25x80 VDU: RS232 port: I P/P Fortran: Cobol: W/P:A £2905 and 8" F/D(2 Mb) £3380.

Advanced video board. S&H).

Panasonic Panasonic Business 64k RAM: 8085A: 4k PROM: CP/M: Basic: A Micro- Option: 8.4 Mb H/D £2725 (up
JD 800M, Equipment: 0753 dual 8" F/D JD800M (500k): Cobol. two). BT3/80(S).
JD850M 75841 (10 regional dist) JD850M (2 Mb): 12", 24x80
(0300, £4350) VDU: 3xRS323 ports. P/P

Pascal Microengine Pronto Electronic 64k RAM: MCP 1600: 2x Pascal. CPU instruction set is P -code:
(£2295) Systems Ltd: 01- RS232 ports: 2 P/P. no interpreter needed. Avail -

554 6222 able with dual 8" F/D (2 Mb)
£3900.

Pasca 640 (£1900) Westrex Ltd: 01-578 0957 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D (512k): CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Maintenance contracts avail. Option:
(TBA) 12", 24x80 VDU: RS232 port: P/P Fortran: Pascal: A: W/P: 5-20 Mb H/D. (S) BT 5/18

U

Philips P2000 Philips Data 16-48k RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D PDOS: UCSD p -system: With 48k RAM, Pascal and
(£2444) (140k): 12", 24x80 VDU: RS232 port. Pascal: Basic Fortran:A. Basic £3300: BT I2/81.(8).

Position 900 (£1950) Position Comp. 09252 64-512k RAM: 6809: 4xRS232 ports: OS -9: Basic 09: Supports 4 users, expandable to 8.
29741 (10) IEEE -488 port: 1200 band C: dual Pascal: C: A: Cobol: U Networking allows 28 users on 7

51/4" F/D (720k) FLEX 0/S Options dual: 51/4" F/D (1.4 Mb): 5-40
Mb H/D (E)

Position 9000 (£1536) As above 64-512k RAM: 6809: 4xRS232 ports: OS -9: Basic 09: Pascal 240x240 high res colour graphics.
IEEE -488 port: 1200 band C. C: A: Cobol: U Viewdata compatible. Disk options as

above. Supports 5 users. Networking
allows 35 users on 7 systems (E) BT
10/82.

Prince (0045) Digico: 04626 64k RAM: 3xZ80A: dual 5'/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Pascal: High res graphics. Options: single 51/4"
78172 (50) (800k): 2xRS232 port: P/P 12", Fortran: Cobol: W/P:A: F/D (400k) £600: dual 8" F/D(2 Mb)

25x80 VDU T/E:U £2000 5-I0Mb H/D. Rentals avail. (S).

Quantum 2000 Quantum Comp Sys 0532 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D (2.4Mb): CP/M Basic: Cobol: Many expansion boards avail inc high
(£2250) 458877' 12", 24x80 VDU: C int: P/P Fortran: Pascal: A res colour graphics. Option: 5-10Mb

H/D.

Rair Black Box 3/30 Rair: 01-836 6921 64-512k RAM: 8085: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: 64k RAM expansion £500. 256k RAM
(£3750) (N/A) (500k): 6 Mb H/D: Fortran: M/A £1250. Up to 16 RS232 ports.

2xRS232 ports.

Research Machines Research Machines: 32-56k RAM: Z.,80A: dual 51/4" F/D ExBasic: A: T/E: U: High res colour graphics. Many pos-
380Z (£1867) 0865 249866 (N/A) (300k) RS232 port. P/P. CP/M: Fortran: sible systems. With 56k RAM &

Cobol: Algol: Pascal. dual 8" 'F'D (1 Mb) £3347.

Research Machines As above 32-64k RAM: Z80A: C: 2xS/P: P/P Basic: T/E High res colour graphics. Network
Link 480Z (£560) station.

List of Abbreviations
A Assembler G/C Graphics card M/A Macro assembler S Software
BT Bench Tested H Hardware N/A Not available S/P Serial port
C Cassette H/D Hard disk N/P Numeric pad T/E Text editor
E Extensive I Introductory 0/S Operating system TBA To be announced
F/D Floppy disk Int Interface P/P Parallel port U Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Sage 11 (£2870) TDI 0272 742796 128-512K RAM: 68000: single 51/4" UCSD p -System: Pascal Price includes 1 year service. With 512k
F/D (320k): VDU Mt: RS232 port: P/P Basic: Fortran: M/A RAM and dual 51/4" F/D (1MB) £4594

BT 2/83

SEED System 1 Strumech: 05433 32-56k RAM: 6800: various DOS: Basic: M/A: CBasic: Graphics. PROM programmer
(£1900) 78151 (5) disk options: 12", 24 x 80 ,4: T/E Also system 19 multi-user

VDU: RS232 port: P/P (£3000). (E)

Sharp MZ-80K Sharp Electronics (UK) 6-48k RAM: Z80: C: 10" 24 x Basic, A. Graphics: loudspeaker.
(£460-34k) Ltd: 061-205 2333 (22) 40 VDU: Option: dual 51/4" CP/M: Pascal: Fortran: BT 10/79 (B) ,

F/D (289k) £695 Forth

Sharp MZ80A (£549) Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd 48k RAM: Z80: 25x40 VDU: C: P/P. Basic: CP/M: A: Pascal: Expansion unit needed for disks (£100)
061 205 2333 (22) Options: single 51/4" F/D £400: dual Fortran: Cobol Low res (80x50) graphics. Loudspeaker

5 + " F/D £590: RS232 port Numeric pad (B)

Sharp MZ-80B (£1095) As above 64k RAM: Z80A: C: 9", 25 x 80 VDU: Basic: A: Pascal: FDOS High res graphics. Options: dual 51/4"
RS232 port: P/P. F/D (560k) £800: 80 cps printer £415.

(S)

Sharp PC1500 (£150) As above 3-11k RAM: CPU: 16k ROM: 26 Basic Full system with dual cassette int. and
char LCD: miniature four colour plotter £375.

RS232 port avail. soon. (B). BT 6/82

Sharp PC3201 As above 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D DOS: U: Basic: Various expansion cards avail.
(£2995) CP/M: Cobol (500k): C int: 12", 25 x 80 VDU: CP/M: Cobol. BT 7/81 (I&B)

70 1pm printer.

Sharp PC1251 (£80) As Above 3k RAM: 8 -bit CPU: 24 char LCD Basic (24k ROM) Portable. Printer/cassette unit £100 BT
2/83

Sig/Ner.100ZS Shelton 01 278 6273 (5) 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol: Various disk options, up to 16 Mb H/D
(£1299) (400k): 2xRS232 ports Fortran: Pascal

Sinclair ZX81 Sinclair: 0276 1-16k RAM: Z80A: C int: TV inb: Basic (8k ROM). Advanced 4 -chip design. Printer now
(£50 inc VAT) 66104 (300+) full K/B: 44 -pin expansion port. avail. BT 6/81

Sinclair ZX Spectrum Sinclaire 16-48k RAM: Z80A: 16k ROM: Basic Options: 32k RAM £60. RS232 port
(£125 inc VAT) 0276 685311 T.V. int: C int and microdrive disks avail soon. BT

6/82

Smoke Signal Windrush 0692 405189: 32-64k RAM: 6800/6809: dual DOS: 68/FLEX: Basic: With daul 8" F/D (2 Mb) £2600.
Chieftan (£1800) (TBA) 5 1/4" F/D (500k): 2 x RS232 port. Fortran: Cobol: A: Designed as development system

Disc A: Pascal: U. for industrial control. (H).

Sorcerer (£790) EMG 0293 519211 48k RAM: Z80: RS232 port: O/S: Basic (ROM): High -resolution graphics capability:
(27) 1 P/P: 5100 connector: 30x64 A: Algol: Fortran: user programmable character set,

VDU int. N/P. MBasic: ExBasic: Option: single 51/4" F/D (316k) £600
80. Pascal: W/P. Video disk unit (I.5Mb) £1890

Sord M100 Midas Computer 48k RAM: Z80: 8k ROM O/S: Basic: A: Up to 3 drives possible.
ACE (£2339) Services Ltd: dual 51/4" F/D (245k): Fortran: Pascal. Colour graphics avail.

07917 64686 24 x 64 green VDU: RS232 port: Option S100 bus.
(10) N/P (1)

Sord M223 As above 64k RAM: Z80: 8k ROM: dual O/S: Ex Basic: Expandable to 4 Mb F/D. 32 Mb,
Mk II -VI 5" F/D (700k): 12", 24 x 80 CBasic: Multi -User H/D, 5 screens, 2 printers. M243
(£4078) green VDU: RS232 ports: 5100 Basic: Fortran: with 192k RAM & 1.4 Mb F/D

bus: N/P Cobol £5087.

SPC/1 (£3140) Digital Data: 01- 96-1056k RAM: 8085 A-2: dual Mikados, Comal: Pascal: Expandable to multi-user
573.8854 5 1/4" F/D (280k): IT', 24 x 80 A. system (8 users).

VDU: 2 x RS232 ports: Option: BT 7/80 (S).
Up to 106 Mb H/D

Superbrain Icarus: 01-485 5574 64k RAM: 2 x Z80: dual 51/4" CP/M: A: Basic: Limited graphis, Mainframe int avail.
(D750) (45) F/D (320k): 12" 25 x 80 VDU: Cobol: Fortran: APL: With 676k F/D £2090, 1.5Mb

2 x RS232 port. Pascal £2345. With 5Mb H/D & single 338k
F/D £3950. BT 8/80. (S&H)

SWTPc/09 (£3850) SWTP Ltd 0733 234433 64k RAM: 6809: dual 51/4" F/D Flex O/S: Basic: A: T/E Expandable to 768k RAM
(1.5MB) 2 S/P: P/P: 12", 24 x 80 VDU

SWTPc S/09 (£7000) As Above 128k RAM: 6809: dual 8" F/D (2.5MB) Uniflex 0/S: Cobol: Basic: Up to 80MB H/D. Multi-user, multi-
2S/P: 1 P/P Fortran: C. Pascal: A: tasking, up to 18 users

Pilot: Forth.

System 10 Millbank 01-788 1083 64k .RAM: Z80: dual 51/4" F/D (700k): CP/M: Basic: Fortran: 12 month warranty. Maint. contracts.
(£2995) (TBA) 12", 24'x 80 VDU: 2 x RS232 port: Pascal: Cobol: PL/1: W/P Applications packages avail. Choice of

P/P high level language in price. (E)
Tandberg ECI 0 Tandberg: 0532 64k RAM: 8080 A: single 8" F ,D CP/M: Ex Basic (24k) Up to 7 terminals. Includes V28
(£3250) 774844 (N/A) (250k): 12" 25 x 80 VDU: 7 x Multi-user Basic: comms port. (S&H)

RS232 ports: printer int. Pascal: Cobol: A: U:
Tandy PC -2 As above 3-11k RAM: CPU: 16k ROM: 26 char Basic: System with dual cassette int. and
(£ l79 inc VAT) LCD miniature four colour plotter £338 inc

VAT. RS232 port aval. soon. (B)
Tandy TRS-80 Tandy: 0922 16-48k RAM: Z80: C: 12", 16 x 64 Basic (12k ROM): A. Fully expandable. Option: single 5 1/4"
Model 1 (£174) 648181 (200) VDU: RS232: P/P F/D (175k) £320 (up to 4). Many extras

.. ' available. 32k RAM £260. (I)
Tandy TRS-80 As above 64k RAM: Z80: single 8" F/D (500k) Basic M/A Option: single 8" F/D (500k)
Model II (£2347) 12" 24 x 80 VDU: 2 x RS232 port: Fortran: Cobol £782 (subsequent £391, up to 4).

P/P 3-32 Mb H/D , 8-32Mb H/D
Tandy TRS 80 Model As above See Model 1 Levels 1 and II Fully integral unit. Up to 2 integral and
3 (£434-£1477) 2 external 51/4" F/D. BT 8/81

List of Abbreviations
A Assembler G/C Graphics card M/A Macro assembler S Software
BT Bench Tested H Hardware N/A Not available S/P Serial port
C Cassette H/D Hard disk N/P Numeric pad T/E Text editor
E Extensive 1 Introductory 0/S Operating system TBA To be announced
F/D Floppy disk Int Interface P/P Parallel port U Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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You are looking at the sleek, ultra modem
lines of the latest dot matrix printer from
Mannesmann Tally; the people who probably
have more experience in computer printers
than just about anyone.

The MT80 is a high quality, low cost 80
column, 80 cps printer that will complement
any of today's micros in looks and quality; in
either the home or the office.

It has been designed with industry -

compatible interfaces in hardware and
software.

Experience tells us exactly what you want
from a printer-The MT8O has dual density
dot addressable and line graphics. An easy
change, long life cassette ribbon. It can handle
both tractor -fed fanfold and single sheet
paper. There is a unique quick tear facility
giving you a clean cut along the entire width
of the paper. And it even has an optional

sound reduction kit for those of you who like
to hear yourselves think.

But best of all, it comes equipped with
another valuable asset. A very attractive price
tag.

Contact your nearest distributor or send
for our colour literature.

Mannesmann Tally Limited,
Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham, Berkshire
RG11 2QT. Tel: (0734) 788711. Telex: 847028

MANNESMANN TAiTZ'
CREATING THE RIGHT IMAGE IN PRINT

UR. DISTRIBUTORS C. K. SUPPLIES LTD. WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 515805 516246 MELLORDATA COLCHESTER (0206)298181 RIVA TERMINALS WOKING ((4862) 71001 RUSH DISTRIBUTOR CARA DATA COMMUNICATIONS DUBLIN 429666



When NEC -
computer -makers to the
world - made their own
computer, naturally, by
cutting out the middleman,
they made their own com-
puter more competitive in
price. And performance.

Take the new NEC
16 -bit Advanced Personal
Computer (APC), for
example: it can store more
information and operate
faster and easier than any
system in its price range

The APC and its NEC
3530 Spinwriter has so many
unique features - in fact, there
are too many to list here.

fAirri.. Advanced Personal
Computer

But on the corner of
this page, a small snip could
mean a giant leap for your
business.

And a little more
time for your
family.

NEC
0 NEC Corporation

Q.r Tokyo. Japan
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IN STORE
Machine
(Price from)

Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Hardware Software Miscellaneous
(Documentation)

Tandy TRS-80
Colour (£209)

As above 16-32k RAM: 6809: 8-16k ROM: C: Colour Basic.
16 x 32 TV int: RS232 port.

With 16k RAM, 16k ROM & Extended
Colour Basic £261 (I). BT 9/81.

Tandy TRS-80 Model
16 (£365 I)

As above 128-512k RAM: Z80A 68000: dual 8" TRSDOS: A: Cobol
F/D (1-2Mb): P/P: 2xRS232 port. Basic

Will run all Model II software. System
with single 51/4 F/D (600k) and 8Mb
H/D £5911. Options: 8Mb H/D £2173
(up to four): 640x240 high res graphics:
Multi-user system avail. soon. (S)

Tele Video TS800
(£3100)

Colt 01-577 2686 64k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Cobol:
(700k):P/P: S/P: 24x80 Fortran: Pascal
VDU: 80 cps printer.

Fully expandable to local area network
with 16 users. 8 and 16 bit
versions avail. and full set of
application software. (S)

Terodec PBM-1000
(£4020)

Terodec: 0734 664343 (40) 80k RAM: Z80A: single 51/4" F/D CP/M CP/Net CBasic:
(819k): 6Mb H/D:2xS/P: P/P Fortran: Pascal: Cobol

System with Okidata 80 printer: TV I
910 VDU: W/P and various application
packages £5995 (S&H)

TI 99/4A (£199 inc
VAT) TI: 0234 67466 (TBA) 16-48k RAM: 26k ROM: 9900: 2 x C OS: Basic.

int: 24 x 32, 16 colour TV int: 3 tones
& noise: P/P.

12 month guarantee. Options 32k
RAM: 2 x RS232: 3 x 51/4" F/D
(92k each): Speech Synthesiser.

Torch (£12795) Torch Comp. 0223 841000
(30)

64k RAM: Z80A: dual 5 1/4" F/D CPN: BBC Basic:
(800k): 12", 24x80 colour VDU: RS232
port: P/P: Modem

0/S is CP/M compatible. With 21MB
HD and single F/D £5495. B/T 1/83

Tuscan CP/M Starter
(£999)

Transam: 01-405 5240
(N/A)

24k RAM: Z80: single 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Fortran:
(190k): Cint: TV int: RS232 port: P/P: Pascal: Cobol:
N/P.

Options: single 5 1/4" F/D (190k) £155:
single 51/4" F/D (370k) £285: 16k RAM
£162: 3 Mb H/D £1450: 20 Mb H/D
£2970 (S&H)

Tuscan Starter
Kit (£299)

As above 8k RAM: Z80: Cint: 56 -key K/B 8k Basic
Options: Case £110: 5 x S100 sockets
£20: TV int £3.50

Fully assembled version £499 BT 1/81
(H&S)

Vector MZ
(£2650)

Almarc: 0602 52657
(3)

56k RAM: Z80A: dual 51/4" F/D CP/M: Basic: Algol:
(630k): 3 S/P: 2 P/P. Cobol: Pascal: Fortran:

Coral: CBasic: A.

High resolution graphics. Also
system B with video board &
terminal £3450. (E)

Vector System
2800 (£4600)

As above 56k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D As above
(2.4 Mb): 3 S/P: 2 P/P

High-res graphics. Many Options.
Fully expandable to 5005 multi-user
system (max 5) £5400.

VIP (£2650) Almarc
0602 52657 (3)

64k RAM: 3k ROM: Z80B: single CP/M: Basic: fortran:
51/4" F/D (630k): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: Cobol: Pascal: A.
RS232 port, 3 x P/P

Up to 3 additional F/D drives. Options:
dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £1063, 32 Mb H/D
(TBA). (H&S). BT2/81

Windrush 6809 (£2418) Windrush 0692 405189 56k non-volatile CMOS RAM: 6809: OS -9: Flex: Uniflex
2xRS232 ports: 2xP/P: dual 51/4" F/D Basic: A: PL9: SPLM:
(700k) Cobol: Fortran: Pascal

Designed as development system for
industrial control/computer station for
commercial OEM's. With dual 8" F/D
(2 Mb) £2953. (E)

Xerox 820 (£1845) Business Comp Sys
01 207 3344

64k RAM: Z80: single 51/4" Monitor: CP/M: Basic:
F/D (162k): 12", 24 x 80 VDU: 2 x Cobol: Fortran: Pascal.
RS232 ports: P/P

With 8" F/D (500k) £2250.
CP/M £95. BT 1/82 (S+ H)

Zenith WH-1 IA
(£2673)

Zenith Data Systems
0452 29451 (TBA)

LSI 11: 16-32k RAM: 25 x 80 0/S: Basic, Fortran:
VDU: S/P: P/P. A: U.

PDP 11-compat. Option: 2 x 8"
F/D (1 Mb). £1717 (S&H).

Zenith Z89
£1570-£1710

As above 16-48k RAM: Z80: single 5'h" Basic: A: HDOS:
F/D (102k): 12" 24 x 80 b&g CP/M: MBasic:
vdu: RS232: CBasic: Fortran.

3 x 51/4" F/D possible. Options:
dual 8" F/D (1 Mb) £1717,
20 Mb H/D.

Zilog MCZ 1/05
(portable): MCZ
I/20A (£3250)

Thames Systems: 084421
5471 (N/A)

64k RAM: Z80: dual 8" F/D RIO: O/S: Cobol:
(600k): RS232 port: MCZ1/20A Basic: Fortran: Pascal:
only 1 P/P: Option: 10Mb H/D M/A: U.
£7100

Available desk top or rack
mounted. Debug in 3k PROM.
1/20A runs multi-user Cobol, up to
5 terminals with 40 Mb H/D. (S&H).

Readers will be pleased to know that, due to our clever layout ideas, the
Transaction File is up-to-date and waiting cut down considerably. Ads are

accepted only on the form below for a flat fee of £2.50. Please don't specifyissues
as we can't oblige. Ads cannot be repeated unless separate forms are

sent in. We will only accept entries from non-commercial readers. Thank
you for cooperating.

 Acorn Atom 12k RAM.
printerface, manuals, leads. some
programs including Space Invaders,
Atom Magic Magic book, £t40 ono.
Tel: Wokingham (0734) 783388 after
5pm or weekends and ask for Tim.
 UKIOI (Wemon), cased, 16k
RAM. 12k Basic, extended monitor
in Eprom. Centronics port + 2 -byte
I/O port, new power supply, full
documentation, £120 ono. Tel:
Hitchin (0462) 56714 (eve).
 PET 4032, toolkit, cassette, 40
games programs, manuals, all in
excellent condition. £350 ovno.
Beverley, Shore Lane, Bishop's
Waltham. Hants. Tel: Bishop's
Waltham 4068.
 Apple Europlus computer. twin
disk drives, Epson mx-goilwri-
printer. BMC monitor, complete
tabs, business system payroll,
purchase sales and nominal ledgers.
5 months, little used. £1,500 ono.

Tel: Sandwich 612869 (Kent).
 DA1 48k, 16 colours. improved
keyboard, and user maps. £525 ono.
'Fel: 01-670 5909 (Dulwich).
 Olivetti Praxis 35 typewriter
(easily convertible to computer
printer). excellent quality
daisywheel, £200: also Texas T159
programmable calculator with 3
ROMs, (maths, statistics.
electronics), + manuals, £100. Tel:
Bristol 48663 eve.
 BBC Model B, hardly used, £370.
Texas 810 printer, £500. £411 worth of
software, £20. Will accept an offer
for the lot. Tel: Flitwick (0525)
717337.
 Tandy TRS-80 LII, 16k num.
keypad. green screen, monitor.
CTR-80A cassette recorder, still
boxed, hardly used, much software,
Chess, Arcade games and
Adventures, £200 ono. Tel: Byfleet
(09323) 41387.

 Acorn Atom, fully expanded,
floating point, ROM, PSU, all leads
and manuals + additional
programming books: "Getting
Acquainted With Your Acorn",
"Acorn Atom Magic Book". £185.
Tel: 01-907 5608.
 ZX8I + 16k + amazing Fuller
professional keyboard and £45 of
software, including Defender,
Invaders, Star Trek etc. All leads,
manuals, books supplied, bargain for
£90. Tel: Steve on 01-859 2360,
 Atari bargains: Jumbo, Jet Pilot
cartridge, £23.50; Galactic Chase
cassette, £12.50; both in excellent
condition. Tel: 0793 750620. ask for
Rob.
 Acorn Atom, 12k RAM, 12k
ROM inc. FP, separate 5amp 5V
regulated power supply, manual,
some software inc. Chess and Space
Invaders, £140 only. Tel: 01-876
7199 6.30pm to 9pm.

 Wanted - secondhand business
software for Apple and CP/M. like
dBasc II, Wordstar. Visicalc.
Visischedulc payroll, Project
Planning and other utilities. Tel:
06-116688 or write: Peter Andersen,
41 Naesbyvej, 8270 Hoejbjerg,
Denmark.
 Sharp PC 1.211 including printer
and cassette interface with spare
paper etc, not used much, bargain,
£100. Tel: Graham on 021-421 5372
after 7pm.
 Sharp PC1500, almost new. Tel:
Graham on 021-421 5372 after 7pm.
 Casio FX702P, hardly used,
bargain, £50. Tel: Graham on
021-421 5372 after 7pm.
 CP/M maker for Atari 400/800,
encased with power supply. Provides
RS232 parallel. standard. Atari disc
interfaces, 64k, connects up to 4
(mixed) drives software included
CP/M 2.2, £390. Tel: Luton 32752.

 Teac dual cased 100k disc drives,
still under guarantee, complete with
cable, utilities disc and manual for
BBC micro, £220 ono. Tel: 0782
314053 after 6pm.
 Lynx 48k. Hardly used, unwanted
gift. boxed. as new with manual, etc.
£180. Tel: 0273 35909 (Brighton) any
day after 6pm.
 TRS80 LII, 16k. As new, all leads
and manuals + books, games:
Galaxy Invasion, etc. £210 ono. Tel:
Harpenden (05827) 61239.
 Newhrain model AD with
manual, £200. Sanyo high resolution
green monitor, 12in non-reflecting
screen £95. Both with under 10 hours
use. Tel: Bristol 690345.
J.C. Aitken, 47 Elm Close,
Littlestoke, Bristol.
 ZX Spectrum 48k. Excellent
condition, complete with ZX
printer, professional case, sound
amplifier and about 20 games +
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TRANSACTION FILE
mags. For only £215 ono. 'lel: CTR 80 cassette TRS 80 line printer 0812.  Superboard II (CPI), Cegmon worth £1,600. Seriousoffers over
01-771 2377 (Mr. Whitney after VII. All leads, cables, manuals little  Sharp MZSO-P6 printer + Wemon. integral 12in VDU, 40AMP 11,000considered. Tel: (0734)666104

used and in mint condition £375. Tel interface card and connecting cable PSU, Eprom programmer, (Reading).
rn).Tabs accounting and payroll Wilmslow 520652. for MZ80-B computer. Perfect 2716/2732, 30 tapes, 16k RAM, 32k  Sharp M280K 48K, excellent

modules (for Apple 11 with twin  Sharp MZ-801. Excellent condition. Tel: Ken Gaston after 8 Eprom, expansion to fit, 32x48 condition. SeveralBasics. Pascal,
disks). Regret must sell. Tel: condition. Boxed. Xtal Basic, p.m. or weekends on 01-549 3108 screen kit, Complete spare Forth and many games. Also
Grimsby 824238 for details and low Knight's Commander. Machine £230 ono. Will deliver within superboard II with 6AMP PSU, NDPRO, ZEN and compatible
price. Code. 50 programs, manuals. £325 reasonable area, manuals, Spare chips, The lot £225 disassembler, ROM and ZEN
 Video Genie EG3003 16k, new ono. Epson TX -BIB, soundproof  MZ-80K 48k with Quantum hi-res ono. Tel: Reading 694445. listings. With manuals, bargain, £260.
keyboard, integral cassette, VU box, excellent condition £175 ono. graphics, reset button, dust cover  Sharp MZ-80K, 48k. excellent Tel: Cheltenham (0242)23091.
meter. Excellent condition, hardly Tel: 097 883 3502 eve. 70+ programs including several condition. dustcover, extended  Pet 2001,32K, new ROMwithover
used. Complete with original  Philips G7000 video system with 8 Basics. Pascal. Fortran, Assembler. Basics, Forth. M/C, Code WrdPro. 10/3 programs, mags and listings. I
manuals, leads, box, some programs cartridges inc. Space Monster, Scramble, PacMan, Asteroids, many games. books, newsletters, needthe money fast.so sellingcheap!
(Space Invaders, Scrambler. etc). Cosmic Conflict. Freedom Fighters, Defender, Chess, Wizards Castle MX -80, graphics chips and interface, Only £265 ono -for more details
£210. Tel: 0945 582432 after 5pm. Club newsletters VGC. Boxed £95 £400 ono. Tel: Wilmslow 526663. over 40 cassettes, £300. Tel: 0525 telephone 01-5549548.
 Wanted vintage calculator: Texas ono Sinclair ZX-80, manual, games  Sharp MZ8OK 48k. Excellent 376011 (after 6pm).  Sharp MZ8OK High Resolution
Instruments SR56 with or without £15 ono. Tel: 097-883 3502 eve. condition with Sharp Assembler and  UK 101, 8k with Cegmon, Basic 5 Board, fittedreset switch, lots
print cradle, PC100. Must he in full,  ITT 2020 64k 2 disc drives 3.3Dos 3 Basics £295 ono. Tel: 01-992 1268. and toolkit, 16/32 lines, 300/600 software. business games, utilities,
working order. SR52 considered. TV modulator, parallel printer card,  Olivetti A4 valued around £600. Baud, Runs at 2M HZ, All cased. Pascal, Forth etc,1275. no offers.
E.R. Ashley. 23 Brook Way, 9" Hitachi monitor, games paddles Excellent working condition, all ' Variety of software, £150 ono. Tel: Also Seiko,SharpInterface, £40.
Bromham, Bedfordshire MK43 £800 ono. Tel: 01-734 7316 (J. offers considered for quick sale. Harlow 443022. Telephone David on (0253) 56361
8PG. Tel: 02302 5114. Squires). Also surplus Eproms, SAE for list 38  TRS-80 model 1. LII 16k, hardly evenings.
 Aculab TRS-80. Floppy tape drive  ACT Sirius 1. 12.8k RAM, 1.2Mb Farley Road. Derby Tel: (0332) used, Lots of games, all leads and  Software for TR80 and Video
and Zen, Xbas, locale, 21 wafers, floppy, Epson MX80F1111 + 366659. manuals. Tape instruction course, Genie; compilers for Cobol,Basic,
manulas. Aculab TRS-1 Parallel port Wordstar, diskettes, listing paper.  PET 32k 3032 with 3040 dual disk IQ builder, £260 ono. Tel: Richey, Fortran.ForthandPascal; others
printer interface: TRS-801 Level II only 6 months old £1.400 ono. Tel: drive and 3022 tractor printer. Two 01-570 0958 after 6.30pm. include Visicalc, Edas, Scripsit and
instruction course part I1,4 (11-9478404. systems available with some business  Sirius I28k, 1.2MB. hardly used, numerous games, many books.
cassettes. Any reasonable offers  Large quantity brand new Atari software, £850 each system. Mr surplus to requirements, 9 months Telephone for list ,Hull (0482)
considered. Tel: (0753) 882982. hardware and software for sale. Very Sherwin Tel: Rugby (0788) 810908 guarantee remaining, £1,900 + 867349.
 Tangerine system in I9in rack, keen price all or parts. Tel: for eve or weekend only. VAT. Tel: Harlow (06284) 73074.  AIM 65 develelopment system,
switch mode power supply, details (0624) 5998 eve.  32k PET new ROM. Large  Aculab floppy tape unit, + 15 20K ROM, 36K RAM, 24V Lambda
processor card, Tanex, Tanram, 2  MZ-80K 48k worth £300 and 102 keyboard VGC £395 incl cassette wafers. No interface required plugs and5V cased PSUsPettiteandNDU
hi-res graphics boards, eprom programmes total value £500 unit, progs, manuals. Tel: Histon straight into VIDEO GENIE. Have interfaces. Full documentation cost
programmer. eprom storage board, including machine code Zen 022023 4787. gone to disk so going cheap at £70 £768, bargain at 1250. Tel: 01-366 8820..
keyboard. Real bargain at £300. Tel: Dis/Assembler Knight's Basic  TRS 80 model I level II VDU ono. Tel: Bonnet, Kings Langley  ATARI 400 4 weeks old,,Basid.
0242 510525. extensions Pacman, Invaders. cassette complete in original box 65324. language, Atari recorder., .Ciptaitiet;
 Intertec Superbrain 64k, integral Breakout and Adventures. only including £100 software with Touch 0 Tangerine mini -rack, Micron, 8k, Asteroids cassettes,. joystiek ,
screen and disk drives. CP/M, asking £495. Tel: Ascot 21071 (eve). Typing. Owner upgrading. Best over RAM, 15k ROM, Basic. tool k it, portable tellevISIOCSell the lot £250
Extended Basic, Supercalc.  Acorn Atom. 38k RAM, 13k £220. Tel: 0323 52821 or 58609. Tanbug. Xbug, ASCII, keyboard, or swap. forMI 80A or M2 80K. Tel:
Microline printer, £750 ono. Mike ROM, new keyboard, 3A PSU,  TRS 80 Mod III, 2 disc drives, hex keypad. games keypad, Chunky Garboldisbam 430 home, Thetford
Bryant. Tel: Reading (0734) 65724. books and lots of software, inc. RS232, editor/assembler, graphics, 4 manuals, Microtan 3192 work.
 Sharp MZ-80FB twin disk drives. Galaxians, 747, Defender, etc, £225 communications software and games companion book. Much software,  Sharp MZ-80K, 48k + interface
Brand new, still unpacked £390. Tel: ono. Tel: Epping (0378) 75803 after disks + more software and £250 ono. Tel: 01-668 3326. box P3 printer and 320X200.hi-res
Leics. 673536. 5 p.m. programs. Little used, ideal for  Colour NASCOM-2 48k with board, Over £200 of soft -Wire
 PET 3008 upgraded 32k, 2031 disk
drive cassette. + cassette based

 48k Oric-1 programs 'graphics' a
utility character generator program

business or home. As new. £1,200.
Tel: Robert on Bourne End 26261.

disk, Polydos. disk Basic, Pascal,
Assembler. Polvtext, AVC gives 8

including various busineer-pit
only £850 the lot. Tel: ,-a:"

software and manuals all in excellent + arcade 'Breakout' with full sound,  Commodore 4022 printer, good colours, 782x256, cased with Hutchinson, Letchworth3744.
condition. £850 ono, Tel: colour and even Hall of Fame!! £4.50 condition, £200. Tel: Bordon numeric keypad, fan, speaker,  TRS 80 model I, L2, 16k
Rotherham 812458 after 1 p.m. inc. P. Teakle, 75 Oaithanger Drive, (Hants) (04203) 4261. £200+ of software, £1,075 or offer. computer with lower case
 Sharp MZ8OK 48k, little used, Lawrence Weston. Bristol.  NewBrain Model AD, 32k. Tel: 0763 61482. .:,:..r modification, battery operated
very good condition, manual and  Sharp MZ80A 48k one year old. Features built-in display. As new, +  PET 32k CommodorWossette, soundbox. VDU cassette recorder
games (Chess, Space ,,,.aders). Will Accept £415. Also available, Disk computer manual and beginners Bags of software. little used, ideal and software included £230. Tel:
deliver within reasonable radius of Basic. Floppy Interface, printer I/O manual and tape, hardly used. £200. for business, home or school; £450. Charles Joyce on Rowlands Castle
Warrington. £300 ono. Tel: card, expansion unit. Prices on Tel: 01-3379571 eve. Tel: Colin, Slough. 72674, or write 2788 (STD 070541).
Warrington (0925) 810188. application. Tel: Corsham 714589  VIC-20, 16k, super expander, Colin Payne. 113 Holmedale.  Commodore 80/96 business micro
 TRS 8016k L2 with tap, recorder, (24 hr.). C2N cassette. joystick. introduction Wexham, Slough SL2 SR3. with disk drives and leads. Tel:
VDU. programmable sound 6 Sale Exchange "Ozz" £200, Basic PT I , programmers reference *DRAGON 32. All leads and Mike, 01-888 4946 after hours,
generator, dust covers. Over £250 Wordcraft 80 £300 ono. For CBM manual, 3 cartridges including manuals, + portable tv, Chess 01-482 2283 work.
software inc. Arcade games, 8000. Wordpro 3 for CBM 3000 £100 Chess, £30 software. 6 month cartridge and cassette recorder.  Hewlett Packard HP -IOC,
Adventures, Chess, Multiplayer ono. wanted quality investment warranty, New £410, Accept £290 Price new £311+ only £220. Tel: calculator, as new, bought in error,
Games, programming aids, £275.
Tel: High Wycombe (0494) 716191,

analysis program suitable 81196. Tel:
(427 788443.

ono. M.R. Sadler, Crewkernc. Tel:
(0460) 73509.

Fairseat (0732) 822498 after 5prn.
 VIC 20 computer, computer unit,

£50. Tel: Maldon ((X21) 53359
eves/wknds.

Stewart.  VIC 20 users. If you are interested  Sharp M2 -80B, expansion unit, Jelly Monsters and Cloudburst  SPECTRUM 161 manuals. leads,
 PET 3032. new ROM, toolkit, 2 in exchanging software with a 2nd graphics, twin disk drive and cartridges and lots of software. £100 boxed, tape recorder £20. Included
cassette players, handbook, PET German group contact: Carsten software, Accept £1,500. Giving ono. Tel: Biggin Hill 73861. Software Arcadia Golf, Penetrator.
Revealed, £400 ono. Tel: Pim 0634 Dietrich, Werderstr' 38, 3150 Peine, FREE PC1211 and PRINTER,  APPLE kit. colour card, £50, Planetoids. Scramble, Nite-Flight,
61721 any time or 0233 21522 day West Germany. Tel: 05171 6500. Contact Wail Tarabzouni II, Saxon Omnivision  £100. modular £7. Hungry Horace, Go Skiing, GFZ,
only.  TRS-80 model 1, level 11 16k. Hall, 16 Palace Court, London W2. paddles £5, desktop plan £55, Avenger, Escape, worth £200,
 Sharp MZ8OK 48k complete with Boxed, as new, some software, £100. Tel: 01-229 8147. Visicalc utilities £25, library boxes excellent condition, £110 one,
manuals, dust cover etc. Tel: 0625 Tel: Garston 77491 after 6 o'clock.  LYNX 48k, boxed, 5 months old, £1_50. 3.3 £18, Pascal £45, Billing. 19 bargain. Tel: Rob, 01-4401635.
582480.  Sharp PC3201 CP/M2.2. Business Excellent condition, Selling as St Lawrence, Ashburton, Devon.  PET 3008, new ROM, large
 Sharp MZ-80K 48k 18 mths old, computer screen printer, twin disks upgrading to Apple, £150 for quick  TRS-80 model III , 48k. Dual Teac keyboard. green screen, external
includes books, user notes, joystick (560k), 112k RAM, 32k ROM, sale, No offers. Also 16k ZX81. 175k disk drives. Also editor C2N cassette deck, 3022 tractor
and Epson printer card, software Worstar, Calcstar, Stock Control, C excellent condition, Boxed, £40. No assembler and Accel 3 disk basic printer. hooks, some software,
value £400+ Available at £60 ono. Basic. As new £3,500. Value only offers. Tel: 0224 820940. compiler. All excellent condition, cables. etc. excellent condition. £550
Computer to first offer of £240. Tel: £1,900. Tel: Chorley (02572) 78531.
0908 677508.  Acorn ATOM 12k + 12k includes
 MFE 8" DS/DD floppy, Shugart 5 games. 3amp PSU, colour encoder.
compatible, good condition £150 floating point ROM, leads, books
FDC multibus board, with and manual. Cost £300, complete -
backplane £30. 5 Volt 14amp PSU
with 12/-12/-5V, for Multibus £30.
Would exchange for 51/4" drives. Tel

package £130 Mr. Campbell. Tel:
(II -954 3875 after 7 p.m.
 IRS80 LII 16k, expansion

(( Ca
%

0274 487235. interface (32k, RS232/, TEAC single
 VDU 80x24, faulty keyboard, disc drive. H14 printer (RS232. full -
working on receive, good monitor
£30. Faulty 8086 board, 64k RAM,

ASCII). disc software including
Pascal, APL80 £751) one or will split.

D

-.)
serial ports, similar 8088 board. £20 John (eve) Bristol (0272) 43482. beach. Full of chips other boards. £5.
Tel: 0274 487235.

 Sharp MZ8OK 48k RAM software
Baste, Assembler, Disassembler. .T.

 TRS-801,2 with new monitor,
cassette, sound, hi-res graphics

Chess, Space Invaders, Knights,
Fortran. Complete with manuals, //

(384x192), many books, manuals,
very large software collection. Value
£1,000+. Accept £390 ono.

dust cover, excellent condition. Can,.,-
deliver London area. £280. Tel:
01-361 1947.

5.

. . Or sr4 ".-----

b .II. '"'''''-it
Are... 4

.it /
Computer without software £340.
Tel: Long Eaton (06076) 68602.

 48k expansion for VIDEO.
GENIE (under keyboard). Little

,...

.4 .1.( \7'
l

tr ........._......,`-"--

111\ Aculab floppy tape unit for used. With full fitting instructions
VIDEO -GENIE. Complete with and connections. Cost new £48, will ir
cover, manual, notes, 20 wafers, accept £20. Tel: Longfield (04747)

(
tr-N ill,

various lengths, and word processor 516.5. Alli :4, -1 ( /
programme. £60 (Securicor  Selectric KBD printer (ex 2741) ,,

-,.....
ir '

/ -6 -!...
delivery). Nicholls Tel: 01-670 8605.
 16k VIDEO GENIE. Excellent
condition original and extra

with hardware/software interface for
Z80 micro +PIO. Previously IBM
maintained. V. good condition, with

.4. .4 ----- I S'....CS r'D.
k / le)- r...-0 . 1, 2

manuals, additional soundbox.
software worth over £70 including
Asteroids, Backgammon, Pontoon.

some manuals, sensible offers. Tel:
Ian on Ips (0473) 831353.
 Sharp MZ8OK 48k. Good

LIF-----','
p P \

£200 ono. Tel: Tony Owers, Alton
63103 after 5.30 p.m. or weekends.

condition, including Basic and 5
software cassettes with manual P25. '11 C13..

-II II% tri. ...
 Sharp MZ-80K (48k RAM) with:
over 1,000 software, dustcover,

Tel: 01-698 7614,
0 Sharp MZ80K 48k. Hardly used. 4C*.,..

/

books, user -group newsletters, House purchase forces sale. Ex 7/4% 4 ir <7
listings and all necessary
documentation. For full details Tel:

condition, some software.Cane
deliver Essex or Kent. £300 Rayleigh

,

oi.r(' aita,,,
/,,_" -_ >

4 ..---, ---
Rod. Bracknell (0344) 3888. 7799/34. Std code 0268. .:,- ) 6 --..
Absolute genuine bargain £399.  Apple II Europlus 48k with disk rm. r. /4 trcrel4W4."--
Excellent condition,
*Atari 800 + disk drive + joysticks

drive (DOS 3.3), RS232 interface,
Hewlett Packard printer and

4
+ software £500 ono. Tel: 01-387 software £750 ono. Also Applesoft
0946. toolkit £15 and Graforth Language
 TRS 80, L2. 16k numeric keypod £35. All with manuals. Tel: 01-883
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TRANSACTION FILE
ono. Tel: Phil, 021 743 0560
Birmingham.
 UK 101. cased 8k RAM +
extended monitor, £75. Professional
VDU. S.E. labs, model 1088 with
good keyboard, V.24 serial
interface, 17 lines x 64 chars.
Su rtinechnical documents,
£1 . Tel: Rochdale 354291.
 Osborne, 1 MK2. As new and still
under guarantee, complete with
manual and software including
Wordstar wordprocessing + extra
programs, bargain, £795 + VAT.
Tel: 01-904 4450. Wembley.
 Pluto colour graphics card by 10
Research, Extended command
ROM, See manufacturers advert
July PCW, Retail price including
VAT £500+, will sell £320. Tel:
Morden, 01-542 0873.
 Saturn 32k Ramcard software.
manuals etc. Boxed £95 for Apple II

try

for expanded Visicalc, Pascal etc.
Tel: 0494 33333, ext 165, 02814 2792
eves.
 WATANABE WX 4731,
plotwriter for sale, 4 -colour
Intelligent A3 plotter/printer with
parallel interface for Apple II,
manuals, £1,400. Tel: 01-8530289.
 PET/CBM 3032k. + 2 cassette
decks, + various manuals, excellent
condition, £325 ono. Tel: Edinburgh
(031) 667 0553.
 VIC 20, C2N cassette, Arlon
expansion, 3k super and 8k memory,
joystick. VIC Revealed, Watson
assembler, games, tapes, cost £400+
will accept £295. Tel: Leek 372208
after 6pm.
 99801A Texas Instruments, 16 Bit
CPU, + support chips 9901, 9902,
TMS 2716 Eprom, EX Equipment
but guaranteed OK, £15 per set Inc
postage. 18 Pilgrims Way. Gilesgate.

Durham.
 ZY 81 16k printer. 7 cassettes,
learning lab books, price £100. Tel:
38-47824 after 7pm. Keith Purcell,
139 Manor Road, Erith Kent D8A
2A0.
 PET 32K, large keyboard,
external cassette player, 2001 series
needs new home, £450 with £150+
games, software, including
Microchess. Star Trek. etc free. Tel:
Barry, Stevenage 813984.
 APPLE II 'Step By Step 2' course
in basic programming unused,
includes 96 page manual, 4 disks, 4
C60 audio cassettes, £30 ono. Tel:
Keir, 0268 43079 eves.
 PET 32k model 4032+ cassette
deck, toolkit, various software,
manuals, and CBM guide, £350 ono.
Tel: Colne (0282) 863248 after 6pm.
 ATARI 80048k, 410 recorder,
822 printer. joysticks, invitation to

programming, one and two
conversational French, music,
computer various games. Total valve
£850, will accept £600 ono. Tel:
Minehead 5330 eves.
 Atari 400 with program recorder
and Basic cartridge, Many books,
magazines, manuals, 4 game
cartridges, Lots of extras, including
joysticks, Cost £450+, sell for £350
ono. Tel: 0375 672077.
 Sharp MZ80A perfect condition,
one year old, Extended Basic +
Defender, £375. Low price for fast
sale. Tel: 0383 720549 after 5.30pm.
 Sharp MZ8OK 48k RAM,
personal computer, complete with
video monitor, cassette deck.
software, Basic tape and manual.
Still under warranty, superb
condition. Can deliver anywhere in
UK, within hours. £270 ono. Tel:
01-892 2730.

 PET 32k, model 3032 new ROM,
large keyboard, toolkit,
assembler/disassembler, resident,
3600 Baud tape system, cassette
decks (soundbox), dust cover , 4
manuals, Chess, Adventure, etc.
£450 ono. Tel: Lowestoft 64160.
 Urgently needed - someone to
help repair my ailing UK101. Tel:
Leeds 734419 eves.
 Sharp MZ80A, as new condition.
All manuals. software, some
additional programmes and tapes. In
original carton, £425 ono. Tel:
Radnage (Bucks) (024-026) 2229
eves.
 Sharp MZ-80K/A games addicts,
new software to help numb your
minds, Stomper, Alien Egg,
Cycloids, Proteus-I, All at £6.00
exactly. For details, sae: Image 18
Florence Road. New Cross. London
SE14.

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photo -copy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word
per box, very clearly. Name, address and/or telephone number must be included in the 30 words. All ads must be accompanied by a
flat fee of £2.50. Make cheques or POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be
repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we cannot guarantee to print an ad in any specific issue. Please help our typesetter to
help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send form to: Transaction File PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W 1 A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.

J

ACC NEWS -
Rupert Steele presents his monthly round -up of news from the

Amateur Computer Club.

Micro -robotics
on the move
Good news for all micro -robotics
enthusiasts! The ACC is running a
second national conference on the
subject of amateur robotics
(including micro mice and mobile
arms). It will be held in London
during mid November, and further
details will be given in next month's
ACC news.

Two years ago, the ACC held the
first national micro -robotics
conference at Imperial College.
Over 80 people participated,
including enthusiastic amateurs,
designers, manufacturers and
representatives from various
interested bodies. A follow up was
requested, either in the form of a
study group or a second conference.

The group got together again at
the Earls Court Computer Fair in
June this year (wonderful how these
exhibitions cause the old faithful to
meet up to hatch their plans) and
agreed to launch a second event
with two main objectives:
1. A platform for state of the art
designs and information exchange
2. Practical help for amateur

micro -robotics enthusiasts (for
example, developing bulk buying
groups to cut component costs).

They thought that interest would
come mainly from the micro mouse
people and those interested in
mobile arms, but that the
conference would also be aimed at
those with other robotic interests.
These would include, on the
software side, artificial
intelligence, voice input and
output, pattern recognition and
`expert' systems. There will be a
number of features in
'ACCumulator' on this subject -
send your contributions to Leon
Heller, 8 Morris Walk, Newport
Pagnell, Bucks.

To avoid disappointment, write
(or telephone) now to get your
name on the mailing list for the
conference: Vernon Gifford, 111
Selhurst Road, London SE25 6LH,
tel: 01-6533207. He would also be
interested in any topics you would
like to hear or talk about or any
offers of demonstrations. Vernon
(who ran the previous conference)
is coordinating the early
preparations for this one, but he
would like to hand on to somebody
who could look after the ACC's
micro -robotics role, both in

conferences and convening a study
group. Anybody interested?

Communications
This subject persists in the news.
We are still waiting for some proper
standards to emerge in the field of
computer communications at the
protocol level, but at least the
electrical signals are well defined
for communication over telephone
lines. All you require (in principle
at least) is a modem
(MODulator-DEModulator) to
connect the telephone to your
RS232 signals. If your friend also
has one, and the baud rates and
parity specifications are the same,
then providing you've got all your
pins 2 and 3 (on the RS232 D
connector) connected right at both
ends, you should be able to
communicate data over the phone.

The ACC and the National
TRS-80 Users group are holding a
joint workshop in London on the
subject of building modems. In
particular. it is planned to look at
the Maplin modem design along
with some software to use with it.
This is hoped to include a general
communications program written

in the 'C' language. The meeting
will be on Sunday 9 October at the
Emil Woolf Accountancy College,
Marylebone Lane, off Baker
Street. London. For more
information on this event, con tact
Brian Pain, on 0908564271.

Shows
I hope to see some of you at the
PCW show at the end of this month.
The ACC will be there as usual,
along with our computer club
database; this allows us to put
people in touch with their local
clubs -typically we introduce one
person to a club every minute of the
show. So if you want to meet more
interested people, come along to
the ACC stand and ask about your
local club. Of course, if your club
doesn't tell us of its existence, then
we can't tell other people about it,
can we?

Incidentally, if you'd like to have
printed material about your club to
be available on the ACC stand (or
you have a poster you would like us
to try and display), then contact
David Annal (address below). If
you're desperate for a stand for
your club, it might be worth
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ACC NEWS
contacting David immediately, in Remember that you can get library in the area. Her ideas were (it gets worse!) but instead to
case there are any cancellations. involved (via your computer club or still speculative when the letter to contact Mel Golder (021.426 2275)

The June show in Earls Court was the ACC) in Club Spot 800. Club me was written, but why not drop or Mike Bayliss (021-7437197). It
quite successful from the hobbyist Spot lives at page *8008# on her a line if you're interested and in claims to dispense or cover
point of view. Many clubs were Prestel, and editing facilities can be the area. Information-Displays-Books
represented (wasn't yours? . . . available to people with Micronet She mentions that there is a -Disks- Talks -Systems-
contact David Annal, 142 adaptors or any full alpha terminal. problem in getting adequate Hardware-Software -Games -
Windermere Road, London SW16 If you want more information, drop computer books to be stocked in the Advice.
5HE for a stand at the next me a line. public libraries in Wirral. This Mrs Ann Flynn, of 53 Georgian
exhibition) and the ACC database Now comes the time that I go seems to be mainly because many Close, North Road, Drogheda, Co
was in great demand. The show dipping into my post bag to bring librarians are not fully au faitwith Louth, Eire, writes to tell me of her
itself seemed to divide quite sharply
into two camps, the small business

out the news from clubs around the
country. If you would like any

the computer business and are
therefore frightened off buying any

interest in forming a local club,
possibly mainly aimed at the TI

system market and the computer (interesting?) information about books at the selection meetings. 99/4a. If you live near her, why not
games business. your club to find its way into this She hopesthat by involving library drop her a line. She may be

column, then write to me at the staff (as well as 'ordinary people') in prepared to allow fans of other

Club spot address below (NB my address has
changed since July) and I'll give you

a computer club, they may set
sufficient interest to ensure that this

computers to 'play' too.
*Want more information about the

Are ou a member of Micronet? Do
you

youwantto
get involved in creating

your own pages on Prestel at no cost
other than phone charges?

a mention. Believe it or not, some of
your potential members do readthis pageBirmingham

Ms Valerie Clark of 4 Charlton
Grove, Wallasey, Merseyside,

vital area of knowledge is given
adequate cover.

& Region
Apple Group (BRAG-good
acronym) has sent me a handout

ACC or anything in this column? Or
have you anything to report? Then
write to me: Rupert Steele, 17
Lawrie Park Crescent, London
SE266HH.

AIL writes to me to talk of a club in a advising me not to PINE -APPLE ,r-aailIllr"---

Peter Tootill gives his monthly summary of what's new in the telephone

Liverpool Mailbox is now the first
UK bulletin board to start running
24 hours a day, and in case you
missed the new phone number, it's
051-4288924.

Mailbox -80 Stourport has a new
number (03843) 73873. Phone the
operator for details of system times.

The long awaited new modem
chip from AMD, the AM 7910,
seems to be becoming available at
last. It is a multi -mode device that
requires only a power supply and a
couple of other components to
make a fully fledged modem
handling various standards,
including V21 (normal UK 300
baud standard), V23 (covering
Prestel) and their US equivalents.
The chip is expensive, (around £60)
but if you need more than just a V21
modem, it offers excellent value for
money. I expect that by the time you
read this, modems using the chip
will be well on the way if not already
on the market, although I
understand that supplies of the chip
are very limited at present. I will
give further details of any such
modems when I receive them.

Maplin modem: There are
apparently a couple of component
changes to the modern. Recent kits
should include details, but if you're
not sure details from Maplin, or
most bulletin boards seem to have
them on somewhere.

By 'commercial' I mean systems
that are run by commercial
organisations rather than
individual hobbyists. As always I
should be pleased to receive
corrections, updates and the like,
either via Liverpool Mailbox, or
PCM .

Systems which are Free at least in
part.
DISTEL. Tel: (01) 6833311. Run
by Display Electronics (new and
surplus electronic and computer

networking world

equipt, components, etc). The
system provides information about
stock lines, credit card sales, and
some message facilities. 300 baud
only at present. Cost: free.
REWTEL. Tel: (0277)232628.
Run by Radio and Electronics
World, the publishing side of Ambit
(electronics components
suppliers). Information on stock
lines, some message facilities,
credit card sales, the latter only for
subscribers. 300 baud only at
present. Cost: limited areas free,
remainder £10 annual subscription.
MAPTEL. Tel: (0702)552 941.
Run by Maplin (electronic
components and microcomputers).
Provides information on stock
levels, credit card sales to existing
customers only. 300 baud only.
Cost: free.

PRESTEL. Subscribers only:
Prestel consists of a database made
up of individual pages provided by
many different organisations (not
by Prestel itself). 1200/75 baud
service at local call rates for a large
percentage of potential users. 300
baud service on London telephone
number only, at present. Cost:
domestic subscribers £5.00 per
quarter and no time charges outside
peak periods, 80 per cent of pages
are free. Business users: £15 per
quarter and 5p/minute up to 6pm
and Saturday mornings, no time
charges outside these hours (time
charges also apply to domestic
users). Information: tel: Freefone
2296.
MICRONET 800. An organisation
providing information within the
Prestel database specifically aimed
at microcomputer users. Service
details as Prestel. Cost: £50-£75
joining fee (covers acoustic coupler
and software- for a limited range
of machines at present) and £8 per
quarter on top of normal Prestel
charges. Information: Micronet
800, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R
5JB . Tel: (01) 8373699.

The following are fully fledged
commercial systems aimed at
business users:
TELECOM GOLD. Info from;
Julie Ireland, 42 Weston Street;
London SE13QD. Tel; (01) 403
6777.
COMET. Message handling system
giving user facilities for leaving and
retrieving messages: costs £30 per
month. info from: John Douglas,
BL Systems Limited; Grosvenor
House, Prospect Hill , Redd i tch
Worcs. Tel: (0527)28515.

TBBS, London . . . Tel: (01) 348
6518* System Operator: John
Newgas. Hours: Mon -Fri
lOpm-lam; weekends 2pm-lam

CBBS North East . . . System
Operators: Trevor Smith &
Malcolm Piper. Hours: Tel: (0207)
43555, 2.30pm-9am daily; tel:
(0207)32447, 7pm-midnight
CCITTstandards;
midnight-8.30am Bel1103 (US)
standards.

Mailbox -83, Stourport . . . Tel:
(03843)73873* System Operator:
Jim Roden. Hours: Call Operator
for times.

Forum -80 Hull . . . (Forum -80
HQ) Tel: (0482) 859169.
System Operator: Fred Brown.
International electronic mail,
library for up/down loading
software.
Forum -80 Users Group, Pet Users
section shopping list system.
Hours: 7 days a week midnight to
8am; Tues/Thurs 7-10pm; Sat/Sun
1-1 m; nights, midnight-8am, US
(Bel 103) standards.

Forum -80 London . . . Tel: (01)
9022546. System Operator: Victor
Saleh. Electric mail, library for
downloading. Hours: Tues/Fri/Sun
7-11pm.

CBBS London . . . Tel: (01)339
2136. System Operator: Peter
Goldman. Facilities: electronic

mail, program downloading.
Hours: Sun 5-10pm .

Forum -80 Milton . . . (TRS-80
Users Group 80 -Nett) Tel: (0908)
613004. System Operators: Leon
Heller and Brian Pain. Electronic
mail, library, newsletter, TRS-80
information system. Hours: 7 days a
week 7-10pm.

Mailbox -80 Liverpool . . . Tel:
(051)4288924. System Operator:
Peter Tootill. Electronic mail,
downloading, TRS-80 information.
Hours: 24 hours daily.

ACC . . . members bulletin board.
Tel: (0908) 44262. System
Operator: Peter Whittle.

University Research Computer . . .

Sweden. Tel: 010-46823660.
Guests use password '66,66' for
access.

Elfa . . . Sweden. Tel: 010-468
7300706.

Rewtel . . . (Radio & Bulletin
board). Tel: (0277)232628.24
hours service 7 days a week. Packed
with useful and interesting
information, etc. Subscription fee
£10 p.a. Non -subscribers may have
eight mins free. Hardware
required: 300 baud full duplex.
Standard page: 64 characters by 16
inches.

Bettisfleld Remote CP/M . . Tel:
(094)875378. Systems Operator:
Jim Eccleston. Hours: 1-4pm &
7-11pm daily. Restarts 8
September.

The above information is correct
and current, to the best of my
knowledge, but I would be pleased
to receive corrections and updates,
eithervia Liverpool Mailbox, or to
7 Stockville Road, Liverpool L18
3EJ .
* Ring back system- dial the
number, let phone ring once and
then ring back.
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CTUK! NEWS
For further information on Computer Town U K! see `CTUK' News'

or Prestel page *800803
Tony Cartmell
54 Foregate Street
Worcester WRI 1DX

Ted Ellerton
25 Beachdale
Winchmore Hill
London N21

Bill Gibbings
2 Longholme Road
Retford
Notts DN22 6TU

Peter J Kiff
2 Ranelagh Grove
St Peter's in Thanet
Broadstairs
Kent CTI0 2TE

John Stephen Bone
2 Claremont Place
Gateshead
Tyne & Wear NE8 1TL

Andrew Stoneman
135 Birchdale Avenue
Newcastle -Upon -Tyne
Tyne & Wear

Derek Knight or Bob Carter
Rayners Lane Library
Imperial Drive
Rayners Lane
Middx

Christopher Bates
Ashford Main Library
Church Road
Ashford
Kent

Paul Maddison
Gardenways
Chilworth Towers
Chilworth
Southampton SO 173H

Chris Cooper
110 Church Road
Hanwell
London W7

Brian Taylor
Tonbridge Area Library
Avebury Avenue
Tonbridge
Kent

Ray Skinner
62 Central Avenue
Billingham
Cleveland TS23 1LN

E N Ryan
15 Queens Square
Eastwood
Nottingham NG16 3BJ

Philip Joy
130 Rush Green Road
Romford
Essex

Derrick DaMes
18 Cuttings Avenue
Sutton-in-Ashfield
Notts

Patrick Colley
52 Queensway
Caversham Park Village
Reading
Berks RG4 OSJ

J M A Kilburn
(Headmaster)
Shawfield Norden
Community Middle School
Shawfield Lane
Norden
Rochdale L12 7QR

Vernon Quaintance
50 Beatrice Avenue
Norbury
London SW16 4UN

B J Candy
9 Oakwood Drive
Gloucester GL3 3JF

Roger Shears
181 Woodmill Lane
Bitterne Park
Southampton SO2 4PY

Chris Woodford
31 Hopley Road
A nslow
Burton -on -Trent
Staffordshire

Peter Herring
Ordnance Road Library
Ordnance Road
Enfield
Middx

Mike Perry, Steve Collas or
Dave Lee
The Library
Ealing Road
Wembley
Middx HAO 4BR

Lyn Antill
1 Defoe House
Barbican
London EC2

Peter Jarvis
do Health Dept
Corporation of London
Guildhall
London EC2

Vernon Gifford
111 Selhurst Road
Croydon
London SE25 6LH

Peter Stone or
Alan Strangman
Computing and Maths Dept
The Polytechnic
Wulfruna Street
Wolverhampton WV1 1LY

J G Batch
Central Library
Clapham Road
Lowestoft NR32 1DR

John Byfield
Moonrakers
The Rutts
Bushey Heath
Herts WD2 1LH

Robin Bradbeer
Polytechnic of
North London
Holloway Road
London N7

Derek Moody
2 Victoria Terrace
Dorchester
Dorset DT1 1LS

Pam Pollicott
South Ruislip Library
Victoria Road
South Ruislip
Middx

Rex Shipton
17 Woodlands Avenue
Eastcote
Middx

Susan Kelly
Head of Reference Services
PO Box 4
Civic Centre
Harrow
Middx

Andrew Holyer
10 Masons Road
Mannings Heath
Horsham
Sussex RH13 6JP

R L Saunders
14 St Nicholas Mount
Hemel Hempstead
Herts

Brigitte Gordon
18 Purbright Crescent
New Addington
Croydon CR0 ORT

Richard Powell
22 Downham Court
South Shields
Tyne & Wear

Peter Earthy
46 High Street
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6BX

Alan Sutcliffe
4 Binfield Road
Wokingham
Berks RG11 1SL

Alan Porten
14 Foxmede
Rivenhall End
Witham
Essex

David Sharp
5 Bridgenhall Road
Enfield
Middx

Keith Taylor
Carter Hydraulic Works
Thornbury
Bradford BD3 8HG

Alan Hooley
21 Brammay Drive
Tottington
Bury BL8 3HS

DIARY DATA
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition organisers before making

arrangements to avoid wasted journeys due to cancellations, printer's errors, etc.

London (Cunard Int Hotel) Acorn User Exbn. Contact: Computer Market Place, 01-930 1612 25-28 Aug

Leeds

Leeds

London

(Mercury Hotel) ZX Computer Fair. Contact: Computer Shows (Northern), (0532) 460644

(Dragona Hotel) Computer Open Day Exbn. Contact: Couchmean Communications, 01-778 1102

(Heathrow Penta Hotel) Video Software Show. Contact: Link House Magazines, 01-686 2599

28 Aug

1 Sept

11-13 Sept

Surrey (Sutton Library) Sutton Computer Fair. Contact: Peter Smithson, 01-661 5027 16-17 Sept

USA Int Peripheral Equipment + Software Exbn. Contact: Cahners Exposition Group, (0483) 38085 20-22 Sept

London (Barbican) Personal Computer World Show. Contact: Montbuild, 01-486 1951 29 Sept -20 Oct
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vic printer
For £68.90

Put a ZX Printer (£47.90 from Sinclair with
power supply) on your VIC using the SOFTEX
PRINTERFACE - costing only £19.95 plus £1
p&p.
* Very high -resolution graphics
* Full VIC characters
* 43 column printer with superb formatting

facilities
* Use as normal PRINTLIST syntax
Send orders/enquiries to:
SOFTEX COMPUTERS, Dept. P.1,
37 Wheaton Rd., Bournemouth BH7 6LH
Telephone 0202 422028

64 Version Coming Soon

WORDSWORTH

BEFORE YOU BUY

A BBC WORD -PROCESSOR
ASK YOUR DEALER THESE QUESTIONS:

* Will it print a 2008 document at one command?
* Will it personalise a standard letter to 999 club members at one

command?
* While it is doing that, can I type up the minutes of the last meeting and

save them on tape?
* Can I see all the time how my print-out will look, using an ordinary

television set?
* Can it use the upside-down italics feature of my Obscure Printer (without

my having to buy an extra tape for £10)?
* Can I embed printer codes at any position within a text line?
* Will it align my 8 -decimal -place figures. and add them up automatically

for me?
* Can I lock the keyboard in case the cat goes to sleep on it?
* Can I search and replace, centralise text. count words, ect?
* Does it work with all BBC operating systems, using cassetes or disks?

IF ALL THE ANSWERS ARE YES, AND IT
COSTS LESS THAN £20, BUY IT.
IT MUST BE WORDSWORTH!

ALSO AVAILABLE DIRECT: PRICE £17.25 (tape),
£19.50 (disk). FROM

IAN COPESTAKE (W7)
23 Connaught Crescent, Brookwood, Woking, Surrey

GU24 OAN. Telephone 048 67 Brookwood 4755
PrIMMgservicedvailable

BCPL FOR THE BBC
The most powerful language for
the BBC Microcomputer,
includes a full screen editor and
assembler. Language ROM, 450
page Manual, Utility disk.
Published by Acornsoft £99.65
also BCPL for any CP/M £172.50

Richards Computer Products Ltd
Brookside, Blewbury, Didcot,
Oxon OX11 9QA
Telephone 0235-850218

Programming Et
Consultancy Service
We can help with . . .

Programming  system design 
user manuals technical training
hardware and software selection.
We are at home on micros,
minis and mainframes - in all
major languages.

Mike Lewis Consultants Ltd
48 Willoughby Road
London NW3

\,tel: 01-794 3886
258 PC 1A1

PROGRAMS
PCW is interested in programs written in any of the major pro-
gramming languages for all home and small business micros.

When submitting programs to PCW please include the following: -
(a) A cassette or disk of the program

(b) A listing on plain, white paper (typewritten if no printer
available).

(c) Comprehensive but brief documentation.
(d) A suitable sae if your would like your materials to be

returned after use.
Please mark (a), (b) and (c) with your name, address, program

title, machine (state minimum RAM where appropriate) add -if
possible - a daytime phone number. All programs must, please,
be fully debugged. Programs are paid for at the rate of f40 per
page of published listing, plus a £100 bonus for the Program of
the Month. Send contributions to: Surya, PCW Programs, 62

Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.
I'll do my best to acknowledge receipt of programs as quickly

as possible, but following this acknowledgement it will usually be
some time before a decision can be made, so please be patient!
Generally speaking, programs which are rejected for any reason

are returned fairly quickly, so 'no news . .

You'll no doubt have noticed some
strange -looking symbols alongside this
month's Programs. Looking through
some of the responses to the Reader
Survey, it seems that most people are
primarily interested in one class of
program, be it games, utilities or what-
ever. With this is mind, we've decided to
help you identify programs quickly using
the following symbols:

p
FT7

Of course, not all programs will fit into
one of these categories, so these have
not been given a symbol.

Games

Scientificlmathematic

Business

Educational/Computer
Aided Learning

Toolkit/utilities

BBC Balloon
by A Roe

BBC 'Balloons', published in the June
issue, will only run under the 0.1 OS in the
form given. To enable it to run under the

1.0 and 1.2 OS, you should make the
following amendments:-

390 MOVE480.448:FRINT.GAME OVETO:TIME=0:REPEA1 UNTIL TIME>=300

550 IFINKEY(-72)ANDINKEY(-25) SOUND1.-10.200.1:FROCballoon1XFM.XF05%-32:YPOSX.YFOGZ4321GOT0640

560 IFINKEY(-72)ANDINKEY(-73) SOUND1.-10.200,1:PROCEtalloon.XPOSX.XPOSX-32:YPOSX.YFOS%-32:00T0640

570 IFINKEY(-57)ANDINKEY(-73) SOUND1.-10.200,1:PROCballoon:XPOSZ.XPOS%+32:YFOSt.YPOSZ-32:00T0640

580 IFINKEY(-57)ANDINKEY(-25) SOUND1.-10.200.1:rROCballoon:XPOSZ.XPOGV,32:YPOSX.YPOSZ+32:00T0640

590 IFINKEY(-57)ANDXPOSX>.960ANDYFOSX,=224 GOT0640

600 IFINKEY(-25) 500801.-10.200,11PROnalloon:YPOSX.YPOSZ+32:00T0640

610 IFINKEY(-73) 50UND1.-101,200.1:FROGballoon:YP05X.YFOSX-32:GOT0640

620 IFINKEY(-57) SOUND1,-10,200.1:PROCballoon:XPOS%=XPOS3+32IGOT0640

630 IFINKEY(-72) 50UND1.-10,200.1:PROChal1000:XPOSZ.XPOS3-32
0

OFOri
COcrnmEi

FOR

CUMANA & MICROVITEC
1431/MS Monitor £245 + VAT
Dual Disc Unit for BBC Micro

£345 + VAT

ACCESS AND VISA CARDS WELCOME

Telephone 01-845 6705

Telephone (0295)

67551
North Bar, Banbury,

microcentres ltd Oxon. OX 16 OTF



PROGRAMS
970 FORIX=102470325TEP-32

1020 MOVEnrIVPRINTSPC(SPACESUf:XX.XX4(SPACE5V1,32)

1040 MOVEntlX:PRINTSTRINGS(CR055%r.*.);:XX.XX4(CROSSX*32)

1060 IFLIFEX<3 GCOL0,1:FORIX1704-LIFEZ:MOVE1000ifIX*32/.192:PRINT,MINI$;:NEXT

1110 000L0.21MOVE32r992:PRINT.BONUS°:0CCLOr01MOVE32.928:PRINTSTRING8(4.CHR$242):GCOLO,2:MOVE32.9281
PRINT1DONUSX

1120 GCOL0,11MOVE1000.96:PRINT.START.

1130 000L0,0:110VE1008-1(LIFEX*32),192:PRINT:MINISIOCOLO,2

1350 GCOL0.0:MOVE1120.192:PRINTiMINIffGCOLOr2

1750 IFYPOSV,HIGHTX HIGHTX.YPOSX:5CORU=SCOREM.150*LEVELU1IFFREEFZ.IANDSCOREr=10000 LVEZ.LIFE%-1
:50UND0,10.75:MOVE10804-fLIFEX*32,r192:PRINT:MINIt:FREEFX.0

1760 IFNSUINS5Z>A OCOLOO:MOVE32r9201PRINT;BOMUS%f000LO,21BONU5X.BONUSZ-20:MOVE32,928:MINfiBONUS
A.10:NSWING5%.0

Atari No -Trans
by Martin Stiby

`No-Trons' is an arcade -type game for the
Atari 400 with a games paddle (NB:
paddle, not joystick). You have a gun at
the bottom of the screen and a target at the
top. You control the gun, using the paddle,
and the computer controls the target. In
between the two, a number of No-Trons
glide happily across the screen from right
to left. Your job is to blast the living
daylights out of the lovable little creatures.
If more than one No-Tron manages to
reach the same point on the left-hand side
of the screen, your score is displayed and

the game restarts.
There are a number of skill levels

available, selected by twiddling the paddle
and then hitting the fire button at the
beginning of the game. The higher the skill
level, the faster the pace.

The number of POKES and data
statements make the game all but impossi-
ble to modify for readers without a paddle.
As our referee puts it: 'They will be really
up the creek, as it were!' Thank you, Phil.
Don't call us . . .

0 GOTO 18013
100 X=USR( 1536, :ON X-1536 GOTO 200,588,489
209 SOUND 8,58,4,15: POKE 712,48:COLOR 1:M=PEEK( 1789) :N=PEEK( 1791) :PLOT M,79:DRAW
TO N,A:COLOR AIPLOT M,79
210 DRiANTO N,A:POKE 712,A:SOU4D B,A,A,A:IF PEEK(53252)=A THEN GOTO C
2213 POKE 1787,A:PEEK( 1785) :POKE 1785,225:FOR P=14 TO A STEP -2:SOUND B,P,8,15-
P:POKE 784,P:POKE D,M-4
230 POKE 53256,13:FOR P1=B TO 38:NEXT P1:POKE D,M:POKE 53256,4:FOR P158 TO 30 :NEX
T PI
248 NEXT P:POKE 712,A:SOUND B,A,A,A:POKE D,225:POKE 53278,A:SC=SIC.< 175-M) :GOTO C
488 POKE D,225:POKE 1787,A:POKE 1785,228:FOR P=5 TO 78 STEP 2:POKE 707,P:SOU4D B
,P,12,151SOUND 2,P -5,I2,15
410 NEXT P:SOUND 13,A,A,A:SOUND 2,A,A,A:POKE 787,182:11=PEEK(1741)+RI :FOR P M TO M
+5:POKE P,A:NEX'T P
428 POKE 53278,A :GOTO C
580 POKE D,225:POKE 1787,A:POKE ins , 229 :POKE 53249,A:POKE 53258 ,A:POKE 53251,25
5:GRAPHICS 2:POKE 710,18
518 POKE 756,226:POKE 7013,14:POKE 789,88
528 PRINT WS:"
538 PRINT 96; I \ I / v, \ 1 
540 PRINT 96;.1 J I I I I I I I'
550 PRINT 1160 \ I Th I I I I"
568 PRINT 960 / I Ir 11 I IN'
570 PRINT 116;'-- --
580 FOR P=82 TO 94:POKE 789,P:POKE 712,P-2:POKE 708,P-2:SOUND A,P-82,8,P-79:NEXT

P
598 FOR P=94 TO 82 STEP -B:POKE 789,P:POKE 712,P-2:POKE 788,P-2:SOUND A,P-82,8,
P-79:NEXT P:POKE 708,A
688 POKE 789,98:POKE 712,A:SOUND A,A,A,A:PRINT IN LEVEL ";2;" YOUR SCORE WAS
;SC:PRINT:GOTO 2900
1000 R=PEEK(I06)-32:POKE 54279,R:POKE 53277,2:POKE 788,110:GRAPHICS 0:POKE 710,1
8:R=R*256:R1=R+918
1500 FOR P -R+516 TO R+891:POKE P,O:NEXT P:FOR P=I TO 6:READ P1:POKE R+742-2,PI:P
OKE R+777+P,PINEXT P:POKE 1790,99
1510 DATA 127,127,42,42,20,20
1528 POKE 705,128:POKE 786,98:POKE 704,8:POKE 53278,0:POKE 1785,225:POKE 787,182
:R=R/256+2:A=0:8.1:C=1098
1538 D=53248
1600 FOR P=1536 TO 1783:READ P1:POKE P,PI:NEXT P:FOR P=B TO 7:READ P1:POKE P1,R:
NEXT P

THE POWER
RANKseeNedtor

\\i'tic\ Ve'd
.ut

The
Uninterruptable
Power Supply which will:
* Continue to operate your Micro Computer System when the

mans electricity supply tails
* Suppress dangerous spikes and surges
* Stabilise vohage and frequency to your sensitive equipment

Operate your Micro/Disk/Printer System from a Power Bank
and forget about a disabling break in the electricity supply.

Yataa

sine
Wayourour

Please contact: Power Testing (Sales) Ltd, on 0277 233188.
Telex 24224 Monref G (ref 586). 65a Shenfield Rd, Brentwood,
Essex CM15 8HA

MAKE MONEY MAKE MONEY MAKE MONEY MAKE

TO ALL HOME MICRO USERS

Your Micro/W.P. can earn up to

£500 PER MONTH
in your spare time!

Send £3.00 for the new sensational booklet:
MICRO (C -D -S) ENTREPRENEURS

To:

C.D.S. (UK) MICRO
89 Hexthorpe Road, Doncaster DN4 OBE

START YOUR OWN C.D.S. BUSINESS

MAKE MONEY MAKE MONEY MAKE MONEY MAKE

Micro-Pac NO HIDDEN EXTRAS
YOU PAY THE

PRICE YOU SEE

Great Low Prices on Supplies and
Printers Computer Supplies

5.25" Floppy Disks - Pac of 10
Verbatim SSSD Soft/Hard Sec
Datalife SSDD Soft/Hard Sec

DSDD Soft/Hard Sec
SSW Soft/Hard Sec
DSQD Soft/Hard Sec

Wabash SSSD Soft/Hard Sec
SSDD Soft/Hard Sec
DSDD Soft/Hard Sec
SSQD Soft/Hard Sec
DSQD Soft/Hard Sec
SSSD Soft/Hard Sec
SSDD SofVHard Sec
DSDD Soft/Hard Sec

Listing paper (500 sht pac)
9.5" x 11" Side Micro Perfs
14.5" x 11" Music Ruled
Micro Labels (250 pac)
4.5" x 17/16" 2 wide
Fits 9.5" Tractor Feed

Price per pac
1-3 4.7 8+

19.78 19.26 18.78
19.78 19.26 18.78
28.12 27.38 26.69
30.53 29.75 28.98
36.92 35.96 35.05
16.19 15.77 15.38
18.30 17.81 17.37
19.93 19.41 18.93
21.62 21.06 20.53
23.00 22.40 21.84
20.68 20.14 19.63
25.91 25.25 24.60
28.07 27.34 26.64

1'2
4.39
5.32

3-4
3.50
4.70

5+
2.75
4.00

1-2 3-4 5+
4.40 4.05 3.95

Supplies for all machines available in both micro and
normal packs, ribbons, disk boxes, printwheels- in fact

anything for your computer call us now.

Printers and peripherals

Epson FX80
Epson RX80
Epson MX100

415.15
281.40
466.94

All other printers (dot matrix and letter quality) and
Apple peripherals available.

Prices realistic.

For further information call our sales office.

Remember you pay the price you see.
Includes VAT & carriage.

COMPAC LTD (Micro-Pac Division)
ICCommerce House, Stuart Street,
Luton LUI SAU, Bedfordshire.
Tel: 0582452580 (suppliers).
Tel:0582450557 (pnnters).

M&J SOFTWARE
fig -FORTH FOR THE DRAGON 210
This cassette -based package represents fantastic value for money. It
consists of the FORTH language, the standard editor, and our 6809 macro
assembler. A disk simulation is provided in the high res. screen area giving
11k of space for source program development. Documentation consists of
the fig -FORTH Installation manual plus lots of example programs, memory
map etc.
DRAGON COMPANION BOOK E4.95
The DRAGON COMPANION has been well received by thousands of
DRAGON users throughout Europe. It was written by M. Jarvis who has an
honours degree in computer sciences from Keele University. Packed full or,
useSul information - including a listing of a full 6809 disassembles - this
book is a must for any serious DRAGON user. If you are still not convinced
then send a SAE fora copy of an independent review.
ASSEMBLY SOURCE LISTINGS OF flg-FORTH E7 each
These standard fig -FORTH assembly listings are available for the following
processors:
6502, Z80, 6809, 8080, 1802, 9900, 6800, 68000, 8086/8088 and PDP-11.
Do -FORTH INSTALLATION MANUAL EN
This is a complete guide to implementing FORTH from the above listings It
contains the complete FORTH compiler written in FORTH and a listing of the
editor. Disk simulation is also explaMed with a small program.
6809 and 6502 MACRO ASSEMBLERS ES each
These programs are structured one -pass assemblers which will work on any
fig -FORTH implementation with the minimum of alteration. They are
provided in listing form together with instructions on use and an example
program. Cassette recordings can be provided for DRAGON or MICROTAN
users at £1 extra.
ALL ABOUT FORTH by HAYDON £7.95
A annotated glo.ary of FORTH with cross references to fig -FORTH,
Starting FORTH and the FORTH -79 Standard. Invaluable as a work of
reference.
&hresn-aTnrad JZZie31,514,81r6a.ys Close, Scholar Green,

TORCH Z80 DISK PACK
BBC MICROCOMPUTERS
L.V.L. Diskdrive
EPSON & SEIKOSHA PRINTERS
Acorn, Bug Byte Software

S. J. EMERY & CO
10 Market Place
Bungay
Suffolk
Tel: 0986 2141 ;IC MEN

PCW 259



MICROMART
NEW FOR YOUR
UNEXPANDED VIC 20
Paratrooper, the catch pakacuda,
crazy kong, critters race fun, anti natter
splatter, english invaders escape
M.C.P. cylons, all at £5.50 each.
For any Vic at only £5.25 each.
Wacky waiters arcadia, catcha
snatcha, new for your 64, Startrek,
panic 64, frogger 64, at only £6.95
each.
Escape M.C.P. cyclons, annihilator
only £5.50 each.
Graphics editor, grave robbers,
moonbase alpha, monopole, at only
£7.25 each.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING ---
OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD 65p P&P AND
YOU MAY PAY BY STERLING MONEY ORDER (FROM
YOUR BANK) OR YOUR OWN U.S. $ CHEQUE. ALL
CUSTOMERS MAY DEDUCT THE FOLLOWING
DISCOUNTS: ORDERS £1 0-£19.99; -5%£20-£29.99;
-71/2% £30 and over; -10%. ALL ORDERS DEALT
WITH ON DAY OF RECEIPT VIC HARDWARE:- E.G.
Vic 20+ Cassette Deck + Joystick ONLY £180 (plus
£3.50 p.p.) Full lists on application.
SOFTWARE HOUSES please send us your samples.

BYTEWELL,
203, Court Rd., Barry, S. Glam.

Tel: (0446) 742491.

PET PET PET PET PET pEr PE PET

*** HI RESOLUTION GRAPHICS.***
A high resolution graphics board that gives a 64,000 dot 1320

x 2001 resolution. Versions available for any dynamic ram Pet,
BASIC 2,3,4, FAT40 & 80 columns. No soldering or track
cutting required, supplied complete with fast GRAPHIX soft-
ware in ROM and full fitting & operating instructions. £149.00

*** SUPER ROM -SELECTOR ****
A high quality printed circuit board giving 64K of utility

ROM space, software selectable!!! Allows 16 x 4K ROMs/
EPROMs to reside in the expansion area of your PET. One
'POKE' enables any two ROMs at a time. Suitable for bank -

software. £75.00
**** PET UPGRADES****

WHITE -U -WAIT service! (Dynamic ram pets only)Memory expansion:- 8K -32K£59.90
16K - 32K from £48.70
8K - 16K £38.26

40 column 112" VDU only) to 80.column conversion
40 to 80 column £89.00
40 to 80 column switchable (two machines in one!) .£105.00

Full keyboard functions:- i.e. TAB, ESC, REPEAT, SCROLL
up/down, define WINDOW, lower case/graphics mode &
DELETE from/to cursor. All available in direct or program
mode.
NEW! Now available 40/80 column switchable conversion for 9"
machine £149.00

*** REPAIRS AND SERVICING ****
Faat and efficient repairs to all Commodore computers at
reasonable prices. WHILE -U -WAIT service whenever possible.

Please add VAT to the prices shown at the current rate

Telephone Mick Bignell for more deans at:

MICROPORT
7 Clydesdale Close, Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 2SD

Tel: 01 953 8385

: GO FORTH & * :
Laboratory Microsystems Z-80 FORTH
Version 2.0 now includes multi -tasking, editors,
assemblers, utilities, good manual and games.
CP/M 8" .... £45 + VAT CP/M 5" £60+ VAT

CP/M-86 ... £95+ VAT IBM PC or SIRIUS £95+ VAT
Floating point package- includes both hardware and
software support with trig. routines £95
with Z-80 FORTH above £125

Cross -compilers - ultimate FORTH tool £230
Choose target from - 6502, 8080, Z-80, 8086/8088,
68000, LSI-11, 1802 - others to come.
Additional targets £100
FORTH is available on disc, cartridge, or cassette for
most machines inc. BBC, DRAGON, VIC . . .

DIY FORTH kits
Installation manual £7
How to do it + model + definitions + editor

Source code listing for one processor £7
6502, 6800, 6809, 8080/Z80, 8086/8088, 9900 1802,
68000, 78000, VAX, Appel LSI-11, Eclipse
FORTH books - range includes:
'Starting FORTH' by Brodie £15 inc. p+ p
'Systems Guide to fig -FORTH' by Ting £25inc. p+p
JUPITER ACE -every nice FORTH micro... £78+VAT

7

Microprocessor Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP prill
Tel: 0703 775482

PROGRAMS
1610 DATA i84,173,112,2,24,186,56,141,255,6,169,175,237,255,6,141,2,208,238,252,
6,173,252,6,56,233,128,288,42
1628 DATA 169,8,141,252,6,169,1,24,109,254,6,141,254,6,141,1,208,56,233,175,240,
15,173,254,6,56,233,61
1630 DATA 288,12,169,1,141,35,6,208,5,169,255,141,35,6,169,4,45,120,2,208,34,173
251,6,56,233,5,240,26,238,251,6
1635 DATA 169,131,56,237,255,6,141,255,6,169,1,133,212,173,254,6
1640 DATA 56,233,44,141,253,6,96,238,250,6,173,250,6,56,233,255,208,122,169,0,14
1,258,6,206,249,6,173,249,6
1650 DATA 56,233,40,208,5,169,2,133,212,96,169,8,56,237,12,288,208,5,169,3,133,2
12,96,173,249,6,141,8,208
1668 DATA 173,18,210,201,200,144,16,238,285,6,169,77,56,237,285,6,208,23,206,205
,6,288,18,201,55,176,14
1678 DATA 206,285,6,169,8,56,237,285,6,208,3,238,285,6,162,38,169,24,157,15,34,1
57,19,34,169,68,157,16,34
1688 DATA 157,18,34,169,255,157,17,34,169,0,157,14,34,157,20,34,138,189,249,6,14
1,192,2,141,8,210,76,1,6
1698 DATA 1746,1749,1754,1757,1762,1767,1778
2800 PRINT ' NO-TRONS .

2020 PRINT ' OOOOOOOOOO by Martin Sti '

2848 PRINT ' You are working in an atomic-'
2058 PRINT 'physics laboratory, studying a new and'

0

2868 PRINT 'dangerous form of anti -matter, called'
2878 PRINT 'no-trons. Suddenly the machine'
20130 PRINT 'holding the no-trons malfunctions. If'
21398 PRINT 'any escape to the outside, the lab'
2100 PRINT 'will be annihilated.'
2118 PRINT ' There is a Green -screen set up, which'
2128 PRINT 'will stop a no-tron, but only once in'
2130 PRINT 'the same place. As well as this there'
2148 PRINT 'is a semi -automatic pro-tron ray gun.'
2158 PRINT 'The gun consists of two guiding -bases'
2178 PRINT 'The bottom one is moved by the lab'
2188 PRINT 'computer, while the top one, you move.'
2198 PRINT 'When the trigger is pressed, the ray'
2288 PRINT "will fire between these two points ;"
2210 PRINT 'neutralising any no-tron in its way.'
2228 PRINT ' Only five shots at each no-tron are'
2230 PRINT 'available. The later the no-tron is'
2240 PRINT 'hit, the more points you get. Use the'
2258 PRINT 'paddle to change levels '

2988 POKE 752,6:PRINT '(Press trigger to start) LEVEL :

2920 IF PTRIG(A)=A THEN 2928
2930 2=INT(PADDLE(A)/22.9): PRINT ".";2;11F PTRIGiA,=B THEN 2930
2940 POKE 1562,150-2810:POKE 1656,255-Z*28.5:GRAPHICS 23:POKE 788,110:POKE 559,4
2

2950 SOUND A,A,A,A:POKE 53761,134:FOR P=9892 TO 9211:POKE P,255:NEXT P:POKE 5325
1,50:POKE 53278,A:SC=A:GOTO C

Spectrum Almanac
.4214,:e

44P
''4.4y, by Stephen Jack

`Almanac' is an astronomical program for declination. The program aims at an
the ZX Spectrum. The listing below just accuracy of +/- 10 (temporal) minutes;
fits into the 16k machine, our referee checked this with the Meteor -

For any date between 1980 and 2000, the logical Office in Birmingham and the dates
program will calculate the time of sunrise he checked seemed to be within this limit.
and sunset (in both Local and Greenwich Thanks to Mike Bedford -White for his
Mean Time), together with the sun's modifications to the input and, print
longitude, right ascension (RA) and routines.

Data for the date of 19 5 1983 130 PRINT "
140 PRINT -This program will ca
ccutate for-

. SUn's longitude 27,4775 deg 150 PRINT '"you the time Of sun
rise and"

Sun's mean P.R. 3.7141 hrs 160 PRINT '"sunset anywhere in
the world"

Sun's mean DEC. 19.709 deg 170 PRINT -after you give the
computer" eSunrise local time 4.1195 hrs 180 PRINT '"some simple ififOrM8
lion,"

Sunset local time 19.7753 hrs 190 PP/NT

Time of sunrise GMT 3,9862
200 PRINT "Rfter an input plea'
e press the" ohrs

Time. of sunset GMT 19.6419 hrs
PRINT 'TAB 5; FLASH 1,"ENTE

R' ; FLASH 0;" Key."
220 PRINT ""To carry on please

10 DEP FN f(f)=(INT (fe100100).1

press ENTER"
230 PRINT '"To leave the progra

m the"
710000
20 CLEAR

_press
240 PRINT " SPACE bar."

30 POKE 23609,15 250 BEEP .25,20
40 REM INTRODUCTION
50 LET me.i.olseisol

260 LET RNS.CODE INKEY's
270 IF AH5.15 THEN GO TO 300

60 LET RAD=PIY180 250 IF RN5.32 THEN GO TO 2560
70 LET DEG.1807PI
80 LET e=.916712

290 GO TO 260
_312H2, _C1-_5

90 LET x..835508 310 REM USER INPUT
100 LET CON1=.0657098
110 LET CON2=.99727
120 CL5

320 PRINT "
330 INPUT "Please give the year
you want to-start with.It thus

Impact
for

Insure your computer
damage, fire, theft and transit

all your computer equipment.
cover

£1 to £1500 Cover £8 p.a. with £10 excess
£1501 to £2500 Cover £16 p.a. with £15 excess
£2501 to £8000 Cover £16 p.a. with £25 excess
£8001 to £10000 Cover £20 p.a. with £25 excess

Write or telephone today for further details.
KGJ Insurance Brokers ( Stourbridge) Limited

6 Hagley Road

West Midlands DY8 1QK
Stourbridge

Tel: Stourbridge (STD code 03843)
5333/2545/77391

HARBOUR COMPANY
Open 6 days 10am-7pm

Wednesday and Saturday 5.30pm

AlidodysoLlppleSivy7wrmin

Apple Ile, Epson HX20 Portable
Computer, Epson QX10 Business

System and Epson RX80,
FX80 Printers all now in stock.
Also wide range of supporting

peripherals and books.

3 The Broadway, Manor Hall Road
Southwick, Brighton BN4 4ND

Tel: 0273 593345
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PROGRAMS
t be between -1980 & 2000 R.D.
570 IF YERR:2000 THEN GO TO 4.0.8
380 IF YERR<1920 THEN GO TO 420

DO -To 450
400 PRINT "-The year y0! gave i

s tco big."
410 GO To 430
420 PRINT "-The yea; 90! gave itoo smatl.-
430 PRINT -Please try again --
1/0 GO TO 320
450 LET Y=YERR
460 GO Sue (Y-1900)510.1170
470 INPUT "Please type ,n the moath you -wish E.9. for Aprilnter 4. -.MONTH
500 LET mONTH=INT MONTH
510 IF MONTH<1 THEN GO TO 540
520 IF MONTH:12 THEN GO TO 540530 GO TO 570
540 PRINT "-The month you have
tuned in is"
550 PRINT

'PRINT tr9 again.
560 GO TO 470
570 INPUT -Please give the date
you wish. -DATE
590 IF DATE<1 THEN GO TO 620
600 IF DRTE,31 THEN GO TO 940
510 GO TO 570
620 PRINT -The

s too small."
630 TO 650
640 PRINT -The date you gave (

. too large . -
650 PRINT -Ptease try again."
660 GO TO 570
670 REM TO CALCULATE NO OF DRYS
SINCE JANUARY 0.0 OF YEAR IN OU

ESTION
LET YERR1=YERR/4

590 LET YERR2=INT YEAR1
700 LET YERR3=YERR1-'fERR2
710 IF YERR3=0 THEN GO TO 740
720 LET yEAR4=60
730 GO TO 750
740 LET YERR4=52

IF moNTN :2 TMLN GO Tu /0760 LET P1=tMONTH-11*yEAR42
770 LET p2=INT PI
780 GO TO 860
790 LET p3=MONTH+1
800 LET P4=P3*30.5001
$10 LET P5=INT P4
820 LET P5=P5-YERR4
330 LET P2-1.6
840 REM MORE USER IkWuT
850 INPUT "Please give your'e tattode.--egati,e South ofthe -Equator T
eem IF LAT,90 THEN GO TO 910
890 IF LEIT<-90 THEN GO TO 930
900 80 TO 960
910 PRINT -Your latitide is to

o large.
920 GO TO 940
930 PRINT -Your Latitude is to
O 594)1.-
940 PRINT -Please try again."
950 GO TO 550
950 INPUT -Please give tongitud
e.""'Negative for East of Greenw
,Ch. -;LONG
990 IF LONG:120 THEN GO TO 1020
1000 IF LONG: -100 GO TO 104
0
1010 GO TO 1070
1020 PRINT -Your longitude iS 1

00 large.
1030 GO TO 1050
1040 PRINT '-Your tong,tode t
oo small.
1050 PRINT '-:.'ease an0ther
1050 GO TO 960
1070 REM END OF USER INPUT
1050 LET P7=P2+DATE
1090 LET D1=P7+Y5. REM NO OF DRY
S SINCE EPOCH 18 ,JRN 0.0 190e
1100 LET N=360/355.2422*01
1110 IF N)360 THEN LET N=N -350
1120 IF N>360 THEN GO TO 1110
1130 LET M=N+278.23354-232.59640
3
1140 IF ri<0 THEN LET M=M+250
1150 REM ROUTINE TO SOLVE KEPLER
'S EON.
1160 LET M1=RAD*M
1170 LET E1=15-6
1180 LET M2=M1
1190 LET m3=SIN HS
1200 LET m4=M2-(E*H3)-M1
1210 IF Res M44E1 THEN GO TO 127
0
1220 LET M5=COS *12
1230 LET M6=M4/(1-E*M5)
1240 LET H2=k12-M6
1250 GO TO 1190
1260 REM END OF ROUTINE
1270 LET 119=M2/2: REM THIS IS 8'
2
1260 LET E2=TAN 119
1290 LET E3=me*E2
1300 LET L4.-ATN ;13
1310 LET E5=E4*E4: REM TRUE ANON
ALY IN .RADS
1320 LET E6=DEG*E5
1330 LET L=E6+282.596403
1340 IF L,360 THEN LET L=L -360
1350 IF L<0 THEN LET L=L+050
1360 REM L IS SUNS ECLIPTIC LONG
ITUDE
1370 CLS
1375 PRINT "Data for the date or

date;- -;month;- year
1380 PRINT "-Sun's longitude
TAB 20.FN 1(1)," deg"

date you gave i

1390 REM TO CALCULATE RIGHT ASCE
NTION&DECLINATION OF THE SUN
1400 GO Sil6 2160
1410 LET L=L+.9256471420 LET RA1=A4
1430 LET 0581=L9
1440 GO SUE 2120
1450 LET RR2=R4
1450 LET DEC2=L9
1470 LET RR=RA1
1480 LET DEC=OEC1
1190 GO SUE 2450
1500 LET ST1r=LSTr
1510 LET ST15=LIT5
1520 LET RR=RR21530 LET 0EC=DEC21540 GO ,U5 2450
1550 REM END OF ROUTINE
1560 REM ROUTINE TO CALCULATE TI
tIES OF SUNRISE & SUNSET IN TERMS
OF LOCAL & GREENWICH TIMES

1570 LET ST2r=LSTr
1580 LET 2T25=LST5
1590 LET Tr,(24.07,51-1f)/(24.07+
STir-ST2r)
1600 LET Ts=(24.07*ST15)/(24.07.*
ST1s-ST2s,
1610 LET d=(DEC1rDEC2)/2
1620 LET PSI=RCS (SIN (RAD*LAT).,
(COS (RRDifd)))
1630 LET y=ASN (SIN (RAD*x)(5/N
PSI)
1540 LET Dt=240*y/C05 (RRID*di
1550 LET Dth=Dt/2600
1660 LET Tr=Tr-0th
1070 LET Ts=Ts+Dth
1680 LET K=P7*CON1
1690 LET K1=K-p8
1700 IF KI.<0 THEN LET K1=K1+24
1710 LET To=K1
1720 LET Tr=T/-To
1730 IF Tr<0 THEN LET Tr=Tr+24
1740 LET Tr=Tr*CON2
1750 LET T$=Ts-To
1760 IF Ts<0 THEN LET Ts.Ts+24
1770 LET Ts=Ts*CON2
1780 LET XX=LONG/151790 PRINT '"Sun's mean R.A.";TR
20;FN fl(RA1rRA2732);- hrs-

1800 PRINT -Sun's mean DEC. -.TA
8 20;FN deg -
1810 PRINT -Sunrise local time";TAB

20;FN f(Tr);" hrs-
1820 PRINT -sunset total time";
TAO 20;FN f(Ts)" hrS-
1530 LET Tr=Tr-XX
1840 LET Ts=Ts-XX
1850 PRINT "Time of sunrise GMT
';TAB 20;FN f(Tr).- hrs-
1850 PRINT "-Time of sunset GMT"
'TAB 20;FN 601-
1865 PRINT $0. -Press --c-- TO CO
PY to Printer- -Any other he.) t&
carry on-: PAUSE 0: IF 1NKEY$="C
- OR INKEV$="0- THEN COPY
2566 CLS
1870 PRINT #0; -press --y-- TO re
run the p ,og c am -"Any other KEY
ends the program": PAUSE 0: IF
NKEY$=-y- OR INKEY$="Y" THEN GO
TO 120
1920 GO TO 2560
1930 PRINT -You have made a min.
take in your -
1940 PRINT "typing. Please neve
another 90.-
1950 GO TO 1870
1960 REM DATA
1970 LET Y5=0: LET L2=23.4418841
8. LET P8=17.411472: RETURN
1980 LET Y5=366: LET L2=23.44175
377 LET P2=17.361677: RETURN
1990 LET Y5=731: LET L2=23.41152
372: LET P8=17.377592. RETURN
2000 LET 1'5=1096: LET L2=23.1414
'2367. LET P8=17.393505: RETURN
2010 LET 1'5=1461: LET L2=23.4410
5362: LET P8=17.409421: RETURN
2020 LET Y5=1627: LET L2=23.4412
2321: LET P2=17.359625: RETURN
'2030 LET Y5=2192: LET L2=22.4411
0315: LET P5=17.375539: RETURN
2040 LET Y5=2557: LET L2=23.4409
731: LET P2=17.391453. RETURN
5056 LET Y5=2922 LET L2=23.1400
4305: LET P5=17.407365: RETURN
2060 LET 1'5=3252: LET L2=23.1107
1264 LET P8=17.357573. RETURN
2070 LET Y5=3653: LET L2=22.4105
5259.LET P8=17.373427: RETURN
2080 LET Y5=4012: LET L2=23.4404
5253 LET P2=17.329402. RETURN
2090 LET Y5=4322. LET L2=23.1403-
2242 LET P8=17.40531E. RETURN
2100 LET 75=4749: LET L2=23.4401
9207 LET P2=17.255521: RETURN
2110 LET Y5=5114. LET L2=23.4100
5202 LET P8=17.371435: RETURN
2120 LET Y5=5479: LET L2=23.4399
3195 LET P8=17.357319: RETURN
2130 LEI- Y5=5845: LET L2=23.4393
0191 LET P3=1:'..03963.2140 LET ',565210: LET L.4395715. LET P5=17.353488. RETURN
2150 LET 7565575: LET L2=23.4395
4145 LET P8=17.369382: RETURN
2160 LET Y5=690: LET L2=23.4391
1139 LET P8=17.325279: RETURN
2170 LET 7567306: LET L2=23.4392
5134 LET P8=17.401211: RETURN
2180 LET L1=RAD#L
2190 LET L3=SIN (RAD*L2)*5IN LI
2200 LET Le3=A5N L3: REM SUNS DEC
IN RADS

2210 LET L9=DEG*L2
2220 LET R1=TRN L1
2230 LET R2=(COS (RAD*L2)*al)
2240 LET R1=RTN R2

IT'S SOFT
Software for the Dragon Programmer

DEBUG £5.50
Full 6809 disassembler and monitor with a free 6809

asembler.
M/C GRAPHICS TOOL KIT £5.50
Four directional hi-res scrolling 51 x 24 test screen,
user defined graphics with special movement

routines, screen invert, etc.
JOYSTICKS £9.50 each
Full potentiometer joystick with double fire buttons.

Free demo cassette.
YOUR PROGRAM Phone for quote
Your Program written to a high standard in BASIC

with machine code if required.
All chequesP.O. payable to: I. Tebbitt,

For more details phone (0256) 780770 or write to:
I. Tebbitt, 19 Wither Rise, Oakley,

Basingstoke, Hampshire RG23 7BP

DRAGON 32 / TANDY COLOR
Now 4 - yes 4 - fabulous magazines

just for you!!

"RAINBOW"
"COLOR COMPUTER NEWS"

"COLOR COMPUTER MAGAZINE"
"HOT CO -CO"

all plus EXCLUSIVE U.K./European
Supplement & Free advisory service

Send £2.25(,57p s.a.e.) for sample copy to

ELKAN ELECTRONICS (Dept PCW)
FREEPOST, 11 Bury New Road, Prestwich
Manchester M25 6LZ Tel. 061-798 7613

MICROMART
NUMBER ONE

FOR FUN!

That's right! We've got the games
that other software companies can
only imagine. So if you've got a
Commodore 64 make a note of these
titles:

TANK ATAK
MANGROVE
CRAZY KONG
STIX
KAKTUS

You can buy them direct from
SUPERSOFT (at £8 plus VAT each,
postage & packing included). Or else
visit your local dealer or any larger
branch of Boots.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

TEXAS

Software for
PET SHARP

TEXAS
All programs listed can be written in
German or Danish text (except for

Pet)

PET/SHARP
Martian Lander Typing Test
Allen War Morse Code Test
Lunar Lander Plus Plus!,
Special Noughts and Crosses
Basic Tutonal/Electronics/Digtal Techniques
Musical Composition. Morse Code Test

EDUCATIONAL
SpeechOlrequired) on most programs using Speech Editor

Basic Tutorial (5 parts total approx 70k)
Electronics Tutorial (as above) Morse Code Test. Typing Test
GAMES
Pet Sharp Jigsaw Puzzle
Variety of Space Games ie Noughts & Crosses (in large graphics) 4
games being played simultaneously
Three -Card Brag. Code Breaker. Viking Castle
UTILITIES
Biorhythms
6502 Dis-Assembler in Basic, Dis-Assembler to Screen or Printer
(Pet only)

Tele ordering details in catalogue.
All programs £4.00 post paid.

AQUARIUS SOFTWARE
10 Kenneth Road, Basildon, Essex SS12 2AT.

Telephone (0268)559565 (24 hours)

FIG -FORTH
Installation manual + source listing £12.50
Extra source listings £6.50
Available for the following CPUs: 6502, 8080/Z80,
6800, 68000, 6809, PDP-11/LSI-11.
8" CP/M disk systems £35.00
Other systems available from £90.00

8080 SMALL C COMPILER VERSION 2
This compiler is available as C source on 8" CP/M
disks for only £25.00

C TOOLS
These are based on the tools presented in 'SOFTWARE
TOOLS' by B.W. Kernhan & P.J. Plauger.
Supplied as C source on 8" CP/M disks £45.00

RED A PORTABLE SCREEN EDITOR IN C
RED is a text editor available as source for either BDS
C or Small C (specify when ordering). Works with any
video terminal which has cursor addressing. Supplied
on 8" CP/M disk £40.00

CONGUIN SOFTWARE
14 Goodwood Close, Morden

Surrey SM4 5AW
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Churchfield Road,
FRODSHAM
Cheshire WA6 6RD

 TEL: FRODSHAM (0928)35110 
WE WILL PURCHASE AND PUBLISH YOUR PROGRAMS Cad Steve Rhodes ford.

FINGERPRINT
An Epson MX Add-on ROM

Gives easy access to the following options from the
printer buttons:
* Condensed
* Double wide
* Emphasised
* Double strike
* Perforation skipover
* Lett margin indent
* Underscore
* Fine print
* 8 lines/inch
Does no impair any of the MX's facilities - just gives easy
access to most of them. Easy to install - supplied with full
fitting instructions. One years warranty.

Only £49.95 + VAT, total £57.44

Available from:
SYMDELL MICRO APPLICATIONS

46 London Road, Stapeley
Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7JL

Tel: 0270 626008

BBC MICRO
also VIC, DRAGON, TANDY, etc
An expansion console
which gives your micro
the professional look.
Protects your micro
with room for dual disc
drives or drive plus
teletext adapter or
second processor. All
wiring out of sight within the console made of
aluminium and textured sprayed in cream colour.
Coming soon a bolt on extra module for extra
expansion options. Yes this console will groW with you.
Basic BBC console as shown £39.99 plus £4.00 P/P.
Please add VAT at 15% or for more information enclose
sae to SILENT COMPUTERS, 27 Wycombe Rd, London
N17 9XN.
Mail order only. Viewing by arrangement.
24 hour ansaphone 801 3014

NASCOM UK101 TRS 80 All single board computers.
Computer cases for your micros plus up to two disc
drives with room for expansions ate still available.
SAE for details.

DEALIRENQUIRIESWELCOME

PROGRAMS
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300

LET R2=DEG*R1
LET R3=L/90
LET R=R2+360
LET R4=INT R3
LET R6=R/90
LET R6=INT 05

2310
-2320

LET R7=R6-R4
IF R7=0 THEN GO TO 2370

2330
2340

IF R7=1 THEN
IF R7=2 THEN

GO TO
GO -TO

2380
2390

,2350 IF 07=3 THEN GO TO 2400
2'360 IF R7=4 THEN GO TO 2410
2370
2380
2390

LET A3=R: GO
LET R3=R-90,
LET 03=R-180:

TO
GO
GO

2420
TO 2420
TO 2420

2400 LET 03=R-270, GO TO 2420
2410 LET A3=0-360
2420
2430

LET R4=03/15
IF A4:24 THEN LET A4=04-24

2440 RETURN
2480 REH ROUTINE TO CALCULRTE LO

COL 5IDERFIL TINES OF SUNRISE 580
N5ET
2460 LET H1=TRN (000*-LAT)*TPN
RItritt*DEC.
2470 LET 112=RCS H1
2480 LET H=DEG*112/152490 LET L51=24+RP-H
24
2500 IF L51>24 THEN LET L51=L51-
2510 LET L5T1- =L31
2.520 LET L52=RFI+H2530 IF L52>24 THEN LET L32=L32-
24
2540 LET L5Ta=1-52
2550 RETURN2550 CLS2570 PRINT "To use this PrO9r as
IgtUnPR/141-"Ruti and then rrali eNTER Kew."

BBC Text Formatter
by Des Fisher

`Text Formatter' is a text justification and
formatting program for the BBC Model B
with a printer available. Nine commands
offer a variety of facilities including full
justification, automatic page numbering,
centering, indentation and variable line -
spacing.

Text is entered in the form of DATA
statements in lines 2430 onwards. Justi-
fication and formatting commands are
embedded in the data with the text. Since
the program works by string manipulation
and not by printer control codes, it should
work with any printer.

The nine commands available are:-
.JUSTOFF - switches off justification

(on by default)
.JUSTON - switches on justification
.CENTRE -centres next line
.INDENT - indents next line
. PARA - create new paragraph
.SKIPx -print x blank lines
.NEWPAGE - move to new page
.LSPCx - set line -spacing to x

(1 =normal , 2= double ;
1 by default)

.END -`end -of -file' marker
When printing, the display can be halted

by a key depression regardless of the
printer status. A second key press restarts
the display. If you have indicated that you
do not have a printer on-line, the display

will automatically wait for a key press after
each screen.

The procedure INIT in lines 610-780
defines the initial values of things like the
page width, page length, margins and so
on. These can be easily changed to suit
your requirements.

The program is generally well -
structured and extremely easy to read (and
thus modify), since the author has made
liberal use of REM statements.

The listing below includes some sample
text (DATA statements in lines 2340 to
3450 inclusive). You could, of course, cut
down the time needed to type in the
program by leaving out these lines since
you will need to delete them anyway, but
they do give a nice demonstration of the
program's output.

With a number of recursively defined
procedures, the program is specific to the
BBC machine. The structure of the
program and plentiful comments, how-
ever, should help owners of other
machines to translate it.

Although a useful program in its own
right. 'Text Formatter' would really come
into to its own as part of a fully-fledged
word processor. Someone is in fact
working on this as I write and the result will
be included in PCW Programs shortly.

END

10
ZO
30
40

REM WORD7 19133
REM A simple word processor
REM des fisher Harlow(0279) 22150

50
en

MODE 7:PROCirtro

70 cop%=0
80 REPEAT
90 cop%=copX+1tPROCinit

100 REPEAT
110 REPEAT
120 line$wrix41READ mx$
130 PROCsetiflg
190 UNTIL iflQ=FALSE OR nx$="END."
150
160

IF iflg=TRUE AND nx$=".END." THEN
REPEAT

290

BBC MICROSOFTWARE

PROGRAM OF THE MONTH

CASHBOOK
£5.95 + VAT

MICRO -AID
Micro -Aid, 25 Fore Street

Praze, Camborne, Cornwall
Tel: 0209 831274

OSBORNE
Plus the last one £1475.00 + V.A.T.

We Also Stock: -

NEC
NMR

COMPUTERS

COMPUTERS
PRINTERS
MONITORS

Tel: Huddersfield
(0484) 682905
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PROGRAMS
170 IF storeS<>"" THEN PROCstore
180 PROCinc:A=LEN(lin68)
190 IF A:=LX AND just=FALSE THEN 260
200 IF just=FALSE THEN PROCstop
210 PROCsflq:A=LEN(line$)
220 IF sflq=TRUE AND A:LX THEN 260
230 PROC just
240 IF LEN(line$)=LX THEN 260
250 storef=line$:GOTO 270
260 PROCprint
270 PROCstoreproc:A=LEN(store$)
280 UNTIL A=0 OR A:=LX AND sflg=FALSE
290 UNTIL nx$=".END."
300 IF printer=FALSE THEN A=INKEY(3E3)
310 IF JX=p1X THEN 330
320 REPEAT:PRINT4JX=JX.1:UNTIL JX=p1X
330 RESTORE
340 UNTIL copX=copies
350 VDU 3
360 END
370

380
390 REM mot PROCEDURES xx
400 REM introtinit,setiflg(skip,newpage),
410 REM store,inc(stop),skip(page),sflg,
420 REM just(up,dwn),up,dwn,print(page).storeproc,
130 REM stop,newpage(page),page,linemin.
940
450 DEF PROCintro
460 printer=FALSE:copies=1 0
970 PRINT""DO NOT SELECT PRINTER IF NOT CONNECTED"
480 INPUT"PRINTER ON (Y/N)",AS:A$=LEFTCAS,1)
490 IF A$<>"Y" AND A$<>"m" THEN 560
500 printer=TRUE
510 INPUT"HOW MANY COPIES",copies
520 IF copies=0 THEN copies=1
530 IF copies:10 THEN 560
540 INPUT"ARE YOU SURE (Y/N)",WAS=LEFTS(A0,1)
550 IF AS:7"Y" AND A$<>"y" THEN 510
560 CLS
570 IF printer=TRUE THEN VDU 2:REM Printer on
580 ENDPROC
590
600
610 DEF PROCinit
620 pwX=40:REM pagewidth
630 p1X=25:REM pagelength
640 pskipX=3:REM No of lines skipped at,page bottom
650 1mX=1:REM lefthand margin
660 rmX=1:REM righthand margin
670 IX=3:REM No of spaces indented
680 PX=1:REM starting page no
690 lspcX=1IREM start line spacing
700 J0X=2:JX=JOX:REM start line no
710 FOR I=1 TO,JX:PRINT:NEXT
720 LX=pwX-1m7--rmX:REM line length
730 MX=p1X-pskipX:REM No of lines/page
790 store$="":1ineS=""
750 just=TRUE:updwn=TRUE
760 centre=FALSE:iflg=FALSE:indent=FALSEinpg=FALSE:sflg=FALSE:skip=FALSE
770 READ nx$
780 ENDPROC 0
790
800
810 DEF PROCsetiflg:REM (skip,newpage)
820 IF LEN( lineS)>9 THEN 1090
830 IF LEFT$(1ine$,1)<>"." THEN 1040
890 iflg=TRUE
850 AS=LEFTS(line$,5::A=LEN(lineS)-6
860 IF A$<>".LSPC" THEN 910
870 lspcX=VAL(MIDS(line$,6,A))
880 IF lspcX=1 OR JX=2 THEN 900
890 PROCskip(lspe%-1)
900 . ENDPROC
910 IF lineS<>".PARA." THEN 950
920 indent=TRUE
930 IF (MX-JX):1+1spcX THEN PROCnewpage
940 ENDPROC
950 IF A$<>".SKIP" THEN 990
960 skipX=VAL(MIDS(line$,6,A))
970 PROCskip(skipX)
980 ENDPROC
990 IF lineS=".JUSTOFF." THEN just=FALSE:ENDPROC
1000 IF line$=".JUSTON." THEN just=TRUE2ENDPROC
1010 IF lineS=".INDENT." THEN indent=TRUE:ENDPROC
1020 IF lineS=".CENTRE." THEN centre=TRUE:ENDPROC

0
1030 . IF line$=".NEWPAGE." THEN PROCnewpage:ENDPROC
1040 iflg=FALSE 0
1050 ENDPROC
1060
1070 0
1080 DEE PROCstore
1090 line$=store$." "+line$:store$=""
1100 ENDPROC
1110

FREE CATALOGUE
Containing something for most

micro users
Software, hardware, dust covers, books (POST
FREE), T-shirts, cassette leads, LOADing aids,
test cassettes and head de -magnetisers etc, for:

Ace, Atom, Atari, BBC, Commodore, Dragon, Genie,
Lynx, Nascom, NewBrain, Oric, Sharp, Spectrum,

Texas, VIC & ZX81

Send SAE to:
Dept. PCW

FULCRUM PRODUCTS
14 Steep Lane, Findon

West Sussex BN14 OUF

SOFTWARE
IRS SO & VIDEO GENIE
Chaos116KI E 9.75
Dodgems11810 E 9.75
Frogger 1113KF E 9.75
General Ledger (Disk 48K) E74.75
Kong(16K) E 9.75
Mailing List (Disk411K) E17.25
Muncher ONO E 9.75
Pools(16K) E 7.95
SINCLAIR
ZX81 :Grizzly E 3.95

Poole E 4.00
Spectrum : Bermuda Triangle

I3'D'48KAdyenturel E 5.50
COLOUR GENIE
Chaos E 7.95
Frogger £ 7.95
Pools E 7.95

(All prices include VAT & P&P). Always intefested in programs for
anyof the above machines. (25% Royalties given)

KRICON LTD
11 Medway, Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 3HE

(03231846110

WANTED
DISTRIBUTORS

AND RETAILERS
For a new range of DRAGON and ORIC
games. Including

FOR THE DRAGON
BUMPER BRICKS

One of those rapid reflex games that
looks so easy . . . until you try it.

FOR THE ORIC (16K or 48K)
BLOCKBUSTER

A demolition game that can go in five
different directions at once. Very fast and
very difficult.

Both games feature 'self play modes'
Leave them running and

they sell themselves.
Good discounts available for quantity.

Also available mail order £6 each.
(A version of BLOCKBUSTER is available

for ACORN ATOM).

QUODLIBET

rQu
2, Victoria Terrace,

001.1BET I Dorchester,
DORSET DT1 1LS

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE
LIBRARY

VOLUME I - STATISTICS AND FITTING
FUNCTIONS

Mean, SD, normal distribution, partial expectation,
Chauvenets criterion, least squares fit to polynominal
and arbitrary function, repetitive least squares fits,
covariance matrix, chi -squared statistic, matrix
inversion, solution of simultaneous equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a Simplex tableau, integer
programming, partial integer programming,
conversational linear programming system, least cost
mix problem.

VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, quantiles, frequency, 2 -way table,
correlation coefficient, T, chi -squared and F
distributions and their inverses, T test, chi -squared
test, Wilcoxson test, linear and multiple regression,
ANOVA I -way and 2 -way.

VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS &
SORTING ALGORITHMS

Fourier, FFT, Laplace, numerical integration and
differentiation. Exchange sort, Quicksort, Shell sort,
Tree sort.
Manuals including full source listings with
implementation notes and documentation -

BASIC £25 per volume
PASCAL £30 per volume

Software In CP/M (8" SSSD) or DEC RT-11
(RXOI) formats - £75 + VAT per volume.

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSER
Software to read and write RTI I format RXOI
diskettes under CP/M. Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette
- £25 + VAT.
MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.
57, Station Rd., Southwater, Horsham,

W. Sussex.
Telephone: 0403 731818

PUNTER'S PAL
(Home Settler)

* Most Bets * Win and Each Way
* Dead Heats * Rule 4

* Place Odds * Permutations
Newbrain - Spectrum (48k)

Oric (48k)BBC
Cassette £10.50 inc. p&p

APPLICATIONS
98 Dogsthorpe Road

PETERBOROUGH PE1 3AQ
Tel: (0733) 48145
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MICROMART
Every computer needs a

....!, I I im.anoW.O.,,%.

"OK Spook, you win this time_ SAVE £££s
LY

ego..-,

a sensible
vocabulary

speaker/
Expansion

for Music
and
outstanding

KIT £39

for

ZX81
SPECTRUM
NASCOM, VIC. PET.
BBC. APPLE, TRS80.
IBM, CRAY, ETC
(Please state)

At last! Genuine phonetic synthesis at
price. Gives your computer an unlimited
(nothing more to buy!). Self contained
amplifier, Sinclair connector etc, PLUS
socket for BIG EARS AND Monitor socket
Board. Full instructions, technical notes
programme examples supplied with this
educational unit.

OR COMPLETE D.LY
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

As seen on BBC TV "Computer Programme"

*BIG EARS * ''''..,o-,ela
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR ANY
COMPUTER

Hugely successful Speech Recognition System.
complete with microphone, software and tut instructions.
BUILT TESTED a GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER: UK/01, SPECTRUM.
Vic 20, Micron, 7X80/81, PET, TRS80, MZ80K, APPLE

NEW.EAST MACHINE CODE FOR ZX81 SPECTRUM

z
.!:

ONLY
c49

ATOM, NASCOM2.
II. BBC MICRO

£7 40

ZX81/SPECTRUM
MUSIC SYNTHESISER (STEREO)

+ 16 LINE CONTROL PORT

ailFull3 -part music. sound effects.
drums etc. Full control of attack, decay
and frequency. Input/Output lines provide
control and monitor facility for Home Security,
Model Railway etc. etc Works with or without 16K RAM.

Add keyboard to make a live performance polyphonic
Full instructions/software included.

AMAZING VALUE AT ONLY £19.50
Extra 23 way connectors al C2.60

£25.50

ilk
.M=.
Robot Control.

synthesiser,

(KIT)

(BUILT)

THE COMPOSER
Music Programme for above synthesiser
Enter and play 3 part harmony.
Includes demonstration tunes. Recommended

.6-
4:

£7.40

COLOUR MODULATOR KIT £15
RGB in, PAL/UHF out (not for ZX) BUILT £20

SPECIAL OFFER I.C. £18
SPEECH OUTPUT CHIP SX-01
Phoneme Speech Processor DATA £0.60

Please add VAT at 15% to all prices. Ai enquiries
Barclay/Access orders accepted by telephone S.A.E.please

WILLIAMktseyridoonw n House,
STUART Sslis098

bu 06A 1235
ltsSP4013Z

Tel:illipSYSTENAS Ltd 01-2211131

AM

FORTH
Available Now

PET FORTH 1.11 for 4000 and 8000 series
Fig -FORTH with FORTH -79 additions complete with
6502 assembler and screen editor. Ram -Disc simulation
for tape version. Stack display utility. Powerful IEEE
control words. Extensive manual. Tape version £25.00 +
VAT. Disc version including tutorial disc £75.00 + VAT.
NasFORTH 1.11 for Nascom 2 etc
Fig -FORTH with FORTH -79 additions. Complete with
280 assembler and screen editor, Ram -Disc simulation,
stack display utility, full support of Nas-sys routines.
Extensive manual full system 9K on tape £25.00 + VAT.
xFORTH for CPM systems
FORTH -79 for all 280 CPM systems. Extensive manual.
All above features and more. £75.00 + VAT including
tutorial disc.
Purchase of our products includes free membership of
xFORTH Users Group, and FORTH tutorial disc or tape.
Purchase price includes multiple copies. Full range of
FORTH books available.

Write or telephone for more details: 0202 764724.
David Husband, 2 Gorleston Road, Branksome,
Poole, Dorset BH12 1 MW

PROGRAMS
1120
1130 DEF PROCinc:REM (stop)
1140 IF indent=FALSE THEN 1160
1150 line4=STRING$(IX," ")+1ine$
1160 IF centre=FALSE THEN ENDPROC
1170 IF LEN(line$)>LX THEN PROCstop
1180 A.(LX-LEN(line6))/2
1190 lineS=STRINGS(A," ")+1ine$
1200 ENDPROC
1210
1220
1230 DEF PROCskip(X)tREM (page)
1290 FOR KX=1 TO X:PRINT:PROCpage(1):NEXT
1250 ENDPROC
1260
1270
1280 DEF PROCsflq
1290 sf1g=FALSE:AS=LEFT$(nx$,5)
1300 IF nx$=",INDENT," THEN sflg=TRUE
1310 IF nx$=",END." THEN sflg=TRUE
1320 IF nx$=".JUSTOFF,"THEN sflg=TRUE
1330 IF nx$=".CENTRE." THEN sflg=TRUE
1340 IF rtx$=",PARA." THEN sflg=TRUE
1350 IF nx$=",NEWPAGE."THEN sflq=TRUE
1360 IF centre=TRUE THEN sflg=TRUE
1370 IF AS=".SKIP" THEN sflq=TRUE
1380 IF At=".LSPC" THEN sflg=TRUE
1390 ENDPROC
1400
1410 0
1420 DEF PROCjust:REM (up,dwn)
1430 IF LEN(line$)<=LX THEN ENDPROC
1440 KX.LEN(line$)
1450 REPEAT
1460 REPEAT:KX=KX-1:UNTIL MIDCline$0(1,1)=" "

1470 UNTIL LEN(LEFTS(line$,KX-1))<=LX
1480 store$=RIGHT8(line$,LEN(line$)-KX)
1490 lineS=LEFTS(line$,KX-1)
1500 IF LEN(lineS)=LX THEN ENDPROC
1510 updwn=NOT updwn
1520 IF updwn=TRUE THEN PROCup ELSE PROCdwn
1530 ENDPROC
1590
1550
1560 DEF PROCup
1570 REPEAT 0
1580 KX=IX:AX=LEN(lineS)
1590 REPEAT
1600 REPEAT:KX=KX+1:UNTIL MIDS(line$,KX,1)=" " OR K%=AX
1610 IF KX=AX THEN 1640
1620 line$=LEFTS(line$,KX)+" "+RICHTS(line$,AX-KX)
1630 AX=LEN(lineS):KX=KX+1
1690 UNTIL AX=LX OR KX>=AX
1650 UNTIL AX=LX
1660 ENDPROC
1670
1600
1690 DEF PROCdwn
1700 REPEAT
1710 KX=LEN(lineS)+1
1720 REPEAT
1730 KX=KX-1
1790 REPEATtKX=KX-11UNTIL MIDt(line$,KX,1)=" " OR KX=IX+1
1750 IF KX<>IX+1 THEN line$=LEFTS(line$,KX)+" "+RISHTS(line$,LEN(line

$)-1(X)
1760 AX=LEN(line$)
1770 UNTIL AX=LX OR KX<=IX+1
1780 UNTIL A1=LX
1790 ENDPROC
1000
1810
1820 DEF PROCprinttREM (page)

1830 A=5RKEY(2)
1840 IF A<>-1 THEN VDU 7:A=INKEY(3E3)
1850 PRINTtSPC(1nX)tline$
1860 line$=""
1870 IF 1spcX=1 THEN 1910
1880 FOR KX=1 TO lspcX-1
1890 PRINT
1900 NEXT
1910 PROCpagellspcX)
1920 ENDPROC
1930
1940
1950 DEF PROCstoreproc
1960 indent=FALSE:centre=FALSE
1970 A.LEN(storef)
1980 IF A=0 THEN ENDPROC
1990 A$=RIGHTS(store$,1)
2000 '

IF AS<>" " THEN ENDPROC
2010 REPEAT
2020 storeS=LEFTS(store$,A-1)
2030 A=LEN(store$)
2040 UNTIL RIGHTS(store$,A)<>" "

2050 ENDPROC

Telephone (0295)

67551
North Bar, Banbury,

microcentres ltd Oxon OX16 OTF

DYNAMIC SIMULATION SYSTEM

for APPLE and CPM SYSTEMS
* Fully Interactive
* Powerful
* Machine Language
* Graphic Output

£250 Complete

FOR DETAILS CONTACT:

PROCESS AUTOMATION &
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
50 Gosport Street, Lymington, Hants
SO4 9BE. Telephone 0590 73503

264 PCW



processing and other business
requirements.

PHONE NOW or SEND FOR DETAILS
MAIDENHEAD t; (0628)
Kuma Computers, Ltd. 11 York Road,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ
Telex: 849462 TELFAC KUM.

Kuma Computers 21)
'Limited

A Combination of
Soft & Hardware

SIRIUS-1
sinus 1

SHARP A/B
SHARP]

OSBORNE-1

EPSON HX-20
EPSON

NEWBRAIN
New4cabt

MATRIX
DAISY

PRINTERS

Kuma has over 500 software PHONE NOW or SEND FOR DETAILS
MAIDENHEAD (0628) 71778

programmes covering - utility, r - - - - °In
Please tick box Er for information required, and send coupon to:

educational, entertainment, word I Kuma Computers, Ltd. 11 York Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ

I
I
I
I

174,71
I

HARDWARE SOFTWARE HARDWARE SOFTWARE

O SIRIUS-1 0 El NEWBRAIN 0
O SHARP A +B El PRINTERS:

OSBORNE-1 0 MATRIX
O EPSON HX-20 0 0 DAISY

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE



1

not jus
price tag that puts

AltA ahead
of the competition
Obviously being the most competitively priced 8 & 16 bit
business 'CALC' system available today is good news.
And the fact that it's from the same stable as the outstandingly
successful SAPPHIRE MARS - the easiest to use full struc-
tured modelling system available - shows CALCMASTER'S un-
doubted excellent pedigree.
But what really puts CALCMASTER in a class of its own is its
unique design concept as the low cost, easy to use, basic utility
for business planning and control. Not just another `CALCI
So CALCMASTER, based on our years of business modelling
experience, is a low cost, easy to use and flexible 'personal'
business planner. Yet with enough real muscle in the right places
to quickly make full use of your micro to get to grips with those
'everyday' managerial situations and events where your
decisions count.
The EASE OF USE that comes from entering your calculations
in English and having a 'rolling window' to view all the elements of
your model, however large.
The POWER contained in CALCMASTER'S 1,000 cell matrix to
enable you to model 'day to day' all your business and
departmental activities that require quick and accurate analysis,
appraisal and control. Yet with enough in reserve to handle
larger functions, even including the consolidation of small to
medium size models using the unique 'Read' Write' and 'Nested
Run' facilities.

The FLEXIBILITY to model and assess a whole range of
business and personal activities, not just the financials!
The WIDESPREAD AVAILABILITY that comes from
CALCMASTER'S suitability for most micros with either CP/M* or
CP/M86* operating systems and an 80 character screen width
with at least 64K of memory and a single floppy disk drive.
So almost at a flick of a switch, you can now ensure that you and
your company, like CALCMASTER, stay one step ahead of the
competition.

Of course, when you need to move up to a more powerful
system, CALCMASTER leads you naturally to SAPPHIRE MARS.
Because it's totally integrated to CALCMASTER both your
experience and data are not wasted and you have the complete
business planning system for ALL your needs.
But first things first. To order CALCMASTER, and its superbly
designed manual, please clip the coupon and enclose your
cheque or credit card details and we will send you CALCMASTER
plus details of the extensive SAPPHIRE MASTER RANGE of
business software.

nTo Sapphire Systems Ltd., 1-3 Park Avenue, Ilford, Essex IG1 4LU.
Telephone: 01-554 0582.

Please send me copies of CALCMASTER C £58.35
including VAT and p&p per copy, I enclose a cheque/postal order for
£.. ,,, .made payable to Sapphire Systems Ltd.

Please debit my

1E3Access Card No

Barclaycard No

Signature.

Name

Position

Company

Address

for £

for £.

=MI
leWI

To No

VERY IMPORTANT. Please provide the following particulars -

Type of micro memory size

Operating system CP/M 0 CPM186 0

Floppy disc size 5'.a "0 8"0
Single sided 0 Double sided0 Single denstly0 Double density0

LPease allow 28 days for delivery Reg No 1467831 VAT No 250078973

Sapphire Systems Ltd., 1/3 Park Avenue, Ilford, Essex. Tel 01-554 0582 L.P/A4* & CP/M86* are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc.
Sapphire Systems reserve the right not to accept any order, any acceptance will be subject to Sapphire Systems' terms and conditions of use.



PROGRAMS
2060
2070
2080 DEF PROCstop
2090 PRINT line$:PRINT"x*LINE TOO LONG**.
2100 STOP:REM AmAolocxxxxxxxic***xxxxxx
2110 ENDPROC
2120
2130
2190 DEF PROCnewpage:REM (page)
2150 IF J'A=MX THEN ENDPROC
2160 pstore%=PX
2170 REPEAT
2180 PRINT:PROCpage(1)
2190 UNTIL PV>pstore%
2200 ENDPROC
2210
222 0

2230 DEF PROCpage(XX)
2240 JX=J7.4-X7.

2250 IF J5<M7. THEN ENDPROC
2260 IF iflg=FALSE AND nx$=".END." THEN ENDPROC
2270 P]:=PZ+1
2280 IF printer=FALSE THEN A=INKEY(3E3)
2290 REPEAT
2300 PRINT:JX=J7.+1
2310 UNTIL JZ=p1X
2320 PRINT TAB(pwX-7)t"page ";P% 0
2330 FOR I=1 TO JO%-l:PRINT:NEXT
2190 JX=J07(
2350 ENDPROC0 2360
2370
2380

0 2390 REM molopolomioloiommulm
2400 REM mm* DATA Am***
2910 REM ****Nimixxxxxxx
2420
2430 DATA".SKIPB.".".CENTRE."
2440 DATA"WORD7-- A SIMPLE WORD PROCESSOR"

0 2950 DATA".CENTRE.",".SKIP1." 0
2960 DATA"des fisher 1983"
2470 DATA".SKIP6."
2480 DATA"Press any key to continue."
2490-DATW'rNEWPAGE.".".PARA."
2500 DATA"Text entered as DATA"
2510 DATA"statements at the end of this programme is"
2520 DATA"d1splayed in a format determined by certain KEYWORDS."
2530 DATA".SKIP1.",".PARA."
2540 DATA"These KEYWORDS are also entered as DATA statements."
2550 DATA"They are listed on the next page."
2560 DATA".NEWPAGE.",".JUSTOFF."
2570 DATA"The KEYWORDS are:"
2580 DATA".LSPC2,"
2590 DATA" .JUSTOFF. Turns justification off"
2600 DATA" .J8STON. Turns justification on"
2610 DATA" .CENTRE. Centres next line"
2620 DATA" .INDENT. Indents next line"
2630 DATA" .PARA. Creates new paragraph"
2640 DATA" .SKIPx. Skips x lines"
2650 DATA" .NEWPAGE. Moves to a newpage"

0

2660 DATA" .LSPCx. Sets linespacing to x"
2670 DATA" .END. Marks end of file"
2680 DATA"..JUSTON.",".LSPC1.",".PARA."
2690 DATA"Justification is when the text is set out so the left and right hand"
2700 DATA"margins are straight lines. This text is justified."

0 2710 DATA".PARA."
2720 DATA".JUSTON. turns the justification on. It is or, when you start."
2730 DATA".PARA."
'2710 DATA"Things look weird ifaveryveryverylongword occurs"
2750 DATA"with a short line length."
2760 DATA".PARA."
2770 DATA"Line length is determined by page width, and margin, widths."
2780 DATA"These may be set in PROCinit."
2790 DATA".PARA."

,. 2800 DATA"They, along with page length and the number of lines skipped at the" 0
. 2810 DATA"bottom of a page, will have to be tilkered with to make the"

2820 DATA"text look right or, a printer or in a different mode."
2830 DATA".NEWPAGE.",".PARA."

0 2840 DATA".JUSTOFF. will torn the"
2850 DATA"justification off for tables and such like, for example."
2860 DATA".JUSTOFF.",".LSPC1.",".SKIP1."
2870 DATA"hhhhhhh hhhhhhh iiiiiii"
2880 DATA" hhhhh hhhhh iiiii"
2890 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2900 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2910 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2920 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2930 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2940 DATA" hhhhhhhhhhhhh iii"
2950 DATA" hhhhhhhhhhhhh iii"
2960 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2970 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2980 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
2990 DATA" hhh hhh iii"
3000 DATA" hhh hhh iii"

SOFTRONICS 3 -WAY
SWITCH- ONLY £99!(V)

Links 2 or 3
All cables supplied

computers to one -give details withprinter or disk driveorder.

Dealer/educational
enquiries welcome.

Tough ABS case.

ONLY £99 PLUS VAT
Phone or write with machine/printeninterface details. Post (UK)

£2.50. Export welcome - bank draft with order - overseas post £7
SOFTRONICS

The Fernery, Maresfield, Sussex. Tel: (0825) 2179

HORSE RACING

Professor Frank George's program
is a serious punter's aid to sensible
betting. Data is entered from a
sporting newspaper and the program
produces betting recommendations.

Available for
Apple I I, Pet, Video Genie, TPS-80,
Spectrum, Z X81, BBC 'B', NewBra in,
Sharp MZ80k, Sharp MZ80A
From: Bureau of Information Science

Commerce House, High Street,
Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks.

Football Forecast available.

MICROMAR'T
The SATURDAY dBASE II
INTRODUCTORY COURSE
This course enables a rapid grasp to be gained of
using database packages, in particular dBASE II
(TM: Ashton Tate), on micros under CP/M. It is
planned for those who have litte or no prior
knowledge of data base systems on computers,
or dBASE II, and starts virtually from scrach
covering:

- Introduction to Micros & CP/M
- Databases on Microcomputers
- Introduction to dBASE II
- Hands on use of dBASE II
- System design for dBASE II
- Programming in dBASE II
- Practical work on dBASE II
- Programming aids & style

Numers are strictly limited to not more than 20
delegates. Registration is at 0900-0915, lunch
1300-1415, and conclusion at 1800. Several
micros are used for hands on work including:
Osborne, Sirius, Televideo, Galaxy, etc. Four
lecturers are present so as to ensure that every
delegate receives individual help in the practical
sessions.
The next course is on Saturday JUNE 4th.
Currently planned dates are for the following
SATURDAYS at a West London hotel:

June 4, 18
July 2, 16, 30
September 10, 24
October 15, 29

Cost: £90 + VAT payable in advance but with
scaled refunds if cancellation within specified
notice periods. Cost includes course material,
meals and refreshments, and a copy of Arthur
Green's book: "dBASE II User's Guide". Pay-
ment by Cheque, PO, Access or VISA. Detailed
explanatory leaflet available with fuller descrip-
tion. To make a booking or to obtain further
details, telephone or write to: Steve Conlon at:

AQUA COMPUTING LTD
(Dept PW5), 10 Barley Mow Passage,

London W4 4PH
(Phone: 01-994-6477)

PRINTERS FOR SHARPS
Most dot matrix and daisy wheel
printers available for MZ8OK &
MZ80A.
Our package includes printer,
cable, interface and software.
Centronics for RS232, automatic
conversion of Sharp codes to stan-
dard ASCII. All printer control
codes can be used with BASIC.
Other boards available include
EPROM memory storage and pro-
grammers, ADC's etc.
Details from: -

PETERSON ELECTRONICS LTD
Academy Street
Forfar
Angus DD8 2HA
Telephone Forfar (0307) 62591

MICROLINES
80 £226
82A £396
92P £509
92S £615
83A £566
93P £736
93S £842
84P £906
MS £1011

PRICES INC. CARRIAGE. EXC. VAT.
RING FOR PRICE LIST

Harrison Computer
Supplies

STRUTT STREET, BELPER,
DERBYSHIRE DES1UN

Tel (0773) 820202

PCW 267



MICROMART PROGRAMS

BUFFERS
add high-speed memory to your
system and cut print processing

time

. . . for EPSON users
(including IBMPC, Xerox, Phillips

and Hewlett Packard versions

E/BUFFER from A>Line
2K (serial only) £65

16K (serial or parallel) £95
32K (serial or parallel) £135
SUBSTANTIAL QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Prices exclude VAT

A)Line Computer Systems
1 Church Farm Lane,

Willoughby Waterleys,
Leicestershire LE8 3UD

Tel: Peatling Magna (053 758) 486

If interested
in advertising

in
Micromart
please call

Gaye Collins on
01-636 6890

EPSON HX20 SOFTWARE
DATABASE £24.95
User defined records, extensive editing routine, full
feature data search, output to screen/printer. A program
with 1001 uses.

STOCK CONTROL £24.95
Handles upto 400 items on a 16K machine on-line. Routines
include set up, edit, total, stock list, etc.
TILL MASTER £19.95
All the functions of an electronic ti,. prints receipt, till list,
calculates change, etc.

LABEL MASTER £19.95
Design your own format, multiple prints. Ideal for stock
marking, chemists, etc.

Do you have a specific application but no software -
talk to us about our very competitive rates for
bespoke programming
S.J.R. SOFTWARE, 71-73 Middlewich Rd, Northwich,
Cheshire. Tel: 0606-48462/45731

USED COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT
Register your need to buy or sell with
us - we will provide up to five contacts.

BUYERS - free service!
SELLERS - we charge only
£20 + 1% declared value

Send full details to:

EXCEL SERVICE
31 Goldington Road, Bedford, MK40 3LH
Or 'phone (0234) 40722 for recorded
further details

0

3010 DATA" hhhhh hhhhh 11111"
3020 DATA"hhhhhhh hhhhhhh 1211111"
3030 DATA".JUSTON."
3040 DATA".CENTRE. centres the next line."
3050 DATA..CENTRE.",..SKIP1."
3060 DATA"A CENTRED HEADING"
3070 DATA".SKIP1."
3080 DATA"If the line to be centred is longer than the line width"
3090 DATA"you will get the error message:"
3100 DATA".SKIP1.",".CENTRE."
3110 DATA"xxLINE TOO LONG**.
3120 DATA".SKIP1."
3130 DATA"and the programme will stop. This will also occur if the"
3140 DATA"unjustified line you ask to be printed is too long."
3150 DATA".SKIP1.",".INDENT."
3160 DATA".INDENT. will indent the next line by three spaces."
3170 DATA"The number of spaces is set by the variable IX in PROCinit."
3180 DATA".PARA."
3190 DATA".PARA. also indents the next paragraph but checks to see if"
3200 DATA"there is room to print two lines. If not it moves to"
3210 DATA"a newpage before starting the new paragraph."
3220 DATA".SKIP2.",".PARA."
3230 DATA".SKIPx. will skip x lines, eg .SKIP3."
3290 DATA".SKIP3."
3250 DATA"If necessary .SKIPx. will create a newpage
3260 DATA".SKIP14."
3270 DATA".NEWPAGE. will force a newpage like this!"
3280 DATA".NEWPAGE."
3290 DATA".LSPCx. will change the line spacing to x. This paragraph"
3300 DATA"is single spaced but the next is double spaced."
3310 DATA".PARA.",".LSPC2."
3320 DATA"The command .END. is needed at the end of your data"
3330 DATA"to prevent error messages appearing on the print out."
3340 DATA".LSPC1.",".PARA."
3350 DATA"The programme only waits"
3360 DATA"at the bottom of a page if the printer has NOT been selected."
3370 DATA".PARA.".
3380 DATA"The display can be halted at any point, regardless"
3390 DATA"of printer status, by pressing any keg."
3400 DATA"Ang key will also restart the display."
3410 DATA".PARA."
3420 DATA"Now you know all about it howsabout something sizzling like:"
3430 DAW.JUSTOFF."
3440 DATA" 'As he ripped the thin silk from"
3450 DATA".END."

and continue, eg .SKIP19."

TRS-80 Genie Multi -Maths
by Barrie Snell

`Multi -Maths' is a menu -driven mathema-
tical calculation program for the 16k
TRS780 and Video Genie.

The program is intended to be of use to
anyone needing to carry out a significant
number of assorted calculations.
Although it doesn't do anything that
couldn't be done on a programmable
calculator, it has the advantage of holding
thirteen routines on memory as well as
offering annotated input and output, of
course. As well as being a useful program
to the more mathematically -inclined,
some of the routines will doubtless come in
handy for inclusion in other programs.

The thirteen options offered by 'Multi -
Maths' are: -
A Circle finder
B Combinations
C Factorials
D Logarithms
E Least squares curve fitting
F Permutations
G Pythagorean triplets
H Polynomial evaluation

I Quadratic equations
J Rational fractions
K Statistics
L Simultaneous linear equations
M Spearman's coefficient of rank correla-
tion

Most of the above should be self-
explanatory, but to briefly run through
them . . .

*Circle finder requests coordinates of
three.points. It then calculates the radius
and centre of the circle passing through
them (assuming the points do not lie on a
straight line).

*Combinations calculates the number
of possible combinations of n objects
taken in groups of r. The largest number of
objects the routine can handle is 33.

*Factorials calculates the factorial of
any given positive integer. The routine is
fairly fast, taking about fifteen seconds to
find the factorial of 1000 (compare that
with the speed of a scientific calculator!).
For values up to 3199, the routine tells you

TANDY 100

USERS CLUB

SAE for details.
Remsoft,

18 George Street,
Brighton BN2 1RH.

SHARP MZ 80A

CASH FLOW & MODELLING
Do you have problems controlling your cash
flow? Then you need this menu driven program

FACILITIES INCLUDE:
Setting up historicdata  Monthly input of data
Examining/amending data  Displaying data

Modelling data  Reading/saving data
Yearend routine136 periods)

Available nowfortheSharpMZ 80A
E10.00includingdocumentation,p&p.

S.A.E. for details.

S. Lester, 219 Uxbridge Road
Harrow Weald, Middx HA3 6TW
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PROGRAMS MIC,ROMART
roughly how long you'll have to wait; for
values larger than this, it tells you to
`prepare for a long wait.'

*Logarithms calculates, as you'd ex-
pect, the logarithm of any positive number
to any given (positive) base.

*Least squares curve fitting fits an
equation of degree 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. You
can enter up to 50 coordinates in the form
`x ,y'. The routine will request the degree
of polynomial -1 fits a straight line, and,
generally, the higher the order of polyno-
mial the better the fit (assuming a straight
line fit isn't appropriate). Higher orders of
equation, of course, require more data
than lower orders.

*Permutations calculates the number of
permutations of n objects taken in groups
of r. As for combinations, the maximum
number of objects is 33.

*Pythagorean triplets calculates all
possible whole number values of primitive
pythagorean triangles, giving the two sides
and hypotenuse. 'Primitive' means that
having found 3-4-5, the routine doesn't
waste time looking for multiples like
6-8-10, 30-40-50 and so on.

*Polynomial evaluation calculates the
value of any given polynomial with the
constant term, variable x and coefficient
of x being entered by the user.

* Quadratic equations calculates the real
or complex roots of Xi and X2 when given
the coefficient of the X squared term,
coeficient of X term and the constant.

*Statistics requests a set of numeric data
which it sorts into ascending order. It then
calculates the arithmetic and geometric
means, the median, sum of values,
minimum and maximum, range, mid-
range, variance and standard deviation.

*Spearman's coefficient of rank correla-
tion attempts to find correlations between
two given sets of data. This is a standard
technique used to test the validity of data.

It's a great pity that 'Multi -Maths'
wasn't written in modular form. Admit-
tedly, TRS-80 Basic doesn't exactly go out
of its way to encourage structured prog-
ramming, but a modular structure would
have made it easy for readers to borrow
routines for inclusion in their own prog-
rams. As it is, the program tends to jump
about a little. Still, I have no doubt that
both the program as a whole and a number
of the routines in it will prove useful. In
order to save memory for data entry, the
program is highly -compressed and has no
REM statements, so care should be taken
when typing it in.

4 CLS:PRINT" DO YOU WANT .-";:PRINT"
A .. CIRCLE FINDER
B .. COMBINATIONS
C FACTORIALS'
D .. LOGARITHMS TO ANY BASE
E .. LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTING
F .. PERMUTATIONS
 .. PYTHAGOREAN TRIPLETS
H .. POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION";

6 PRINT"
I .. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

.. RATIONAL FRACTIONS
K .. STATISTICS
L SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS
M .. SPEARMAN'S COEFFICIENT OF RANK CORRELATION"sPRINTIPRINT"

ER FROM A TO M";
8 AS=INKEYS:IFAV:"A"ORA$>"M",8 ELSE ON ASC(A$)-64 GOTO

34,90,64,76,156,92,18,50,116,10,202,128,226
10 CLS:CLEARIPRINT"RATIONAL FRACTIONS":PRINTSTRINGS(18,45):

PRINT"
GIVES FRACTIONAL APPROXIMATIONS OF A DECIMAL NUMBER"IPRINT;
INPUT"INPUT THE NUMBER "0:B=A;D=1:E=1:FORG=17011:K=INT(A);
J=D:D=K#D,C1C=J:J=F:F=K*F+ElE=J

12 IFA=KORB=D/FTHENPRINT:PRINTD"/"F;;GOT014ELSEA=1/(A-K)INEXTG:
PRINT:PRINTO"/"F:GOT016

14 PRINT" EXACT TO THE LIMITS OF THE COMPUTER"
16 PRINT:GOSUB222: IFX=1,4ELSE10
18 CLS:CLEAR:DEFINTA-Z;PRINT"PYTHAGOREAN TRIPLETS":
PRINTSTRING$(20,45):PRINT"
THIS WILL DISPLAY ALL WHOLE NUMBER VALUES FOR THE TWO SIDES ANDTHE HYPOTENUSE

F RIGHT-ANGLED TRIANGLES.

THEY ARE CALLED 'PRIMITIVE' BECAUSE NONE IS A MULTIPLE OF";
20 PRINT"
ANOTHER.
FOR INSTANCE, THE WELL-KNOWN 3,4,5 TRIANGLE IS

CALCULATED, BUT THE PROGRAM DOESN'T WASTE TIME AND EFFORT IN
FINDING ONE WITH SIDES OF 6,8,10 OR 30,40,50 .";PRINT:PRINT"

PRESS ANY KEY TO SET IT RUNNING."11411=INKEYS
22 AS=INKEYS;IFAS="",22ELSECLS
24 BIl="SIDE 1 SIDE 2 HYPOTENUSE TRIPLET NO.
====== ====== ==== ":D=2:K=1:E=0:F=1:PRINTBS
26 A=D*D-F4F:B=2*D*F;C=D*D,F#FIPRINTS112,K::
PRINTB:E+2:*64,A,B,C:K=K+1:E=E+1:IFE<10,30

TYPE A LETT

O

AMAZING
80 -COLUMN
UPGRADE

We now have a board to upgrade a
small screen 32K PET with basic 4 to
80 columns. At only £149 plus VAT it
works out far, far cheaper than a real
8032. All standard 80 column soft-
ware will run.

Write or phone for more details.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

THE PET EXPERTS!

NEWBRAIN
J.B. Micro Ltd announces the launch of

SUPERTYPE
an outstanding Word -Processor for the NewBrain put
together with help from our personal and business
users. This is simply the best available. £45.00
We can now supply you with a COMPLETE WP
SYSTEM for only £9991 This includes the superb new
Brother daisy printer, a NewBrain, monitor, cassette
storage, and even SuperType itself. Contact us for a
demonstration.
Other NewBrain Bestsellers -
CHESS -a superb opponent with 6 levels of play.
Worth buying the micro for £14.95

DATASTORE - Make it your address book, diary,
client info file etc. Choose up to 13 title headings.
Searching may be on up to 5 of these simultaneous-
ly! Very versatile and only f15.00
BANK ACCOUNT- The most comprehensive yet the
easiest to use. Extensive facilities include selective
subtotalling etc. Gives better statements than the
bank! £15.00

NEWBRAIN DISCS ARE HERE!!!
CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY FOR EARLY DELIVERY

OF A SUPER CP/M DISC SYSTEM!
All prices include VAT. Please add 50p p&p

Jig MICRO LTD.
For the latest software and hardware lists write or visit us
at: Suite 5, Belmont Chambers, Bakers Rd, Uxbridge,
Middx. Or phone anytime (0895) 57908

With anyone of our Apple Computer Packages you
can greatly increase your business efficiency or
improve your leisure time activity.

Come in and talk to us today. We can help you
choose the right system and demonstrate it to you.
Our prices are highly competitive and include a 12
month parts and labour guarantee and full after sales
service. And, because we are specialists in Apple
Computer Systems and software, we can provide
proven packages for every business or pleasure
need. Here are some examples:

BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Apple IIE Computer, 80 Column Card, Motittor,2 Apple
Disk Drives,Dot Matrix Printer, Sales ledger Programme

£2333.00 + VAT

Also available with a variety of Apple and
Ormbeta software programmes including:

PURCHASE LEDGER, NOMINAL LEDGER,
STOCK CONTROL, WORD PROCESSING,

SALES FORECASTING,
BUSINESS GRAPHICS,
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT.

NEW LOW PRICE PACKAGE
Apple HE Computer, 64K, Apple Disk
Drive with Controller, Zenith Monitor.

£1049.00 +VAT

Plus a full range of business and leisure
software. All for immediate delivery.

1117
THE MICRO COMPUTER STORE

241 BAKER STREET, LONDON NW1. 01-486 7671
ftili EEO Open Mon -Sat 9.30am-6.00pm. Please send for free price list
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MICROMART
Ptenut Price lEireekthraudh
Apple compatible Disc Drives
Full height drive 10 disks for £10 with all
Model AD1 £167.00 drive orders
Half height drive

Fie joystick with even/
OrModel LH-1 £167.00

Peripheral Cards
for Apple

£32.00
£46.50

Disc Controller (runs 13 & 16 sector)
Z80 CP/M
Printer (Centronics) £38.50
RS232C £41.50
Language(+16KRAM) £39.50
Eprom Writer £48.00
80 Column (not 2E) £45.50
Games Joystick £11.95
New 52 Key ASCII encoded keyboard, Apple
compatible, upper/lower case £49.50
New Clip -on A/C cooling fan for Apple II £19.95
NewSanyoSM12N12"greenmonitor(carriage
£7) £75.00
NkmAfStarDP510 Printer (carriage £7)....£255.00

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Carriage: under £100 add £3; over £100 add £5. Add

15% to all orders for VAT. Cash, cheques, P.O.'s
payable to

PEANUT COMPUTER
Dewsbury, Dept PCW, W. Yorks, WF13 3LX.

Tel: (0924) 499366
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PROGRAMMERS
For the APPLE, ORIC, and BBC

Are you green with envy when you read
about the wealth other people have gained
through programming?

NOW ITS YOUR CHANCE!!
Turn your dreams Into a reality

We at KNIGHTS SOFTWARE offer you
30% royalties or a lump sum for YOUR
programs. For more information phone or
write to:

KNIGHTS SOFTWARE
14 Knights Court, Knights Park

Kingston Surrey KT1 2QL
01 549 3045

GRAPHICS
* AnInitellIgenti3mphIcsCardwhIchcanbeused

on virtually any computer via serial or parallel
operation. 38 simple commands for text and
graphic displays.

* True high resolution graphics. 512 x 256
(131,072 pixels) freely mixed with the 85 x 25
text.

* TenninalEmuMtiongleMgFULIJHALFOUPLEX
and LOCAL MODES.

* Prices from £55 Inc.
Send SAE for comprehensive details.

COMPUTER AIDS
33 Bearsden Cr., Hinckley, Leics. LEIS OSQ

P.G.P. SUPPLIES
Brewster Corner, Pendicke Street,

SOUTHAM, Nr Leamington Spa CV33 OPN
Tel: 0926 812237 ext. 1, 6 or 12

5.25" DISKS
SSSD (Wabash) box of ten £16.80
DSDD (Wabash) box of ten £23.45
SSDD (Nashua) box of ten £19.50
SSDD (Wabash) box of ten £18.90

RIBBONS
Type 4022 (Epson MX80 etc) £4.75
Type 8023 (Centronics 150/152) £4.75

DISK LIBRARY CASES each £1.80
Please add 50p per item. Post and packaging and

VAT at 15%.

** *CASH WITH ORDER***

PROGRAMS

S.

ELSEPRINTa832,. PRESS 'E' TO END OR 'C' TO CONTINUE"
28 A$=1NKEY$:IFA$=.E.,4ELSEIFA$=.C" CLS:PRINTB$:E=OELSE28
30 F=F-2:IFF<=0 THEN D=D+1:F=D-1:007026ELSEJ=F:H.D
32 N=INT(H/J):G=H-(J*N):

IFG<>0 H=J:J=G:GOT032ELSEIFJ<>1,30ELSE26
34 CLS:CLEAR100:PRINT.CIRCLE FINDER":

PR 1NTSTRING$ (13,45) . : PR INT"
YOU ENTER THE X AND V CO-ORDINATES OF THREE POINTS WHICH DON'TALL LIE ON A STR

AIGHT LINE AND I WILL GIVE THE RADIUS AND THE
X AND V CO-ORDINATES OF THE CIRCLE WHICH PASSES THROUGH THEM"
36 PRINT"

SOMETIMES A DIVISION -BY -ZERO ERROR WILL OCCUR.
WHEN THIS HAPPENS, SIMPLY CHANGE ONE OF THE VALUES OF THE X
ORDINATES THAT ARE EQUAL, BY 0.00001 . "

38 PRINT" IF A DIVISION -BY -ZERO ERROR STILL PERSISTS THEN THE
THREE POINTS ALL LIE ON A STRAIGHT LINE."

40 At="ENTER THE FIRST POINT ..B$=.ENTER.THE SECOND POINT ":
C$=.ENTER THE THIRD POINT ..X$="X CO-ORDINATE ",

Y$="V CO-ORDINATE ":PRINT:PRINTAS.X$1:INPUTX11PRINTA$;Y$;:
INPUTY1sPRINT:PRINTB$;X$;:INPUTX2:PRINTB$;Y$;:INPUTY2.PRINT

0

0

42 PRINT0$.X$;:INPUTX3:PRINTC$;Y$.:INPUTY3:P=X2-Xl:Q=X2,X11
R=Y2-Y1:S=Y2+Y1:T=X3-Xl:U.X3+XI:V.Y3-Y1:W.Y3+Y1

44 A.(Pt0+R*S)/(2).P):B=(T*U+V*W)/(2*T):C=R/P:D=V/T:
Y.(B-A)/(D-C).X=B-D*Y.R.SOR((X3-X)E2+(Y3-Y)E2):CLS

46 PRINT"THE CIRCLE WHICH PASSES THROUGH THE POINTS :-.:PRINT:
PRINT.X1 = .0(1,.Y1 = .011:PRINT.X2 =,"02,.Y2 = ..Y2.
PRINT"X3 = .X3,.Y3 = ..Y3:PRINT:PRIN7'HAS A RADIUS OF "R: 0
PRINT:PRINT"WITH ITS CENTRE LOCATED AT.:
PRINT"X . ";X,n, . .0,

48 GOSUB222:IFX=1,4ELSECLS.GOT040
50 CLS:CLEAR1001PRINT.POLYNOMIAL EVALUATION.:
PRINTSTRING$(21,45)

52 PR INTa192, CHRS (30) :
PRINTa192,"ENTER THE HIGHEST POWER OF X IN YOUR EQUATION ";:

INPUTN:IFN<=0ORN<>INT(N)THENPRINTa320,"NOT A VALID ENTRY":
GOT052ELSEPRINTa320,CHR$(30).:DIMA(N+1):N=N+1* 54 A$="ENTER COEFFICIENT OF X TO THE POWER .:J=N-1:FORI=1TON-1: 0
PRINTA8.J." ..iINPUTA(I):J=J-1:NEXT:
PRINT"ENTER THE VALUE OF THE CONSTANT TERM ";:INPUTA(N)

56 PRINT: 0
PRINT.WHAT IS THE VALUE OF X TO INSERT INTO THE EQUATION .;:
INPUTX:C=A(1):FORI=2TON:C=C*X+A(1):NEXT:CLS:PRINT:
PRINT"YOUR POLYNOMIAL HAS THE VALUE":PRINT:PRINTC:PRINT,
PRINT"FOR X = "X:PRINT

58 PRINT"
0 WANT ANOTHER X WITH THE SAME POLYNOMIAL < 'V' OR 'N' > ? " 0

60 (14.INKEY$:IFA$=..,60ELSEIFA$="Y. CLS:GOT056ELSEIFA$=.N. PRINT:PRINT"
WANT TO TRY A NEW POLYNOMIAL < 'Y' OR 'N' > ?..
- GOT062ELSE60
62 A$=INKEY$:IFA$=.N.,4ELSEIFA$=.Y.,50ELSE62 0
64 CLS:CLEAR:PRINT.FACTORIALS..PRINTSTRING$(10,45)
66 PRINTa128,CHR$(30).:INPUT.ENTER THE NUMBER ..X.IFX<OTHEN

w PRINTa256,.MUST BE POSITIVE.;CHR$(30):807066
ELSEPRINTa256,CHR$(30): IFX<>INT(X)THEN
PRINTa256,"YOU NEED EULER'S 'GAMMA' FUNCTION. TRY AGAIN...

0 GOT066ELSEORINTa256,CHR$(30):B.1 0
68 Y=1E5:Z=1E-5:1FX=OORX=ITHENB=1:601-074ELSEIFX<500,72
ELSEIFX<600 S=10 ELSEIFX<1000 S=15 ELSEIFX<1500 S=30
ELSEIFX<3200 S=60 ELSE PRINT"PREPARE FOR A LONG WAIT.:GOT072

70 PRINTa256,.WAIT FOR ABOUT"S"SECONDS"
72 FORC=2TOX:B=BSC.IFB<YTHENNEXTC1GOT074ELSEB.BIEZ:A=A+5:NEXTC
74 PRINTa2.56,CHR$(30).,PRINT:PRINT. .X.FACTORIAL =.:PRINT.
PRINTB"TIMES 10 TO THE POWER.A:GOSUB222.IFX=1,4EL5E64

76 CLS:CLEAR:PRINT"LOGARITHMS TO ANY BASE.:PRINTSTRING$(22,45)
78 PRINTa192,CHR$(30).:PRINTa192,.INPUT THE NUMBER ...INPUTN:

IFW=OTHENPRINTa320," MUST BE POSITIVE":GOT078
80 PRINTa320,CHR$(30);:PRINTa320,"ENTER THE BASE ";:INPUTB:

0 IF B<=0THENPRINTa448," MUST BE POSITIVE.:GOTOWELSE
IF B.1THENPRINTa448,. THE RESULT IS INFINITY.:GOT088

82 L=LOG(N)/LOG(B):PRINTa448,CHR$(30).:
PRINTa448,.THE LOGARITHM OF"N" TO THE BASE"B" = "L:PRINT:
PRINT.IN OTHER WORDS":PRINT 0

84 IF L<0 THEN F$=.1 /..L=ABS(L) ELSE F$=".
86 PRINTF$O.RAISED TO THE POWER "L" = "N
e8 GOSUB222:IFX=1,4ELSE76 0
90 CLS:CLEAR100:PRINT.COMBINATIONS ...XX=1:GOT094
92 CLS:CLEAR100:PRINT.PERMUTATIONS ...XX=2
94 PRINT.OF 'N' OBJECTS TAKEN 'R' AT A TIME": 0

PR1NTSTRING$(48,45)
96 PRINTa128,CHR$(30):PRINTa128,.HOW MANY OBJECTS ...INPUTN.

0 IFN<IORN<>INT(N)ORN>33THEN
PRINTa256,"MUST BE WHOLE POSITIVE NUMBER LESS THAN 34..007096 ELSEPRINTa256,

CHR$(30)

0 98 PRINTa256,CHR$(30):PRINTa256,"NUMBER OF OBJECTS IN GROUP ..:
INPUTR:IFR<10RR<>INT(R) PRINTa384,.MUST BE A WHOLE NUMBER"; CHR$(30):GOTO9

EIELSEIFR>N
PRINTa384,"NUMBER IN GROUP CAN'T BE GREATER THAN NUMBER OF OBJECTS.:GOT098ELSE

PRINTa384,CHR$(30). 0
100 XI=N:GOSUB114:2=X3:X1=N-R:GOSUB114:Y=X3:X1=R.GOSUB114:

W=X3:0N XX GOTO 102,106
102 C.Z/Y/14:IFC=1 P$=. IS ":E$=""ELSEP$=" ARE ..E$="8" 0
104 PRINT"THERE";P$;C" COMBINATION..E$:GOT0110
106 P.Z/Y:IFP=1 Pi." IS ..E$=..ELSEP$=. ARE ..E$...S.
108 PRINT"THERE";P$;P" PERMUTATION...ES 0
110 IFN.1 Z$=..ELSEZ$=.S.

CBM 64
64K built-in memory, high-res. graphics, 16
colours, excellent sound. The best home compu-

ter available at only £199 + VAT

VIC 20
Special Offer Pack: VIC 20 computer + C2N
Cassette Unit + Intro to Basic I + 4 games

cassette. £119 + VAT

SOFTWARE
All the latest games and educational software
available for 64, VIC 20, Dragon and Spectrum

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

YORKSHIRE MICROCOMPUTERS,
28 Ramshill Road, Scarborough.

0723 78136

NATGUG
Users of Tandy & Genie

microcomputers supported
* Meetings on Basic, M.Code, W.P.

Model 16, Model 100, DOS
* Vast range of expertise
* Free software library
* Local groups
* Regularly manned 'phone
* Back issues of newsletters and

specialist journals

Write: NATGUG, 24 Oxford Street,
Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes
Tel: Brian Pain on 0908 564271
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0

112 PRINT.OF.N.OBJECT";Z$;" TAKEN"R"AT A TIME.:GOSUB222:
IFX=1,4ELSE ON XX GOTO 90,92

114 X3=1:FORJ=ITOXI:X3=.1*X3:NEXTJ:RETURN
116 CLS:CLEAR:PRINT"QUADRATIC EQUATIONS":PRINTSTRING$)19,45)
118 PRINT@192,.ENTER COEFFICIENT OF X SQUARED TERM ";:INPUTA: IFA=0 PRINT@3
20,"NOT A QUADRATIC, TRY AGAIN.;:GOT0118ELSE

PRINT@320,CHR$(30):
PRINT,D320,"ENTER THE COEFFICIENT OF THE X TERM ";:INPUTS:
PRINT@448,.ENTER CONSTANT .;:INPUTC

120 B=B/A:C.C/A:IFC=OTHENR1=0:R2=-B:GOT0124ELSED.B*13-4*C:
IFD.OTHENR1=-8/2:R2=191:6070124ELSEX=SOR(ABS(D)):
IFD>OTHENR1=(X-B)/2:R2=-(X+B)/2:GOT0124ELSER=-8/2:J.X/2:
CLS:PRINT.ROOTS ARE COMPLEX":PRINT

122 PRINT.X1 = "R" +"J" I":PRINT:PRINT"X2 = "R" -"J" 1":6010126
124 CLS:PRINT"ROOTS ARE REAL":PRINT:

PRINT.X1 = "R1:PRINT:PRINT"X2 = "R2
126 GOSUB222:IFX=1,4ELSE116
128 CLS:CLEAR100:PRINT"SIMULTANEDUS LINEAR EQUATIONS":

PRINTSTRING$(29,45);:PRINT"

0

4

0

YOU'LL BE ASKED FOR CERTAIN DATA ABOUT THE EQUATIONS.";:PRINT"
IF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WAS :-":PRINT

130 PRINT" 2 X1 * 3 X2 - 4 X3 = 11.1
PRINT" 5 XI - 23 X2 + 12 X3 = 4.:
PRINT" 7 XI + 28 X2 + 13 X3 . 120.:PRINT" 4
THEN YOU WOULD ENTER 3 IN REPLY TO 'HOW MANY EQUATIONS ?.":
PRINT"2 IN REPLY TO 'A(1,1) ?', 3 IN REPLY TO 'A(1,2) 7',";

132 PRINT.4 -4 IN REPLY TO 'A(1,3) ?', AND 11 IN REPLY TO '13(1) ?., AND SO ON FOR THE OTHE
R TWO EQUATIONS.":PRINT:

PRINT. PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.:AS=INKEY$
134 AS=INKEYS:IFAii...,134ELSECLS:DEFINTI,J,K,L,N
136 PR1NT@64,CHR$(30):PRINTQ64,"HOW MANY EQUATIONS ";:INPUTN:

IFN<1 PRINT@192,"NOT A VALID ENTRY, TRY AGAIN.1001-0136ELSE
e IFN>16 PRINTSI92,"MUSTN'T BE GREATER THAN 16 .:GOT0136

ELSEPRINT,D192,CHR$(30):DIMA(N,N),B(N),C(N)
138 FORJ=1TON:FORK=1TON:PRINT.A ("J","K.) = ";:INPUTA(J,K):

NEXTK:PRINT" B ("J") . .;:INPUTB(.1):PRINT:NEXTJ I
140 IFN=IANDA(1,1)=0,154ELSEIFN=ITHENC(1)=8(1)/A(1,1):

GOT0150ELSEFORK=1TON-1:I=K+1:L=K

4 142 IFABS(A(1,K))>ABS(A(L,K))THENL=I:IFI<NTHENI=I+1:0070142ELSE
IFL=KTHENI=K+1:6070146

144 FORJ=KTON1D=A(K,J):A(K,J)=A(L,J):A(L,J)=D:NEXT:
D.B(K)18(K).13(L):13(L)=D:I=K+1

146 IFA(K,K)=OTHEN154ELSED.A(I,K)/A(K,K):A(I,K)=0:
FORJ=K+ITON:A(I,J)=A(I,J)-D*A(K,J):NEXT:
B(I)=B(I)-D*B(K):IFI<NTHENI=I+1:GOT0146ELSENEXT

0 148 IFA(N,N)=OTHEN154ELSEC(N)=B(N)/A(N,N):
FORI=N-ITOISTEP-1:D=0:FORJ.1+1TON:D=D+A(I.J)*C(J):IFA( , )=0
THEN154ELSEC(I)=(B(I)-D)/A(I,I)INEXTJ,I

11110 150 CLS:PRINT"THE SOLUTION SET IS :-":PRINT:
FORI=1TON:PRINT" X "I" = "C(I),:NEXT

152 GOSUB222:IFX=1,4ELSECLS,CLEAR:GOT0136
154 CLS:PRINT@400,"NO SOLUTION IS POSSIBLE":GOT0152
156 CLS:CLEAR100:PRINT"
LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTING, INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION":
PRINTSTRING11(61,45);:PRINT" 4
YOU CAN FIT AN EQUATION OF DEGREE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, OR 6 TO ANY NUMBER OF PAIR

S OF DATA POINTS UP TO A MAXIMUM OF 50 PAIRS.";

W a
15B PRINT"

IF YOU CHOOSE A DEGREE 1 EQUATION THEN THE PROGRAM WILL GIVE THE BEST STRAIGH
T LINE FIT THROUGH THE DATA POINTS, AND THIS IS 'LINEAR REGRESSION'. HIGHER ORD
ER EQUATIONS GENERALLY FIND A
BETTER FIT IF A STRAIGHT LINE SOLUTION ISN'T APPROPRIATE"
160) PRINT"

ENTER THE DATA POINTS IN PAIRS. FIRST ENTER THE X CO-ORDINATE, THEN A COMMA, A
41 ND THEN THE Y CO-ORDINATE.":PRINTd910,"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.:AS=INKEY$

162 AS=INKEYS:IFA$="",162ELSECLS
164 PRINT@64.CHR*(30):PRINT@64,
"HOW MANY PAIRS OF DATA POINTS ARE YOU ENTERING "::
INPUTNP:IFNP,..20RNP>50ORNP<ANTINP/THENPRINT@I92,"INVALID ENTRY" :GOT0164ELSEPRI

0
NT.D192,
"TYPE A COMMA BETWEEN THE X AND Y VALUES BEFORE PRESSING THE 'ENTER' KEY"
166 DIMX(NP),Y(NP),A(7,7),B(7),C(7),P(12):DEFINTI,J,K,L

0

168 FORJ.ITONP:INPUT. X , Y = .;X(J),Y(J):NEXTJ:CLS
170 PRINT@64,CHRS(30):PRINTB64, 4

0 "DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL TO BE FITTED ";: INPUTD:
IFD<IORD,',INT(D)THENPRINTB192,.INVALID ENTRY, TRY AGAIN":
6OT0170ELSEPRINT,D192,CHRS(30):IFD>6THENPRINT5192,
"MUSTN'T BE MORE THAN 6":GOT0170ELSEPRINT8192,CHR$(30)

172 IFD>=NPTHENPRINT.
NOT ENOUGH DATA PAIRS FOR THAT DEGREE OF EQUATION. ENTER AGAIN." :GOT0170ELSEPR

0INT@256,CHR$(30):D2=2*D:N=D+1:FORJ.ITOD2:P(J)=0: FORK=1TONPeP(J)=P(J)+X(K)EJ:NE
XTK,J:P(0)=NP:B(1)=0:FORJ=1TONP: B(1)=8(1)+Y(J):NEXTJ:IFN=1,176
174 FORJ=2TON:B(J)=0:FORK=1TONP:B(J)=B(J)+Y(K)*X(K)E(J-1):

0 NEXTK,J
176 FORJ=1TON:FORK=1TON:A(J,K)=P(J+K-2):NEXTK,J:GOSUB194
178 CLS:PRINT" POWER OF X COEFFICIENT

":FORJ=1TON:
PRINT" "J-1,C(J):NEXT

180 Q=0:FORJ=1TONP:Q=Q+Y(J):NEXT:M=0/NPIT=0:G=0:FORJ=ITONP:0=0:
FORK=1TON:Q=Q+C(K)*X(J)E(K-1):NEXTK:T=T+(Y(J)-12)[2, 0
B.G.(Y(.1)-M)C2:NEXTJ:IFG=OTHENT=100:
GOT0182ELSET=100*SQR(1-T/G)

182 PRINT" 0I PERCENT GOODNESS OF FIT OF POLYNOMIAL TO THE DATA = "T"%":

ICROMAART

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS

SOUTHAMPTON
HIRE Commodore equipment by the week, all including

manuals, cassette deck, media etc.
4032 C25, 4040 Disk or 4022 Printer L25

Ex -demo equipment available with guarantee
8032 £600, 4032 £475, 4022 £295, Vic 20 £65

6550 RAMS £10 each

Also secondhand equipment, 4032 with Hi -Res Board
and C2N Cassette L450, 2031 Disc unit L250

Sell us your unwanted equipment. 700 series computer
available June. Ask for brochures and price list.

I0% discount for orders received up to August 31st.
Repairs to Commodore equipment.

ALL PRICES ARE CASH-AND-CARRY AND EXCLUDE VAT

OFFICIAL COMMODORE DEALER

SUPER -VISION
13 St James Road, Shirley, Southampton

Telephone: (0703) 774023
After hours: (0703) 554488

STOCKFILE - the fast, low-cost easy
stock control program for the Apple II of
Apple He!

STOCKFILE lets you record and constant-
ly update 1000 different stock lines on one
51/4" data disk. Create up to 30 different
data disks, giving you records of up to
30,000 different stock lines!

STOCKFILE is the "plain English" prog-
ram. No computer jargon! Easy to learn,
easy to understand, easy to run. Fast
calculation of stock and "shrinkage"
values.

STOCKFILE lets you print out at any time
full details of any stock line and print
complete or selective stock lists with auto-
matic totals of stock and "shrinkage"
values.

STOCKFILE needs a minimum of 48K
Apple II or Apple He, one disk drive and
80 -column printer.

STOCKFILE program disk, sample data
disk and full, clear instructions for only £59

+ VAT. Free delivery.

FELIX SOFTWARE (Dept. PCW)
19 Leighton Avenue

Pinner, Middx. HAS 3BW

Stirling Microsystems is the country's leading '6809'
Centre where you can get professional advice and
practical demonstrations of one of the widest ranges
of '6809' based hardware and software. Take the
Positron 9000 System with 64K - 256K RAM,
it offers true multi -tasking with multi-user
capabilities. One of the most powerful '6809'
development systems available today running
OS -9 or FLEX operating systems. Complete
Positron Systems available from £2050 .00 + VAT

\ Send for full details of DENNIS (77-68), the ECM High -
Res Graphics Computer Project based on the '6809'.

Flex Operating System Software for 6809 on 5" EX. VAT

or 8"disks. Configurable Flex with Editor & Assembler..120.00
Debug Package 56.00
Sort /Merge Padwge 56.00
Disk Utilities 56.00
Disk & Memory Diagnostics 56.00
Text Processor 56.00
68000 Cross Assembler 200.00
Relocating Assembler/Linking loader 115.00
Extended Basic 75.00
Extended Basic Pre -Compiler 37.50
Pascal -6809 Source Compiler 150.00
CSC Dynamic Advanced Spread Sheet 140.00

masesjsati
atesseassaussffessissosi

DRAGON 32 EX. VAT

Dragon 32 Colour Computer £146.95
Joysticks (pair) £13.00

SOFTWARE
Dragon Mace Editor & Assembler £26.04
Compusense DASM Editor & Assembler £16.00
SM SAM Cassette Assembler Disassembler £10.43
Compusense High Res. 52 x 24 Display £2 1.30
Dialog Cassette Data Base £15.65

Ea 14*
THE MICRO COMPUTER STORE

241 BAKER STREET, LONDON NW]. 01-486 7671
WO Order enquiries welcome.
Please odd 75p p&p per item Open Mon -Sat 9.30am-6.00pm. Please send for free price list

PCW 271
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EDITOR adds extra commands to the machine Change, Find, Get,
Insert, Delete, Move, Value, Organise, Centre, and Right Justify
Text.

Can be used as a word processor database or program editor,
handling up to 24k on a 32k machine, £15.

RENUMBER resequence. All or part of a program may be
renumbered with update of Goto/Gosub/Then/Resume statements,
£6.
ORIC 1
CREATE HIGH SPEED PROGRAMS WITH EDITOR ASSEMBLER:
DISASSEMBLER: IMMEDIATE TEST FACILITY.
Full 6502 code plus labels with autobranch calculation. Psuedo-ops.

ORG, START, END, DEL, EOU, DEFS, DEFVV, DEFSDEFS.
Optional high speed hex -display as per a monitor or lull disassembly

with address, hex code, label, mnemonic, operand and symbols
table, output to screen or printer.

Complete with Instruction Manual, £15.

MICROPLOT
19, THE EARLS CROFT, CHEYLESMORE,
COVENTRY CV3 5ES. TEL: 0203-503038

APPLE ][+ AND //e CARDS
AT AMAZING PRICES!!!

Standard 80 Column - Add BO column lest to the tie (upgradable to 16 or 64K)
161( 80 Column - 80 column text and 560 a 192 graphics (upgradable to 64K)

6411 80 Column - Full 64K 80 column card

16K Upgrade Klt - Increase the standard 80 column card IX 161(
6411 Upgrade Klt - Increase the standard or 16K 80 column cards to 64K
Z80 Card - Run CP/M based software on your Apple It or //e
Parallel Printer Interface - Centronics type interface (echoes output to screen)
PRICES:

He Sld. BO Column - 850.00
//e 16K BO Column - E75.00

//e6414 80 Column - f90.00
//e 16K Upgrade- £30.00
lie 64K Upgrade - E45.00
Printer l/face - E32.00

Z80 - F45.00

Postage and packing -£1.00 per card
Please add VAT Co' 15% to the total

Orders to: CI RTECH
P.O Box 29, Dunfermline, Fife

Telephone (0383) 729770

OYER.70 FUNCTIONS

WeitdStar
ON SUPERBRAIN

I ECcoOMP
LETE

+VAT Skit*6.(2E1

L'agraRT
WITH IRMIPIO

ZITITNR: 64.No-ntri

inruaAue
* All Risks Cover (Intl. Transit)

- up to 08,000 for C20

* Increased Cost of Working - to reinstate
lost data

* Breakdown & Derangement - alternative
to maintenance agreement

Comprehensive cover at a
reasonable premium: -

Talk to us before taking a Maintenance Contract

Write with details of equipment and value to -

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Freepost (no stamp required)

Woking, Surrey GU21 4EiR

Tel Woking (04862) 61082 Answering Service.

PROGRAMS
PRINT:PRINT"0 % = USELESS, 90 IC = FAIR. 100 V. = PERFECT.: PRINT.D974,.PRE

SS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";:r14=INKEYS
184 AIII=INKEYS:IFA1="",1134
186 CLS:PRINT"

DO YOU WANT TO :-":PRINT" 0
< A > INTERPOLATE OR EXTRAPOLATE ON THE DATA
< B > TRY TO FIT ANOTHER DEGREE EQUATION TO THE SAME DATA
< C > NEITHER OF THESE":A*=INKEY$

188 AS=INKEYS:IFAS..A.,190ELSEIFAII..B"THENCLSIGOT0170ELSE
IFA$=.C.,4ELSE188

190 CLS:PRINT.
ENTER THE VALUE OF X FROM WHICH YOU WANT TO DETERMINE THE

VALUE OF Y .;:INPUTZIPRINT:YZ=01FORK=1TON:YZ=YZ,C(K/IIII(K-1):
NEXTK:PRINT. FOR X . "Z" V . "YZ:PRINT:PRINT.

ANY MORE DATA < 'Y' OR 'N' > 7.:4111=INKEY$
192 AS=INKEYS:IFAS."Y.,190ELSEIFAS=.N.,186ELSE192
194 IFN=ITHENC(1).8(1)/A(1,1):RETURNELSEFORK.ITON-11I=K+1:L.K

III 196 IFABS(A(I,K))>ABS(A(L,K/)THENL=I ELSEIFI<NTHENI.I.1:0070196
ELSEIFL=KTHEN I.K+110070198ELSEFORJ=KTON:Q=A(K,J):
A(K,J)=A(L,J)tA4L,J1=0:NEXT.710=BrK/sB(K)=BIL)2104L)=12sI=K4.1

198 12=Arl,K1/ACK,K/sA4I,K)=0:FORJ=K+1TON:A(I,J)=A(1,3)-O*A(K,J)s NEXTU(B(I1.6( 411

11-Q*BCK):IFI<NTHENI=I+1:801-0198ELSENEXT
200 C(N)=BUO/AIN,WIFORI=N-1101STEP-1:Q=0:FORJ.I+ITON:

Q=Q+A(I,J)ALC(J):C(D.(B(I)-0)/A(I,1):NEXTJ,1:RETURN
202 CLSICLEAR100:PRINT.STATISTICS.IPRINTSTRING11(10,45):PRINT
204 PRINTQ192,CHR*(30):PRINTQ192,

"HOW MANY ITEMS OF DATA ARE YOU GOING TO INPUT ";:INPUTN: 0
IFN<20RN44INTINDTHENPRINTS320," NOT VALID, TRY AGAIN.:
GOT0204ELSEPRINT8320,CHRS1301

206 DIMA(N):SU=0:M=1:NM=N-1:FORJ.ITON:PRINT. DATUM .J. . .::
INPUTA(J):M=MSA(J):SU=SU+A(J)INEXTJ:AV=SU/N:
MN=CABS(M/E(1/N/16(SON(MI)

206 DIMA(N):SU=0:M.1:NM=N-1:FORJ=ITONIPRINT" DATUM "3"
INPUTA(J/IM.MILA(J):SU=SU+A(J):NEXTJ:AV.SU/Ns 

MN.(ABSIM)C(1/N1)eISGN(M))
208 GOSUB218:RA=A(1)-A(N):MA.A(1):MI.A(N):MR.CA(1)+A(N1)/2:0=0:

FORI.ITON:D=AII)-AVIQ=Q+DC2INEXTI:VA=0/(N-II:ST.SCIR(VA)
210 CLS:PRINT"THE STATISTICS ARE AS FOLLOWS :-.:

PRINTSTRING$133,4514PRINT.
ARITHMETIC MEAN = "AVaPRINT" GEOMETRIC MEAN . "MN: 0
PRINT" MEDIAN . .MEIPRINT. SUM OF VALUES = "SU'
PRINT" MAXIMUM . "MAcPRINT" MINIMUM = "MI

212 PRINT" RANGE = "RA:PRINT. MID-RANGE = "MR:
PRINT" VARIANCE . "VA:PRINT. STANDARD DEVIATION = "ST:
PRINTQ896,

. PRESS 'S' TO REVIEW THE DATA IN SORTED ORDER OR 'D' TO INPUT ANOTHER DATA S
ET";
214 AII=INKEYS:IFAS..S.,216ELSEIFAII=.0.,202ELSE214
216 CLS:PRINT.SORTED DATA FROM LEFT TO RIGHT.:PRINT:

0 FORI=NTOISTEP-1:PRINTA(DoNEXTIGOSUB222tIFX.1,4ELSE202
218 FOR1.1TONM:IP.14.1,M.11FORJ=IPTONIIFAM>.ACJ/THEN220ELSEM.J
220 NEXT3sT=AII/sA41/=AIM/rAIM)=T:NEXTI.D=N/2sID=INTID/s

IFD=IDTHENMED.CA(ID)+ACID+1;,/21RETURNELSE
IFD<IDTHENMED.ACIM:RETURNELSEMED.A(ID+1):RETURN

0
222 X=2:PRINTZ960,CHR$(30)11PRINTQ960,

" ANY MORE DATA < 'Y' OR 'N' >";:00SUB22411FAII..N.THENX=1: RETURNELSERET 0
URN
224 AS=INKEYS:IFAS.".,224ELSEIFAS="Y"ORAII=.N. RETURNELSE224
226 CLS:PRINT"SPEARMAN'S COEFFICIENT OF RANK CORRELATION.: 0

PRINTSTRING$142,45);:PRINT"
THIS GIVES A MEASURE OF HOW WELL TWO SETS OF DATA FIT TOGETHER"
228 PRINT"
FOR EXAMPLE, IF ONE SET WAS THE HEIGHTS OF CHILDREN AND THE

OTHER SET WAS THEIR AGES, THEN YOU WOULD EXPECT A CLOSE
RELATIONSHIP TO EXIST BETWEEN THE TWO SETS OF DATA.";0 230 PRINT" 0
ON THE OTHER HAND, IF ONE SET WAS INCHES OF RAINFALL FOR

CERTAIN MONTHS, AND THE OTHER CONTAINED THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHOBOUGHT COMPUTERS
DURING THOSE MONTHS, THEN YOU WOULDN'T EXPECT 0
ANY CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO SETS OF DATA.";
232 PRINT"

BEWARE OF SPURIOUS CORRELATION. FOR EXAMPLE, THE NUMBER OF 0
RADIO LICENCES TAKEN OUT DURING THE YEARS 1920 AND 1940, AND THENUMBER OF PEOPLE
ENTERING LUNATIC ASYLUMS DURING THOSE YEARS,

SHOWS A VERY CLOSE CORRELATION." 0
234 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE";sAS=INKEY$
236 AS=INKEY11:IFAII=.",236
238 CLS,CLEAR100sPRINT.
DO YOU WANT THE HIGHEST VALUE IN EACH SET TO BE RANKED FIRST, AS IN MARKS IN A

N EXAM WHERE THE PERSON WHO GOT 98 OUT OF 100 WOULD COME FIRST, AND THE PERSON
WHO GOT 82 WOULD BE RANKED

. SECOND, ET. CETERA.," 0
240 PRINT"
OR DO YOU WANT THE LOWEST VALUE IN EACH SET RANKED FIRST, AS

IN THE CASE, SAY, WHERE THE PERSON GETTING THE FEWEST NUMBER OF 0
PENALTY POINTS WOULD BE RANKED FIRST."sPRINTs

PRINT" TYPE 'H' OR 'L'"11416=INKEY$
242 AS=INKEYS:IFA$="",242ELSEIFAS<>"H"ANDA$<>"L",238ELSECLSs

PRINT.MEANINGFUL RESULTS ARE NOT POSSIBLE WITH LESS
THAN 5 ITEMS IN EACH DATA SET."

0 244 PRINTQ192,CHRS(30):
PRINTQ192,"HOW MANY ITEMS OF DATA IN EACH SET .;:INPUTN:
IFN<50RN>50ORN<>INT(NITHENPRINTS320.BETWEEN 5 AND 50...
GOT0244ELSEPRINT9320,CHR$(30):DIMACNI,BINI,C(N),D(N),E(N)

246 IFP=OTHENPRINTIPRINT"ENTER FIRST SET OF VALUES"ELSEPRINTs

MICRO USER T-SHIRTS
1. I'm user friendly
2. Have you seen my peripherals
3. Invader
4. 6502
5. Z80

100% cotton in white or blue, small,
medium, large and X -large.

£3.25 each inclusive
Mail order only from:

ONE PER CENT SCREENS
UNIT 12, STAR LAND
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

GREAT WAKERING, ESSEX.

USED SUPERBRAINS
Bought and Sold

Also part exchanged against
most new 16 bit micros

INTERLEX LTD
Imperial House

Lower Teddington Road
Kingston KT1 4EP

Contact Mike Lane on
01-943 0968

272 PCW



CLEARLYA BETTER
WAY TO VIEW THE
FACTS IN BUSINESS

Now you can transform even the most obscure facts into
high -quality, multi -colour A4 sheets or overhead projection
transparencies, making the Pixy Plotter the ideal aid for all
kinds ofbusiness presentation.

With the new 3 -pen Pixy Plotter you can turn your facts
and figures into meaningful pie charts,
flow charts, bar graphs, even circles,
arcs and spirals easily and quickly.

And with the automatic pen change
you can achieve up to 8 brilliant
colours to create an extra dimension
for reports and presentations.

With its sleek, compact design, it's
the ideal companion for any popular

ANWSSCe EXPENOMME

desktop micro, only requiring standard available software to
drive the plotter.

Its low cost now puts professional quality plotting within
the reach of even the smallest of businesses.

There's never been a better way to put colourful pen to
paper (or film).

vais-nwansivaii Why not get a fuller picture of what the
new Pixy Plotter can do, from your. nearest distributor or send for our free
colour brochure.

vr.

Mannesmann Tally Limited,
Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham,
Berkshire RG11 2QT. Tel: (0734) 788711.
Telex: 847028.

uv,v MANNESMANN TALLY

PIXY PLOTTER
CREATING THE RIGHT IMAGE FOR BUSINESS

U.K. DISTRIBUTOR C. K. SUPPLIES LTD. WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 515805 516246 IRISH DISTRIBUTOR CARA DATA COMMUNICATIONS DUBLIN 429666



When one World beater meets another.
You're bound to recognise at least one of the beautiful products above.

Miss Dominican Republic was chosen to supremely reign as Miss World
1983. Certainly, a World beater in her own right.

Then there's the QX-10. A fully integrated Desktop Microcomputer
System. A new member of the world beating Epson family.

But there's more to the functional yet stylish lines of the QX-10 (just to
prove that beauty isn't only skin deep). The lightweight CPU, monitor and
Keyboard units are very easy to use - even for a first time operator.

You could say that our system takes all the hard work out of using
software, and once used...you probably will. What's more, when it comes to
cost you'll find there's more power for your money.

Just look at these qualities.
192k upgradable to 256k RAM, Z80A CPU, RS -232C and parallel

interfaces. CP/M and multifont BASIC comes as standard.
The QX-10 offers an incredible graphics capability. The 80 columns

x 25 line display has 640 x 400 resolution and full bit image control for

QX-10
THE HUMAN COMPATIBLE
BUSINESS MICRO

x raor  inary product.
Exceptional quality.
Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Freefone: 2730. Telex: 8814169.

greater definition, 16 : 1 zoom and special effects. Not to mention a unique
split screen facility enabling different typestyles and graphics to be shown
together. A major first for educational applications.

For even more power - simply slot in up to 4 optional interface cards, for
IEEE 488, RS -232C, plus a universal interface card for developing your own
prototype interfaces. Clock and calendar with full battery back-up
complete the system.

As with all the other respected Epson products, you are assured of high
quality. (We even manufacture the slim line disc drives ourselves.)

The QX-10 is the complete desktop system that represents exceptional
value for money at £1735 plus V.A.T.

We call it compatibility. You will call it the incredible QX-10.
Ask to see it right away - you can't afford not to!

rMe 1.1111 !MI MI UM Mil MIN MI INN MEI MI =I

 I would like a demonstration of the QX-10.
0 Please send me details and the name of my local stockist.
Name

Position

Company

Address

Tel: PCvv9/m

I



PROGRAMS MICROMART
PRINT"ENTER CORRESPONDING SECOND SET OF VALUES"

248 PRINT:FORJ=1TON:PRINT" DATUM"J" ";:INPUTA(J):NEXT:
FORJ.ITON:FORK=1TON:IFA(J)>A(K)THENS=S+1:NEXTKELSENEXTK

250 IFAt="H"THENE(J)=N-S:S=0:NEXTJELSEE(J).8+1:S=0:NEXTJ
252 IFP=1,254ELSEFORJ=ITON:C(J)=E(J):D(J)=A(J):NEXTIP=11GOT0246
254 FORJ=ITON:B(J).(C(J)-E(J)1(21:X=Z+B(J):Z=Z+B(J):NEXT:

CC=1-((6*X)/(N13-N))1CLS:PRINT"CORRELATION COEFFICIENT IS":
PRINTTAB(30)CC

256 PRINT:PRINT"
-0.1 OR +0.1 = NO CORRELATION
-0.5
-0.7

OR
OR

+0.5
+0.7

=
.

LITTLE CORRELATION
FAIRLY GOOD CORRELATION

-0.8 OR +0.8 = GOOD CORRELATION";
25B PRINT"

-0.85 OR +0.85 = VERY GOOD CORRELATION
-0.9 OR +0.9 . SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION
-0.95
-1

OR
OR

+0.95
+1

=
=

HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION
PERFECT CORRELATION":

GOSUB222:IFX=1,4ELSE238

Program of the Month

MZ-80K Directory
by Frank Rooney

`Directory' is an extremely versatile data-
base program for cassette -based MZ-80K
systems. It is fully -compatible with all the
popular dialects of Sharp Basic, including
the SP -5025 supplied with the machine,
but is particularly suited to Speedbasic.
Under Speedbasic, data is read/written at
approximately three times the speed of
Basic SP -5025.

The format of the database is almost
entirely user -defined, the user selecting
the filename, number of fields per record,
maximum field length and the name of
each field. All records are automatically
indexed as they are entered.

On running the program, you are
presented with a title page and two
options: (1) create a new file, or (2) load a
file from tape. Option (2) requests the
filename, asks you to insert the approxi-
mate data tape and then searches for the
specified file. Selecting option (1) takes
you through a simple setting -up procedure
to determine the format of your file. When
this information has been entered, you
then move into the main menu shown in
the screen photo above. The dangerous
options are (8) and (9). Option (8) (Clear
file) deletes your file and file -format from
memory and re -runs the program. Option
(9) (Exit Program) deletes everything -
including the program - and passes you
back to Basic.

The other options should all be fairly
self-explanatory. Option (1) allows you to
add new data to the file currently held in
memory; (2) performs an alphanumeric
sort on same; (3) allows you to edit and/or

interrogate the file (of which, more later);
(4) allows you to delete a specified record;
(5) steps through the file, displaying either
the whole of each record or just the first
field; (6) prints either the whole file or
selected entries, and includes a special
routine for labels; and (7) saves the data to
cassette as a named file. The main menu
also keeps a running tab on remaining
available memory.

Option (3), as mentioned above, is the
search option. Where the index number is
known, you can simply enter this to effect a
high-speed, indexed search. Otherwise,
you enter the content of the first field (a
surname, for example), and the program
carries out a sequential search on this field.
If it is unable to find an exact match, it will
attempt to find entries with a similar
spelling. It will still locate 'John Smith' , for
example, if you ask it for 'Jonathan Smith'
or 'John Smitt'. This is an extremely useful
feature if you're unsure of a spelling.

The printer -control codes employed in
the very flexible print routine in lines
1670-2790 were written for the Epson
MX80 FT III printer. You will, of course,
have to change these if you are using a
different printer and the REM statements
in lines 1690-1720 should provide you with
the necessary information.

`Directory' cannot be compared to a
disk -based system. Relying on low -speed
data transfer and sequential searches, it is
obviously slow when large amounts of data
are involved (though at least it can't give a
13dos' error!). It is, however, surprisingly
fast for what it is. Incidentally, if you are

SUPERBRAIN
10 MB Compustar £1 450.00
VPU 4 (DQD) £1450.00

+ VAT
Hardly used, with five months
contract.

CAMBRIDGE DATA
4 Somerset Gardens
Highgate
London
N6 5EQ

Telephone: 01-348 3298

VER-WORD IS

COMING

ASCII 16e10001311:11;
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, misono nun nue
 Upper & Lower Case  Autorepeat (Model 777)

plus Control  Parallel Data Output
 Low Power  Metal Mounting Frame

Consumption  Suitable for Tuscan,
Shift & Alpha Lock Tangerine etc.

Model KB756A 56 key £44.50
KB710 Numeric Pad £ 7.50
KB771 72 key £57.50
KB777 77 key £65.00

Accessories available include: -
Metal Case £15.95
Edge Connector £ 2.25
DC to DC Convertor £ 5.50
(for operation off single 5V supply)

High INEWiForrimlarlINE?
Monitor

,{1.------,

,s

v....
...,,,,x,....

MONITOR
 17' Green P31 Phosphor  Toroidal Transformer
MULLARD C.R.T.  Composite Video Input
 80 Character  Ideal for Apple, B.B.C.

Line Capability Micro, Gemini, Nascom,
 24MHz Video Bandwidth Tuscan, Newbrain etc.
 240V AC Input MODEL 101 £89.50

/ ewBrain
,,

' a.abireti aor a
/ a a -

0.4,,, .I/44e .41 at avItar-.:, At

 0 0 42.4R

Model A £189.00 200K
Model AD £219.00 Drive, boxed with
Floppy Controller £120.00 power supply £220.00

UPGRADE YOUR 16K
ZX SPECTRUM TO 48K

SIMPLY FITS INTERNALLY WITH NO SOLDERING ON
SERIES 2 MODELS. UNLIKE COMPETITORS, WE USE NO
REJECT COMPONENTS AND AN ADAPTOR P.C. BOARD
TO ACHIEVE RESULTS. DESIGNED BY EX SINCLAIR

ENGINEER MODEL CP48 £20 95 -VAT

32K MEMORY EXTENSION
ONLY 1'20.95

U.K. Orders add 15% VAT on order total. Overseas
Orders add £6.50 to cover part cost postage and
documentation. Delivery all items ex stock.

Citadel Products Ltd
Dept. PCW, 50 High Street, Edgware,
Middlesex, H A8 7EP. Tel: 01-951 184.8

PCW 275



MICROMART

WE ARE LOOKING
FOR DEBUGGED

BASIC AND
MACHINE CODE

PROGRAMS

CONTACT: RICKY
ON: 0382-88232

ANYTIME

Programming the

PET/CBM
By Racto West

The Reference Encyclopedia for
Commodore PET and CBM Users
Comprehensive teaching and reference book
on programming Commodore's 2000, 3000,
4000 and 8000 microcomputers and
peripherals.
Many programs, charts and diagrams. 17
chapters, appendices, and index. iv + 504 page
large -format paperback. ISBN 0 9507650 0 7.
Price in UK and Europe £14.90 each (includes
post and packing). Five or more £12.90 each. 48
hour order turnaround guaranteed.
From dealers and booksellers or direct:
Trade Manager, Edward Arnold (Publishers)
Ltd, Woodlands Park Avenue,
MAIDENHEAD, Berks SL3 3LX.
Tel: (062882) 3104
"A masterpiece" - Creative Computing
"Essential" - Educational Computing
"Excellent"- Jim Stranna
"Comprehensive & Accurate" -Jim Butterfield

_ _ _
Send orders and make cheques payable to:

_ _
Trade Manager, Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd,
Woodlands Park Avenue, MAIDENHEAD,
Berks SL3 3LX.

Send copWies Programming the PET/CBM at £14.90

I enclose cheque/PO for

NAME

ADDRESS

DRAGON SOFTWARE
all machine code

SMOG
ADDICTIVE Arcade style game in toll [mom
Climb the ladders and dig notes to rap the

Meanies before they k.lh you 4 selectable
oleyenacztscp1;g8,1 to 9 meanies to start NO

SUPPLIEDON CASSETTE [7.115

DOTS

THREE fastimowng Arcade style games in full
rotor), with H. -Res graphics and sound Very
addictive any smgle one of these IS worth a
hversoC6MbraflaubargmmmPCW
renewci, SNAKES. LANDER INVADERS.(No

rgoNVCASSETTE 8.15

EDITINVASSEMSLERAIONITOS
II DISASSEMBLES

Iglfg2:tWro:X:"gtlArhV
FDB. FCC. REM Hes or decimal arithmetic
Powerful debug monitor includes 14 com-
mands plus set breakpoints selection ol useful
subroutines and disassemble, Recommended
tor the senous user
SUPPLIED ON CASSETTE WITH MANUAL

19.95

YZNgali=AR.
TGIF:nRSaNI)e Struat, Leech 1.31)11.1J

TA7..111(ORC2RS DZSPATCHED BY
RETURN FIRST CLASS POST
Callers and Trade saguaros welcome

CROWS - NEW (OPTIONAL JOYSTICK)
Stop the ()rods vingremo lead sMelds to
release the bombs which will destroy the world

Very las.t,gtornue,d Emeirent .-11 colour

grill'nDON CASSETTE Li 95

CHESS
Ri-flesdisMayof board and pieces 8 selectable
levels of skill. CURSOR control move selichon

(NO RING
to enter) Suppons

CASTLING AND EN PASSANT
SUPPLIED ONCASSETTE . 0.15

VULTURES-NEW (uses one lertecle
FAST MOVING GALAXIAN TYPE GAME!, lull
colour with HI Resgraphics and Sound Allock
of vultures guard their eggs As Mey swoop
towards you try to Mather)), but watch out Just
when you think you have killed them all. the

VP"Li2ONCASSETTE E115

J. MORRISON (MICROS)

PROGRAMS
used to disk -based systems, don't forget to 'Directory' will neither remind you nor do
save your data before coming out of the it for you!
program: unlike most disk systems,

10 REM a a DIRECTORY 003330
20 REM 03 F.R.ROONEY - 5/83 03
30 REM
80 GOT02940
'90

.

REM 021:13:1333 SORT 93333333
100 PRINT"MSorting,
110 POKE8805,X3sPOKE8806,X4
120 S=1:SL(1)=I:SR(1)=EN
130 Q=SL(S):R=SR(S):S=S-1
140 X=Q:J=R:XS=NS(I,INT((O+R)/2))150 IFN$(1,X)=X+1:GO010
160 IFX$<NS(1<X$THENX,J)THENJ=J-1:90TT01650
170 IFX>JTHEN210
180 FORI=1TON
1

200
90 OS(I)=NS(I,X):NS(I,X)=N$(I,J):N$(I,J)=0S(I):NEXTI

X=X+11.1=J-1
210 IFX<=JTHENI50
220 IFX>=RTHEN240
230 S=S+I:SL(S)=XISR(S)=R
240 R=J
250 IFO<RTHEN140
260 IFS<>0THEN130
270 GOT0440

auompo

0

0280 REM 0003333 READ DATA TAPE
290 PRINT"M"I:INPUT"Enter FILENAME: IF$
300 PRINT"UMPlace DATA TAPE in machine"
310 PRINT"B Press <SPACE> when ready"
320 GETA$:1FA$=" "THEN340
330 G0T0320
340 PRINT:ROPENFS
350 INPUT/TN,L:DIMC$(N):FORI=ITON:INPUT/TC$(1):NEXTI
360 DIMNS(N,255),0$(1.0D$(255),W$(255)
370 INPUT/TEN:FORX=1TOEN
380 FORI=ITONtINPUT/TN$(I,X)INEXTI
390 NEXTX:CLOSE:GOT0410
400 DIMNS(N,255),0$(N),D$(255),W$(255)
410 PS=LEFTS(SP$,L-2).
420 LS="<"+LEFTS(LLS,L)+">"
430 REM 13333330 MENU 0003330
440 D1=0:D2=0:D3=0
450 PRINT"M
460 PRINTFS:TAB(27);EN;" ENTRIES"
470 PRINT"
480 PRINT"B Press <1> to ENTER DATA"
490 PRINT"B <2> to SORT DATA"
500 PRINT"0 <3> to CHECK/ALTER DATA"
D10 PR/NT"11 <4> to DELETE DATA"
520 PRINT"0 <5> to SCREEN -LIST"
530 PRINT"B <6> to PRINT-OUT"
540 PRINT"0 <7> to SAVE FILE"
550 PRINT"B <8> to CLEAR FILE"
560 PRINT"B <9> to EXIT PROGRAM":USR(62)
570 PRINT"BUMemory left:"ISIZE;"0" .

580 GETA:IFA=OTHEN580
590 ONAGOTW0=100,1260,1190,1242(1,1730,2810,2900.2920

0

I
600 REM uummla ENTER DATA 0031133
610 IFEN>254THENPRINT"MFILE FULL":USR(62):FORDL=1702000:NEXTDLIGOT0440
620 X=EN
630 X=X+1
640 PRINT"MEnter <-> if no entry is required"
650 PRINT"BEntry No.";X
660 FORI=1TON
670 POKE4466,2+2*IePRINTCS(I);"i":PRINT"0";LS
680 POKE4466,3+21;I:INPUT" ";N$(I,X)
690 IFNS(I,X)="-"THENNS(I,X)= '

700 IFNS(I,X)="0"THENEN=X-1:GOT0440
710 IFLEN(N$CI,X))>LTHENPOKE4466,3+2*1:PRINTSPC(39):8070670
720 POKE4466,4+2*I:PRINTSPC(39)
730 NEXTI
740 PRINT"M Is all the above correct 2 (Y or N) ":USR(62)
750 GETAS:IFA$="Y"THEN780
760 IFA$="N"THENGOSUB1280:PRINT"M":GOT0780
770 GOT0750
780 PRINT"M Are there any mare entries ? (Y or N)":USR(62)
790 GETAS:IFAS=""THEN790
800 IFAS="Y"THEN630
810 IFAS="N"THENEN=X:GOT0440
820 GOT0790

0

41

le

0

0

830 REM 00333 SEARCH CCCCO
841) PRINT"MEnter ENTRY NUMBER or "IC$(1)
850 PRINT"Up> to return to DIRECTORYB"
860 INPUT" IDT$IPRINT:IFDTS="0"THEND1=0:D2=0;80T0440
870 AD=ASC(LEFT8(DT$0)1:IF(AD<49)+(AD>57)THENGOSUB960:RETURN
880 X=VAL(DTS)TIFX>ENTHEN840
890 IF(D1=0).(D3=0)THENRETURN
'900 PRINT"Entry No. ';X:PRINT:FORI=ITON:PRINTN$(1001NEXTI:D1=0
910 IFD2=0THENRETURN
920 PRINT"Ills this the entry requested 2 (Y or N)"
930 GETAS:IFAS="Y"THENRETURN
940 IFAS="N"THEN840
950 GOT0930
960 V=0:X=1
970 IFN$(1,X)=DTSTHENV=V+IsH(V)=X
980 IFX>ENTHENX=EN:GOT01000
990 X=X+1:GOT0970
000 IFV=OTHENI070
010 IFV=ITHENX=H(V):D1=0:GOT0890
020 PRINT"ONo.11":FORX=ITOV:P=H(X)
030 PRINTP;" "iNS(1,P): , "INS(2,t):NEXTX:PRINTSL$
040 INPUT"Enter No. (0 if NONE): ;X:IFX=OTHEN840
050 IFX>ENTHENPRINT"0"ISPC(4(I):"80":6OT01040
060 GOT0890
070 PRINT"UNO SUCH ENTRY FOUND"
080 POKE8805, 114:POKE8806,34
090 X=1
100 IFLEFTS(N$(1,X),3)=LEFTS(DTS.3)THENV=V+1:H(V)=X
110 IFX>ENTHENX=ENEGOT01130
120 X=X+1:80T01100
130 IFV=OTHENUSR(62):GOT0840
140 PRINT"UPerhaps the spelling is wrong"
150 PRINT"SIMILAR entries are:U":IFV>1THENDI=0:60701020
160 FORDD=1101000:NEXTDD:D1=0

0

0

BASIC PROGRAMMERS . . .
Ave you always short of space? Looking for variables? 

Debugging programmes (other people's)?  Searching for jump sources?
YOU NEED LOWMAN: LOWMAN is LOWADD LTD's programme MANipulator.
It is a suite of eight utilities used in their own program development.
THEY CONSIST OF:

1 Delete Remarks. Shrinks programmes prior to com-
pilation.

2. Search for expressions. Will search and print locations
of up to 20 expressions per pass.

3 Analyse Programme. This comprehensive programme
produces a complete breakdown of addresses of all
definition statements. Source and destination of all
jumps. For/next and While/wend loops, and a com-
plete list of addresses of all variables in alphabetical
order

4. Compare. Compare 2 ASCII source codes and print
differences.

5. Compress. Compress source to Basic 4.51 lexical
convention.

6. Expand. Expand source to Basic 5.00 lexical conven-
tion.

7. Global. Search and change within ASCII code with
options.

8. Left justify. Aligns code and inserts TAB after line
number.

THE WHOLE SUITE CAN BE CUSTOMISED BY USER TO MATCH ANY SCREENS. Available in CPM format on
IBM standard 8" floppys. Please state density required. TANDY format available shortly.
Send CHO PO for £39.50 to LOWADD LTD, 82 GIRTON RD, CAMBRIDGE CB3 OLN. TEL: 0223-276243

For other formats please write.

276 PCW



PROGRAMS
1170 X=H(V):80T0890
1180 REM 0213M3 DELETIONS II
1190 D1=1:02=1:173=1:GOSUB840
1200 PRINT"UJust a moment
1210 G=X:FORI=1TON:NS(I,G)="":NEXTI
1220 FORX=GTOEN:FORI=1TON 0
1230 NS(I,X)=NS(I,X+1):NEXTI:NEXTX
1240 EN=EN-1:80701190
1250 REM immo ALTER DATA 03333
1260 GOSUB840 0
1270 GOSUB1280:GOT01260
1280 PRINT". , ';PS; "+"
1290 FORI=1TON:POKE4466,1:PRINTI;" ";NS(I,X)INEXTI
1300 PRINTSL$
1310 PRINT"Enter no. of line to CHANGE (0 if O.K.)"
1320 GETI$:IFIS=""THEN1320
1330 IFIS="0"THENRETURN
1340 I=VAL(IS):IFI=OTHEN1320
1350 PRINT"8 (Enter <-> if BLANK LINE required)
1360 PRINT"8 Press <CR> when corrected"
1370 POKE44660:INPUT"="1NS(I,X)
1380 IFNS(I,X)="-"THENNS(I,X)="" 0
1390 NS(I,X)=LEFTS(NS(I,X),L)
1400 GOT01280
1410 REM =CU SCREEN -LIST 033910
1420 PRINT"BPress <1> to list ;C$(1);" only"
1430 PRINT"8 <2> for FULL listing"
1440 GETA:IF(A=0)+(A>2)THEN1440
1450 PRINT"MPress <1> for CONTINUOUS listing"
1460 PRINT"11 <2> for SINGLE-STEP listing"
1470 GETB:IF(B=0),(B>2)THEN1470
1480 INPUT"BEnter STARTING NO. ";C
1490 IF(C<1)+(C>EN-1)THEN1480
1500 IFB=2THEN1530
1510 PRINT"MPress <SPACE> to STOP or RESTART"
1520 PRINT" <0> to return to DIRECTORy":FORDD=1T01000:NEXTDD
1530 PRINT"M"::FORX=CTOEN:PRINT"Entry np.";X:PRINT" "

1540 PRINTN$(1,X);IFA=1THEN1560
'1550 FORI=2TON:PRINTN$(I,X):NEXTI
1560 IFB=2THEN1600
1570 GETBS:IFB$="0"THEN440
1580 IFB$=" "THENFORDD=170500:NEXTDD:GOT01600
1590 GOT01650
1600 IFB=2THENPRINT"8Press <SPACE> for next entry"
1610 GETAS:IFAS=" "THEN1640
1620 IFAS="0"THEN440
1630 30701610
1640 IFB=2THENPRINT"M";

., 1650 PRINT:NEXTX
'. 1660 G0T0440

1670 REM CC® PRINTOUT CIECCO
1680 REM For EPSON MX80 FT3 printer

m 1690 REM M@=initialise MO=ignore perforations 92=line spacing for labels
.' 1700 REM ME=emphasised print F=cancel

1710 REM G'"condensed print M=cancel
1720 REM fl=large print M=cancel

m 1730 PRINT"M"::A1=0:A2=0:A3=0:A4=0:A5=0:A6=0
"' 1740 FOR1=1TOEN:WS(I)="":1A(I)="":NEXTI

1750 DIMBS(8),B(8):FORI=1708:8$(1)="":8(I)=0:NEXTI
1760 PRINT"Press <1> to printout ALL ENTRIES"

m 1770 PRINT"B <2> to printout SELECTED ENTRIES"
''' 1780 GETAl:IF(Al<1)+(Al>2)THEN1780

1790 PRINT"MPress <1> to print LABELS"
1800 PRINT"11 <2> to print FANFOLD"

. 1810 GETA2:IF(A2<1)+(A2>2)THEN1810

.' 1820 IFA2=1THEN1970
1830 PRINT"SPress <1> for SINGLE FIELD per line"
1840 PRINT"8 <2> for TWO FIELDS per line"

A 1850 GETA3:1F(A3<l)+(A3>2)THEN1850
'"' 1860 IFA3=1THEN2360

1870 PRINT"SThe fields for ";F$;" are:8"
1880 FORI=1TON:PRINTI;" - "(CS(I):NEXTI
1890 PRINT:FORI=1TONSTEP2
1900 PRINT"Line"1I;": Enter FIELD NO.: ";
1910 GETB(I):IF(B(I)<1)+(B(I)>N)THEN1910
1920 PRINTCS(B(I)):IFI+1>NTHEN1960

a 1930 PRINT"Line";I;": Enter FIELD NO.: ";
"" 1940 GETB(I+1):IF(B(I+1)<1)+(B(I+1)>N)THEN1940

1950 PRINTCS(B(I+1)):NEXTI
1960 00702360
1970 PRINT"BA MAXIMUM of 8 lines can be printed on"
1980 PRINT"each label."
1990 PRINT"SDo you want to print ";C$(1);" and"
2000 PRINTC$(2)1" on the SAME line ? (Y or N)"
2010 GETA48:IFA48="N"THENA4=1:180T02070
2020 IFA4$="Y"THENA4=2:00702040
2030 80702010
2040 PRINT"SPress <1> for ";C$(1):" FIRST"
2050 PRINT"8 <2> for ";C$(2);" FIRST" (11

2060 GETA5:IF(A5<1)+(A5>2)THEN260
2070 A7=0:PRINT"MThe fields in ";F$;" are:"
2080 PRINT:FORI=1TON:PRINT"Field";I;": ";CS(I)INEXTI

0 2090 PRINT"8Enter the field NUMBER for each line of"
2100 PRINT"the label:"
2110 PRINT"SLine 1: ";:IF(A4=1)+C(A4=2)$(45=1)>THENPRINTC$(1);:D$=C$(1)
2120 IF(A4=2)*(A5=2)THENPRINTC$(3)1" ";C$(1):DS=C$(2)+" "+C$(1)

0 2130 IF(A4=2)*(A5=1)THENPRINT", ;C$(2):174=C$(1)+", "+C$(2)
2140 PRINT
2150 PRINT"Enter <-> if BLANK LINE required":PRINT
2160 FORI=2708:PRINT"4ne";II": ";

m 2170 GETBS(I):IFBS(I)= "THEN2170
"' 2180 IFBS(I)="-"THENB(I)=0:GOT02200

2190 B(I)=VAL(88(I)):IF(B(I)=0),(B(I)>N)THEN2170
2200 PRINTC$(13(I)):A7=A7+1:NEXTI

a 2210 IFA7>8THEN2070
"' 2220 PRINT"WLine 1: ";D$

2230 FORI=2708:PRINT"Line";1;": ":LS(B(I))
2240 NEXTI

m 2250 PRINT"SIs this O.K. 7 (Y or N)"
"' 2260 GETA3:IFAS="N"THEN2070

2270 IFAS="Y"THEN2290
2280 GOT02260
2290 PRINT"BPress <1> for NORMAL FORMAT"
2300 PRINT"8 <2> if you want LAST LINE INDENTED"
2310 PRINT"Il to the RIGHT"
2320 GETA6:IF(A6<l)+(A6>2)THEN2320
2330 IFA1=1THENGOSUB2740
2340 IFA1=2THENGOSUB2600

NEW FLOPPY DISC
STORAGE SYSTEM.

ALPHA DISC FILE STORE
A RIGID plastic binder with 10 double dust free
leaves, each will hold 2 standard disc's (10 leaves
20 pockets) each disc has its own file card, available
for both 51/4" and 8" disc's.
Binder Colours: Red and Blue for 5,/4":

Re S/20R Ref. 5/20R or 5/20B
S/208 £6.95 Green for 8": Ref. 8/20

Ref 8/20 £10.75 P&P £1 .25 per binder

Alpha, PO Box 125, Cheltenham, Glos GL51 6TP

EPSON QX10
Two only, used 4 hours in

communications project, full
warranty, perfect condition

LIST- 10% ono
plus VAT

X COM SERVICES LTD
Tel: 01-539 0032/0345

PHONE OPEN
0613
632101

te30.016A30 T

Aed° 37CE, 38a4711OkpeAps
Second Floor

The Silver Arcade
NATLeicester

Computing Specialists *
We are stockists of the fabulous . .

COLOUR GENIE!
THIS EXCEPTIONAL MICRO FOR

£194 + £6.00 CARRIAGE \-
 SEND FOR FREE COLOUR BROCHURE*

- ALSO -

SPECIAL OFFER

ORIC-1 48k £149.95!
PRINTERS
MICROLINE, SIEKOSHA, ETC. PRINCE, 12" £126.50

SOFTWARE Et BOOKS
THE VERY LATEST FOR COLOUR GENIE, ORIC, 71481,

BBC, VIC20, VIC64, SPECTRUM, DRAGON32
JOYSTICKS, CASSETTE PLAYERS, ADD ONS, ETC.

MAIL ORDER-
WE MAIL ORDER - FASTI
PHONE FOR DETAILS En

Mr. Chip
SOFTWARE

This is it. the ultimate Fruit Machine Program, for
the VIC, with nudge, hold and respin, 100%
machine code.
"JACKPOT is a beautifully written simulation
giving superb graphics, animation and use of
colour. In fact this program makes Commodore's
fruit machine cartridge look unbelievably cheap
and nasty."

HCW 19/7/83.

£5.50
Send cheques & PO,
catalogue available,

Mr Chip
Dept PCN,

1 Neville Place
Llandudno,

Gwynedd LL30 3BL
Tel: 0492 49747

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PCW 277



MICROMART
CIRO SOFT

PRESENT
GAMES FOR ORIC

NWT RIDER - Adventure
game with graphics. By
combining the use of your
memory and your arcade
skill you can recover the
shares for the foundation.

£6 incl. p&p

SUSIOLLER -A game of skill
with 9 degrees of difficulty
for one or more players.
Random hazzards appear,
requiring you to change
your strategy. Great fun.

£6 incl. p&p

COMING SOON
PARACHUTIST - Take off your aircraft, avoid the clouds
and drop and land your parachutist to score points.
FRUIT - Standard fruit machine game with Win, Nudge
and Gamble.

£6 Incl. p&p for both.

CIRO SOFT
184 Hiltingbary Rd., Chandlers Ford,

Hants S05 INS.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS
Prepares daybooks, cash books, sales,
purchase, nominal ledgers, trial
balance, profit and loss accounts.
Normal price £1200.
SPEICAL OFFER £895.

PAYROLL
All valid PAYE codes are catered for.
Facilities for different companies and
branches. Cash analysis, payslips,
P45 P60 etc. Normal price £500.
SPECIAL OFFER £395.

HARDWARE
North Star Horizon and Advantage
Superbrain. All hardware and soft-
ware are under warranty for 12
months.

MICROSYS LTD.
58 High Street, Prescot L34 6HQ
051-426 7271/051-430 6650

ar WEST DEVON
ELECTRONICS

DOWN IN PRICE
Dragon 32 and Colour Genie 32K

£169.90
inc VAT

Dragon disc drive system
£279 inc VAT

postage and packing free
15 STATION ROAD,

HORRABRIDGE, YELVERTON, DEVON
TEL: YELVERTON (0822) 853434

DRAGON AND GENIE REPAIR CENTRE

BUDGET LABELS
The simple way to store and print labels
 Individual label amendment.
 Four methods of print selection.
 User -Friendly screen layouts.
 Fast, robust system.
 Needs Apple with one or more disk drives.

£19.95 + VAT. P&P FREE
FROM: WYE VALLEY COMM/TER SERVICES,

BRELSTONE OLD FAR/AROUSE,

MARSTOW, ROSS -WI -WYE,
NEREFS RR, 6111.

TELEPHONE: 0600 VP0410

PROGRAMS
2350 IF2=
2360 PRIANT-2Load1THEN2460fanfold paper and align top of form"
2370 GOSUB2770
2380 PRINT/P"M@FIME";F$1"MMF":FORX.CTOEN

111'
2390 IF(A1=2)*(WS(X)="")THEN2450
2400 PRINT/P
2410 IFA3.1THENFORI.ITON:PRINT/PNS(I,X):NEXTI:GOT02450
2420 FORI=1TONSTEP2
2430 PRINT/PNS(B(I),X);" ";:IFN<I+ITHENPRINT/PI8OT02450
2440 PRINT/PNS(B(I+1),X):NEXTI
2450 NEXTX:GOT0440
2460 PRINT"MLoad tractor -feed labels and align label":80SUB2770

0 2470 PRINT/P"M@MOM2';
2480 FORX=CTOEN
2490 IF(A1=2)*(WS(X)=""ITHEN2590
2500 IFA4.1THENDS(X)=NS(1,X)

0 2510 IFA5=1THENDS(X)=NS(1,X)+", "+N$(2 X)
2520 IFA5=2THENDS(X)=N$(2,1)+" "44$(1,X)
2530 IFLEN(DS(X))>32THENPRINT/P"11"1:REM Tao long for label - condense print
2540 PRINT/PDS(X):IFLEN(DS(X))>32THENPRINT/P"M";

0 2550 FORH=2T07:PRINT/PNS(B(H),X):NEXTH
2560 IFA6=2THENPRINT/PSPC(32-LEN(NS(B(8).X)));
2570 PRINT/PNS(B(8),X)
2580 PRINT/P
2590 NEXTX:GOT0440
2600 PRINT"MSELECTED PRINTOUT"
2610 PRINT"
2620 PRINT"8As each entry is dispayed:". 2630 PRINT"ElPress <1> if REQUIRED"
2640 PRINT"8 <SPACE> if NOT REQUIRED"
2650 GOSUB2740
2660 FORX=CTOEN

0 2670 PRINT"NEntry no.":X:PRINT:PRINT:FORI=1TON:PRINTNS(I,X):NEXTI
2680 GETWS(X):IFWS(X)=""THEN2680
2690 IFWS(X)="0"THEN440
2700 IFWS(X)." "THENWS(X)="":GOT02730

0 2710 IFWS(X)="1"THEN2730
2720 90702680
2730 NEXTX:RETURN
7740 INPUT"OEnter entry STARTING NUMBER: ";C

0 2750 IF(C<1)+(C>EN-1)THEN2740
2760 RETURN
2770 PRINT"S Press XS> to START PRINTING"
2780 GETAS: IFAS="S"THENRETURN

0 2790 GOT02780
2800 REM 03133333 SAVE DATA 0000330
2810 PRINT"NPlace blank DATA TAPE in machine"
2820 PRINTTAB(15)'"80< Ain-
2830 INPUT"Enter FILEMANE: ";F$IFS.LEFTS(FS,16):PRINT
2840 WOPENFS
2850 PRINT/TN,L:FORI=1TON:PRINT/TC$(1):NEXTI
2860 PRINT/TEN:FORX=1TOEN
2870 FORI=1TON:PRINT/TWI,X):NEXTI
2880 NEXTX:CLOSE:801-0440
2890 REM 00000 CLEAR FILE OU330
2900 RUN
2910 REM [33330 CLEAR PROGRAM U0330 0
2920 POKESS0,1TITLE14:POK&

IE88NIT06,34:IALIPSE OD=OKE6342,44:PRINT"M":LIMITMAX:NEW2930 REM =Oa
2940 PRINT"MILISS"
2950 PRINT" U104.. A MSW AWN AVIA. WAN .0011h, AWA.. 0 A
2960 PRINT" 000000 0'. 0 MUMS
2970 PRINT" mottwor 011Au maammr '9,Ar
2980 PRINT" 00004.0 0,.. 0 000*. 0
2990 PRINT" goor 0 n 0 000 'nor 0 '10r 0 0 0
3000 PRINT"88";TAB(12);"F.R.Rooney - 1983"
3010 POKE6347.124:M=12:DIMSL(M),SR(M),H;100);X=0:N=0
3020 LLS="

"0 3030 SLS-
3040 SFS." n

3050 REM MOM M/C SORT DATA 00300 =-CHRS(124)
3060 DATA121=213=245=205=174=34.205=15=24x241=145=48x1=175=1:29.71.227=205

0 3070 DATA1x24x235.205=1=24.120=176=40.8=26=190.35.19=32.2.16=248=245=8=214
3080 DATA176=40.26=61=40=23=61x40x25=61x40x22x60;40.24=61.40=21=61=40=23.61
3090 DATA40.25=241=48x32x24.25Y241x32.22.24=25x241x56=17.24.6=241.56=17.24
3100 DATA10=241x40.7=24x10.241=56=7.24=232=17x30=22x24=3x17=25=22.205=26=24
3110 DATA225=205=123=35.195.91=34
3140 X1.48:REM MEMORY SIZE
3150 X2.(X1+4)*1024-111:LIMITX2:FORI=X2TOX2+110:READMC:POKEI,MC:NEXTI
3160 X4=INT(X2/256):X3=INT(X2-256*X4+.5)

411 3170 P0KE8805,13:P0KE8806,14
3180 PRINT"OBOUll Press <1> to CREATE NEW FILE"
3190 PRINT"B <2> to LOAD FILE from TAPEM":USR(62)
3200 GETA:IF(A=0)+(A>2)THEN3200
3210 IFA=2THEN290
3220 REM 13333E1 SET UP NEW FILE CCEED
3230, PRINT"NEnter FILENAME: :PRINT"ll< >101":USR(62)
3240 INPUT" "1FS:FS=LEFTS(FS,16)
3250 PRINT"011Enter NUMBER of FIELDS (2-9):";
3260 GETN: IFN<2THEN3260
3270 PRINTN:DIMCS(N)
3280 POKE4466,5:INPUT"Enter MAX field LENGTH (4-37)1"11.
3290 IF(L<4)+(t>37)THENPOKE4466,5:PRINTSPC(39):G0T03280 0
3300 FORI=1TON
3310 POKE4466,5+2*1:PRINT"8";TAB(22);"< >88"
3320 PRINT"Enter NAME of FIELD";II":";:INPUT" "ICS(I)
3330 NEXTI
3340 PRINT"MFilename: ";FS:FORI=1TON
3350 PRINT"B Field";I;": "lCS(I):NEXTI
3360 POKE4466,24:PRINT" Is the above O.K. 7 (V or N)M":USR(62)
3370 GETAS;IFAS="Y"THEN400
3380 IFAS="N"THEN3230
3390 GOT03370

Illi* Atom Ghost Maze
by A S Whittington

`Ghost Maze' is a version of Pacman (can 1 anyone out there has never played a
say that without being sued?). The idea, if version of the game, is to dash madly round

INDUSTRIAL APPLE, BBC, SIRIUS
IONET Process Control System - scores of transducers, miles apart on
a single wire. Free Apple Demodisk for genuine enquiries and trade.
Sample prices -
Apple/BBC/Sirius IONET interlace from £95.00 + VAT
8 way 12 bit Analogue to Digital Remote £200.00 + VAT
IONET is compatible with Intersil's REMDACS and Analog Devices'
mix Match, Signal Conditioning Modules. Remotes and Modules are
available to suit any transducer any job.

Also -
Fortran, Basic, Logo, Lisp Pascal compilers from £50.00
Apple 8748 micro development system £150.00
Apple and BBC controlled 10 way mains panel £150.00

Mail order only. Access or Barclaycard accepted

DATEX APPLIED MICROS
26 Lenhurst Way, Worthing, Sussex

Tel: 0903 67084

COMPUTER CARRYING CASE
Suitable for:

Spectrum, Oric, Lynx, Sord
and computers of similar size.
The hard case is finished in black, with turn
lockable fasteners and carrying handle. Sepa-
rate pockets hold Computer/Manual, leads, pow-
er pack, cassette player and 5 cassettes, folds
flat for storage. £13.95 inclusive VAT and £2
p&p.

Sherborne Designs
Victory House, 8A The Rank,
North Bradley, Trowbridge, Wilts.
Tel: 02214 4425
Dustcovers available for any computer or printers etc.
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PROGRAMS
a maze eating dots and being chased by
muncher -monsters. If you eat an asterisk
on your travels, you then have a random
amount of time (usually not very long) in
which to catch and eat a muncher -monster.
You score points for eating dots, stars and
monsters. If you manage to eat all six
monsters, you score bonus points and are
awarded an extra life.

If you get into trouble, you can unleash
one of your 'monster -muncher -sensing
zapper missiles'. But you should use these
sparingly since you have only a lithlted
number and their use costs you valuable
points.

The player has a good deal of control
over the game, selecting the number of
lives, skill level and number of 'zapper
missiles' available - each being in the
range 1-10.

The graphics are unremarkable but
adequate, and the sound effects are good.

The skill range is wide - ranging from
simple to virtually impossible.

A word of explanation is required when
it comes to entering lines 280 to 360
inclusive. The underline characters should
be entered as grey blocks. Since these
blocks are not directly accessible through
the keyboard, you have to be a little bit
clever. When you've entered everything
up to and including line 270, enter the
following line as a direct command:
FOR A=0 TO 31; A?8100= FF; NEXT A

This will produce a line of 32 grey
squares halfway down the screen. Type
`280 P." ' then use the cursor keys to
position the cursor over the first grey
square. Now use the COPY key to enter
the appropriate number of squares. You'll
have to keep repositioning the cursor so
that you don't run out of squares, of
course. It all sounds more complicated
than it actually is!

'10DIMO7;$O="G.20";?16=0;?17=0&EFFFF/256;G.30
20P.$7;6.200
30GOS.J;GOS.w;?E80=100;?E81=250;LI.VVO;Y=0;B=E20
40R.$12'"
50P." G -H -O -S -T M -A -Z -E"'"

60P." (C) A.WHITTINGTON"'" 1983""'
70P." PRESS ANY KEY"";LI.EFFE30..$12
80?E80=50;7E81=256;LI.VVO;P." ---**** SCORES
90P." 1 POINT"'" 10 POINTS"'
100P." 100 POINTS""
110P." -50 POINTS FOR USING ZAPPER""
120P."" PRESS ANY KEY"';LI.EFFE3;P:$12
130?E80=160;?E81=200;LI.VVO
140P." ---*** CONTROL KEYS ***---""
150P." C?] RIGHT"'" LEFT"'

160p.'" L/R CURSOR CONTROL.... UP"'
170P." U/D CURSOR CONTROL.. DOWN""
180P." SPACE BAR ZAPPER""
190P." PRESS ANY KEY"";LI.EFFE3
200P.$12;?E80=210;?E81=150;LI.VVO
210IN."NUMBER OF LIVES="C;Z=0;L=CFL>10 ORL<1 G.210
220IN.'"SKILL LEVEL (1 TO 10) "F
230IFF>10 ORF<1 G.220
240IN.'"HOW MANY SUPER-GALACTIC"'"MUNCHER-SENSING ZARPERS
250IFM<0 ORM>10 6.240
260P.'"PRESS ANY KEY TO START GAME"';LI.EFFE3
270J=0;8=0;04=242;V=A
280P. IS

290p..*, *,,,,,,,,,T* ,,,,,,,* ,PV PO nv n

300p. PPP'', VVVVVVVPPPPP ',PPP, V P. P

310p.fl P ,V,,,,,V, 7VP7VP,P,P P PPV,V7711

320P." ''''''' " ££££££ "
',PPP,' P V 7,7,777,7 PPVPPP11.

340p.077V,VVP P P VP,PVVV,
350p..,,,,,0 P P77 VP PPP ,VP7711

360P."' *'.,......,*,"""*
370P."SEORE=";?EE1=0;E=1
3805=A.R.7.446;IFSTE8000=EFF ORS?E8000=E20 ORS9E8000=E23 0.380
39099£8000=E0F;U=E20
400D=A.R.ZMF*10)+30)-1)+1;IFJ=247;G.z
410IFA=236 U=E20;GOS.e
420GOS.11= A.R.7.(40-(F/10))=4 E=1
430IFE=1 H=E23
440IFE=O H=EA3;6.510
450IF(V7.32)-(S7.32)<0 ANDD>30 GOS.e
460IF(V7.32)-(57/.32)>0 ANDD>30 GOS.f

C12/15 CASSETTES
SUITABLE FOR PROGRAMMING

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER,
COMPLETE WITH LABELS AND

LIBRARY CASE.
COMPETITIVE PRICES, DISCOUNTS

ON BULK PURCHASES

LEEHOLME AUDIO SERVICES LTD
MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH QUALITY BLANK CASSETTES
350-4 LEABRIDGE ROAD, LEYTON

LONDON E10
TEL: 01-556 4748

NEWBRAIN SOFTWARE

SYSTEMS FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
RANGE INCLUDES:

Sales/Purchase Ledger
Mailshot
Budget and Cashflow Forecast
VAT Accounting
Payroll
Vehicle Administration
Various Agricultural Packages

PRICES RANGE FROM £16.95
For details contact:

C.S.E. Automation Ltd.
Mercia Way, Bells Close Ind. Estate,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. (0623) 644722

BRAIN SURGEON
Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd are
specialists in the repair and service of
Superbrain I and II and associated printers
including Apple silent type, Centronic,
Anadex, NEC, QUME, Ricoh and Empson.

We also specialise in the repair of
Commodore, Apple, Sirius, Osbourne,
Alpha Tronic, and Adler computers.

We offer a fast on -sight service or alter-
natively repairs can be carried out at our
workshops should you wish to bring in your
machine.

Maintenance contracts are available at
very competitive prices. Trade enquiries
welcome.

For further information telephone or write
to:

MR D. WILKINSON
Anita Electronic Services Ltd.,

15 Clerkenwell Close,
London E.C.1.
01-253 2444

THE NEW DELTA 14 HANDSET FOR THE BBC
Used for years by DATABASE owners these high
Specification handsets have 14 pushbuttons to take
the strain off of your keyboard.
The DELTA 14 comes in two parts. One handset will
plug into the A/d to give anologue spring return
joystick plus three button functions.
The second part is the DELTA 14B/1 adaptor box
which connects the 15 way "D" to the user port.
This gives 12 buttons on a 4 x 3 matrix. The eighth
line selects a second joystick which can be plugged
into the adaptor box.

DELTA 148 JOYSTICK HANDSET FOR BBC £10.95
DELTA 14B/1 ADAPTOR BOX AND CABLE £13.95

Cheque or PO with order. Prices quoted INCLUDE
VAT, 1st Class Post, immediate despatch -7 day

money back guarantee.

VOLTMACE LTD., PARK DRIVE,
BALDOCK, HERTS.

Callers welcome Monday to Friday. Telephone: (0462) 894410

NEW LOW PRICES
WORD PROCESSOR PACKAGE inc. 64, Disk Unit,
Daisywheel, Printer, Monitor, Program, Disks & Paper. All
ready to plug up and go Only £975
Commodore 64
1541 Disk Unit £199
C2N Tape recorder £38
1525 NEW printer £185
Juki Daisywheel printer £399
Smith Corono TP1 Daisywheel £387
CP80 dot matrix printer £289
64 printer interfaces from £52
Sanyo Green Monitor £69
64 Sales & Invoicing prog. £99
64 Purchase ledger £99
64 Calcresult superb 254 xx63 x 32pages spreadsheet£109
64 Easy Calcresult (tape/disk) £69
Paperclip 64 £86
PAL64 (Assembler) £69
POWER64 (disk util inc trace) £69
FORTH 64 £39
Vizawrite 64- Excellent WP £69
Vizaspell ENGLISH dictionary £59
Microtax (Income tax) 64 £28

Big range of Leisure Props in stock. BBC Disk interfaces and
speech synth now in stock. Quick fit service. Access, Visa,
American Express. Free carriage UK mainland. Add 15% VAT UK

only.

THE COMPUTER CENTRE
17 Bridge Street, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

Tel: (0525) 382504 & 376622
Closed Thursday Own Car Park
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MICROMART
TECHNIN;
CUITD
IT,CHNICS LTD

Seikosha GP 80 £170 Carr. £5

BBC Micro Model 'A'

BBC Micro Model 'B'

BBC 16K RAM Upgrade
BBC Printer Interface

Acorn System 3 with 32K
Memory
Zenith Z100 16 bit

System from £2.072 Carr. £12

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

We are the Acorn Econet specialist. Let us quote you for
your system.

Education discounts available.

Coach House, Kelsterton Road, Flint, Clwyd.
Tel: DEESIDE 810518

£261.30 Carr. £3
£348.26 Carr. £3

£25 + p&p £1
£10 + p&p £1

£1,400 Carr. £10

SAFEGUARD

YOUR

VALUABLE

EQUIPMENT -

with

SECURIT
£29.95 ''ATs

Finstodesktop

without holes. Telephone

forimmediOedefails

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

65 TREDEGAR SQUARE,
IJDNDONE35AE

Tel:01-9817301

BRITIANS BIGGEST COMPUTER

SUPPLIES COMPANY

Now offers you

DISK DRIVES

For Your

BBC, NEWBRAIN, IBM PC, NASCOM/GEMINI, SUPERBRAIN,

TANDY, XEROX/S100.

Also Diskettes, ribbons, paper, etc.

Want to know more?

Call us for colour brochure

Access and Visa welcome.

Freephone 3577

PROGRAMS
4701F(V/32)-(S/32)<0 ANDD>30 GOS.g
4801F(V/32)-(S/32)>0 ANDD>30 GOS.h
490IFS=V GOS.i
500G.560
510IF(V7.32)-(S7432)<0 ANDD>30 GOS.f
5201F(V7.32)-(S7.32)>0 ANDD>30 GOS.e
5301F(V/32)-(S/32><0 ANDD>30 GOS.h
5401F(V/32)-(S/32)>0 ANDD>30 GOS.g
550IFS=V GOS.k
560LI.E2800
5701F?£82=31 GOS.c
80IF?C82=30 GOS.d

5901F?£82=7 GOS. b
6001F7T82=6 GOS.a
610IF?£82=0 GOS.v
6206.400
630aS=5-32;IFS?£8000=EFF S=S+32;R.
6401FS?£8000=E2A;GO8.0
650IFS'7£8000=E27;GOS.r
6606?£8000=E0F;T=S+32;T?£8000=BrB=E20;R.
670b6=S+32;IFS?£8000=EFF S=S -32;R.
660IFS>446 S=S -32;R.
690IFS?£8000=f2A;GOS.0
7001FS?£8000=E27:606.r
71057£8000=E0F;T=S-32;T £8000=B;B=E20;R.
720cS=S+1;IFS?£8000=£FF S=S -1;R.
730IFS?C8004=E2A;608.0
7401FS?£8000=E27;GOS.r
7506?£8000=f0F;T=S-1;T?£8000=B;5=C20;R.
760d5=S-1;IFS?£8000=EFF S=S+1;R.
770IF8TC8000=E2A;GOS.0
780IFS?£8000=E27;608.r
790S?£8000=C0F;T=S+1;17£8000=8;8=520;8.
800jF=E2800;F.$21;E;J8REFE71;STY£82;RTS;3;P.$6;R.
810eV=V+1;IFVX32=31 V=V -1;R.
8200=V?£8000;V?£8000=H;V=V-1;V?£8000=WV=V+1;U=0
830IFU=E2A GOS.o
840R.
850fV=V-1:IFV7.32=0 V=V+1;R.
8600=VT£8000V?£8000=H;V=V+1;VT£8000=U;V=V-1;U=0
870IFU=E2A GOS.o

880R. 

890gV=V+32;IFV>446 V=V -32;R.
9000=V?£8000;V?£8000=H;V=V-32;V?£8000=U;V=V+32;U=0
910IFU=E2A GOS.o
920R. .

930hV=V-32;IFV<32 V=V+32;R. .

9400=V?£8000;V?£8000=H;V=V+32;V?£8000=U;V=V-32;U=0
950IFU=E2A GOS.o
960R.
970iF.X=1T0100;GOS.s;V?E8000=R.;N.;L=L-t;52£8000=f0F
980IFL=0 G.x
990IFU=EFF B=U
1000IFG=E2A ORU=E27 J=J+1
1010V=A;V758000=E23;U=520;R.
1020kF.X=1T0100S.2;GOS.t:V7T8000=R.;Z=Z+2;GOS.1;N.
1030IFU=EFF B=U
1040IFU=52A ORU=E27 J=J+1
1050S7£8000=E0F;E=1;H=E23;A=A-1;V=A:U=E20;R.
1060z.F.$8$8$8$8$8$8
1070F. A=0T01024; A?£8000=£51 ; ?£80= (A/2) ; ?581=5
10SOLI.VVO;N.;IFF<10 F=F+1
10906.270
1100xF.X=0T07000;N.;@=0
1110P.$12 ""YOU HAVE BEEN M-U-N-C-f+-E-D""C" TIMES"""SCORE
1120P.Z"
1130IFZ>=Y Y=Z;P."A NEW RECORD !"";6.1150
1140P. "HIGH -SCORE = "Y"
1150R. "PRESS ANY KEY FOR ANOTHER GAME"'";LI.EFFE3;P.$12
11606.2.10
1170vIFM<1 R.
118OM=M-1
1190F.X=0 TO 9;V?£8000=EA1;?£80=150;?£81=75;LI.VVO
1200V?£8000=E21;?£80=250;?£81=100;LI.VVO;Z=Z-5
1210IFZ<0 Z=0

FOOTBALL POOLS PROGRAM
* Lists out, in order of preference, the 16 most likely score draws; also the 16
most likely homes, draws and sways.

* Picks out the results on the bookmakers' FIXED ODDS coupons that have been
given over -generous odds. Calculates your expected profit!

* Allows the user to update the tables week by week as the results come in.

THIS POPULAR PROGRAM IS AVAILABLE ON A QUALITY CASSETTE FOR BOTH
THE ZX81 (16K) £8.95, AND ZX SPECTRUM (48K) AT £9.95 INCLUDING POST &
PACKING.

All cassettes will be accompanied with an information leaflet giving a brief
explanation of the theory.

HARTLAND SOFTWARE
(Dept. P), 8 Penzance Place, London W11 4PA.

VER-WORD IS

COMING
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16K
Cassette -

Based
Model 4

< 9.<42ad oith 994 9i fa/Gres that 922,9,a
22,22 22.921 app9.aclatt tar 122,1292 PAW d at 21499 me.121ss 9,429
9,2199,9 featu-ts

9
Cat. No. 26-1067

Inc.
VAT

TRS-80 Model 4 Personal Desktop Computer. Yes, it looks similar to a
Model III, but compare the price and the standard features of this all -new Model
4 to any other computer in its class.

Amazing Versatility. Model 4 can run all Tandy' Model III programs without
change. It will soon be able to run CP/M-based software. This means that Model
III disk owners can upgrade to a Model 4 without making their present software
obsolete, and have at their disposal thousands of different applications.

Friendlier ... and Faster. Because of its 64K memory and 80 x 24 display,
you'll find Model 4 perfect for large business applications. Clock speed is twice
that of Model III, plus there's "MemDisk", which lets you use extra memory as a
superfast disk drive. The result is keystroke -quick responses instead of time-
consuming disk access.

And That's Not All. The software print spooler lets you print out a job at the
same time you're using Model 4 for other tasks. With the Job Control Language,
you can set up a whole series of operations for your Model 4 to perform without
supervision. The new Microsoft BASIC includes CHAIN and COMMON for
extra -large programs.

Full - and Helpful - Documentation. You get a comprehensive owner's
manual, reference card, our famous tutorial manual for BASIC programming
and a tutorial introduction explaining how to get the most out of your Model 4.

Super Features. Including a full 80 -column by 24 -line display for word
processing and large spreadsheets, a built-in high resolution green screen
monitor, numeric keypad, parallel interface and dual 51/4" disk drives, a new
keyboard with control, caps. and three function keys, and compatability with
Model III TRSDOS, LDOS and CP/M plus programs that put thousands of
applications at your disposal.

Model 4 Upgrades
64K RAM Kit For Disk Model 4. Expands internal memory from 64K to 128K.
Installation required (not included).
26-1122 £99.95

RS -232C Interface Board. Installation required, (not included).
26-1148 £79.95

Microprocessor: Advanced Z -80A 8 -bit. Clock Speed: 4 MHz. Memory: 14K ROM,
64K RAM -expandable to 128K. Keyboard: 70 -key typewriter style with control key, 3
programmable function keys (F1, F2, F3), caps key and 12 -key datapad. Video
Display: 80 characters by 24 lines (Model 4 mode), 64 x 16 (Model III mode), or
double -wide 40 or 32 characters per line. Upper and lower case and reverse video.
Memory mapped with high -resolution 12" green monitor, includes 96 text, 64 graphics
and 96 "special" characters. Sound: Obtainable from BASIC with sound command
including tone and duration. Toggled "keyclick" filter. Disk Drives: One or two built-in
double density 184K 51/4" drives. Operating System Compatability: TRSDOS 6.0,
TRSDOS 1.3, LDOS, CP/M Plus (available soon). Programming Language: New
Advanced Microsoft BASIC with CHAIN, COMMON and more. Input/Output
Interfaces: Cassette operation at 500/1500 baud selectable under ROM BASIC.
Parallel printer interface with TRSDOS print spooler. Model I11/4 Input/Output bus.
Dimensions: 121/2 x 187/8 x 211/2". Power: Integrated power supply, 240v AC, 50
Hz.

Model III Owners!
Model 4 Upgrade Kit. Allows Model III disk system owners to convert their
computer to a Model 4. Installation required, (not included).
26-1123 £599.95
LDOS is a trademark of Logical Systems, Inc., CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research,
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft, Inc.

The Biggest Name
in Little Computers

Send For Further Information To: I
Computer Marketing, Tandy Corporation (Branch UK), Tameway Tower,

I Bridge Street, Walsall, West Midlands. WS1 1LA.

I Name

I Address
(PCW.821
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THE SAGE family of com-
puters is expanding! Added to
the exciting SAGE II is the new
SAGE IV. Both machines provide
power from the Motorola 68000
chip which is a true 16 bit pro
cessor (some even call it 32 bit)
and give new levels of perfor-
mance in personal computers.

With the addition of the new
machine SAGE now covers the
complete range of business
micro -computers. Configurations
now extend from memory of
1 28K to a massive 1 Megabyte,
and storage systems from 640K
to potentially 200 Megabytes of
Winchester disk.

SAGE software is expanding!
There is now a choice of four
operating systems for the
machines. The standard UCSD
p -System (complete with Pascal,
FORTRAN, and BASIC compilers)
is now available in a multi-user
form for the SAGE IV which has
ports for six users.

BFPO
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

MAN'S CHOICE

For the user who prefers a
COBOL environment MPSL now
offer the BOS system (CAP
Micro -Cobol) together with their
large range of multi-user appli-
cation software. With the imple-
mentation of RAMDISK, BOS
runs twice as fast on the SAGE
as any previous machine, and
the list includes some sizeable
mini computers!

CPM is available. What more
to say except that Digital
Research now give their blessing
to SAGE with their CPM68K
system. This comes complete
with a 'C' compiler and will
allow UNIX software to be com-
piled and run under the CPM
environment.

Every SAGE shipped is complete with ONE
YEARS ON -SITE SERVICE from GCS Engineering
who have over 120 field engineers, so 24 HOUR
CALLOUT means just that.

111M1111111

SAGE Application software is
expanding! Many of the major
Apple Pascal system houses
have opted for the SAGE as their
development machine (remember
it goes 14 times as fast as an
Apple), and our software
directory is getting very large,
with a choice of Accounting
programs, Modelling programs,
Database programs, Project
monitoring systems, and a host
of software for specialist appli-
cations. As we say it's rather
hard for anyone developing soft-
ware to look away from SAGE
because it makes other so-called
16 bit computers look
pedestrian.

SAGE draws pictures! An
interface to the PLUTO graphics
system gives superb high speed,
high resolution graphics in eight
colours.

MicroAPL offer their MIRAGE
APL system on SAGE com-
puters, and again the SAGE
delivers performance only
previously found on mainframe
or timesharing systems.

SAGE IU

SAGE is affordable! SAGE prices start at under
£3000 and a typical 4 user system complete with
Winchester disc AND terminals is under £7500.

Wise men need to be convinced! Call your local
dealer today.

TDI LIMITED, 29 ALMA VALE ROAD, BRISTOL BS8 2HL. TEL: 0272-742796



PROGRAMS

1220605.1;N.
1230W,E8000=U;LI=E20
1240E=1:1-1=E27;A=A-1;V=A;R.
1250wP.$21;DIMVV4,P-1:L=EB002
1260E;;VVO LDA L;LDY £81;:VV1 LDX £80;:VV2 DEX;BNE VV2
1270EOR @4;STA L;DEY;BNE VV1iRTS:311P.$6;R.
1280u,E80=150;,£81=500;LI.VVO;Z=Z+10;E=0;H=EA:;j=J+1;0=V-T8
1290V,E8000=H;R.
1300r-,E80=255r7E81=30;LI.VVO;Z=Z+1;J=J+1;R.
1310s,030=X;-T81=X-20;LI.VVO;R.
1320t',£80=A.R.7.80+8;,£81=10;LI.VVO;R.
13301P.Z" ";K=2;IFZ9 K=K+1;IFZ>99 K=K+1;IFZ',999 K=K+1
1340F.T=1TOK:P.$8;14.;K=1;R.
1350mF.X=1T0100;Z=Z+1;608.1r,C80=X;'£81=9:LI.VVO;N.;L=L+1
1360F.X=1T06;1\1=X+2:56WE8000=E23;',C80=(X*10)rIC81=0
1370LI.VVO;N.141=242;V=A;R.
13130DIFE=1 R.
1390E=1;',£80=100;,£131=50;LI.VVO;R.

Apple Text Maker
by Colin Davies

`Text Maker' is a disk utility routine for a
48K Apple 11+ running Apple DOS.

The routine is used to turn programs and
subroutines stored on disk into text files.
Although text files occupy approximately
a third more disk space than Basic program
files, they have two advantages. The first is
that text files can .be EXECuted; this
enables programs and routines to be
merged. The second advantage is that you
can edit programs stored in this form on a
word processor. I've written programs in
WordStar on several occasions, and the
superior editing facilities make program-
ming a lot easier.

When you've typed in the routine, run
it. Enter the destination slot and drive
when prompted, and 'Text Maker' will
helpfully store itself as a locked text file
called 'STORE'. To use the routine,
simply EXECute STORE. This will

append 'Text Maker' to the program
currently stored in memory. 'Text Maker'
will then run itself, ask you for a filename,
destination drive and slot and store the
program in memory (minus itself) as a text
file under the filename given. Finally, it
switches back to the original logged drive
and deletes itself from RAM. All very
neat.

The routine assumes you have 48K
RAM and that there is a 'HELLO' file
present on the work disk; if you store your
HELLO programs under a different
filename, you'll have to amend line 63998
accordingly.

`Text Maker' occupies the fourteen
highest available line numbers: that is,
63986-63999. These line numbers, there-
fore, must be avoided in your own
programs.

63986 N$ "STORE":N = 1: GOTO 63988
63987 HOME : INPUT "ENTER FILENAME ";N$
63988 PRINT : INPUT "DESTINATION SLOT ";DS
63989 PRINT : INPUT " DRIVE ";DD
63990 SS . PEEK ( - 18953) / 16
63991 SD = PEEK ( - 18952):D$ = CHR$ (4)
63992 PRINT D$"OPEN "N$",S"DS",D"DD: PRINT D$"UNLOCK "N$: PRINT D$"DELETE

"N$
63993 PRINT D$"OPEN "N$: PRINT D$"WRITE "N$
63994 POKE 33,30: IF NOT N THEN 63996
63995 LIST 63987,: PRINT "RUN 63987": 00TO 63997
63996 LIST 0,63986: PRINT "HOME"
63997 PRINT D$"CLOSE "N$: IF N THEN PRINT D$"LOCK "N$
63998 PRINT D$"VERIFY HELLO,S"SS",D"SD
63999 TEXT : HOME : DEL 63986,63999

MONITOR & PRINTER STANDS

I

 Handsomely crafted in 6mm
tinted Perspex

 PSS model for Microlme 80/82/
83, Epson MX -80, Sheikosha
GP100 etc. 15" x 12" x 4.5"
£16.95 + VAT

 PSL for Microline 84, Epson
MX82 etc. 17" x x 3.75"
£19.95 + VAT

 MSB monitor stand for BBC
£19.95 - VAT.

 POT Printer Output Tray for 11"
fanfold paper £16.95 + VAT

 PSC-3 for Epson MX -100
£22.95 + VAT

Packir+.5Poostage

CAMBRIDGE MICROELECTRONICS LTD
One Milton Road Cambridge CB4 1 UY
(0223) 314814

JAEMMA DUST COVERS
SUPERBRAIN £5.50

PRISM 80 £3.50

PRISM 132 £4.50

TELEVIDEO 800A £5.50

TELEVIDEO 802 £5.50

TELEVIDEO 806 £5.50

£75.00 DAYBOOK £75.00
Simplest useable account programme available for CPM.
Saves hours of routine, unproductive effort with: SALES,
PURCHASES, PETTY CASH.
Automatic, VAT reporting with high quality printer, reports
for at -a -glance management analysis.

Prices ex -VAT. Add 50p postage and packing.
Dealer and Quantity discount available.

Details from:
021-6431609 JAEMMA LIMITED 021-6431609

UNIT 24, LEE BANK HOUSE, HOLLOWAY HEAD
BIRMINGHAM B1 1HR

HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED
BAR COOES

and error free means of
Bar-codes give a speedy %, %V

14

foolproof method of identi-
fication for any item or
document. Typical uses include s oc control lib a ies, iling
systems, security and checkpoin verification, point of sa e
terminals, spare parts identificat on, etc. etc. Al eady most
grocery products are bar-coded at source and many other
areas of industry and commerce are following. Ba -codes will
soon be commonplace.

APPLE 2 PET BBC micro
A complete low cost bar-code identification system is

available for these micros. It contains all the hardware,
software and documentation needed to read and print
bar-codes, (using an Epson dot matrix printer). Most
bar-code formats may be read and the system may easily be
patched into an existing applications program.
£199.00 + VAT
*** NEW *** RS232 bar-code reader
This new stand-alone unit decodes the bar-code and converts
it into ASCII for transmission to the host computer via a
RS232 port. Complete with scanning wand, power supply
and cables. Works with virtually any computer.
£385.00 + VAT
More information on these products is available on request.
Please state your micro and area of interest. The decoder
board is available separately to OEMs.

DOT MATRIX & DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
LOWEST PRICES . . . GUARANTEED!
EPSON FX80 RX80
NEC 8023 STAR
SHINWA CP80
BROTHER TEC
etc. etc. etc.

Our pricing policy is to
match or better any
other advertiser. In addition ...
enthusiastic and knowledgeable
technical advice and backup is available to all our customers.
Delivery is from stock to your door, often within 24 hours.
Phone for a quote or write for full lists.

ALTEK (CW) 1 GREEN LANE
WALTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY
please phone before calling 0932 244110

GREAT PRICES ON COMPUTER
SUPPLIES Price per box

5.25" FLOPPY DISKS - BOX OF 10
1-3 4-7 8+

Verbatim SSDD Soft/Hard Sec 19.78 19.26 18.78
Datalife DSDD Soft/Hard Sec 28.12 27.38 26.69

SSQD SofVHard Sec 30.53 29.75 28.98
DSQD Soft/Hard Sec 36.92 35.96 35.05

CDC SSDD Soft/Hard Sec 17.24 16.69 16.18
PSDD Soft/Hard Sec 22.74 22.00 21.33
BSQD Soft/Hard Sec 25.88 25.04 24.26
DSQD Soft/Hard Sec 31.37 30.35 29.41
SSSD SofVHard Sec 17.24 16.69 16.18
SSDD Soft/Hard Sec 21.95 21.25 20.59
DSDD Soft/Hard Sec 25.09 24.28 23.53

Listing paper (2000 sht box)
9.5" x 11" Side Perla 8.50 8.00 7.50
14.5" x 11" Music Ruled 11.50 10.50 9.50
Labels (1000 per box)
4.5" x 17/te" 2 wide 10.00
(Fits 9.5" Tractor Feed)
3.5" x 17/16" 1 wide 7.50
3.5" x 17/1 e" 4 wide 9.50

SUPPLIES FOR ALL MACHINES AVAILABLE:
RIBBONS, DISK BOXES, PRINTWHEELS,

ACOUSTIC HOODS, ETC.
CALL US NOW

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME -
GENEROUS DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.

PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

SPRAKERELDLINHTED-COMPUTER
SUPPLIES

COMMERCE HOUSE
STUART STREET

LUTON
LU15AU,BEDFORDSHIRE

TEL:0582452580(suppHem)
0582 450557 (printers)
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BACK ISSUES SERVICE
Here is a complete guide to all available back issues of PCW. A quick guide to their contents

is shown below. Check the coupon overleaf for the issues you require

Volume 1 No 1 1978
The 77-68/Practical hints on
kit building/Nascom
1/Charity case
study/Flowcharting/Ponto-
on flowchart.

Volume 1 No 2 1978
Kit building Basic - first
steps/Case study -a
software house/PET
2001/Research machines
380Z/School
computing/E78 - Europa
Bus.

Volume 1 No 3 1978
More efficient
programs/Cosmac
1802/The PDP11 Part
1/Small business computing
- an approach/The
Z80/EPROM programmer
construction.

Comp

C

, `--
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frau as na

Volume 3 No 6
June 1980
Benchtest: Tandy TRS-80
Model II/Benchtest:
Sintrom Periflex
630/48/Staff case
study/Checkout: Softy
Intelligent EPROM
Programmer/Checkout:
Exatron Stringy
Floppy/Practical examples
of the IEEEE-48 bus
use/Programs: Naming
Nascom files/380Z
Pictures/Fuel tank
calculations - PET/PET
large numerals/PET tank
battle/Basic string handling

Volume 3 No 12
December 1980
Benchtest:
Microwriter/Printerfacing:

Series-Part 1/Sharp
PC -1211
speed-up/Programs:
TRS-80 Tarot, PET Cat &
Mouse, PET Rebound,
MZ-80K Alligator Swamp,
PET Connect, UK101
Minefield, PET Simon
Benchtest: Raannd SP1

Personal

ra :,,,,T,A42:5M'. 
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Volume 4 No 1
January 1981
Benchtest. Transam
Tuscan/Realtime control
using trains - part
1/Recover from a data tape
disaster/PET Music
Multi-user systems - part
1/Programs: TRS80 Four in
a row, TRS80 Target
Practice, PET Convoy,
PET Wire, PET Maze
Chase, PET Android
Attack, PET Anagram

Volume 4 No 3
March 1981
Benchtest: Onyx
C8002/Benchtest:
Bigboard/Micro music
software package/ALC
circuit/Commons
report/HP 43C/Programs:
TRS80 Show Jumping,
PET Grand Prix, PET
Aircraft landing, PET
Bouncy.

Volume 4 No 5
May 1981
Benchtest: Pascal 640/WP
Benchtest: Magic
Wand/PET
colour/Low-cost digital
tape system/Using
calculator printers on
micros/Apple
music-making/Multi-user
Benchtest:

MVT-Famos/Programs:
PET Grand Prix, PET
Aircraft Landing, PET
Bouncy.

Volume 4 No 6
June 1981
Benchtest: NEC
PC-8001/Multi-user
Benchtest:
MP/M/Benchtest: Sinclair
ZX81/West Coast Faire
Report/Radio Teletype/WP
Benchtest: Wordpro 4
plus/Budget tape
interface/Further Casio
quirks/Programs: UK101
Zor, PET.

Volume 4 No 7
July 1981
Benchtest: Sharp
PC-3201/Multi-user
Benchtest: Acorn
Econet/Case study:
Accident investigation on
TRS-80/Zilog Z8
family/WP Benchtest:
Format-80/Pascal
Benchmarks: readers
letters/Quicker Casio
computations/Programs:
ZX80 Sliding letters,

UK101 Car Rally, TRS-80
Calendar, UK101 m/c code
to Basic converter, PET
Exam Questions, MZ-80K
Designer, ZX91 Sketch
Pad.

COwauu
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Volume 4 No 8
August 1981
Benchtest: Tandy Model
IIINiewdata update/WP
Benchtest:
Spellbinder/Printer
survey/Microholism/Progr-
ams: ZX80 Othello; Easter
Sunday; Apple Mondrian;
MZ-80K Duck Shoot; PET
Gomoku; MZ-80K
Football.

Comte
,
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MICRO TOP,

Vol 4 No 12
December 1981
Benchtests: Sharp MZ-80B
Philips P2000/School
network/BBC Micro inside
story/`Turtle' Graphics for
Apple/Forth
language/Curve fitting/Calc
corner: HP14C
review/Programs: PET
Fantasy, ZX81 Battleships
and cruisers.

.,
-TY 'apv,

.44 4/./1

Vol 5 No 3
March 1982
Benchtests: Texas
Instruments 99/4A,
Hewlett-Packard
125/Choosing a
Database/Compsoft DMS
Reviewed/Screenplay (new
series)/Calc Corner:
Hewlett-Packard Interface
Loop/Programs: TRS-80
Solitaire, TRS-80 Ducks.
Nascom Business
Documents, MZ-80K Race
Chase, ZX81 Graphplot.

Volume 5 No 4
April 1982
Benchtest; Monroe
008820/DB Benchtest:
FMS-80/Checkout: Sid
1/Generating screen
fortns/Comal/Logo/Brain
Dump -New series/Calc
Corner: Casio FP -10
printer/Programs: TRS-80
Maths & Trig, PET Boot
the Cat, ZX81 Resistor &
Res code.

Vol 5 No 6
June 1982
Benchtests: Sharp
MZ-80A/ZX
Spectrum/Database
Benchtest: DBMS2/West
Coast Faire
Report/LispNIC 20
games/Calc Corner: Sharp
PC1500/Programs: RML
Altered Basic/VIC 20
Large Characters/BBC
BreakoutNIC 20
Trailblazer/MZ-80K
Next-to-Last-One/MZ-80K
Tarot.
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Vol 5 No 7
July 1982
Benchtests: Mimi
801/Newbrain/Database
Benchtest: Silicon
Office/UCSD
p-System/BBC
Computer-in-Depth/Apple
II games/Calc Corner:
T188/Programs: ZX81
Hypocycloids/BBC
Character
Generator/TRS-80
Truth/PET Doc/TRS-80
Screen Dump/UK101
Screen Converter/PET
boxes/Atari Earth.

Vol 5 No 9
September 1982
Benchtest: Olivetti
M20/Word
Processor Benchtest: Select
for NEC/Database
Benchtest:
Aquila/Checkouts:
Microwriter Revisited, E40
Data
Compression/Screenplay:
ZX81 Pt II/DIY Logo/P for
Perfect/Beeb Colour Hi
Res/RS232/Calc Corner:

1983 Microcomputer Benchtest Special
£1.95 inc. P&P

20 leading micros reviewed by
the PCW team.

Desktop Computing
£2.25 (inc. P&P)
Comprehensive guide to

using micros to help
you in your business.

BINDERS
Keep your copies in

order with these strong,
attractive yellow binders,

£3.95 each (inc P&P)

INN 15000 WTI YOUR NOW
Enter .laviram-elementary PCW Rilanivet,

HP15 and 16C
reviewed/Programs: Video
Genie Extended Basic,
ZX81 Alphabetising, PET
File Comparison, BBC
Music Player, PET Virus,
BBC Radar, PET German
Game, TRS-80
Cardshuffler.

Vol 5 No 10
October 1982
Benchtests: HP -86;
Positron 9000/Database
Benchtest; Personal
Pearl/3D Graphics for BBC

Computer/Hashing
Techniques/Designing your
own Database/CP/M-86 v
MSDOS/Clock-Calendar
Card for Apple II/Calc
Corner: hints for Sharp
PC122/Programs: ZX81
Star Trek; PET Knockout;
PET Trains.

Vol 5 No 12
December 1982
Benchtest: Epson
HX-20/Database
Benchtests
comparison/Pluto
Board/Walters 100
printer/Motorola
MC68000/Ada/Intelligence
test for computers/
European Micro Chess
Championship/Computer
Scrabble/Spectrum
books/Calc Corner -
complex arithmetic on
Sharp PC1211/Screenplay
- TRS-80 Colour
Computer/Programs -
PET Firebird/Teepee
Textpro/PET Search and
Rescue/Atari Colour
Selector.

Volume 6 No 3
March 1983
Benchtests: Corvus
Concept, Camputers
Lynx/Database Benchtest:
DataPrism/Which
Spreadsheet? - Prophet
II/IBM 9000
Instrumentation
Computer/Apple Word
Handler/Networks - Part
II/ZX81 Graphics
Module/Sharp MZ-80K
Enhancements/Micro
Chess - the Conchess
range/Screenplay - Atari
800/Portable Computer
World - hex listings for
Casio fx602p and Sharp
PC1211/Programs: Atari
Animation/Chinese
Horoscopes/PET Patience.

Vol 6 No 6
June 1983
Benchtests: Colour Genie,
Hitachi MB16001/Database
Benchtest: Tomorrow's
Office/Which Spreadtest?

- VisiCalc/Occam/Logo/
Lisp/Accountancy Aid/
Financial Director/
Crossword Magic/Cross
Figures/Spectrum/Screen-
play - Jupiter Ace and
Oric-1/Compact Disc/Micro
Chess/Programs: BBC
Balloon/Apple
VAT/MZ-80K
Trains/Oric-1
Titles/Commodore 64
Sprite Editor/Spectrum
Blaster.

Vol 6 No 7
July 1983
Benchtests: Apple Lisa,
Epson QX-10, Osborne
Executive/Database
Benchtest: OMNIS/Which
Spreadsheet? - ECalc
Printer - Epson
FX-80/Microtax/Micronet
800/Cryptography/
Diskography/Forth/Warni-
er Orr programming/1983
Reader Survey/Portable
Computer World - Sharp
PC1500/Screenplay -
Colour Genie games/Micro
Chess - the
Phantom/Programs: BBC
TV Test, Atom Four -stoke
Cycle, ZX81 Spectrum
Least Squares, BBC
Mickey, Genie SLC-2,
MZ-80K Forth Interpreter,
TRS-80/Video Genie
Domain of the Djinn/BBC
Cross -hair Cursor/Apple II
Menucreate, Oric-1 Word
Scrambler Conversion,
BBC Quadsolve, Newbrain
Genin.

Readers should note that all mail order
subscriptions, binders and back issue
enquiries must now be addressed to 55
Frith Street, London W1.

However, for personal callers only, a
selection of PCW back issues, binders,
micro- computing books etc can be
purchased from the shop at 14 Rathbone
Place, London W1.

Any one issue £1.50; all additional issues £1.00 each.
Benchtest special £1.80. Desktop Computing £2.25.
Binders £3.95 each. All prices include post and package.
*Overseas orders requiring Air Mail postage add £1.00 per
copy. Cheques/P.O. payable to Computing Publications Ltd,

53/55 Frith Street, London W1A 2HG. Please allow
up to 3 weeks for delivery and don't forget to state your
name and full address with your order. Please send me the
following copies of PCW. I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £.. .
Please tick appropriate boxes.

Volume 1 Volume 3
1 1:1 2 D 6
3 El 12 0

Volume 4
10 3 0 5 0 6 0
7 0 8 0 12 0

Volume 5
30 40 60 70
9 0 10 0 12 0

Volume 6
3 0 6 0
7 0

Benchtest Special 0
Desk Top Computing 0

Binder 0

Name Address

L
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THE AUTUMN

COMPUTER TRADE FORMA
4th -nn October 1983

National Exhibition Centre,Birmingtram

Sound us(mess sense
for volume buyers

The Autumn Computer Trade Forum is the UK's largest
and most successful trade event and the only show
that fully understands the needs of volume buyers.

It offers you a comprehensive display of minis,
micros, software and peripherals in an environment
that's specially made for volume business.

Who is CTF for?
Distributors. Dealers. Software houses. Systems
integrators. Retailers. OEM's. In fact anyone who
makes a living buying and selling computers, software
and peripherals. So whether you're new to DP/WP or
know the business backwards, CTF is the event you
mustn't miss.

How can CTF help you sell more?
The exhibitors at the Computer Trade Forum under-
stand your needs. That means they'll be talking your
language. Quantity terms. Discounts. Marketing
support programmes. Delivery schedules. The whole
range of services to help you sell more.

Who will be at CTF?
Texas Instruments. Logica. DEC. Systime. DRG. Zygal.
Motorola ...and many more! And for every name you
know there'll be many you don't-with products that
could well be your next year's big seller.

Why CTF is different!
The Computer Trade Forum is the only show that
understands what volume buying really means. The
atmosphere, the choice of exhibitors, the absence of

razmatazz are all designed for profitable business.
CTF has been specifically designed for you and

as a proven, established national event it offers you
even more with the support of leading UK suppliers.

Post the coupon today
The general public is not invited to CTF. The
emphasis is on volume business. And for you it's free!
Just fill in the coupon and we'll send you free tickets
(worth £3.00 each) by return of post.

If you need to know more, call 01-747 3131.

L

44 Computer Trade Forum
232 Acton Lane, London W4 5DL

Please send me free tickets for myself
and colleagues.

Name

Position

Company

Address

El I am interested in
exhibiting at CTF
(No one under 18 admitted)

286 PCW
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ORICMON
A complete machine code monitor including
mnemonic assembler/disassembler, block
move and verify, trace and slow-motion run
and full cassette handling, plus manual.
£15.00 Inc VAT and 90p postage and packing
16k or 48k

411'51 ---tar-
leriteltalltee

ORIC MUNCH
Our best arcade game yet. Can you fight off
the ghosts, eat the power pills and catch the
elusive fruit. An exciting game that will keep
you amused for hours.
£7.95 inc VAT and 40p postage and packing
48k

O*1001110210002,
3D LINK 4
A set of new exciting and challenging games.
Hangman, Moonlander, Substrike, Roadrace
and 3D Noughts and Crosses.
£6.90 Inc VAT and 40p postage and packing
48k

HOUSE OF DEATH
If you were baffled by Zodiac you will be
terrified by House of Death. Can you discover
the secret of the haunted house and escape
with your life?
£9.99 inc VAT and 40p postage and packing
48k

ORIC BASE
This is a database system used for the
maintenance of personal and small business
information. It is supplied on cassette with a
comprehensive manual. A sophisticated query
language is used to manipulate data and allow
reports to be printed, data to be sorted or
moved about and running totals to be kept. A
Macro command facility allows the creation of
application specific command strings which
can be used easily by non -technical
personnel. Requires a 48k machine.
Price: £14.50 including VAT and 90p postage
and packing.

ZODIAC
A traditional adventure game in which the
player has to find the 12 cunningly hidden
signs of the Zodiac which lead him to greater
treasures. The player manipulates objects
through simple sentences which the program
can understand and can ask for his score at
any time. A save game feature is also
included. Requires a 48k machine.
Price: £9.99 included VAT and 40p postage
and packing.

ORIC-CHESS
Using high resolution graphics to display the
chess board this package will play a
challenging game of chess with five levels of
skill. The computer looks ahead for its own
moves plus its opponent's. The skill level
dictates how far the computer looks ahead
although at the expense of more time. All
chess rules including Castling and En Passant
are obeyed. Requires a 48k machine.
Price: £9.99 including VAT and 40p postage
and packing.

ORIC FORTH
This is a cassette -based implementation of
FIG -FORTH, the language distributed by the
Forth Interest Group in the United States. It
has been extended to utilise the graphics and
sound capabilities of the Oric. It is supplied
with an editor and a full Forth assembler.
A 96 -page manual is included in the package.
A demonstration music program is also
supplied. Requires a 48k machine.
Price: £15.00 including VAT and 90p postage
and packing.

ORIC OWNER MAGAZINE. t_ l u
Why should you subscribe to ORIC OWNER?
Your Oric 1 is one of the most powerful
low-cost computers on the market today.
Oric Owner is the only magazine totally
dedicated to the Oric and its supporting
hardware and software.
From issue to issue Oric Owner is able to bring
you in-depth information on the Oric, advance
news on the latest add-ons, superb programs
to try and 'behind the scenes' interviews with
the engineers who designed it.
If you wish to keep ahead of the latest
developments and news on the Oric then
Oric Owner is essential. At only £10 for a
year's subscription of 6 issues 1£15 for
overseas readers) can you afford to be
without Oric Owner9 SUBSCRIBE TODAY'

Calling all Software Writers.
If you can write top quality games, business or
utility software we want to hear from you.
Haven't got an Ono? Convince us of your
capability and we will supply one'

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

411111111111111M 111\

Please send me Quantity Total

ORIC FORTH at £15.00
ORIC BASE at £14.50
ZODIAC at £ 9.99
ORIC-CHESS at £ 9.99
ORICMON at £15.00
HOUSE OF DEATH at £ 9.99
3D LINK 4 at £ 6.90
ORIC MUNCH at £ 7.95
ORIC OWNER MAGAZINE at £10.00

TOTAL

 Please include money for postage.
This amount varies with each item.

Please allow 28 days for delivery

All cheques payable to:
TANSOFT LTD
3 CLUB MEWS
ELY
CAMBS
CB7 4NW

Please send me latest price list

Name

Address
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ACT Sirius 1 linked with Telex
puts the world at your finger-tips

This new facility greatly simplifies the task of sending
telexes. By connecting direct to the standard Telecom
telex line the Sirius can prepare, send and receive
telexes automatically.
Eliminating all of the drudgery and frustration typically
associated with telex communications (no more punch
tape, no more noise etc.) the Sirius controls the job.
Now the user of a microcomputer can enjoy the
facilities previously found only on a dedicated telex

message switching computer without interrupting
normal procedures. Yes, this software runs in the
"background" and does not interfere with traditional
"foreground" tasks, such as word processing, payroll,
financial modelling etc.
These are just a few of the features and benefits of this
unique system. For further details or a demonstration,
please contact us by telex or clip off the corner of this
advert and attach it to your letterhead or business card.

interdata
Computer Systems Limited

Crown House, 2 Crown Dale, London, SE19 3NQ
Telephone: 01-761 4135 Telex: 896889 Interc g

iWM9/83)



TURN OVER TO DATAPRODUCTS
THE ADVERTISEMENT ON THE NEXT PAGE COMES FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST INDEPENDENT PRINTER MANUFACTURER



The DP55 Daisywheel
-a Serious Contender

The DP55 is the product of the most experienced printer design
and engineering team in the world. It is made by the world's
largest independent printer manufacturer and is supported by
the world's most professional service and maintenance
organisation.
This is why the DP55's throughput consistently exceeds that
claimed by its competitors; and why the DP55's extensive
facilities are proven productivity tools-not merely a list of sales
features; and why the DP55 will give consistent service
throughout its entire, hard working life.
The DP55's heritage is recognised by the best known names in
the computer industry who prefer to put their label on a
Dataproducts printer.
That is why people who are serious about letter quality printing
choose the DP55 from Dataproducts.

Dataproducts
Dataproducts Limited
Sterling House 31/39 South Street
Reading Berks RG1 40T

I WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON: C7 Word processing/daisywheel printers

 Medium/high speed line and band printers Correspondence quality matrix printers
 Colour matrix printers  Cheque printers
 Bar code/label printers I am:  a dealer  a professional user
Name Address

Company Address

Please contact Mike Boyle, Sterling House 31/39 South Street
Reading Berks RG1 4QT Tel: (0734) 585723



We would like to contact the following people who have had programs
published in PCW.

E. G. KEMPLEN
B. PHILIPS

JOHN GOODERSON
R. A. DEVELYN

GORDON MILLS

ROY BOWDEN
C. WARD

PAUL MAKIN
A. ROE

If your name is here, please contact me at the address below as soon
as possible. You will hear something to your advantage!

Ms Jane Green
PCW/Century Books, VNU

62 Oxford Street
LONDON W1A 2HG

01.323 3211

ABOVE COMPARISON
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BELOW X250
The evolutionary Syn heiser PP -2000 is the first Professional T'olythonic Synthesiser to retail at below 1250.
Wei t Fuller having fi mly established ourselves in the woiiu of 19'ir_TO Coroputing now take the logical step into

the worli of Electronic Mu ic. Our policy has always been to supply first class quality goods at a price the average man
in the str let can comfortably afford. We feel we have more than accomplished this aim with our PP -2000
Professic sal Synthesiser. By easing the strain on our customers pockets. this now makes it possible for the less

affluent musician to afford an instrument that was once only accessable to the chosen few!
By doing this we Teel we are widening the realris io muarc oI

The sound of the PP -2000 is infinite and so is your imager et or.
The controls can roughly be put into three groups. Those used for sound generation,

those used for varying the sound and those used for controlling other circuits.
The PP -2000 Synthesiser is only £249.95 + 17.50 p&p via securicor.

411.

FULLER MICRO STSTEmS
The ZX Centre. Sweettng Street.

ivarpool 2 Telephone. 051 236 6109

Sound Generation
are three different basic wawtorms.

(spaced octave apart) These can be mixed
along wit i the noise generator. There is a pitch
bend con rol and a vibrato control.
Sound It, lcessing

Filte' - The filter is voltage control ed and
has resoi ance and frequency controls Using
this circu tit is possible to obtain a ve y wide
variety of different sounds. In addition it can be
used to give filter sweep (commonly kr own as
wah wain.
Amplifier

The implifier is also voltage controlled.
Using the L.F.O. and A.D.S R with it, it will create
tremalo effect. key sustain and czescend)
Chorus Unit

This adds depth and body to the sound. It
has variable speed depth and there ore two
effects.

The L F 0 can be usegto give tremalo. wah
wah, vibrato and variable chorus speed.
A.D.S.R.

With this circuit you can vary the li ngth of
the rate after release or make the rate get
steadily louder after depression of ke). It can
also be tied to control the V C F Full size 49
keyboarc. complete unit measures 800mm x
460mm x 100mm

'lease
.7.50
enclo
myabl
nay

PPIY PP 2000 S
p for each Synthesiser
a cheque/ P.O. for f.
to FULLER MICRO SYSTEMS or debt
ess/Barclaycard No.

Address

Dealers required for UK arid Abroad
Enquiries welcome.

Tel: 051-236 61
71 Dale Street, Liverpoo

hesisers

2 I p.cm
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Ifyou think seriously
about Micros . . . . .
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. . . think seriously
who you buy from.

13

It's surprising where you can buy a micro these days. The
chemist, the newsagent, department stores - it won't be long
before your local greengrocer is selling Apples as well as apples!

But who do you really trust? Do you honestly believe that
the 'Johnny come latelys' can offer you the expertise and in
depth knowledge of a specialist?

Do you honestly believe that they have the influence and
status in the market, to offer you a full choice of the latest
technology and all at probably the best prices around.

olifitEST
FREE CREDIT*

Available on selected
Items. 10%deposit.
followed by 9 equal
monthly payments

In all branches of Laskys, you'll find Micropoint, our
specialist micro computer department. And at Micropoint
you'll find everything you're looking for. Computers,
Peripherals, Software, Programs, expert advice, test play and
comparison facilities. It's the complete micro service, plus
Laskys free 2 year parts and labour guarantee.*

Unfortunately we can't guarantee that you'll find the
same standards anywhere else.

LONDON & HOME COUNTIES Golders Green Road, NW11 RICHMOND Hill Street CHATHAM 8 The Pentagon LEEDS 28-34 Albion Street NORTHAMPTON 78 Abington Street YORK 10a Coney Street

42 Tottenham Court Road, W1 BROMLEY 22 Market Square ROMFORD South Street GLOUCESTER 25 Eastgate Street LEICESTER 45 Market Place South NOTTINGHAM 1-4 Smithy Row SCOTLAND

257 Tottenham Court Road, W1 COLCHESTER 13 Tnnity Square SLOUGH Oueensmere Centre MAIDSTONE 79-41 Week Street LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street OXFORD 16 Westgate EDINBURGH 4 St. James' Centre

7-9 Queensway, W2 CROYDON 77/81 North End WATFORD Charter Place SOUTHEND 205-z06 Churchill West MANCHESTER Amdale Street PETERBOROUGH Oueensgate Centre (Closed for refurbishment)

471.473 Oxford Street, W1 KINGSTON Eden Street SOUTHERN ENGLAND MIDLANDS AND NORTH (Adj. WH Smith) PRESTON Guildhall Arcade GLASGOW 66-70 Buchanan Street

382 Edgware Road, W2 LUTON 192 Amdale Centre BRIGHTON 151-2 Western Road BIRMINGHAM 19-21 Corporation St. NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE SHEFFIELD 58 Leopold Street WALES

152 Fleet Street, EC2 READING Fnar Street BRISTOL 16-20 Penn Street CHESTER 7 The Forum 6 Northumberland St. WOLVERHAMPTON 2 Wulfrun Square CARDIFF 122 Queen Street
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MEMORY FOR YOUR SIRIUS*
(Manufactured in the U.K.)

Full year warranty Low -low prices

128K-£14864K-£124
256 K E212192K-E180

£254 384K-£286320K
P&P please add £1 Dealer prices on request

EPSON
FX80 £349
RX80 £259
MX100 £395
HX20 £399

TELEVIDEO
803 8 Bit single uses £1825
1603 16 Bit single uses £2199
806/20 6 uses system £5275
816/40 16 uses system £9599

TERMINALS
TVI 950 £775
TVI 970 £949
TVI 920 £699
TVI 910 £474

CP/M SOFTWARE SPECIAL
OFFER

Wordstar £225
Mailmerge £130
Calcstar £79
1-2-3 (IBM PC)E299
d -Base II £325
PL/1 -80 £349
S100 Based Systems

8MHz 8086 MS-DOS 2-4 MByte 8 inch floppy disk
Options 8087 maths chip Winchester disk

Full range of S100 products available

5MByte Hard Disk 21450
All inclusive package for IBM, APPLE, SIRIUS

PRICE INCLUDES 12 months on -site maintenance

DAYSTAR COMPUTERS LTD, UNITS 4 & 5, NEW ROAD,
NEWHAVEN, SUSSEX

TERMS: cash with order, please add 15% for VAT
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This is the new Decision
Mate V from NCR.

Designed and manu-
factured in Europe, it's
a high performance
micro -computer
specifically devel-
oped for the bus-
iness professional.

It offers all the
processing power,
versatility and
reliability of much
larger and more
expensive systems.

At the same
time it is easily in-
stalled, simple to
use and can be
upgraded as and when
required.

The Decision Mate V
is the first of a family Of
NCR micro -computer
products providing maximum
functions at the lowest
possible cost.

The basic Decision M ate V
features 64 K of memory,
upgradable to 512K, high
resolution monochrome or
colourvideo display, dual 51/4"
floppy discs, upgradable to
10Mb and a dedicated
graphics processor.

The detachable keyboard
is light, low -profile, multi -
language and has 20 prog-
rammable function keys.

The Decision Mate V
processor can be upgraded

DECISION MATE V
Hamtoure Reference. Ltbrory

from an 8 bit to an 8
and 16 bit dual processor.

This enables the user
to not only select from the
large range of established
8 bit software but also
ensures compatibility with
the expanding range of 16
bit software.

To further enhance the
Decision Mate V we're
introducing Decision Net, a
local area network, which
will link up to 63 micro-
computers sharing expens-
ive peripheral devices.

All of which adds up to a
very flexible unit and, when
we tell you that the basic
Decision Mate V costs well

under E2,000 it's no ar
see why we call it a clear
winner. Every time.

See the Decision Mate V
at the PCW Show, the
Barbican, 28th Sept. -2nd Oct.
with software from:
Compsoft Ltd. on Stand 428,
Comshare Ltd. on Stand 381,
M PI Ltd. on Stand 120, or
contact us on 01-388 8440.
THE DECISION MATE V

a clear winner from

6.1111L1



The SHELTON SIG/NET a growing force
in Microcomputing.
A range of Micro Computers expandable
from Twin Floppy to Hard Disc and on to
Multi User, and Local Area Networks.

A Flexible Disc System, Z80A based, CP/M* Operating
system, 400KB , 800KB, or 1.6KB storage on twin 51A "
diskettes.

1 Prices start at £1,390

A Hard Disk System, Z80A based, CP/M* Operating
System, 400KB Storage on 51/4 " diskette, Hard disk
options from 7MB to 52MB.

Prices start at £2,695 

A Multi -User System, using a Hard Disk System as the
Hub Processor, and operating under McNos a proven
CP/M* Compatible Operating System, up to 16 users
are available, each User Workstation has 64KB and its
own Processor to provide full speed operation.
3 users providing 256KB of memory with 7MB of Hard
Disk Storage and 400KB floppy diskette.

1 Priced at £4,590

Also available on expanding range of Modules including 8088
with 256K Colour Graphics, ARCNET* etc.

Designed and Manufactured in Britain and available from

BARBATAN LTD., 35138 HIGH ST.,
together with a range of Visual

'Registered Trademark
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BARBATAN's Proven Software, designed
and developed by an experienced staff
and installed in growing numbers

INTAC, Integrated Accounts Package*
Sales Purchase and Nominal Ledgers, Stock Control, Purchase Order
Processing, Production of Invoices/Credit Notes, Remittance Advices, Purchase
Orders, and Comprehensive Analysis £995
*Individual Modules available separately.

Sales Order Processing
Integrates with INTAC, providing Full Order Processing, including Order
Acknowledgement, Picking Lists and Despatch Documentation, Back-
Order/Part Despatch, through Invoicing to Maintenance of Ledgers and
Comprehensive Analysis £575

Parts Explosion
Integrates with INTAC. Explodes each Finished -Good and Sub -Assembly,
includes automatic update of Stockfiles, with printing of Production Schedules.
Allows Implosion of cancelled Orders £450

Payroll
Satisfies Inland Revenue guidelines for Payrolls and includes a Personnel File
with Weekly, Bi-Monthly and Monthly pay, encompasses PAYE, NHI and SSP
calculations, production of Statutory documents, and includes a Report
Program Generator £500

Job Costing
Integrated with INTAC and PAYROLL, provides for costing Purchase Invoices
and Stock Issues with Pay to Jobs and Overheads, caters automatically for
allocation of SSP and Holidays to Overheads £300

Incomplete Records and Trial Balances
Intended for the Professional Office, processes from either Bank Statements
or Batched Documents through Batch Listing, Account Schedules, Trial
Balances to Year End and Final Accounts, includes a Report Program
Generator for flexibility of Final Accounts £1000

ALSO AVAILABLE IN TRUE MULTI-USER, INCLUDING FILE AND RECORD
LOCKING

BRISTOL BS1 2AW, (0272) 213928
Display Units and Printers. DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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RUNS RINGS AROUND THE COMPETITION!

"PLUTO'S VIEW. OF SATURN"

PLUTO GRAPHICS
CONTROLLER

640 x 576 x 8 Colours
16 bit CPU
192 K byte Memory
50 high level commands
Interfaces to most machines

PLUTO MEGA- RES

1024 x 768
1/2 megabyte display memory
16 simultaneous colours
Palette of 4096 colours

PLUTO MINI PALETTE

640 x 576
8 simultaneous colours
Palette of 4096 colours

PLUTO PALETTE

640 x 576
1/2 megabyte display memory
256 simultaneous colours
Palette of 4096 colours or -
palette of 16.7 million colours
expandable to 24 bits pixel

Please send me details of the new PLUTO
Colour graphics range.

Name: Company:

Address:

Title: Tel. No 

RQ research ltd.
117 - 121 High Street, Barnet, Herts. EN5 5UZ.
Telephone: 01-441 5700 (3 lines)



BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BREAKTHROUGH
A truly integrated business system implemented on CPM 2.2 & MPM 2

* Powerful facilities to control your business
* Rapid development of Application or Report tasks
* Fast flexible data entry and data correction
* Automatic record field content validation on entry
* Comprehensive security features

From defining record structures to producing invoices the facilities available will amaze. Put this unique product to work
for you. Discover that the limits imposed are really insignificant, for instance, individual record size can be up to 10K bytes
with no fixed restrictions on number or size of record fields within that 10K. Record field types and size can be changed
without need to reload data files. Up to 20 files open in tasks. 5 indexes per file with optional auto -update.
The comprehensive security features protect against unauthorised access and data loss. You will be safe against power fails
during your master file updates. Top security data is encrypted and optionally compressed. You can change the encoding
key when you like. There are 4 options on file back-up to match the needs of the real User world.
The BMS package supports screen and printer templates and a powerful file interface. These facilities enable Reports and
other "tasks" to be developed in seconds with the BMS high level language using common English verbs.
The word processor and file interface allow merging of data from records to produce invoices, mailing lists, letters etc.
And then there is the Spread -sheet system, the Graph system, the Command file operation, the import/export of files and

Applications, Menu or command operation we think you will be impressed.

Price of BMS: £299 plus V.A.T. Dealer enquiries welcome.
Also "Chess -machine" package for the I.C.L. Personal
Computer with excellent graphics and game control
features. Includes 900 problems from Chess Master
level play under time control. Problems are from the
B.T. Batsford book "Encyclopaedia of Chess Middle -
games - Combinations". Price £24.95 includes V.A.T.
& p+p.

Phone or write for full details to
Available now for any 64K disk
CPM 2.2 or MPM 2 machines.
Please state make and model when
ordering with disk format if
possible.

: Slotree Ltd.
: 46 Charwood Road,
: Wokingham,
: Berkshire.
: Telephone:

Wokingham 791718

See us at the Personal Computer World Show at the Barbican on Stand 406

The professional approach to
computer forms

CONTINUOUS FORMS

Single or multi -part
Printed to your requirements
Design & artwork service

_I.Continuous or on sheets for word processing
Plain or printed to your requirements
Many sizes available

The Computer & Business Forms Company

Do you use "off the shelf" computer forms? You may be surprised to find how

economical it is for us to supply you with forms designed and printed to your
requirements. And if you're not sure what you want, we'll be happy to give you

some ideas.

3 EASY STEPS TO SAVE MONEY

1. Put a sample/details of your forms in an envelope.
2. Fill in the coupon below.

3. Post to us at the FREEPOST address below.

Do it now before you forget, and we'll send you a
quotation ready for when you need to order.

or phone for immediate attention
(0268) 684635 or 690789

The User Friendly People

Clean edge
perforations

A4 size
Printed in 1 or more colour
Choice of paper type

Single or multi -part
Many stock sizes

:111017111111111111-11111- spur-.

CONTINUOUS LETTERHEADS

IOC

4111 Please send me a quotation for the enclosed forms/details.
Your name Company

'MM.!
ii? iu" Address

4.444 Telephone  Please phone me  Urgent
Please state on enclosed forms what quantities you require quotation for and their names (if not obvious).
Send To: C.B.F., FREEPOST SMU 321, 38 Dovervelt Road, Canvey Island, Essex SS8 1BR
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WIEBEEBUG M: BBC MICRO

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BBC MICRO

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 18,000
BRITAIN'S LARGEST COMPUTER USER GROUP

18,000 members can't be wrong-BEEBUG provides the best support for the BBC Micro.
BEEBUG Magazine -NOW 64 PAGES devoted exclusively to the BBC Micro.
Programs -Hints Et Tips -Major Articles -News -Reviews -Commentary.
PLUS members discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members Software Library.
10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982. Reprints of all issues available to members.

SCREEN SHOTS FROM PROGRAMS

ELLIPTO JUNE 1983

FOUR IN A ROW APRILIMAY
1983

4100040000
0000000
0111000 
0000* 041900'  0 00

Mod rine I

Pt  ... 6.7 t 1111/ ai
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30

20

10

BALLOONS
JULY 1983

HEDGEHOG JUNE 1983

RETURN OF THE DIAMOND
JUNE 1983 Et JULY 1983

BARCHART APRILIMAY 1983
'nooks Ltd Solos Hl atom

75 76 77 71$ 79 SO 61 02
Year

programs now available on cassette to
members at £3.50 inc: VAT 8. pEtp -see April/May
issue for details.

February Issue: Program Features: BEEBMAZE - Find your way through the
random maze, guided by 3D views from inside the maze -an excellent game.
FIVE -DICE -A Beeb implementation of YAHTZEE (RI, a novel dice game.
Also a listing of WINDY FIELD -a creation from Acornsoft, SPIROPLOT
screen doodler, and a complete memory display program in a user key. Plus
Machine Code Screen Dumps for the Epson and Seikosha Printers; articles on
USING FILES, IDEAS ON ANIMATION (Including a Rotating Cube program),
an Introduction to the Use of Procedures, a Survey of Books on the BBC Micro,
and a Roundup of Disc System Hints. PLUS a variety of HINTS, TIPS AND
INFO, including a single VDU command to perform a SIDEWAYS SCROLL.

March Issue: Program Features: Life 132K), Artillery Duel (16K/32K),
Square Dance. 3D Rotation (will rotate any object). Printers for the BBC micro
- Review of Epson, Seikosha, Tandy and Olivetti. What to do with the new
Operating System, Disc Formatter Program, and full Disc instruction set,
Newcomers article on Text and Graphics Windows. PLUS How to get a new
Operating System ROM and a special deal on Wordwise (members only).

April/May Issue Special Anniversary Issue -Contains index to the
whole of BEEBUG Volume 1. Music Composer -create complex 3 part
harmonies with this synthesiser Program. Colour bar chart generator
program. Beeb implementation of the Connect -Four Game. Invasion -a
16k. Plus Review of Tape Recorders for the Beeb; a Basic Program Editor,
which lists variables and procedures, and executes Find and Replace in a Basic
Program; Reviews of Acornsoft Games and the Torch Z80 Disc Pack. Disc
Menu Program. Newcomers introduction to Mode 7. How to save the
unsavable; and a routine to print Double Height Characters in all modes.

June Issue: Program Features: 'Return of the Diamond' A 16k adventure
game, 'hedgehog' a well implemented 'frogger' type game, and Ellipto. Create
your own off the shelf sound effects with Sound Wizard. Plus articles on Using
Files, Rotating and Expanding Characters, Using Printers, and How to
multi -program the User Keys. Reviews of The Hobbit Floppy Tape
System, Adventure Games, and a Comparative Review of Wordwiseand
View. Plus FX Call Update, Disc Program Auto-relocator, Wordwise
Update, and more BBC Book Reviews.

July issue: Games: Robot Attack 132k) and Anagrams, a 16k word game.
Watching the Beeb at work -a sample program to show your micro at work.
An introduction to discs -what are they and are they worth getting. Balloons
-a coloured animation. Make your micro speak like Kenneth Kendal. Bad
Program Lister -lists programs even when the computer pronounces them
'bad'. Reviews of Epson and Seikosha's new printers. Five books of programs
reviewed, plus more software reviews. Using Files Part 4. A full disc sector editor
program -to read and retrieve lost disc files, and how to modify Acornsoft's
Planetoid. Plus hosts of useful hints.

BEEBUGSOFT: BEEBUG SOFTWARE LIBRARY
offers members a growing range of software from

£3.50 per cassette.

BEEBUG NEW OPERATING SYSTEM OFFER

BEEBUG members can now obtain the new 1.2 OPERATING SYSTEM
ROM at around HALF PRICE

See BEEBUG Magazine February, March or April for details.
As a result of BEEBUG negotiations with Acorn the ROM now may also be

offered by other user groups to their members.

1. Starfire 132K1. 2. Moonlander (16K). 3D Noughts and Crosses (32K). 3.
Shape Match (16K). Mindbender (16K). 4. Magic Eel 132K1. 5. Cylon Attack
(32K). 6. Astro-Tracker (32K).
Utilities: 1. Disassembler (16K). Redefine 116K1. Mini Text Ed (32K).
Applications: 1. Superplot (32K). 2. Masterfile (32K).

13% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS ON THE EXCELLENT WORDWISE
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE -THIS REPRESENTS A SAVING OF

OVER £5.00.

Send £1.00 Er SAE for Sample
Membership: UK £5.40 for six months, £9.90 for one year.

Overseas one year only: Europe £16.00, Middle East £19.00, Americas Et Africa £21.00, Other Countries £23.00
Make cheque to BEEBUG and send to: BEEBUG Dept 13, 374 Wandsworth Rd, London SW8 4TE

Send editorial material to: The Editor, BEEBUG, PO BOX 50, St. Albans, Herts AL1 2AR
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The MICROLINK INTERFACE links a wide range of
laboratory instruments

to microcomputers

MICROLINK
THE TECHNICALLY
SUPERIOR INTERFACE
 A fully modular interface
designed and built to the
highest professional standards.
 A range of more than 25
different modules including
analogue inputs and outputs,
digital inputs, outputs and
controls, timers and counters.
Data transfer rates of 20kbytes/
sec are achievable with MICROLINK.
 A large capacity cabinet for up to 18
modules is available so that several
functions can be carried out with a single MICROLINK.
 Full software support and programming manuals for CBM, Hewlett Packard
and Sirius.

Competitive pricing - 32 analogue inputs and 8 -bit analogue to digital
conversion for about £75000 and 16 thermocouple inputs and 12 -bit analogue
to digital conversion for under £100000.
Whole systems can be supplied including the MICROLINK, computer,
peripherals and software.

MICROLINK THE
FLEXIBLE INTERFACE

WITH APPLICATIONS IN:
 CHEMISTRY

Interfacing spectro-
photometers, mass

spectrometers,
electronic balances,

temperature
monitors, colori-

meters and transient
and chart recorders.

 LIFE SCIENCES
 ENGINEERING

0.1='  ELECTRONICS  PHYSICS
Contact us with details of your application and we will be pleased to help.

Sales literature and prices from:

Biodata Ltd.,
6 Lower Ormond Street,
Manchester M1 5QF, U.K.
Tel: 061-236 1283 Bioclata

Understanding Lt

vaael

Ancutox

Timeitecossiel

Cashbook

 Trader
 The Auditor
 Time Recorder
 Cashbook
 Corplan

Two Modules for the trader and retailer. Handles
the different retailer VAT schemes. Lists transac-
tions for VAT returns. Analyses daily takings and
payments under 80 headings for This Week and
Year to Date. Uses bar charts to compare current
sales with last year's. Audit trail. Weekly Trading,
Profit & Loss Account and Balance Sheet. Bank
Reconciliation, Debtors' and Creditors' ledger.
Special section in manual explaining double
entry bookkeeping. Price per module. TRS80
Model 3,4. CP/M. £99.95 inc VAT.

Produces final Company, Partnership and Sole
Trader accounts, plus VAT reports. 1981 Act
format. Wordprocessing. TRS80 3,4. CP/M. Price
£799 inc VAT.

Cost accounting for the professional office.
Monthly summary of time and disbursements,
interim and final fees booked. Profit and loss for
each client. Partners' Summary. TRS80 Model 3,4.
CP/M. Price £499 inc VAT.

Reconciles Bank Statement with Cash Book.
Analyses receipts and payments under up to 40
changeable headings. This Period and To Date
analysis. Good for Cash Flow accounting and
budgeting. TRS80 Model 3,4. CP/M. Price £49.95
inc VAT.

Tandiwritet

invoiCel

 Mailbase
 Tandywriter
 VATkeeper
 Invoicer
 CP/M Toolkit

Cools ' The unique business adventure, which teaches
business decisions and skills in a simulated firm.
Available now on the Spectrum, Dragon, BBC,
Nascom, Apple, Commodore Pet, TRS80, TRS
3,4. Price range from £79.95 to £11.95. inc VAT.

Mailing list manager. Split and merge files. 20image
fields per record. Up to 36 different selections. 4
different sizes of user edited labels. Links Word -
star (CP/M); Scripsit (TRS80 Model 3,4). £69.95
inc. VAT.

User defined invoicing which produces invoices,
calculates VAT and discounts, proof lists results
and lists sales history by customer. TRS80 Model
3,4. BBC (POA).

ti- VAT ng for no VAT . Pro-
ingTIteePet videsaccoundata aggregatedrm inal order ofschementery on

monthly or quarterly VAT return. TRS80 Model
3,4. £39.95 inc. VAT. BBC (POA).

%%At A suite of utilities to help the developer of
programs in MBASIC that are interpreted during
development and compiled in production. POA.

We are an accredited Tandy Systems House who supply turnkey systems, and the full range of Tandy computers and accessories.

Further details about our products and services obtainable from:
UNDERSTANDING LTD, THE PRODUCTION VILLAGE, 100 CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON NW2 2DS. 01-450 1144.
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THE HR1 THE FINEST PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS MONEY CAN BUY.

THE CROWN RANIER
ONLY £795 + VAT

Only £650 + VAT

The HR1
Bi-directional -17 CPS - some
features as below, but without
keyboard and lift off facility.

Compatible with

SHARP

OSBORNE

APPLE II

APPLE ill

TELEVIDEO

TANDY

BBC

MIMI
TEXAS 30/30

PET

HEWLETT PACKARD

SUPERBRAIN

SIRIUS

XEROX

IBM

In fact most computers!

CROWN RANIER-The leader of all interlaced daisy wheel printer/typewriters: Here's why:

The unbeatable Crown Ranier is the only heavy duty daisy wheel printer/typewriter which runs on a linear motor - no belts or cables to break, stretch or wear- and uses the IBM ribbon and lift off correctors.
The reliability has become legend in these days of expensive electronic typewriter breakdowns.

CENTRONIC - IEEE - RS232 INTERFACES - No external boxes - interchangeable daisywheels - variable pitch - three free daisy wheels - automatic whole line correction - easily copes with standard printed
forms -195,000 characters per ribbon (at least twice the average character length) - standard lift off correctors -a printer/typewriter at the flick of a switch.

Perfection as a typewriter (now used by local authorities and multi -nationals), perfection as a printer.

Beware of lightweight, low cost machines -these can never give long term reliable service. THIS MACHINE WILL!! The professional machine.

Ask you local computer or office equipment dealer for further information. EX STOCK DELIVERY.

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

56-58 SOUTH ST., EASTBOURNE,
.=(:)-Y-31 BUSINESS CENTRE SUSSEX. (0323) 639983.

Electronequip
(Authorised BBC Dealer and Service Centre)

FREE CASSETTE RECORDER
With every Model B ordered a free cassette

recorder will be given (while stocks last)

3" MICRO DISC DRIVE
True floppy disc very fast. 80k formatted
capacity. Disc drive and interface cost only

£189.95
Drive cost £129.95

ATARI SPECIAL OFFER
Free Atari game cartridge with every compu-

ter purchased. Prices
400 - £149.99 800 - £299.99

SPARKJET PRINTER OFFER
New quiet printer for BBC. Friction & tractor

feed 80cps.
Normal £424.35 Only £343.85

TORCH Z80 DISC PACK
800k dual disc drive plus Z80 processor with
CMP compatible operating system. Cost

£897.00

Send SAE for details on any of
the above items

BBC 2
BBC 3
BBC 4
BBC 5
BBC 6
BBC 7
BBC 8
BBC 21
BBC 28
BBC 27
BBC 30
BBC 33
BBC 34
BBC 35
BBC 41
BBC 43
BBC 44
BBC 45
BBC 46
BBC 47
BBC 45
BBC 46
BBC 50
ATM 2
ATM 26
ATM 21

BBC Model B Micro Computer £399.00
BBC Model A Micro with 32k £333.50
BBC Model A Micro with 32k and VIA £339.50
BBC Model B with Disc Interface £469.00
BBC Model A with Econet Interface £356.00
BBC Model B with Econet Interface £456.00
BBC Model B with Disc & Econet Interface £526.00
BBC Model A to B Upgrade £80.50
Econet Upgrade for BBC £92.00
Disc Upgrade for BBC B (inc fitting) £92.00
BBC 14" Colour Monitor £287.50
Sanyo SM12N Green Monitor 15MHz £90.85
Karga K12G Green Monitor 18MHz £113.85
Karga K12A 12" Orange Monitor £129.95
Single 100k 5.25" Disc Drive (AND01) £265.00
Dual 800k 5.25" Disc Drive (AND02) £803.85
Single Disc Drive (100k) for BBC (Teac) £211.60
Single Disc Drive (200k) for BBC (Teac) £269.10
Single Disc Drive (400k) for BBC (Teac) £349.60
Dual Disc Drive (200k) for BBC (Teac) £417.45
Dual Disc Drive (400k) for BBC (Teac) £532.45
Dual Disc Drive (800) for BBC (Teac) £693.45
Epson FX-80 160cps Printer + Prop. spac £449.65
Acorn Atom assembled 12k ram £99.95
Atom New Power Supply 1.8A £9.66
Floating Point ROM for Atom £21.85

Large stocks of software for BBC and Atom, Business, Games and
Educational. Send for comprehensive lists. All printers, disc drives

supplied with all cables.

Large stocks. Prices include VAT.
Carriage £1.00 or £3.50

Electronequipa
WACORN 000

36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants

14" COLOUR PORTABLE
TV/MONITOR

This TV/Monitor is not a modified television
as many TV/Monitors are, but a 14" TV/
Monitor which has been designed to perform
both functions. It has RGB and Composite
video and sound. An RGB cable for a BBC is

supplied as standard.

Cost £259.90 With remote control £279.45

Trade Enquiries welcome

All Upgrades etc. are fitted free
%, . of charge and the computer

10 fully re -tested. Access and%,

Barclaycard welcome

(0329) 230670
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Mr. Chip
SOFTWARE

VIC 20 GAMES AND UTILITIES
BUGSY (Joystick Only)

This is a Minefield with a difference! As you step on the stones whilst
collecting purple boxes which give you both time and points, they
disappear from beneath your feet. DO NOT DESPAIR! "BUGSY" will
randomly replace the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden
death! An original compulsive and challenging game £5.50

JACKPOT

This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine Program, for the VIC. You will be
truely amazed by the Graphics, Colours and nine different tunes & sound
effects of this remarkable Program. With nudge, hold & respin, can you
win the JACKPOT. 100% Machine Code £5.50

SWAG -MAN - (3K expansion)
Chase the bullion van around the streets of New York, picking up the swag,
but beware you must defuse the time bombs to gain extra time and fuel, full
colour and sound effects, a vv.- original game £5.50

MINI -ROULETTE - PONTOON - HI -LOW
Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the computer, hours of
fun, full colour, sound effects and tunes £5.50

DATABASE - create your own files and records on tape £7.50

BANK MANAGER - Computerise your bank account £5.00

SUPER BANK MANAGER -A full feature version any memory size, but
needs 3K expansion £7.50

M/C SOFT - Machine code Monitor and Disassembler, any memory size
£7.50

COMMODORE 64 GAMES AND UTILITIES
LUNAR RESCUE - Our own version of that popular arcade game .£7.50

PONTOON - ROULETTE - ACE'S HIGH
More powerful versions, that make three great games of chance for the 64

£7.50

M/C SOFT 64 - Assembler and Disassembler, with decimal to hex
converter, everything our program for the VIC will do and more £7.50

BANK MANAGER 64 - As our Super Bank Manager, but for the 64 £7.50
Now available on disk with extra features £10.00

Full documentation with all utility programs.

Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, send for free
brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE at £5.99.

Send Cheques/PO's to: MR. CHIP
SOFTWARE

Dept WM, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO,
GWYNEDD, LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747

WANTED: HOT SHOT SOFTWARE WRITER'S, PHONE AND ASK US,
ABOUT OUR FAIR DEAL POLICY AND TOP ROYALITIES.

All our programs are now available on disk. Please allow £2.50 extra.

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME

The Proven

user Cdirlection
111111

m011a
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Before you buy software or peripherals for the IBM Personal Computer, first try The Professional
Connection. Our products are specially s le ed a d qro enipefore bein offgred for sale. We supply and
support a wide yari of sqlect d ar in lu  to

Di IResearchdpe ti Sy e
Lati.gu es

Program in id

CONCURRENT CP/IVI-86
GSX Graphics

Microplan
The adv. ced financial modelling d bu

plannin ,acka :

Sophisticated recasting. Professional rep ing with
special fun n for DCF, Cash Flow, Mortga e loan rojec-
tign and project analysis. Multiple Consolid tion/ rging

d Communications and Graphics Modules avail le.
Eyy to useEasy to learn - but very powerful.'

ness

Bi D: ' p y Di D t 181kil PC.
Ab ity tra sfe file o 8" 5. " a  t a

an write 8" or ts iriclu g /34 .qclo la rift
Also operates as a 1.2 Ml 8" DOS dr've t the ' a
PC" T - ideal for back up.'

Plus any other prove pro cts.
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LOOK! ... FOR ALL YOUR IliaPPWA
CONTACT THE FR1ENDL

All items fully guaranteed for one year

DIGITEK COLOURCARD
This amazing card gives high quality colour
and includes a wide band modulator, simply
plug in your TV or Pal monitor. £79.00 +
VAT.

STROBE GRAPHICS PLOTTER
Create superb hardcopy graphics directly
from your Apple at a fraction of the cost of
most other systems. A4 size or
transparencies. £545.00 + VAT.

THE BIT STIK
GRAPHICS SYSTEM

A large smooth tracking hemisphere with
adjustable back pressure, and probably the
most powerful Microcomputer graphics
software available. £245 + VAT.

),Immediate delivery g Free postage and packin

BUSINESS SOFTWARE NET INC. VAT Zardax (40/80 & inc form letter) 139.00 159.85

Access 162.00 186.30 PRINTERS

Business Forecasting Model (Rags. Epson RX-80 1100 cps tractor feed) 275.00 316.25

Visicalc) 69.00 79.35 Epson FX 80 (160 cps & prop. spacing) 399.00 458.85
Calcstar (CP/M) (80 column spread sheet) 69.00 79.35 Epson MX100FT-3 449.00 516.35
dBase II (CP/M) 325.00 373.75 Mannesmann Tally MT120 L (160 cps) 525.00 603.75
Data Star (CP/M) (powerful data entry) 122.00 140.30 Strobe Graphics Plotter 545.00 626.75
Data Perfect 67.00 77.05 Sweet P Plotter 585.00 672.75
D.B. Master (version 3.02) 119.00 136.85 Nec 8023 (100 cps & prop. spacing) 339.00 389.85
D.B. Master statistics 62.00 71.30 TEC1500 25 (25 cps daisy wheel) 599.00 688.85
D.B. Master utilities (links with vises) 62.00 71.30 Tec Starwriter F10-40cps 1099.00 1263.85
Desk Top Plan II 89.10 102.35
Dutil (for dBase II) 65.00 14.75 PRINTER INTERFACE CARDS

Graphmagic (bar graphs, pie charts, etc) 59.00 67.85 Aristocard Parallel 69.00 79.35

Mathemagic 59.00 67.85 Aristocard Serial 75.00 86.25

Msort-80 (stand alone CP/M sort) 125.00 143.75 Asynch Serial I/Face (7710A) 119.00 136.85

Multiplan (Microsofts superior Bufferboard 99.00 113.85

spreadsheet) 155.00 178.25 CPS Multifunction Card (Inc clock) 139.00 159.85

Omnis (also for Ile) 195.00 224.25 Digitek Printmaster (BASIC/CPM/PASCAL) 69.00 79.35

PFS Filing system (also for Ile) 68.00 78.20 Grappler + (Epson/Anadex/Cent/Nec) 98.00 112.70

PFS Graph (also for Ile) 68.00 78.20 IPB-16K (serial/parallel card & buffer) 129.00 148.35

PFS Report (Also for Ile) 53.00 60.95 MBP-16K (Epson 16K buffer) 96.00 110.40

Quick Code (for dBase II)
Quickfile (Ile only)
Supersort (CP/M)
The General manager (vet 2.01
The Last One (programme generator)
Versaform (form generator in Pascal)
Visicalc
Visi + Ivisicalc consolidation)
Visicalc utilities
Visidex
Visifile

189.00 217.35
60.00 89.00
99.00 113.85

135.00 155.25
185.00 212.75
192.00 220.80
122.00 140.30
19.45 22.37
34.00 39.10

135.00 155.25
135.00 155.25

80 COLUMN CARDS & ACCESSORIES
Softswitch (for Videx Videoterm)
U -Term (inc shift mod. & font editor)
Ultraterm (new Video card)
Videx Enhancer II
Video Inverse Eprom
Video Utility Disc (inc font editor etc)
Videx Videoterm
Visicalc preboot disc (80 col with video)
Vision -80 (incs softswitch & inverse)

24.95 28.69
127.00 146.05
285.00 327.75
63.00 95.45
18.45 21.22
27.00 31.05

175.00 201.25
32.00 36.8C

185.00 212.75

Visiplot
Visitrend/plot

135.00 155.25
155.00 178.25

MONITORS/COLOUR CARDS
Digitek Colour Card 79.00 90.8E

WORD PROCESSING D.M.S. R.G.B. Colour Card 88.00 92.00
Applewriter Ile 115.00 132.25

Kaga 12" Green Screen 105.00 120.75
Applewriter II
Executive Secretary
Executive Speller

83.00 97.75
149.00 171.35
49.00 56.35

Microvitec colour monitor
Microvitec colour card (use with above) ...
Zenith 12" Green screen

275.00 316.25
35.00 40.25
89.00 102.3!

Format 80
List Handler (Mailer & Form Letter)
Pie Writer (40/80 columns)
Sensible Speller (multi -version)
Screenwriter II (70 col w/out
80 col card)
Super Text 40/80
Word Handler (does not req. 80 col. card)
Wordstar (CP/M)

195.00 224.25
69.00 79.35
87.00 100.05
69.00 79.35

75.00 86.26
114.00 131.10
99.00 113.85

220.00 253.00

GRAPHIC UTILITIES & MUSIC
Arcade Machine (game designer)
Bit Stik (Robocom)
Complete Graphics System (Penguin)
Digitizer II
E -Z Draw 3.3 (excellent graphic utility)
Gibson Light Pen

Gratorth (fast 3D utility plus music)

42.00 48.30
245.00 281.75

65.00 74.75
189.00 217.35

32.00 36.85

245.00 281.75

46.00 52.9(

Bright -Line Modulators
Types V8, V8/S, V8/SX to interface Apple Computers to
UK TV sets.
Bright -Line Modulator cards allow you to make full
use of your computer's colour and graphics
capabilities. The V8/S offers the additional feature of
high -quality sound through your TV set loudspeaker.

Features:
* Easy installation with clear and simple instructions.
* Full 8Mhz bandwidth for maximum picture definition.
* Complete with co -ax lead and polarised connector.
* Display clarity suitable for 80 column text.
* Modulators with sound option are pre -aligned.
* Made in UK.

PACE ... SOLE EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR
* Character dot matrix is 9 x 1 1 which provides three
lines of dots for full descenders on lower case letters.
The full ASCII set of 128 characters is provided.
* Shift key does what you would expect it to do, and
also has a shift lock facility and a visual LED shiftlock
indicator.

* Character set also includes twelve additional keys
not normally available on the Apple keyboard.
* This card includes a built in softswitch i.e. no cable
changes necessary when switching between 40/80
columns and graphics.
* The built in communications software driver gives
your Apple the ability to be used as a true interactive
intelligent terminal to mainframe computers or
communications facilities. Fully compatible with CCS
serial cards and Apple communication cards etc.
* The Vision 80 typeface is of an attractive
appearance and is highly legible due to its large 9 x 11
character font.

AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM

FOR THE MOST VERSATILE 80

VISION -80

Price £185 plus
VAT

COL UM

PACE OR FROM YOUR LOCAL APPLE DEALER
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Specification:
Tuning Channe136

with pre -emphasis
8M h z

12y at 20 A max
80 x 110 x 20mm

Vacant slot, or adhered to casing

Postcode Tel No

ESSORIES

PECIALISTS
ithin UK gi Many more

PACE
items available AZ1 0274 575973

Graphics Magician (Penguin)

Video Bandwidth
Sound Carrier 6Mhz FM

39.00 44.85 18K Ramcard (Intelligence Research) 55.00 83.25
Graphic package Sublogic (3D pack) 74.75 85.98 32K Ramcard Saturn 135.00 155.25
Higher Text II (many diff fonts) 25.45 29.27 128K Ramcard Saturn 299.00 343.85
Pascal Animation 41.00 47.15 128K Ramex card 275.00 316.25
Pilot Animation tools 41.00 47.15 Accelerator II 285.00 327.75
Special Effects (Penguin) 27.00 31.05 Cool stack (holds 2 drives, monitor, fan 85.00 74.75
The Artist 55.00 63.25 DOS upgrade kit (3.2 to 3.3) 36.00 41.40

Versawriter (graphic digitizer) 179.00 205.85 E -Z Port (game socket extender) 17.00 19.55

Versawriter expansion pac 1 25.00 28.75 E -Z Port 11(2 game socket extenders) 22.00 25.30

Zoom Gratis (similar to Bit Stick zoom) 23.95 27.54 Eprom Card (holds 6) 52.00 59.80

Audex 18.95 21.79 Keyplus Numeric Keypad 83.00 95.45

Echo II (speech synthesizer)

Electric Duet (creates 2 Dart music)
Forte
S.A.M. (software automatic mouth)

165.00 189.75
21.00 24.15
15.95 86.25
75.00 86.25

Lower case adapter W/shift (rev 7+)
Pact clip on fan
The Mill 6809 with Pascal speed up
Time Kit

34.00 39.10
46.00 52.90

189.00 217.35
55.00 63.25

Zapple Sound Effects & Music Board 56.00 64.40 VC-Expand/80 (up to 145K Visicalc &
80 col) 65.00 74.75

UTILITIES VC -Expand Ramex (loads 136K visi in
Aplus (Applesoft structured Basic) 18.95 21.79 20 sec) 40.00 46.00
Appleguard (provides software protection) 185.00 212.75 Videx Function Strip (req Enhancer II) 49.00 56.35
Apple Mechanic (Beagle Brothers) 25.00 28.75 VIA 6522 Card 59.00 67.85
Assembly lang. Dev. (8502, Z80, 8080) 75.00 86.25 Z80 card U -micro (card only) 83.00 95.45
Bag of Tricks 24.95 28.69 Z80 card Microsoft (New Softcard) 199.00 228.85
B.E.S.T. (Enhanced Software Tool) 23.95 27.54
Build Using (provides 'print using' cmnd) 23.95 27.54 LANGUAGES

Copy II Plus 35.00 40.25 Apple Logo 122.00 140.30

Disc Doctor (CP/M disc recovery) 89.00 102.35 Apple Pascal 142.00 163.30

Disc Library lincl CP/M & Pascal) 34.95 40.19 Apple Pilot 80.00 92.00

DOS 3.3 Tool Kit 41.00 47.15 Apple Super Pilot 129.00 148.35
Dos Boss (modifys Dos Commands) 15.00 28.75 Cobol 80 (CP/MI 399.00 458.85
Edit Soft (powerful macro line editor) 19.95 22.02 Forth (Metacraft) 75.00 86.25

Fast DOS 19.45 22.37 Forth II (Integer only) 45.00 51.75

Global Program Line Editor (supports 80col) 35.50 40.83 Fortran 80 (CP/M) 112.00 128.80

Image Printer -Epson (flexible hi-res dump) ... 32.00 36.80 Terrapin Logo 95.00 109.25
Lisa (Assembly tang. dev. system) 57.00 65.55 Transforth (full floating point Forth) 75.00 86.25

Lisa (Educational system)
List Master (inc. smart renumbering)
Locksmith 4.1 (bit copier for most discs)
Merlin Micro Assembler

75.00 86.25
23.95 27.54
61.00 10.15
42.00 48.30

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
Disc Drive (Fully Apple Compatible)
Disc Drive Controller Card
Disc Head Cleaning Kit (50 discs & fluid)

199.00 228.85
54.00 62.10
19.95 22.94

Munch A Bug 32.00 36.80 Disc tray (40 discs & lockable) 17.45 20.07
Printographer 28.95 33.29 Eprom Prog (Name') 93.00 106.95
Speed Star (1200 lines per min) 75.00 86.25 Games Paddles 25.00 28.75
Super Disc Copy III 25.00 28.75 Joystick (Self Centering) 38.00 43.70
Tasc Compiler (handles v. large programs) 105.00 120.75 Master Diagnostic Disc 48.00 55.20
The Bug (Assembly Language debugged 35.00 40.25 Plastic Disc Box 2.50 2.88
The Inspector (needs 16K cd) 35.00 40.25 Snapshot II 93.00 106.95
The Routine Machine (mach. lang. routines) 45.00 51.75 Typing Tutor II 16.50 18.78
SYSTEM EXPANSION Wabash 5.25 Discs Pack of 10 17.95 20.64
16K Ramcard Digitek 75.00 86.25 Wildcard (permits software backup) 93.00 106.95

Prices:
Bright -Line V8 - Colour* modulator card £21 73 -/ VAT.
Bright -Line VS/S - Colour* modulator with sound £30.43
VAT.
Bright -Line V8/SX - Colour* with programmable sound
P.O.A.
* Apple ][, ][ B&W only

Power consumption
Dimensions
Mounting Details

CARD AVAILABLE
* It supports all Applesoft commands including the
text Window i.e. Home,Text,GR,HGR,HGR 2,Tab etc. It
has inverse and normal display i.e. Highlight and
Lowlight in CP/M and Pascal.
* It is possible to change the cursor character to
either a block cursor or an underscore cursor. The
speed of cursor blink can be altered and it is also
possible to re define the character set with your own
personalised font.
* The card comes complete with
demonstration/utilities disc and is simple to install. It
also includes a comprehensive users manual.
* Totally compatible with Apple plus, and Apple //e. It
works with Pascal and CP/M and some of the many
software packages it supports are, Wordstar 3.0,
Applewriter II, Letter Perfect, Format 80, Zardax,
Executive Secretary, Magic Window, Visicalc, and
Multiplan ICP/M or DOS).

111
FM SOFTWARE SUPPLIES

130 Clayton Road, Bradford
BD7 2LY, West Yorkshire.

IPB-16K SERIAL/PARALLEL
INTERFACE & BUFFER

Now you need only one interface card to
support both your daisywheel and dot
matrix printers plus the benefits of a 16K
buffer to speed things along. £129 + VAT.

12" KAGA MONITOR
Features 24 M/1 -1z bandwidth, giving a very
clear display, and contained in a neat Apple
compatible case. Green
screen £105 + VAT.

MICROVITEC
14" COLOUR
MONITOR

Besides offering a crystal clear display in
either text, hi-res or low-res modes. It also
includes the following features, 16 text
colours, b/grd colours, 80 column card
compatibility. A superb colour monitor for
£275.00 + VAT.

Net

NSA

VAT TOTAL

TOTAL

Illm I enclose my cheque made payable to PACE SOFTWARE
IM SUPPLIES
111 Name

* The Vision 80 can accommodate two character sets, 1.a normal and an alternative and it is possible to Address Town
produce your own alternative character set and toggle III
between the two. II County

1111...MOMMIIIMMEMMEMMEMINIMMEOINEEM
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Why Choose

aTaServe

when there ore hundreds of accounting programs'
for micro -computers?

Computer Distribution Services
Claxton House, 48 Colegate, Norwich, NR3 iDD.

Tel: Norwich (0603) 617804/5
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TWICKENHAM
ACOMPUTER CENTRE LTD
wORN CZ commodore 1013Pie

Buy the BEST

BRITISH
COMPUTER

BBC Model A £299 BBC Model B £399
Wordwise Word Processor (needs 1.0 System)
Software - Acorn, Bugbyte, Computer Concepts (logo 2)
Acornsoft on Disk
Joysticks for the BBC -100K Single Disk Drives
BBC 800K Twin Disk Drives

Torch 800K Twin Disk Drives with CPN

We stock al the extras:

Floppy disk interface

Econet network interface

Voice synthesis circuits

Cartridge ROM pack interface

Alternative high-level languages

Cassette recorders

Dot matrix printers

Daisywheel printers

Teletext & Prestel units

Monitors + Disk drives
(subject to availability)

* Commodore 64: E299 *Coming soon:Acorn Electron - phone your order now!

Apple IIE 64K on special offer -phone for latest price

SPECIAL
OFFERS
Whilst stocks last!

For the BBC:
Screen Layout Pad,
Flow Chart Pad &
Symbol Design Pad

Kit with ring binder
Het retail price £15.50

OUR PRICE ONLY

£12.50 incl VAT
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EXTRA

Plus software, peripherals, games, books and much more always available from:

Twickenham Computer Centre
72 Heath Rd Twickenham MiddxTW1 4BW (01-892 7896/01-891 1612)

POW 30



Printer and Telecommunications
for Sinclair Micros

VAT INC
PRICE

Spectrum RS232 I/O port L33.35
ZX81 RS232 I/O port L32.20
Tasword Two word processor programme (64 character
screen) 48K Spectrum L13.90
Spectrum terminal emulation software (not for Prestel) L5.52
ZX8 I terminal emulation software (not for Prestel) L5.52
Terminal emulation package for 16K Spectrum L35.65
Terminal emulation package for I 6K ZX81 L34.50
(Both include RS232 I/O ports and T/E software)

Acoustic couplers conforming to
CCITT V21 standards
Originate version L97.20
Originate and answer version (contatt Cobra direct)

All units as demonstrated at Earls Court Computer Show and
are now available from:

DATA ASSET BUFFER MICRO LTD
44 Shrotton St 3 I 0 Streatham High Rd

London W I London SW 16
Tel. 0 I -258 0409 Tel. 01-769 2887

COBRA TECHNOLOGY LTD
378 CALEDONIAN RD, ISLINGTON, LONDON N I I DY

the StudyStand

for
the

Spectrum

£15.50

incl.

* allows hands free
concentration on instruction
manual, program learning publications,
written or printed input.

* quality product, in two interlocking
components of 12mm thick board, finished
satin black.

* tilts and elevates keyboard, tidies wiring.

* obtainable from G. A. Hunter BSc
34 Abbey Drive
Glasgow G14 91)(
041 959 5687

send cheque or postal order value £15.50.

1"-

JANUS
FILE TRANSFER PROGRAM

MS DOS

MS DOS
 Fast, error correcting transfers
 Uses system devices - no tailoring is

needed for new/unusual equipment
 Wildcard and multi -disc transfers are

supported
Price £80. Dual licence £120

+ VAT, post free in U.K.

COKEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele,
Staffs. Tel: (0782) 629221

Ij

TOP SAVINGS
ON PRINTERS
EPSON RX80-A245
EPSON FX80- £340
EPSON MX100- £380
SEIKOSHA GP100A- £175
SEIKOSHA GP250X- £230
OKI M80A- 1.99
OKI M82A- £319 Prices exclude VatCheque with order

Exellent Prices also available on
a range of Microcomputers, e.g.
Sirius, Commodore, Olivetti etc.
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OR WRITE TO:

MAYFAIR MICROS
65 DUKE STREET, LONDON W1 TEL:629 2487
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SENSATIONAL VALUE IN PLOTTERS

THE NEW ROLAND DXY-100R INTELLIGENT A3 PLOTTER
0.1 mm steps 70 mm/sec

Characters pre-programmed in ROM include full alphanumerics
circles and auto -hatching

Further 2K ROM slot for user programmed characters
Standard Centronics interface to your computer

Very simple instructions for ease of use
ONLY £700

SPECIAL OFFER - EPSON PRINTERS
AT LOW LOW PRICES

EG MX100 FT III
FX80
RX80

SEIKOSHA GP100A

100 cps
160 cps
100 cps

50 cps

£395
£355
£265
£175

WE NOW STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF GRAFFCOM
CP/M BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Phone for complete list of software and prices.

NOW AVAILABLE
THE UTO SYSTEMS 300 BAUD MODEM

In quality case complete with all cables.
(Please state type of computer when ordering)

ONLY £199

Dealer enquiries welcome
All prices exclude VAT. Please add £7 p&p for printers and plotters.

Enquiries, phone: 01-992 3597 (0480 216259 after 6 pm
or write to UTO Systems Ltd, 36 Bishops Road, St Neots, CAMBS

CP/M 3
Now Available

CP/M Plus working with banked memory and virtual
disk.
Much faster with many more features than CP/M
2.2.
Price includes MAC, the DRI assembler.
Available for the MAP 80, Nascom and Gemini
computers using VFC or IVC & MAP RAM.

Price £257

Also Available
"JIM" -a new 80 Bus computer -

Uses a Z80 CPU
64K RAM expandable to 1 Mbyte
Twin TEAC half height 5" drives
80 col by 25 line display
Green screen monitor built in
91 key software programable keyboard
Winchester option available
Runs under CP/M 2.2 or the new CP/M 3
operating systems
Business and Accounts packages available

Price £1,760
All prices exclude P&P and VAT

Dealer enquiries welcome
M.A.P. 80 Systems Ltd.

No. 1 Windsor St., Chertsey, Surrey
Tel: 09328 64663

Comprehensive stock of:
Business Software
Games Software
Utility Software

SYSTEMS SUPPORTED
Commodore 64

I.B.M. Personal Computer
T.I. Professional

Sirus/Victor

CP/M FORMAT
D.E.C. Rainbow

N.E.C.
Northstar
Televideo
Xerox 820

For further info on price, discounts
and special offers

Call 01-883 7302
A.C.S. Ltd., Temple House

7 High Road, Finchley, London N2
PC W 309
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Kuma

Come to Kuma for 700
soft ware.
The Sharp 700 is coming! If you

are a potential 700 dealer or
owner contact us for a software
list. As the UK's top Sharp
software publisher, we can have
you up and running in no time at
all.

Commodore Accounts
and Database.
Two recent introductions for

the Commodore range are Non
VAT Accounts and Database
programs in the proven 'Solid
State' series.

Non VAT Accounts is aimed at
small businesses and clubs who
need to keep financial records
but are not large enough to be
VAT registered. It caters for a full
12 month period and allows up
to 50 entries per month.

The Database has 255 pages
with up to 10 entries per page.
Other features include search,
print, browse, calculate, sort and
print summary. Also when a file
becomes too big, it can be split
into two.

Both programmes are a
cassette based (lots of disk ones
are on the way) and cost £24.50 -
vat each.

MSDOS Forth
Kuma is well known as a centre
for the Forth language and
would like to let all Sirius owners
know that as well as CPM 86,
Kuma Forth is now available
under MS DOS as well.

HX Terminal Software.
Desk Master 5 has now been

released. It's the editing
terminal which allows you to
prepare messages off-line
before talking to your bureau or
electronic mail box.
The cost is £39.50 - VAT.

Epsom HX 20 Book.
Because of our contribution in

the area of soft ware to the HX
20, Kuma has been appointed as
distributors by the publishers
for the new book called 'Getting
Started with the HX 20'. This will
be very helpful for people who
have only just bought HX 20's
and want a hand getting the best
out of it.

Update to Spreadsheet
Calculator on
M -Z 80 ASE K

The cassette based Sharp
Spreadsheet Calculator called
Calc 3.1 has now been updated
to 3.2. The improvements include
a more elegant display, faster
calculations, and more available
memory for the spreadsheet. So
send your tape in with £5.00 for
the update.

Low Cost WP Unit.
Kuma have a special package

deal for a word processing unit
based on the SHINWA CP 80
printer and the Sharp MZ 80 A
for less than £750.00. So phone
0628 71778 to get the details
straight away.

Special Offers.
During August and until

September 14th Kuma have
special offers on hardware and
soft -ware, so phone in to get the
details.

Electronic Mail.
For those people who wish to

contact Kuma using electronic
mail boxes, the addresses are as
follows.

For the British Leyland Comet
Service, the address is" Kuma."
For Telecom Gold, the address is
"KUM 001."

P.C.W.Show.
Kuma will be exhibiting at the

P.C.W. show in the Autumn, so
please come along and visit our
stand. We'll be most pleased to
see our existing customers and
every body else who is
interested in our products.

Book from Kuma.
Kuma is publishing its first

book called 'MZ80A and MZ8OK
Explained'.

This is a detailed description of
these excellent Sharp
computers, giving details of
both its instruction and its
machine code software
architecture. A must for
someone who wishes to know
how their MZ 80K or MZ 80A
works.
The cost for this is £5.95.

A Combination of
Soft & Hardware

sinus 1

AiewNtain

SF GE
SHARP EPSON

C: commodore OSBORNE 'I

Kuma has over 500 software programmes
covering - utility, educational,
entertainment, word processing and other
business requirements.
KumaComputers are backed with many
years of direct experience.

PHONE NOW or SEND FOR DETAILS
MAIDENHEAD 1"Uf" (0628) 71778
Kuma Computers Ltd 11 York Road,

Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ

IPlease tick box Er for information required, and send coupon to:
Kuma Computers, 11 York Road, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1SQ

I

I

I
I

HARDWARE

El SAGE
D SIRIUS-1

 SHARP A
 OSBORNE-1
 EPSON HX-20

I
lDFT. ARE HARD% ARE ,I41El NEWBRAIN

COMMODORE 64 I
PRINTERS:

El 0 MATRIX
Ej  DAISY WHEEL

NAME

I
I
I

ADDRESS

POST

mon Nim umm um um INNI
310 PCW



Please send technical details, printout samples and
local dealer details to:-

Name: Position

Company:

Address:

4 Micro Peripherals, 69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, RG24 OBY

Best Star - STAR DP 510/DP515
Matrix Printers

available for around£289 and £399 ex VAT
* 80 Column (DP510),

136 Column (DP515)
* 100 CPS, Bi-Directional Logic

Seeking
* Friction, Tractor and Roll Holder

as standard
* Full standard features including

2.3k Buffer
Best Performer -

JUKI 6100 Daisywheel
available for around £399 ex VAT
* 18CPS - Bi-Directional Logic

Seeking
* 10, 12, 15 CPI -1- Proportional

Spacing
* "Drop in" Daisywheel - Triumph

Adler Compatible
* Supports all Wordstar features
* Diablo protocols - IBM Selectric

ribbon
* 2k Buffer as standard -

100 character Daisywheel

Best Newcomer - SHINWA -
CTI CP80 Matrix Printer

available for around £289 ex VAT
* 80 CPS - Bi-Directional Logic

Seeking 80 Column
* Friction and Adjustable

Tractor Feed
* Patented Square Needles up to

9 x 13 matrix
* Hi -Res Graphics and Block

Graphics
Best Producer - HERMES 612

WPQ Printer
available from around £1950 ex VAT

* Up to 400 CPS and Word Processing
Quality at 120 CPS

* 10, 12 or 15 CPI - programmable
to 1/360" spacing

* 132 column at 10 CPI
All now on general release - see them at
your local dealer
Best Distributor: -

micro
Peripherals lid
69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 OBY
TEL: (0256) 3232 (12 lines) TELEX: 859669 MICROP G
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See you at the PCW '83 Show
GAMES daPPla BOOKS ificiPPle
Apple Panic £22.00 All About Applesoft £9.50
Bomb Alley- new £45.00 All About Pascal £12.00
Cannonball Blitz £22.00 All About DOS E12.00
Castle Wolfenstein £22.00 Apple Connection £9.95
Critical Mass- new £24.95 Apple Logo £11.50
Dark Crystal- new £24.95 Apple Pascal - Hands On £15.50
Flight Simulator £26.00 Apple Graphics & Arcade Design E12.50

Frogger- new £22.00 Apple Software - The Book S3 £12.50
Jawbreaker- new version E19.95 Apple II Users Guide £11.95

Kabul Spy £22.00 Assembly Lines £12.95

Lunar Leeper E 19.95 Bag of Tricks £26.00
Marauder £22.00 Beneath Apple DOS £12.50
Pest Patrol E 19.95 Custom Apple £17.50
President Elect £29.95 Elementary Apple £11.50
Repton £24.95 How to write an Apple Program £11.50
Sargon II Chess £24.95 Kids & the Apple E14.95
Saturn Navigator- new £24.95 Learning with LOGO E15.50
Scrabble £21.70 LOGO for the Apple II £12.50
Time Zone £55.00 Mastering Visicalc £11.95
Type Attack £24.95 Micro on the Apple Vol. I £15.95
Ultima II £37.50 Micro on the Apple Vol. 2 £15.95
Way Out £24.95 Micro on the Apple Vol. 3 £15.95
Wavy Navy £22.00 Nibble Express Vol. I E12.50
Wizardry £28.95 Nibble Express Vol. 2 £12.50
Knights of Diamond (2nd scenario) £22.95 Nibble Express Vol. 3 £13.50
Legacy of Llylgarnyn (3rd scenario) £26.95 Pascal on the Apple + disk £15.95
Zaxxon- new £29.95 Peeking Vol.1 (1978 Call Apple) E10.50
Zork III- new £29.95 Peeking Vol. 2 (1979 Call Apple) £15.00

AATARI Peeking Vol. 3 (1980 Call Apple)
Power of Visicalc Vol. 1/2

£20.00
£10.95

Power of Visiplot £10.95
Frogger (disk or cars.) £22.00 Power of Multiplan £10.95
Golf £14.95 Survival Kit/Apple Computer Games £9.95
Jawbreaker (disk or cars.) £19.95 What's Where in the Apple £15.95
Marauder £22.00
Soft Porn Adventure £19.95 ATARI
Ulysees & The Golden Fleece £24.95
Wall War £24.95 Atari Software - The Book '83 E 12.50
Wizard & Princess E22.00 Games for the Atari £6.50

How to Program your Atari E7.95
IBM Kids & the Atari £14.95
Call to Arms £24.95
Crossfire £19.95 VIC
Frogger
Ulysees & The Golden Fleece

£22.00
£22.00 Kids & The Vic £14.95

Tricks for Vics £7.95
Vic 20 Users Guide £10.95

All prices exclude
VAT IBM

No VAT on books
How to write an IBM-PC program
IBM's Personal Computer

E. 1 1.50

£12.50

Programming the IBM/PC (Basic)
Programming the IBM/PC (Pascal)
Programming the IBM/PC (Fortran)
The IBM/PC Guide + disk
The Power of 123 for the IBM/PC
Your IBM Personal Computer

BBC
BBC Micro/An Expert Guide
BBC Micrographics & Sound
Discovering BBC Machine Code
Introducing the BBC Micro

SPECTRUM
Spectrum Graphics & Sound
The Spectrum Book of Games
The Spectrum Programmer
The ZX Spectrum

BUSINESS
& UTILITY IliaPPla
Arcade Machine
Apple Doc
General Manager 2.0
Graforth
Magical( (40/70/80) column -new
Magic Window II (40/70/80 column)
Merlin - Macro -Assembler
Munch -a -bug
Printographer
Routine Machine

(associated routines)
& Array- new
& Chart- new
Screenwriter
Speedstar
The Artist
The Home Accountant
Transforth
Wildcard
Zardax - word processor

ALATARI

£12.50
E12.50
£12.50
£25.00
£ 10.95
£I250

£6.95
£6.95
£6.95
£5.95

£6.95
£5.95
£5.95
£5.95

£45.00
£26.00

£150.00
£55.00

£115.00
£110.00

£49.95
£32.95
£32.95
£49.95

£35.00
£35.00
£85.00
£ 70.00
£59.95
E55.00
£90.00
£99.00

£150.00

Visicalc £ 180.00

IBM
Copy II PC
The Last One

E35 00
£210 00

1

FOR ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/AMEX ORDERS,
PHONE OUR GAMELINE ON

01-870 9275
(24 hour service)

igaFT JOYSTICKS
Apple Joystick £42.00
The Kraft Joystick features "free-floating" and "spring-centreing" stick
modes, giving versatility and precision performance suitable for both
business and computer games applications, as well as many paddle
applications. Superior button placement easily permits simultaneous
firing action virtually impossible with other "thumb -oriented" joysticks.

Atari -compatible Joystick £13.95
Kraft's high quality, -digital- Joystick features finger-tip control and accuracy for
higher scores and much longer life. It is plug-in compatible with Atari VCS, Atari
400/800, Commodore Vic -20. Commodore 64, and Texas Instruments 99/4a.

To SBD Software, FREEPOST, OSIERS ROAD, LONDON SW18 1BR.

Telephone: 01-870 9275 (24 hours)/01-870 9386

Please send me the following items:
Description Price VAT Total

Add 75p for Postage and Packing 0.75

0 I enclose cheque/postal order for Grand Total
made payable to SBD Software
0 Please debit my Access/Barclaycard/Amex (delete as app. Number

Exp Date

Name
Address

K20.1

312 PCW
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Gateway to the
European Computer Market

 COMDEX/EUROPE '83 is the only  Exhibiting at COMDEX/EUROPE
computer exhibition organized is the most cost-effective way
exclusively for ISOs and the to meet with and talk to existing
producers of the products they sell. and potential sellers of your

products and services... the
 COMDEX/EUROPE '83 is the best professionals who will recognize

way to build ... expand ... upgrade the profit potential of what you
the distribution and sales network offer... The professionals who
you need to capture your share of know and understand local,
this dynamic growth market. regional and national differences

and how best to present your
products to their end -user
customers.

 And you can do it all in a business-
like environment that no mass
attendance end -user exhibition
can offer.

 If you manufacture, produce or
offer:

- Computers
- Computer Systems
- Word processing systems
- Peripherals
- Magnetic media
- Special computer furniture
- Forms, ribbons and other supplies
- Packaged software
- Related services, etc.

 And you sell your products or
services through independent
sales organizations (ISOs) like:

- Dealers
- Systems integrators
- Systems Houses
- Distributors
- Value adders
- Computer wholesalers
- Office machine/product dealers
- Computer retailers/boutiques/

departments/franchise-holders
- Manufacturers Representatives
- Commercial OEM's etc.

 COMDEX/EUROPE '83 is the only
computer exhibition that targets all
the independent sales -
organizations (ISOs) in all
countries of Europe.

The Interface Group, organizers of COMDEX/EUROPE and other computer related conferences and
exhibitions, enjoys an outstanding reputation for doing an effective job of delivering the target audience
and market place to you.

r
COIMIDEN/EUROPE'83
The RAI
Congress & Exhibition Centre
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

October 24-27,1983

Coupon
To: COMDEX/EUROPE, Rivierstaete, Amsteldijk 166,
1079 LH Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Tel.: (31) 20.460.201. Telex: 12358 IFACE NL.

Yes! I'd like more information about
COMDEX/EUROPE '83.

O I'm interested in exhibiting
 I'm interested in attending

Company:
Name: Title:

Address:
Postal Code/City-
Country:
Telephone:

PCW 313
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THE MASS STORAGE PEOPLE

ICImpCie SUPPORTS sinus
Once again ICE have increased their range of subsystems to support another
major microcomputer - the SIRIUS.

51/4" Winchester Subsystems 5, 10, 20, 40 megabyte.
Easy To Install - Easy To Operate.

CP/M86 and MSDOS fully supported.
*_ Fast Tape Streamer Back Up.

"Lattice" - The ICE Low Cost Networking System.

All ICE products carry a full 12 months on site warranty
against manufacturing defects or component failure.

*If any ICE equipment fails we guarantee an engineer will attend
your premises within 24 hours ensuring minimum downtime.

For further information regarding the above system or any other ICE subsystems please contact our
Sales Department on Ashford, Middlesex (07842) 47271/47171.
ICE Limited, Littleton House, Littleton Road, Ashford, Middlesex, TW15 1U0L Telex: 8952042 (ICE LTD G)
*Excluding customer misuse or incorrect application



AVAILABLE NOW

for ZX81 16K
Spectrum 48K

Dragon
Commodore 64

PURCHASE LEDGER . . . handles up to 100
accounts, invoices, payments, VAT handling and
analysis. Selectable print options.

SALES LEDGER . . . spec. as Purchase Ledger.

COMBINED DATABASE . . . fully definable, vast
spreadsheet storage, rapid calculations. Terrific
value.

MICROLYMPICS 1 . . . each containing 10 action
MICROLYMPICS 2 . . . games. Selection of stan-
dards (Pac-Man, etc.), plus new amazing
games.

ALL TAPES COME WITH FREE BACK-UP TAPE
IN PRESENTATION BOX

SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
ZX81. 16K 48K COM. 64 DRAGON

X9.95
£12.95

Please rush me

TOTAL SUM INCLUDED: £
Please make cheques and PO
payable to
ANIK MICROSYSTEMS,
30 KINGSCROFT COURT
BELLINGE, NORTHAMPTON

Name

Address

PCW 315



HARD DISK SOLUTIONS
TRS80 MOD I II & III

5TO 40 MEGABYTES
* EXTREMELY FAST
* TRS DOS COMPATIBLE
* EXPANSION CAPABILITY
* MULTI -TERMINAL
* EASY TO UPGRADE EXISTING SYSTEMS

5 MEGABYTE HARD DISC £1650

10 MEGABYTE HARD DISC £1 895

20 MEGABYTE SYSTEM £4495
10 MEGABYTE FIXED HARD DISC

10 MEGABYTE REMOVABLE HARD DISC

20 MEGABYTE ADDRESSABLE

BACK UP IN 3-6 MINS BY REMOVABLE DISC

I
I
1

I
I
i
I

4 STATION 20 MEGABYTE SYSTEM £8850 I
I

AMBASSADOR COMPUTERS LTD

UNIT 1 LESSARNA COURT
BOWLING BACK LANE
BRADFORD BD4 8ST
WEST YORKS

I
I

TEL. 0274 727168 I



Now that Superfile is here:
some good things to do with

yesterday's databases.

Don't throw those old disks away! An obsolete
database could make some budgie very happy.
Superfile, the advanced new British database
manager, could make you even happier.
Just look at the advantages:

 Variable length items - store the data you type in
without padding - double your disk capacity.

 Search on all items in the database.

 Flexible records - add new Fields at any time.

 Superfile tacks itself onto CP/M and makes the

Stand 300
PCW Show

database accessible to programs in any high level
language.

 Logically a multi -file databaSe: relational searches
easily done via high level language.

 Simple -to -use Screen Forms and Report generator
packages.

E Multi-user - on MP/M. CP/Net, Turbodos Shelton
SIG -NET.

 Made in England and widely used by the
Government. Hospitals, schools and Universities.
 Prices: single user £485, multi user £710.

SUPERFILE
THE FREE -FORM DATABASE

Southdata Ltd., 10 Barley Mow Passage. London W4 4PH
01-994 6477

Stand V410
Compec '83

PCW 317



True or False:
Nov" You Can Now Run Apple

Software in Your IBM PC.
True. Introducing Quadlink

by Quadram. The revolu-
tionary enhancement board
that turns your IBM Personal
Computer into an Apple-
compatible system.

Quadlink. Simply plug
it inside your PC, press a
few keys, and instantly run
virtually any Apple software
package available.

Quadlink greatly enhances
your PC's capabilities.

II True. Quadlink gives you
access to the largest software
library ever written. Business,
educational, and entertain-
ment packages. Software for
any professional or home use.
This means your PC can now
do more than ever before. In
more ways than ever before.
© Copyright 1983 Quadram Corporation
All rights reserved

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc.
IBM and the IBM logo are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation.

With Quadlink, there's
no diskette reformatting
needed.

OTrue again. With Quadlink
you'll never have to worry
about "compatibility." Just
put your Apple diskette in
the PC drive and watch it go.
It's that easy. Like having an
Apple computer inside your
IBM.

And every Quadlink comes
with that traditional
Quadram Quality built
right in.

Mr Absolutely true.

Quadlink is available only
at authorized full -service
Quadram dealers.

lieTrue. So visit the Quadram

iamorgeleungolomm:
. "

7e,

citsiiWara

dealer nearest you today and
ask to see Quadlink in action.
And while you're there ask
about our full line of IBM PC
enhancements. Including
the popular six -function
Quadboard. You'll agree:
when it comes to quality
engineering and dependable
performance, Quadram
passes the test.

Quadlinkmby Quadram:

Like having an Apple
Computer inside your
IBM PC.

1NTERQUADRAM
442 Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire

Interquadram GmbH
Fasenenweg 7, 6092 Kelsterbach, Germany
Tel: 6107-3089
Interquadram S. A. R. L.
41 Rue Ybry, 9522 Neuilly, France
Tel: 1-758-12-40

318 PCW



At last, software that works, and is genuinely
easy to use.

EASY is quality business software written in
structured COBOL*. It is available in single or

multi-user versions. The software is fast, secure
and fully auditable. It also works, and is

genuinely easy to use.

Electronic Accounting System

Order Entry
and

Invoicing

J

p.

Nominal
Ledger

Purchase Order
Tracking

Purchase
Ledger

PCW 319
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LETTER QUALITY

MODEL
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
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* "Drop in"
Daisywheel
Triumph Adler
compatible

* IBM
Selectric Ribbon

--..--_
* Compatible Centronics

Interface and Industry
/64 , . tt'-: AVIS

standard control codes
........... . .tet'o

.. ttv, .  . .. \--.; . toigitsusix.
' .01,:roustso.

makes the 6100 ideal f
AS

........ .. ......::: . ,i, t.... '. -....irti'ssos-u
tt .: .... -; : 0BBC Dragon, Oric, e

..;*: ;, ...........
:%1%S:  ' ........... ...=t t.% .............Avetter..%44, -t:Newbrain, Sirius andUti.S.061:X.0,00-Atvot-

Stalints0vxW, ---
The new Juki modAeopltoph6rie'1;s0.\\\\0\\\Ietter daisy

-.....!-?--:..-
quality wheel printer has ...........0.--.0 ---%9- . -..:full features you'd expect to find on a - . : s r. ---more expensive printer. Sals 1... .....:..---.:,.......-It can support word processing and graphic functions print 18CPS

SAAand use a simple drop -in daisy wheel.
The 6100 has 10/12/15 pitch, proportional .1.0.1,spacing, utilizes IBMSelectric typing has

standard 4101:w. Iribbons, 2K buffer memory, parallel interface, and both ,,,,,,

tractor feed and serial interface are available
That's only the beginning.

%to: ,,,,c''' at
as options. 1.411.. :4;-.
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Best of all
extremely reliable.

.the low noise Juki model 6100 is

III-
,tRoo'`..,., . c

You can pay more, but buy
:::53, ,,,g5ow"` .. ik: -------____----

better to% !!;:r...:you can't ... ..-:;;S:.- the JUKI MODEL 6100. sts,. .  ...... ,,,, .-- ......-.:-.,:xttat...1.101,-.-...,;*-,..-..t,t1. ..NO DELAY - TELEPHONE YOUR CREDIT CARD
TOMORROW, AND IF YOU'RE

ISA: . ie.
..1.  :  rvoitt ;:::1 I t'. t t -No. TODAY AND YOU CAN START PRINTING .....0.,p1.--NOT SATISFIED, .--:,...,:..rott"RETURN WITHIN 14 DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND. WAWA, -.": ... ..........Itygr*:::;:itt - '
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HAMPTON
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COURT KEY WALTON IIII II IN IIu al

MOON I
INIIIIIMI Ill MI I

ImI . To: Key Computer Centres LtdI MI
al

IMMO IIIan II
IN OWIMMO ONE _1111

IBM Please send me FREE print out
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK ' UI

in s
IUI I a

ems NomI WOOL
mu
JIM samples and literature.

Mon -Sat 9am-7pm (6pm Sat) UUUUUUUU NIHNIMONE MIIMENOVI
_

NamePrices quoted ex. VAT @ 15%
Can be delivered within 24 hrs KEY COMPUTER CENTRES LTDfrom stock.

Enterprise House, 44 Terrace Road Address
H  P BARCLAYCARD I -

facilities
Bu...,,,,A. Walton-on-Thames,Surrey, KT122SD

I -arranged
e

Post CodeTel. 09322 42777 (4 lines) L .1
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SILICON VALLEY
The best value in the city for .. .

ACTsiriuscm.mow
This high speed 16 bit business
computer from ACT is the best
selling micro of its kind.
Available from Silicon Valley
from £2,195 or lease from

£10.95 per week.
1.2 K  2.4K 

10 Mgbyte (Winchester)
Accounting systems installed
and supported by Chartered
Accountants

For these products
 We are established main dealers
 We give the best support
 We give the advice
 We supply the software
And we are always in stock!!
Silicon Valley has on site Chartered
Accountants, management consultants
specialist, computer engineers to discuss
and recommend solutions. We offer full
training and maintenance- TRY US OUT

THE COMPLETE
BUSINESSMANS PACKAGE

 Sirius 128K computer
 Epson Matrix Printer
 Exact- stock, sales, invoicing, sales

ledger & purchase ledger
 All cables, consumables, installation

and on site training - £2,999

SILICON
VALLEY

COMPUTER
CENTRE

aStianlattaa, \

o

London
SuiteSuite 104/5
Hatton Square
16 Baldwins Gardens
London EC1 N 7RJ
01-242 2803

EPSON OM 0
THE UP-MARKET MICRO
with power, compatibility
and add-on versatility.
First for educational
applications  Unbeatable
for graphics  Easiest to
use software  CP/M and
all its systems  Full battery
back up. All for £1,735

IL& aw.mm.y periVAI
IBM Compatibility
Hyperion runs all the
popular programs
written for the IBM
Personal Computer.

Eg: Visicalc, Wordstar, DBASE II,
Advanced Disc BASIC.
MULTIPLAN  IN:SCRIBE

Manchester
12 Lever Street
Piccadilly
Manchester
061-228 1686
061-792 2723

*GEKODEALIVIADE
AGOODIMPILIMMIN

Telex: 8813271 GECOMSG

Tel: 01-242 2803

The Permanent Computer Show
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£2960
For a fully operational Alphatext system, including

Alphatronic P28 -bit micro, two disk drives. VDU, daisywheel
printer. Alphatext software. operator manual and systems manual
The system illustrated is the more powerful Alphatronic P3. price

£3,410.00, which offers the option of 8 or 16 bit operation

PHATEXT

Triumph Adler has made word proa
322 PCW



the INP system
that stands alone
Compare the exclusive Triumph
Adler Alphatext WP system with
other leading systems. . . and one
thing stands out.

At under £3,000.00 -
complete - the Alphatext system
stands alone.

That price includes
everything
*a powerful Alphatronic P2 - part
of the largest range of 'ready to use'
micros on the market. A high quality,
engineered computer, able to cope
with many of your computing tasks
as well as word processing.

*a TRD170S daisywheel printer, with
variable line spacing and choice of
typefaces.

*a comprehensive systems manual,
plus a unique step-by-step 'teach
yourself' user manual that enables
almost anyone to become
competent, quickly and easily.

* and the Alphatext WP system -
powerful yet simple, with a host of
easy -to -use features for text
generation, formatting and editing,
simultaneous printing and
processing, text storage and so on.
A weak point in many WP systems is
the lack of a mathematical
calculation facility. Alphatext has it

Just compare the Alphatext features
+ upgradeable

x video courses E E
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AES Alphaplus ,/ I 1 I ,/ I 1 16L x 80th 69- 138k + / No £3995

IBM Displaywriter I I V I V I V 25L x 80th 284- 985k ./ 1 x £4718

Olivetti ETS 1010 1 it I I I I I 24L x 80th 360- 720k et 6/ / £5983

Wangwriter I No I I I I ,,, 24L x 80th 200- 400k ,/ I 4, £3995

Wordplex 80-2 1 / I I I I ,/ 24L x 80th 156k No ,/ No £4495

Alphatext P3 ,/ V 1 V 1 1 if 24L x 80th 790- 1580k 6/ 1 4/ £3410

Alphatext P2 ./ I I ,/ 1 ./ ./ 24L x 80th 160- 360k V i 1 £2960

- and you'll find it invaluable for
invoicing and quotation preparation.

Friendly,
practical support
Alphatext is exclusive to Triumph
Adler - world leaders in business
systems with over 80 years'
experience. Triumph Adler provides
complete nationwide support -
installation, staff training, software
testing service, stationery and
supplies - in short, does everything
to make sure your system runs
smoothly.

Alphatext is a powerful, easy
to use, WP system, based on a
proven, reliable computer, backed by
a leading business systems
manufacturer.

;sing refreshingly simple

SOUN . Manufacturers' inlounaoon as a 111h. March1983

If you would like to know
exactly what Alphatext can offer
you, complete the coupon or ring the
Triumph Adler Alphatronic Hotline
- 01-250 1717.

Triumph Adler (UK) Ltd.,
27 Goswell Road, London EC1M 7AJ.
Telephone: 01-250 1717...... Nos
I Please send me details of the Triumph I
I Adler Alphatext WP system.

Name

Position

Company

Address

I
I
I Telephone

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TATRIUMPH-ADLER I

Computing for your future
Triumph Adler (UK) Ltd.,

I 27 Goswell Road, London EC1M 7AJ. I
Telephone: 01-250 1717 B9

Ian IMP - mid
PCW 323



OWING TO EXPANSION DAVINCI COMPUTERS HAVE OPENED
THEIR GIANT COMPUTER STORE IN NORTH LONDONj

1,1

is*rod.1\\11

COMPUTERS

Systime
Sirius
Commodore
Osborne
Apple
BBC
Commodore 64
VIC 20
Sinclair

, st.
t12.13,1!;;;

+ Book & Magazine Department
+ All Accessories
+ Media & Stationery Supplies
+ Computer Furniture
+ 2'nd Hand & Ex -Demo Computers

+ Maintenance Contracts
+ Installation & Training
+ Finance Facilities
+ Mail Order

PRINTERS

Epson
Ricoh-Flowriter
Brother
Olympia
Olivetti
Seikosha
Anadex
Toshiba

"Vinci
1.41Inputer
More

112 Brent Street
Hendon NW4 2DT

Tel 01-202 2272

SOFTWARE

Accounting
Payroll
Incomplete Records
Solicitors Accounting
Financial Packages
Time Recording
Invoicing
Stock Control
Data Base
Spread Sheets
Word Processing
Graphics
Educational
Games

Professional Advice Given

Official Orders Welcome

Open Mon -Fri 9.00 to 5.30
Sat 9.30 to 5.00

Easy Parking at rear car park

B/Card
Access

HOME & BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

0 00 0 CI `'J

BBC Computers Model B-£399 1.2 operating system NEW BASIC
PROTECTIVE COVERS AND
CARRYING CASES
Polyester Cotton Cover
Soft PVC Cover
Hard Carrying Case for Computer, Cables,
Cass/Disc Drive
Soft Carrying Case for Computer, Cables,
Cass/ Disc Drive

UTILITY SOFTWARE
THE KEY - Explore the disk environment £12.95

£3.97 REPLICA - Allows machine code and basic
£4.45 programs to be up -loaded onto disk £9.95

GRAFKEY/GRAFDISK - Your entry into the
(55.20 world of computer aided design £8.95/£12.95

JOYSTICK UTILITY - Converts non
£23.00 joystick programs to work with joysticks £5.00

JOYSTICKS AND SOFTWARE
BBC Joysticks - pair £13.00
BEEBSTICK - Fully proportional for Computer
Aided Design £29.95
JOYSTICKS GRAPHICS - Draw and Save your
own Line Diagrams £5.75

HARDWARE
Sound Pick -Off Module (Simple to fit) £6.95
Loudspeaker in cabinet plus cable for above
pick -off £27.95
Loudspeaker plus Amplifier for above pick -off
(Blaster) £37.50

LIGHT PEN R.H. ELECTRONICS NOW IN STOCK
includes software £45.94

ATPL EPROM Programmer £138.00
ATPL EPROM UV Eraser £55.20
MICREx'X-Y Digitiser No drift, precise
+ software £86.25

IN STOCK
BBC CASSETTE RECORDERS
INCL. LEAD TO COMPUTER

£29.90

NEW ACORNSOFT GAMES
IN STOCK

STAR SHIP COMMAND £9.95
MISSILE BASE £9.95
SNOOKER £9.95
COUNTDOWN TO DOOM £9.95

BOOKS
Assembly Language Programming For The BBC
Micro - Birnbaum £8.95
Creative Graphics - Acornsoft £7.50
Graphs Et Charts - Acornsoft £7.50
Basic Programming On The BBC Micro -
Cryer £6.95

SPECIAL IN STOCK
BASIC II ROMS

£11.50
The above prices are VAT inclusive.
Add £1.00 p&p for orders below £100.00 and
£10.00 (Securicor delivery) for orders
above £100.00.
Access and Barclaycard accepted on all items.

This price list supercedes all other price lists
and may be amended without notice.
INSURANCE Et EXTENDED WARRANTY -
Write for details

ELTEC COMPUTERS
DEPT PCW 9 217 Manningham Lane,

BRADFORD BD8 7HH
Tel:10274) 722512 .154

324 PCW



LONDON'S
SELECTION

HOME
AND COMPUTER
NOW IN

GREATEST
OF

COMPUTERS
GAMES

OXFORD STREET

ATARI  COMMODORE 64
VIC20  TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

BBC SINCLAIR SPECTRUM

BBC
Space Adventure (Virgin) £ 7.95
Killer Gorilla (Micropower) £ 7.99
Swoop (Micropower) £ 7.99
Chess (Micropower) £ 7.99
DFM Database (Dialog) £24.00
Spectrum
Styx (Bugbyte) £ 5.95
Castle (Bugbyte) £ 6.95
Sheepwalk (Virgin) £ 7.95
Pool (Bugbyte) £ 5.95
Wizard & Princess (Melbourne House) £ 5.95
Escape MCP (Rabbit) £ 5.95
Centropods (Rabbit) f 5.99
Frogger (Rabbit) E 5.99
VIC 20
Styx (Bugbyte) £ 5.95
Race Fun (Rabbit) f 5.99
Critters (Rabbit) +8K £ 5.99
Chess (Bugbyte) +16K f 6.95
Centropods (Rabbit) +8K £ 5.99
Scramble (Bugbyte) £ 6.95
Menagerie (Commodore) cartridge £19.95

m

0

CMALL

0 0
Ono

THE ABOVE PROGRAMMES
CAN BE ORDERED BY POST

Add 50p p&p for the first and 15p for subsequent items.
Allow up to 28 days for delivery.

Payment by cheque or postal order.

LI
ORDER BY TELEPHONE 4111"1111111

Access and Barclaycard holders
may order by phone: 01-637 0366 0

THE VIDEO PALACE
100 OXFORD STREET. LONDON W1 TEL: 01-637 0366/7

PALACE

SOFTWARE

GAMES PROGRAMMERS
Palace Software, part of a leading film
and video company, is looking for
games for Atari 400/800, BBC Model B,
Spectrum, VIC20 and CBM 64 for
distribution in the UK, Europe and USA.
High royalties will be paid for top
quality and highly original machine
code games. Send cassette samples to:
Pete Stone, Palace Software.
100 Oxford Street, W1
(Tel: 01-637 0366/7)

Apple and IBM PC users,

Wizard
performance products add
magic to your computer
The finest of plug-in performance products for your Apple II and
Aple IIE personal computer.

WIZARD -80
80 -Column Card
Lets you see exactly what you will get when typing/editing 80 -
column format. Displays upper/lower case. Compatible with
CP/M, word processors, modems, software and all current Apple
II expansion boards. £190

WIZARD -16K
16K RAM Memory Card
Expands your memory . . Adds 16K bytes of RAM. Compatible
with Z-80 cards for CP/M. Runs with all Apple languages.

£76

WIZARD-BPO (for Serial & Parallel Printers)
Buffered Printer Output Card
Lets you continue using your Apple while the printer prints.
Contains 16K byte "Character Buffer" expandable to 32K bytes full
graphics included. £153 (parallel)

£183 (serial)

WIZARD-IPI
Smart Printing at a Smart Price
The Wizard Intelligent Printer Interface for parallel printers
(complete with cable). It offers not only text printing, but
enhanced text formatting such as: line length, left and right
margin, page length, software control of automatic line feeds and
perforation skips.

Graphics too - hi-res screen drump, alternate hi-res screen dump,
90 degree rotation, inverse video, double -size picture, left margin
alignment . all done with single -key commands. £69

For your IBM Personal Computer:
WIZARD-SPOOLER (Both parallel and parallel/serial
versions)
Contains 16K byte character buffer expandable to 64K bytes.
Enables you to use your IBM PC while the printer is printing. The
parallel/serial version allows you to switch from parallel to serial
so that you can run either of two printers from your personal
computer. £222 (parallel)

£268 (parallel/serial)

WIZARD-MEMORYCARD
Will expand the memory capacity of your IBM PC in 64K
increments up to a maximum of 256K bytes. £330 (64K version)

For your EPSON Printer
WIZARD-EBI
Up to 64K of Buffering in your Epson MX Series Printer
The Wizard Epson Buffered Interface mounts completely inside
any MX Series printer. It provides up to 64K characters of
buffering in steps of 8.16, 32 or 64K, and offloads the time-
consuming printing task from the computer to the buffer.

Use your computer for the next task while the printer prints the
previous one. The Wizard-EBI, with its on -board 5 volt regulator
will never overload the Epson 5 volt supply as others do.

£120

ABOVE PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF UK V.A.T.

NEW DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
- SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

COMPUTRONIX
14, THE RIDINGS, FRIMLEY

CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU16 5RA
Telephone: Camberley (0276) 682422 Telex: 858306

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS:
AUSTRIA DENMARK FINLAND

(03144) 2293 (01) 185100 (901641233

SWEDEN SWITZERLAND W. GERMANY
(08) 7169460 (01) 520355 (089) 984263

PCW 32



LINK
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

A programmer is required to join our development team
involved with software development of our automated
broadcast television products. (Including processor
controlled broadcast studio colour television cameras).
You should be experienced in writing assembly
language programmes for process control/automation
applications using the NSC800 (a CMOS Z80) series of
processors or similar. Experience in the use of higher
level languages would also be an advantage.

TELEVISION SYSTEMS SALES ASSISTANT

An assistant with a sales engineering background who
has the ability to progress into the area of writing and
costing proposals and quotations for the design and
construction of broadcast television systems (studios
and outside broadcast vehicles) is required to join our
sales team. You should have a knowledge of television
broadcast engineering, a technical writing ability and a
financial awareness.

Competitive salaries are offered together with free
permanent health insurance, contributory pension
scheme and generous relocation assistance where
necessary.

Please telephone our Personnel Department on
Andover (0264) 61345 for an application form or
alternatively, write to us giving us full details of your
background and experience.

LINK Walworth Industrial Estate, Andover, Hampshire, England
Telephone:Andover (0264)61345

ELECTRONICS

OVER 1,000,000 COMPUTER USERS
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR THESE BOOKS

£££££'S of entertaining games for only £2.95
Each book contains more than 20 quality games

programs, each one specially written for the series.
Moving graphics games, arcade games, reflex flexers

and brain stretchers are all here, unavailable
elsewhere and guaranteed to provide hours of

entertainment.

The ti r Computer Games Series
Games For Your ZX 81

Games For Your ZX Spectrum
Games For Your Vic 20

Games For Your BBC Micro
Games For Your Dragon

Games For Your Atari
Games For Your TRS 80

Games For Your Oric
Available from all good bookshops, or for £2.95

+ 35p post & packing (£3.30) from
Computer Books Offer 2, Virgin Books,

61/63 Portobello Road, London W11 3DD.

be51ach7

IS YOUR MIND A BLANK ABOUT MICROS OR W/P?

1 1

01-328 3968/7038
KOMPUTATION AUTOMATION INFORMATION LTD
203A BELSIZE POAD. LONDON NWS

+ SIRIUS
MAKES MICROS MAKE SENSE!
topple compute.:

PROFESSIONAL SALES & SERVICE

326 PCW



BOOK YOUR SUNSHINE

commodore 64

Commodore 64 Machine
Code Master
This extraordinary book
opens up a new world for
those interested in machine
code programming on the
Commodore 64.

The Working

Dragon 32

Working Dragon 32
A collection of Basic
programs and routines
introduce word processing,
music and shows how to
mix text and high resolution
graphics.

Snpre4 )RKING
SPECTRUM

DA/ ID LAAREN

Working Spectrum
A collection of sophisticated
Basic programs and
subroutines including Unifile,
Renumber (Gotos and Gosubs)
and scores of essential
routines.

rPlease

Thewertong
Commodore

Working Commodore 64
More advanced programs
include a word processor
and text editor, a music and
sound synthesizer and sprite
editor.

Dragon
Gam

Dragon Games Master
A carefully structured book
about writing games
programs from the simplest
to the most complex
programs to rival
commercial software.

Functional

r with Forth.

For the BBC
Forth

compute

Computer.
Understanding

III SUNSHINE

Working Spectrum1 £5.9 each
Functional Forth
For the BBC Computer.
at £5.95 each.

IWorking Commodore 64
at £5.95 each

II enclose a cheque! postal order for £ payable to
Sunshine Hobhouse Court, 19 Whitcomb Street, LondonWC27HF

Name

In Address

E
E

INN

D a go n Games
at L5 9,

Master
at

Working
at £5 95Dragon

Commodore 64

each

MachineCode Master
at £6.95 each

Signed
We ally deliver in 4/5 day
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COMPUTERS

Wakefield

Algotek Computer Co Ltd
11 Wood Street, Wakefield WF1 2EL

Tel 0924 369555
PCW 327



At Dragon we design our
software to keep one step ahead
of you.

Take Doodlebug*for example.
With six bugs

on your side
you may think the
game is merely
tough to cope with.

But then you
should try it with
only five. Then four. Then three.
The game grows more difficult as
your skill grows. Of course
Doodlebug isn't the only one to
do this.

There's also
Meteoroidst with
sixteen levels of
difficulty and sev-
eral modes of play,
to test your
capabilities as a space pilot.

And ourChess
program has nine
levels from difficult
to downright im-
possible. Just right
for every budding
Boris Spassky.

Shuttlezap,* on the other
hand, is one of our
more complicated
arcade -type games.
Complete with in-
flight reports, and
navigational brief-
ings, Shuttlezap
will even talk to you.

Whirlybird Run*
is a bit more down
to earth. But only
a bit. You are the
pilot of a heli-
copter over alien
territory and then

through caverns
and then, well, try
it yourself and see.

Or, to go lower
still, dive below the
sea to recover gold
in Shark Treasure:*
It's a bit like 'Jaws - the only
trouble is there's
up to six sharks
after you.

Back in space
with Galax Attax!
In this you defend
your ground base
against alien intruders, but you
can never win,
they just keep on
coming. In Storm
Arrows* you are
pitted against
( surprise, surprise)
arrows. But be care-

L AG 32

Once you've mastered Doodlebug
try a more difficult game.



ful not to run out of
fuel - just like real
life. While in
Cosmic Invaderst
all you have to do is
save the universe
(without leaving
your own front roo

And, if you
actually enjoy driv-
ing yourself mad,
then try Berserk*
for starters. You
could end up look-
ing like the man on
the pack front, if the robots don't
get you first.

Or even spend
some time in a
maze.Unfortunate-
ly in Ghost Attack*
you have company
in the form of some

m).

tG 32

particularly single-minded
ghosts whose sole aim in life is
to eat you.

Then there are a number of
adventure game s, none of which
can be considered easy, and
which can only be played on a
real computer.

In Madness
and the Minotaur,
you descend into
the labyrinth of
King Minos (but
watch out for the
monsters that dwell there).

While in Quest you com-
mand medieval
forces to over-
come a whole host
of enemies. Just
the thing for the
power mad
amongst you. 4G 32

And Black
Sanctum involves
overcoming the
forces of black
magic. It starts in
the frozen wastes
of the north and
ends who knows where.

These are just a few of our
expanding software range.New
titles are added each month, and,
while some may be rather diffi-
cult, rest assured that using the
Dragon could hardly be more
simple. Even the handbook is
written in everyday English,
not some kind of obscure com-
puter language.

So if you can read, you can
master the Dragon.

But you can't beat it.

DRA ON 32
The first familycomputer.

Like Doodlebug for instance.

*Joystick required.
-I-Joystick optional.



VIDEO GENIE & TRS80 MODEL I
DP2000

foe!.

The DP2000 combines a
CANON Disk Drive with

disk controller, parallel printer interface
and power supply in a sleek but sturdy steel case.

(Extra disk drives can be connected)

A Disk Drive that
plugs direct to the
keyboard for only

£230

With a FREE parallel
printer interface

DP2000ivo4p

4/1/118/oAkiow

bv
All you need is i9to TFRFgCF
your computer and a
Disk Operating System
We even include a 13amp plug!
(Extra drives can be connected)

PLUG-IN POWERFUL SOFTWARE

This small unit plugs into the edge connector at the back of
your computer. (You do NOT need to open your computer).
By using a "sphtter-cable" you can have this unit as well
as an expansion interface.

Feature ROM "V provides single key commands, flashing
cursor, repeating characters, machine code monitor and
editor, load and save system programs.

Feature ROM "B" provides single key commands, flashing
cursor, lower case inverter, BASIC line re -number/
program merge/compress memory saver, screen print.

Features ROM "A" or "B" complete:
Video Genie £29.95
TRS80 £34.50
Splitter Cable £14.50

DEALER
ENQUIRIES
INVITED

CREDIT
FACILITIES
AVAILABLE

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
WITH DISK CONTROLLER

Plugs DIRECT to the keyboard

DP 1000 £86 only
Comes complete with power supply in

sleek sturdy steel case

MEMORY EXPANSION TO 48K

£43.50
Easily fitted inside the keyboard unit

No expansion interface required

fig. FORTH disk

Operating System
Discover FORTH book by Thos Hogan

COMPUTERS
Genie I
Genie II with numeric keypad
Genie I with 48K internal RAM
Genie II with 48K internal RAM
Colour Genie 16K

PRINTERS
EACA EG 3085 (120cps dot matrix)

EG 603 (Genie microprinter)
Brother HR1 (low cost, reliable daisywheel)

DISK DRIVES for TRS-80, Genie, BBC, Dragon, etc.

Teac Single

£287.00
£260.00
£318.00
£297.00
£168.70

£357.00
£200.00

... £630.00

Dual
40 Track £185 £330

80 Track £245 £399
80 Track double -sided £359 £675

With case
CANON slim drives Bare Drive P.S.U.

£25.00 110 40 Track S.S. £139 £179
£11.95 210 40 Track D.S. £179 £209

220 80 Track D.S. £229 £269

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT & CARRIAGE (TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS)

GENERAL NORTHERN
MICROCOMPUTERS LTD.

8 WHIT -WORTH ROAD, SOUTH WEST INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PETERLEE, Co. DURHAM SR8 2JJ
TELEPHONE: PETERLEE (0783) 860314 (24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE)

BARCLAYCARD

FOR THE BBC MICRO

SOFTWARE
TINY PASCAL
Pascal -T is a 16k Eprom program capable of compiling Source Pascal into a compact and very fast
threaded -interpretive -code. Full editor and disc -support are included and the program is supplied
together with comprehensive documentation. PRICE £59.00 + V.A.T.
X CAL
An expert Computer Aided Learning package in 16k Eprom and support disc. No programming skill
required to construct learning 'sessions' as the program is 'screen' driven. Facilities include Text
pages, Graphics and Histograms. PRICE £65.00 + V.A.T.
FORTH
FIG -FORTH in 8k Eprom together with manual. PRICE £34.72 + V.A.T.
LOGO -FORTH
A 16k Eprom program introducing this very powerful but extremely friendly Turtle -Graphics
language. Users also have full access to the Fig -Forth support nucleus. Full documentation is
included. PRICE £59.00 + V.A.T.

(Special discounts available for educational establishments for all the above software)

HARDWARE
Always in stock Printers, Disc Drives IC's etc.

FOR THE EPSON HX20
SOFTWARE
FORTH ROM including full documentation.
HARDWARE
Expansion Unit, Paper, Microcassettes etc.

Retail/Mail Orders/Dealer enquiries to:
HCCS Associates
533 Durham Road, Low Fell,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear NE9 5EY
Tel. (0632) 821924

Retails sales also at:
HCCS Microcomputers
122 Darwen Street
Blackburn, Lancs.
Tel. (0254) 672214

£34.72

Please phone for quotes

330 PCW



Geophysical Systems Limited

CALL
THE MICRO

SPECIALISTS

* GSL offer 10,000 times increase in capacity NOW!
With the new GSL Winchester interface the memory capacity of the BBC -Acorn Model B Micro can be enlarged up
to 340Mbyte.

WINCHESTER SYSTEMS FOR ACORN M/c
A FIRST FOR GSL COMPRISING:

Power supplies
Interface Board
Controller Board
Software suitable for
BBC Acorn Micro

IN MATCHING BBC CASE OR 19" RACK
* 5 mb £1,750
* 10 mb £1,950
* 20 mb
* 85 mb. Other prices on application
* Up to 340 mb
* Tape Streamer 20 mb backup available for above

TRADE & EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME, DEALERS
REQUIRED

WINCHESTER FILING SYSTEM
The WFS is a versatile filing system enabling the use of the
Winchester Hard Disk drives on the BBC Micro. The WFS is supplied
in EPROM, and supports all the O.S. and BASIC file handling calls.

ALSO AVAILABLE MID -SEPTEMBER
E -NET is a flexible network filing system for the BBC Micro, specifically
designed for Educational use. It uses the network interface in the BBC
machine, so that if you already have networked machines it only
requires fitting a new ROM in each client's machine and installing the
Hard Disk unit. (If you do not have network Bs then a network interface
has to be fitted).
E -NET allows up to 200 computers to share a common, large central
disk store, and overcomes many of the inconvenient features of earlier
network systems.

MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Colour 14"
Kaga Green 12"

SOFTWARE
All types of software available.
Business, Games and Educational.

* We pride ourselves

£249.00
£105.00

DISK DRIVES
WE BELIEVE WE ARE THE CHEAPEST!
All compatible to the BBC MICRO
* Shugard 51/4" metal cased 2/3 and 1/2 height to match the BBC FM
MFM
* 100K/200K SA200 £147.00
* 200K/400K SA455 £250.00
* 400K/800K SA465 £300.00
* 800K Dual £580.00

PRINTERS
MOST PRINTERS & PLOTTERS AVAILABLE BY REQUEST
NEC 8023 BE -C £320.00
SEIKOSHA 250 GP £260.00
EPSON FX80 £438.00
PRISM COLOUR £1,525.00

* BBC DEALERS *
BBC Model A
BBC Model B
BBC Model B with disk interface
BBC Electron
Coming Soon - Orders Taken Now for the Electron
Joysticks
All Machines ex -stock
ECONET MACHINES AVAILABLE
A -B Upgrade
Econet Upgrade
Disk Upgrade
ALSO
View Word Processor
Wordwise Word Processor
Teletext Receiver
Speech Interface inc. Fitting

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS
8271 Disk controller chip
2764-200n's Eproms

£260.00
£347.00
£408.00
£173.00

£11.30

£75.00
£50.00
£95.00

£52.00
£39.00

£195.65
£55.00

£45.00
£7.50

* TORCH Z80 DISK PACK
with £1,000 worth of free software £820.00

ECONET SYSTEMS AVAILABLE, ALL HARDWARE & INSTALA-
TION

on service - come and see it running before you buy In our extensive showroom *

We are Acorn Dealers/Service Centre

* Dealer enquiries/discount available *

2 North Way
Walworth Industrial Estate
Andover, Hants SP10 5AZ
Tel: (0264) 58744/51699

Geophysical Systems Limited Telex: 47166

Max 48 hour delivery on all stock items
The above are just some items of our range
All prices exclude carriage & VAT
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S I R COMPUTERS LTD
CARDIFF

Agents for Acorn, BBC and TORCH Computers

boo

BBC Microcomputers

Model B £399.00
Model B with disc interface £509.00
Disc interface £110.00
Upgrade of BBC Model A to B £90.00

Please telephone for up to date information on Prestel, Teletext,
speech synthesis, second processors, etc.

TORCH Computers
Z-80 Disc Pack for the BBC Microcomputer £897.00
This unit connects to the BBC Micro in the same way as a normal
disc drive, but as well as offering a dual 2 x 400K disc drive for use
under BBC BASIC or other languages it provides the option of
using the wide range of CP / M software available for business and
data processing applications. The firmware supplied with the
machine allows switching between BASIC and CPN, a powerful
operating system developed from CP /M 2.2.
In addition to the disc pack a second processor is supplied. This is
a Z -80A with its own 64K RAM card, communicating with the
6502A in the BBC computer through the 'Tube'. Typically the
speed of execution of programs under the twin -processor system
is increased by up to 50% compared with a conventional single -
processor computer. A third processor, the 16 bit 68000, will
shortly be available.

TORCH CF240 £2,400 + VAT
WORDSTAR WORD PROCESSOR SUPPLIED FREE OF CHARGE
This is an extension of the BBC microcomputer/Torch disc pack
system, available in a single unit. The computer contains a BBC -
based peripheral processor connected to the main Z-80 computer,
a dual 2 Y 400K disc drive as described above, a high resolution (80
character) colour monitor and a complete British Telecom
approved 1200 baud modem. It is the only microcomputer which
has been granted permission for direct connection to the Public
Switched Telephone Network both in the U.K. and the United
States.
The TORCH can communicate either directly with another TORCH
or with virtually any other type of computer via Prestel or BT Gold.
Using the Gateway facility of Prestel it is possiule for the TORCH to
access vast amounts of information stored by private organisa-
tions on public database systems. The Mailbox facility of Prestel
also allows the use of electronic mail.
TORCH CH240 /10 As above but with a 10 MB hard disc drive.
TORCH CH240/21 As above but with a 21 MB hard disc drive

TORCH

PERIPHERALS

ss vac s.

Seikosha GP 100A printer £229.00
Shinwa CP-80 printer £332.50
Epson FX-80 printer £470.00

Juki 6100 daisywheel printer Only £459.00

Sanyo high resolution black/green monitor £95.00
Kaga Vision I colour monitor £280.00
Microvitec CUB colour monitor £290.00

LVL/Acorn disc drives
100K £265.00
2 x 100K £389.00
CUMANA/DISK DRIVES
100K £249.00
2 x 100K £399.00
2 x 400K £699.00

SOFTWARE
We currently hold in stock software from over twenty different software
houses. We are always extending the range of programs offered - please
telephone for details of our current range.

Delivery by Interlink of any hardware item £10.00

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

SIR COMPUTERS LTD
91 WHITCHURCH ROAD, CARDIFF

TELEPHONE (0222) 21341
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CIFITI [USN
COMPARE OUR PRICES
PRINTERS
"Star" DPS 10 Printer Our price only £370 incl.
(RRP £289 + VAT) VAT Free Delivery. No
(80 Column 100 CPS) extras

"Star DP515 Printer Our price only £375 incl.
(RRP £399 + VAT) VAT Free delivery. No
(136 Column 100 CPS) extras

The new "Juke" 610
Daisywheel
(RRP £399 + VAT)

Epson FX80 £425 incl. VAT
Epson RX80 £285 incl. VAT
OKI Microline 83A £550 incl. VAT
OKI Microline 80A £235 incl. VAT

Our price only £375 -t
VAT Free delivery. No
extras

ALL PRINTERS CARRIAGE FREE
BASF FLOPPY DISK
51/4" Single sided/single density = £15.00 for 10 + VAT

Single sided/double density = £22.00 for 10 + VAT
Double sided/double density = £24.00 for 10 + VAT

8" disks and quad density also available
5'/4" plastic library cases £2.70 each.

NEW FROM FRANCE
Library cases in brown/cream
51/4" 20 capacity £2.80 + VAT
8" 25 capacity £5.75 + VAT
Lockable disk filing cases with carrying handle,
brown/cream, 51/4", 100 capacity, only £18.50

OTHER LOCKABLE CASES
51/4" 40 capacity £15.50 each + VAT
51/4" 90 capacity £21.95 each + VAT
8" 40 capacity £22.95 each + VAT
8" 90 capacity £31.95 each + VAT

HOME COMPUTER TAPES
C10's £3 for 10
C15's £3.25 for 10

DISK DRIVE CLEANING KITS
51/4" £17.75 + VAT (1 years supply)
8" £17.75 " VAT (1 years supply)
51/4" Basic Maintenance Cleaning Kit £27.75 + VAT

LISTING PAPER
11" x 91/2" single part £9.60 per box of 2000 + VAT
11" x 141/2" single part £12.40 per box of 2000 + VAT
All other sizes available plain or green lined

- Printout binders for - 11" x 9" £2.30 each + VAT
11" x 141/2" £2.40 each + VAT
(Boxed in 10's)

ADDITIONAL SALES AGENTS URGENTLY REQUIRED
FOR VARIOUS AREAS NATIONWIDE

TRADE AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED
FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
Data Disk (Consumables)
St James Street
Okehampton
Devon
Tel: 0837 4346

CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program
CP/M MS DOS CP/M-86 £95 RTII £150

 Backs up a Winchester
on to floppies.

 Compresses text or data to
less than half size.

 Large files can span multiple
discs.

 Selective backup or retrieval, on an
inclusive or exclusive basis.

CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.
CLIP comes standard with the CIFER
Business Management System, and
with all Winchester systems supplied
by COLT & TRIUMPH ADLER (UK).

CLIP offers effortless backup.
You can create new commands using a
menu procedure, and give each command
a name, for later use. To repeat that
command, the name alone is sufficient.
All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.
With CLIP's powers of selection and
compression, the user can expect a
four -to -one saving over global copying,
with no effort except to feed discs on cue.
Or, CLIP can select just the new/updated
files and reduce the backup load still
further.

L CO
KEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: (0782) 629221 Telex: 36113
24 -hour telephone service: Access accepted
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It's the micro you've been waiting for.
A computer that's equally at home as a big-screen
portable or as a compact, stylish desk -top
business machine.

With the power you are looking for, at a price
that's a breakthrough in value.

Incorporating all the latest developments to give
it the specifications you want.

And a performance way ahead of the crowd.

Because every Miracle comes with more than a
thousand pound's worth ofintegrated software -
word-processing, data management, financial
planning, communications - all the software
you need, in fact, to use the Miracle as a complete
business system without spending another penny.

So if you're in the process of buying a micro,
a word of advice.

Wait for the Miracle to happen.

It won't be long.

And it'll be well worth the wait.

HNOLOGY LTD.



Quadboard features a
real time chronograph to
always keep your system's
clockicalendar up-to-date.
Even when your system's
been off for months.

curately setting the Quadboard's
chronograph for time and date,
and for performing diagnostics on
all Quadboard functions. There's

emory
Expansion
Expandable in 64K incre-
ments, Quadboardim is
socketed for 256K bytes
of memory. Full parity
and checking standard.

61spoor
With Qspool, you can also
use part of system memory
as a software print buffer.
Choose from 8K to 56K
of memory and stop
waiting for your printer.

11-IE FIRST AND
ONLY BOARD
YOUR 1BM PC

MAY EVER NEED.
Your IBM Personal Computer is very
versatile. New functions and appli-
cations are being developed for it
everyday. And now with Quadram's
Quadboard, you can keep your PC
options open for tomorrow's tech-
nology. In the tradition of Quadram
Quality, six of the most needed
PC functions have been corn -

This software program lets
you use part of your total
system memory as multi-
ple disk drives. Super -fast
drives that let you store
important information for
easy access.

limed into one package, using
only one expansion slot. Your re-
maining IBM slots are left free for
future expansion needs,

AllOnOneBoard and
Software, too.
Every board you may ever need

for your IBM PC is in the

Quadboard package.
From serial port to print

buffer. Plus, there's Quad -
Master software, too.,

- Included on this disk

1FY
are utilites for ac-



Parallel Po
There's a parallel I/O
designed to operate
most printers and
parallel devices.

Or a second serial
port on
Quadboard

H&L-1

I Po
Used for connecting
modems, printers, and
other serial devices, Quad -
board's serial adapter
can be configured as
COM1 or COM2 and fully
supports IBM PC commu-
nications software.

also Qswap.,' the feature that lets
you switch line printers one and two,
back and forth, as your printing
needs change.

Proven Design
Quadboard is the number one IBM PC
option board on the market today.
Nothing even comes close, because
Quadboard is designed with perform-
ance in mind. Engineered for depend-
ability and built with only the finest
components available. Each board
has been thoroughly tested and
"burned -in" for years of reliable service.

17.11141.42451

miii'Iiiiiii`iiiiduiii
MOW I*

INCREDIBLE PRICE,
ASK YOUR DEALER.

Our full line of IBM PC accessories:
Quadboard II, Quad 512+, Quadcolor,
Quadscreen,
Memory Board,

Serial Board
(Single or
Dual ports),

Parallel
Board,Chro-
nograph,
and Micro-
fazer.

All products are sold
through local person-
al computer dealers. If yours does not
stock Quadram, please ask him to
call us at (404) 923-6666.

INTERQUADRAM
LIMITED

442 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKSHIRE

INTERQUADRAM GmbH Fasanenweg 7,
6092 Kelsterbach, Germany.
Tel: 6107-3089

INTERQUADRAM S.A.R.L.,
41 Rue Ybry, 92522 Neuilly, France.
Tel: 1-758-12-40



COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
HARD DISK DRIVES

Fully refurbished Diablo/DRE Series 30 2.5 mb hard
disk drive for DEC RK05, NOVA, TEXAS etc.

Front load £550.00 - Top load £295.00
PSU type ME3029 for 2 drives £125.00

DRE 44A/4000A/B 10 mb 5+5 all configurations from
£995.00. Call sales office for details.

S AMP MAINS FILTERS
Cure those unnerving hang ups and data glitches
caused by mains interference. Matchbox size - Up to 5
amp 240 v load. As recommended by the ZX81 news -

Letter. Suppression Devices SD5A £5.95.
-A

COOLING FANS
Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE
with our range of BRAND NEW professional
cooling fans.
ETRI 99XU01 Dim. 92 x 92 x 25 mm.
Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with
finger guard £9.95.
GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5" compact
very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW £8.95
BUHLER 69.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro
miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless
servo motor for extremely high air flow,
almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000
hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm.
Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY
£12.95 complete with data.
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25"
fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 vat
£6.25 or 110 vat £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240v
at £10.50. 1000's of other fans Ex Stock
Call for Details. Post & Packing on all fans £1.60

DISTEL©
The UK's FIRST free of charge, 24 hr. public
access data base. Get information on 1000's

of stock items and order via your computer
and credit card. On line now, 300 baud.
CCITT tones, full duplex, fully interactive.

DON'T MISS THOSE VA

01-683 1133 v.*" "hrs.per day

CALL NOW, IT S FREfewsper

8 BIT WORD - NO P.A.ItrrY

COMPI1TER 'CAB'
All in one quality computer
cabinet with integral switched
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling.
Originally made for the famous DEC PDP8 computer
system costing thousands of pounds. Made to run 24
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a
massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +1 5v DC at 1 amp and -15v
DC at 5 amps, The complete unit is fully enclosed with
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Power' and 'Run'
LEDs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc.
etc. Units are in good but used condition - supplied for
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man.
Give your system that professional finish for only
£49.95 + Carr. Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high.
Useable area 16"w 10.5"h 11.5"d.
Also available LESS PSU, with FANS etc. Internal dim.
19"w. 16"cl. 10.5"h. E19.95. Carriage & insurance £9.50.

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
Unbelievable value the DRE 7100 8" floppy disk
drives utilise the finest technology to give you 100%
bus compatibility with most drives available today. The
only difference being our PRICE and the superb
manufacturing quality!! The 7100 single sided drive
accepts hard or soft sectoring IBM or ANSI standard

formats giving a massive 0.8 MB of storage. Absolutely SHUGART, BASF,
SIEMENS etc. compatible. Supplied BRAND NEW with user manual and full 90

day warranty. 7100 Single sided £225.00 + Carriage and insurance £10.00.
Optional accessories: Full technical manual £20.00 alone. £10.50 with drive. Refund
of difference on drive purchase. DC and AC power connector and cable kit £8.45. 50
way IDC connector £5.50. 50 way ribbon cable £3.20 per metre.

SUPER DEAL? NO - SUPER STEAL!. ABM "
The FABULOUS 25CPS TEC Starwriter

Daisy wheel printer at a fraction of its original cost. Fully fledyr industry standard ASR33 data

RANDOW la ONLY £4 -74 -VAT
//-7

Made to the very highest
spec the TEC Starwriter
FP1500-25 features a
heavy duty die cast
chassis and DIABLO type
print mechanism giving
superb registration and
print quality. Micro-
processor electronics
offer full DIABLO/QUME
command compatability
and full control via CPM Wordstar etc.
Many other features include bidirectional
printing, switchable 10 or 12 pitch, full width 381 mm paper handling with upto
163 characters per line, friction feed rollers for single sheet or continuous paper,
internal buffer, standard RS232 serial interface with handshake.
Supplied absolutly BRAND NEW with 90 day guarantee and FREE daisy wheel
and dust cover. Order NOW or contact sales office for more information.
Optional extras: RS232 data cable £10.00. Tech manual £7.50. Tractor feed
£140.00. Spare daisy wheel £3.00. Carriage & Ins. (UK Mainland) £10.00.

DATA MODEMS
Join the communications revolution with our
range of EX TELECOM data modems. Made to
most stringent spec and designed to operate
for 24 hrs per day. Units are made to the
CCITT tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via
a 25 way 'D' skt. Units are sold in a tested
and working condition with data Permission
may be required for connection to PO lines.
MODEM 13A compact, async, same size as

'telephone base. Up to 300 baud, full duplex
,over 2 wires, but call mode only £75.00
MODEM 2B/C Fully fledged, up to 300 baud
async, ANSWER & CALL modes, auto answer,
auto switching, ideal networks etc. Just 2 wire
connection to comms line. £85.00
MODEM 20-1 Compact unit for use with
PRESTEL or full duplex 2 wire link 75 baud
transmit -1200 baud receive. Auto answer.
£130.00
MODEM 20-2 same as 20-1 but 75 baud
receive 1200 baud transmit VI 30.00
MODEM 20-3 Made for data rates up to 1200
baud in full duplex mode over 4 wire circuit or
half duplex mode over 2 wires. £1 30.00
(Carriage. 13A £4.50. 2B/C & 20 £9.50.
DATA PUMP MODEM compact unit upto
1200 baud full duplex over 4 wires or half
duplex over 2 wires. BELL specification with
data i/o via RS232 25 way D socket, remote
test etc. 240 v operation. Supplied complete
with data £85.00 carr. £4.50.

For more information or details of other types
of ex. stock modems contact sales office.

I/2039R1- YR-1. At t

terminal any features including ASCII
keyboard and printer for data I/O auto data
detect circuitry. RS232 serial interface.110
baud, 8 bit paper tape punch and reader for
off line data preparation and ridiculously

-cheap and reliable data storage. Supplied in
"good condition and in working order

Options: Floor standE/2.50 + VAT
KSR33 with 20ma loop interfaceE I25.00 +

Sound proof enclosure

SOFTY 2
The amazing SOFTY 2. The complete "toolkit"
for the open heart software surgeon. Copies,
Displays, Emulates ROM, RAM and EPROMS
of the 2516, 2532 variety. Manyotherfeatures
include keyboard, UHF modulator. Cassette
interface eta Functions exceed capabilities of
units costing 7 times the price! Only
E169.00 pp £1.95 Data sheet on request

RECHARGEABLE NICADS
SAFT VR2C 1.2v 'C' size nicads. 18
cells in ex equipment pack Good
condition - easily split to single cells.
1E9.50 + £1.90 post and packing.

EO MONITORS
12" CASED. Made by the British KGM Co.
Designed for continuous use as a data
display station, unit is totally housed in an
attractive brushed aluminium case with ON -
OFF, BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST
controls mounted to one side. Much
attention was given to construction and
reliability of this unit with features such as,
internal transformer isolated regulated DC
supply, all components mounted on two
fibre glass PCB boards- which hinge out for
ease of service, many internal controls for
linearity etc. The monitor accepts standard
75 ohm composite video signal via S0239
socket on rear panel. Bandwidth of the unit
is estimated around 20 Mhz and will display
most high def graphics and 132 x 24 lines.

I Units are secondhand and may have screen
burns. However where burns exist they are
only apparent when monitor is switched off.
Although unguaranteed all monitors are
tested prior to despatch. Dimensions
approx. 14" high x 14" wide by 11" deep.
Supplied complete with circuit. 240 volt AC
operation. ONLY Et5.00 PLUS £9.50 CARR.
24" CASED. Again made by the KGM Co
with a similar spec as the 12" monitor.
Originally used for large screen data
display. Very compact unit in lightweight
alloy case dim. 19" H x 17" D x 22" W. All
silicon electronics and composite video
input make an ideal unit for schools, clubs,
shops etc. Supplied in a used but working
condition.
ONLY E55.00 PLUS £9.50 CARR. 6 INS.

14" COLOUR superb chassis monitor made
by a subsidiary of the HITACHI Co. Inputs
are TTL RGB with separate sync. and will
plug direct into the BBC micro etc.
Exceptional bandwidth with good 80 col.
definition. Brand new and guaranteed.
Complete with full data & circuit 240 v AC
working. Dim. 14" x 13" x 13".
ONLVE199.00 PLUS E9.50 CARR.

SPECIAL MODEM OFFER
EX TELECOM. Direct connect. 2 wire, European standard, 75/1200 baud data
modems. Normally priced at £140.00, we have a limited quantity of guaranteed
working, but cosmetically defective Modemsscratches and scuffs on panels etc.) units
at a super low price of only £49.95.Modems are made to the highest standard
and conform to the CCITT tone spec. Ideal for MICRONET, PRESTEL or
DISTEL's forthcoming high speed ports. Standard RS232 data i/o via 25 way
D skt. With data.
MODEM 2A Early version of modem 2B/C 300 baud full duplex, send -receive,
auto answer. RS232 i/o. With data but untested. End of line clearance.
Only £35.00. Supplied complete with data. Carriage & Ins. £9.50

8" WINCHESTER price %ASH
S100 Bus 19 Mb. Subsystem. A cancelled order and change
of policy by a major British disk drive manufacturer enables us
to offer you 'last year's model' at a plug in and ready to go
SUPER LOW PRICE. Our own custom controller pugs direct into
the S100 bus and will control 2 disk drives, offering a total
storage of OVER 36 Mbs! and at data transfer rates in excess of
7 Mb/sec seeing is believing!! Supplied complete with user
configurable BIOS etc. Save a fortune, Limited quantity only.
3100 19 Mb. Disk drive £499.00 PSU unit £165.00
CD1100 controller & BIOS £345.00 PSU extension cable E9.95
Full tech Manual £20.00

Special SUBSYSTEM prices. 1 x 3100 disk + PSU + Controller £799.00
or 2 x 3100 disks + 2 PSU + Controller £1295.00
All prices -I- VAT and carriage. 90 day guarantee. Data on request.

PRICES PLUS VAT

E)1S.:7;FSLAtil

SEMICONDUCTOR
`GRAB BAGS'

Mixed Semis amazing value contents
include transistors, digital, linear, I.C.'s triacs,
diodes, bridge recs., etc. etc. All devices
guaranteed brand new full spec. with manu-
facturer's markings, fully guaranteed,
50+£2.93 100+55.15.
TTL 74 Series A gigantic purchase of an
"across the board" range of 74 TTL series
I.C.'s enables us to offer 100+ mixed
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which two
or three chips in the bag would nnormally
cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all I.C.'s full
spec. 100+£6.90 200+512.30 300+519.50

CALLING DEC
USERS

Brand new and boxed
RSX 11M 3.2 Documentation kits, fill 3
feet of your bookshelf! Under half price
only £120.00 carr. £6.50 0 vat on manuals.
DEC MSV11-DD 32k x 16 bit RAM £193.00
We are always keen to buy all types of

,used or surplus DEC equipment.

All pricesquotedareforU.K Mainland,paid cash withorder in PoundsStirlingPLUSVAT.MinimumordervaluaE2.00,MinimumCredit
Card orderE 10.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government depts., Schools, Universities and established companies
£20.00 Where post and packing not indicated please ADD 60p+ VAT Warehouse open Mon -Fri 9.30 - 5.30. Sat 10.15 - 5.30.
We reserve the right to change prices and.specifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export enquiries welcome.

CI rrrr-inivirr_ 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF
COIL I Li I II I- Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 27924
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MOST SUPPORT STORIES
START WITH A WIFE

AND SIX KID

CONCORDIA THE EXPERTS

FOR YOUR

EPSON QX10
The simple to use OX 10 computer, Ideal for the first time user, it also has the power and
facilities to satisfy the most demanding expert. The price includes CP 'M, MFBASIC, twin
double sided double density disk units, high resolution VDU, 192k RAM, a music generator
and interfaces for RS232, Centronic parallel, and a light pen.
Of course the QX 10 has 16 BIT precision, High resolution graphics. keyboard graphics,
and many function keys. It also gives you 16 type faces to choose from and they all print out
on the FX 80 printer.
In fact there are so many new facilities on the OX 10 and so many high quality programs to
choose from that CONCORDIA have written a booklet to tell you about them.

To get one ring 01 337 4541 (Day or night).

Concordia (Est 1971), give after sales support
6 CENTRAL ROAD, WORCESTER PARK,

SURREY, KT4 8HZ
PHONE013374541 TELEX 929980

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE IN BASIC

is is one about a microprocessor and its
ripherals. They can be even more costly to

'maintain when things go wrong. However don't
despair-with our help it may never happen.

Digital Computer Services is an independent
maintenance support service for users,
manufacturers and dealers of mini and
microcomputer systems. From centres
throughout the country DCS offers a fast
off - and on - site service. No more worries
about the various equipment in your system.
DCS has the experience and the facilities to
maintain a wide range of hardware.

TOTAL MINI/MICROCOMPUTER
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

Digital Computer Services Limited,
76-78 Wallgate, Wigan, WN1 1BA. Tel: 0942 321153

SUPERB PRINTER AT LOW PRICE
SHINWA - CTL CP80 for only £289 (add £5 p&p)

FREE 2,000 sheets of perforated tractor feed paper
with every purchase

Compatible with:
BBC, Sirius,

Spectrum, Torch,
Apple, Osborne,

Vic, etc.

Made in Japan guaranteed fully
for 12 months

SPECIFICATIONS
- Centronics interface

(RHS 232 interface optional extra)
- 80 Column/80 cps
- Friction and adjustable tractor feed- BI-Directional printing- Hi -Res graphics- Vertical and horizontal tabs

And many other features

Hurry don't delay, send a cheque now and get your box of
2,000 sheets free.

REMU (UK) LTD
4 MILL ROAD
CAMBRIDGE

Tel: (0223) 69235
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A new series of S100 boards designed to operate in 8 -bit or dual 8/16 -bit
systems, fully meeting the IEEE 696 specification.

CPU 88 Dual processor board with 4MHz Z80A and 5MHz 8088, using
an 8 -bit wide data bus. Either processor can be switched at any
time.

256k DRAM A full 256k of memory with 24 bit addressing and 8 -bit or 16 -bit
data path. Self refreshing and bank selectable.

COMBO 1 Designed to handle all I/O and subsidiary functions, 2 RS232
with software selectable baud rate, 'Centronics' parallel output,
Floppy Disk Controller, Konan Winchester Controller interface,
Real Time Clock Calendar, software selectable 8 -bit wide
EPROM.

and in addition our 8 -bit range offers the following boards plus ancilliary items
such as 15 and 6 slot Motherboards and cards cages.

SBMC Processor board with 4MHz Z80A, up to 32k EPROM and 1k
RAM, 2 full RS232 serial ports.

DFDC Floppy Disk Controller, single/double density,
single/double sided, 8" or 51" or mixed, IBM 3740 format
compatible.

64k SRAM 64k of Static Memory, with bank selection and segment switching.

S104 Provides 4 RS232 serial ports with independant baud rate
selection.

For full details please contact: MICRO -DIGITAL Engineering
5 Castlesteads
Bancroft
Milton Keynes, MK13 OPS

or telephone Milton Keynes (0908) 310896

jituvLL,12 Engineering
a division of SOLHURST COMPUTERS LIMITED
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For VIC20 and
CBM 64 Users

SIP ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Highly comprehensive
program designed for 16K,
24K, VIC20 & Printer, 40 col
VIC20, CBM 64. Makes an
ideal introduction for you
and your staff to the world of
computer accounts.

********* ********* ******** ****0 ** 0 *** 0** ****** * **** ***** ***** ****************

F. CANTING SYSTEM PFIN70u7 DATE 29'92Y93

SALTS LEDGES'

11,4/41 LATE

lac(

PFAFT
402!
ano9

4091

29,92

17,'
I, 1.,81

'F,TRTEMENT

rPEDITS

0003.50
00524.40

00059.00

TOTAL PALAWF f

0* ***** 0***** ** * ** *MO **** * * 0* *****  ***** ************* * 0 * ******* 0004

Features include: Printer plinths
 Menu driven - simplicity to use! - designed to save space.
 Up to 250 accounts per tape improve paper flow, and

 Day book tidy stray cables, has anti -
vibration mounting, superb

 Sales and purchase ledger (or just 1 type) design in high impact smoked Perspex.
 Invoice print module available as extra. SIP/P1515 for VC 1515 and GP 80 1-1-7-.-g5" £12.95 +VAT

 Statements print SIP/P1525 for VC 1525 and GP 100 £18:445- £13.95 +VAT

(for all or just one company)
 Overdue account statements (as above) Allows your own formating of invoices, remittance
 End period carry on to next data tape advices and credit notes can stand alone or work with
 Cash summary - debitors and credituis SIP Accounting System, updating data files.

 VAT entry (net or gross) SIP/CPM20 - VIC20 Tape Based
 PLUS many, many more features SIP/DPM20 - VIC20 Disc Based

- all in ONE program. SIP/CPM64 - CBM64 Tape Based
SIP/DPM64 CBM64 Disc Based

SIP/AC20 - VIC20 16/24K Tape Based Tape Version £24.95 + VATSIP/DC20 - VIC20 16/24K Disc Based
SIP/AC40 - VIC20 16/24K +40 column card Disc Version £29.95 + VAT
SIP/AC64 - CBM64 Tape Based
SIP/DC64 - CBM64 Disc Based

Tape Version £24.95 + VAT
Disc Version £29.95 + VAT
Price includes comprehensive manual ei Shore Industrial Plastics Ltd

1-13 Corsham Street, London Ni 6DP.( + data tape for tape versions). Telephone: 01-250 1978.
1515/1525/1526/GP 100 VC printer required for all programs. Telex: 943763 Ref. SHM

INVOICE PRINT MODULE

PCW 9/83

Please specify machine size when ordering
Available direct or from leading Software dealers.
Send your orders or for further
information please write or telephone:

PCW 341



OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS OF BASF

DISK DRIVES
6105 FLOPPY 8"

6106 MINI5.25"
6108 MINI5.25"

6118 MINI5.25"

CPM
BOARDS
Z80A CPU RUNNING

AT 4 MHZ
120KB RAM ON BOARD

FLOPPY CONTROLLER FOR

FOUR 5.25" & FOUR 8" DISK

DRIVES
TWO BI-DIRECTIONAL RS232 PORTS
FULL CENTRONICS PARALLEL PRINTER

PORT

PRICE, 1 OFF £550 EA

2-10 E450 EA
10-25 E425 EA

SUBJECT TO CONTRACT

1/2 HEIGHT, D/S, 77 TRACK,

2/3 HEIGHT, S/S, 40 TRACK,

2/3 HEIGHT, D/S, 40 TRACK,

2/3 HEIGHT, D/S, 80 TRACK,

£

1.6 MBYTES 360
250 KBYTES 168
500 KBYTES 200

1 MBYTE 240

6138 MINI5.25" 1/3 HEIGHT, D/S, 80 TRACK 1 MBYTE 250

6182 WINCHESTER 5.25"
6183 WINCHESTER 5.25"

6184 WINCHESTER 5.25"
6185 WINCHESTER 5.25"

DTI DELTA SUPERSYSTEM
COMPRISING PACKAGED CP/M* BOARD AND TWIN

BASE 800 KB 5.25" DRIVES CP/M PLUS OPERATING

SYSTEM.

`BIG' COMPUTING ONLY E1120

12" QUALITY MONITORS P31 ITL PRICE £95
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

6.38 MBYTES 450
9.57 MBYTES 500

14.35 MBYTES 550
27.5 MBYTES 660

TWIN CASED DRIVES INCLUDING P.S.U. ARE AVAILABLE

10 PACK

DISKETTES £

FLEXY DISK 5.25" S/S, S/D, 40 TRACK 17

FLEXY DISK 5.25" S/S, D/D, 40 TRACK 19

FLEXY DISK 5.25" D/S, D/D, 40 TRACK 21

FLEXY DISK 5.25" 2/HD, S/S, S/D, 80 TRACK 24

FLEXY DISK 5.25" 2/HD, S/S, S/D, 80 TRACK 29

FLEXY DISK 8" S/S, S/D, 77 TRACK 17

FLEXY DISK 8" S/S, D/D, 77 TRACK 19

FLEXY DISK 8" D/S, S/D, 77 TRACK 21
FLEXY DISK 8" D/S, D/D, 77 TRACK 24

CLEANING DISK 5.25" S/S 15

CLEANING DISK 5.25" D/S, 20

CLEANING DISK 8" S/S, 15

CLEANING DISK 8" D/S, 20

VDU's
HIGH PERFORMANCE QUALITY V. D.U. DESIGNED FOR RELIABILITY,
CAPACITY KEYBOARD, SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLY, 12"
ANTIGLARE SCREEN, AVAILABLE HAZELTINE, LEAR SIEGLER AND DEC,

VT52 EMULATIONS.

'PHONE FOR PRICES AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.

LOGIC BOARDS FOR V.D.U.'s
PRICES ON APPLICATION

Contact: DTI COMPONENTS
12 MANASTY ROAD
ORTON SOUTHGATE
PETERBOROUGH
PE2 OUP
Telephone: (0733) 238855

BIRMINGHAM OFFICE: 021-233 2286

342 PCW
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BBC SPECIALISTS

A NEW STAR IS BORN
FROM THE LARGEST RETAILER IN THE UK OF STAR
PRINTERS COMES THE:

NEW STAR DP 510/515
EX STOCK RING FOR

LATEST PRICES
& SAMPLE
PRINTOUT

One Year Warranty. True Descenders 9x9 Matrix, 100 CPS Bidirectional & Logic seeking,
5,6,8.5,10,12,17 cpi 40,48,68,80,96,136 cpl, Italics. Emphasized, Double strike, Super & Sub
Scripts, Hi -Resolution & Block Graphics
Continuous Underline, Backspace, Vertical & Horizontal Tabs Friction, Tractor Feed or Paper Roll
(Roll holder standard) 2.4K Buffer Standard
Centronics Interface Standard RS232- £55 extra, ex VAT
DP 510 Accepts 10 Inch Paper
DP 515 Accepts 15 Inch Paper

DP 510 £280.00 + £42.00 VAT = £322.00
DP 515 £399.00 + £59.85 VAT = £458.85
PACKAGE PRICE for BBC MICRO
STAR DP 510 + Cable + Delivery & VAT £345.00
STAR DP 515 + Cable + Delivery & VAT £483.00

SPECIAL

NEW LOW PRICE ON STAR
DP8480
EX STOCK
DP 8480 £208.70 + £31.30 = £240.00
RS232 Interface as standard 5,6,8.5,10,12,17 cpi 40,48,68,80,96,136 cp1
7 Needle Head 7x9 Character Matrix Block Graphics or Optional Hi -Res Graphics
80 cps Bidirectional & Logic Seeking Friction & Tractor Feed accepts up to 10 inch Paper

Hi-res Graphics option for DP8480 £1 0/£15
BBC Package

(Star DP8480 + Hi-res option + Cable + Delivery & VAT) £260 00
Printer Cables
BBC to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £17.50
Dragon to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector (1750
Oric to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £17.50
Torch to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £20 00
BBC to 25 Way D Type (For use with RS423) £9.50
BBC to 40 Way Edge Connector (Centronics 7371739) £20.00

Full A>B Upgrade Kit £60 00
Ram Upgrade Kit £23 00

Disk Drives From £200.00
Including Case, Cables, Utilities Disk & VAT. Delivery £4.00
Blank C15/C30 Cassettes Ten for £4.50 ANY MIX
Send SAE for Full Price List of :-
Books : Software : Leads (Cassette, Monitor, Data & Specials) : Upgrade Kits &
Components

Postage 50p per order or as stated
24 hr Secuncor Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00

C.J.E. NEW SHOP NOW OPEN

Microcompuiers
Dept PCW, 78, Brighton Road TELEPHONE CREDIT CARD

Worthing, West Sussex ORDERS WELCOME

Tel: (0903)213900

COMPUTERS
: PDC A wn(+uouoni.mkui,..in
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DOESN'T

 SAVINGS Very significant savings over the cost
of a full maintenance contract

 CHOICE Repairer of your choice coupled with
a speedy, efficient claims service

 AUTOMATIC ADDITIONAL COVER
a) 'All Risks', including transit, on all equipment

b) Additional expenses, including those of hiring
alternative equipment and recompiling data etc.

'ELV6.1EULL IS FOR
 Personal computers, micros, minis, WPs and mainframes
 Users, dealerships, maintainers and software houses

I

'LLVGJELISUIZis available exclusively through
I
I
I
II
I
I

Independent Registered Life and General Insurance Brokers

I
PLEASE RING

FOR YOUR QUOTATION
BRISTOL (0272) 503716

Ix

HALSEY & COMPANY
205 Passage Road,
Bristol, BSI 0 7DL.
Avon.
Telephone (0272) 503716

(Please quote the total replacement cost of all hardware).

PCW 343



This is an entirely new com-
puter system. It was designed
with both eyes fixed firmly on
the future. So that whatever
shape the future takes, we'll be
able to fit it into the system. Just
as simply as the peripherals
and software already available
fit into the system. That way, the
system will grow with you. And
you'll never get left behind.

Based around the Z80A
microprocessor, and utilising
Microsoft" BASIC, Aquarius"'
has 8K ROM and 4K RAM resi-
dent within its console. It able
to provide up to 16 colours and
resolution of 320x 192, and gener-
a tes its sound directly through
the television's speakers.

With twin cartridge ports,
the mini -expander allows simul-
taneous use of additional RAM
and software cartridges. Twin
disc game hand controls are
included and the unit provides
two additional sound channels.
The 16K RAM cartridge plugs
into either the console or
the mini -expander, increasing
Aquariusm's RAMcapacityto 20K

With the ability to repro-
duce the entire graphic and
character set of Aquarius'" at
80 characters a second, the
printer's 40 column output
allows transcription of the com-
plete monitor image.

ERTY1.110
ASOFG1i1KL,

YYYZXCVEIN

Using standard audio
cassettes, the data recorder
provides storage for programs
and information, and allows
the use of cassette based soft-
ware. Incorporating a digital
tape counter and transmission
indicator, it operates sequential
searching.

A large number of games,
designed to take advantage
of Aquarius 's sophisticated
colour and sound capabilities,
are available on cartridges that
plug into the console either
direct, or through the mini -
expander. Cassette based
games can be used via the
data -recorder.

 A wide range of preprogram
med cartridges is available,
including the LOGO teaching
program and practical home
data systems like FILEFORM'"
and the spreadsheet calculator
package, FINFORM'm

m

HOME COMPUTER SYSTEM

MITITEL aErTIACInICS
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TULIP KILLS
SOFTWARE

PIRACY
DESIGNING YOUR SOFTWARE TO
RUN ON TULIP ALLOWS YOU TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR BUILT
IN PIRACY PROTECTION SYSTEM.
PROGRAM USING THIS SYSTEM
CAN ONLY BE RUN ON ONE CPU,
THE CUSTOMER CAN MAKE AS
MANY BACK UPS AS HE NEEDS
KNOWING THAT THEY ARE USE-
LESS TO ANYONE ELSE.

BECAUSE THIS IS AN OPTION, ALL NORMAL SOFTWARE NOT
USING THE PROTECTION MECHANISM WILL RUN AS
NORMAL.

For further details contact:

IBM The solutions
Compatibility people
available

NEWPORT TECHNICAL SERVICES
BUSH HOUSE PRINCE ST BRISTOL BS1 4HU

Tel: 0272 290651 Telex: 44219 NTS BUK-G

We also stock Hyperion and CDC

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
NEW

BBC - PET - VIC APPLE - ACORN
Model A 2716, 2516, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 25128, 27128
Model B 2716, 2516, 2532
Model C 2716, 2516, 2732

£110.00
£53.50
£53.50

PET, VIC, Acorn Model A, B or C All programmers can read/programme/verify/copy
BBC, Apple Model A only
Full software tape supplied for your computer.

PET owners:- Free programme for making your own character sets

PET SUPERBOARD
Select up to 8 ROMIEPROM. RAM ROMS from programme control.

(40 or 80 column) £52.50

No wires, switches or soldering required
Will accept any combination of 2k or 4k ROME EPROMS, RAMROMS.
Select up to 8 of your own character sets.

APPLE VIA BOARD Single £27.90
 The VIA board contains 1 or 2 6522 VIA's Double £36.60
 Each 6522 VIAs contains:- two 8 bit programmable I 0 ports  One 8 bit shift register.
 Four handshaking lines CA1. CA2, CBI, CB2  Two programmable timers.
 Full 6522 VIA data sheets supplied.

ACORN MONITOR CHIP (2k)
10 commands to simplify machine code programming.

 Full screen editor  Repeat key  Auto entry  Flashing cursor  Tape verify
 Slow scroll  Memory fill  and many more.

£10.50

PET IEEE PRINTER BUFFER (Available soon)
IEEE-Centronic-R5232
 Free your PET from printing.
 The printer buffer receives all your printer data in seconds (5 sheets)

then output your data while you type you next letter.
 14k printer buffer.

Full IEEE to IEEE or IEEEto Centronics output.
 IEEE to 55232 optional extra. S.A.E. for details

CONNECTORS
PET IEEE user port £5.65*
VIC user port £5.65*
VIC games port £5,65*
Acorn expansion port £7.00'
PET cassette port (crimp)
Orders over 100 £1.00'

CHIPS
2716 EPROM (2k)
2532 EPROM (4k)
2764 EPROM (8k)
6116P-3 static RAM
6522 VIAs

£4.00*
£6.50*
£8.00*
£4.50'
£6.50*

C10 cassettes (10)
EPROM ERASER
EPROM eraser timer

£5.00*
£40.00*
£10.00'

'A)) these prices
include VAT and P&P

PLEASE ADD 15% VAT PLUS £2.50 P&P TO YOUR ORDER OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

CID COMPUTER INTERFACE DESIGNS
4 ALBERT ROAD, WEST BROOK, MARGATE, KENT. Tel: (0843) 294648

HAPPY MEMORIES
Part type loft 25-99 100up
4116 200ns 1.25 1.15 1.10
4816 100ns For BBC comp 1.95 1.85 1.75
4164 200ns 3.85 3.45 3.30
2114 200ns Low power 1.15 1.00 .90
2114 450ns Low power .95 .85 .80
4118 250ns 3.95 3.55 3.40
6116 150ns CMOS 3.35 3.00 2.85
2708 450ns 3.25 2.95 2.80
2716 450ns 5 volt 2.35 2.10 2.02
2716 450ns three rail 5.75 5.00 4.65
2732 450ns Intel type 3.35 3.00 2.85
2532 450ns Texas type 3.35 3.00 2.85
2764 250ns 4.55 4.05 3.90

Z80A-CPU £2.99 Z80A-P10 £2.99 Z80A-CTC £2.99
6522 PIA £3.70 7805 reg .50 7812 reg .50

Low profile IC sockets: Pins 8 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 40
Pence 12 13 14 16 18 22 24 27 38

Soft -sectored floppy discs per 10 in plastic library case:
5 inch SSSD £17.00 5 inch SSDD £19.25 5 inch DSDD £21.00

5 inch DSQD £26.35
8 inch SSSD £19.25 8 inch SSDD £23.65 8 inch DSDD £25.50

74LS series TTL, large stocks at low prices with DIY discounts
starting at a mix of just 25 pieces. Write or 'phone for list.

Please add 50p post and packing to orders under £15 and VAT to total
Access & Visa welcome, 24hr service on (054 422) 618

Government & Educational orders welcome, £15 minimum.
Trade discounts operated, 'phone or write for details.

Happy Memories (PCW)
Gladestry, Kington, Herefordshire HR5 3NY

Tel: (054 422) 618 or 628
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TELEMATICS
ST

Electronic Mail, Viewdata, Local Networks
Databases, Modelling, Graphics, Telex

TORCH
A COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM

Standard TORCH with 800K storage Winchester disks
with 10 or 21 MB Z80 & disk upgrade for BBC

micro Super TORCH with 68000 processor

For details & demonstration
contact Richard Thompson at

TELEMATICS WEST
31 Dyer Street
Cirencester
Glos GL7 2PP

Telephone:
(0285) 68349

Telex: 437269

dBASE THERELATIONAL
DATABASE
SYSTEM

FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

 TRAINING?
 ADVICE, GUIDANCE,

CONSULTANCY?
 PROGRAMMING?
 DATABASE 'PRIMER' MANUAL

featuring `dBASE II'

For further details, contact:
Lionel Boreham
LANTECH Information Systems Ltd.
55 Peascod St. Windosr, Berks SL4 113E
Tel: Windsor 58182/58013

L1 HC-
- fi

Information Systems

Are you serious about computerised systems?

Do you want the best service

=q1

for expert advice contact

ASTRAL & CHAMBERS LTD
99 LONDON ROAD,

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS

Tel. (0279) 725812

YOUR REQUIREMENTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

SPECTRUM
BBC DRAGON

Make the roost of your microcomputer with these tested books from the Tim Hartnell Success
in the Fast Lane* computer series.

PROGRAMMING YOUR ZX SPECTRUM - 230 pages,
100 plus programs, Tim Hartnell and Dilwyn Jones -
£6.95.
BEYOND SIMPLE BASIC - DELVING DEEPER INTO
YOUR ZX SPECTRUM - Dilwyn Jones - £7.95.

60 GAMES AND APPLICATIONS FOR THE SPECTRUM
- David Harwood - £4.95.
CREATING ARCADE GAMES ON THE ZX SPECTRUM
- Daniel Haywood - £3.95.
INSTANT BBC MACHINE CODE - Jeremy Ruston -
tape and book, enter program in BASIC, program
changes it instantly to machine code - £34.95.
LET YOUR BBC MICRO TEACH YOU TO PROGRAM
Tim Hartnell - £6.45.
THE BBC MICRO REVEALED - Jeremy Ruston -
£7.95.
MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR DRAGON 32 - Clive
Gifford - more than 150 programs, explores all the
Dragon's resources - £5.95.
DYNAMIC GAMES FOR THE DRAGON 32 - Tim
Hartnell and Robert Young - 30 great games, including
Asteroid, Space Search, Reversi/Othello and Cubik's
Rube - £4.95.

Interface Publications, Dept. PCW2, 44-46 Earls Court Road, London,
W8 6EJ.
Please send me the books indicated above. I enclose f

Name
Address

Ireg. TM)
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IBM 80 CARD
Expand the capability of your IBM PC with our CP/M 80
second processor card.
 True CP/M 80 not an emulation
 Built in Corvus hard disk interface with multi user

capability.
 Drive "M" utility makes RAM behave like a super

fast disk drive.
 Files generated under CP/M 80 and 86 are identical

in structure and are interchangeable between
operating systems.

 File transfer utility between PC DOS and CP/M Mz
6HMz version £265

PET CP/M £495
The SOFTBOX allows the PET to run under the
world's most popular operating system CP/M80.
 Built in RS232 and CORVUS hard disk interfaces.
 Operates with any 2000, 3000, 4000, 8000 system.
 Z80 cpu running at 4MHz with no wait states
 64K RAM. full documentation, free copy of CP/M80.
 Will run any standard CP/M 80 software.

IEEE -488 INTERFACES
B300
Bidirectional IEEE -488 -RS232 interface 40 char input
buffer, full handshake, etc etc. £186

C100
Unidirectional IEEE -488 to RS232 £120
A100
IEEE -488 to Centronics/Analex Parallel £106
GPI 1000
Z80 based bidirectional IEEE -488 to RS232 with up to
59K input buffering £275
GPI SC
A version of the GPI 1000 configured as an RS232
controller for the IEEE -488 bus £275
TV/VIDEO interface
Reproduces the content of the pet screen on a TV or
video monitor £46
RS232 to 20 Ma current loop adaptor £25

PET HARD DISKS £495
The HARDBOX is the intelligent controller that lets
you add a CORVUS hard disk drive to your Commodore
computer.
 PET DOS 1 and 2 compatability.
 Multi User capability with file and record locking,

Passwords.
 16 Mb max file size and up to 65535 records per

relative tile.
 2000 files on 6Mb drive.
 Access to 6,10,20 Mb drives with video tape backup.

SIRIUS/VICTOR 9000 CARD
This card now being manufactured under licence by
Sirius Systems Technology allows the SiriusNictor to
run any standard CP/M 80 program without modification.
 Specification as per the IBM 80 CARD
6MHz version £199

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
8048 family in circuit emulator £1100
8748 Programing card. £395
Cross Assemblers for most popular
microprocessors £130
P+T 488 S100 to IEEE -488 controller card £355

Small Systems also carry a comprehensive range
microcomputer software for detailed information on
this or any of the above products ring 01-328 7145

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

small systems engineering limited
2-4 Canfield Place, London NW6 38T Telephone: 328 7145 Telex 264538

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AT THE BYTE SHOPS

Due to rapid expansion, The Byteshops - Britain's leading
specialist microcomputer chain and part of the Comart
Group - are looking for extra key personnel for their business
computer centres. Applicants unless stated, should have
a minimum of two years experience in the microcomputer
industry. We offer excellent salaries and conditions with
genuine prospects of advancement as we operate a policy
of promoting from within. Interviews will be conducted
locally, but write or telephone in the first instance to:

June Hamilton, The Byteshop Head Office,
Little End Road, Eaton Socon,

St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 3JG
Tel: 0480 215005

SENIOR SALES EXECUTIVES
London, Nottingham, Manchester

Excellent opportunities for ambitious Senior Sales Executives. A high
basic structured salary is offered plus a benefits package including
car. Candidates must be experienced dealing with 'Blue Chip'
companies and be conversant with desk top systems such as the IBM
PC. Experience of a wide range of application software essential.

RETAIL SALES EXECUTIVES
London, Nottingham

Enthusiastic Sales Executives required for retail sales area of the store
with experience of selling small business machines, for example the
BBC and Osborne.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISOR
London

The successful applicant will head a team of three engineers and be
capable of working on his own initiative liaising direct with
customers. We would expect the position to be suitable for a self
starter with a minimum of three years experience as a Service Engineer.

TRAINEE FIELD SERVICE ENGINEERS
Various

Super opportunity to break into the Microcomputer industry for
someone with a degree or HNC in Electronics or Computing.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT EXECUTIVES
Birmingham, Manchester, Southampton

Good all rounders required who like dealing with people, to handle
customer enquiries and support. Good knowledge of desk top and
modular systems together with CP/ M compatible application
software.

We are an equal opportunity employer

THE BATE Sin]
Your Specialist Computer Centre

Members of the Comart Group of Companies
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at Computer Plus
Why not call into

Computer Plus and talk
to friendly and

professional staff who
will guide you through

our wide range of
computers and accessories.

There are a number of
other exciting offers in our
"Summer Sale" including

Sinclairs, Sharps, BBC, Vic,
plus many software items

Suppliers:
Sharp  Acorn  BBC  Apple  Commodore  Dragon  Sinclair
Victor  Man Tally  Microvitec  Seikosha  Smith Corona 
Vebatim  Basf  Bugbyte  Fidelity  Computer Concepts 
Program Power  CGL  Epson and many others.

Computer Plus
47 Queens Rd, Watford, Herts. Tel: WATFORD (0923) 33927

BBC Micro Users AT LAST . . . The real alternative D.F.S.
AVAILABLE NOW!!! FROM

PACE
THE NEW AMCOM DISC FILING SYSTEM

This amazing new disc filing system adds greater flexibility to your BBC Computer. It has two distinct modes which auto select on booting the system.
Mode zero is the standard mode which retains compatibility with presently available software.
Mode one, the extended mode, allows for sixty-three file names per disc, over 100% increase on the existing DFS, and also permits the file namesto be up to fifteen characters
in length providing much greater scope for meaningful file names. In both models page is set at 61500. This gives 10% more usable memory thanAcorn's DFS, in modes 0, 1
and 2.
If you already have a Disc interface fitted, it is very easy to upgrade, you simply remove the DFS Eprom and replace it with the Amcom DFS Eprom, if not, then it is possible
to purchase an entire Disc interface kit (consists of 11 I.C's). With this DFS no track cutting is required, and soldering is unnecessary.

NINE NEW COMMANDS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
Clear Quickly and easily erases an entire disc
Format Formats drive 0 to 3 in either 40 or 80 tracks
OPT2,n Alters the number of sectors per track to n
OPT3,n Alters the number of tracks per disc to n
 OPT5,n Sets the start address of the DFS buffer (see OPT7)
OPT6,n Provides control over which part of the file spec. will be displayed ie. only display directory and program length, or

just display drive and load address etc
OPT7,n Sets the length of the DFS buffer
OPT8,n Allows 80 track drives to read 40 track diskettes
SYS Selects either Acorn mode or Extended mode

There is a built-in formatter which will format in either forty or eighty tracks in both modes of operation. This formatter also allows for user definable parameters to be included
for the development of software protection.
With this disc filing system a user definable buffer can be used while compacting the disc. This will enable disc compacting to be carried out without overwriting any
programme in memory. Alternatively a new disc may be formatted without any resident programme being overwritten.
This DFS also allows for the use of wildcard characters, using either the # symbol for a single wildcard and the * character for multiple wild characters. (e.g. CHAIN "P*"
could be used to chain a programme called PRINTER as long as there are no other files whose names begin with P).
Has many friendly features such as assisting in transfer of cassette files to disc. This DFS is totally compatible with Econet etc., and is complete with a utilities disc and
comprehensive manual. The utilities disc contains many useful programmes including machine language printer screen dumps in all modes, including High Res. (Epson & NEC
8023). It also has a nibble editor to scan discs, read data, edit them, and then write back to the disc.
Also included is an eight way DIL switch which may be used to select the start up options these are:

Link 1, Determine if the system starts up in 40 or 80 tracks.
Link 2, Select Acorn or Extended mode at start up.
Link 3 & 4, Selects type of drive, i.e. Shugart, Canon, etc.
Link 5, Select auto -boot or not, on "break".
Link 6-8, Select screen mode on start up, i.e. mode 0 to 7 etc.

AVAILABLE NOW DIRECT FROM FM OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER Comes complete with disc, manual 8 -way dil switch and full fitting instructions. Disc
filing system: £34 inclusive of VAT or as complete disc interface kit (inc DFS(: £95 inclusive of VAT.

PACE SOFTWARE SUPPLIES LTD, 92 NEW CROSS STREET, BRADFORD
(0274) 729306 1"1 BD5 8BS

PCW 349



If you can buy it cheaper
well refund the difference.

This month's offer is another winner -a consignment of
14" R.G.B. colour monitors manufactured by J.V.C. - at
prices never seen before in the U.K. Suitable for use with
BBC Micro.

RGM MEDIUM RES £199.00
Resolution, 370 x 235. Pixels.
Display, 80 characters x 25 lines. Slot Pitch 63 mm.
Input, Video - RGB Analogue with TTL input.
SYNC - Separate SYNC on RGB. Features, On/Off
switch with pilot light. Brightness control.
Power 220/240V 50/60HZ.

RGB HIGH RES £229.00
Resolution, 580 x 235. Pixels.
Display, 80 characters x 25 lines. Slot Pitch 41 mm.
Input, Video - RGB Analogue with TTL input.
SYNC - Separate SYNC ON RGB.
Brightness control. Power, 220/240V 50/60 HZ.

IBM COMPATIBLE £349.00
Spec as above with IBM Interface.

12" GREEN SCREEN MONITOR
one year warranty, ex stock delivery, 18 MHZ, Phono
connector. Limited quantity. only £69.95
Lead to connect to BBC £5.95

NASHUA FLOPPY DISCS
Minis 8" Discs
S/S S/D £16.95 for 10 S/S S/D £17.95 for 10
S/S D/D £19.95 for 10 S/S D/D £23.95 for 10
D/S D/D £22.95 for 10 D/S D/D £24.95 for 10
S/S 80 Track £24.95 for 10
D/S 80 Track £26.95 for 10
With full 5 year warranty. All mini discs have hub rings
and a FREE plastic library case.

THE ORGANISER DESK

TO ORDER:
Add £7.00 carriage

and VAT @ 15%

 Teak finish
 On castors  Top shelf for
 Self assembly monitor/printer
 Full instructions  Large desk top area

provided

 Lower shelf for paper book storage - ample room in
front of the shelf for you to sit comfortably.

DOGFIGHT
If you have a BBC 32K with any O.S. become a flying ace
with our wonderful new game Dogfight. An exciting 2
playergame with 8 levels of difficulty. only £8.65
Lynx, Oric, Apple II, Apple III and IBM etc.
It's safe to put a cheque in the post today.
Because, if you find someone who's cheaper, we'll
refund the difference.

TEAC DISC DRIVES
TEAC 55F D/S 80 Track Drive.
* Single Drive in case complete with all leads

only £249.95
(gives single density 400K double density 800K)
* Dual Drive in case with own P.S.U. and all leads

only £499.95
(gives single density 800K double density 1.6 MB)
* Uncased Drive £229.00
Single Ribbon Lead £12.00 Dual £15.00
Single Power Leads £5.00 Dual £6.00
Dual Case with PSU + Blanking Plate £39.95
Ideal for use with BBC Micro. Full warranty. Low power
consumption. Slimline latest technology.
Switchable 40/80 track.

JAPANESE DISC DRIVES
Canon or TEAC 55A 51/4" S/S 40 Track. Formatted
single density 100K. Double density 200K. £129.95
Case to hold single drive. £9.95
Leads as with TEAC DRIVES

Our price pledge only appliesto theJVC monitor

To Order: Add carriage at the following rates: -
Discs 85p. Other goods £7.00. Add V.A.T.at15%to
total and send your order to:

P115 SUPPLIES
158, Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE
Tel: 01-701-8668 (3 lines) 01-703-6155/617

Government and educational
orders welcome.

IIMICMC11110
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NEWBRAIN SOFTWARE
From the software house of Elstree Computer Centre
A superb range of easy to use programmes
Purpose made and designed for the
fabulous Newbrain Computer

 Word Processor Propen 32(4)
now with additional facilities £33.50

 Database £25.50
 Invoice and credit note programme £39.00
 Invoice and credit note review £22.50
 Sales Ledger £34.66
 Stock Control £29.50
 Customer Information File £32.00
 Bank and Cash balance £29.00
 Inventory £29.50
 Mailing List £29.00
 Home Expenses £25.00
 Product Costing £27.75
 Sales Analysis £27.50
 Inventory Analysis £33.50
 Business ratios, for Investment, Sales,

Turnover etc £33.50
 Calculate for Costing, Bidding
(with your mark-up) £29.50
 Mortgage repayments/property investment £21.50
 Address Book £25.00
 Business Expenses £29.50
 Purchase Ledger £38.75
 Product costing £27.50
 Garage bookings £32.50

VAT (a_ 15% should be added to each of the above
(include 90p P&P per program)
Phone for your nearest dealer

Send large S.A.E.
for complete range of programs

ELSTREE COMPUTER CENTRE
32 DEACONS HILL ROAD, ELSTREE, HERTS WD6 3HL

Tel: 101)953-6921
EXPORT AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

"NEWLY RELEASED"
NEWBRAIN SOFTWARE
 HOTEL BOOKINGS (for 48 weeks) £35.75
 PHARMACEUTICAL LABELLING £38.75
 APPOINTMENTS DIARY £25.00
 STATEMENTS (Print out to customers,

Newbrain financial spreadsheet) £39.00
 PRO CALC (spread sheet) £34.50
 P.A.Y.E. full working pgm £38.50
 SURGERY booking system £39.75

NEWBRAIN MODEL A

saissaamachasoneagaaasoaatitaiiiseasagnagamataeasagaciasaaaat
lialitaill111111111111141111111110

MODEL A.D. £190.44

 80 CHARACTER DISPLAY PER LINE
 4 CHARACTER SETS
 VERY FAST: ACCURATE KEYBOARD
 IDEAL FOR BUSINESS USE

AD - £216.53/A £190.44
A FULL RANGE OF EPSON & OCI MICROLINE

PRINTERS & MONITORS

A FULL RANGE OF PRINTERS AND MONITORS
ESPECIALLY FOR THE NEWBRAIN A & AD IN STOCK

OFFICE HOURS 9-6 MON-FRI.

'A TAPE RECORDER MODIFIED ESPECIALLY FOR THE
NEW BRAIN MODEL A AND AD NOW IN STOCK

£29.75+ VAT
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD

Verbatim Datalife
The industry standard.
All mini disks are double
density with hub rings

5% MD525
MD550
MD577
M0557

8 FD1500
F D9000
F D8000

DC4001

SS

DS

SS

DS

40 track
40 track
77 track
77 track

£18 95'
£24 95'
£26.95
£34 95

SSSD £22.95
SSSD £28.95
SSDD £29.95
DSDD £34.95

Single density compatible

 Disk storage
Egly

Plastic library cases
51/4" holds 10 £2.00
8" holds 10 £2.20

Disk storage Labels Paper
Ribbons Furniture

cleaning kits
Binders

isks

I disks
come with

Factory guarantee
10/16/32 sectors
available at the

same price

Plastic flip top
large storage easy access
5'/a" holds 30 £4.35
8" holds 60 (lockable) £18.95

A Professional ribbons from GEHA

Rich° RP 1600 M. Strike £3.36
NEC Spinwriter M. Strike £3.32
Microline Nylon £1 32
Seikosha GP 100 Nylon £6 25
Epson MK80 Nylon £5.32
Commodore PET Nylon £5.32
Sharp CE/MZ Nylon £5.32
Centronics zip pack Nylon £2.69
We have ribbons for most popular machines

come to Password
Uncertain about the disk or ribbon for your
machine Call Password for online advice.

BASF
Disk Media

These disks are high
quality at low prices

5% SSSD £1500
SSDD £1900
DSDD £24 00

8 SSSD

SSDD

DSDD
SSSD 32 sector

£21 90
£25.90
£28.80
£27.35

4 Cassettes (C1 2)
Manufactured especially for Micros
Bulk tested Error free operation
No more drop outs
Packaged in boxes of 10E5.75

**Verbatim Disk Drive Head Cleaning Kit
Now anyone can clean heads safely and quickly
No messy fluids use as a normal disk
Cleaning Kit £6 25
Extra Disks(1 0) £11 50 Specify 8 or 51/4

Printout binders
Width Vinyl Pressboard

71/2 -12 £18 50 £17 20
123/4-151/4 £22 90 £19 50
All prices are for 10 packs. Other sizes available

4;*-va7e.
ge. e cheap paper can damage your printer

Our stationery is superior heavyweight low dust paper
We have over 30 formats to choose from
Labels available on request

*One pad music ruled 65gsm
2000 11 x 91/2 £10.95
2000 11 x 141/2 £12.90
2000 11 x 15 5/16 £13.50

** New mini packs for the small user
Plain 70gsm with perforated edges
(72 cuts/inch gives ultra smooth edge)
Ideal for letters/forms and archive listings

1000 11 x 91/2 £8.36
1000 12 x 91/4 £8.67

UK postage and packing

Disks 8 £1 30 each pack 5'/a £0.95 each pack
Library cases (EGLY) £0.50 each (30) £2.60 each
(60) £2.60 each Cassettes £0 95 each pack
Ribbons £0.35 each Binders £2.60 each box
Paper (1000) £2 60 each box (2000) £3.50 each box
Cleaning kit £0.50 each

Add 15% VAT to total price Cheques Postal Orders to.

Password Electronics Ltd FREEPOST
62 Normandy Street,
Alton,
Hampshire, 61134 1DE
Tel: 0420 86977

ALTON, HANTS GU34 1BR

PCW 30 1



Microcomputers?
Let Rank Xerox

pointyou in
the right direction.
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If you're confused about which
microcomputer system is exactly right for
your office, let Rank Xerox be your guide.

Today, with so many systems
available, it makes sense to deal with just
one company who can supply all your
microcomputing needs - the hardware,
and specifically tailored software.

The advantage: total compatibility.
There's no shopping around for
compatible equipment (printers, disc
drives, etc.); just look for the Xerox name.
You'll find it on every item you require to
quickly establish a cost-effective micro-
computer system.

Also, Rank Xerox offer you the
"Helpline service. As its name suggests,
we don't just provide you with the right
microcomputer system for your business,
we also help you through those first vital
stages of operation. Any questions, just
call us and our specialists will work with
you on a telephone link. No charge.

On -site servicing is another benefit
of choosing Rank Xerox. And it's prompt.

Powerful microcomputers
designed to help you manage

your business better
Not just power, but simplicity, too. And
compactness. Keyboards and controls
have been more thoughtfully designed to
make working with Xerox micro-
computers easier and more comfortable.

The new Xerox 820 II range, for
example, has all the built-in memory and

111111111111
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operating power you could possibly need.
It's CP/M* based with 8 -bit or 16 -bit
versions. You could select the advanced
820 II HRG, with on -screen graphics for
plans, graphs and so on.

For extremely powerful word
processing and microcomputing together in
one complete system, there's the Xerox 823.

And remember, these are expandable
systems that grow as your business needs
grow. At the same time, they're adaptable
systems, with many disc drive and printer
options to suit your requirements.

Software for every aspect of your
more efficient business.

Every aspect of your business can be
controlled more efficiently by you and your
better designed Xerox microcomputer

Budgetry and financial analysis,
records and data management, word
processing, plus specific business
accounting packages that help you to
calculate payroll, update sales ledgers, and
monitor stock control, and more.

Suddenly, you could have instant
access to all the information you need to
make informed business decisions-
information you can update, manipulate,
and store on easy -to -file discs.

You're able to work in your choice
of computer languages too, including
BASIC, Pascal, Cobol and APL.

Which Xerox microcomputer
system is right for you? Let us point you in
the right direction right now. To the
coupon below. Simply fill in and freepost
it today.

Alternatively call our 24 -hour
enquiry service. Dial the operator and ask
for Freefone 2279.
*8 CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.

RANK XEROX

FREEPOST THIS COUPON TODAY!
NO STAMP REQUIRED

To: Rank Xerox (UK) Ltd, Freepost,
Admail 38, London NWI IYH

Yes,I'd like to know more about the Xerox 820 II series of
microcomputers. Please ask my local authorised dealer to
contact me soon, to arrange a demonstration.

Name

Position

ompany/Organisation

e elephone Number _

Addres,

Postcode

Please tick if you are a Rank Xerox Customer.

24 -HOUR ENQUIRY SERVICE. ASK THE OPERATOR FOR

FREEFONE 2279
OR DIAL 01-3801418 - PC W.9.83



MTX500 £275 MTX512 £315
Available in September-please phone for sales information
Memotech products are designed and made in Oxford and Witney



The All -Purpose System
The MTX Series
The MTX Series is a new departure in micro -computer technology.
Whether your needs as a user are for personal programming, games
playing, scientific or process control, educational or business use the
MTX Series is already capable or very easily adaptable to almost every
application. Glance through the standard features below - you'll see
what we mean.

Software
The MTX's 16k ROM contains several languages and routines which
enable the novice or the experienced programmer to make full use of
the machine. Standard languages are MTX BASIC, LOGO type
commands, and NODDY. ROM routines include an ASSEMBLER/
DISASSEMBLER with screen display of the Z80 CPU registers, memory
and program, which can be manipulated from the keyboard. Machine
code programs can be stepped through one instruction at a time, and
easily called from within BASIC programs. A further feature is the
Virtual Screen facility which enables the programmer to define sections
of the screen to work independently whilst maintaining all full screen
facilities. Pascal is available as an add-on ROM pack.

Hardware
The MTX500 has 32k of user RAM as standard (64k on the 512),
expandable to 512k plus 16k of dedicated video RAM. Sixteen colours,
40 column text, 256 x 192
high resolution graphics
with all sixteen colours
available, and easily
moveable user defined
graphics (Sprites) combine
to make effective screen
displays quick and simple
to achieve. Standard
outputs are centronics
printer port, two joystick ports, an uncommitted I/O port, 2400 Baud
Cassette port, separate TV and Video Monitor ports, 3 voice sound
with hifi output plus a dedicated games cartridge port.
Other standard features include the Z80A processor
running at 4MHz, real time clock, full moving key keyboard with 79 keys
including eight function keys and separate numeric pad.

The Disc Based System
The MTX series has been produced with performance and expandability
uppermost in the design team's thoughts. When expanded to Disc level
the computer supports the following facilities, which will be available in
October:

80 column video board
5% " floppy discs
51/4 " hard discs
CP/M 2.2, enabling the widely available range of CP/M based
software
Memotech Silicon discs - multiples of 256K of fast RAM
expandable to 8m bytes
Colour Wordstar
A/D and D/A converters
Networking

Memotech Limited,
Station Lane Industrial Estate, Witney, Oxon. OX8 68X.
Telephone Witney (0993) 2977. Telex 83372 Memtec G



CONTINENTAL
SOFTWARE

We're not just playing games...
BLOBBO
A fast maze chase with untold perils
and hazards.

TOADO
Get the toad back to his nest - but
don't get run over or drown on the
way.

MTXCALC
Sophisticated and powerful, the
professional spreadsheet program.

SUPER MINEFIELD
You may have seen other Minefield
games but ours has tanks that lay
invisible mines, and spiders that are
very tricky to avoid.

CONTINENTAL INVADERS
Classic arcade action, with all the
features that make this game so
popular.

KILOPEDE
This one is very fast - its not easy to
get past level two.

RADAR/SONAR
Eliminate submarines with a
combination of radar screen and
sonar, very realistic.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Take off, navigate and land your high
powered light aircraft. All the features
of true flight.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
RESCUE, BEAVER,
CONTINENTAL RAIDERS, PILE
UP, SIGNAL MAN and many more.

we mean business too.
MTX WORD PROCESSOR
All necessary features are included to
give a powerful business tool.

ACCOUNTING PACKAGE
Sales and Purchase Ledgers, stock
control, payroll - the complete
business system.

STRATEGY BOARD GAMES
CHESS, BACKGAMMON, OTHELLO, DRAUGHTS.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS
MATHS I PHYSICS 1

The first two programs in a series of specially written software designed to
teach at the pace and level best suited to the user.

PROJECT PLANNER
Speaks for itself, and helps you achieve
deadlines efficiently and effectively.

Software for the

-I she HIM111,1,
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE UNIT 24 STATION LANE WITNEY

SERIES



MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

Italics identify new products
and new versions.

CP/M V2 2
CP/M-86
CP/NET
MP/M V2.0
CP/M PLUS
CONCURRENT CP/M-86
MP -M-86

ADA
C

C
BCD (For C COMPILER)
C BCD
LISP
BASIC COMPILER
BASIC -80 V5.21
BASIC COMPILER V5.3
FORTRAN -80 V3.44
FORTRAN
RATFOR
FORTRAN RATFOR
FORTH
TINY PASCAL
CBASIC
CBASIC COMPILER
PL/1
CIS COBOL
LEVEL -2 COBOL
CORAL -66
COBOL -80 V4.60
muLISP/muSTAR V2.12
muMATH/muSIMP V2.12
PASCAL MT
SPEED PROGRAMMING PACKAGE
PASCAL MT WITH SPP

3 Low Level Languages
MAC
MACRO -80 V3A4
PASM
RASM-86

4 Utilities/System Tools
DIAGNOSTICS II
DISK DOCTOR
SYSTEM CHECKER
DISK -EDIT
UTILITIES I
UTILITIES II
THE OPERATING GUIDE
13T-80
DESPOOL
SID
XLT86
ZSID
dUTIL (FOR DBASE-II)
CLIP
SPOOLER
ANIMATOR
FILESHARE
FTNUMB
PLINK
BUG
PDEVELOP
PLINK -2
DISKORG
LEVEL - 2 ANIMATOR
DISKMAN
DISKED -2 Slogger Software
DISKTOOLS-1 (DISKMAN 8 DISKORG) Slogger Software
DISKTOOLS-2 (DISKTOOLS-1 8 DISKED -2) Slogger Software5 Sorting
SUPERSORT
MSORT V1.012

6 Code Generators
THE LAST ONE
OUICKCODE (FOR DBASE-II)
OUICKSCREEN (FOR MBASIC)
OUICKSCREEN (FOR CBASIC)
FORMS -2
PEARL -3
A UTOCODE
LEVEL -2 FORMS -2

Micropro
Microsoft

D.J 'Al Systems
Fox 8 Geller
Fox 8 Geller
Fox 8 Geller
Micro Focus
Pearl International
Stemmos
Micro Focus

Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research

Supersoft
Supersoft
Digital Research
Supersoft
Supersoft
Supersoft
Supersoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Supersoft
Supersoft
Supersoft
Supersoft
Supersoft
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Micro Focus
Micro Focus
Micro Focus
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research

115
197
141
321
241
257
477

200
184
440
200
284
100
200
241
272
344
284
67

334
134
57
85

347
367
425
965
825
516
138
181)

229
131

327

Digital Research 69
Microsoft 138
Phoenix Software Associates 95

Digital Research 147

Supersoft 84

Supersoft 67

Supersoft 50

Supersoft 67

Supersoft 40

Supersoft 40
Decision Systems 45
Digital Research 184
Digital Research 35

Digital Research 63
Digital Research 105
Digital Research 72
Fox & Geller 72

Keele Codes 80
KLH Systems 92
Micro Focus 225
Micro Focus 250
Micrology 50
Phoenix Software Associates 95
Phoenix Software Associates 95
Phoenix Software Associates 253
Phoenix Software Associates 242
Slogger Software 50
Micro Focus 475
Slogger Software 65

65
90

145

145
134

330
203
115
115
110

295
220
110

0

*

Central House.
Cambridge Road,
Barking,
Essex IG11 8NT.
Tel :01-591 6511(4 lines)
Telex : 892395

* Different price when under
this operating system.
Please phone for details.

Telecommunications/Conversions
STAM

BSTMS
BIS YNC-80/3780 (EBCDIC)
BIS YNC-80/3780 (ASCII)
BIS YNC-80/3270 (BSC)
BISYNC-80/HASP
REFORMATTER CP/M8IBM
REFORMATTER CP/M DEC
BACSCOPY
BACDEBIT
ICL CO3 EMULATION (Interactive)
ICL CO3 EMULATION (Bulk)
ICL CO3 EMULATION (Interactive 8 Bulk)
TERM II

Byrom Software 131

Byrom Software t31
Micro Integration 525
Micro Integration 525
Micro Integration 525
Micro Integration 975
Microtech Exports 164
Microtech Exports 164
Comley Computer Services Ltd 150
Comley Computer Services Ltd 150
Synchro Systems Ltd 600
Synchro Systems Ltd 600
Synchro Systems Ltd 900
Supersoft 134

Word Processing/Text Editing/Editors
TEX V3.0
PARAGRAB
WORDSTAR
MAILMERGE
WORDSTAR 8 MAILMERGE
SPELLS1 AR
WORDMASTER
EDIT -80 V2.02
LEXICON (WORD ANALYSIS)
PEDIT
PMATE
CORRECTOR
STAR EDIT

Digital Research
Focus
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Microsoft
Microtek
Phoenix Software Associates 95
Phoenix Software Associates 131
Supersoft 167
Supersoft 150

Databases/Data Management Systems
dBASE - II
dGRAPH
ADDRESS BOOK
RESCUE
SELECTOR -V
DATASTAR
PERSONAL PEARL
INFOSTAR
PERSONAL DATA BASE
SUP ER FILE (SINGLE -USER)
SUP ER FILE (MULTI-USER)

Ashton Tate
Fox 8 Geller
Decision Technology
MBS
Micro-Ap
Micropro
Pearl International
Micropro
Supersoft
Southdata
Southdata

Accounting/Business Applications
TYPING MASTER (BASIC VERSION)
TYPING MASTER (BUSINESS VERSION)
PAYROLL
CASHBOOK
SOLICITORS TIME RECORDING
SOLICITORS DATABASE
DOMESTIC CONTRACTORS' ESTIMATING
CP/M TUTOR
POLICY MASTER (MULTI-USER)
POLICY MASTER (SINGLE -USER)
SALES LEDGER SYSTEM
SALES INVOICING
STOCK CONTROL SYSTEM
PURCHASE LEDGER SYSTEM
NOMINAL LEDGER SYSTEM
PADMEDEBUSINESS CONTROLS YSTEM
INCOMPLETE RECORDS
INCOMPLETE RECORDS
TIME 8 COST RECORDING
PADMEDE ACCOUNTANTS SYSTEM

63
75

295
145
390
145

90
83

200

438
203

90
295
360
175
190
295
84

485
710
45

Anthony Ashpitel 50
Anthony Ashpitel 125
MPI Ltd 500
Microtek 225
Microtek 600
Microtek 350
Microtek 1500
Syntax Software Ltd 55
CSA Micro Systems 1600
CSA Micro Systems 960
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 1245
MPI Ltd 600
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 249
Padmede Computer Services 399

Financial Modelling/ Problem Solving
MA THSPACK
STA TSPA CK
CA LCS TAR
CA LCSTAR (APPLE III
MUL TIPL AN
SAPPHIRE MARS
LINEAR 8 GOAL PROGRAMMING
SCRATCH PAD
STATS-GRAPH
THE OPTIMIZER
OSTAT
PROFITPL AN
MICROPL AN
OS TAT

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
EM 5/5

DUNGEON MASTER

MPI Ltd 120
MPI Ltd 120
Micropro 120
Micropro 136
Microsoft 189
Sapphire Systems 395
Electronic Accounting Services 200
Supersoft 197
Supersoft 134
Supersoft 134
Pivotal Software 185
Chang Labs 140
Chang Labs 345
Pivotal Software 185

Microsoft
Supersoft
Supersoft

37
30
30

8

9

10

11

ORDER INFORMATION
When ordering CP-PA software please specify the format you require. All software items are subject to VAT
Manuals. when purchased separately. are not subject to VAT. Please add E3.75 (plus VAT) tor postage and
packing for the first item purchased. and then [1.15 for each extra item. For overseas please add E6.50 per item and
then f 1.50 for each extra item required. Most software in this advertisement is available from stock and a 72 hour
return service is thereby offered on most prepaid orders. These details and prices are all current a of June 1983
(Telephone at time of purchase to confirm latest prices) All payments must be in Sterling and d awn against a
U PE bank MAIL ORDER - TELEPHONE ORDER VISIT

Retailer and OEM terms available
==13

VISA

FORMATS
Al - 8- SINGLE SIDED
SINGLE DENSITY
APPLE CP M-80 13 Sector RG
APPLE CP/M-80 16 Sector RR

Blackhawk Micropolis Mod II 02 Compal-80 02
British Micros Mimi RK Cromemco System 2 SS SD R6
CDS Versatile 4 02 Dec Rainbow N6
Corned Communicator CP50 P2 Dec VT 180 RV

Conrad Communicator CP100 P2 Direct 48TPI DS DD R2

Comarl Communicator CP200 P2 Exidy Sorcerer CP'M-80 02
Corned Communicator CP500 P2 Facit 96TPI SS DO N5

Future 32'.16
Hitach 16000
IBM PC -DOS SS DO
IBM PC -DOS DS DD
IBM CP M-86 SS DD
IBM CP M-86 DS OD
ICL-PC
Industrial Microsystems 5000
Intertec Superbrain 55 DD
Intertec Superbrain OD
ITT 3030

C4
C2
C1
C2
C3
C4
RE
RA
RK

RS
NA

ITT 3030 (96TPI) NA
Miracle N9
Multi -Tech 1 02
Multi -Tech 2 02
Nascom (Gemini Drives SS 013) R3
Nascom (Gemini Drives DS SD) R7
Nascom Lucas N1

NEC PC8001 R5

NCR,M5DS RB
North Star Advantage P2
North Star Horizon SS SD PI
North Slar Horizon SS DO P2
North Star Horizon OD

(Other CP/M) P2
Nylon Micropolis Mod II
Olivetti MOO CP'M-86 02
Osborne -I C3
Osborne I DSDD RP
Orion CP/M-86 SS DD RC
Orion CP-M-86 DS DD N7
Rade 1000 SS DD NB

Rade 1000 DS DD RL
Rair Black Box RM
Research Machines 5.25in RE
Robolron 5 RN
SD Systems 5.25in N3

R3

Sharp MZ-80B
Sharp MZ-3500
Sharp PC -3201
Sirius I (CP/M-86)
Sirius I (MS-DOS)
Shelton Signet
Televideo DS DD

R9
R9
R8
DI
D2
RK
S5

Texas Instruments Professional C2
Tiger 96TPI SS SD
Torch
Toshiba T200
Tycom Microlrame
Vector MZ
Vector Systems B
Vector VIP
Videocom Apollo
Wordplex
Xerox 820 5 25in

N4
N2
SF
C2
02
02
02
RO

S6

PCW 357



MICRO MANAGEMENT

 Britain's No 1 range of products
 Check our UK dealer network for your nearest outlet
 After sales, speedy service from our own factory and engineers
It's our aim to provide satisfaction at the sign of the Big 'W. By providing local distributors, best prices
and service, we offer you the most. If you don't see it in our ad., ask your local distributor, or write to our
Head Office for full list.
All prices include VAT.
All products normally in stock but to prevent a wasted journey phone your local dealer first before
calling.
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HARDWARE
A full colour 32k ROM
computer with T text
and graphic modes up
to 640 X 256 graphics
and 80 column text
screen, extended
microsoft basic, built-
in assembler, 1 MHz
and tube interface,
sideways ROM, RS423,
A/D converter.

MINIM 111=11

BBC Model B
PRICE £399

BBC Model B+
Econet

PRICE £446
BBC Model B+
Disk Interface
(fitted)

PRICE £469
BBC Model B+
Disk Interface+
Econet (fitted)

PRICE £516

--"

4111/ 1111111ft
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PROFESSIONAL
WORD
PROCESSING
PACKAGE
BBC computer with
disk interface, 100K
disk drive, green
screen monitor,
daisy wheel printer,
word processing
ROM, complete
with all cables,
manuals, paper and
formatting disk.

PRICE 0299



200K Single
Disk Drive

PRICE
£241.50

PRICE
£396.75

100K single
disk drive
with FREE
formatting
disk DFS
instructions.
Assembled

at our UK
factory, low

power con-
sumption,

compatible with the
BBC and most other
British computers.

800K Dual
Disk Drive

PRICE £711.85
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16-48K, colour, high resolution
graphics 240 X 200, text 28 + 40,

pre-programmed sound, user -
defined keyboard/graphics, non
touch -sensitive keyboard,
microsoft type basic with
powerful extensions, RGB/UHF,
standard cassette interface,
parallel printer output, several
periferals available, printers
available, modems and PRESTEL
(corning).

ORIC-1 48K
-,--==PRICE £139.95
ORIC-1 16K
PRICE £ TELEPHONE

COMMODORE
COMMODORE 64-64K RAM,
colour, sophisticated ROM/RAM
user, full business applications,
disk drives available, sound,
UHF/composite video, proven
basic language, exceptional
value, high resolution graphics,
many "add-ons" available,
printers.

Use this coupon to get
even better value at your

PURCHASES
local Big 'M' distributor.
Check our list for your

s stor .
AThis coupon cart be used at any official Micro
Management distributor. The bearer is entitled to

Ia £1 reduction on purchases over £20. Only one
coupon per person can be redeemed.
Valid until 30 November 1983.
Micro Management, 16 Princes St, Ipswich.
PCw

COMMODORE 64
.PRICE £344.95

CASSETTE UNIT
PRICE £44.95

DISK DRIVE 1541
PRICE £299.99

PRINTER 1515
PRICE £230.00

JOYSTICK 1311
= PRICE £7.50

PADDLES 1312
===- PRICE £13.50



DRAWN
DRAGON 32
32K RAM, colour, extended
basic, sound 5 octaves 255 tones,
vast software range, typewriter
keyboard, standard cassette
drive, high resolution graphics,
256 x 192, text 16 + 32, looks like
a British worldbeater.

DRAGON
SOFTWARE -
SEND FOR LIST

JUPITER
JUPITER ACE
3K RAM, the Forth specialist,
basic coming, Forth language
excellent, for serious educational
and scientific purposes, standard
cassette.

PRICE £69.95
64K RAM, colour, basic, almost
"Apple compatible".

PRICE £201.25
JOYSTICK

KEYBOARD
PRICE £44.85

SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM
16K and 48K, basic, colour, text
and graphics, vast range of
software including education,
printer, built-in speaker.
You can build a very good
system at a very good price.

ZX SPECTRUM 48
====. PRICE £129.95
ZX SPECTRUM 16

===== PRICE £99.95

ZX81
1K RAM, world's largest -selling
computer, 16K expansion pack,
masses of software, basic
language, many expansions
including keyboard/memory/
printer, high resolution graphics.

PRICE £49.95

16K RAM
====. PRICE £29.95
ZX PRINTERS
(NO PSO)

PRICE £39.95
SINCLAIR
SOFTWARE-
SEND FOR LIST

MICROPROFESSOR
64K RAM, colour, basic, almost
"Apple compatible".

PRICE £201.25
JOYSTICKS
==-7- PRICE £10.35
KEYBOARD

PRICE £44.85

WORK STATION
Designed to take computer, disk
drive, printer and paper.
Robustly built for school,
business or home use.

PRICE £138.0

LYNX

LYNX 48
48K standard, expandable to
I92K, colour, 57 key typewriter
keyboard, CP/M compatible,
serial port, high resolution
graphics 265 x 248, digital/
analogue sound converter, RGB/
UHF composite video, RS232/
parallel, cassette.

PRICE £224.99

TUIVENIE
16K RAM, colour, full size
keyboard, high resolution
graphics, semi -compatible with
TRS80.

COMPUTER
PRICE £193.99

PRINTER
INTERFACE

PRICE £38.49

LYNX 96K
PRICE £299.00

JOYSTICK
INTERFACE

1- PRICE £13.95
SERIAL
INTERFACE

PRICE £3.99
CENTRONICS
INTERFACE

PRICE £49.95

16K/48K RAM, colour, basic, high
resolution 320 x 192, excellent
games machine from the video
market leaders, text 24 + 40,
serious software for education
and business now available.

ATARI 800
-='=== PRICE £299.95
ATARI 400
=-== PRICE £149.95
ATARI DISK DRIVE

PRICE £299.00

VOUCHERS
Want to buy a present but don't know
exactl ALghat to_ get?
Big 'IsiV-Giyuchersgare tWERnswer in i5, £10 and

£20 denominations. Availah al Big `M'deck our- Vfaximr- ocal store.
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PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP100

PRICE £214.99
SEIKOSHA GP250
_=_=_ PRICE £276.00
NEC PC 8023 (D/M)

PRICE £368.00
EPSON MX100

PRICE £488.75
EPSON RX-80
===-'1.- PRICE £339.25
EPSON FX-80 160cps

PRICE £454.25
SPARK JET PRINTER

PRICE £419.75
SMITH CORONA D/WHEEL

PRICE £511.75
TEC STARWRITER 40cps
=-==== '. PRICE £1265.00
JIUK 6100 D/WHEEL

PRICE £458.85
STAR 510

PRICE £332.35
STAR MUP4 GRAPHICS

PRICE £171.35

motaroRs
RGB COLOUR STD/RES

PRICE £287.50

RGB COLOUR H/RES
PRICE £632.50

12" GREEN MONITOR
PRICE £95.52

12" AMBER MONITOR
PRICE £120.75

Think you're good enough to
become a Big 'M' distributor?
Full back up given. Write for
details and application forms to

Steve Macfarlane
Micro Management
16 Princes St, Ipswich
Tel: (0473) 219461

11111111=111 11111111 P 11111 I 1

MICRO MANAGEMENT
Head Office: 16 Princes St, Ipswich 0473 219461

AGENTS
Abergele

Abergele Computer Centre
8 Water St. 0745 826234

Ballymoney
Everyman Computers
Charlotte St. 02656 62116

Birmingham
The Software Centre
80 Hurst St, B5 021 622 2696

Bodmin
Microtest Ltd
18 Normandy Way 0208 3171

Bridgend
Automation Services
31 Wernlys Rd, Penyfai 0656 720959

Bristol
The Model Shop
65 Fairfax St. 0272 23744

Bromley
Datastore
6 Chatterton Rd. 01 460 8991

Cambridge
GCC (Cambridge) Ltd
66 High St, Sawston 0223 835330

Chelmsford
Essex Computer Centre
Moulsham St. 0245 358702

Clacton -on -Sea
Clacton Computer Centre
Pier Avenue 0255 422644

Colchester
Emprise Ltd
58 East St. 0206 865926

Coventry
Coventry Micro Centre
33 Far Gosford St. 0203 58942

Gloucester
The Model Shop
79 Northgate St. 0452 410693

Great Yarmouth
Criterion Computers
12 George St. 0493 53956

Guildford
The Model Shop
23 Swan Lane 0483 39115

Hastings
The Computer Centre
37 Robertson St. 0424 439190

Hay -on -Wye
The Playpen
Market St. 0497 820129

Hemel Hempstead
Faxminster
25 Market Square 0442 55044

Holyhead
P & K Computers
33 WAliams St. 0407 50283

Hull
Computer Centre (Humberside)
26 Anlaby Rd 0482 26297

Ilfracombe
Bits & Bytes
44 Fore St 0271 62801

Ipswich
Micro Management
32 Princes St. 0473 59181

Kingston -on -Thames
Vision Store
3 Eden Walk 01 549 4900

Lichfield
Fosters
59 Tamworth St. 05432 22341

Liverpool
Beaver Radio
20/22 Whitechapel 051 709 9898

London
Computers of Wigmore St.
87 Wigmore St, W 1 01 486 0373

Percivals
85 High St North, East Ham, E6
01 472 8941

Trend Video & Hi Fi
167 High St, El7 01 521 6146

Northampton
Richard Reeves
174 Kettering Rd 0604 33578

Plymouth
FTB Lawson
71 New George St 0752 665363

The Model Shop
11 Old Town St. 0752 21851

Shetland
Tomorrows World
Esplanade, Shetland 0595 2145

Southend-on-Sea
Estuary Software
261 Victoria Ave 0702 43568

Stevenage
Video City
45/47 Fisher Green Rd. 53808

Stroud
The Model Shop
22 High St. 04536 5920

Surbiton
Computasolve
8 Central Parade, St Marks Hill
01 390 5135

Taunton
LA Gray
1 St James St 0825 72986

West Bromwich
Bell & Jones
39 Queens Square, Sandwell Cent r,
021 553 0820

et'
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Peachtree Software
The gilt edged investment for your microcomputer

You need to be sure that the application
software you choose carries the hallmark of
stability and reliability and will be a sound
investment for the future. It should enhance the
value of the microcomputer you select to solve
your business problems.

The Peachtree Portfolio of Application
Software meets this need. The range provides
for simple book-keeping (Peachtree Basic
Accounting Systems), comprehensive accounting
(Peachtree Business Management Systems) and
integrated office automation (Peachtree Office
Productivity Systems).

Peachtree is part of the world's largest
Application Software company. We have
over 20 years experience helping users of large
and small computers get the full value from the
computerisation of their business.

THE SOFTWARE
THAT WORKS FOR YOU.

Peachtree Software International Limited,
"The Peachtree", 99 King Street, Maidenhead,
Berkshire SL6 1YF, United Kingdom.
Telephone: Maidenhead (0628) 32711.
Telex: 849000.

A Subsidiary of Management Science America

111111111111111

A nationwide network of independent
computer retailers offers our portfolio of
products on many different types of micro-
computer. These companies provide the local
support you want - backed up by Peachtree.

Major microcomputer manufacturers
and distributors have made their investment
in Peachtree Software for their computers.

They include:
IBM, DIGITAL, BRITANNIA.
RANK XEROX PHILIPS, OSBORNE,
POSITRON OEM, EPSON
GRUNDY, WANG, MEMORY
SAMURAI (distributed by Micronetworks)
SANYO and ALTOS (distributed by Logitek)

Peachtree Software is available for these
machines through their own distribution
networks - backed up by Peachtree.

Peachtree
Software'

AN MSA COMPANY

SEND FOR THE PEACHTREE PORTFOLIO:

Clip the coupon to your card or
letterhead and mail it today.

My Company
My Name
My Computer.

PCW 6



BBC Microcomputer System EPSON FOR RELIABILITY TEXAS INSTRUMENTSTI 99/4A
OFFICIAL BBC
COMPUTER
DEALER
MODEL A AVAILABLE
£299 inc. VAT
This is the best microcomputer currently on the market, 32K RAM. 32K ROM, B
modes of operation. full colour, full-size keyboard, internal expansions such as
disc interface, speech synthesizer. Econet interface. - In short, it is a personal
computer capable of expanding into a small business system.
BBC Microcomputer Model B £348 4 VAT - £399.00
BBC Mod B + disk interface

BBC Mod B Econet interlace

BBC Mod B + disk and Econet interfaces

BBC 100K disk drive
BBC dual BOOK disk dnve

£409 + VAT = £469.00
£389 + VAT = £447.35
£450 a VAT = 017.56
£230 + VAT = £264.00
£699 . VAT = E803.85

Torch 280 disk pack including 280 2nd processor. 64K RAM and CPN operating
system £699 + VAT - £803.85
BBC Teletext receiver (Aug) £196 + VAT - £225 . 40
BBC cassette recorder and lead £26 + VAT = £29.90
Disk interface kit (free fitting) £86 + VAT = £96.60
Mod A to Mod B upgrade kit £50 + VAT = £57.50
Fitting charge for A to B upgrade kit £20 + VAT = £23.00
16K memory upgrade kit £20 + VAT = £23.00
Games paddles £11 + VAT = £12.65
12" Monochrome monitor Oct. cable £89 + VAT = £102.35
16" Colour monitor incl. cable £239 + VAT = £274 85
User guide £10 + VAT - £10.00
Econet interface (free fitting) £60 + VAT = £69.00
Speech interface (free fitting) £47 a VAT = £54.05
BBC disk manual + formating disk VAT = £34.50

Parallel pnnter cable £10 a VAT = £11.50

BBC word processor (view) £52 + VAT = £59.80

BBC Fourth language cassette .. £15 + VAT = £17.25

BBC Lisp language cassette.. £15+ VAT - £1725

1000/o BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI
AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES

These drives are supplied ready cased won all me necessary cables. tormating
program and user disk system guide.

There are some useful utilities included. e.g. Epson Screen Dump Program.
Memory Dump. Free, Duplicate. Merge and Relocate. Power consumption of
these drives is very low (0.2A typ. at 12V. 0.4V typ. at +5V per drivel. Power
is taken from the BBC computer.
Single drive 100K 40 tracks £179 + VAT - £205.85
Dual drive 2006 40 tracks £329 + VAT - £378.35
Single drive 4006 80 tracks £249 + VAT - 5286.35
Single drive 400K 40/80 tracks switchable £259 + VAT - £297.85
Dual dnve 8006 80 tracks £449 . VAT - £516.35
Dual drive 8006 40/80 tracks switchable £469 a- VAT - £539.35

4. COMPLETE WORD PROCESSOR
FOR ONLY £1,099 + VAT

This package consists of BBC Microcomputer. View. wordprocessor, , 4006
Slimline disc drive, High resolution 12" Green monitor. Juki 6100 18CPS Daisy
Wheel printer and all the necessary cables and documentation. The above
package can be supplied with components of your own choice. e.g .800K disc
drive or a different printer. Please 'phone us for a price for your particular
requirement.
Special package deal £1,099  VAT C1,263.85

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS

GREEN MONITORS
12" Green screen monitors with composite and sync. input. Suitable for most

computers.
* 18 MHz band width, high resolution £89 VAT = £102.35

* 15 MHz band width, normal resolution £69 r VAT = £79.35

COLOUR MONITORS
* MICROVITEC RGB input 14+ monitor supplied with RGB lead for 138C

£237 VAT - £274.85
* SANYO SCM 14" Normal res. 14". 400 dots, RGB input supplied with RGB

lead £219 VAT = £251.85

* SANYO SCM 14M Medium res. 14", 600 dots, RGB input supplied with RGB

lead £299 a VAT = £343.85
* SANYO SCM 14H High res. 14", 800 dots, RGEI input supplied with RGB lead

449 VAT - E516.35

EPSON FX80: 80 column, 160 CPS, normal, italic and elite characters. 256 user
definable characters, superscript, subscript, 11 a 9 matrix. bi-directional logic
seeking, hi-res bit image printing (960 x 8 dots/line), friction and pinfeed, 9
international character sets. Centronic parallel interface
FOOD PRICE £379 -a VAT = £435.85
EPSON RX110: 80 column, 100 CPS. normal, italic and elite characters, 11
international character sets, hi-res bit image printing, bi-directional logic

seeking. 4" to 10" adjustable pin feed. Centronic parallel interface.
RX80 PRICE £259 + VAT = £297.85
MX -100 136 column, 10 CPS, friction and tractor feed, up to 15" adjustable
carriage. hi-res bit image printing, true descenders, Centronic parallel interface.
MX -100 PRICE £419 + VAT = £481.85
RS232 Interface for all above printers £55 + VAT = £53.25
Intelligent IEEE 488 interface £65 + VAT = £74.75

Tractor feed for FX80 £79 + VAT = C90 85

Roll holder for FX80 £12 + VAT = C13.80
Ribbon for MX80. FX80. RX80
Ribbon for MX100

£8 + VAT = £9.20
£12 + VAT = £13.80

SEIKOSHA
DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS WITH
HIGH-RES
GRAPHICS

11.11111.1111181mmmier
GP -100A 80 column. 50 CPS, dot addressable hi-res graphics. 10- wide. fully
arhustable. tractor feed, 7 x 5 print matrix. Centronic parallel interface.
GP -100A 50CPS PRICE £175 VAT = £201.25

GP -250X 80 column. 50 CPS. 10" wide, fully adiustable, tractor feed, true
descenders, 64 user definable characters, double height and/or double width
printing. 8 x 5 print matrix. Centronic parallel and RS232 (serial) interfaces both
included.

GP -250X PRICE £219 + VAT = £251.85

NEW OP -7000 7 COLOUR PRINTER
This latest addition to Seikosha range gives you print in seven colours, 10" wide
carriage, friction and tractor feed. 50 print speed, dot addressabe high-res
graphics. 4 hammer printing mechanism. 10 CPI or 13.3 CPI, special Cluite
printing mode. Centronic parallel interface.
GP -700A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE £349 + VAT = £401 35

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

We guarantee that our prices are the lowest on the market If you can

lend any item advertised and in stock al less than our price we will

match that price

NEW LOW PRICES ON STAR

OA, -IL?

C.35

ex4

The most cost effective quality matrix printers to be launched this year. OP510
and DP515 features include friction and tractor feed and roll holders as standard

100 CPS print speed bi-directional logic seeking 9 x 9 matrix gives true
descenders. 2.36 buffer as standard hi-res bit image plus block graphics, sub
and super script, italic printing. auto underlining, vertical and horizontal
tabulation, left and right margins set, skip over perforation, back space and self

test.
STAR 0P51010" carriage 80 columns.
SPECIAL PRICE

STAR OP515 15" carnage 136 columns
SPECIAL PRICE

RS232 INTERFACE FOR ABOVE

£249 + VAT = E288.35

£359 *VAT = £412.85
£50 . VAT = £57.50

POCKET COMPUTERS AND CALCULATORS
* CASIO PB-100 Basic language pocket computer, 544 program steps, Owed),

keyboard. 12 char display £34.75 + VAT = 1139.95

* CASIO FX-700P Basic language. scientific functions, 1568 program steps.
Owed,/ keyboard. 12 char display £43.44 + VAT = T49.95

* CASIO P8-300 Basic language computer. scientific functions. 1568 program
steps. built-in mini pnnter. Owerty keyboard. rechargeable battens and
charger. 12 char display £78.22 a VAT = £89.95

*CASIO FA -3 Cassette adaptor for P8100, PB300. FX700
£17.35 + VAT = E19.95

*CASIO FP -12 Printer tor BB100 and FX700 f39.09 + VAT = £44.95

* SHARP PC -1211 Basic language computer. scientific functions, 1424 program
steps. 24 char display, Owerty keyboard

£60.83 + VAT = £99.95

* SHARP PC -1251 Basic language computer, 4K RAM. 24K system ROM. 24 char

display. Owedy keyboard, user defined key, numeric pad
£69.52 + VAT = £79.95

* SHARP CE -125 Cassette recorder and mini printer for use with PC -1251, incl

ban charger 1:86.91 + VAT = £99.95

* SPECIAL PRICE PC -1251 + CE -125 £146.95 VAT = (169.80

This microcomputer is based on TMS9900 16 -bit microprocessor. It includes
16K RAM, 16 colour high resolution graphic (192 x 256). The screen display is
32 characters. 24 lines TI -BASIC. Full-size keyboard. For Software there are
about 1000 programs to choose from. There are a lot of peripherals available,
e.g. Disk Drives. Disk Interface. Speech Synthesizer, Extra RAM. Additional
Language (PASCAL, TI -LOGO, ASSEMBLER).

TI HOME COMPUTER HARDWARE

Title Description Price
ine VAT

£149.95
7199/4A

PERIPHERALS

Speech

Synthesizer
Peripheral
Expansion System
Disk Drive -
Internal
Disk Controller
Card

Disk Drive
Double Sided

Complete with UHF modulator and power
supply

When used with selected modules will
roduce electronic speech £41.95
This unit takes all card peripherals and on
internal disk drive £144.95
92K formatted drive, mounts internally in
peripheral expansion system £179.95
Controls up to 3 disk drives, complete with
disk manager command module £149.95
92K formatted capacity per side acts as 2
drives DSK1 8 DSK2 total capacity 184K
bytes £219.95

Disk Drive Complete with own case. power supply 8
External connecting cables £259.95
RS232 Provides 2 serial RS232 ports, and one
Expansion Card parallel port for interfacing £109.95
RAM Adds 32K bytes extra RAM bringing total
Expansion Card capacity to 48K bytes £124.95

P -Code Card Includes the UCSD-PASCAL P -code inter- £189.95
preter

Mains Printer 80 column matrix printer pinter GP -100A
+ cable £219.95

Matrix Printer 80 column matrix printer with RS232 and
GP250X Centronic parallel interlace £273.95

Epson 0080 80 column, 100 CPS matrix printer. £320.85

Printer

Please send S.A.E. Tor software prices

THE AFFORDABLE DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER :Arc: I
ONLY
£369
1- VAT

1WIMPKW5T

* 18 CPS- Bi-Directional Logic Seeking
* 10. 12, 15 CPI + Proportional Spacing
* 'Drop in' Daisywheel -Triumph Adler Compatible
* Supports all Wordstar features
* Diablo protocols - IBM Selectric ribbon
* 2K Buffer at standard -100 character Daisywheel

SPECIAL DEFER JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL 1309 VAT - £424.35

THE CP80 QUALITY PRINTER
ONLY
£259

VAT

*80 CPS -
Bi-Directional
Logic Seeking 80 Column

* Friction and Adjustble Tractor Feed
* Patented Square Needles up to 9 x 13 matrix
* Hi -Res Graphics and Block Grphics

SHINWA CP80 PRINTER

SPARE RIBBON FOR CP80

sit
E259 VA' £297.85

£5 VA' £5.75

11\

NEC 8023BE-C PRINTER

This is a high speed printer using bi-directional logic seeking operation. 7 x 9
matrix for alphanumerics. 8 x 8 for graphics and bit image printing.
Programmable paper feed, original plus three copies. Greek characters and high
resolution graphics. The print quality is exceptional, and the price is affordable.

Price . £299 + VAT = £343.85

*OKI Microline 80 Printer 8199 + VAT - £228.85
* OKt Microline 82A Printer £329 + VAT = £378.35

* Dragon 32 Computer £139 a VAT = £159.95

Akhter Instruments Limited
DEPT. PCW, EXECUTIVE HOUSE, SOUTH RD.,

TEMPLEFIELDS, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2BZ. UK.
TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639

TELEX 995801 REF - A18

ORDERING INFORMATION
All orders which accompany a cheque, cash or postal orders are CARRIAGE
FREE (UK only). Please make cheques and postal orders payable to "AKHTER
INSTRUMENTS". A carriage charge of 3% of invoice total is applicable to
BARCLAYCARD and ACCESS Orders. We accept official orders from
Government and Educational establishments. We accept VAT FREE EXPORT
orders. please phone or write to check shipping cost

OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-5.30pm, SAT10am-2pm.
We welcome callers, no parking problems.

cl
EDINBURGH ,, A

PCW 365



Choose from the Sunshine range of Spectrum Software

Bring some Sunshine
into your life

Androids
Trapped in an endless maze
populated only by vicious
androids your only objective -
survival.
You have a lazer of course and
can withstand a few blows, but
you'd better be quick on the
draw, these guys are designed
to kill. Maybe you can find an
exit - but escape is impossible
and your replenished resources
won't last long.
The fastest, most head-
spinningly demanding game
you'll ever play. £5.95

SPECIALLY
FOR THE

r2)1.2L1

Cruising
Behind the wheel of your
machine. Cruising on
Broadway. You look mean.
People stop to stare. Suddenly
a black -and -white pulls onto the
Broadway behind - its light
flashing and siren wailing. The
chase is on!
Cruising on Broadway is a tyre -
burning fast machine -code
game for the 16 & 48K
Spectrum. The further you can
get the more difficult it
becomes - cash prizes are
being offered each month for
the highest scores. £4.95*

Swordfight at Midnight
More like a simulation than a
game, Swordfight at Midnight
presents you with a duel to the
death between two swordsmen
- play against a friend or
against the computer. Not a
program whose possibilities will
be exhausted in a day or even a
week. What it has in common
with arcade space games is a
demand for quick reactions to
attack but it adds to this
necessary ingredient subtletys
of skill and tactics that will open
up endless new ways of
approaching the duel.
An important aid to learning
these skills is a "playback"
facility which enables you to
watch the game that has just
taken place and spot your
errors. £5.95

Cruising
Quick thinking and dexterity are
required to master this high
speed chase game.
Use the keyboard to travel
around a maze - try to cover it
all before the chaser gets you.
All you have to help you is the
ability to make a gap in the track
which may slow your enemy up
a bit but watch out - things
only get tougher - the mazes
get harder and more chasers
appear.
A high speed all machine code
challenge guaranteed to raise
your Adrenalin to new heights
- no-one has yet mastered the
highest levels. £6.95

Blind Alley
A deadly duel, deep in space,
Blind Alley is what passes for
sport in the year 3017. Your
craft must use strategy to out-
wit and corral the opponent -
in this crazy development of the
pursuit games of the late 2600s.
After each round in the
enclosure game more players
are sent against you to test your
skill and agility. Blind Alley is
the machine -code action of the
future - now! For the 16 & 48K
Spectrum. Blind Alley can be
played with a Kempston
Joystick. £4.95

SUNSHINE 7
'Available through W H Smith's and computer dealers

Please send me

Cruising
on Broadway
at £4 95 each

Androids
at £5.95 each

Dragon
User Magazine
at £8 for 12 issues

Swordfight
at Midnight
at £5 95 each

Galaxy
Attack
at £5.95 each

Blind
Alley
at £4.95 each

Crusing
(Dragon)
at £6.95 each

Galaxy Attack
An amazing three part hybrid of
adventure and arcade action.
Your task will take you through
the depths of space to a crash
landing on a far flung planet
where you race against time to
repair your crippled ship before
the walkers get you. You
probably won't make it but if
you do the third and final part of
your incredible journey will
begin .. . the assault on the
alien mothership itself.
Galaxy Attack is the acid test -
the ultimate game - think
you're up to the challenge?
Then now's the time to try .
Galaxy Attack is totally machine
coded and will only work on the
48K Spectrum. £5.95

Dragon
User

the new independent
monthly

Magazine
dedicated

to putting
the Dragon

through
its paces.

Available
through

newsagent

or 60p,
or take

out a subscription
for

12 issues
for £8.

IM INIII
Trade/dealer enquiries welcome

Name

Address

Signed

We can normally deliver in four to five days.

I= OM I= NM NM MN IN I= I= III

I enclose a cheque/ postal order for

payable to Sunshine
19 Whitcomb Street, London WC2 7HF.

366 PCW



Now a business
spreadsheet

for ho e computers
Clear and easy to use

2000 cells
(600 in 16K VIC 20)

Global column
width adjustment

Variable individual
column width

Insertion or deletion
of rows and
columns

Save, load and
merge

capabilities.

22 mathematical
and statistical functions

With Practicalc you can use your 16K VIC 20 or
Commodore 64 to carry out sales forecasts, modelling,
cash flow projections and much more.

Compare the professional features and power of
Practicalc Plus or Practicalc 64 with other spreadsheets.

Compare the price. You won't need a

Formatting by cell
or whole sheet

Fast alpha-
-numeric search

Comprehensive- instruction manual

Replication across
columns and rows

Horizontal and vertical
titles can be fixed

Graphics facility
to display your results

Powerful alpha-
numeric sort, highest to

lowest and lowest to highest

spreadsheet to calculate the best buy.
Computer Software Associates' products are

available from good computer stores or direct from the
exclusive distributors - Marketing Micro Software Ltd.,
Goddard Road, Whitehouse Ind. Est., Ipswich IP I 5NP.
Tel: 0473 462721 Telex 987515.

ALL THIS FROMo AS
nquiries

LITTLE AS £29.95

Another great program from

Aik COMPUTER
WI SOFTWARE
\l/ ASSOCIATES

Name
Address

PCW/9/83

For more information send this coupon to: Personal enquiry (please tick) El Dealer enquiry(please tick) E

Marketing Micro Software Ltd. Goddard Road, Whitehouse Ind. Est., Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 5NP.
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t ORMBETA SOFTWARE t

INTEGRATED

SALES LEDGER

PURCHASE LEM

3 STOCK CONTROL

PRODUCT INVOICING

Ormbeta business software has been
developed to help your business
overcome the challenges of the
1980's and beyond.

Ormbeta is the most flexible business
software so far developed in the U.K.

Ormbeta systems are in UCSD
PASCAL, the world's finest and most
efficient operating system.

Ormbeta can be supplied to run on
almost any business machine on the
market. Apple, IBM, Xerox, Sirius,
Victor, and Sage, and more to follow.

ORMBETA SOFTWARE

BUSINESS SYSTEM

SELECT REQUIRED PROGRAM I

Ormbeta is already being
developed for tomorrow's
machines, such as the Apple LISA.

NOMINAL LEDGER

PAYRCCL

DATA BASE MAIN MENU

DATA BASE UTILITIES

Ormbeta includes all the 'off -the -shelf'
packages, Sales and Purchase Ledger,
Payroll etc, but can also be customised
to particular requirements.

If you would like to find out how
Ormbeta can help you meet the
business challenges of tomorrow, or if
you are a dealer and want to help
others, fill in the coupon today - or
telephone us now on Ormskirk (0695)
77043. You will never look back!

mi. ORMSKIRK
COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD.

14 Aughton Street, Ormskirk,
Lancashire L39 3BW

Telephone: Ormskirk (0695) 77043
Telex: 627110 & 628702 CHACOM G

Prefix 'ORMBETA'

I would like to discover Ormbeta, please
send me your latest brochure 
I am interested in becoming an Ormbeta

dealer Tick as required.

Name

Org
Address

Tel
PCW



QUESTION
WHERE CAN I BUY

NEWBRAIN 'A' 32K
NEWBRAIN 'AD' 32K
SINCLAIR ZX81 1K
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 16K
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 48K
ORIC-1 48K
SINCLAIR ZX PRINTER
SINCLAIR ZX81 RAM PACK
SEIKOSHA GP -250X PRINTER
SEIKOSHA GP -100A PRINTER
SANYO SCM12H GREEN MONITOR
SANYO SCM12N GREEN MONITOR
BMC BM12E GREEN MONITOR
JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

FOR £268.00
FOR £298.00
FOR £39.00
FOR £99.00
FOR £129.00
FOR £139.00
FOR £39.00
FOR £28.50
FOR £260.00
FOR £215.00
FOR £100.00
FOR £85.00
FOR £100.00
FOR £458.00

CARRIAGE: 1 item £4.00, 2 items £3.50 each, 3 items £3.00 each, 4 or more FREE

ANSWER:-
WHY NOT COME IN AND SEE US

AT OUR NEW SHOP
44 NEW BRIGGATE, LEEDS 1

NEXT TO THE GRAND THEATRE

171ICROCELL EDIT1PUTER SYSTEIT15

1111111111111111111111111111 11111,1111111111MINIIIIIN111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111NP/ANIPN/FAMPINNINNIIIIIIIIIININI

0111111111111111111111NIP2 Yiro ifiill1111111111111111111111111111111M
1111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111IIIIMMIIIMIIIIII

111111WWWWilifig41011111111111

FOR ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD PHONE ORDERS, PLEASE RING (0532) 449722

MICROCELL COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 44 NEW BRIGGATE, LEEDS 1, YORKSHIRE

NAME

ADDRESS

PLEASE SEND ME

SIGNED

FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

PLEASE TICK PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD NO

TOTAL £
+ CARRIAGE £

TOTAL ENCLOSED E
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WE CAN TELL
YOUR FORTUNE

It at 50 GB

'rTREND
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Now available - a UNIQUE program that will extrapolate
your business trends into the future - OREIPENTREND

Friendly software aid to planning enables you to accurately
forecast sales trends, currency fluctuations, stock levels,
market trends and so on.

User friendly 'menu' type program.

Data can be displayed on any user defined time base such as
weekly, monthly or as 13 period, or as simple XY values.

Any section of either axis can be expanded for detailed
analysis.

Files can be created and maintained.

Moving averages or MAT's *Differences *Ratios *Linear
regressions *Cumulative values *Ideal for display and
printing of Z charts.

Sets of data can be superimposed on the same graph or
plotted on dual display for comparison.

Lombardy Computers Limited

LE
Netherfield, Gravel Path,
Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 2PF

* Displays can take the form of lines, points or bars.
* Detailed, well presented user manual in tutorial style.
* Immediately available for the Apple and Sirius Microcomputers.

* £199 inc p&p excl. VAT.
Cut the FREEPOST coupon for further information
or to order your SUPERTREND program.ri

NTREND I
TICK AS APPROPRIATE

Please telephone me as soon as possible with more details on (hal no /

Pplaey"abt
sendo

Lombardy ILUmPEpRutylr!niporroecitaacmh.progIrde,nclose
cheque; postal order to, 228.85 mode

Send to: Koster Marshall -Clarke Ltd., FREEPOST,
Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 1BR

Name

Address

INN IMO EN MO MN 111111 I= MI INN IMO d
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PLEASE PHONE 0323 20496
BUSINESS CENTRE LTD
56-58  SOUTH STREET  EASTBOURNE  BN21 4UZ

NOT A LIGHT

DUTY MACHINE!

EXPECTS

3 HOURS A DAY

BROTHER CE50 SERIAL INTERFACES

111110011110.
(KSR about 3 weeks)

£499.00 + VAT

CONTROLS
S

CENTRONICS

RS 232 - RS 232

PRINTER BUFFERS
16K 48K

£126.00 £158.00
+ VAT + VAT

BROTHER HR1

CROWN RANIER

SHEET FEEDER
FOR BROTHER HR1

AND BROTHER CROWN RANIER

ONLY £449.00



CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
WITH

SYMBIOTIC
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

SYMBIOTIC Computer Systems manufacturers of the SYMBFILE Winchester hard disk sub system, and SYMBNET fibre
optic network are looking for experienced staff to further strengthen their unique position in the micro peripheral market.

AREA SALES MANAGERS
Dynamic young people aged 22-35 years old, with a number of years experience using micro computers. Proven sales

ability would be preferred but is not essential. You will be required to work largely on your own initiative, selling to and
supporting our growing network of dealers. We require people to work in and around

LONDON, LEEDS, MANCHESTER,
OR BRISTOL

Excellent remurieration for the right candidates including

COMPANY CAR.

TWO LOCAL SALES SUPPORT SOFTWARE TECHNICIANS
Required to support our growing Dealer Network.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN ENGINEERS
To work on microprocesso.dnetwork design projects.

TWO SENIOR DESIGNERS
Candidates should have a thorough experience of digital circuit design. Working knowledge of 808X and 6502 an

advantage. Successful candidates should expect to manage and assist in training less experienced members of the design
team.

TWO JUNIOR DESIGNERS
Applicants should have some experience of digital circuit design, successful candidates will become part of a design team

and, although the positions offered are not trainee posts, they will receive training appropriate to the projects undertaken.

TWO MICRO SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
To work as part of a development team whose responsibilities include writing of system support programs for Winchester

hard disk and network interfacing to different micros. Skills in 6502 and 808X assembler languages required. A good
working knowledge of the CP/M and MS DOS operating systems an advantage. Candidates will become part of a system
support team and wiill be expected to eventually take the leading roles in that team.

All the above posts offer

EXCELLENT REMUNERATION

If you feel you have the necessary qualifications and experience we are seeking contact:

W.S. Sayers on 01 683 1137/8

or write to SYMBIOTIC Computer Systems Ltd, 32, Elmwood Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TX.



OPUS OES1-4116
FOR BUSINESS SYTEMS

111

MODEL 5

* Made in Britain * 10 models available
* Competitive prices * Ex -stock delivery
* Castors with lockable brakes
* Attractive brown and cream finish
* Generous desk top area
* Lower shelf for disc drives
* Drawer for disc storage
* Scratch resistant surfaces

OPUS OE51-4110
FOR PERSONAL MICROS

DIMENSIONS:
Width 401/4";

Overall Height 31"
Desk Top Height 26"

Overall Depth 26"

* Teak finish
* Top shelf for

monitor/printer
* Bottom shelf for

books/paper
* Large desk top surface

* Slot for paper feed/
cable exit

* On castors
for mobility

401411111$1g

TO ORDER:
Add £7.00 carriage

and VAT @ 15%

OPUS SUPPLIES
158 CAMBERWELL ROAD

LONDON SE5 OEE.
01-701-8668 01--703-6155

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
GOVT & EDUCATIONAL ORDERS

WELCOME mow

WHAT USE A MICRO
WITHOUT A PRINTER?

NEW A.D.M. 80 COL. DOT MATRIX WITH
TRACTOR FEED. BACKED BY ONE OF

BRITAINS LARGEST MANUFACTURERS, IT IS
NOW STOCKED BY US.

SPECIAL LAUNCH PRICE
£311.00 + VAT. Carriage £7.50 or collect from
our warehouse.

CROFTON ELECTRONICS LTD.
35 GROSVENOR ROAD, TWICKENHAM, MIDDX 01 891 1923/1513 Telex 295093

DRAGON 32
NOW IN STOCK

4 COLOUR
Printer Plotter

£149.95

* HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

* ALPHA NUMERIC PRINTING
* 40 AND 80 COLUMN
* 12 CPS
* BLACK, BLUE, GREEN AND RED

INCLUDING
CABLE & PLUG,
VAT & DELIVERY

TRADE & CLUB ENQUIRIES WELCOME
OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD £10 P&P

Send cheques to

DRAGON 32
USERS CLUB
31 North Street
Wareham
Dorset BH2O 1AD
Credit-card holders
may order by phone,

09295 51383
24 hours a day.

An Independent Club run by

)COM PUTERS
MAIN SERVICE AGENTS

Send 50p for our comprehensive
Software and Hardware Catalogue

PROBABLY THE WIDEST
DRAGON RANGE IN EUROPE

PCW 373



EPSON IN BIRMINGHAM

HX-20
PORTABLE
MICROCOMPUTER

Nimr7n1...,

00.00

aalatalatfillo oPP1161=ilk

r"*" INEBBIBB;
WassaPa*Mt

£402

QX-10
THE HUMAN
COMPATIBLE
BUSINESS MICRO

192Kb RAM,
dual D/D discs,
Hi -resolution
Graphics,
CP /M, BASIC
Full 12 months warranty

£1,735
All Epson printers, accessories and sundries are always available.
Call and see our full range of micro -computer systems and software.

Training and full post sales support is always available.

jaemma
SUPPLYING THE SYSTEMS - GIVING THE SERVICE

021-643 1609
UNIT 24, LEE BANK HOUSE, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM B1 1HR

THE CHEAPEST
IN THE WORLD?

apple II COMPATIBLE

48K
Numeric Keypad
Upper/Lower case

RAM I INC FREIGHT
TO LONDON

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

The sole SINCLAIR agent for
the Arab World - now also
agent for JUPITER ACE and

APPLE!
We are interested in

software. publications, add -
etc.

Do not miss this opportunity
of a tee too to

V.O. Box UT Jeddah,
Setedi Arabia. Telt 6604212.
Telex CB TM Auterem S

£250

utatain
PO Box 147, Jeddah

Saudi Arabia Tel. 660 4212
Telex 402 276 AUTORAM SJ

Sole SINCLAIR agent for
The Arab World

UK INFORMATION CENTRE
0923-771306
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The Superb

BBC MICRO
is now readily available

VIC's PRICE

An infinitely expandable
machine, ideal for the
home or business and is
already widely used for
educational purposes In
schools -so the chances
are your children may
already be well familiar
with Its operation, which
must make it the ideal
choice for the home too!

£399
Plus! (model B O.S. 1-2 1982 Basic)
- we are also stockists of: COMMODORE  SHARP 
ORIC  JUPITER ACE  DRAGON  SINCLAIR 
ATARI  TEXAS etc. and carry a wide range of
ACCESSORIES, PRINTERS, BOOKS and SOFTWARE.

We are members of the
SPECTRUM group of micro
dealers - see SPECTRUM's
ads in this issue for further
details.

e NOW TO FIND US
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 Access, Barclaycard & Spectrum Chargecard
welcome  Instant Credit - please ask for written
details II Send S.A.E. for other computer bargains

IficOlden's
6 London Bridge Walk, London SE1

Tel: 01-403 1988

Encounter
A real adventure game where a lively and
inventive mind is needed to win.

Tombs of Karnak
The king of mazes with many rooms and
monsters. Currently our best seller.

EDUCATIONAL Er BUSINESS
Rocket Giant Maths Super Signwriter Multi -linguist
Basic Tutorial Database Filer Bas Mod Word Processor
Front Panel Sales/Purchase Analysis Club-stat Busi-calc

SOLO SOFTWARE
51 Broad Street, Worcester, WR1 3LR

(0905) 26524
Send NOW for our extensive catalogue



STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

(Packages for the Apple 11/11E with the Pascal 1.1
language system)

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Multiple Stepwise Regression, Correlations, t, Chi Sq. &
Bartlett's tests. Poisson & Binomial Distributions. Data

Transforms & Time shifts.
PRICE £125 + VAT

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Crossed Classifications and Nested Analyses.

User selected error estimates, Partial Analyses, Cell and
Factor/Interaction level means.

PRICE £90 + VAT

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
AND FORECASTING

Monthly, Lunar Monthly, Quarterly or Annualised Data.
Calendar or user defined period lengths. Days/period and
Seasonal Adjustments. Seven forecasting routines. Long
Term Cycles identified & projected. Plots of observed and

calc. data.
PRICE £90 + VAT

JEL COMPUTER SERVICES
3 King's Road
Cleethorpes

DN35 OAJ
Tel: (0472) 693742

Apple is the trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

PC
PEDRO COMPUTER SERVICES

BBC MODEL 'B'

ORIC I

SPECTRUM

ZX 81

VIC 20

VIC 64

OSBOURNE

PRINTERS

ROB MONITORS

GREEN SCREEN MONITORS

DISK DRIVES

PET TV INTERFACE

PET EDGE CONNECTORS

MORE PET ADD-ONS

BBC SOFTWARE

ACORN SOFTWARE

PROGRAM POWER

BUG BYTE

GEMINI

VIC SOFTWARE (20/64)

ZX81 - SPECTRUM

CONTINUOUS STATIONERY

DISKETTES

PRINTER RIBBONS

CASSETTE RECORDERS

BOOKS

VARIOUS ADD-ONS

BLANK CASSETTES

PRINTER LEADS

MALE- FEMALE

FEMALE- FEMALE

SIRIUS - PARALLEL

OSBOURNE- PARALLEL

IBM - PARALLEL

T-SWTICH - switches
between two devices

IN HOUSE MAINTENANCE OF

PET's

BBC

OSBOURNE

APPLE

PRINTERS AND

MONITORS

We export to Europe, Africa and Asia. Access and Barclay cards
welcome.
Address:- 43/44 Hoxton Square, London N1.
Telephone:- 01-739 6138

An independent
non-profit making

organisation
APPLE USERS!!!

B.A.S.0 .G.
BRITISH APPLE SYSTEMS USER GROUP

Founded 1980

What can BASUG do for you?

* Massive, inexpensive software library
* Bi-monthly journal HARD CORE (articles,

members' letters, reviews, hints and tips,
problems, small ads.)

* Make your voice heard to the manufacturers
* Steer complaints in the right direction
* National and local meetings
* Courses (Pascal, Machine Code,

Visicalc etc)
* Special Offers, Deals

Contact: FRAN TEO
P.O. BOX 174, Watford, Herts WD2 6NF
for membership application form
New Members (UK) [15.001 [12.50 annual
membership * 12,50 joining fee')
Renewals (UK) 02.50
Non UK Members E25.00

'includes introductory disk, software

REPRINT SERVICE
If you are interested in a particular article

or advertisement in Personal Computer

World, you might like to take advantage

of our special Reprint Service. Let our

high quality reprints provide an attractive

and impressive addition to your portfolio

of promotional material.

For further details and a quotation, give

us a call today.

Ring

Robert Buggs

on

01-636 6890

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

PCW 375



The SPRINT 11
with the Qume Conne

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS

Access Data Communications Ltd.,
Uxbridge, Middlesex. Tel: (0895)59781

Alphatech Computer Systems Ltd.,
Bourne End, Buckinghamshire.
Tel: (06285) 28237

Bytech Ltd.,
Earley, Reading, Berks.
Tel: (0734) 61031

Daisy Terminals Ltd.,
Haywards Heath, West Sussex.
Tel: (0444)457546
London Office -Tel: 01-434 2821

ISG Data Sales Ltd.,
Reading, Berks. Tel: (0734) 884666

Facit Data Products Ltd.,
Rochester, Kent. "Iel: (0634)401721

Qume's legendary print quality is now
available for your small business or
personal computer with our new
SPRINT 11 PLUS daisywheel printer.
The secret is The Qume Connection
interface module. Our first Qume
Connection modules fit the most
popular computers, including those
from IBM, Tandy, Commodore, Xerox,
Hewlett Packard and Sirius through
our range of R.S.232C, I. E. E. E.
and Centronics interfaces.

Qume Connection modules for other
microcomputers are on the way. You can
get theSPRINT 11 PLUS that's right
for your printing requirements, with a
choice of 40 or 55 cps. So make the
Qume Connection by calling us or one of
the authorised Qume distributors listed.

ume®
Qume (UK) Limited,

Bridgewater Close, Reading,
Berkshire, RG31JT.

Tel: Reading (0734) 584646. Telex: 849706

A British Company of ITT
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You've a deadline to meet,
the right CP/M Software pack-
age is needed, the right decision has to
be made; which format, which product,
when can it be delivered, at what price?

You need good advice, and just as
important, you need to talk to some-
one who has a large enough range to be
able to offer honest advice. Someone
who can then deliver on time, someone
whose catalogue is fast becoming the
byword of the software industry.

So don't expose your-
self, talk to Software Limited.

Choice, advice and delivery, all aimed at
meeting your deadline.

Software Limited ...
Because there's more to
choose from, we're the
only choice to make.

01-8331173/6
Software Limited
No. 2 Alice Owen Technology Centre
251 Goswell Road, London EC1

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

o.
Software
Limited

Attractive quantity & dealer discounts available PCW 377



Asyour comps
will yourcompul

AM 1062 - UP TO 40 TERMINALS

AM 1000 - EXPANDABEF 10 SEVEN TERMINALS
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nygoes places,
ergrow with it?

===2
faszczek

Whether you're a small company
on the way up, or a large company
with bigger ideas, the computer sys-
tem you install should be the one that
won't run out of steam as you move
ahead.

That's why more than 1,000 com-
panies in the United Kingdom, large

which to build a much larger system,
with no redundancy of hardware.

So that as you grow, the system
grows with you. With increasing
flexibility, and increasing cost
effectiveness.

Back all this up with a highly
experienced dealer network, which
has genuine experience of both
business and specialist applications,
and you have a system that will fit per-
fectly into your company.

Alpha -Micro - the one to grow
with.

16/32 Bit Micro based on the
Motorola 68000.

Multi-user operating system
supporting Basic, Fortran, Pascal,
Cobol, Lisp and Word Processing

Optional Database Management,
CPM capability, IBM Communication
Software.

Unbeatable Price.

Our dealers have produced soft-
ware packages for such diverse
businesses as Estate Agents, Hotel
Administrators, Farm Auctioneers,
Fuel Distributors, PractisingAccount-
ants, Insurance Brokers, Solicitors
and many more.

Call us on 01-930 4884 and let
us put you in touch with the dealer
who best suits your particular needs
and location.

and small, are going places with
Alpha -Micro. alpha micro

Because as demand on the sys-
tem increases, it can be upgraded
without the expense of redeveloping
software, which remains compatible
with the entire Alpha -Micro range,
supporting up to sixty terminals. In
addition, any Alpha -Micro configura-
tion may be used as a base from 13PallMall,London,SW1Y5LUTelephone:01-9304884

000
000

000
000

000
IWO

OOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO

000 000 000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOO
000 000 000 000 000 0410
000 000 000 OOOOOOOOOOOOO
000 000 000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOO
000 000 000 OOOOOO
000 000 000 000 4100

  
WPS SYSTEMS LIMITED
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g SUPER -MAILER »
The first of a new range of
`AFFORDABLE' BUSINESS SOFTWARE
written especially for the

=ACT
ow-sinus,
SUPER -MAILER' is an advanced name and
address handling package designed specifically to
run on the SIRIUS. Maintains up to 1500 names and
addresses, each with its own reference number and
`Utility Field'.

Facilities include fast sort and search, printed
reference lists (showing Company Name, date, time
and search criteria), labels, and 'Wordstar'
compatible Mail -Merge files for mailshots.

Send now for 'SUPER -MAILER' at the incredible
price of only £19.95!!

Configuration: MS/DOS.

Price includes Manual, P&P and VAT!

Cheque with order Please to:

AFFORDABLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
37 South Road, Faversham, Kent



REPRINT SERVICE

If you are interested in a particular article or advertisement in
Personal Computer World, you might like to take advantage of

our special Reprint Service. Let our high quality reprints provide
an attractive and impressive addition to your portfolio of

promotional material.

For further details and a quotation, give us a call today.

Ring

Robert Buggs
on

01-636 6890

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

WARNING : Unfiltered power can
damage your computers health.

Because dirty power is the most
likely cause of the unexplained
errors and circuit malfunctions
which can upset all micro based
products and their users.

The Plug with its own built in filter
and transient suppressor reduces
the effect of electrical noise and
spikes and increases the reliability
of both hardware and software.

Protect your computer from
unnecessary power problems,
say 'No' to dirty power.

R.R.P. £15.50 including p.p.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

The Plug is available from dealers or direct from the manufacturer

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

Power International Limited 2A Isambard Brunel Road,
Portsmouth, Hampshire. P01 2DU. Tel. (0705) 756715

PC W 381



REPRINT
SERVICE

If you are interested in a particular article or

advertisement in Personal Computer World, you might
like to take advantage of our special Reprint Service. Let

our high quality reprints provide an attractive and

impressive addition to your portfolio of promotional
material.

For further details and a quotation,

give us a call today.

Ring

Robert Buggs
on

01-636 6890

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

382 PCW



HIGHLANDS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
2 CO WELL ST., LLANELLI, DYFED

SA151UU
Tel: 05542 70517

IFACORN
COMPUTER

ACORN BBC OFFICIAL DEALERS

BBC
100 k Cased Shugart drive
Dual
Disc I -F Kit inc. fitting

PLUS ETC

VIC-20
ORIC 48k
COMMODORE 64

PLUS

OSBORNE

£
3 46 .96
195 .00
31 0.00
95.00

E X .VAT

139.99 INCVAT
139.99
229.99

PRINTERS ACCESSORIES, SOFTWARE , BOOKS

MAGAZINES

The Logica Vitesse
Personal Computer

We've got the
Professional Solution

108Ica vatesse
PCW 383



ORIC AND SINCLAIR
COMPUTERS

NI, 'eh 'J2,11'12,1'0*
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Oric 1 48K computer £147 (£158). Oric 1
16K n/a (n/a). Sinclair Spectrum 48K £113
(£133). Spectrum 16K £86.91 (£107). 32K
memory upgrade kit for 16K Spectrum
(Issue 2 only) £26.09 (£28). Fuller master
unit for the Spectrum including speech
synthesizer, sound synthesizer, amplifier
and joystick ports £47.78 (£56). ZX
microdrive n/a (n/a). ZX rs232 n/a (n/a).
Keyboards with space bars for the ZX81
and the Spectrum £36 (£41). ZX printer
£34.74 (£50). 5 printer rolls £10.43 (£16).
ZX81 £43.43 (£52). ZX81 16K ram packs
£26.04 (£28). New luxury Spectrum
computers 48k with full sized typewriter
keyboards complete with normal space bar
enclosed in a larger plastic case which also
houses the power supply and the computer
pcb £138.20 (£174).

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore 64 £199 (£209). Special offer
package: Vic 20 + casette recorder +
Basic course + 4 games £121 (£149).
Convertor to allow the use of most ordinary
mono cassette recorders with the Vic 20

and the Commodore 64 built £8 (£9), kit £6
(£7). Commodore cassette recorder £36.50
(£44). 1541 disk drive £199 (£209). 1525
printer £200 (£220). We stock most
accessories.

OTHER COMPUTERS
Colour Genie £168 (£178). BBC Model B
£424 (£440). Texas T199/4A £139 (£169).
Atari 800 £347 (£380). Atari 400 16K with
Basic £173 (£215).

PRINTERS

New Epson RX80 £279 (£309). The Epson
MX8OFT/3 has been replaced by the
almost identical CTI CP80 £251 (£271) and
the very similar Star DP510 £251 (£271).
Epson FX80 £378 (£408). Epson MX100/3
£425 (£465). New Star DP515 15" carriage
printer £346 (£386). Seikosha GP100A
£199 (£219). Oki Microline 80 £207 (£227).
Oki Microline 82A £360 (£400). Oki
Microline 84 £730. Oki Microline 92 £470.
The Silver Reed, the latest miracle, a
combined daisy wheel printer and electric
typewriter for only £385 (£425). Juki 6100
proportional daisy wheel printer £364
(£404), MCP 40 colour printer £139 (£159).
Star STX thermal printer £139 (£159). We
can supply interfaces to run all the above
from Sharp computers.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Dept PCW, 32 GOldsel Rd., Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ, England.

UK prices are shown first. UK customers must add postage (£1
on Sinclair products, £3.50 on other computers and disk drives
and £4.50 on other printers) and the 15% VAT. The bracketed
prices are European export prices and include insured airmail
postage to all the countries of Europe including Norway, Sweden,
Finland, Denmark, Spain and Italy. No VAT should be added to
export prices. We are the leading computer export specialists and
will be happy to quote prices for overseas delivery both inside
and outside Europe. Official UK credit orders welcome from
Government laboratories, schools, universities and local
authorities, etc.

CP/M-80 Software from
The Software Toolworks
C/80 Compiler ver 2.0 £50.00
As reviewed in April '83 PCW. Conforms to Kern ig han and Ritchie,
complete with assembler - also generates M80 compatible code.
Lacks long integer and floating point date types -requires 48K.
RATFOR pre-processor £42.00
Brings structured programming to FORTRAN -80 with many useful
features. Utilities from 'Software Tools' included.
LISP/80 interpreter £42.00
The language of Artificial Intelligence - including a LISP editor and
an example of ELIZA and analysts game. Requires 48K.
TEXT formatter £45.00
A powerful text formatter producing left and right justified
margins, table of contents, index, form letters and footnotes. Will
pass printer ESC codes.
UVMAC- Z80 Macro Assembler £35.00
Powerful macro -assembler which generates absolute code -with
many useful features.
AUTODIFF- files comparator £40.00
Flexible and easy to use, finds differences in both text and binary
files -essential for every software tool kit.
MYCHESS Chess playing program £35.00
With nine skill levels, game save and restart facilities, does not
require graphicsterminals- a championship program.

All on 8" SSSD and Osborne formats
please enquire for other formats

GAMES and UTILITIES for the OSBORNE £30.00
Several available - ADVENTURE, MUNCHKIN, Sketch Editor, File
Compressor and Encryptor.
Send you order with cheque (add £2.00 p&p and VAT) to:

System Science
54 Enfield Cloisters,

Fenshaw St, London N1
Tel: 01-7390540

ACT SIRIUS
New Graphics
Hardware and
Software from
Magus
GRAPHICS SCREEN EDITOR
- The Graphics Equivalent
of a Word Processor.

Our NEW Graphics Screen Editor gives
interactive access to all of our powerful
graphics routines directly from the
keyboard.

FEATURES: -
 Line drawing and deletion
 Shading and area deletion
 Addition and deletion of text
 Multiple character sets
 Picture save and load to and from disk
 Multiple Screens
 Generation and use of symbol

libraries
 Polygon and conic section plotting
 Cursor control from the keyboard

or joystick
 Full Screen dump to a printer
 Block move

USES: -
 Electrical Schematics
 Building layouts
 In fact anything that can be drawn

Also available
 The Magus Graphics Board
 Memory Boards
 Multifunction Board
 Microcosm Research's Silicon Disk
 Data Ace - The Outstanding New

Data Base Management System from
the U.S.A.

Coming Soon - New Graphics
Software from Magus
 Three Dimensional Surface Plotter
 Business Graphics Package
 Tektronix 4010 Emulator

All Magus Products Designed and
Produced in Britain to the Highest
Standards.

Authorised Dealer Enquiries Invited.

MAGUS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS LTD

Sopworth Manor, Sopworth Chippenham, Wilts SN14 6PS
Telephone: 022 122 3576

384 PCW



IN YOUR OWN
HOME,
IN YOUR OWN

0 TIME,
AT YOUR OWN
PACE.

Learn computer programming quickly and easily
through the renowned ICS "Open College"
system, taking the course at your own pace and
in your own time.

Use the famous ICS study texts, backed up by
your own expert tutor, and learn computer
programming, the proven way, with ICS home
study.

Courses:
Introduction to Computer

Programming
Programming in BASIC
Programming in COBOL

ICACbi
Approved b CACC Member of

ALL DETAILS FREE- SIMPLY RETURN THE COUPON BELOW

IPlease
send me your prospectus

ms
on Computer Programming

Name

Address

IchMill Post to: Dept F347
in National ICS School of Computer Programming

Education 160 Stewarts Road,
rporahon London SW8 4UJ

111.11MIIMIMI 11=1 MIN IMO NM I=

0

NM

01 622 991
tall hours)

IM

STOCKISTS FOR

BBC
ORIC
DRAGON
NEWBRAIN
COMMODORE
SPECTRUM
SHARP

PLUS
FULL RANGE OF
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
INCLUDING
TANDY MODEL 2, 3, 4, 16.
OLIVETTI, SIRIUS, PIXEL AND
THE NEW LAMBART DUET 16.

1 THE QUADRANT, BRIDGE STREET,
GUILDFORD, SURREY GUI 4SG
TEL: 0483 578848

Nationwide
Discount
Software

PLUS S% FURTHER DISCOUNT
aot, amathly tispgaias rOP club memberas caly!

MEMBERSHIP FEE SS pep yeah

TO NATIONWIDE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE, P.O. BOX NO. 28
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN1 2YU. TEL: 0892 36822

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING ITEMS

DESCRIPTION PRICE

MEMBERSHIP FEE OF £5 A YEAR

POSTAGE AND PACKING 0.80

TOTAL
I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER MADE PAYABLE TO NATIONWIDE DISCOUNT
SOFTWARE READERS ACCOUNT. REMITTANCES SHALL BE HELD ON YOUR BEHALF
UNTIL GOODS ARE DESPATCHED.

NAMF MEM No

ADDRESS

Tr I

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. DELIVERY 21/28 DAYS

cult IVIACItt
ILISI

R.R.P N.D.S.
ATARI PRICE
*Choplifter Cart 37.52 27.86
Miner 2049er Cart 41.70 29.23
*Temple of Ashai Disk 33.07 24.77
Zaxxon Disk 33.07 24.77
*Suspended Disk 41.35 30.98
ET Phone Home Cart 41.70 33.65
Master Type Disk 32.17 24.08
Story Machine Disk 28.14 21.91

*Face Maker Disk 28.14 21.91
*Type Attack Disk 33.07 24.77
Preschool IQ Builder Disk 19.29 15.48
Bank Street Writer Disk 57.91 43.37
Visicalc Disk 160.20 136.05
Atariwriter Cart 64.37 51.91

*Also available for Corn 64 - ring for prices

COMMODORE 64
*Frogger Disk 28.93 22.57
*Zork I/III Disk 33.07 25.81
*Snooper Troops #1 Disk 32.17 25.08
*Deadline Disk 41.35 32.26
*Starcross Disk 33.07 25.81
Heswriter 64 Cart 36.86 28.75
Turtle Graphics Cart 49.15 38.35
Gridrunner Cart 33.35 26.76
*Coco Disk 41.35 32.26
*Coco II Disk 33.07 25.81
*Computer Stocks & Bonds Cass 16.56 12.91
Computer Football Strategy Cass 13.25 10.33
*Jump Man Disk 33.07 25.79
Hesmon Cart 33.35 26.01

*Also available for Atari - ring for prices
Many more items available

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT

PCW 385



BBC MODEL a MICRO
UNIQUE OFFER

When you buy a BBC 'B' for

we will give you a

£347 from us,

£50 VOUCHER
which can be put towards the cost of an
Epsom Printer or 800K Disc Drive, if
purchased within 3 months.

The BBC has become the most popular
Educational Computer in Britain, not on

gimmicks, purely on merit. Comp Shop have
the largest stock in the country. A stock of
400 upwards with full engineering support
and a full compliment of spares available.

BBC A to B UPGRADE done on the premises
while -u -wait

DISK UPGRADE £95

BBC COMPATABLE
DRIVES BY CUMANA

MICROWARE (CDC) DRIVES

FROM FOR SINGLE

AND
0211 FOR DUAL

BBC DRIVES ALSO AVAILABLE

TORCH
Z80 DISC PACK

includes 800K Disc Drives, 64K RAM and Z80
FITTED FREE & WHILE -U -WAIT

COMPSROP
PRICE PROMISE

WE GUARANTEE
TO MATCH

THE PRICE

ON EQUIPMENT
OFFERED

FROM STOCK

THROUGH
ANY OTHER

SUPPLIER

RGB COLOUR
MONITOR V/49

MADE BY MICROVITEC CUB
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

APPLE lle

Additional
Drives

The NEW
Apple

Disk Drive
With
Controller

APPLE SYSTEM COMPRISING
APPLE lle, 80 ColumnCard, Disk with
Controller, 12" Green Screen,

All for ONLY

HITACHI
PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS
9" .5r129"

12" £.1139

FX-80 PRINTER THE WOTORLD'S
POPULAR

MATRIXe; 703.," PRINTER

Elite, italic, Enlarge and Condensed
Character Styles, 160 CPS, Proportional
Spacing, Bi-directional, User Defined

Graphics, Hi-res Graphics, Superscript and
Subscript.

MICROLINE 80

COMPSHOP WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1978
AND HAS CONTINUALLY OFFERED THE

BEST IN MICRO COMPUTERS TO
DISCERNING CUSTOMERS. WE SELL ONLY

COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS, AND
THEREFORE CAN OFFER THE SUPPORT

MANY OTHER SHOPS CANNOT.

INST
CREDIT

VP TO E1,000

tiMP

KEYTRONIC
IBM COMPATABLE
CompX149Quantity

Shop Exclusive
Discounts Available

M 40 .0010000 44 4
0.0111400.0 gif 4

Ill 000110.010R fte it
Ai IIMMINimmilim i -

I ,,II ill MI; t

4,11 hott
ken Shcandmc I amill.11

shillipla

I 11.1,i

h`
si"`

Low Profile, Tactile Feed Back,
Microprocessor Controlled, Solid State
Capacitance Switches, IBM Compatable

Keyboard complete with Specification Sheet
and Coil Connecting Cable.

AS USED ON MAY IBM LOOK -ALIKE
COMPUTERS

COMMODORE 64

Full Colour
Graphics

64K Memory

ALSO STOCKED
Software, UHF Modulators, Diskettes,
Cassettes, Ribbons, Books, Printer Paper,
Cables, Connectors and Spare Parts for all
makes of computers. Computer Desks.

TELEPHONE SALES
OPEN 24 hrs. 7 days a week

01-449 6596

FULL AND FAST REPAIR SERVICE AT YOUR
DISPOSAL

EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS
WELCOME.

QUOTATIONS GIVEN.
ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. Delivery is
added at cost. Please make cheques and postal
orders payable to COMP SHOP LTD., or phone your
order quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS
CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.

VISA CI
COE16
leaFIKA/10...

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire ENS IQW
(Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line)
Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596
Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday

386 PCW



DYSAN
104/1 &side S dens 481P1 40Tr
104/10 S/side D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
104/2D [1/side D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
204/1D &side 0 Dens 96tPi 80Tr
204/2D D :side CI Dens 96tPi 80Tr
VERBATIM DATALIFE (Flee year warranty)
MD525-01-HR &side S or D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
MD550-0I-HR Dfside S or D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
M0577 -01 -HR S/side D or 0 Dens 96tPi 80Tr
MD557-01-HR D/side D or 0 Dens 96tPi 80Tr
10 or 16 hard sectors at same price
Add £1.25 for plastic case
MEMOREX
3431 -HR S/side S Dens 48tPi 40Tr
3481 -HR S/side D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
3491 -HR D/side D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
3504 -HR S/side Q Dens 96tPi 80Tr
3501 -HR Diside 0 Dens 96tPi 80Tr
BASF (Ouallibetric)
IX S/side S Dens 48tPi 40Tr
ID S/side D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
2D D/side D Dens 48tPi 40Tr
ACCESSORIES

DISICS- alas - DISICS
*** LOWEST PRICES - FAST DELIVERY ***

PRICE PROMISE
We will match any other lower price advertised in the current issue of PCW for single boxes in stock

5.25" DISKS - IN BOXES OF 10 DISKS
Price per Box (E)

1-4 5-9 10+
23.00
25.50
33.00
36.00
42.00

16.00
23.25
22.10
30.50

14.50
14.80
19.50
2300
25.00

14.25
1775
22.25

22.00
23.00
30.00
34.00
39.00

15.50
22.25
21.10
29.75

14.00
14.30
18.50
22.10
2400

13.75
17.25
21.25

20.50
21.70
29.00
32.00
3800

1500
22.00
20.10
2900

13.50
13.80
17.50
21 30
23.00

13.25
1675
20.50

HCK5 Head cleaning Kit with Fluid 1590 15.50 1500
LC5 5" Library cases EGO/ 2.10 2.00 180
LB40 Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen 14.00 13.50 13.00
LB85 Lockable Box 85 Cap inc Disk Pen 18.00 17.00 16.00

8" DISKS - IN BOXES OF 10 DISKS
Phone for most Competitive Prices for Verbatim. BASF, Memorex and Acces-
sories

POSTAGE/PACKING (UK)
5.25 Disks/Clean Kit E1/Box (75p/Box 10+)
Library Case 50p/Box (35p/Box 10+)
Lockable Box E2.50/Box (E1/Box 104)

Add 30p per box for 1st Class Delivery
Please contact us for Quantity Discounts ITO+ Boxes)
and Trade Accounts. Official Orders welcomed.

OTT AMOUNT

Total Exc. VAT

VAT 15%

Total Payable

Name Tel. No.

Address
PCW 9/83

Access/Barclaycard/Cheque No
If you do not wish to cut out form send order separately

34 Cannonbury Avenue, Pinner, Middx HA5 1TS
Telephone orders any time - we do the rest - 01-868 9548

Pinner Wordpro

EPSON OHO
Bu3itIES5 MicZO-ComPuTec.

EPSON FX-80
FUti. FILA-rueg PRI rrre-R,

plus
I - mervaortl ()Wade

kp -2.5"to
r -I Do Saffwarecfiree V ovcker

for only E2.173 4- VAT

swirrwAits "wasaat mow!
Mvuli`LAI4 Ens * woosrkic 4.2.95

* agAse s Ellcit elBAsE Aux torn t1,60 *
Fut.1_ PCAcktiteg RAIqcor crow. .6111-

teos exclude VAT ewe( c_Arri st.5

DAM BASE
147 All Saints Road Newmarket

Newmarket 667311

4RMEt
ATARI 400 & 800

400 (16K/inc. BASIC) £139.50 800 (48K+ BASIC) £289
400 (16K) + BASIC + RECORDER + JOYSTICK + 5

BLANK CASSETTES + DEMO CASSETTE £199
400 (48K) + ALL ABOVE ITEMS £284
800 (48K) + ALL ABOVE ITEMS £339
800 (48K) + BASIC + DISK DRIVE + JOYSTICK

+ 3 BLANK DISKS + DEMO DISK £555

DRAGON 32 £169

SPECTRUM from £99.95 VIC 20 £129
ORIC I (48K) £139 CBM 64 £199

AQUARIUS £79.95 SHARP MZ80A £399

ZX81 £39.95 SHARP MZ8OB £799

EPSON HX20 £462.00

EPSON QX10 £1995.00

SORD M5 - £149

24 GL6LirdilfglijiiiT ROAD
BRIGHTON 698424

Software only
(for use on most CP/M machines)
£375 plus VAT
Full SSP recording and calculation program
Features include:

*A logon password procedure prograrruNrA
-,0.* A la*Set-up program for all tax pa.and NHI codes, and overtime rates;

*Datafile handling s*1

program to add new employees, /Tikfat
amend existing data, produce P45s4 f

4111V*Processing program selectabler"' mw 4
for hourly,weekly, four -weekly
and monthly paid employees;

4e.*Gives detailed printed pay slips`
cash, direct debit, cheque and I - --\

Giro analysis, plus department -by i )

department analysis of payments; ''"
*End -of -year program prints

P60 details for each employee,
and final totals for tax and NHI.
Complete system -Epson QX10, I.

software and printer- for £2570 plus VAT.
Microtek
15 Lower Brook Street,
Ipswich,' Suffolk IP4 lAQ
Tel: Ipswich (0473)50152/52466

PCW 387



I

We have MZ 80 A & B and
PC 1500 with Software back-
up expertise to advise you on

your requirements. See the
advanced technology of
SHARP on demonstration.

THE LARGEST
NASCOM DEALER

I

British built and designed 32K
RAM as standard, (expandable
to 64K Bytes). Plus extensive
facilities for colour graphics. 9
colour. 5 resolution display.
Advanced sound. Prices from
only £199. inc. VAT
Full ranges of Software - tapes.
cartridges. joysticks. books etc.

THE VERY POPULAR

SINCLAIR ZX81 at £49.95
16K RAM PACK at £29.95

SINCLAIR PRINTER
at £59.95

XZ81 1K RAM, one -touch
Keyboard, complete with all
connecting leads. 16K RAM pack
plugs into expansion port
enabling use of sophisticated ZX
Software. ZX printer has full
alphanumerics and graphics.
50cps, 32 characters per line.

EDUCATIONAL USES -
Our main product line - Nascom -
will act as an excellent stand-alone
system. optionally with High
Resolution Colour Graphics and
will attach to an economical Local
Area Network. Ask for details of
our recent installations in the
educational field.

Come toKenilworth

if LARGEST 1

MALII

We are the largest NASCOM
distributors in the U.K. and are
up-to-date with all the latest
hardware and software.
Colour, Sound. Speech,
Educational, Business, Home,
or any application you have in
mind.
Kit Computers with power
supply, £260 excl. VAT.
Built Computers with power
supply, £327 50 excl. VAT

An integrated Nominal.
Purchase and Sales Ledger
with optional invoicing and
stock packages using the
QUANTUM (British) with up
to 2,25 M BYTE of floppy
discs. Very competitive
prices. But best of all
friendly, professional advice

the best system.

NASCOM
S1111111111

CATALOGS
B& L Microcomputers
announce their new
Software Division offering
a range of high quality butinexpensive programs for
the NASCOM.

Most of the programs
have an educational
content. The catalogue
includes programs enabling
owners to make the best
use of the NASCOM. Send
S.A.E. (9 x 6) please.

Yes...come to Kenilwyth

Business & Leisure
Micro Computers

16, The Square, Kenilworth,
Warwickshire CV8 1EB.

Telephone: (0926) 512127.

DJ HERRIOTT LTD
(OFFICE AUTOMATION)

AUTHORISED El HEWLETT
SUPPLIER r PACKARD

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL COMPUTER?

HP9816S

HEWLETT-PACKARD PROVIDES THE SOLUTION

WE OFFER:

* Extensive expertise and experience on Hewlett-Packard
desk -top computers.
* Full range of Hewlett-Packard personal computers,
peripherals and software.
* Full after -sales support.
* Software solutions for: -

Land & Hydrographic Surveying
Civil Engineering
General Draughting - CAD/CAM

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT KEITH EMBERSON or ALAN ROBERTS ON

0892-22443/4
SURVEY HOUSE, 69D LONDON RD, SOUTHBOROUGH, KENT

MSBORNE

OSBORNE PORTABLE PERSONAL BUSINESS COMPUTERS
are supplied with software for CP/M and UCSD p -System
OPERATING SYSTEMS, WORLDSTAR wordprocessing with
MAILMERGE, SUPERCALC electronic spreadsheet, CBASIC
and MBASIC programming languages. EXECUTIVE also has
PERSONAL PEARL database system. Hardware includes
business keyboard with numeric keypad and cursor keys;
2 disc drives, 200Kb each; IEEE -488, RS -232C, Modem
and Monitor ports. 1 year warranty.

OSBORNE 1: 5"CRT, 64K RAM, 52/80/104 cols P.O.A.
OSBORNE EXECUTIVE : 7" CRT, 128K RAM, 80 cols £1995
12"MONITORwith video cable and 4 spacers £ 99
SILVER -REED EX44TYPEWRITER with daisywheel £299
IF44 INTERFACE to convert EX44 to PRINTER £ 99
STAR MATRIX PRINTERS with )80 col. DP510 £275
Friction and Tractorfeed.) 136 col. DP515 £375
PRINTER CABLE for above printers to OSBORNE £ 29
TERMS: C.W.O. Free UK delivery. ADD VAT TO PRICES

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD.
MOXON STREET, BARNET, HERTS., E N5 5SD.
TELEPHONE: 01-440 8686 8 01-449 5028.

388 PC W



GRAPHICS - DATA CAPTURE - MEDICAL PHYSICS - VIEWDATA -
SE CURITY - FAC SIMILE - DE SIGN - PRINTING - BADGE S -

CONSUMER TEXTILES - ILLUSTRATION

f

We captured this little manikin running to see a demonstration of the versatile

DIPLOMAT VIDEO DIGITIZER
£195 (Apple [+)

£345 (Apple / /e, includes 64K Extended 80 Column Card)
Plus Carriage and VAT

Details and demonstrations at PCW Show, Stand 345, Hall B, Lower Level (Pete &
Pam) and COMPEC '83, Stand 718, National Hall (Computech), your nearest

Apple Dealer, or the manufacturer:

SYSTEMS
168 Finchley Road London NW3 6HP

Tel: 01-794 0202
Telex: 268048 EXTLDN G

PCV, 389



INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE
Do you want to create intelligent software

and exciting products? Would you like to work along-
side the people who designed the unique robot chess
machine pictured below?

If you have flair, talent, a will to succeed
and a desire to work to high professional standards on
interesting projects, then you could join us:

To enquire about vacancies (in both of
our London offices and our Cambridge office) in the
following fields:

Hardware design
Systems software

Video game design & programming
General programming

Graphics design
Project management

Please write to:
David Levy, Intelligent Software Ltd
21 Store Street, London WC1E 7DH

Product as seen on BBC's Tomorrow's World
on 17 March 1983

P.AA A ' :AA".A;;A,A vii,C,` "



ADVERTISERS INDEX
A Daystar Computers 294 Keele Codes 333

Acorn Computers 34/35 Davinci 324

Activision 38 Dragon Data 328/329
L

Apple Computers UK 44/45 Data Disk 333
Lifeboat Associates 55

Akhtar Instruments Ltd 365 Display Electronics 338
Leisure Base 76/77

Acorn Peripherals 63 Digital 339
Longman Group Ltd 78

ACT 64/65 DTI 342
Level 9 162

Advanced Resources 235 Database 387
Lightning Elimination 32

Anagram Systems 156 DJ Herriot 388
London Computer Centre 92/93

Ashton-Tate 9/18/23
Leicester Computers 99

Aimgram 32
E Lowmack 112

Adman Elecs 91 Epson 43/79/274 Laskys 292/293

Angela Enterprises 99
Elan Computers 400 Leradeen 308

Access Data 102
East London Robotics 92 Link Electronics 326

Acomsoft 103
Epson 95 Lombardy 370

ACS 309 Electronequip 302 Lantec 381

Amik 315
Eastern Computers 306 Levell 388

Algotek

Astral & Chambers

327

347

Eltec

Elstree

324

351
M
Microcentre IFC

Autoram 374 F Memotech 354/355/356
Asco 381

Fraser 235 Microcomputer Products 357

B Financial Director Software 100 Micro Management 358/359/360/361/362/363

Bits & PC's 54
Fuller 291 Micro Software International 367

Byte Shop & Xitan

BFI

Beebug

Bonsai

Brighton

Barbatan

Biodata

Blake Computer Centre

Byteshop

Widdal Basug

68/69

148

83/300

113

138

296/297

301

303

348

375

G
Gemini Miuros

Guestel

Gould Electronics

Gianmire

Grundy

General Northern

Geophysical

Games & Computers

Gamer

48

200

59

7

106/107

330

331

373

387

Micro Computer Club

Molimerx

Mannesman Tally

Micropro

Maplin

MicroDesign

Microgeneral

Micronet 800

Map 80

Micro Computer Consultants

Microvalue

204

206

251/273

57

66

74

219

232/233

22

81

88/89
Business & Leisure 388

Mass Micros 109

C
CAE 62

Hi -Technology

Helistar

49

158

Microex

McGraw Hill Books

109

110

Commodore 72/73
HB Systems 101

Mr Chip 303

Comart 80
Hunter 308

Micro Peripherals 311

C/WP 213/215/217
Hi -Techniques 318

Micro Digital 340

Calco Software 158
HCCS 330

Matter 344/345

Clapp & Poliak 286
High Techniques 336/337

Microcell .369

Caxton 16
Halsey & Co 343

Maeius 384

C -Data 21
Happy Memories 346

Microtex 387

Compsoft

Cavendish

87

91
Highlands 383 N

Cyborg Computers 24 I
NEC UK Ltd 252

Newport Technical 75
Comart 108 Intertec Data Systems 46/47

CK Computers 111 ISG Data Sales 58
NCR 295

New World 316
Computer Pro 112 Ibek Systems 75

Newport Technical 346
Conway 114 Interdata 288

National Discount Centre 385
Cambridge 122 lansyst 6

Camputers 128/129 Inmac 15

Computer Games 130 Irvine 115
0
Oric Products International 36/37

Computer & Business Forms 299 Intech 121
Ormskirk Computer Centre 368

Crown Business Centre 302/371 10 Research 298
Oric Software 182

Cobra 308 Interface Group 313
Oi Computers 4/5/14

Computronix 325 ICE 314
OEM 25/81

Concordia 339 Interface 347
Oxford Computer Publishing 99

CJE 343 Intelligent Software 390
Opus 350/373

CID 346

Computer Plus

Crofton

349

373

J
Jaemma 374 P

Compshop 386 lel Computers 375
Personal Computers Ltd OBC

Peachtree Software 364
Computech 389

K PPM Ltd 182

D KGB 182/195 Perfect Software 52/53

Digisolve 71 Kensington Microware 50 Phoenix 156

DJAI 228 A&G Knight 67 Power Testing Sales Ltd 172

Digihurst 235 Kuma 265/310 Psion 175

Digitus 1 Keyboard Hire 115 Pete and Pam Computers 10

Deans of Kensington 13/19 Kemp 122 Parkins 138

Digital Solutions 17 Keele Codes 308 Pace 304/305/349

Disking 104/105 Key Computers 320 Portico Technology 334/335

Data Products 289/290 KAI 326 Password 351

Power International

Pinner Wordpro
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The launch of ACT's Apricot
recently had an element of
surprise for all the white-hot
technocrats who attended. This
was a cake modelled to look just
like ACT's new piece of
leading -edge technology. It
even came as a separate screen,
computer and keyboard!
Rumours are abroad that ACT
is about to go into the bakery
business. . . And on the subject
of launches, Data General
chartered Concorde to fly to
New York for the launch of an
integrated office microsystem.
This was instead of shelling out
to organise a separate launch in
each European city. One
wonders: is it cost-effective?.. .
And still on the subject of
launches, Torch Computers
allegedly paid William
Woollard (of Tomorrow's
World fame) £4000 to speak at
the recent launch of the
68000 -based Super Torch.
That probably wasn't
cost-effective. . . Regular
readers of this august page will
no doubt remember the
reference, a couple of issues
ago, to HELP, a fitness
program which used those
appalling instruments, skinfold
calipers (shock, horror, probe,

etc), as a sort of perverse
peripheral device. Those who
have a deep and heartfelt
respect for that most English of
qualities, decency, will no
doubt prefer the `tone up at the
terminals' guide, produced by
Verbatim Corporation in
California, to help flabby
operators improve their
chances of competing in the
Olympic Games next year.
Naturally, this guide is in
response to yet another report
on eyestrain, backstrain. . .

which are associated with
VDUs. Members of the PCW
team who discussed this
contemporary hobbyhorse
reckon the manual typewriter
to be a far worse cause of all
sorts of strain than a mere
VDU. . . What was very odd
about the communiqué which
related to this fitness guide is
this: it included a photo of a
suitably attractive young lady
looking generally fit and ready
to go-in some appropriate
exercising pose. According to
the caption enclosed with the
photo she goes by the name of
Denis Katnich, and she is a Los
Angeles physilogist - Chip
Chat reckons she is actually
Denise and is a physiologist-

we hope. . . Software Arts, the
creator of Visicalc, has sold
copies of that very same
illustrious spreadsheet to the
value of $25 million (we wonder
if they used Visicalc to forecast
this). How ironic, then, that it
should be presented with the
same sum again from
International Computer
Programs, Inc, at its 1983
executives' conference. This
huge sum of money was actually
an award for Visicalc's
achieving over $1 million in
sales. Somehow it seems that
Software Arts doesn't need the
money-what about using it to
support Ethiopia, SA?. . . The
star of ITV's Ultra Quiz, to go
on show nationwide as from 9
July, will undoubtedly be an
Epson QX-10 (no, not Miss
World). This machine will help
astrologer Russell Grant to
predict, at the beginning of
each round, which of the 2000
morons chasing round the
world after one £10,000 prize
will get chucked out. Epson's
training manager will be on
hand to offer explanations as to
why the computer makes its
particular predictions. Let's
hope he will have been trained
in the art of diplomacy if the

machine predicts everything
wrong. . . Hewlett-Packard is a
funny organisation. One of its
big publicity 'things' is the
`Hewlett-Packard Service to
Sailing', which seems strikingly
inappropriate. In fact, the crew
of Victory '83-Britain's
challenger in this year's
America's Cup races, will be
using an HP120. While one
might be forgiven for believing
the use for this machine to be
the steering of the boat; one
would be wrong. It's to be used
for inventory control. What a
let -down! All the same,
yachtsmen will be using the
profitable HP-41CV to check
navigational calculations -
wouldn't a Husky be better?.. .
At the same time, though, that
ol' HP-41CV gets everywhere!
It's in use by astronauts on the
shuttle as well. . . Not only this,
but the press release which told
this little story also managed-
Lord knows how- to include a
passage about HP's new factory
in Bristol. It did this quite
sneakily and without a break of
any discernible degree in the
text. Publicity moves in
mysterious ways.

BLUDNERS
The author of Apple VAT,
published in the June issue, has
written to say that there is a
rather drastic error in the
program: it doesn't clear the
previous (input) totals before
calculating the output totals!
To improve instantly the
financial standing of your
business, add the following
line:
7425 FOR 1=1 TO 3: TT(I)= 0:
NEXT I
Gremlins made their presence
felt in two of the Benchtests in
last month's issue. In his review
of the Sord M5, Steve Mann
stated that the basic package
included two games joypads'
-certainly, the review
machine came complete with
the joypads and the packaging
seemed to indicate that these
were standard issue. However,
this may well not be the case.

The price war at the cheaper
end of the home computer
market seems to be hotting up,
and dealers are vying with each
other to offer the best deal, so it
would be as well to check with
your local retailer to see
whether he will offer the
joypads free of charge.
Observant readers will have
noticed that the M5 Benchtest
omitted the Benchmark
timings- the review was done
in a great hurry and the machine
had to be returned before the
Benchmark timings had been
done. We will certainly include
these figures in our next
Benchmark summary.

In his review of the Tandy
Mode1100, Dick Pountain
based his conclusions on the
mistaken belief that the 24k
model sold for £495. In fact , as
was stated in the 'Prices'

section, the 8k version retails at
£499 while the 24k Mode1100
will set you back £649. Readers
should bear this in mind when
pondering Pountain's
pontifications.

This month's final bludner
concerns a letter from Mr G J
Suggett , in which he discussed
cross -figure puzzles and
included an example from
Games and Puzzles magazine.

We printed the clues for this
example, but managed to omit
the grid on which the answers
are entered. For the
cross -figure freaks out there,
we print the missing diagram
here-for the clues, see 'Cross
Figures' , page 110, August
PCW.
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OCT. 19, 20, 21...

THREE DAYS THAT

WILL CHANGE

YOUR IDEAS ABOUT

SOFTWARE...

FOREVER!

Don't Miss
The National

Software Show in
anFrancisco.

To keep up on what's happening in your
induttry is a monumental task. Here's the solution
to help you see what's on the horizon: attend The
National Software Show in San Francisco, October
19, 20 & 21st, 1983. You'll get hands-on exposure to
the latest concepts and strategies being presented

y over 200 exhibitors. This Trade Show is
elusively for ISO's, retailers, distributors, dealers,
Tern houses, commercial OEM's, volume buyers,

e capitalists and industry press.
e present as the best, unveil the newest. In

addition, you can improve your business acumen
by attending the 22 session Conference. Here
Industry eaders will share with you the secrets and

-processes that have kept them on top in a highly
competitive field.

.73re-Register today. Write or call for attendee
mforratlpn: The National Software Show, 21 Tamal
Vista, Suite 175, Corte Madera, CA 94925,
(415' 924 1194.

The National Software Show is brought to you
y Raging Bear Productions, Inc., Creators of
citing Industry Trade Shows and Conferences.



Lisa is more than a Personal Computer. It is your personal office system
that understands the way you work - it is the next generation of personal
computing.

Lisa combines words, numbers, lists, graphs and pictures to produce the
information you want, when you want it - simply and efficiently. Lisa
comes complete with 6 business programs that integrate. Whether you
work in a large corporation or own or manage a small company, Lisa will
provide you with all the facts and figures.

Why not contact Personal Computers Ltd. and see how Lisa can help
you. Telephone 01-377 1200 for a demonstration of this revolutionary and
powerful computer, or book your place for the following seminar dates.

Seminar Dates

Personal Computers
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